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About a year ago the publisher of the 'Series of Brief Grammars of the Germanic Dialects' invited me to prepare the Old English member of the series. At that time the pressure of other duties did not justify me in promising him more than a revision of an earlier set of lectures on Old English grammar, adapted to conform to the general plan. The brief sketch which follows, therefore, makes no pretension to be anything more than such a revision, although much has been added in the process of recopying which was foreign to the original draft.

Hitherto, Old English grammars have virtually been founded upon the language of the poetical texts. This is to be deplored, especially when we consider that the manuscripts in which they are contained are uniformly late; that the texts themselves were composed at an earlier period, and frequently in another dialect; and that in our present versions ancient forms are almost hopelessly jumbled with more modern ones, and specimens of the most widely separated dialects are occasionally united in the same composition.

In the present treatise, on the other hand, the language of the older prose writings has, to a greater extent than heretofore, been chosen as the basis of grammatical investigation, since it is safe to assume that they represent in some measure a single dialect. Besides the characterization of the West Saxon, which is everywhere made the most prominent, an attempt has also been made to give,
though in the most concise terms, the chief variations of the other dialects. Moreover, the method followed has been the historical: that is, I have endeavored to discriminate between early and late forms in a somewhat more critical manner than has been customary, at least in Germany. In this respect, particularly, my work will need to be supplemented and corrected. Just here, however, I desire to anticipate one objection which may be brought against my statements. When a sound or a form is said to be ‘earlier’ or ‘later,’ these terms are to be understood as designating the relative age of two corresponding sounds or forms, or the great preponderance of the one or the other in documents of an earlier or later date, and must not be construed as denying the isolated occurrence of ‘later’ forms in earlier texts, or the reverse. In the present state of our knowledge of Old English, it is not possible to proceed with any nearer approach to accuracy; as regards the exact chronology of Old English sounds and forms, almost everything is yet to be done.

The citations are not usually intended to be exhaustive, since this was precluded by the very plan of the series. Many details, which appear to be confined exclusively to the language of poetry, have been intentionally omitted, because I believe that the beginner should first acquaint himself with the normal or typical forms of the language; it should be observed, however, that what is lacking in the paragraphs treating of West Saxon will frequently be found under the head of the other dialects. On the other hand, I regret that my account of heterogeneous and heteroclitic nouns is not more full and explicit.

In the phonology, and especially in that of the vowels, it was impossible to avoid touching upon the theories of comparative philology. Here, again, the utmost attainable brevity has been aimed at. In general, an elementary
knowledge of Gothic has been presupposed; Old High German and Old Saxon forms have been introduced only in exceptional instances, and then only when they were required to elucidate some difficulty.

The first effectual stimulus to a historical study of Old English, and the first outlines of Old English dialectology, we owe to Henry Sweet. In the introduction to his edition of the Cura Pastoralis the peculiarities of Early West Saxon were pointed out for the first time; and his paper entitled 'Dialects and Prehistoric Forms of English' (Transactions of the Philological Society, 1875-76, pp. 453 ff.) first directed attention to the earliest documents, and briefly characterized the principal dialects. Of prime importance are likewise his investigations into the quantity of Old English vowels (120, note); these were intended to prepare the way for a new edition of his History of English Sounds, London, 1874—a work which leans rather to a theoretical treatment of Old English phonology. Besides, the grammatical introduction to Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Reader (now in its third edition, Oxford, 1881, though I have been able to consult only the second) contains many valuable, and, what is deserving of special recognition in this department of research, trustworthy particulars.

The history of certain parts of the Old English vowel-system has been for the first time illustrated in the researches of H. Paul into the Germanic vowel-system (Beiträge zur Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache und Literatur 4. 315 ff., and 6. 1 ff.). To these should be added the articles by Ten Brink (Zeitschrift für Deutsches Alterthum 19. 211 ff., Anglia 1. 512 ff.), and by J. Zupitza (Anzeiger für Deutsches Alterthum 2. 1 ff.). Of monographs on special points but few have been published. Zupitza has fully discussed the language of the important Kentish Glosses (Zeitschrift für Deutsches Alterthum 19. 1 ff.); while,
besides Sweet, P. J. Cosijn has shed light upon Early West Saxon by his admirable studies of the Cura Pastoralis and the Old English Chronicle (Taalvondige Bijdragen, Haarlem, 1877 ff., 2. 115 ff., 240 ff.), as well as by his Kurzgefasste Altwestsächsische Grammatik (I. Theil, Die Vocale der Stammsilben, Leiden, 1881). The northern dialects, moreover, which had been almost overlooked since the labors of K. W. Bouterwek (Introduction to his edition of the Four Gospels in the Old Northumbrian Language, Gütersloh, 1857; the edition is totally useless so far as the text is concerned) and of M. Heyne (Kurze Grammatik der Altgermanischen Dialekte), have recently been made the objects of study. The language of the Psalter (Appendix, p. 222) has been very critically elucidated by R. Zeuner (Die Sprache des Kentischen Psalters, Halle, 1881), and compared with that of the oldest Kentish texts; the author, relying upon an earlier opinion of Sweet's, regarded the Psalter as Kentish, but this view is shown to be untenable by his own statements in the treatise referred to. Finally, a similar comprehensive investigation of the Northumbrian documents is soon to be expected from Professor Albert S. Cook.

To what extent I am indebted to these and other predecessors for opinions or material can be easily determined by comparison. To assure every one his due is rendered impossible by the compass and plan of this sketch.

To my friend W. Braune I owe grateful acknowledgments for his aid in the correction of proof-sheets, and for many valuable suggestions with regard to the text itself.

E. SIEVERS.

JENA, February 1, 1882.

1 See now p. 3. — Tr.
EDITOR'S PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

While Sievers' Angelsächsische Grammatik was passing through the press, I was a student of philology at the University of Jena. The author had obligingly allowed me to read the whole manuscript before it was placed in the printer's hands, and now favored me with copies of the proof-sheets as fast as they were issued. Under these circumstances it was natural that, when the project of an English version was mooted, I should offer myself as the translator. I did so offer myself, and received from my honored teacher his cordial permission to make such use of his work as I might deem proper; in other words, he left it to my option to expand, curtail, or otherwise modify the original in any way that commended itself to my judgment. The permission thus generously accorded, it has been my aim not to abuse.

The original plan of the grammar has been left intact. Upon first view it seemed labyrinthine, and capable of much simplification; but I was soon persuaded, upon nearer examination, that the complexity of design was owing to the multiplicity of phenomena presented by the three Old English dialects, and still further increased by the endeavor to discriminate between the earlier and later stages of West Saxon. The author might have made his Grammar easier had he chosen to ignore facts which clamored for explanation, instead of seeking to harmonize and account for them; if the work is more difficult, it is also more scientific.
and comprehensive. Moreover, much of the apparent complexity vanishes in actual use. The dialectal variations may be entirely disregarded; examples of Late West Saxon are chiefly confined to the notes; and the system of cross-references will not only facilitate the settlement of a doubtful point, but, if perseveringly utilized, will enable the student readily to comprehend the relations between the different parts of the whole organism—an organism which is not the figment of scholastic invention, but essentially natural and rational.

With the exception of one or two unimportant redistributions of matter, the modifications that have been made are confined to excisions, additions, changes in terminology, and changes in accent. The excisions are of such details as were criticised in my review of the Grammar in the American Journal of Philology 6. 228, and need not be dwelt upon in this place.

Important supplementary matter has been furnished by articles in various philological journals. Among these may be mentioned the papers contained in Englische Studien 6. 149 ff., 290 ff., and in Anglia 6. 171 ff.; the valuable contributions of F. Kluge to Kuhn's Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Sprachforschung 26. 68 ff., the Beiträge zur Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache und Literatur 8. 506 ff., and to Anglia, Anzeiger zu Band 5. 81 ff.; but especially the rich collections from Sievers' own hand (Beiträge 9. 197–300). So much of this store as promised to render the Grammar more serviceable has been incorporated into its pages, though frequently with such alterations of form as to become practically unrecognizable, except upon careful scrutiny. The First Half of Cosijn's Altwestsächsische Grammatik unfortunately came to hand too late to be of any service. Besides the additions made to the body of the
work, the index has been amplified to include all the new words under the head of Inflection.

The term 'Old English' has been substituted throughout for 'Anglo-Saxon.' This change will hardly call for an extended justification. Whatever reasons may be advanced for the retention of the name 'Anglo-Saxon,' the arguments in favor of 'Old English' are manifestly, and, to my mind, overwhelmingly superior. The latter rest upon the practically invariable usage of our English forefathers, and upon the need of marking, by a simple as well as intelligible nomenclature, the succession of periods or stages in the development of our language. At the very beginning of the Preface to the English Chronicle, we are told that 'in this island there are five languages: English (Englisc), British, Scotch, Pictish, and Latin.' Alfred, in his circular letter prefixed to the Pastoral Care, advises that all freemen's sons be set to learning 'until such time as they can interpret English (Englisc) writing well,' and states that he has undertaken to 'render into English' the book known in Latin as 'Pastoralis.' A century later, Ælfric, speaking of his grammar, says: 'I, Ælfric, have attempted to translate this little book into English speech'; further on, when treating of letters, he states that 'littera is stæf in English' (p. 4 of Zupitza's edition); and again, that 'y is very common in English writings.' Again, in the Old English version of the Gospels, the text of Matthew 27. 46, interpreting the Aramaic, reads, 'that is in English (Englisc), My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?' And while 'English' is thus repeatedly employed to denote the language, 'Anglo-Saxon' never once occurs in this sense. But, if the application of the term English to the speech of our ancestors is warranted by their own practice, the phrase Old English is at least equally well supported
by convenience, analogy, and sound philological principles. No one scruples to say Old Saxon, Old Norse, or Old French, while the sequence of Old High German, Middle High German, and Modern or New High German (Brandt's German Grammar, § 485) is too well established to be overthrown. The designation of the successive epochs in the history of English by the same terms — Old, Middle, and Modern — which have been so long and consistently applied to the sister tongue, can therefore hardly be regarded as constituting a serious innovation. These adjectives carry their meaning on their face, and do not require, for ordinary purposes, an interpretation at the hands of the professional philologist; yet, while sufficiently flexible for popular use in their current acceptations, they admit of strict scholarly definition, and are thus open to no valid objection on either score.

With regard to accent, I have followed Sweet in the third edition of his Reader; that is, I have uniformly employed the acute, and placed it over the former of the two elements in a long diphthong, thus differing from Sievers, who writes simple long vowels with the circumflex, and places the acute over the second element of a long diphthong. A uniform adherence to one or the other accent is dictated by considerations of simplicity and economy, while Sievers himself distinctly affirms that the stress in every diphthong falls upon the first of the two components, though he ignores the theory in his notation.

In conformity with Sweet's practice, I have designated the o, standing for a before nasals, by q, and the umlaut-e by ç, original e being left unmarked. The ę of the German edition has been replaced by g, since it is not easy to discern any advantage in the retention of the manuscript form. In the index, ą, whether initial or medial, has been
made to follow t, instead of being inserted, when medial, after d. . . .

In conclusion, it only remains to express the hope that what is best in this treatise may be ascribed to Professor Sievers, and that what is faulty in execution may be set down to the unwisdom of its editor.

ALBERT S. COOK.

University of California,
Berkeley, Cal., March 19, 1885.
AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

[In the first paragraph, the author recapitulates the substance of the second, third, and sixth paragraphs of his Preface to the First Edition, and then proceeds as follows:]

Under these circumstances, I have considered it advisable to incorporate into this new edition such assured material as was ready to my hand. In addition to a number of special investigations, catalogued at the end of this volume, my own collections have again been my chief dependence. Some of these, accompanied by references to the texts from which they were drawn, have been published in Paul and Braune's Beiträge 9. 197 ff., but the labor of making excerpts has been carried on uninterruptedly, so as to include the texts which have been published in the interval between that time and the present. That the search has not brought to light any very considerable number of important facts emboldens me to assume that the more essential linguistic phenomena of Old English have been observed and expounded with sufficient completeness. To furnish an exhaustive presentation of details lay as little within the scope of the present as of the former edition. It would have been easy for me to increase materially the number of examples under each head, had such a procedure been consistent with the general plan of this compend. Notwithstanding this limitation, I trust that no considerable omissions will be discovered, except in two branches of the subject, which I have been deterred from revising more thoroughly, in deference to others who have
undertaken to investigate them. The Grammar of Northumbrian, by Albert S. Cook, the admirable redactor of the English version of this little treatise, already announced in the Preface to the First Edition, has been considerably advanced in the meantime, but not yet entirely finished; while the appearance of Sweet’s Grammar of the Oldest Texts is now unfortunately postponed by Sweet himself (Oldest English Texts v ff.) to a quite indefinite future.

The manuscript of the new edition was virtually finished by the end of 1884, and the printing began early in 1885. Some of the more recent researches could not, therefore, be utilized. On the other hand, I have to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to those who have assisted me by the loan of still unpublished texts. The advance sheets of Sweet’s Old English Texts were entrusted to me by the kindness of their editor as early as 1882. Professor A. Schröer has likewise courteously permitted me to use the proof-sheets of his edition of the Benedictine Rule. Finally, I am indebted to my friend F. Kluge for the loan of his apograph of Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, since published in Anglia 8. 298 ff. He has also revised the greater part of the manuscript, and furnished me with a number of valuable comments and addenda.

E. SIEVERS.

Tübingen, May 15, 1886.
EDITOR'S PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

In the present work I have endeavored to include all that is essential in the second German edition. This has demanded the rewriting of large portions, though the less important details have again been omitted, and the paragraph numbers do not in all cases correspond with those of the German. The form of my first edition was in part determined by the necessity of incorporating much new matter, not found in my original, and its general outlines have been preserved in this new one, even when previous statements have been modified, and later discoveries introduced.

The Index to the new German edition is a great improvement upon its predecessor, though it is confined to Old English words, and is not free from inaccuracies. These inaccuracies have been corrected to the best of my ability, and full Indexes of the words quoted from other languages have been added. It is hoped that this latter feature will facilitate the use of the book by students whose chief concern is with some other Germanic tongue, or with the more general problems of Comparative Philology.

I am under obligation to Professor J. M. Hart for some useful criticisms upon the first edition, to Professor Sievers for permission to use the advance sheets of the revised book, and to all those whose approbation of my former effort has encouraged me to attempt this revision.

ALBERT S. COOK.

University of California,
July 4, 1887.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

In accordance with the urgent desire of the publisher, I resolved last autumn to carry through for the nonce a mere reimpression of the second edition of my Old English Grammar, and thus provide at least for the needs of the moment, instead of the complete revision which, though it had been in hand for a long time, was only partly finished. As soon as the printing began, however, I became aware that this plan was untenable. Accordingly, while typesetting and printing were in progress, I have rectified and expanded the old text, as far as was possible within the time at my disposal (October, 1897, to the beginning of January, 1898), by the aid of my own completed investigations or those of others (here I must mention with very special gratitude the names of Cosijn, Brown, Cook, and Lindelöf). Under these circumstances it was quite impossible to attain perfect uniformity in the treatment of the various parts of the book. Changes have been made, especially in the Phonology, which in some places cried out with peculiar insistence for revision, wherever I could with any assurance replace an outworn formula by a more positive one; other sections, especially 120–125, I have left unchanged, because I found it impossible to resolve my doubts concerning them. Moreover, for the technical reasons suggested above, I felt myself bound to retain, as far as possible, the former numbering of paragraphs and notes. However, since this could not always be compassed, it has resulted that a number of references
from later to earlier sheets have become incorrect in consequence of the changes which had afterward to be made in the numeration, a fact which I beg may be borne in mind as an explanation of the unpleasantly long list of errata at the end of the book.

The general plan of the book has therefore remained the same as in the previous edition. One thing, however, I wish to observe with respect to the somewhat increased number of details, especially in the Inflection; it is that, unless the context evinces the contrary, every such detailed statement is to be understood positively, and not negatively; in other words, the statement that such a form is found in such a text is not to be interpreted as meaning that it does not occur in any other, but only that it does occur there. It should also be noted that the term 'Early West Saxon' must, in case of doubt, be regarded as applying only to the texts treated in Cosijn's Altwestsächsische Grammatik (the Cura Pastoralis, Orosius, and Chronicle), and in like manner that the terms 'Kentish,' 'Mercian,' and 'Northumbrian' refer to the corresponding larger dialect texts, which could alone be regularly adduced.

The Index has this time been much amplified, in accordance with a wish which has been frequently expressed; though whether to the advantage of the subject is, to my own mind, almost more than doubtful.

I have thankfully utilized such contributions to the projected revision as interested readers and dear friends, above all A. Pogatscher and K. Luick, had made, so far as they seemed to fit into the present scheme. Besides, I am most heartily obliged to my friend Luick for a number of valuable suggestions which he made during the perusal of the proof-sheets of this edition.

E. SIEVERS.

Leipzig-Gohlis, June 8, 1898.
EDITOR'S PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

In translating the new German edition I have retained practically all the matter of the original, the general principles of my translation remaining otherwise unchanged. Here and there, as in the previous editions, I have ventured to differ with the author: thus, the term 'Old English' has again been employed (cf. p. ix), and the e and o (p. x); g replaces z, and ẞ has the position of th, except that initially it follows t (cf. p. x). Moreover, the macron is here employed, instead of the acute accent, to denote etymological length, and the acute accent, instead of the macron, to denote secondary lengthening. Under 127 I have introduced a note explaining ablaut more fully, having been led to think that this insertion would be welcomed by many students. In one or two instances I have added the title of some publication which has appeared since the issue of the German edition, and in several cases I have silently corrected a clerical error of the German.

I have not verified the references of the Index, nor have I appended Indexes to the cognate tongues, as was done in the second edition. If I have reason to think that this latter omission is unwelcome, there may be opportunity to repair it in future impressions.

For some valuable suggestions I am indebted to Professor M. A. Harris, of Elmira College, and to Professor O. F. Emerson, of Western Reserve University.

YALE UNIVERSITY,
July 11, 1903.

ALBERT S. COOK.
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INTRODUCTION

1. By Old English we mean the language of the Germanic inhabitants of England, from their earliest settlement in that country till about the middle or end of the eleventh century. From this time on the language, which differs from that of the older period by the gradual decay of inflectional forms, and the introduction of French elements, is called Middle English, and still later Modern English, or simply English.

Note 1. The OE. writers uniformly call their own language Englisc; the Latin authors employ, for the most part, the term Lingua Saxonica. The expressions Ongulseaxan, Lat. Anglosaxones, etc., were originally employed only in a political sense. The argument in favor of employing the term 'Anglo-Saxon' is merely that it has been accepted in usage as applying to the oldest period of English, while 'Old English' has been applied to what is more correctly designated as Middle English. However, this consideration is overborne by the facts that the use of 'Anglo-Saxon,' as an English term applying to the language, dates from only 1783 (cf. New Eng. Dict. s. v.); that our early ancestors did not employ it in this sense; that 'Old English' is in conformity with the terminology applied to continental tongues (see above, pp. ix, x); and that 'Old English' is used by an ever increasing number of English philologists, having, among other authorities, the support of the New English Dictionary. As a concession to usage, the original of the present work employs 'Anglo-Saxon.'

Note 2. Only an approximate date can be assigned to the close of the Old English period. Old English manuscripts were still copied
in the twelfth century, and hence the language was still employed for scholarly and literary purposes. On the other hand, we may infer, from certain indications, that the popular tongue had before 1050 lost many of the phonetic and inflectional peculiarities which distinguish Old English from the later stages of the language; for example, the distinction between dative and accusative.

Old English forms a branch of the so-called West Germanic, i.e., of the unitary language from which, in later times, proceeded Old English, Frisian, Old Saxon, Frankish, and Upper German. It is most nearly related to Frisian, but next to Old Saxon. Compare the editor’s Phonological Investigation of Old English, Boston, 1888.

2. In the earliest OE. manuscripts the existence of various dialects is plainly discernible. The chief of these are the Northumbrian, in the north; the Midland or Mercian, in the interior; the Saxon, in the south; and the Kentish, in the extreme southeast.

Northumbrian and Mercian together form the Anglian group. The type of Saxon is most clearly exhibited in Wessex, the most westerly Saxon district, and thus West Saxon has come to be regarded as the chief representative of the Saxon dialects. The language of the third invading tribe, the Jutes, is represented in literature by Kentish. Hence the tribal divisions into Angles, Saxons, and Jutes have a grammatical parallel in the threefold division into Anglian, Saxon, and Kentish.

Note 1. The pre-Alfredian texts, which are exceedingly important in a linguistic point of view, have been issued in a complete edition by Sweet, Oldest English Texts, London, 1885. The OE. charters were collected by J. M. Kemble, Codex Diplomaticus Ævi Saxonici, London, 1839-48 (new edition by W. de Gray Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum, London, 1883 ff.); the oldest ones are also printed
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in Sweet. An extended bibliography is given in R. Wüll(c)ker’s Grundriss zur Geschichte der Ags. Litteratur, Leipzig, 1885.


Note 3. Mercian is supposed to be represented by the modified transcript of the Northumbrian gloss on Matthew (R.1) in the so-called Rushworth MS., but the dialect seems to be a mixed one, and to contain isolated Saxon forms; as respects the other three Gospels, the dialect of the gloss (R.2) is much closer to that of the Durham Book. The whole is printed in Skeat’s edition. The very important interlinear version of the Psalter (in MS. Cotton Vespasian A. 1), which was for some time considered to be Kentish, must certainly be regarded as Mercian in its linguistic character. It was edited by J. Stevenson, Anglo-Saxon and Early English Psalter, for the Surtees Society, London, 1843–47, and more correctly in Sweet’s Oldest English Texts, pp. 183 ff. The translation of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History was originally North Anglian, or perhaps Mercian, but the existing transcript is essentially West Saxon (new editions by Thomas Miller, The Old English Version of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, London, 1890 ff.; Schipper, in the Grein-Wüll(c)ker Bibliothek der Ags. Prosa, Leipzig, 1897–1900). Minor specimens of Mercian have been edited by A. S. Napier, Anglia 10. 131 ff. (a life of St. Chad), and by J. Zupitza, Haupt’s Zs. 33. 47 (glosses).

Note 4. The only remains which are certainly Kentish, in addition to a few early charters (printed in Sweet, Oldest English Texts), are a metrical translation of the 50th Psalm, a hymn, and a collection of glosses in MS. Vesp. D. 6 of the British Museum. The first two were published in Anglosaxonica quae primus edidit Fr. Dietrich, Marburg, 1855, and less correctly by Grein, Bibliothek der Ags. Poesie 2. 276 ff., 290 ff. (cf. Haupt’s Zs. 15. 465 ff.); the glosses by J. Zupitza in Haupt 21. 1 ff., 22. 223 ff., and in Wright-Wüll(c)ker, Anglo-Saxon
and Old English Vocabularies 1. 55 ff. Not pure Kentish, but Kentish containing at least an admixture of Mercian forms, is the Epinal Glossary of the beginning of the eighth century, together with the nearly related Corpus and Erfurt Glossaries, which are the chief sources of our knowledge of the oldest English. The Epinal Glossary was edited by Henry Sweet, London, 1884, with a photolithographic facsimile of the whole manuscript; all three glossaries are in Sweet’s Oldest English Texts 1 ff., and the Corpus Glossary in Wright-Wül(c)ker 1. 1 ff.

Alfred’s translation of Boethius exists for the most part only in two MSS., the Bodleian and the Cottonian, which contain Kentish forms, while a fragment from another Bodleian MS. is in pure West Saxon; the Metres are even more distinctly Kentish (see Sedgefield’s edition, pp. xxxv, xxxvi). All are edited by Sedgefield, King Alfred’s Old English Version of Boethius De Consolatione Philosophiae, Oxford, 1899.

Note 5. Among the ancient specimens of West Saxon are certain works by Alfred the Great, preserved in contemporary manuscripts. These are the translation of Gregory the Great’s Pastoral Care (edited by H. Sweet, King Alfred’s West Saxon Version of Gregory’s Pastoral Care, London, 1871), and of the Chronicle of Orosius, edited from the Lauderdale MS. by Sweet, King Alfred’s Orosius, London, 1883. Next is the oldest text (Parker MS.) of the Saxon Chronicle, of which the oldest portion extends to A.D. 891; principal editions by B. Thorpe, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, London, 1861, and by Earle, Two of the Saxon Chronicles, Oxford, 1865, revised and much improved by C. Plummer, Oxford, 1892, 1899. Chief sources for LWS. are especially the numerous and still partly unpublished works of Ælfric (circa 1000). His sermons are peculiarly important, on account of their preservation of dialectical peculiarities (edited by B. Thorpe, The Homilies of Ælfric, London, 1844–46, for the Ælfric Society); Ælfric’s OE. Grammar of Latin was edited by J. Zupitza, Berlin, 1880.

By Pure West Saxon is meant so much of the language of Ælfric and Ælfric as is common to both, excluding the idiosyncrasies of the individual scribes.

Note 6. The poetical texts of Old English were collected by C. W. M. Grein, Bibliothek der Ags. Poesie, Cassel und Göttingen, 1857–64 (newly edited by R. P. Wül(c)ker, Cassel, 1881–98). They originated for the most part in the Anglian territory (compare Beitr. 10. 464 ff.), but are nearly all preserved in copies made by Southern scribes. The MSS. belong chiefly to the tenth and eleventh centuries,
and therefore represent no dialect in its purity, but consist of a medley of the most various forms. Not only have Anglian forms frequently been transferred from the originals, but earlier and later forms of the same dialect alternate with each other. The poems, therefore, can only be employed with the utmost caution for grammatical purposes. Now and then, indeed, the metre does allow an approximate determination of the original forms to be made (Beitr. 10. 209 ff., 451 ff.).

3. The chief characteristics of W S. are the representation of Germ. Æ by Æ (57; 150. 1); the accurate discrimination of ea and eo (150. 3); the early loss of the sound oe (27); and the displacement of the ending -u, -o, of the ind. pres. 1 sing., by -e (355). In EWS, the umlaut of ea, eo is ie, passing later into i, y (41; 150. 2). Northumbrian has a tendency to drop final n (188. 2), and to convert we into woe, and weo into wo (156). The inflections were unsettled at an early period; especially noticeable is the frequent formation of the ind. pres. 3 sing. and of the whole plur., in -s instead of -ð (357). The oldest criterion of Kentish is the vocalization of g to i (214. 2); more recent was the substitution of e for y (154).

**ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION**

4. The OE. alphabet is the Latin alphabet as modified by English scribes. The letters f, g, r, and s are most unlike the usual forms. Besides the Latin letters, there were ð, þ, and a character for w, the two latter being borrowed from the Runic alphabet (note 3).

English editions of OE. texts have often been printed with type made in imitation of the manuscript characters. At present, however, the Roman letters are universally
preferred, with the addition of the characters $\sigma$ and $\rho$. Occasionally, too, the OE. $z$ is employed to represent $g$.

Note 1. The characters $z$ and $g$ are not discriminated as indicating respectively spirant and sonant stops (211 ff.) until we reach the MSS. of the close of the OE. period, or later. The OE. manuscripts themselves have only the form $z$, and the Latin manuscripts of the period, written in England, likewise employ it to represent Latin $g$, of which it is only a modified form; hence we can form no conclusion from the mere character regarding its pronunciation at this time. The $z$ is employed by some authorities (and so also in the original of the present work) in order not to create the impression that it was introduced later to denote the spirant, whereas in fact it was the $g$ which was added to distinguish the sonant stop.

Note 2. Abbreviations are not very common in Old English manuscripts. They are usually denoted by - or - , - over vowels signifies $m$, for example frō = from; over consonants er, as in æft, fæstn, of = æfter, fæstern, ofer. On the other hand, ~ denotes $or$, as in f, fe, befan, etc. = for, fore, beforan; but ðôn, hwoñ stand for ðonne, hwonne. A $p$ with crossed vertical signifies $pæt$. The following were borrowed from Latin: 7 for önd, and, and; and an l crossed with an undulatory stroke for oðde, or. Less common are actual Latin words, such as dûs (= dominus), or rex for OE. dryhten, cyning.

Note 3. Before the introduction of the Latin alphabet, the English already possessed Runic letters. This alphabet is an extension of the old German Runic alphabet of twenty-four letters (L. F. A. Wimmer, Die Runenschrift, tr. by F. Holthausen, Berlin, 1887). The few Runic remains may be found in G. Stephens, The Old Northern Runic Monuments, Copenhagen, 1866, 1. 361 ff., and in Sweet, Oldest English Texts, pp. 124–130 (cf. also 2, note 2). The most important of these are the inscriptions on the Ruthwell Cross in Northumberland (also in Zupitza-MacLean, Old and Middle English Reader; Grein-Wül(c)ker 2. 111–115; best in Vietor, Die Altnorthumbirischen Runensteinker, pp. 2 ff.; compare Cook, 'Notes on the Ruthwell Cross,' in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc. 17. 367–390), Bewcastle Cross in Cumberland (Stephens 1. 398; Vietor, pp. 13 ff.), and the Clermont or Franks casket (Stephens 1. 470 ff.; E. Wadstein, Ett Engelskt Forminne från 700-Talet och Englands Dåtida Kultur, Göteborg, 1901; and especially A. S. Napier, 'The Franks Casket,' in An English Miscellany, Oxford, 1901, pp. 362–381).
5. The data for determining the pronunciation of these letters is furnished by the traditional pronunciation of Latin as it obtained in England from about the seventh century; besides, it is not improbable that Celtic (Irish) influences must be taken into account. In doubtful cases we are obliged to resort to variation in the orthography, and especially to phonetic changes and grammatical phenomena in Old English itself, as a means of determining the pronunciation. Moreover, the latter cannot have been the same at all times and in all localities.

In the following chapters on phonology the more precise pronunciation of the individual letters will be indicated, whenever it can be done with any approach to certainty, especially where this differs from the pronunciation of the corresponding Latin letters.
The Old English vowels are denoted by the six simple characters a, e, i, o, u, y, the ligature æ, and the digraphs oe, ea (ia), eo, io, and ie (rarely au, ai, ei, oi, ui, and in the oldest texts eu, iu); the latter, with the exception of oe, oi, and ui (and occasionally eo, 27, note), having the value of diphthongs.

Note 1. Ancient MSS. often write æ as ae, or even as e; so, too, the printed œ is always represented by oe. The distinctions in both cases are merely graphical, and have nothing to do with the pronunciation. For ei, which is mostly restricted to foreign words, the later MSS. have also eg(e), as in scegð, Sweg(e)n, for seeð, Svein. The occurrence of the diphthong au is very infrequent; it is found in foreign words like cawl, cole, laurtrēow, laurel, clauستر, cloister; and perhaps in auht, aught, nauht,naught, saul, soul, for and beside ā(w)uht, nā(w)uht (344 ff.), sā(w)ul (174. 3). The diphthongs ai, oi, ui are rare, and especially Northumbrian, graphic variants for æ, ø, and y respectively, as in enaiht, fraigna (155. 3), Coenrēd for Cœnraed, suinnig for synnig, sinful.

Note 2. Old English has no diphthongs except those already mentioned. Every other vowel combination (including in most cases ei) must be analyzed into its two component vowels: aidlian = ā-īdlIan, aurnen = ā-urnen, aytan = ā-ītTan, beirnæn = be-irnan, geywed = ge-īwed, geunnan = ge-unnan, etc.; iu is generally ju (74; 157, note).

7. With respect to the position of the articulating organs, a, o, u are guttural vowels, while æ, e, i, œ, y
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are palatals (see the author's Phonetik, 4 pp. 92 ff.). The diphthongs uniformly begin with a palatal sound.

**Note.** Of the palatal vowels, the following belong to the earliest prehistoric stage of Old English: viz., æ = West Germ. a (49); æ = West Germ. ā (57. 2); e = West Germ. e (53); i; i; and the initial components of the diphthongs ea, eo, io. On the other hand, the following arose in a somewhat later prehistoric period of OE., and are due to the palatalization of an originally guttural vowel by i-umlaut: viz., æ as i-umlaut of ā (90); e as i-umlaut of a, ə before nasals (89. 4), and of o (93. 1); č as i-umlaut of ō (94); besides æ, ə (27), and stable y, ɨ (32; 33). These two groups may properly be designated by the terms 'primary palatal vowels' and 'secondary palatal vowels' respectively. The following occupy an intermediate position, in so far as they are umlauts, not of guttural vowels, but of the primary palatals: viz., e as umlaut of æ (89. 1); ie, ie = unstable i, ĭ; y as umlaut of ea, eo, io; and ĭ as umlaut of ěa, ěo, ěo (97 ff.).

**QUANTITY**

8. All these vowels, together with the diphthongs, have both short and long quantity. Length is sometimes indicated, especially in the more ancient manuscripts, and again in monosyllables, by gemination of the simple vowel sign (yy probably never being found): aa, breer, miin, doom, huus. The ligatures and diphthongs, on the other hand, are never geminated. At a later period, length is indicated by an acute accent over the vowel sign or combination — á, brér, mín, dóm, hús, mýs, sæ, őeőel or őeőel, őac or őać, tréowe or treówe, etc. — though at best it is only employed sporadically, and is subject to no fixed rule. In the present work we shall, in conformity with the latest English usage — though against the German original, which
employs the acute — designate length by the macron, and thus write:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\text{a} & \text{æ} & \text{e} & \text{i} & \text{o} & \text{œ} & \text{u} & \text{y} \\
\text{ā} & \text{ā} & \text{ē} & \text{i} & \text{ō} & \text{œ} & \text{ū} & \text{y}
\end{array}
\]

Note 1. In Germany it has been customary, following Jacob Grimm, to employ the circumflex over simple vowel signs, instead of the acute: ã, brêr, mîn, döm, hûs, my's, etc. Short and long ãe and œ were formerly discriminated as ā and æ, ō and œ; these have now become almost universally æ and ā, œ and ō. Grimm designated the long diphthongs as ea, éo, ié, which have latterly been replaced by eâ, eo, iê, or ea, éo, iê.

Note 2. The macron in long diphthongs does not denote length of the first element, but a lengthened pronunciation of the whole diphthong (34).

Note 3. The circumflex is exceptionally used in this book to distinguish compounds like ê-a, i-a from the diphthongs ea, ia: Persêas, Indêas, North. wriâ, etc. For the designation of secondary lengthening by ’, see 124, note 3.

Note 4. Stress is denoted, when at all, by a raised period after the vowel of the stressed syllable, while an unstressed syllable is indicated by a colon; ondgit (more exactly, ondgi:t), but ongi:tan, etc.

9. The originally long vowels of certain derivative and final syllables can scarcely ever be proved to have retained their length in OE.; every vowel of a derivative or final syllable must, therefore, generally be regarded as already short.

Note. Earlier writers on the subject, in deference to the authority of Jacob Grimm, have wrongly designated the -e of the instr. sing. as long. Some grammarians at present attribute length to the ending -ere, as in böcere (248. 1), and to the -i- of the Second Weak Conjugation, as in sealfian (411 ff.).
WEST SAXON VOWELS

I. THE VOWELS OF STRESSED SYLLABLES

1. SIMPLE VOWELS

10. Short a is comparatively rare. It is more or less regularly wanting before nasals (65 ff.), and is likewise avoided in all closed syllables. Exceptions are rare: habban, nabban (415; 416); crabba, crab; hnappian (rarely hmæppian), nap; lappa (more rarely læppa), skirt; appla, plur. of æppel, apple; ðæccian, stroke; mattue, mattock; gaffetung, scoffing; assa, ass; asse(n), she-ass; cassuc, hassuc, sedge; asce, axe, ashes; flase, flaxe, flask; masce, maxe, mesh; wascan, waxan, wash; wrastlian, wraxlian, wrestle; brastlian, crackle; sahtlian, reconcile; the Latin words abbud, abbot, arc, ark, carcern, prison, sacc, sack, trahtian, treat; and the dialectic margen, morning, etc. Even in open syllables the presence of the a depends in part upon the influence of a following vowel (50).

Note. For a before l in a closed syllable, as in ald, fallan, see 80; 158. 2.

11. Short a springs regularly from a Germ. (Goth.) a (49 ff.), margen being an exception, as coming from o (10).

12. Long ā is frequently found, and before all consonants, whether in open or closed syllables: hātan, is called; gāst, ghost; bān, bone, dat. plur. bānum, etc.; moreover, in foreign words like sācerd, cālend, māgis-
ter, from Lat. sacerdos, calendae, magister (50, note 5).
13. ã regularly corresponds to Germ. (Goth.) ai (62); less frequently, when followed by w, to Germ. æ, Goth. ē (57. 2. a).

æ

14. Short æ is a vowel sound which is characteristic of Old English; its pronunciation seems to have been that of the modern English short a in man, hat. It occurs chiefly in closed syllables: dæg, day; fæt, vat; sæt, sat. Its use in open syllables is for the most part confined to such as were closed syllables until the Old English period, as in æcer, acre, Goth. akrs, stem akra-; fæger (beside fæger), fair, Goth. fagrs, stem fagra-; or to such as were followed by an inflectional (æ), e, as gen. dæges, dat. dæge, from nom. acc. dæg.

15. Short æ usually represents a Germ. (Goth.) a (49); it is wanting before nasals (65), before w (73), before h terminating a syllable (82), before r + consonant (79), and in WS. before l + consonant (80).

Note. æ is occasionally found in place of e (89, note 5).

16. Long æ seems generally to have had the pronunciation of the German long ä. It occurs quite frequently, and is not restricted by any special influences.

17. The æ is of various origin. It is either

1) i-umlaut of OE. a = Germ. (Goth.) ai, as in læran, Goth. laisjan, teach, from OE. lār, lore; stānen, stony, from stān, stone (90); or

2) developed from Germ. æ, Goth. ē, as in bærón, bore; mæg, kinsman (Goth. bērun, mēgs) (57. 2); or
3) developed from Latin ā, as in strāt, street (57. 1); or, finally,

4) lengthened from short ë, as in sæde, said, for sægde (214. 3).

**e**

18. Short e is one of the commonest sounds of Old English. As regards its pronunciation, it would seem that various sounds (as in Middle High German, for example) are represented by the same letter, or at least an open and a close sound. It is, however, impossible to trace this distinction through all periods with perfect certainty.

19. The twofold pronunciation of the e is undoubtedly to be referred to its twofold origin, it being either

1) an older e, i.e., it corresponds to a Germ., (OHG. OS.) ē, Goth. i, as in stelān, steal (OHG. OS. stēlan, Goth. stilan) (53); or it is

2) umlaut-e, and then either a) i-umlaut of a, or more exactly of ë, as in settān, set, Goth. satjan (89. 1); or b) i-umlaut of o, from a before nasals, as in cēnnan, Goth. kannjan (89. 4); or c) i-umlaut of o, as in ēxen, from oxa, ox (93. 1).

Which of these e’s had the open and which the close sound cannot be ascertained with certainty; yet it is probable that (in opposition to the OHG.) the umlaut-e was in general the more open of the two, and that the umlaut-e itself may have been variously pronounced according to its origin (89, note 5).

The umlaut-e is denoted in the present translation by e, while the older e remains unmarked.
Note. The above designation of the umlaut-e is in accordance with the practice of such scholars as Holtzmann and Sweet. Many Germans, following Jacob Grimm, denote the ancient e by ĕ, and this practice is followed in the original of the present book, the umlaut-e being left undesignated, because the MSS. often write ĕ for æ (6, note 1).

20. The older e is lacking before nasals and nasal combinations (45.2; 69), and, in common with the umlaut-e, is restricted by the influence of w (73), diphthongization after palatals (74 ff.), the various breakings (77 ff.), and the u- and o-umlauts (101 ff.).

21. Long ĕ, a tolerably common sound, springs from various originals. It corresponds,

1) though but seldom, to Germ. (Goth.) ĕ, OHG. ea, ia, as in hēr, here (58); it is
2) i-umlaut of ő (94);
3) of unknown origin in the preterit of certain reduplicating verbs (395.2). In addition to these regular correspondences, ĕ also occurs now and then
4) as i-umlaut of ēa (97; 99), and
5) as an occasional form of āe (57, note 2; 150.1; 151).

22. It is necessary to distinguish between two i-sounds in WS. The one evidently had a purer i-quality, and is therefore consistently expressed by i down to a late period and in all dialects; only in very late documents does y sometimes take its place. The second i-sound, which originally sprang from a diphthong, ie, io, was assimilated to the pronunciation of the y earlier than the other, for which reason the character representing it
fluctuated much earlier between i and y (and the older ie, io, cf. 97 ff.). These statements hold good without distinction both for the short and the long vowel.

We will distinguish the two sounds as stable and unstable i.

Note. In Manuscript H of the Cura Pastoralis ie does indeed occur for stable i, ī.

23. Stable short i corresponds
1) usually to a Germ. i, as well when the latter represents Indo-European i as when it is a Germ. development of an Indo-European e (45; 54);
2) it is a peculiarly OE. development of a Germ. e, as in niman (69).

Unstable short i, on the other hand, is, as a rule, the more recent modification of an original ie, less frequently io (97 ff.; 105; 107.4 ff.).

24. Stable long ī is either
1) the representative of a Germ. ī (59), or
2) has arisen from Germ. i by ecthipsis, contraction, etc. (185; 214. 3, 4).

Unstable long ī, on the contrary, is the modification of an older ie (97 ff.).

Note. For final long ī the MSS. (though hardly the oldest ones) often have ìg: big (also in compounds like bigspel, example; biggenga, cultivator), hīg, sig, for bī, by, hī, they, sī, be; so also ìgge for ìge, as in wiggend, warrior, for wigend; ìgge from ìg, island, for ìge, etc. (rarely before other vowels: ìggað, ìggoð, island).
25. Short o in stem syllables is of twofold origin, and accordingly represents two different sounds:

1) close o, Goth. u, as in god, God; boda, messenger, etc. (55). This o does not occur before nasals (70).

2) open o, corresponding to a Germ. (Goth.) a before nasals, and often interchanging with a, as in monn and mann, man; homa and hana, cock (65).

Note. The MSS. do not distinguish between the two o-sounds; Sweet follows the example of the old Norse MSS. in denoting the open o by ə, — thus, monn, homa, as contrasted with god, boda, etc. For grammatical purposes this notation is to be recommended, and it is accordingly adopted in the present translation (though not in the original).

26. The sound of long ə cannot be ascertained with entire certainty; it is not improbable that the long as well as the short o had originally a double pronunciation, close and open, corresponding to its twofold origin. It is

1) the representative of Germ. (Goth.) ə, as in god, good (60), and in that case was probably close from the beginning; or

2) the representative of Germ. æ before nasals, as in monaə, month (68); or

3) lengthened from on = Germ. (Goth.) an, as in gōs, goose (186).

The open pronunciation may be assumed as original in cases 2 and 3, but its continuance into the historic OE. period cannot be demonstrated.

Note. Long ə appears in foreign words as the representative of ON. au, as in óra, a certain coin, landcōp, purchase of land, lāhcop,
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legal purchase, rōda, ruddy from ON. aurar, -kaup, rauðr; but there occur on the coins such spellings as Óudgrím, Asgout, Oustman, adhering closely to the ON. orthography.

œ

27. The two sounds œ and ð, which are of frequent occurrence in the oldest non-West Saxon texts, and more especially in the Ps. and North., are no longer to be found in the oldest documents of WS., if we except a few scattered œ's (94, note). As substitutes for the two sounds occur the delabialized e, ð.

Note. Rarely is eo written for oe = œ; meodren-, feo, beoc (Cod. Dipl.) for mœdren-, ðæ, bœc.

u

28. A detailed proof of the twofold pronunciation (open and close) of OE. u cannot be given, although probabilities favor this assumption.

29. Short u occurs without limitation before all consonants. It corresponds

1) to West Germ. u (56);
2) occasionally to West Germ. o, especially before nasals, as in guma, man (70);
3) it frequently arises from io (i) and eo, in the combinations wio and weo (71; 72).

30. Long û has a twofold origin. It is usually

1) the representative of Germ. û, as in hūs, house (61);
2) due to the loss of a nasal from the combination un, as in mūð, mouth (186; cf. also 214. 3, note 8).
y

31. In the older WS. documents, as well as in the other dialects, the letter y originally denoted a sound resembling the German ü, the i-umlaut of u. This y we will characterize as stable. Besides this stable y, there occurs in LWS. an unstable y, interchanging with i (22).

Note. Not till a comparatively late period does 1 sometimes take the place of stable y, first of all in the combination ci for cy, as in cining, cinn (or kining, kinn, 207, note 2); scildig, guilty; before palatals, as in hige, mind; hiegean, think; biegean, buy; dihtig, doughty; genihtsum, plentiful; drige, dry; and before n, l + palatal, as in ðincean, seem; hingrian, hunger; spinege, sponge; ðspring, fount; filigan, follow; ðbiligð, anger, etc.

Before palatals, unstable y is also rare; as collateral forms of EWS. hieg, hay; lieg, flame; smiec, smoke; aliegan, banish; biegan, bend; tiegan, tie, there occur almost exclusively hig, lig, smic, aligan, bigan, tigan; so almost always niht, miht (98, note); but, on the other hand, beside ciegan, iecan, and cigan, ican, there are frequent instances of cygan, ycan. Instead of micel, large, there is an early occurrence of mycel, probably by analogy with lytel.

32. The etymological correspondences of short y are:

1) Stable y is i-umlaut of u (95);

2) Unstable y stands for (existing or inferrable) ie (97 ff.) or io (105; 107).

33. Long ñ, appears

1) as stable: a) the regular i-umlaut of ü (96); b) y lengthened in consequence of elthlipsis, as in ñst (186. 2), -hýdig (214. 3);

2) as unstable, when a late by-form for ie, the i-umlaut of ea and eo (97 ff.).

Note. Among the unstable y’s may be reckoned the LWS. y in sy, be; ñy, they; ñry, three; for sic, hie, ñrie; on the other hand, always bi, big, because no *bie ever existed.
2. DIPHTHONGS

34. All the OE. diphthongs, ea, eo, io, ie, whether short or long, are falling diphthongs, i.e., the stress is to be laid upon the former of the two sounds. The distinction of quantity is made by increasing the length of the whole diphthong in pronunciation; in other words, long ēa is not to be understood as ē + a or e + ā.

Note. In later times, as the history of English phonology shows, there is frequently a displacement of the accent, so that e·a, e·o become jea, jεo (212, note 2), and then ja·, jo·. Such a displacement in the earlier period is not, however, probable.

ea and eo

35. The difference in the pronunciation of ea and eo lies presumably less in the second part of the diphthong (the a and o) than in the initial sound. In the most ancient texts ea is often written æo, æa (the latter form also in later documents), while eo interchanges with io in the older manuscripts (cf. 38). It may therefore be assumed that ea began with an open sound, resembling æ, but that the first element of eo was a close e-sound.

Note 1. In the later texts ea and æ are frequently confounded, probably because ea had begun to be pronounced like the single vowel, æ. On ēaw for ðaw, cf. 112, note 2; 118, note 2.

Note 2. Occasionally ie, ye is found for ēa in the later documents: lies, loose; bien, bean; wỳel, serf.

ea

36. Short ea is of manifold origin. It is

1) the so-called breaking of a before certain consonants, as in earm, call, cahta (79; 80; 82); or
2) u-umlaut of a, as in ealu (103); or
3) has arisen from palatal + æ, as in geaf, ceaf, sceal (74 ff.)

37. Long ēa is
1) usually the representative of a Germanic au, as in bēam, ēac (63); or
2) has originated from the contraction of a with other vowels, as in slēan, ēa (111); or
3) has been developed from palatal + ā, as in gēafon, gēar (74 ff.); less frequently from palatal + ā (from Germ. ai), as in gēasne, scēan, scēadan, beside gāsne, scān, scādan (76).

eo, io

38. The two groups eo and io frequently occur side by side in the older documents; io afterwards becomes more and more infrequent, until it finally disappears. Long eo represents an older eu, long io an older iu; similarly, short eo originally came from older e, while short io sprang from older i; yet this distinction is no longer fully carried through, even in the oldest WS. texts. We can only make the general statement that eo occurs quite frequently for io from i, but that io is less frequently found (or is Kentish) for the eo which springs from e. In the following pages eo and io will, on practical grounds, be as far as possible distinguished according to their etymological values.

Note 1. On ea and a for eo, io in slightly stressed syllables, see 43. 2. a.

Note 2. Late and rare is yo: cypo, enyowu Gl. On eu, iu, in the oldest texts, see 64, note.
39. With respect to their origin, short eo, io are

1) breakings of an older e, i before certain consonants, as in eorĎe, liornian (leornian) (79 ff.); or
2) u- and o-umlauts of the same e, i, as in eofor, friodĎu (freoĎu) (104; 105; 107); or
3) have originated from palatal + o, u, as in geoc, geong (74; 76).

40. Long ēo (io) usually corresponds to

1) Germ. eu, Goth. iu, as in bēodan (64); stīoran (100. 2); or it arises
   2) from palatal + ō in gēomor (74); or
   3) from the contraction of e, i with other vowels, as in sēon (sīon), see, ēōn (ēōn), thrive, from *schon, *pihan (cf. 113; 114).

ie

41. The diphthongs ie and īe belong to the characteristic peculiarities of Early West Saxon. At an early period their place is usurped by unstable i, ī, and at length by y, ĭ; these latter then remain characteristic of Late West Saxon (22; 31).

42. Short ie is

1) i-umlaut of ea and eo, as in eald-ieldu, weorpan-wierpĎ (97 ff.); or
2) a less frequent form of the u- and o-umlauts of i, as in siendun, PRINTF (105, note 7); or
3) it arose from palatal + e, as in giefan, gielpan (74 ff.).
PHONOLOGY

Long ie, on the other hand, is i-umlaut

1) of ēa, as in hēah-hīehst (99); or
2) of ēo, as in eēosan-eīesō (100.1. b).

Note. For ie in gīe, gīen(a), gīet(a), see 74, note 1; and for eo, io, as unaffected by umlaut, beside ie, see 100; 159. 5. In Boeth. we sometimes meet with eo for the ie which is umlaut of ea, or the product of diphthongization, and with ēo for the corresponding ie: cormōa, celdran; hēoran, nēotan, gēot, instead of iermōa, ieldran; hīeran, nīeten, gīet.

II. THE VOWELS OF THE SLIGHTLY STRESSED AND UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES

1. STEM-VOWELS IN SLIGHTLY STRESSED WORDS

43. Under this head belong the stem-vowels of the second members of compound words, when the composition has ceased to be distinctly recognized; together with certain proclitics and enclitics, which lose their primary stress in connected discourse.

This slurring, or loss of primary stress, has frequently modified or transformed the stem-vowels of such words. The chief cases of this sort are as follows:

1) Shortening of original length, especially in the large class of compounds which end in -lic, such as fullice, full; ryhtlic, righteous; woroldlic, worldly, contrasted with gelic, like, where the stress is on the final syllable.

Note 1. The shortness of this i in the earliest Old English is clearly proved by the inflectional forms, such as nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. neut. fullícu (294), and by the further weakening to e (43. 3). The inflected forms are, however, usually regarded as long in poetry, with the exception of those which end in -u.
2) Change of vowel-quality; thus, in particular, there is a conversion

a) of eo, io to ea, and then to a; sciptearo, ifigtearo, and sciptara, ifigtara, beside teoru, tar; wælhrēaw, cruel, beside the older wælhrēow; andwlata, countenance, beside the older ondwliota;

b) of ea to a, as in the frequent ənwald, contrasted with geweːld, power; tō-ward, future; iːnneward, inward; icːrfeawd, heir (hardly pure WS.; found in Bede), beside tōward, etc. A further change to o occurs in such words as twieːfold, hlāford, etc. (51).

Note 2. Under a) are probably to be classed Ps. eam, North. am, am (427.1), beside WS. eom; and Ps. earun, North. aron, for *eorun, which does not occur.

3) Weakening of full vowels, especially to e:

a) Weakening of originally short vowels, occurring especially in the numerous compounds ending in ærn, house, and -weard, -ward, such as hordern, treasury; bêrern (still further shortened to bêren, bern), barn (from *bêreærn); bêodern, refectory; andwerd, present; tōwerd, future; forðwerd, forward, etc.

b) Weakening of originally long vowels is frequent, even in the older texts, such as the Cura Pastoralis, in those inflected forms of compounds ending in -lic (43.1) which contain a guttural vowel, particularly a or o, in the inflectional ending, such as misleca, mislecan, mislecum, comp. mislecor, sup. mislecost. Occasionally in late texts these forms occur with u, as in nēodlucor, atelucost.

Note 3. Forms like hordern are of early occurrence; those in -werd, on the other hand, are later, the older language employing either the full form -weard, or else -ward, -word (43.2. b; 51).
Note 4. Changes of a very radical nature are exhibited by the final syllables of a number of compounds, which ceased to be felt as such at an early period. Thus, for example, freol, freedom; hlaford, lord, for *frī-hals, *hlaf-weard; similarly, sulung, swulung, and furlong, measures of land, for *sulh-lang, *furh-lang. Long a, from Germ. ai, formerly stood in the final syllables of ēorod, troop, from *eoh-rād; bōt, boasting, from bi-hāt; eofot, -ut, debt, from ef-hāt (compare ebhāt Ep. Erf. = eobot Corp.); eofolsian, blasphemé (North. ebolsia, ebolsia, eofolsia), from *ef-hālsian; ēret, battle (beside ēretta, warrior, ērettan, fight), from *or-hāt; ēnettan, incite, from *on-hātjan; fullest beside fylst, aid, from which fullestan (once fullēstan, Beow.) and fylstan, assist, from *ful-lāst (OHG. folleist). Germ. ā, Prim. OE. ā or ā, in hiered, family, Anglian hiorod, from *hiw-rād; in āwer, nāwer, etc., anywhere, nowhere, from (n)ā-hwār; and in geatwe, equipment; fraetwe, adornment, beside getawe. OE. ā, the umlaut of ā, in æfest, æfst, envy, zeal (Ps. efest, North. æfest, æfist), from *æf-yst, and ofost, ofst, zeal (Ep. Corp. obst, Erf. obust, North. œfæst, œfist), from *of-yst (compare efstan, hasten, Ps. œfæst(i)an, North. œfistia). Originally long ā is lost in the pronouns hwelec, swelec, ælec, ilca (339; 342; 347); compare Goth. hwileiks, swaleiks. Long o is shortened in oroð, oruð, later orð, breath (compare orðian, orðian, breathe), from *or-ōð for *uz-anpê (186); long ū in fracoð, infamous, from *fra-eūð (compare unforœð). From ēa sprang the u of fultum, aid, fullumian, assist (fullæam is historical OE. in Erf., and fullæman is frequent in the earlier texts); from ūo the u, o of North. lātuw, lāruw, -ow, Ps. lādtow = WS. latēow, lārēow (250, note 1), from lād-ēow, *lār-ēow, and, according to Kluge, the o of wiobud, wēofoð, altar, Ps. wibed, North. wīgbed (222, note 1), from *wīh-bōed (others say from *wīh-bed). On this point compare Sweet, in Anglia 3. 151 ff., and Kluge, in Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Sprachforschung 26. 72 ff., Beitr. 8. 527 ff.
2. VOWELS OF DERIVATIVE AND FINAL SYLLABLES

44. The number of vowels occurring in these positions is in part limited by the notable absence of long vowels (9), in part by the non-occurrence of diphthongs. The number is thus reduced to the six following: a, æ, e, i, o, u; of these æ and i are, with the exception of derivative syllables like -ig, -ihte, -isc, -nis, confined to the older documents, and are afterwards uniformly replaced by e. Concerning occasional fluctuations of the vowels a, o, u, detailed information will be given in the paragraphs which treat of inflection; here it is sufficient to say that u is for the most part older than o, while the latter is older than a.

Note 1. Under the head of inflections, it will be important to note the difference between the e which sprang from æ and that which sprang from i, as indicated by forms like the following: ārae, gen. dat. acc. sing., and nom. acc. plur. fem. (252); tungae, nom. sing. fem. (276); gödnae, acc. sing. masc. (293); saldae, pret. 1 and 3 sing. (354); dōmae, dat. sing. masc. (238); gōdae, nom. plur. masc. (293); gibæn, past part. (366); restaendi, pres. part. (363); dōmaes, gen. sing. (238); suilcaæ, adv. (315). On the other hand, meri, rygi, nom. acc. sing. masc. (262); rici, do. (246); nimis, -id, ind. 2 and 3 sing. (357; 358); neridae, weak pret. (401), -id, past part. (402), etc.

Note 2. In later manuscripts the obscure e of an unstressed syllable is not infrequently replaced by y: hælynd, fædyr, belocyn, wintrys, bityr, for hælend, fæder, belocen, wintres, biter, etc.
THE RELATION OF THE OLD ENGLISH VOWEL-SYSTEM TO THAT OF THE COGNATE LANGUAGES

A. THE GERMANIC AND THE WEST GERMANIC VOWEL-SYSTEM

45. The vowel-system of OE. is a modification of a general vowel-system, lying at the basis of the corresponding systems of all the Germanic tongues. This general system, while it is not accurately preserved in any one of the Germanic dialects, may yet be reconstructed with certainty by the method of comparison.

The Primitive Germanic system was composed of the following sounds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short vowels</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>i²</th>
<th>i¹</th>
<th>[o²]</th>
<th>o¹</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long vowels</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongs</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>eu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To this table the following observations apply:

1) The distinction between i² and i¹ rests upon purely etymological grounds, the i which was already current in the Indo-European Parent Speech (original or primary i) being represented by i¹, while the i which was developed in Germanic from an older e (Germanic or secondary i) is here designated as i² (see paragraph 2 below). There may also at one time have been a difference in pronunciation.

2) e and i² are equal in etymological value. This will be evident when we consider that the e of the
Indo-European Parent Speech was regularly changed to Germanic i a) when it was immediately followed by a nasal + consonant, b) when the next syllable contained an i or j. This distinction has been more or less faithfully preserved in all the various Germanic languages, with the exception of the Gothic (which has transformed every e into i). Upon a) repose such distinctions as that between OE. OS. helpan, help, and bindan, bind; OHG. helfan, bintan (where Gothic has leveled the two, hilpan, bindan); upon b) such as OE. helpan inf., and hilpē ind. pres. 3 sing.; OS. helpan and hilpid; OHG. helfan and hilfit.

Note 1. This rule applies only to the e of stressed syllables; in unstressed syllables the e seems to have passed uniformly into i.

3) In like manner, o¹ and u are of equal value, i.e., the o¹ results from a modification of older u. This modification took place when the following syllable contained an a (= o², see paragraph 4 below) and the u was not protected a) by a nasal + consonant, or b) by an interposed i, j. Thus, for example, we have OHG. gibuntan, OS. gibundan, OE. gebunden, bound; but OHG. gholfan, OS. gholpan, OE. geholpen, holpen, according to a); but, according to b), OS. huggian, OHG. hucken, OE. (with i-umlaut, 95) hyçgan, not *hoggian, etc. Here, again, the Gothic uniformly has u: bundans, hulpans, hujian.

4) By [o²] we have probably to understand an open o-sound, corresponding to an o of the cognate languages outside the Germanic system, and, indeed, originally existent in Germanic itself. So far as we are able to
see, this sound must already have been converted into a, at least in all stressed syllables, as far back as the Primitive Germanic period (compare Gothic ahtau, OHG. OS. ahto, OE. eahta (82), with Gr. ὀκτὼ, Lat. octo, etc.); that this o was still found in unstressed syllables as late as Primitive OE., as some assume, is extremely improbable.

Note 2. There was certainly a Prim. OE. (open) o-sound in all endings in which it was still followed by a nasal, as, for example, in infinitives like bindan, and plurals like bindað from *bindanja; this is plain from the effects upon the vowels of preceding syllable (o/a-umlaut; cf. 106 ff.). However, this o may very well have been a secondary development from a (65). On the other hand, it is doubtful whether contractions like those discussed in 114 oblige us to assume that in other unstressed syllables the original o² was preserved.

5) Original ā no longer existed in Germanic, since Indo-European ā had already become ō (compare Lat. frater with Gothic brōpar, OE. brōðor, OS. brōðar, OHG. brōder, bruoder, etc.). Certain secondary ā’s have, however, resulted from lengthening when accompanied by the loss of a nasal before h: thus Gothic pāhta, OS. thāhta, OHG. dāhta, thought, for *pālhta, from Goth. pagkjan, etc.; compare the examples in 67. But as this ā is constantly represented in OE. by ō, and the substitution of o for a in OE. is always conditioned by the proximity of a nasal, we are obliged to conclude that these ā’s must have been nasalized as late as the Germanic period.

Note 3. That the vowels of Germanic ïh, ûh (cf. 186), which have sprung in a similar way from inh, uþh, must also have possessed nasal quality, may indeed be presumed, but is not susceptible of direct proof.
6) By æ and e are represented the two sounds which are indeed uniformly leveled in Gothic (as well as Kentish and Northumbrian) under e, but are distinguished in ON. OS. as ā and ē, in OHG. as ā and ē (ea, ia), in WS. as æ and e; compare, for example, Goth. mēl, time; hēr, here, with ON. OS. OHG. māl, WS. māl, and ON. OS. WS. hēr, OHG. hēr, hear, hear, etc. (Kent. Angl. mēl, hēr, 150. 1).

7) Parallel with eu there was once a diphthong ei; but the latter, passing through the intermediate stage of ii (45. 2. b) into i as early as the Germanic period, coincided at length with pre-Germanic i.

8) The combinations i + vowel and j + vowel interchanged with each other in such a manner that the former occurred after long radical syllables, and the latter after short radical syllables (no rule can be given for the position after syllables of derivation); thus, for example, the stem rikia-, rich, but badja-, bed. In a similar manner the Indo-European ej + vowel has been split into i + vowel and j + vowel: for example, in present stems like *dōmia-, *nazja- (from *dōmejo-, *nazejo-), in Goth. dōmjan, nasjan, 2 pers. dōmeis, from *dōmiis; but nasjis.

46. Midway between the Germanic and the OE. system lies the vowel-scheme of the West Germanic, and hence it is the latter which must be taken as the nearest point of departure in the comparisons which we are called upon to make. The latter, however, agrees with the Germanic system in every essential particular, except that the Germanic æ (45. 6) always, or at least in certain cases, underwent change to ā (Beitr. 8. 88), and eu
developed into **iu** before a following **i** or **j** \( (45.3.b; 45.7) \): thus, *beudan, offer; steurō, helm*; but 2 sing. *biudis, thou offerest; *stiurjan, steer, etc.

**B. THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE WEST GERMANIC VOWELS IN WEST SAXON**

**47.** The transformations which the Germanic vowels have undergone in OE. are essentially of a twofold character. The mutation of the vowel either takes place independently of its environment, or the latter exercises a determining influence upon it. Of the first kind is, for example, the change of Germ. **ai** to **ā**, as in **hātan, be called**, compared with Goth. **haitan**; or that of Germ. **au** to **ēa**, as in **īcan, reward**, compared with Goth. **laun**. Of the second kind are phenomena like the various umlauts and breakings, modifications of vowels by nasals, palatals, etc.

In the following survey we shall include all the changes which each Germanic vowel undergoes in OE., considering in detail only such changes as take place independently of the environment, and reserving for a separate subdivision our remarks upon the influences of neighboring sounds.

**48.** Besides this distinction, it must also be observed that the development of vowels in stressed or stem-syllables is, in many respects, different from that which they undergo in the more weakly stressed medial and final syllables. On this account the vowels of these latter syllables are again treated under a separate head.
THE VOWELS

I. THE VOWELS OF THE STEM

1. GENERAL SURVEY OF THE CORRESPONDENCES

a

49. In an originally closed syllable, wherever special circumstances do not prevent, short *a* is regularly converted into *æ*: *ðæg*, *daeg*; *bræc*, *broke*; *sæt*, *sat*; *wæs*, *was*; *hæft*, *captive*; compare Goth. *dags*, *brak*, *sat*, etc. The *æ* occurs also when the syllable, though originally closed, becomes open in OE. through a secondary phonetic development, as in *nægl*, *nail*, *hræfn*, *raven* (with syllabic *l*, *n*), or in consequence of the development of a secondary *e*: *æcer*, *acre*; *fæger*, *fair*; *mægen*, *power*; compare Goth. *akrs*, *fagrs*, etc., from the stems *akra*-, *fagra*-, *magna*-.

Note 1. To the exceptions noted in 10 there must be added the enclitic *ac*, *ah*, *but*, and *was*, *nas*, *was*, *was not*, beside the regular *wæs*, *næs*. The second member of compounds also frequently retains *a*, as in *hærepæð*, *military road*; *sīdfat*, *journey*, etc.

Note 2. By analogy with polysyllabic inflectional forms with regular *a*, the imperative of strong verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class generally retains *a*: *far*, *sac*, *scaf*, etc. (368, note 2).

50. In an originally open syllable the Germ. *a* appears sometimes as *a*, sometimes as *æ*:

1) *a* regularly occurs when the following syllable contains one of the guttural vowels, *a*, *o*, *u*. Thus *ðæg* has nom. plur. *dagas*, gen. *daga*, dat. *dagum*; *fæt*, nom. acc. plur. *fatu*, gen. *fata*, dat. *fatum*; while of *hwæt* the dat. sing. masc. neut. is *hwatum*, the weak nom. sing. masc. *hwata*. Compare the inflections of the verb
in cases like faran (392), 2 and 3 sing. færest, færð, plur. farað, etc., and words like atol, terrible; nacod, naked; sadol, saddle, etc. (but see also 103).

Note 1. A similar effect to that of the a, o, u of final syllables is produced: 1) by the i in the Second Class of weak verbs, since it sprang from an original o; hence we have mæcian, make; laðian, invite (cf. 411, note 2), the pres. 3 sing. mæcað, laðað, the preterits mæcode, laðode, etc.; 2) by the e of many medial syllables, in cases where it has been weakened from an originally guttural vowel, and is or has been followed by a guttural vowel; compare, for example, words like stæðeljan, establish (from stæðol); hæcele, cloak; adela, filth; hafela (beside hafola), head; gaderian (poet. also gæderian), gather; gedafennian, besee; hafennian, grasp; fæg(e)nián, rejoice; wæf(æ)nián, take heed; adesa, adz (cf. also 129).

Note 2. On the other hand, a passes into æ in a number of words, in which the originally guttural vowel of the medial syllable (u, more rarely a) is or has been followed by i (Kluge): gædeling, kinsman (OS. gaduling); æðeling, noble, from *æpuling (ON. ǫðlingr); lætemest, last, from *latumist (cf. 314); tó-gædere, together, from *gädurí (beside gæderian, from *gadurójan, note 1); Sæterndæg, Saturday, from Saturni dies; æx, æx, for æces Ps. (but North. æcas), from *æcusi (compare Goth. aqizi and OHG. echus); probably hæleð, hero (originally a plural *halupiz, compare ON. höflir, and 133. b; 281. 1); and perhaps hælftr, halter, from *haluftrí, and hærfest, harvest, from *harubist (compare Ep. helustr, hiding-place, later heolstór); finally, æðele, adj., noble, from *apali (OS. adali); mægden, maiden, from *magadín (OHG. magatín). Exceptions to this rule are the infinitive and present participle of strong verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class, such as færcne, from *farannjai, -ónnái; and færende, from *færandi, *farōndi.

Note 3. The conversion of a to æ in the words cited in note 2 took place later than in the other cases (49; 50. 2). It evidently occurred subsequently to the palatalization of initial gutturals (206. 1), for only on this supposition is it possible to account for the absence of diphthongization in gædeling, -gædere (75, note 1). Possibly the whole phenomenon should be regarded as a kind of umlaut (89. 3; 100, note 4).
2) Before original e (æ of the oldest texts, 44, note 1), that is, one not weakened from a, o, u, there seems to be a rule requiring æ: dæg, day, fæt, vat; gen. dæges, fætes; dat. dæge, fæte, etc. (240). Yet there exists much discrepancy: adjectives like hwæt have, for example, gen. hwates, instr. hwate, nom. acc. plur. hwate (294); feminines like sacu, with gen. dat. acc. sæce and sace (253). There is a similar variation in the past participles of strong verbs, like hlæden and hladen, græfen and grafen, slægen and slagen, from hladan, lade; grafen, grave; slean, strike (392); while the present optative of these verbs regularly has a: fare, grafe, etc.

Note 4. Primitive OE. a likewise became æ before original i, j, and this æ was afterward still further affected by i-umlaut (88 ff.).

Note 5. In words borrowed from Latin the a of an open syllable is frequently lengthened: sācerd, priest; cālend, calends; māgister, master; so probably also pālendse, palace; tālenta, talent, etc.

51. Older a passes into o (not œ) in the proclitic prepositions of, of; on, on; ot, at, contrasting with the stressed adverbs æf-, on (an), æt. Occasionally, too, this change occurs in the unstressed second member of compounds, especially when the vowel is preceded by a labial: twiefold, twofold; Grīmbold: Īswold; ōndsworu, answer; hlāford, lord (for *hlāfword; thus in Ps. tōword, future; ērfeword, heir); likewise hērepoð, beside -pað (49, note 1).

Note. In WS., ot has been almost entirely supplanted by æt; there is, besides, an extremely rare (mostly Kentish?) form, at. In some texts, unstressed on tends toward an; for this and certain similar phenomena, see 65, note 2.
52. The changes undergone by original a in cases not included under the foregoing are as follows:

1) before nasals it becomes q (64); the i-umlaut of the latter is e (89.4); in consequence of the loss of the nasal before a surd spirant, q becomes o (66); the i-umlaut of the latter is ê (94);
2) it undergoes breaking to ea before r- and l-combinations, and before h (79 ff.); the i-umlaut of this ea is ie, i, y (97; 98);
3) it is changed to ea through the influence of a preceding palatal (74 ff.); and in this case also the i-umlaut is ie, i, y (97; 98);
4) it undergoes u-umlaut to ea (103);
5) it becomes êa by contraction with a following u (111);
6) i-umlaut changes it to e (89) in all cases not included under heads 1–5.

53. West Germanic e often remains unchanged: helan, conceal; beran, bear; helm, helmet; helpan, help; wefan, weave; sprecaii, speak; cweñan, say; compare OS. OHG. helan, beran, helm, etc.

The occurrence of the older e is limited

1) by its passage into i before nasals (69);
2) by the breaking to eo before r- and l-combinations and before h (79 ff.); the i-umlaut of this eo is then ie, i, y (100);
3) by u-umlaut to eo (104);
4) by the change to ie after palatals (74 ff.);
5) by lengthening to ē, accompanied by ecfhliquys (214. 3);
6) by contraction with guttural vowels, producing eo, io (113);
7) by the change of weo into wo and wu (72).

i

54. West Germanic i often remains:
a) standing for Indo-European i, as in bite, bite; wlite, face; witan, know, pret. wisse; and in the 2 sing. and the whole plur. ind., as well as in the opt. pret. of the strong verbs of the First Ablaut-Class, like stige, plur. stigun; opt. stige, plur. stigen (382);
b) as Germ. i from e:

a) before nasal + consonant, as in the verbs bindan, bind, etc. (386); blind, blind, etc.

β) often before the i, j which originally followed in the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. of strong verbs of the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Ablaut-Classes, like hilpē, bireō, iteō; likewise in biddan, request; sittan, sit; licgan, lie; ōicgan, take (391. 3), and in many other words.

The occurrence of the i is limited

1) by the breaking to io (eo, ie, y) before r- and l-combinations, and before h (79 ff.); the i-umlaut of these sounds is ie (i, y) (100);
2) by u- and o/a-umlaut to io (eo, ie, y) (105; 107. 3 ff.);
3) by the change of wio to wu (71);
4) by lengthening to i, accompanied by ecthlipsis (186; 214. 3);
5) by contraction with guttural vowels (114).

Note. Latin i is converted into e in the borrowed word peru, pear, and Latin i to the same in segn, from signum.

o

55. As a rule, West Germanic o is retained: boda, messenger; God, God; gold, gold; oxa, ox; word, word. It is very common in the past part. of strong verbs of the Second, Third, and Fourth Ablaut-Classes (384 ff.).

In certain words, especially in the vicinity of labials, u is found instead of the o which might have been expected; thus, for example, in full, full; wulf, wolf; wulle, wool; fugol, fowl; bucca, buck; enucian, knock; ufan, above; ufor, higher; ufera, the upper; lufu, lufian, love; spura (beside spora), spur; spurnan (beside spornan), spurn; murnan, mourn; murenian, murmur; fur- dör, further; furđum, indeed.

Moreover, the domain of the West Germanic o is regularly contracted

1) by its passage into u before nasals (70); the i-umlaut of this u is y (95);
2) by i-umlaut to (œ), ę (93).

Note. For ö, ő in broden for brogden, see 214. 3, note 8. Latin ó is lengthened in scöl, from schōla.

u

56. West Germ. u often occurs unchanged: burg, town; lust, pleasure; sunu, son; hund, dog, etc.; very
often in the preterits of strong verbs of the Second and Third Ablaut-Classes (384 ff.), etc. It passes into o in or- (Goth. us-, OHG. ur-), as in orsorg, careless; orðone, cleverness.

Note 1. The WS. Kent. ðurh, through, is replaced in Mercian (Ps.) by ðorh, and in North. by ðerh. The negative prefix un- sometimes becomes on- in late MSS., and occasionally un- is substituted for on-, as in unbindan for onbindan, loose.

Note 2. Latin u becomes o in copor, copper; box, box.

Other restrictions of the u are:
1) the i-umlaut to y (95);
2) the lengthening to ā, accompanied by echlipsis (186; 214. 3, note 8); the i-umlaut of the latter is ē (96);
3) its conversion into io, eo after palatals (74); the i-umlaut of the latter is ie (i, y) (100).

ā

57. West Germ. ā is of threefold origin:
1) Older ā, only in foreign words, as in the Lat. strātā, nāpus, turnip, becomes ā in WS.: strāt, nāp (Ep. nāp, Corp. nēp).

Note 1. Of doubtful origin is the ā of gān, go, which unaccountably remains unchanged before nasals (68).

2) West Germ. ā, from Germ. ē, Goth. e (45. 6), regularly becomes ā in WS.: rāed, counsel; rāedan, advise; slēpan, sleep; swēs, own; ēōm, breath; ēfen, evening; and very often in the pret. plur. of the strong verbs of the Fourth and Fifth Ablaut-Classes (390; 391).

Note 2. The vowel of the final syllable is probably short (43, note 4) in hī(e)red (Angl. hīorod, OHG. hīrāt), family; dægred
(OHG. *tagarōd*), *dawn*, and the adverbs *(n)*āwer, *(n)*ōwer (from āhwar, ōhwar, 321, note 2). On the other hand, proper names ending in -red, like *Ælfred*, seem to have long ē; compare also feminine names in -flēd, beside -flæd, like *Eanflēd, -flæd*. Accordingly, some scholars are of opinion that West Germ. ē in slurred or unstressed syllables regularly becomes e, and hence write *hirēd, dægrēd, āwēr*, etc. For the normal ē in stressed syllables we occasionally find e, but not in genuine WS. texts: *rēdan, slēpan*, etc.

The i-umlaut of this ē is identical with it (91). On the other hand, the occurrence of the ē is subject to the following limitations:

a) ē is retained before w in sāwe, ind. 2 sing., sāwon, ind. plur., sāwe, sāwen, subj. pret. of sēon, see (Goth. sēhwum, etc.; OS. sāwi, sāwn, etc.); getāwe, equipment; tāwian, prepare (compare Goth. tēwa, order; probably also getāwe, tāwian); and in the foreign word pāwa, peacock. On the other hand, ā seems to stand for ai in the verbs blāwan, sāwan, etc. (62), and perhaps in a few others.

Note 3. Elsewhere WS. ā occurs in an open syllable followed by a guttural vowel: in the preterits laēgon, diēgon, wāgon (beside laegon, dēgon, waegon), from lieg(e)an, dieg(e)an, wegan; the plur. māgas (beside mēgas), and the fem. māge (beside mēge), from mēg, kinsman; in hrēca, spittle; in the verb slēpan, sleep, and its derivatives (beside slēpan); and in the words swār (beside swār), heavy; trāg, lazy, tāl (beside tāl), calumny; lāenian, heal (beside lāenian, from lēce, physician, with i-umlaut);īcumba (rarely ācumba), oakum. To these must be added numerous compounds beginning with ē, and perhaps certain other cases (Kluge, in Anglia, Anzeiger 5. 82).

The i-umlaut of this ā is regularly ē: lēwan, betray (Goth. lēwjan); aeltēwe, complete (compare Goth. tēwa).

b) Before nasals West Germ. ā is converted into ō (68); the i-umlaut of the latter is ō, ō (94).
c) After a preceding palatal it becomes ōa (74; 76.2).

*d* Instead of ãe there occurs an ëa in nëah, nigh (Goth. nêhw); here the ëa is probably breaking (82).

3) Nasalized Germ. ã from an (45.5) becomes õ (67); the i-umlaut of the latter is ÿe, ë (94).

ē

58. West Germ. ē maintains itself in WS. unaltered: hēr, here; cēn, torch; mēd, meed; lēf, feeble; Wēland. Here belong also the ē's of the reduplicated preterits like hēt, slēp (395. A).

*Note 1.* To the OHG. adj. zēri, ziari, corresponds OE. tīr, glory (OS. tīr, ON. tīr); to the OHG. wiara the OS. wīr, wire. For Crēcas, Greeks, there appears also Crēacas, the form of which has not yet been accounted for.

*Note 2.* The close ē of Latin appears in early loan-words as ī: side, silk; cīpe, onion; pīn, pain; or shortened to i: sicor, certain; dinor, denarius. In late loan-words we have ē, sometimes shortened to e: crēda, creed; bēte, beet; fēnix, phōnix, etc.

ī

59. Older ī occurs almost invariably unchanged: hwīl, while; min, mine; ḍīn, thine; sīn, his; wīf, wife; rice, kingdom; compare also the strong verbs of the First Ablaut-Class (382).

The ī is only restricted in its occurrence by contraction with a following vowel (114), as well as by occasional shortening and breaking (84).

ō

60. West Germ. ō generally remains: bōc, book; gōd, good; fōr, journeyed; slōg, struck, etc. Its i-umlaut is ÿē, ë (94).
Note. Final wō appears as ū in hu, how; tū, two (324.2), as does simple ō in bū, both; cū, cow, contrasted with tō, to.

ū

61. West Germ. ū is regularly represented by WS. ū: hūs, house; tūn, town; brūcan, use; lūcan, lock; even where the Gothic has au before a following vowel: būan, build; trūwian, trust (Goth. bauan, trauan).

The i-umlaut of ū is stable ū (96).

ai

62. West Germ. ai becomes ā : ād, oath; stān, stone; hāt, hot; sar, wound; hātan, be called; wāt, wot; the pret. 1 and 3 sing. of the verbs of the First Ablaut-Class, as stāg (382), etc.

The i-umlaut of this ā is āe (90).

Note. Individual exceptions are: ō, always, ever, together with its compounds (ōwiht, ōwder, etc., 346 ff.), for and beside ā (Goth. āiw, OHG. eo); and wea, harm (OHG. wēwo ?). With these exceptions, ai(w) passes regularly into ā(w): snāw, snow; slāw, slow; sāwol, soul; compare also the verbs blāwan, cnāwan, māwan, sāwan, wāwan (396. 2. c), where the Goth. has sai(j)an, waian (cf. 57. 2. a). Wholly isolated is sōrig for sārig, Cura Past. 227. 8 H (clerical blunder).

au

63. The regular equivalent of West Germ. au is WS. ēa : ēac, eke; ēaca, increase; bēag, ring; hēafod, head; gelēafa, belief, etc.; the pret. 1 and 3 sing. of the verbs of the Second Ablaut-Class, like cēas (384; 385); even before following w (where the Goth. has gw, and the ON. gg(v)): glēaw, wise; hēawan, hew;
hnēaw, stingy (compare Goth. glaggwus, ON. hǫggva, hnöggr).

The i-umlaut of ēa is ie (i, ū) (99); its palatal umlaut is LWS. ē (108. 2; 109).

**eu**

64. West Germ. eu occurs regularly as ēo: bēod, table; dēop, deep; dēor, animal; dēod, people; lēof, dear; sēoc, sick; in the present forms of verbs of the Second Ablaut-Class, like cēosan, etc. (384); even before w (where the Goth. has iggw, ON. ygg(v)): hrēowan, rue, trēow, faith (ON. hryggva, tryggr, faithful, etc.). Only exceptionally is it replaced by io (38).

Note. Only the oldest documents occasionally preserve the diphthong eu: stēupfæder, trēulēnsis, etc. The tendency to change eu to eo extends even to foreign words: Dēosdedit, Lēowðerius, for Deusdedit, Leutherius.

The i-umlaut of Germ. eu, or of the resultant West Germ. iu (46), is ie (i, ū), or, in special cases, EWS. io, later ēo (100. 2).

2. **SURVEY OF THE EFFECTS PRODUCED UPON STRESSED VOWELS BY ADJOINING SOUNDS**

a) **INFLUENCE OF NASALS**

65. Germanic a before nasals undergoes change to open ɶ in a prehistoric period of OE. (25. 2). As the alphabet has but two characters, a, o, to represent the three sounds a, ɶ, o, there is considerable fluctuation in the sign for ɶ. The very oldest texts, like the Epinal
Glossary, uniformly employ the a: mann, man; brand, brand; land, land; hand, hand; nama, name; camb, comb; gongan, go. In the 9th century o has gained the upper hand: món, brand, lónd, hónd, nóma, lómb, gongan (so without exception in the Ps. and North.; but cf. 386, note 3). From this time on the a increases in frequency, and finally succeeds in supplanting the o.

Note 1. This change to o is older than the metathesis of r (179); this accounts for the preterits orn, bórn, from *rōnn, *brōnn (389).

Note 2. Peculiar are the accusatives ðone, the; hwone, whom; the instrumentals ðoun, hwoun (337; 341); the adverbs ðonne, then, hwonne, when. These have uniformly o, which must probably be regarded as close o. So, too, the preposition on (not the stressed adverb, which conforms to the general rule) only now and then appears as an, most frequently in compound words. Only occasionally do the most ancient texts have ðanue, but in LWS. ðænne and hwænne are very common. So ðane, hwane, and ðæne, hwæne, occur very frequently for ðone, hwone; they are perhaps formed by analogy with the datives ðám, hwám, and ðæm, hwæm, and on that account to be written with ð. æ (for Kentish cf. 51). In LWS. mænig (mēnig) regularly takes the place of the older mónig, manig, many.

66. When a following nasal is lost before a surd spirant, this o is regularly lengthened to ɔ (186): gōs, goose; hōs, hand; ɔs-, god; sōð, true; tōð, tooth; ɔðer, other; sōfte, softly; these stand for *gōns, *hōns, etc. (compare Goth. hansa, anpar, OHG. gans, sanfto, etc.).

67. In like manner, OE. ɔ corresponds to the Germanic nasalized æ from an (45. 5) in Goth. fāhan, seize; hāhan, hang; brāhta, brought; þāhta, thought; þāhō, clay; -wāhs, blameworthy; OHG. āhta, persecution; zāhi, tough: OE. fōn, hōn, brōhte, dōhte, tō (Epinal thōhæ), wōh, òht, tōh.
68. Similarly West Germ. ā from Germ. ā (45. 6; 46), is changed before nasals into ē. Thus to Goth. mēna, moon, mēnōps, month, nēmun, they took, qēmun, they came, correspond mōna, mōnað, nōmun, cwōmun. To the same source must be referred the ē in sōna, soon; spōn, sliver; gedōn, done; brōm, broom; wōm, wōma, uproar; ōm, rust; gēomor, sad (74).

Note 1. Beside older sōm-, half (compare Gr. ᾶμ), as in sōmeucu, half alive, etc., occurs regularly in LWS. sām- (pointing perhaps to shortening). So, too, we have always the forms bēnāman, deprive; nīed-, nīdēnēme, rapacious. Perhaps diphthongal by-forms with ai may underlie these. On the other hand, the specifically LWS. form nāmon, for nōmon, must be regarded as a new formation (390, note 2).

Note 2. Here belong the following, which have undergone i-umlaut according to 94: cwēn, woman (Goth. qēns); wēn, hope (Goth. wēns); gecwēme, convenient (OHG. biquāmi); gesēman, reconcile; getēme, suitable (OHG. gizāmi), etc. (compare the dialectic forms cwēn, wēn, gecwēme, etc.). OE. ē is, therefore, not to be considered as springing immediately from Germanic ā.

69. West Germ. e before original m becomes i in the verb niman, take, OHG. neman, but is preserved before n: cwene, woman (OHG. quena); denu, valley; North. henu, lo (compare also foreign words like senoð, synod; senep, mustard); and before mn from fn, as in emn, stemn, from efn, stefn (193. 2). Before nasal + consonant the e of foreign words incorporated into the language at an early date becomes i: gim, gem; minte, mint; pinsian, consider, from Latin gemma, mentha, pensare.

70. West Germ. o before nasals becomes u: cuman, come; genumen, taken; -numa, receiver; wunian, dwell; ōunor, thunder (OHG. coman, ginoman, -nomo,
wonën, donar). So the o in the early borrowings from Latin: munuc, munt, pund, cumpæder, from Latin monachus, montem, pondus, compater; and, with subsequent i-umlaut: mynet, mynster, from Latin moneta, monasterium. An exception is font (fant), from Latin fontem.

Note. In the case of native words the rules of paragraphs 69, 70 apply only to a simple nasal, since nasal + consonant had already changed preceding e to i and o to u in the Germanic period (45. 2, 3).

b) Influences of w

71. The combination wiu, wio, arising from Germanic wi by breaking (79 ff.), or through the agency of u- and o/a-umlaut (105), usually becomes wu; yet older forms with the diphthong io (eo, 38), and even such as have simple i, now and then occur: wuton, let us; wudu, wood; wuduwe, widow; swutol, clear; wucu, week; c(w)ucu, living; wuht, thing (so also nāwuht, nāuht, nothing); betwuh, betwux, between; side by side with wiodu (rare and old); widuwe, weoduwe; sweotol; wicu, weocu; cwicu, cwic; betwih, etc.

Note 1. Rare and late is the occurrence of wo: wolveread, for wiolocréad. More usual in LWS. texts is wy: wyduwe, swytol, betwyh.

Note 2. The io of WS. wio experiences i-umlaut to ie, like any other io: wierðe, worth; wiersa, worse; wier(re)sta, worst, etc.

72. The combination weo from Germ. we (breaking or u-umlaut, 79 ff.; 104) generally retains its form; yet beside dialectal (esp. Kentish, Mercian, and R.2) weorold, world, occurs always the pure WS. worold; thus vary weordig and worðig, courtyard, and more rarely
in LWS. certain others, like worc, worpan, geswost-erna, swotol, beside the usual weorc, weorpan, gesweostor, sweotol. For this eo LWS. frequently substitutes u: swurd, wurðan, wurðian, swuster, instead of sweord, sword; weorðan, become; weorðian, estimate, prize; sweoster, sister; subsequently this u is replaced by y: swyrd, etc.

Note. Contrariwise, the later language not seldom writes wur for wyr: wurmas, wurd-, wurt-, wurste, for wyrmes, wyrd-, wyrt-, wyrste (EWS. wierste); quite exceptionally weor for wyr, wur, as in weormum, ymbhweorft, Geoweorþa, for wyrmum, ymbhwyrf, Lat. Jugurtha.

73. 1) The combination aw remains normally unchanged before vowels: awul, awl; clawu, claw; gesawen, seen, etc. Where ea crops up beside it, as in feawe, few (Goth. fawai), clea, claw, it has crept in from forms in which original aw- had for some reason become au (see 2, below).

Note 1. The umlaut of aw before vowels is ew: strewed, strewede; cleweða, itch; ewe, ewe (add perhaps the part. gesewen, seen, beside gesawen); later texts have also eo: eowu, streowede, etc. (but not *geseowen). In certain words, like méówle, maiden (Goth. mawilō), eowde, flock, in which a middle vowel was syncopated (143 ff.), long eo seems to have occurred.

2) The combination ew before vowels regularly becomes eow; at the end of a syllable, however, it passes through eu into eo: cneowes, treowes, ðeowes, etc., gen. sing. of cnēo, kne; trēo, tree; ðēo, servant (137); compare OHG. knewes, etc.

Note 2. From the juxtaposition of forms like cnēo and cneowes result, through mutual influence, those like cnēow, where the w has come in from the polysyllables, and such as cnēowes, where the long eo has come from the monosyllables (Beitr. 10. 489 ff.).
3) Original \textit{iw} remains partly unchanged before vowels, and partly appears as \textit{iow} (\textit{cow}, 38): \textit{driva, thrice}; \textit{spiwe, spiwe\textipa{a}, vomiting}; past part. \textit{aspiwen, vomited}; \textit{asiwen, filtered}; \textit{niwol, headlong}, beside less pure WS. forms like \textit{niowol} (\textit{neowol}), \textit{aseowen}, etc.

\textbf{Note 3.} Forms with \textit{ie, i}, like \textit{ni(e)we, new} (Goth. \textit{niu\textipa{j}s}), \textit{hi(e)w}, \textit{form} (Goth. \textit{hi\textipa{i}w}), etc., do not go back to an old \textit{iw}, but to an older \textit{iuw}, which arose from West Germ. gemination (227). Those like \textit{siowian, sew; spiowian, vomit}, have, on the other hand, probably borrowed their \textit{io} (\textit{eo}) from forms with original \textit{iw} before vowels.

c) \textbf{Diphthongization by Palatals}

74. The palatal semivowel \textit{j} (175), when beginning a word, unites with the vowels \textit{a} (\textit{æ}) and \textit{o} to form \textit{gea,geo} (\textit{gio}): \textit{g\textipa{e}a, yea; g\textipa{e}ar, year; gioc, geoc, yoke; g\textipa{e}omor, sad}; so likewise in the pronoun \textit{geon, that} (338, note 6), and its derivatives, like \textit{geond, through}; \textit{beg\textipa{e}ondan, beyond} (for \textit{jan-}, \textit{jon-}, 65; compare EWS. \textit{giend, gind}, Kent. \textit{gend}, North. \textit{gind, begienda}, with \textit{i-umlaut}). The combination \textit{ju} quite frequently remains unchanged: \textit{i\textipa{u}, formerly}; \textit{iung, gung, young}; \textit{iugu\textipa{o}, gugu\textipa{o}, youth} (compare Goth. \textit{ju, jugs}); but its place is usually taken by \textit{geo, gio}: \textit{g\textipa{e}o; geong, giong; geogu\textipa{o}, giogu\textipa{o}}.

\textbf{Note 1.} \textit{io} very rarely persists unchanged, as in \textit{ioc}. The source of the \textit{ie} in \textit{gi\textipa{e}t, gi\textipa{e}ta} (\textit{gyt, gy\textipa{t}a}), \textit{yet}, and \textit{gi\textipa{e}n, gi\textipa{e}na} (beside more usual \textit{g\textipa{e}u, g\textipa{e}na}), \textit{yet}, is not yet determined. \textbf{There is no doubt that we have an older \textit{j} in the pers. pron. \textit{ge}, beside occasional \textit{gie}} (332).

\textbf{Note 2.} On forms like \textit{ger for g\textipa{e}ar}, see 109.

75. The palatals \textit{g, \textipa{c}, and \textipa{sc}} have a similar effect, since they change the primary palatals \textit{æ, \textipa{æ}} (= Germ.
THE VOWELS

æ, 57.2), and e, into ea (with i-umlaut, ie), ēa (with i-umlaut, ie), and ie. Examples:

1) æ to ea : geaf, gave ; -geat, obtained ; geat, gate, geatwe, trappings ; ceaf, chaff ; ceaflas, jaws ; ceaster, town ; sceall, shall ; sceaff, shaft ; sceatt, treasure ; sceabb, scab ; scear, pret. 3 sing., cut ; for *gæf, *gæt, *cæster, *sæal, etc. (compare Goth. gaf, gat, skal, Lat. castra). Similarly, with i-umlaut (98) : giest (gyst, gist), guest ; ciefes, concubine ; ciele, coolness ; scieppan, create ; cietel, kettle ; from *geasti-, *ceafis, *sceappjan, *ceatil, for *gæsti-, *cæsis, *sæppjan, *cætil (compare Goth. gasts, skapjan).

2) æ to ēa : gēafon, gave ; -gēaton, obtained ; gēaglas, jaws ; scēap, sheep ; scēaron, cut ; for *gēfon, *gēton, *scēron (compare Goth. gēbum, gētum). With i-umlaut : cīese, cīye, cheese, for *cēasi, from *cæsi, from Lat. căseus.

3) e to ie (i, y) : giefan, give ; giefu, gift ; -gietan, obtain ; gield, offering ; gieldan, pay ; giellan, yell ; gielp, boasting ; gielpan, boast ; gied, song ; scieran, cut ; scield, shield ; beside gifan, gyfan ; gildan, gyldan, etc.

Note 1. Contrary to the rule, æ maintains itself in gædeling, kinsman, æt-, tōgæedere, together (50, note 2), and in certain Latin words received into LWS., such as cæppe, cap ; cæfester, halter, from Lat. cappa, capistrum ; of course also in gærs, grass, cæse, cress, for græs, etc. (179). Forms like gæst, scæd, shade, scær, scæron (instead of giest, scead, scar, scēaron), are unknown to WS. prose, but occur in poetry. The imp. scaef (beside scæf), for the normal scæaf (369), is of late formation.

Note 2. The e holds its ground in words like geldan, gelp; sceran, etc., to about the same extent as it is substituted for ie in general; this e, however, cannot be regarded as pure WS. Nevertheless, WS. always has sceððan (392. 4) (while poetry has a rare sceððan),
and Ælfric regularly writes ġesthūs (otherwise an exceptional form), just as Mod. Eng. has a guttural g in guest. In the case of ġesthus there is probably borrowing from the Norse.

Note 3. When the palatal diphthongization of e is in conflict with breaking (79 ff.), the latter has the preference; hence, ceorfan, earse; cēorl, man; georn, eager; sceorfan, gnaw; not *cierfan, etc. Under similar circumstances the u- o/a-umlaut (101 ff.) likewise has the preference over palatal influence: geolo, yellow; geoloca, yolk; ceeole, throat; ceorian, lament; yet pure WS. always has giefu, after the model of the gen. dat. acc. giefhe, though outside of the limits of pure WS. there is also a nom. geofu.

76. 1) Other vowels undergo no change after g and c; this is true not only of the guttural vowels a, o, u, as in galan, sing; calan, be cold; qongan, go; comp, camp, battle; gāst, spirit; cāsere, emperor; God, God; gōd, good; corn, corn; guma, man; cuman, come; gūd, battle; cūd, known, but also of the resulting secondary palatals ā, ē, ĕ, y, ĕ (7, note) due to umlaut, as in gāst (beside gāst), spirit; gād, lack; gālsa, luxury; cāeg, key (cf. 90); cēmes, shirt; cēmban, comb; cēmpa, warrior; cēnnan, beget; Čent, Kent; -qenga, goer (cf. 89.4); cēllendre, coriander; cēnc, bold; cēlan, cool; cēpan, observe; gēs, geese (cf. 93; 94); cyme, coming; cynn, kin; cyssan, kiss; cyst, choice; gylden, golden; cēðan, announce (cf. 95; 96).

Note 1. An exceptional gēasne is frequently found in the poetry, for and beside gēasne, gēsne, barren (OHG. geisini).

2) Instead of sea, seo, there is a frequent occurrence of seca, seco: seeacan, scēoc, seeacen, shake (392), and seacan, scōe, seacen; scēdan and seēadan, separate; scamu, seqmu, and seeamu, seeomu, shame; scop and seeop, poet; scōh and scēoh, shoe. This variation is
an extremely irregular one, in regard not only to the spelling of single words, but also to the usage in the different texts.

In most cases scu remains unaffected: scua, shadow; scucca, demon; scūfan, shove; sculdor, shoulder; scūr, shower. Not till LWS. do we encounter single instances of sceu, like sceucca, scēufan, and somewhat more frequently eo: sceocca, scēofan, scēor.

No change is experienced by scy: scyld, guilt; scyndan, hasten; scyte, shot, etc.

Note 2. Even in the earlier texts sceo is a frequent substitute for scu in the verb sceolan, shall, beside sculan (423); plur. sceolun, beside sculun. The preterit sceolde for scolde is likewise of surprisingly frequent occurrence.

Note 3. The umlaut-ε derived from φ (89. 4) remains unchanged in scence, goblet; scèncean, pour out, but is nearly always diphthongized in pure WS. in sciendan (scindan, scyndan), disgrace, as is e, the umlaut of ô (94), in gescy, shoes (for gescie, Ps. North. gescœ).

Note 4. In later texts ε is even occasionally inserted between sc and a, o in the midst of a word: mennescea, human being, Égiptiscœan, Ébréiscœan, etc.

Note 5 (on 75–76). On account of the irregularity which prevails among the phenomena described in 76. 2, they are not to be classed, without further question, with those of 75 (and 74), which are consistently carried out in WS. It is not at all impossible that in the first case, to some extent at least, the e may have been a mere graphic insertion, to indicate that sc had the pronunciation of sh (German sch). Indeed, some scholars assign the same explanation to the ea, ie of 75, or in other words assert that they merely indicate the palatal pronunciation of the g, c, se (206), and consequently that ea is merely an abbreviated mode of writing eae. But this opinion can hardly be maintained in view of the fact that the ea and ie of 74 and 75 are treated in the subsequent evolution of the language exactly like the other ea's and ie's, which are indisputably true diphthongs; that is, that ea, ēa undergo palatal umlaut to e, ē (108; 109), and that ie,
ie are converted to unstable i, y and i, ſ (41). Accordingly, the ea (eo) and ie of 74 and 75 must be regarded as genuine diphthongs.

**d) The Breakings**

77. Breaking, according to Grimm, may be defined as the change of a short e to eo, and that of a short a to ea. We propose to frame a more accurate definition by restricting the name to such of the changes as take place solely through the influence of following consonants (for ea, eo, as u- and o/a-umlauts, see 108 ff.; for ea, eo from palatal + a, o, u, see 74 ff.).

78. Breaking is older than palatal diphthongization (75, note 3) and u-umlaut, since it already prevails in the Epinal glosses, which exhibit but few traces of u-umlaut. That it is likewise older than the i-umlaut is rendered probable by the fact that the broken ea, eo undergo regular umlaut to ie, i, y (97 ff.).

The varieties of breaking in WS. are the following:

1) **Before r + consonant**

79. 1) Before r + consonant West Germ. e passes into eo; and Germ. a, under the same circumstances, into ea:

   a) stecorra, star; heorte, heart; eordē, earth; weorpán, throw = Goth. (stairnō), haırtō, air̄pa, wairpan, OS. sterro, herta, ertha, werpan, etc.

   b) earm, arm; weap, threw; weardō, became = Goth. arms, warp, warp.

**Note 1.** The breaking remains, even when the second consonant is lost: feorh, life; ōwecorh, across; mearh, horse; gen. feōres, ōwēores, mēares (on the lengthening see 218. 1, and note 1).
Note 2. On the other hand, breaking does not occur in berstan, burst; ðærscan, thresh; fersc, fresh; gærs, grass; bærst, burst; ørn, house; hærn, wave, and the causatives ærnan, ride; bærnan, burn, because in these cases the r + consonant is the result of metathesis (179). Why there should be an absence of breaking in hærfest, harvest (but cf. 50, note 2), and brerd, margin (unless in the latter word there be i-umlaut of o, 93), is not evident. For arn (œrn), barn (bœrn), see 65, note 1; 386, note 2. But, notwithstanding the metathesis, we have beornan (byrnan), burn, and iernan (yrnan), run = Goth. brinnan, rinnan (see under 2 below).

Note 3. Breaking is of rare occurrence in foreign words; thus we have arce-, beside ærce-, arch- (in such words as arcebiscop, archbishop), martarian, martyr; and in later texts usually arc, ark, carcern, prison, where the earlier commonly prefer earc, cearcern.

2) West Germ. i was likewise broken to io (later eo); but as West Germ. i scarcely appears before r + consonant except in cases where i, j formerly followed this combination (45.2), WS. io (eo) is unumlauted, as in hierde (Goth. hairdeis), etc. (see 100, but also note 2 above).

2) Before 1 + consonant

80. West Germ. a before 1 + consonant is usually changed to ea, but a is often retained, especially in the older documents: feallan, fall; eald, old; healf, half; along with fallan, ald, half (perhaps more precisely fällan, àld, hàlf, according to 124.3; see also note 3), = Goth. fallan, etc.

Note 1. For forms like Wealh-Wêales, Welshman, see 79, note 1; 242; for their i-umlaut, 98; 99.

Note 2. Breaking takes place before ìl only when the latter is of Germanic origin, as in feallan, fall; eall, all; weallan, boil; with i-umlaut: fiell, fyll, fall, etc. (98). Before the ìl from Germanic lj (227), on the other hand, we have always ɛ, i.e., the i-umlaut of the unchanged a: hell, hell; tellan, tell; the only exception is the (siellan),
sylIan of certain texts (North. sealla), give (for *sealljan), Goth. saljan (but CP. only sylIan).

Note 3. Even in LWS. there is no sign of breaking in certain words, such as balca, beam; dalc, brooch; fald, fold. As the oldest form of the last word in OE. is falud, falsd, it is not improbable that there has been syncopation of the I in the other words of this kind (compare also Ælfred, and similar names; hælfter, 50, note 2).

Note 4. Breaking is not found in late loan-words: pall, pallium.

81. West Germ. e undergoes regular breaking to eo only before lh, lc: meolcan, milk; ãseolcan, languish; heolca, hoar frost (?); seolh, gen. séoles, seal; colh, elk; secolh, squinting; fëolan, command (from *feolhan, see 218); then in heolfor, gore, and in seolf, self (dialectic, as, for example, in Ps.), beside sielf, sylf (compare also siellic, sylic, strange, beside sellic), and unchanged self (this form exclusively found in CP.). In other cases, e before I + consonant is retained: swellan, swell; helm, helmet; helpan, help; sweltan, die, etc.

Note 1. Whether the eo's in reduplicated preterits like weoll, heold, etc. (396), are to be regarded as the results of breaking, or as originally long diphthongs, remains uncertain.

Note 2. Breaking may perhaps be assumed before lw in geolo, yellow, gen. geolowes, etc. (from the stem *gelwa-); or this may be a case of u-umlaut, such as we have in its derivative geol(o)ca, yolk, and heolstor (Ep. helustr), hiding-place (104).

3) Before h

82. Before h + consonant (x = hs, 221. 2), and before the h which terminates a syllable, Germanic a is broken to ea, and Æ to Æa:

a) geneahhe, abundantly; cahta, eight; meahte, could; meahht, might; neahht, night (for miht, niht see
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98, note); feax, hair; weaxan, grow; also hliehhan, hlyhhan, laugh (with i-umlaut, 98); compare Goth. ahtau, mahta, malits, nahts, fahs, wahsjan, hlahjan; WS. gefeah, seah, pret. sing. of gefeōn, rejoice; sēon, see (391. 2);

b) nēah (Goth. nēhw(a)).

Note. No breaking usually appears in the foreign trahtian, consider, and its derivatives.

83. Under the same conditions as in the foregoing paragraph, Germ. e was originally broken to eo, alternating in EWS. with io. However, but few forms have been preserved with an invariable eo, io: feoh, fioh, cattle; eoh, horse; pleoh, danger; imp. gefeoh, seoh (367; 391. 2); feohtan, fight; and frequently EWS. Peohtas (Angl. Pehtas), Picts. In other words EWS. eo is quite rare and hardly genuine: for example, seox, six; reoht, right; cnoht, boy; the result is usually disguised by palatal umlaut (108. 1).

84. 1) In like manner, Germ. i is broken to EWS. io, Common WS. eo: tiohhian, teohhian, arrange; teoh, order; meox (Goth. maihstus), ordure; so now and then (but hardly genuine WS.) in proper names like Wioht, Isle of Wight; Wiohthūn, Wiohtgār, etc. But there are often parallel forms with i, y (for older ie, 23), like wrixl, exchange; mixen, dunghill; Wiht, Wight; wiht, thing; gesihō, gesyhō, sight; sīhō, syhō, sees, etc., which are to be referred partly to i-umlaut (100), partly to the so-called palatal umlaut (108).

2) Germ. i is broken in some cases to ēo (not io): lēoht (North. lēht, Goth. leihts), easy; betwēoh, between;
(wēobud, wēofod, altar, for wēohb-, Angl. wibed, 222, note 1); compare the Common WS. imperatives lēoh, tēoh, -semibold, wrēoh (from the contract verbs lēon, etc., 383), for which EWS. instances are wanting. Elsewhere we have also EWS. io, as in Wiohstān, and after w a u in betwuh, between (compare Goth. tweihnai, two); fulwuht, baptism, which points to shortened io (71).

Note 1. Breaking is even caused by the x arising from se by metathesis (209): betweox, between, beside betwix (329, note 1).

Note 2 (on 82-84). Even before h followed by a vowel, breaking very likely occurs. At least this is the simplest explanation of contract forms like slēan, strike (111. 2), nēar, nearer (112), for *sleahan, *nēahur from *slahan, *nēahur; and especially of those like sīon, beside sēon, see (113. 2), and tēon, beside tion, accuse (114. 3), for *siohan, beside *seohan, from *sehan (83), and *tēohan, beside tiohan, from tīhan (84. 2).

e) The Umlauts

85. Umlaut, in Germanic grammar, denotes those mutations of a stressed vowel which are caused by a vowel or semivowel (j, w) of the following syllable. There is, therefore, a division into a-umlaut, i-umlaut, u-umlaut, etc., according to the sound by which the umlaut is produced.

On the so-called palatal umlaut see 108; 109.

86. The mutations of a basic vowel by umlaut are of different kinds in OE. They consist either in a partial assimilation of the basic vowel to the following sound, or in the development of the basic vowel into a diphthong. The former is the case with the i-umlaut, for example, here, army, older hēri, from hari; the latter is
the case with the u- and o-umlaut, as in ealu, ale, from *alu, or eofur, boar, from *e bur.

Note. Grimm regarded the second kind of umlaut as a subordinate species of breaking; but it seems better to employ the term 'breaking' in the narrower signification specified in 77, and (with Holtzmann) to speak of u- and o/a-umlaut as well as of i-umlaut.

87. As regards the relative age of the various umlauts, the i-umlaut is the oldest of all. It succeeds breaking in order of time, but precedes the u-umlaut, since it already prevails in documents which exhibit but the scantiest traces of u-umlaut (78).

1) The i-umlaut

88. The cause of i-umlaut is an i or j which originally followed the stressed syllable, it being a matter of indifference whether the i already existed in Indo-European, or whether it was transformed in the Germanic period from older e or ei (45.2, 7). As the language underwent further development, the sounds which produced umlaut either grew unrecognizable (by weakening to e, 44), or were entirely lost (177). Hence the causes of this umlaut can, in the majority of cases, only be determined by a comparison with the cognate languages, which, in the preservation of the i, j, represent an older stage than OE.

89. The older short a had, before the appearance of i-umlaut, been divided into æ and ò (49 ff.; 65), and with these two was, under special circumstances, associated the form a, as well in native as in foreign words. For this reason it becomes necessary to treat of their umlaut under different heads.
1) The i-umlaut of the short æ before an originally single consonant is normally ą (19, note): hærigan, glorify; nærigan, save; here, army; tellan, count; sættan, set; wæccan, awaken; lēcgan, lay = Goth. hazjan, nasjan, harjis, *taljan, satjan, wakjan, lagjan, etc.

Note 1. Beside ą occurs a sporadic æ, especially in sæccgan, say, beside sæccgan; wræcc(e)a, exile, beside wræcc(e)a; and æl- beside el- (compare Goth. aljis, another), for example, ældiōdig, eliōdig, foreign. This æ is constant in stæp, step, and in certain words which are assumed, notwithstanding the OE. geminates (225 ff.), to have originally had but a single consonant after the vowel: stæppan, step; gemæcc(e)a, mate; sæcc, dispute; wæcc, watch; wæccende, watching; næs, foreland; pæddan, traverse; sæddig, injurious; stæddan, support; mæcg, man, etc.

2) The i-umlaut of short æ before consonant groups is normally æ: æsc, ash; ligraesc, lightning; dwæscan, extinguish; æspe, aspen; fæstan, fasten; -hlæstan, burden; mæstan, fatten; hæftan, arrest; ræfsan, blame; æfnan, execute; stæfnan, regulate; næglan, nail; braegden, cunning; fæðman, embrace, etc.

Note 2. Constant exceptions with ą are: ęft, again; rest, rest; restan, rest; egle, troublesome; eglan, molest; ęsne, servant; stefn, stēmm, trunk. Beside æ we occasionally also find ą in ęfnan, stefnan.

3) The umlaut of the a which must exceptionally be postulated instead of æ is æ. This is evident in foreign words like Læden, Latin; cæfester, halter; mægester, master, from Lat. Latinum, capistrum, magister, etc. In native words it often occurs, for example, when leveling by analogy takes place between a and æ, as in the 2 and 3 sing. færes, -eð, goest, goes, from Prim. OE. *faris, -ip (for Prim. OE. *færis, -ip), in conformity
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with faru, farað, etc. (371, note 2), or in words like ráced, house; hælec, hero; hæcele, cloak, from Prim. OE. *rakid, *halip, *hakila (for Prim. OE. *rækid, etc.), in conformity with the parallel forms *rakid, *halip, *hakula with suffixal ablaut (127; 128).

Note 3. Here probably belong the æ's of 50, note 2; cf. also 100, note 4.

4) The umlaut of a before nasals, which, as we have seen, interchanges with o (65), is in the oldest texts æ, later e: fremman, perform; men(n), men; sendan, send; strengra, stronger; drêncan, drench, from the stems from, forwards; môn(n), man(n), man; strong, strang, strong; drênc, drank, etc.

Note 4. The æ has persisted where it was separated from the following nasal by early metathesis; hence we have ærnan, ride; baernan, burn (causative) = Goth. rannjan, brannjan, and probably also ærn, house; hærn, wave, from *ranni, *hranni (79, note 2; 179).

Note 5. Different from this is the use of æ instead of e, which at a later period is confined to certain texts which have a dialectal (especially Kentish) cast; these employ it frequently in a fairly uniform manner: fremman, mænn, sændan, ðæncan, ængel, etc.

90. The i-umlaut of OE. ā (from ai and ā, 62 and 57) is æ: hæl, whole, hælan, heal; lær, lore, læran, teach; ān, one, ænig, any; dæl, part, hæl, omen (i-stems). So also gān, go, 2 and 3 sing. gæst, gæð (430); læwan (Goth. lēwjan), betray.

91. The i-umlaut of WS. æ = Germ. æ, Goth. ë (57. 2) is likewise æ: læce (Goth. lēkeis), leech; dæd (Goth. dēps, i-stem), deed; mære, famous (jo-stem).
Note. Goth. mēkeis, sword, is always mēce, though the OS. form is māki. For other e's which are only apparently identical with Goth. ē, see 68, note 2. A special umlaut-form for Germ. (Goth.) ē seems not to exist: gelefan, weaken (from *-lebjan), like læf, weak, etc.

92. A true OE. i-umlaut of e does not exist, since every Germ. e when followed by i, j had already become i (45. 2). The interchange of e and i in groups like etan, itest, iteð (Goth. itan, itis, itip); helpan, hilpest, hilpō; OE. regn, rain, rignan, rinan, rain (for *rignjan), etc., belongs to a period antecedent to that of OE.

93. The i-umlaut of o is

1) ē from older œ (27): morgen and mergen, morgen; dohtor, dat. sing. déhter, daughter; oxa, nom. acc. plur. exen (277, note 1); ëfes, eaves, beside yfes (OHG. obasa, Goth. ubizwa); efstan, hasten (from ofst, ofost, zeal, haste); so likewise in the foreign words ēle, oil; cē(l)endre, coriander, from Lat. oleum, coriandrum.

2) usually y: gold, gold, gylden, golden; hold, gracious, hyldo, grace; forht, timid, fyrhtu, fear; gnorn (ā-stem) and gnyrn (i-stem), grief, etc. So likewise in foreign words like cyeene, kitchen; mynet, coin; minster, minster, from Lat. coquina, moneta, monasterium (70); and mynecen(u), nun, from munuc, monk, Lat. monachus.

Note. This y is not the direct umlaut of OE. o, but of an antecedent u which (45. 3) existed already in Prim. Germ. in place of o before following i, j; compare, for example, OS. gold, guldin; hold, huldi, etc. In the examples under 1, where we have the true umlaut of o, the o was transferred, before the occurrence of the i-umlaut, from the cases where the latter is absent to those where it was subsequently found. Where this explanation does not hold, the o, as in the case of ēle, belongs to a foreign word.
94. The i-umlaut of ō is ē, from older ōē (27):
   a) older ō (60): dōm, doom, dēman, deem; bōc, book, bēc plur.; sōhte, sought, sēcan inf.; glēd, gleed, spēd, success (i-stems);
   b) ō before nasals from West Germ. ā, Germ. āē (see 68, note 2);
   c) ō from older on, an (66): gōs, goose, plur. gēs; sōfte, softly, adv., sēfte, adj.; fōn, catch, fēhst, fēhō, 2 and 3 sing.; ōht, persecution, ēhtan, persecute.

Note. In the oldest texts ōē is found, though but very seldom, in place of ē: ēŌel, ēōel, Cura Past. 2. 7; -dō, ib. 8. 2, for the regular dō.

95. The i-umlaut of u is y: wulle, wool, wylleu, woollen; gesund, sound, gesynto, soundness; hungor, hunger, hyngran, hunger; burg, city, byr(i)g (284), etc.; and in foreign words like cymen, cumin; pyle, pillow; pytt, pit; ynce, inch, from Lat. cuminum, pulvinum, puteus, uncia.

Note 1. The instances of y from u are very numerous, but only a few pairs of words with u and y can be adduced, since Prim. Germ. u scarcely ever occurred except before nasal + consonant and before i, j (45. 3), and therefore must of necessity have undergone umlaut in almost every instance.

Note 2. For EWS. ymb, ymbe, about, LWS. frequently has emb, embe.

96. The i-umlaut of ū is ē:
   a) older ū: brūcan, use, brycō 3 sing.; tūn, hedge, ontynan, open; brŷd, bride (i-stem); and in foreign words like strūta, ostrich; plýme, plum, from Lat. struthio, prunea.
b) ū from un (186. 1): fūs, ready, fysan, hasten; cūd, known, cydān, make known; yū, wave (jā-stem), etc.

Diphthongs

97. In the older texts the i-umlaut of ea and ēa is usually ie and ēe, and afterward the sound designated by unstable i (22); the latter is often represented by i (beside ie), and then chiefly by y. In the tenth and eleventh centuries the y predominates, except in certain cases where there seems to have been an actual change to the pure i-sound (31, note). Besides, there occur in many texts the collateral forms e, ē, which may perhaps be regarded as reductions of ie, ēe to a monophthong.

Note. In general, these e's, ē's may be regarded as dialectic (although they are written, for example, by certain copyists of the Cura Past., they are entirely wanting in Ælfric's Homilies, except in the word gesthūs, 75, note 2).

98. Examples of ea:

a) broken ea (79 ff.): earm, poor, iermōu, misery, ierming, wretch; cald, old, comp. ieldra, sup. ieldesta, ieldu, age; weallan, boil, 3 sing. wielō, wielm, surge (i-stem); Wealh, Welshman, wielisc, foreign (218): weaxan, grow, 3 sing. wiexō (so likewise sliehō, swiehō, from sleān, smite; swēcan, wash); hliehhan (Goth. hlæhjan), laugh; sliht (i-stem), battle.

b) ea after palatals (74 ff.): scieppan (Goth. skapjan), create; ciefes (OHG. kebisa), concubine; giest (i-stem), guest.

The later forms of these words are irmōu, irming, ieldra, ieldesta, ieldu, wilō, wilm, wilisc, wixō, slihō,
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ðwihθ, hlihhan, sliht, scippan, cifes, gist; still later are yrmðu, yldra, wylm, wylisc, hlyhhan, slyht, sceyppan, cyfes, gyst, etc. More rarely occur forms like eldra, welm, wergan, etc.

Note. In miht, might, and niht, night (284), the i is tolerably stable (cf. 31, note). In -scipe, -ship (263.1), beside the very rare -sciepe, the i is probably earlier than Old English, as may be inferred from the corresponding OS. forms in -skipi.

99. Examples of ēa: hēah, high, comp. hīehra, sup. hīehst; hēawan, hew, 3 sing. hīewθ; nēat, animal, dimin. nieten; bēacen, beacon, bīecnan, beckon; gelēafa, belief, geliefan, believe; hīran, hear; nied, need, lieg, flame (i-stems), etc.; afterward hīhra, hīhst, niten, bīecnan, gelīfan, hīran, nīd, lig, and hīhra, hīhst, nīten, gelīfan, hīran, nīd; more rarely nīten, gelīfan, hēran, etc.

Note 1. Before c and g the y is but seldom written (31, note). For igg replacing igh see 24, note.

Note 2 (on 98, 99). In lightly stressed syllables even pure WS. has frequently e, ē instead of ie, iē; compare formations like æfwerda, injury; metelēstu, lack of food, etc.

100. 1) The i-umlaut of eo and ēo is in general exactly the same in pure WS. as that of ea and ēa, being represented by ie, i, y, and iē, i, y:

a) Examples of eo: feorr, far, aferran, remove; weorpan, throw, 3 sing. wierpð; subst. weord, worth, adj. wierðe; ierre, anger, angry, hierde, herdsman (jo-stems); fierst (i-stem, with metathesis, 179), time; afterward afirran, wirpð, wirðe, irre, hierde, first, and afyrran, wyrrð, wyrrðe, yrre, hyrde, fyrrst, etc.
b) Examples of ēo: cēosan, choose, 3 sing. ciesō; treowan, rue, 3 sing. hrīwō; lēoht, light, līhtan, illuminate; gestrēon, possession, strīenan, obtain; trēow, faith, getriewe, faithful; ōiestre, gloomy; later eisō, hriwō, līhtan, strīnan, getriwe, ōistre, and cēsō, hrīwō, līhtan, strīnan, getrēowe, ōystre.

Note 1. Before h + consonant the variant y is rarely met with: lēoht, easy, līhtan, lighten; wrixlan, exchange; lixan (or shortened to lixan), illuminate (Goth. *luhsjaii); yet in EWS. always ryhtan, direct (108, note 1), and Common WS. wyht, beside wiht (i-stem), and frequently gesyhtō, beside gesihtō, sight, etc.

After j WS. as a rule has only i. So from geong, young (74), is formed the comp. gingra, sup. gingest, not giengra, giengesta, or gyngra, etc. Beside EWS. gind there is a rare giend; but geond, without umlaut, is common (74; 338, note 6). Beside EWS. gicēa, itch, occurs a later gicēa, and so gicēian, itch; gicēg, purulent.

2) Beside ie (ī, y), there occurs in EWS. as umlaut of ēo an io, which eventually, like all io’s, becomes ēo, and thus comes to coincide in form with the non-umlauted ēo: ǭcōd, people, geđiode, language,  élèōio, foreign people,  élèōio, foreign, geđiodan (refl.), join, underďiodan, subject; stēor, helm, stōiran, steer, stōira, helmsman; trēow, trust, getriow(i)an, clear oneself; beside  élèōiedig, ge-, underďiedan, stīeran, stīera, getriewan (but not *geďiede, etc.); LWS. geďcode,  élèōi, foreign, ge-, underďedan, stīoran, stīora, getrēowan, etc.

Note 2. Not to be confounded with this phenomenon, which may perhaps be called semiumlaut, and which holds even in the purest WS. is the occurrence in less pure WS. texts, as in Anglian, of occasional (io) ēo, not due to umlaut, instead of ie, ē: afeorran, corre, heorde, or nēowe, new; hēow, form, for strict WS. nīewe, nīwe, etc.
Note 3 (on 88–100). Occasionally the vowel of the first element of a compound is umlauted by the radical vowel of the second element: hlæf-dige, lady, beside hlæf-ord, lord (43, note 4); ānlic, beside ānlic, peerless; ðyslic, ðyllic, beside ðuslic, ðullic, such; æghwile, ēghwile, each, etc. (347); North. āniht, anything; næniht, nothing (348); and, with further mutilation of the word, endleofan (from *ainlibōn), eleven; enetere, enitre (from *ānwintri), yearling; or the foreign Wyrtgeorn from Vor-tigern, etc.

Note 4. Umlaut of the first syllable of a trisyllabic word is occasionally produced by the vowel of the final syllable (working through umlaut of the vowel of the middle syllable). Here belong especially specimens of the phonetic series a-u-i (50, note 2): gædeling, kinsman (earlier gædiling, from *gadiling, from *gaduling), etc.; then cases like æreade (from *arindi, from *ārundi), errand; æmerge (from *āmirja, from *āmurja, OHG. eimurja), embers. North. ofist (43, note 4, from *ofist, from *ofusti, for *of-unsti-), etc.

Note 5. Now and then the umlaut of the second element of a compound affects the first, without direct phonetic influence (as in note 3): ānige, beside ānige (ānēage, note 7), one-eyed; ānliepe, -ig, beside ānliepe, -ig (North. ānlappe), sole (compare ON. einhleypr), ārlest, beside ārleast (note 7), dishonor; and probably sæm-, sæmtings, beside samtenges, adv., together; endemes, equally (for *səm-tængis, āndēmis), etc.

Note 6. The umlaut of the first element of a compound is sometimes lacking, even when the corresponding simple word exhibits it: Cant-ware, Kentishmen, beside Ĉent, Kent; sōm-, sam-, half, in compounds like sōm-, samcucu, half alive (OHG. sāmiquec), etc.

Note 7. Umlaut is not seldom lacking in derivatives, especially late formations, which take instead the original vowel of the underlying word: folcisc, popular; hūsincel, cottage; leorning, study, etc. Especially, too, to be noted is the lack of umlaut in the second element of compounds: ānēage, one-eyed; orsawle, lifeless; sīd-feaxe, long-haired; orcnāwe, evident; orgēate, evident; ōdbegēate, easily obtained; subst. smaeldēarme, lower abdomen; poet. syn-caldu, perpetual cold (cf. 279). In LWS. this lack of umlaut occurs particularly in the abstracts ending in -least, like metelēast, want of food, beside EWS. -liest, -lēstu.
2) The u- and o/a-umlaut

101. Before a following prehistoric or Prim. OE. u or o a West Germ. a may be changed in OE. to ea, e to eo, i to io.

This phenomenon is especially well marked in the Anglian dialects, particularly in Mercian (160); in WS., on the contrary, it is subject to various limitations, because (1) those vowels have less power to produce umlaut in WS., and (2) the workings of analogy have more frequently obscured the result of such umlaut. In particular, the inflections of WS. show an almost complete leveling of the forms with and without umlaut, chiefly in favor of the latter.

Again, the effect of Prim. OE. ū is more extended than that of the ō-vowels, for which reason we consider the two separately. Here the following points deserve attention:

1) Under u-umlaut belong all the cases which have Prim. OE. ū as their umlauting agent, regardless of its origin (whether from original ū or some other Germ. vowel, especially ō), and regardless of its later development (weakening to ō, later to a, or in middle syllables even to e).

2) The prehistoric ō (whatever its source) regularly appears as historic a, except where it has become ū (1, above) or has sunk to an inactive e or i; hence it may be doubtful which of the two forms, o or a, actually produced the umlaut. Accordingly we shall designate this as the o/a-umlaut, meaning by this that it occurs before a historic a which sprang from a prehistoric o (but not from prehistoric u, as in 1).
3) u- and o-umlaut act in general only through a single consonant (individual exceptions are noted below); these consonants differ in their effect upon the umlaut, some facilitating it, while others obstruct it. Most favorable are the liquids (r, l), followed by the labials (f, p); then come the gutturals g and c (h is disregarded because of breaking, 82 ff.), and finally the dentals (d, t, ð, s), which are the most obstructive.

4) Both umlauts are facilitated by a w preceding the affected vowel; here umlaut takes place before consonants which otherwise hinder its occurrence. This group of umlauts seems, too, to be older than the rest.

a) The u-umlaut

102. Besides being produced by the u of the u-stems (270 ff.), the u of the nom. sing. fem. and of the nom. acc. plur. of short-stemmed neuters (253; 238), the u of the wo- and wā-stems (249; 250; 259), and the -um of the dat. plur. (237), etc., the u-umlaut may also be occasioned by the suffixes -oc, -od, -ot, -oð, -or, -ol, -on, -um, standing for older -uc, -ud, -ut, etc. (the latter endings being occasionally found in the manuscripts). Here belongs especially the o in the pret. and past part. of the weak verbs of the Second Class, like sealfode, earlier -ude (412).

103. a to ea. This umlaut is extremely rare in pure WS. prose. The only word in which it regularly occurs is ealu, ale, gen. dat. ealōð, beside rarer alōð (281. 2). Otherwise ea is entirely lacking: arod, brisk; darōð, arrow; warōð, shore; apuldre, apple-tree; stapol, prop;
hafoc, hawk; hagol, hail; flacor, flying; sadol, saddle; atol, terrible; staðol, foundation; lasor, cockle; also of course in inflections: calu, callow; stalu, theft; caru, care; magu, boy; hagu, haw; lagu, sea; racu, account; sacu, dispute; faðu, aunt, or the plurals salu, halls; trafu, tents; bladu, leaves; baðu, baths; fatu, vessels; dat. bladum, fatuin, etc.

Note 1. In forms like fealu, fallow; bealu, evil (beside falu, balu), as well as in bearu, grove; nearu, distress; searu, armor, the ea is not the result of u-umlaut, but is transferred from the cases like gen. fealwes, bearwes, which exhibit breaking (79 ff.); ceafor, chafer (stem *kafra-), has ea from palatal + ae (75. 1); forms like ceafu, geatu (beside gatu, 240, note 3), follow the sing. ceaf, geat (75. 1); for secafu, shadow; gesceapu, destiny, etc., see 76.

Note 2. In texts of a less purely WS. cast the ea is somewhat commoner, and in particular is very generally found in the poetry, where it is doubtless due to Anglian originals (2, note 6; 160): cearu, care; dearoð, arrow; wearoð, shore; eaford, strength; eafora, posterity; heafoc, hawk; heafola, head; beadu (and so gen. beadwe, 259), battle; eatol, terrible; heafu-, battle, etc., beside caru, daroð; waroð, afora, hafola, hafoc, etc. Even the inflectional u occasionally produces ea, as in plur. heafu, treafu, from haef, ocean, treaf, tent.

104. e to eo. 1) u-umlaut of e to eo is the rule in WS. before the liquids r and l: heorot, hart; smeoru, grease; teoru, tar; poct. heoru-, sword; heolor, scales; geolo, yellow; then, with subsequent syncopation of the u, forms like heolstor (Ep. helustras, plur.), hiding-place. Yet the leveling process of analogy does away with the eo in inflection: nom. acc. plur. speru, dat. sperum, werum, welum, nom. peru, like sing. spere, spear; wer, man; wela, riches, obl. peran, etc.; so generally meleo (beside meolo), meal, like gen. melwes, etc., and giefu, for geofu, gift, like obl. giefe (75, note 3), etc. On the treatment of weo- see note 2.
2) Before labials, EWS. has usually e, which later becomes normally eo: EWS. efor, boar, in Eforwic, York; hefon, heaven (WS. efor, heofon); then beofor, beaver; poet. geofon, ocean; sweofot, sleep; compare also eofot, debt; eofolsian, blaspheme (43, note 4), and the foreign efole, a plant (Lat. ebulus).

3) Before gutturals and dentals the eo is lacking in pure WS.: regol, rule; sprecol, loquacious; edor, enclosure; medu, mead; fetor, fetter; teso, injury. Hence, too, inflectional forms like gebrecu, gebedu, gemetu, gesetu, dat. gebrecum, etc., from gebrec, crash; gebed, prayer; gemet, measure; geset, dwelling, are to be regarded as phonetically regular forms.

Note 1. Texts which are less purely WS., especially the poetical ones, frequently have umlaut-forms with eo: reogol, codor, meodo, feotor, poet. breogo, prince; meotod, fate; likewise in inflection: geseotu, meoto, from sing. geset, dwelling; met, measure, etc. Certain texts seem to prefer this umlaut before gutturals rather than before dentals.

Note 2. WS. has wo for weo before r, l (1, above) in woruld, worold, world (but Kent. Merc. R.² weorold, 72); swolod, heat. On the other hand, werod and weorod, troop, generally werod, sweet, and the plur. weleras (from *weluras), lips.

4) Only after w does the u-umlaut of e regularly become eo in pure WS., even before consonants which otherwise do not transmit it: hweogol, wheel; sweotol, evident; weotuma, dowry; and before the combination st in sweostor, sister.

105. i to io. 1) After w, the u-umlaut of i occurs even in WS. without reference to the following consonant, but becomes wu in this case (71): cwucu, cucu, living; -hwugu, -hugu, in pronouns like hwæth(w)ugu,
whatever (344); cwudu, cudu, cud; wudu, wood; wudu, widow; wuton, let us; swutol, evident; and before st in swuster (from *swistur), etc.

Note 1. This rule is broken by numerous levelings in the inflection. Sometimes u prevails throughout, as in plur. cwichu, cuce, for ciwice, like c(w)ucu, or inf. swuqian, sugian, keep silent, for swigian, like pret. swugode; sometimes it is i that is generalized, as in plur. twigu, from twig, twig; nom. swipu, whip, like the obl. swipe; or in conjugation, like witan, know; gewitun, went, etc. In other cases, wu- and wi-forms occur more or less indiscriminately side by side: beside wuduvve, widow, LWS. often widuwe, widew^e; beside sweotol (from *swetul, 104. 4) and svutol (from *switul), an occasional svitol, etc. LWS. has also wy: wydewe, etc.

Note 2. Only rarely occurs wio, weo; an example is wioluc, weoloc, whelk.

2) Apart from the position after w, u-umlaut of i to EWS. io, WS. eo takes place, as a rule, only before the liquids (r), l and the labials f and p, that is, before those consonants which also favor the u-umlaut of e to eo (104. 1, 2). Hence EWS. mioluc, milk; sioluc, silk; siolufr, silver; pret. tiolode, from tilian, attempt; siofun, seven; siofoSda, seventh; *siofoSda, bran; pret. cliopode, from cliopian, call, etc. = Common WS. meol(o)c, seoloc, seolfor, teolode, seofon, seofoSda, cleopode, etc.

Note 3. Leveling frequently takes place between i and io, eo in inflection; hence, on the one hand, forms like teollian, cleopian, and, on the other, such as tilu, fem. from til, good; plur. clifu, dat. clifum, from clif, cliff (241); pret. plur. drifon, gripou, etc. (376, note 1; 382), or pret. tiolode, bliode, from tilian, bifian, tremble, etc.

Note 4. In LWS. y occurs in certain words for the otherwise stable eo, as in syfon, sylfor.

3) Before other single consonants u-umlaut of i does not regularly take place in pure WS.: gemimor,
familiar; sinewealt (from sinu-), round; finule, fennel; sicor, certain; sicol, sickle; nigon, nine; bigora, woodpecker, -tigoða, -th (in twentigoða, twentieth, etc.); huitol, addicted to butting; slidor, slippery; niðor, down, etc. So in inflection: brimu, limu, geflietu, hliðu, liðu, dat. brimum, etc., from brim, sea; limb; geflit, strife; lið, slope; lið, limb; or u-stems like sidu, custom; friðu-, peace (in proper names like Fríðugár); or feminines like sinu, sinew; hnutu, nít; smiðu, smithy; stigu, sty; or preterits plural like stigon, rison (382), or sticode, smiðode (from stician, stick, smiðian, forge), etc.

Note 5. Only quite sporadically do the EWS. texts have io, eo in these cases, and even then the dialect is hardly free from suspicion: liomu, leomu, limbs; -tiogoða, -th; siodo, custom; niðor, down; ðiosun, ðeosum, to this (Cura Past.), þiosan, þeosan, this (Oros.). At a later period (io), eo is not hard to find in texts not strictly WS., especially in the poetry.

Note 6. Beside i and io, EWS. has occasionally ie and y in these cases: geflietu, plur. of geflit, strife; nieðemest, the undermost; or ðysum, to this; nyðemest; hlynigan, lean (Cura Past.). These y’s are not rare in LWS.

Note 7. A u-umlaut occurs in EWS. before consonant-combinations in the words siendun, are, beside sindun (427, note 1), and ðiossum, to this, beside ðissum (338); hence LWS. frequently syndon (and after this model synd, synt) and þyssum (to which conform þysses, etc.).

Note 8. Syncope of u (144, note 1) is probably indicated by the acc. sing. masc. ðiosne (338), this (LWS. ðisne, ðysne, with unstable i), perhaps from the basic form *þisuna.

b) The o/a-umlaut

106. The o/a which produces this umlaut usually belongs to inflectional syllables, and often interchanges
with other vowels, (æ), e, i, as well as u, in the inflection of the same word. Compare, for example, paradigms like dōm, -es, -e; -as, -a, -um, or hof, -es, -e; -u, -a, -um (238), or lōcian, -ie; -as, -að; -iað; -ude (-ode) and -ade (414). Hence there is often leveling between the different phonetically regular forms of the same paradigm, the umlaut-vowels being generally leveled under those which had remained unaffected. There is consequently more difficulty in establishing fixed rules for the actual occurrence of the o/a-umlaut than for that of the u-umlaut.

107. 1) The West Germ. a suffers no o/a-umlaut in WS. (50; sceada, robber; sceacan, shake, etc., belong under 76. 2).

2) In like manner, West Germ. e undergoes in general no o/a-umlaut, not even before liquids and labials (101. 3), nor after w: hence fela, much; adv. tela, well; stela, stalk; welæ, riches; bera, bear; nefæ, nephew; sefa, mind, like plegæ, play; -breca, breaker; or inf. helæn, conceal; beræn, bear, like wefan, weave; ewædan, speak; metæn, measure, etc.

Note 1. Differently treated are ceole, obl. ceolan, throat, and ceorian, complain; but these are probably rather to be referred to u-umlaut (ceolan for prehistoric *kelun, cf. OHG. kelūn, and ceorian like the pret. ceorude, -ode).

Note 2. Otherwise the umlaut eo for e appears only in texts less purely WS., especially often in the poetry; hence forms like inf. heolan, beoran, part. beorende; weak masculines like weola, seofa; adv. feola, teola, etc.

A collateral form feala, beside fela (feola), occurring also in prose, seems to have formed its vowel on the analogy of feawa, few (301, note 1).
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3) Original wi has in some cases become wu through o/a-umlaut (105.1), but side by side occur more frequently wio, wie, and the unumlauted wi: tuwa (from *twiwa), twice; wuta, pl. wutan, wise man (from wita, -an), beside wiotan (weotan), wietan, witan, etc.

Note 3. In pure LWS. u is found only in tuwa, and in words where the o/a-umlaut is indistinguishable from the u-umlaut, as in gen. dat. wuda, beside nom. acc. wudu, wood, etc. Elsewhere i prevails: compare, for example, the weak masculines wita, wise man; cwiða, womb; hwiða, breeze; swica, deceiver; wiga, warrior; inf. witan, know, etc.

4) If no w precedes, original i before liquids and labials is normally converted by o/a-umlaut to EWS. io, later WS. eo: gen. plur. hiora (heora, beside an early hiera, later hyra, 334); ondl.iofa, bìlioфа, -leofа, food; *clioфа, cleofа (beside clifa, clýfa), bedchamber, etc.

Note 4. The umlaut is often set aside by analogy: tilian-tilast, -að (pret. tilede), 416, note 14; libban-lifast, -að (416, note 2), beside tilian (tiolian) - tiolast, -að; libban - liofast, -að (leofast, -að); clif, cliff, gen. plur. clifa, etc.

5) Before other consonants than those mentioned, an o/a-umlaut of i is in general not found in pure WS.: rima, border; prica, dot; bita, bit; cliða, poultice; pisu, obl. pisan, peas; cinu, obl. cinan, chink (278); inf. niman, take, etc.

Note 5. An apparent contravention of this rule is furnished by such words as WS. heonan, hence; beheonan, on this side of; neoðan, beneoðan, beneath (for older hionan, etc.), beside himan, niðan, nyðan; but more probably these are cases of u-umlaut.

Especially strange is siðoðan (seðoðan; siððan, siððan, syððan), after, from *siððon, with shortening of the i (337, note 2).

Note 6. In other cases where io, eo occurs in words of this class, we must assume another dialect: reoma, border; ondwl. eota, countenance, etc.
108. Before c, g, h the diphthongs ēa, ēo, ēo may lose their second element, being thus simplified to ē (æ), ē, ī, or otherwise qualitatively altered. In the earlier editions of this book it was assumed that these changes rested on a 'palatalization' of the vowels, caused by a semipalatalization of the gutturals c, g, h, and hence this phenomenon was designated palatal umlaut. But that assumption being no longer tenable, at least in this form (see note 2), the name is also to be rejected; yet since we have no other convenient term by which to describe the phenomenon, the designation has here been retained for the nonce, its rather unsatisfactory character being indicated by prefixing the term 'so-called.'

In WS. the whole phenomenon is of slight importance, but in the Anglian dialects is developed to a considerable extent (161 ff.). The chief cases in WS. are the following:

1) In place of the eo and io produced from older e and i by breaking before h + consonant, there generally occur, apart from the exceptions noted in 83 and 84, the forms ie or unstable i, y: siex (six, syx), six; eniht, boy; Plihtas (Pyhtas), Piets, etc., for seox, cneoht, Peohtas; wrixl, exchange, for *wrioxl, which might have been expected; etc. (but cf. also 84.1).

Note 1. The word 'right,' with its derivatives, is nearly always ryht in EWS. (so ryhtan, etc.), almost never riht. In LWS., however, the i becomes rather firmly established: riht, rihtan, etc.

2) ea and ēa before h (x = hs), g, c become LWS. e, ē:
a) seh, saw; sleh, blow; genehhe, abundantly; exl, shoulder; fex, hair; flex, flax; sex, knife; wexan, grow, for EWS. seah, sleah, geneahhe, eaxl, feax, etc.

b) nēh, near; tēh, drew; ōēh, though; hōhsta, highest; nēhsta, nearest; ēge, eye; bēg, ring; bēcen, sign; ēca, increase; lēc, locked, for nēah, tēah, ōēah, hēahsta, nēahsta, ēage, bēag, bēacen, ēaca, lēac. Nevertheless, the traditional orthography ea, ēa is preserved even in some of the later texts which already exhibit e, ē.

Note 2. Actual palatal influence proceeds only from an h, g, or c which has been palatalized in some definite way — for example, by a following i, j in the case of i-umlaut, etc. Here belongs especially the influence which these sounds exert upon a preceding ie, or stable and unstable y (31, note).

109. A similar influence, exerted in the opposite direction, appears in the frequent LWS. transformation of ea, ēa into e, ē after g, c, sc (here really palatal, according to 206): celf, calf; cerf, slice; gef, gave; get, got; get, gate; gēt, poured; cēs, chose; scēt, shot; gēr, year; ongēn, against; scēp, sheep; gescēd, discretion, etc., for cealf, cearf (79 ff.), geaf, geat (75. 1), gēat, cēas, scēat (63), gēar, ongēan, scēap, gescēad (75. 2).

Note. This conversion rarely occurs in an open syllable before a guttural vowel, as in gētan, they got, for gēaton (75. 2). Usually the ēa in this position remains: thus, although LWS. has gēr, scēp, the gen. dat. plur. is mostly gēara, -um; scēapa, -um.

9) Hiatus and Contraction

110. 1) Hiatus within the word is not favored by OE. Hence, whenever a stressed vowel or diphthong collides with an unstressed vowel, whether in consequence of the
vocalization of a semivowel (w), or of the loss of certain consonants (notably h, less frequently w and j) from the interior of a word, or from any other cause, contraction to a diphthong or long vowel usually takes place.

Note 1. It is no exception to this rule, that inflectional endings beginning with a vowel are, in some cases, attached to stems ending in a vowel, as in hēaum, dat. sing. of hēah, high; Swēoum, dat. plur. of Swēon, the Swedes. The shorter forms, like hēam, Swēom, which almost always run parallel with them, show that the fuller endings have been subsequently appended, after the analogy of stems ending in a consonant.

Note 2. Since within a paradigm there often occur forms with and without contraction, leveling not infrequently takes place. Thus, for example, beside the older nom. sing. clēa (111. 1), there appears the later nom. clāvu, formed on the analogy of the oblique cases, like gen. dat. acc. sing. clāve; on the contrary, oblique forms like clēa (for *clēae) are framed like the nom. clēa, so that finally two full paradigms, clēa – clēa, and clāvu – clāve, run parallel to each other (cf. also 111, note 1).

Note 3. The contractions occasioned by early vocalization or loss of w belong to the Prim. OE. stage; those wrought by the loss of h, together with certain others, arose at a later period. Not only do the oldest texts frequently exhibit uncontracted forms, but they must also be largely postulated for the poetry, as is shown by metrical considerations (cf. Beitr. 10. 475 ff.).

Note 4. Collision of unstressed + stressed vowel results, not in contraction, but in the elision of the former; thus unstressed e in forms like b-aeftan, behind; b-ufan, above; b-ūtan, outside, for be-aeftan, be-urfan, be-ūt-tan; so in the negated verbs n-abban (415); n-ellan, n-yllan (428, note 2); n-ytan (420); add n-istig, fasting, from wist, food, etc.

2) The form which immediately preceded a given contraction is not always to be determined with complete certainty. Hence we shall, in all doubtful cases, here print the Germ. or West Germ. form for the sound which begins the combination.
The following cases occur in WS.:

111. 1) Orig. \(a + u\) (from \(wu\) or vocalized \(w\)) becomes \(\ddot{ea}\) (through Prim. OE. \(au\)): \(\ddot{or}a\), threat; \(cl\ddot{e}a\), claw, from \(\text{*pra}(w)u\), \(\text{*kla}(w)u\) (beside the analogically formed Ep. \(thrauu\), WS. \(clawu\)); then, with restoration of the \(w\) from the polysyllabic case-forms: \(str\ddot{e}aw\), straw; \(hr\ddot{e}aw\), raw, for \(str\ddot{e}a\), \(hr\ddot{e}a\), from \(\text{*straw}\), \(\text{*strau}\), etc.

Note 1. As the original declension of words like \(str\ddot{e}aw\) we must postulate nom. \(str\ddot{e}a\), gen. \(*strawes\), etc., after which leveling supervened, as in \(cl\ddot{e}a\)-clawe (110, note 2). A possible accord with uncontracted forms appears in the compound \(strawberie\), strawberry, beside \(str\ddot{e}a(w)berie\).

For forms like \(str\ddot{e}ow\) see 119, note.

Note 2. Here probably belongs \(p\ddot{e}a\), peacock, which perhaps (in contrast with the parallel form \(p\ddot{a}w\) = Lat. \(p\ddot{avo}\)) goes back to Prim. OE. oblique forms like acc. \(*pa(w)un\), from Low Lat. \(p\ddot{av}\dot{on}em\), with shortened vowel.

2) Orig. \(ah + \)vowel becomes \(\ddot{ea}\), after the loss of the \(h\) (probably through \(eah + \)vowel, 84, note 2). Here belong especially the contract verbs \(l\ddot{e}an\), \(fl\ddot{e}an\), \(sl\ddot{e}an\), \(\ddot{ow}\ddot{e}an\) (392.2), for \(*la(h)an\), etc.; 1 sing. \(l\ddot{e}a\), \(sl\ddot{e}a\), for \(*la(h)u\), etc.; opt. \(l\ddot{e}a\), \(sl\ddot{e}a\), for \(*lahe\), etc.; \(gef\ddot{e}a\), joy, for \(*gifah\ddot{o}\); \(\ddot{e}a\), water, for \(*ah(w)u\), \(*ahu\) (compare Goth. \ahwa\); \(\ddot{e}ar\), ear of grain; \(t\ddot{e}ar\), tear, for \(*ahur\), \(*tahur\), etc.

112. Orig. \(\ddot{a}h + \)vowel becomes, after loss of \(h\), OE. \(\ddot{e}a\) (probably through \(\ddot{e}ah + \)vowel, 84, note 2): \(n\ddot{e}an\), from the vicinity; \(n\ddot{e}ar\), nearer, for \(*n\ddot{a}hun\), \(*n\ddot{a}hur\).

Note 1. The stem \(*kl\ddot{e}w\ddot{a}\-\,claw\), appears in the poetry in the two forms \(cl\ddot{a}\) and \(cl\ddot{e}o\) (on \(cl\ddot{e}a\), from the parallel stem \(*kl\ddot{a}w\ddot{a}\-, see 111. 1). Unchanged \(\ddot{a}\) = Germ. \(\ddot{a}\) occurs in \(br\ddot{a}w\), brow.
Note 2. In LWS. the OE. æ + w terminating a syllable passes into ēa in brēaw, brow, for *brēa from brēw (note 1); hence comes the plur. brēawas, etc. (113, note 3; 118, note 2).

113. 1) Orig. e + u from wu or vocalized w becomes ēo (through Prim. OE. eu): őēo, servant; enēo, knee; trēo, tree, for *pēw, *pēu, etc.; more frequently, with borrowing of the w from the polysyllabic case-forms: őēow, enēow, trēow.

Note 1. Occasionally EWS. has io for this ēo, especially in MS. II of Cura Past.: őǐow, etc.

2) Orig. eh + vowel becomes, after the loss of h (probably through older ioh, beside eoh, 84, note 2), EWS. io, beside ēo, WS. ēo. Hence WS. forms like the contract verbs gefēon, rejoice; plēon, risk; sēon, see (391.2), from *-fehan, etc.; 1 sing. gefēo, from ind. *-fehu, opt. *-fehae, etc.; then feoh, cattle — gen. fēos, dat. fēo, etc. (242); sēo, pupil, gen. sēon; sveor, father-in-law; tēođa, tenth; tēontig, hundred, from *scha, *swehur, *tehu(n)po, *tehuntig, etc.

Note 2. Obscure vocalism is exhibited by EWS. tien, infl. tiene, ten; WS. tyn, tyne, beside tēn, tēne.

Note 3. The final ēw of a syllable is often transformed in LWS. to ēow (instead of ēo, from ēu, cf. 112, note 2; 118, note 2); flēowð, hlēowð, spēowð, instead of flēwð, etc. (371, note).

114. 1) Orig. i + u becomes, through Prim. and Early OE. iu, EWS. io (beside rarer ēo), then WS. ēo: pron. hīo, sīo (334; 337), WS. hēo, sēo (from *hi + u, *si + u, by the addition of the feminine ending -u); nom. acc. plur. neut. ọrīo, ọrēo, three (324), from *pri(j)u (Goth. prija).
2) Orig. ĕ + orig. a, ō blends into a diphthong which fluctuates greatly in EWS. between ĕo and io, but appears in WS. as ēo: EWS. diofol, WS. déofol, devil, from Lat. diabolus; frēo (frío), free, and its derivatives, from the stem *fri(j)a-; frēog(e)an, love; fēog(e)an, hate, beside the nouns frēond, friend; fēond, enemy; then bleō, color; frēo, lady; Swēon, Swedes; bēo, bee; pēo, an insect; cēo, cough; presumably also bēon, bion (compare Lat. fio), 427. 2.

Note 1. Whether bēot, boast; frēols, freedom, from *bi-hāt, *fri-hals, belong here or under No. 3, can not be decided.

Hardly here belongs the pret. ēode, went (430), as in this case we have no io-forms (compare also North. ēade L., ēode R. 2, not *iode).

3) Orig. ĭn + vowel becomes (presumably through broken ioh, ēoh, 84, note 2) EWS. io, beside more frequent ēo, WS. ēo. Here belong the contract verbs tēon, ēeon, wrēon, lēon, sēon (383), from tihan, etc.; pres. 1 sing. tēo, ēo, etc., from ind. *tihu, opt. *tihæ; then twēo, doubt, from *twiho, beside derivatives like twēog(e)an, twēonian, doubt; and perhaps a few others (cf. also note 1).

4) ĭ + e gives ie, later ĭ, ĭ, in sīe, be, from *si(j)æ; presumably also in the masc. ôrie, three, and the pronoun hîe, they, her (nom. plur. masc. and acc. sing. fem., 324; 334; 337), LWS. sŷ, ôry, hŷ (beside frequent disyllabic sīe in the poetry).

Note 2. The dialectic occasional forms sēo (427, notes 2 and 3) and hēo (334), beside sīe, hîe, can not be explained with certainty.

115. OE. ō + vowel becomes ō: scōh, shoe, nom. acc. plur. scōs, from *scōhas (242); the contract verbs fōn,
hōn, from fōhan (for fāhan with nasalized ā, 395.1); pres. 1 sing. fō, hō, from ind. *fōhu, opt. *fōhæ; then ðō, clay (early thōhæ, Ep.); hōh, heel, gen. hōs; wōh, perverse, gen. wōs, dat. wōm, nom. sing. fem. wō (295, note 1), etc.

Note. i-umlaut yields ē: 2 and 3 sing. dēs, dē, dost, does, from *dōis, *dōip; dialectic participle dēn, done, from *dōin (429), etc.

For LWS. ēow from ēw, see 113, note 3.

116. Orig. ū + vowel remains unchanged in scua, beside scuwa, shadow, and generally in būan, build, and its derivatives.

Note. When e or u follows, contraction now and then occurs: opt. pres. plur. būn, past part. gebūn, beside -būen; gen. sing. cū, cūs, beside cūe (gen. plur. cūa), cow (284, note 4); ðrūm, dat. plur. of ðrūh, coffin.

To Goth. trauan corresponds OE. trūwian, with internal w (unlike OE. būan = Goth. bauan). A similar w appears in the oblique cases of rūh, raw, gen. rūves, etc. (295, note 1).

117. 1) OE. ū + i, e contracts to ū: drūs, drū, gen. dat. sing. of drū, magician, from *drūes, *drūe; 3 sing. drūd, pret. drūde, from *prū(h)iē, *prū(h)ida, from drūn, press.

2) OE. ū + guttural vowel becomes WS. ēo in rēo, covering, obl. rēon, from older ryhæ Ep. (presumably following the oblique cases, like gen. *rūhan, etc.).

Note. Forms like ðrūn, press; tūn, teach (408, note 18), for *prūhan, etc., are therefore probably patterned after inflectional forms like 2 and 3 sing. drūs, drūd, pret. drūde (No. 1, above), and such as drūtas, drūa, drūum, nom. gen. dat. plur. of drū, must be regarded as new formations according to 110, note 1.
118. 1) Orig. ai (= OE. ā) + vowel becomes ā:
   a) ā + u from vocalized w: ā (Goth. aiw), always, and occasional forms like snā, snow; hrā, corpse, for which more frequently occur snāw, hrāw, etc., with restoration of the w from the polysyllabic cases (but cf. also 134. d);
   b) āh + vowel: rā, roe; gefā, foe; slā, sloe; tā, toe, for rāha Corp., * gifāha, * slāhæ, * tāhæ, obl. rān, gefān, slān, tān, beside new formations like tāan, tāum (278, note 2), etc.

   Note 1. Certain scholars assume a change from ā + u to ēa in the etymologically very obscure wēa, woe, obl. wēan, which is referred to *wā(w)un (compare OHG. OS. wēwo).

   2) In case of i-umlaut appears āe:
      a) for orig. ā + i: 2 and 3 sing. gāest, gāē, from gā-is, etc. (430);
      b) for orig. ā(w)i: āe, law; sē, sea; hrē, corpse; add gen. sēs, dat. sē, for *sēes, *sēe; gen. dat. acc. āe, for *āee, etc.

   Note 2. The final āw of a syllable, derived from aiw, often becomes LWS. ēaw (112, note 2; 113, note 3): ēawfest, religious, beside ēwfæst; hrēaw, corpse (likewise inflected, gen. hrēawes, etc.), for earlier hrēw, hrāw.

119. The diphthongs ea, eo, io, and ēa, ēo, io, whatever their origin, absorb a following vowel. Beside the instances given in 111. 2; 113. 2; 114. 3, compare, for example, cases like hēah, high, gen. hēas, nom. plur. hēa, dat. hēam, weak nom. sing. masc. sē hēa, for *hēa(h)es, *hēa(h)e, *hēa(h)um, *hēa(h)a, etc.; or
the contract verbs *téon, draw; flōn, flee (384), from *tēohan, etc.; ind. 1 sing. tēo, flēo, from ind. *teuhu, opt. *teuhae, etc.

For new formations, like hēaum, beside hēam; smēaung, reflection; òrēaung, threatening; fioung, fēoung, hate, beside older smēang, ōrēang, fēong, etc., see 110, note 1.

Note. The ēaw terminating a syllable frequently becomes LWS. ēow: strēow, straw, for strēaw (111); pret. hrēow, rued, for hrēaw (384, note 2).

3. VARIATIONS OF QUANTITY

120. Thus far it has been tacitly assumed that the quantity of the West Germ. vowels was retained in OE., except where the appearance of contraction, ecthlipsis, or the like, leads to the assumption of a change of quantity. However, by a comparison of the later development of the language with the indications of length furnished by the manuscripts (gemination, and especially accent, 8), we are led to the conclusion that a number of changes in the original quantities of vowels (particularly lengthening), hitherto usually referred to later periods of the language, do, in reality, date from OE.

We are not yet in a position to determine with entire accuracy the extent of these changes in detail; for, on the one hand, the indications of quantity in the manuscripts are but scanty; and, on the other, the editors of OE. texts have either reproduced these indications inaccurately, or entirely ignored them.

Note. According to Sweet (who was the first after Bouterwek (North. Evang., p. CXIV) to call special attention to the indications
of quantity in the manuscripts; compare Proceedings of the Philological Society, April 16, 1880, and June 3, 1881), the following editions are trustworthy in this regard: Kemble and Skeat's Gospels, Goodwin's Guinlac, and Sweet's edition of the Cura Pastoralis and of the Lauderdale MS. of Orosius.

The formulation of precise laws of quantity is rendered more difficult by the circumstance that the phenomena in question vary, in regard to extent and period of occurrence, with the individual dialect. Such being the case, we are obliged to content ourselves with very general statements.

a) Lengthening

121. Final vowels of stressed monosyllables appear as long: hwā, who, from *hwa-(r) (Goth. hwas); swā, so (Goth. swa); sē, the (Goth. sa); hē, he; wē, we; gē, ye; mē, me; òōē, thee, from *hē(r), wē(r), *mē(r), etc. (compare Goth. i-s, mi-s, etc.); nē, not (Goth. ni); bī (big, 24, note), by (Goth. bi); nū, now; òōū, thou (Goth. nu, þu); and so probably the proclitic a-, inseparable prefix (for ar-, Goth. us-, OHG. ar-, etc.).

Note. This does not, however, preclude the assumption that these words, when used as enclitics in the spoken language, were sometimes shortened in pronunciation; compare especially be, beside bi, and the inseparable ge-, older gi- (Goth. ga-), which is never lengthened.

122. There is a tendency to lengthen monosyllabic words ending in a single consonant. Under this head fall the following adverbs and particles, which are in part enclitic: āe, but; āef-, from (for example in āefweard, absent, āefwierdelsa, injury); ōf, of; ōn, on (also as a proclitic form of ōnd, as in ōn-drāēdan, fear; ōn-gietan, understand); ōr-, Lat. ex-, as in ōrsorg, careless; ūn-,
un-, as in ✴unriht, wrong; ✴üp, ✴upp, up; ✴in, ✴in; ✴mid, with; ✴gif, if. Furthermore, in ✴wel, well, ✴bêt, better; the pronouns ✴ic, ✴I; ✴ðæt, that; ✴hwæt, what; instr. ✴ðōn, ✴hwōn; the copula ✴is, ✴is; besides nouns like ✴fæt, ✴vat; ✴wēg, way; ✴wēr, man; ✴clif, cliff; ✴lōf, praise; ✴gebōd, man-date; adjectives like ✴hōl, hollow; verbal forms like the preterits ✴brēc, ✴broke; ✴sæt, sat, etc.

This tendency extends even to words whose final consonant has been simplified from an original geminate. Thus we meet with ✴mōn, ✴mān, ✴man, plur. ✴mēn; ✴cān, ✴can; ✴cāl, all; ✴gewīt, intellect; ✴cēn, ✴kin, gen. ✴mōnnes, ✴calles, ✴gewittes, etc.; then forms like ✴gesēt, ✴set, from ✴gesēted, ✴gesētt; ✴sīt, ✴sits; ✴ongīt, understands; ✴ forgīt, ✴forgets, instead of ✴siteð, ✴ongiteð, etc.

123. Much less pronounced is the tendency to prolong a short vowel before a single consonant in disyllabic and polysyllabic words; instances of ✴ōfer, over, are frequent, and already in Cura Past. occur forms like ✴fātu (plur. of ✴fæt), ✴rāce (dat. sing. of ✴racu), ✴stāfe (dat. sing. of ✴stāef), ✴fāre (opt. 3 sing. of ✴faran), ✴ōne, ✴the, ✴ōpene, ✴gāderað, etc.

124. The vowels which precede consonant groups are also frequently lengthened. In this respect there is the widest discrepancy between one text and another:

1) before nasal + consonant any vowel is subject to lengthening: ✴händ, ✴hōnd, ✴handa; ✴lōnd, ✴land; ✴wāmb, ✴wōmb, ✴womb; ✴wāng, ✴wōng, ✴field; ✴ēnde, ✴end; ✴sēndan, ✴send; ✴bindan, ✴bind; ✴sīncan, ✴sink; ✴stīncan, ✴smell; ✴gesūnd, ✴sound; ✴būndon, ✴(they) bound; ✴münt, ✴mountain; ✴stūnta, ✴blockhead; ✴drūnce, ✴drunken, etc.
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2) Before \( r + \) consonant: ārn, ōrn, ran; bāernan, burn; īrnan, run; cīrn, uproar; wōrd, word; hōrd, hoard; ūrn, (they) ran; wyr, destiny; gēard, house; eart, thou art; sceort, short.

3) Before \( l + \) consonant: especially ā (for broken ea, 80), as in āld, old, sālde, gave; but also milde, mild; göld, gold; geōyld, patience; sceyld, guilt, etc.

Note 1. None of the prolongations in 1-3 is to be found in Cura Past., if we may judge from the lack of accents (except the isolated ūnder, Cura Past. 33. 7; suīngan, 253. 2; hierstīnge, 165. 3), and they are also rare in the Lauderdale Orosius; on the other hand, they are abundant in LWS. texts, like Æelfric's Homilies, etc. In the Lindisfarne and Rushworth Gospels they form the rule.

Note 2. The prolongations appear earliest and most frequently before nasal or liquid + sonant; yet combinations whose second element is a surd are not excluded, as is evident from the examples adduced above. Prolongation does not seem to be caused by \( \text{II} \) in WS., though it has that effect in North., as in ālle, all.

Note 3. In the editions of texts it is the custom to retain the instances of these lengthenings as they occur in the manuscripts. For grammatical purposes it is the part of prudence to distinguish assumed secondary lengthenings from etymological length by the acute (the original German recommends the macron; cf. 8, and notes).

b) Shortening

125. As the accents which denote length are comparatively rare, it is not easy to determine with certainty when shortening has taken place. The vowel seems, however (according to Sweet), to be short in ḏōhte, brōhte, sōhte, from ḏōhte, brōhte, sōhte (407. 1); yet compare, for example, hōehntisse, Rush. Matt. 5. 10 = WS. ēhtnisse (68, note 2).

Before other consonant combinations than \( h + \) consonant, shortening does not appear, in general, to have
taken place; compare such forms as Crist, gāst, māst, gītsian, wītnian, fīttig, lǣdde, etc.

II. THE VOWELS OF MEDIAL AND FINAL SYLLABLES

126. Only such cardinal phenomena will here be considered as it is necessary to understand before approaching the subject of inflections. The details will be treated at length under the latter head.

A. ABLAUT

127. Original ablaut. Even in the original Indo-European, inflection was often accompanied by a definite variation or gradation in the vowels of certain suffixes (suffixal ablaut). Thus we frequently encounter the ablaut series e : o : 0, the first two terms appearing, for example, in Lat. generis, genus; Gr. γένος, γένεος for *γενεσός, etc. The e of the suffix has, as it would seem, always become i in Germ. (45, note 1), while o became a (45.4). In place of the third or zero stage, a u frequently occurs (so, for example, in the ablaut of the verb before a liquid or nasal) as a substitute for the lost vowel.

These gradations are, for the most part, no longer fully preserved in OE.; as a rule, the vowel of one stage has been introduced into all the forms of the same word; only now and then do double forms, still preserved, point to the regular interchange which formerly existed. In particular, the i-umlaut of a stem
sometimes enables us to infer the previous existence of an e or i in the following syllable.

Note by Translator. Ablaut, sometimes called vowel-gradation, is a variation of vowel among words of the same Indo-European root, as in English sing, sang, sung, and Greek λέιπω, λέλοιπα, ἵλιπον, which depends upon causes no longer active or discernible in the separate languages of the family. The phenomena of ablaut, as they appear in the Germanic or other Indo-European languages, are simply inheritances from the Parent Speech. The conditions which produced the phenomena of ablaut can be discerned only by reference, through the methods of comparative linguistics, to the original Indo-European language. The relation, for instance, of German

(1) ziehen, zog, gezogen
(2) binden, band, gebunden

is clearer in the Gothic

(1) tiuhan, tauh, tōhans,
(2) bindan, band, bundans,

but is not evident until the systems are reduced to the Indo-European form:

(1) deuk, douk, duk,
(2) bhendh, bhondh, bhndh.

These two systems are illustrated in Greek by

(1) έ-λεί(θ)-σομαι, ειλή-λουθ-α, ἦ-λυθ-ον,
(2) έ-γέν-ετο, γέ-γον-α, γί-γν-ομαι.

The ablaut of German giessen, goss, gegossen corresponds to Gothic giutan, gaut, gutum, and Greek χέφω, χοφή, κέχυται.

The explanation of ablaut is to be found in the peculiar conditions of word- and sentence-accent in the Indo-European Parent Speech. Thus, by the withdrawal of the stress, the original root-elements ei, eu, el, er, en, es, etc., were reduced to i, u, l, r, n, s, etc. Thus Greek εἰμι, ἵμαι (orig. *iμai), compare Skr. ēmi, imās. So χεμα, χυτός; θεύω, φυγεῖν; πέθω, πιθέσθαι; θείομαι, θείειν; δέρκεται, δρακεῖν (r > ρα); αἴω, ιθαρός, etc. The cause of differentiation between the e-grade and the o-grade is not so definitely determined (λέγω, λόγος; νέμω, νόμος; λείπω, λέλοιπα; δέρκομαι, δέδορκα; Gothic steigan, staig; English sing, sang, etc.), but it most probably had its origin in a
variety of musical pitch — that is, the e-grade occurred with stress and high pitch, the o-grade with stress and lowered pitch.

The above is condensed from an article on ablaut by Benjamin I. Wheeler in Johnson's Universal Encyclopaedia, to which the student is referred.

128. The most important ablaut-changes, thus deducible, which have left perceptible traces in OE., are the following:

1) Before original s (Germ. z, OE. r, but often lost when final) in the neut. suffix -os, -es (as in γένος, genus), Germ. -az, -iz; see the examples in 288 ff. The i-stage is found in forms like sige, bere, older sigi, beri, from * sigiz, * bariz (182): or North. lēmb, Ps. North. cælf, from * lambiz, kalbiz (182; 133. b). Parallel with the latter are WS. lēmb, cælf, without umlaut, and the longer forms like sigor, hrōdor, lōmbor, etc. (182, note).

2) Before n in the suffix -ono, -eno, Germ. -ana, -ina, of the past participle of strong verbs. The i-stage is preserved in a few umlaut forms like ægen, cymen (378, note 1).

Note 1. The gradation was at one time especially apparent in the suffix of the weak declension, -en, -on, -n, Germ. -in, -an, -un, but has been almost entirely obliterated in OE., the i-stage in particular (as in Goth. hanins, hanin) being totally effaced.

3) Before l in the suffix -olo, -elo (Germ. -ala = Prim. OE. -ul), -ila. The two stages are recognizable in double forms like dēagol and diegol, secret, from the basic forms * daugola- and * daugila-.

4) Before r, more particularly in the suffix of nouns of relationship; for these in detail cf. 285.
Note 2. Even foreign words are frequently recast to bring them into conformity with the suffixal ablaut of OE.: thus OE. fæcele, torch, points to older *fakila, an ablauted form from Lat. facula. On the other hand, Lat. i, e, a is not seldom represented by u, o: persoc, peach; esol, ass; butor, butter; munuc, monk, from Lat. persicum, asilus, butirum, monachus, etc.

129. Later ablaut. Beside these older gradations, others of more recent date have sprung up in OE. itself, presumably depending upon the variable strength of the secondary ictus, but also in part upon the vowels of the adjacent syllables (a certain principle of alternation between palatals and gutturals being observed in the sequence of vowels). In particular, there is a tendency to convert the o, u, of a final syllable into e, whenever the word is increased by a syllable taking the secondary stress, and containing a, o, or u. Thus we generally have rodor, heaven; heorot, hart; staðol, foundation; the gen. dat. sing. rodores, heorotes, staðoles, -e; while the plur. is usually roderas, heoretas, staðelas, -u, -um, the verb staðelian, etc. Here belongs also the vowel-change in the preterit of the Second Class of weak verbs, like sealfode, plur. sealfedon (412), and no doubt originally in the abstracts ending in -ung, -ing, etc.

B. APOCOPE OF FINAL VOWELS

130. Indo-European a, o (Germ. a), when final, disappears entirely: on, Germ. (Goth.) ana, Gr. ἄνα; æf-, unstressed of, of, Germ. aba, Gr. ἀφα, etc. In particular, many examples might be adduced of the nom. acc. sing. of the o-stems (235 ff.), basic forms -oz, -o(m).
The o has been retained in cases of early contraction, as in frio, freo, free, stem frijo- (297, note 2).

Note. A syllabic i preceding the a, o (45. 8) becomes final without change, and afterwards passes into e (44): ende, rice (246), earlier endi, riē, from *andia, *rikia, etc.

131. The originally final -e also disappears completely, and without leaving any trace of its influence upon the vowel of the preceding syllable. The chief instances are:

1) the voc. sing. masc. of the o-stems, like dōm (238), compare Gr. λόγε;
2) the imp. sing. of strong verbs, like ber, help (367), compare Gr. φέρε;
3) the ind. pret. 3 sing. of strong verbs, like bær (367), wāt (420), compare Gr. oître.

e before any consonant that was retained in Germanic was changed, probably in the Germ. period, to i (45. 2, note 1), and its subsequent history is that of the latter sound.

132. Original i and u were uniformly preserved in Prim. OE. To these were added a secondary i and u, arising partly through a change of quality (such as that which led to the development of i from e before consonants, 131), and in part produced by a shortening of the corresponding final long vowels, i, o; or, in the case of u, by a vocalization of consonantal w. These various i’s and ū’s of Prim. OE. were all subject to the same rules of apocope, apocope being determined partly by the quantity of the immediately preceding radical syllable (when the word was originally disyllabic)
and partly by the number of syllables in the word. The principal cases may be classified as follows:

133. Prim. OE. *i* is preserved after a short radical syllable, first as *i*, and afterwards as *e* (44); it disappears after a long radical syllable, and as the final of words containing more than two syllables:

a) Original *i*, for example in the nom. acc. sing. of the *i*-stems (compare Gr. πόλις, -ίν): of short stems, the noun *wini, wine* (262), adj. *bryci, bryce* (302?); of long stems, the noun *wyrm* (265). Other cases of apocope are: the dat.-loc. sing. of consonant stems, like *fēt*, from *fōti* (281; compare Gr. ποδί); among polysyllables, *hrōdror* (289), *guman, heortan, tungan* (276); datives plur. like *fæm, twæm*, basic forms *paímiz*, etc.; comparative adverbs like *lēng* (323), basic form *laūgiz* (compare Lat. magis, and for the loss of the *z* see 182). Of verbs: the ind. 1 sing. of the verbs in -mi (426 ff.), like *dom, do*; and the ind. 2 and 3 sing. and 3 plur. of all verbs, like 2 sing. *hilpis, -es(t)*, 3 sing. *hilp(e)d*, 3 plur. *helpað*, their basic forms ending in -isi, -ipĩ, -anpi (compare Skr. bhārasi, -ati, -anti, from *vīber, bear*).

b) Prim. OE. *i* from original *e*, for example in the nom. plur. of consonant stems, like *hnyte, styde* (282), and *fēt, mīs* (281), from *hnutiz, *hnutez; *fōtiz, *toțez*, etc. (compare Gr. πόδες); so also in the poly-syllables: *guman, tungan* (276). Finally, in the nom. acc. sing. of the neuter es-stems: short stems, *bēre, sige* (Goth. *bariz-, sigis*); long stems, Ps. North. *cælf, calf*; North. *lēmb, lamb*, etc. (288 ff.).
c) Prim. OE. i from original i no doubt existed in the imp. sing. of verbs with thematic jo (372; 398.1; compare Goth. hafsoi, nasei, sokei, etc.): with short stem, hefe, nere, etc. (367; 409); with long stem, sec, hier, etc. (409). The i has regularly disappeared in the nom. sing. of the long and polysyllabic in-stems, like gierd (257), and gyden, wiergen (258.1). Every other final Germanic i is preserved in OE., even after a long syllable, in the form of i, e: thus in the opt. pret. 3 sing. of strong verbs like hulpe (basic form *hulpi, Goth. hulpi); or in the instr.-loc. sing. of o-stems like döme, older dömi (from *dömi, compare Gr. ἐκεῖ). Yet in the so-called dative nām (237, note 2) we perhaps have the regularly developed locative case of a long o-stem, the -i, -e of the other forms being then due to the analogy of the short stems.

Note 1. Exceptions to the rules for apocope are presented by the adverb bet, better (Goth. batis), for which we should expect *bete; and by the adverb ymbe (beside ymb), with the e preserved.

Note 2. Even when the i is lost, there is i-umlaut of the stem-syllable which immediately preceded. The only exceptions are the verbal forms com, dōm, plur. dōð (for *dōnpi).

134. Prim. OE. u is retained as -u, -o in originally disyllabic words after a short stem, but disappears after a long stem:

a) Germ. u, for example in the nom. acc. sing. of the u-stems: in the short-stemmed nouns, masc. sunu, fem. duru, neut. feolu (270; 274; 275), adj. cucu (303); in the long-stemmed nouns, masc. feld, fem. hōnd (272; 274), adj. heard (303, note 2). Of all these the basic forms end in -uz, -u(m), -u (compare Goth. sunus, -u, filu, etc.).
b) Prim. OE. u from Germ. ō = orig. ā, for example in the nom. sing. fem. of the ā-stems: thus in the short-stemmed giefu, adj. hwatu; in the long-stemmed ār, gōd (252; 293; compare Gr. χῶρα, etc.); or in the nom. acc. plur. neut. of the o-stems, as in the short-stemmed noun fatu, adj. hwatu, and the long-stemmed noun word, adj. gōd (238; 293).

c) Prim. OE. u from Germ. ō = orig. ō appeared in the ind. pres. 1 sing. of the verb, and there became permanent, even after long stems: thus beoru, faru, but also helpu, bindu. This u has, however, been almost completely displaced in West Saxon by the optative termination -e (355).

Note. The j which originally preceded (45. 8) does not prevent the apocope; hence sibb (257), cynn (246), etc., from *sibb(j)u, *cynn(j)u. For the effect of a preceding i (45. 8) see 135. 3.

d) Prim. OE. u from vocalized w (137; 174. 2, 3): for example nom. bearu, bealu (249), gearu (300) (the feminines like beadu, and the long-stemmed mǣd, lǣs (260), stand for *bad(w)u, *mǣd(w)u, from -o, etc., according to 173. 1; 134. b).

135. In words of three or more syllables, the treatment of the final u is somewhat variable. It is regularly cast off in trisyllabic words having the radical and the middle syllable both short, but is retained after a long radical and short middle syllable. After a long middle syllable it appears to be regularly lost. The principal cases are the following:

1) Feminines of the a-declension: short stems, like firen = Goth. fairina, or tigol, from Lat. tegula (254. 2);
of the long stems, the abstract nouns with the termination -ðu, Goth. -iða, like strengðu (255. 3). The abstract nouns in -ung; on the other hand, always lose the u without regard to their quantity: monung, warning; leasung, leasing, etc. (254. 2).

Note. The original iä-stems have conformed to the type of the long stems: hyrnetu, ielfetu, liegetu (258. 1).

2) The nom. acc. plur. of neuters of the o-declension: short stems like reced, werod; long stems like niétenu, hçeafodu (243. 1; cf. also 144. b); and especially the stems in -io (45. 8), like ricu, from *riciu, basic form *rikiō (246).

3) The nom. sing. fem. and nom. plur. neut. of adjectives: short stems like micel, monig, varying with micelu, monigiu; long stems like häligu (296, and note 1; cf. 144. b); and particularly, again, the stems in -io, like grēnu (298), from *grōniu.

136. The vowels of other final syllables than those already instanced do not undergo apocope in OE. In particular, all vowels are retained which are still protected in OE. by a final consonant, for example, the u, o in the pret. 3 plur. of verbs: hulpun, nçredun, -on (364).

C. FURTHER CHANGES OF FINAL SOUNDS IN CONSEQUENCE OF APOCOPE

137. When w becomes final after consonants and short vowels, it is vocalized to u, o; after long vowels and diphthongs it either remains unchanged or is lost altogether. For details see 134. d; 174.
138. If a mute followed by a liquid or nasal becomes final, the liquid or nasal falls under the operation of a universal phonetic law, according to which it assumes vocalic character; that is, acquires the power, peculiar to the vowels, of forming a syllable. This applies, for example, to the r, l, n, m in Goth. akrs, fugls, taikns, mai̇pns (Braune, Goth. Gram. 27). In OE. these vocalic liquids and nasals often generate before them an auxiliary vowel. Thus the Gothic forms already cited become in OE. æcer, fugol, tæcen, mādum. The following are the special rules which apply to these phenomena:

139. Such an auxiliary vowel occurs with most frequency before r. The vowel is regularly e when the preceding syllable contains a palatal vowel, but is generally o, in the oldest texts and in the dialects u, less frequently (and usually in the later documents) e, when the preceding vowel is guttural: winter, finger, fæger, æcer, easter (from *caester, 75.1), but ātor, födor, hlūtor, clūstor, etc.; compare Goth. wintrus, figgrs, fagrs, etc.

Note. Only in the oldest texts, like the Epinal MS., does the r often remain unchanged: ātr, spaldr, cefr, along with ledir, mapuldur, etc.

140. Vocalic l often remains unchanged, especially after dentals: nādl, needle; spātl, spittle; setl, settle; hūsl, housel; eaxl, shoulder; nægl, nail, etc.; yet e is sometimes found after a palatal vowel, as well as u, o after a guttural, without a fixed law: æppel, apple; tempel, temple; fugol, fowl, etc.
141. Vocalic \( n \) usually remains unchanged after a short syllable: \( hræfn \), raven; \( stefn \), voice; \( regn \), rain; \( ðegn \), thane; \( wægn \), wain, though \(-en\) is sometimes found. After a long syllable \(-en\) predominates: \( tāecn \), token; \( bēacen \), beacon; \( wāpen \), weapon. Still more rare is \(-in\), as in \( fraegin \), asked; \( ðegin \); or, especially North., \(-un\), \(-on\): \( bēcun \), bēcon, sign; \( tācon \), sign; \( fācon \), malice; \( ymmon \), hymn.

142. Vocalic \( m \) usually remains without change: \( ðrosm \), vapor; \( bōsm \), bosom; \( fæðm \), embrace; \( botm \), bottom; \( wæstm \), growth; yet \( wæstem \), etc., are found, and \( māðum \), jewel, is the usual form.

Note (on 138–142). Syllables with vocalic \( r, l, m, n \) are frequently not reckoned as full syllables in poetry (cf. Beitr. 10. 480 ff.).

D. SYNCOPE OF MIDDLE VOWELS

143. By ‘middle vowels’ we understand the vowels of those syllables which lie between the stem and the final syllable of polysyllabic words.

The middle vowels of Germanic are frequently syncopated in OE. Their retention or elision depends, however (like the treatment of originally final vowels), in part on the quantity of the preceding radical syllable, in part on the number of middle vowels which the word originally contained.

144. a) Every middle vowel of a trisyllabic word, when originally short, and not rendered long by position, is syncopated after a long radical syllable; after a short radical syllable this syncopation does not take
b) In the older texts the trisyllabic forms of the nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. neut. in -u are exempt from the operation of syncope: thus adj. idelu, eoweru (296, note 2), subst. nietenu, heafodu (243.1), along with idle, eowre, heafdes, etc. This rule does not apply, however, to the feminines ending in -őu (255.3), which come under the principle laid down in a.

c) Notwithstanding the short radical syllable, the following words regularly exhibit syncope: micel, great, and usually yfel, evil, thus gen. micles, yfles; but micelu, beside micel (296, note 1), and yfelu, beside yflu and yfel, in accordance with b.

Note 1. This older principle of syncopation is often violated, especially in later documents, through the influence of analogy. Particularly are middle vowels frequently restored after a long radical syllable, in imitation of the disyllabic forms of the same word: thus eőles, deőofles, ōőres, eowres, āñges, hēafdes, from eőel, ēngel, deőofol, ōőer, eower, āgen, hēafod, with such as staðoles, rodores, eotones, nacodes, etc.

Note 2. Where mute + liquid or nasal precedes the middle vowel, there is irregularity as regards syncopation: ēfnde and ēfnede, etc.; see in particular 404; 406, note 5.

145. A vowel long by position is usually protected against the operation of syncope. So, for example,
at least in the earlier language, adjectives in -isc, like měnnisc, together with their derivatives, remain unchanged even in their trisyllabic forms; the majority of superlatives, like ieldësta, 309 ff. (but always híechsta, níechsta); nouns like hærfest, cornest, and all with liquid or nasal + consonant, like færeld, fætels, together with all those in which the middle vowel is followed by a geminated consonant, like condelle, byröfene (258. 1), and the derivatives in -ächtan, like roccettan, etc. (403, note), even when the tt is simplified (231. 4).

Note. In LWS. syncope is more frequent. Thus in the superlative (311), and especially after the simplification of a geminated liquid or nasal (231. 4); comparatives like æftæra, beside æftæra, from æftærra (314, note 1); gen. dat. sing. fem. ôdre, gen. plur. ôdora, beside ôdere, ôderæ, from ôderre, ôderra (296, note 3). Similarly in words which were originally compounds, like déoflic, beside déofelec, from déofoflic.

146. Middle vowels which were originally long are sometimes syncopated in an open syllable, when preceded by a long radical syllable; in such cases the vowel had probably become short in Prim. OE. Here belong, for example, the adjectives in -ig, from -ig, the adjectives denoting material in -en, from -ín (296), and perhaps the gen. plur. of weak nouns ending in -na, beside -ena (276, note 1), etc.

147. When a word contained two middle vowels, that is, was originally tetrasyllabic, the second is always syncopated without regard to the quantity of the radical syllable, provided it was originally short and has not been rendered long by position: thus, for example, accusatives like idelne, diegolne, atolne, swicolne,
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cowerne, uncerne, fægerne, āgenne, hāligne, etc.; or gen. dat. sing. fem. and gen. plur. like īdelre, -ra; swicolre, -ra, etc.

148. In connection with these laws concerning syncope stands the treatment of words which have developed secondary vowels according to 138 ff. If the radical syllable is long, this secondary vowel does not penetrate into the interior of the word when a termination is added; thus we have wintres, fingres, temples, tācnes, māðmes, beside winter, finger, tempel, tācen, māðum. After a short radical syllable the vowel occurs more frequently, at least before r; fæger, weder, væter, for example, have usually gen. fægeres, wederes, væteres, etc., though the older forms, such as vætres, do now and then occur.

149. The elision of a vowel often takes place in OE. in syllables which have become final by the loss of an original vowel ending. Especially important as regards inflection are the rules for the formation of the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. of verbs (359).

C. THE CHIEF DIALECTAL VARIATIONS

150. The vowel-scheme of the OE. dialects, exclusive of West Saxon, is distinguished by the following general peculiarities:

1) In place of WS. æ = Germ. æ, West Germ. ā (57; 58), stands the vowel e: strēt, street; rēd, advice; slēpan, sleep; with i-umlaut, mērsian, praise, etc. R. fluctuates between e and æ.
2) WS. ie, ie (41) is wanting, and hence the same
is true of the unstable ē, ē (22; 31); what equivalents
represent them will be shown in the course of the
following paragraphs. For certain ie’s of a different
origin, see, for example, 166, note 7.

3) The diphthongs ea, eo, io, as well as the corre-
sponding long ones, are not so accurately discriminated
as in WS.; in Northumbrian especially there is great
confusion between ēa and ēo. Kentish is distinguished
by a preference for īa, īo, instead of the older ēa, ēo.

Note 1. The preference for ēa is characteristic of Northumbrian
(L. and Rit.); hence the short is retained in L. almost entirely, and
even the long ēa is not so very frequently replaced by ēo: bēom, tree;
ēode, easy; ēore, ear; ēostro, Easter, etc., for bēam, etc. On the
other hand, ea is very often written for short eo (though there is great
variation in detail) and in general ēa may be regarded as the rule,
instead of ēo: stērra, star; meard, reward; dēar, animal; bēada,
offer; lēaf, dear, for WS. stērra, *meord, dēor, bēodan, lēof, etc.
Such is also the case in Rit., while R.² has a remarkably large
number of ēo’s for ēa, and relatively few ēa’s for ēo.

Note 2. In Mercian, ēa and ēo are much better discriminated, at
least in R.¹, while Ps. varies somewhat frequently.

Ps. approximates to Kentish by the appearance of a few io’s for
eo, as in fiola, many; hiofen, heaven, beside feolu, heofen, and
especially of many io’s for ēo: bīod, table; bīodan, offer; ðiōd,
people; ðiow, servant; hīold, held; hwīol, wheel; līof, dear, and
even nīolæcan, approach, for dial. nēolæcan = WS. nēalæcan (165,
note 3).

Note 3. In Kentish, ēa and ēo are but slightly confused.

On the other hand, ēo passes into io at an early date, and thus
coaulesces with the older io (notes 4 and 6), though eo still continues to
persist alongside of io in these cases: eiorfan, cut; eiorl, plebeian;
hīorte, heart; gīofu, gift; hiofen, heaven; bīodan, offer; dīor, ani-
mal; līof, dear; līoht, light, for WS. ceorfan, bēodan, etc.

For io appears īa (ya), especially in Charters; compare forms like
fiāh, cattZe; riaht, right; wiarauld, world; giaban, give; hiabenlic,
heavenly (Charters), for feoh, reoht, weorold, geofan, heofenlic; or áhríasð (K. Gl.), from hrêosan, fall (see also note 6).

For ea occurs now and again ia, ya: siaro-, device (Metra); smēage- nonsense (K. Gl.), from smēagean, investigate; likewise io, as in forn- nion, almost (K. Gl.), for fornēan.

Note 4. The older io is kept intact in North., especially in R. 2, except that io as the result of contraction frequently interchanges with eo, as in fréond, beside frîond, friend; otherwise eo is only sporadic, and then is probably sometimes replaced by ea (note 1).

Note 5. In Mercian (R. 1 Ps.) the older io is sometimes preserved, but for the most part is replaced by õo: thus forms like hiorde and heorde, shepherd; hiora and heora, gen. plur. (334); siofun and seofun, seven; fiond and feond, enemy, stand side by side.

Note 6. Coincidence of io and õo occurs also in Kentish, but, in accordance with note 3, io preponderates by far (yet õo is found as a contract diphthong, as in fréond, friend), or else ia, according to the change described in note 3: Wiahtrêd; gen. sing. wiada, of wood; bían, be (427. 2); the pronouns hia, sia (334; 337), for Wioht-, wioda, bion, etc.

Note 7 (on notes 1-6). The basic forms ĕu and ĕu, which are presupposed to underlie õo and io, are preserved not only in the oldest documents (cf. Beitr. 18. 411 ff.), but also (beside the usual õo, io) frequently when final, before w, even in certain later Anglian texts: thus in R. 1 the pronouns hîu, siu (334; 337); priuwa, thrice; cnēu, knee; trêuw, tree; õeu(w), servant; lārēu(w), teacher; lattēuw, leader; in L. hîu, õu; the neut. õrîu, three; the pron. iuh, etc. (332; 335); õiuwas, maid servants; cnēu, trêu, dat. cnēum, etc.; Rit. õîu, iuh (cf. also 156. 5); also frequently diul, etc., devil, in L. and Rit. In R. 2 such forms are quite lacking, and so in Ps. with the exception of sporadic occurrences which perhaps belong here, such as getrêwlice, trêw, õiwgen, which perhaps are to be interpreted according to 156, note 3.

4) The sound œ is of more extensive occurrence. Northumbrian has it throughout (even where it is short, œle, dœhter, œxen, 93); the long sound occurs at least usually in Ps.: dœman, bœc, spœd (27; 99), while R. 1 varies between e and œ.
a, æ

151. 1) For WS. æ (49), Kent. and Ps. have e: deg, day; brec, broke; set, sat, etc. The same is the case in the minor Mercian texts, while in R.¹ æ prevails, as in WS. and North.

Note. In the Old Kentish Charters, however, æ is frequently preserved, or indeed predominates.

The Ps. regularly has æ only in the proclitics æt, at; ðæt, that; otherwise only sporadically. On the other hand, æ is in the Ps. the normal representative of the WS. ie as i-umlaut of ea before l or h + consonant, as in ældra, older; hældan, bow; næht, night; mæhtig, mighty (159.3); and of the so-called palatal umlaut of ea, as in sæh, saw; dægas, days (162.1).

The first two correspondences are also Old Kentish, while subsequently e sometimes takes their place: eldra, elmēhtig, etc. (but seah, dagas, as in WS.).

In like manner Kent. æ, the i-umlaut of æ < ai (on WS. æ = Germ. Æ see 150), passes gradually into ē: K. Gl. dēlan, distribute; ēnig, any; mēst, most = WS. Ps. North. dælan, ēnig, mæst; the Old Kentish Charters have likewise often preserved this older æ.

2) For WS. a in an open syllable (50), Ps. and North. often have the ea resulting from u-(and o/a-)umlaut (160).

3) There is no breaking of a to ea before l + consonant in Ps. and North., and only traces of it in R.¹ The same is also true before r + consonant in North., inclusive of R. The place of ea is occupied by a (158).

e, ē

152. The occurrence of the older e (19.1) is limited by the more frequent u- and o/a-umlaut in Kent. and
Angl. (160); the e which in the other dialects is umlaut of o is wanting in North. (93; 150. 4). In its stead occurs an e which, on the whole, is foreign to WS.: 

a) for WS. ie from palatal + e (157. 2);

b) for WS. ie when i-umlaut of ea (159); for æ as a substitute for this e, see 159;

c) as Anglian simplification of eo before gutturals (164).

Note. In texts like R.1 L., etc., e frequently interchanges with æ, without any fixed rule.

153. Long e corresponds to WS. ē only in the cases contained under 21. 3 (but occasionally in R., as described in 21. 2). It is otherwise

a) the representative of WS. ā from Germ. ā (150. 1);

b) the Kentish representative of WS. āe from ai (151. 1);

c) i-umlaut of ēa (159. 4);

d) Anglian simplification of ēa (163) and ēo (165) before gutturals.

y, ū

154. A distinctive characteristic of late Kentish is the substitution of e, ē, for y, ū: embe, desig, eppan, gelden; ontēnan, brēcō, for WS. ymbe, dysig, yppan, gylden; ontŷnan, brŷcō. This substitution is as yet almost unknown in the older charters.

Note. As in Kent. the sounds of ē, āe, ū gradually coincide as ē (150. 1; 151. 1), it may also happen that, contrariwise, the traditional sign y is written for the sounds of e and æ: cyrran, for cerran (WS. cierran; 157. 2); ytfer, for etfer (WS. aetfer; 151. 1); mēgō, lŷce, for mēgō, lēce (WS. mægō, læce; 150. 1); ĭysa, for îissa (WS. lēssa; 151. 1).
155. With regard to the diphthongs, the following facts remain to be noted in addition to the statement made in 150. 3:

1) The lack of an especial i-umlaut of io, ïo (159. 5).
2) The regular simplification of ēa, ēo, and ìo before gutturals in Angl. (161 ff.).
3) North. also possesses the diphthong ei: seista, sixth; neista, next; heista, highest (beside sesta, nēsta, hēsta); ceiga, call, etc.; and has ai for æ: fraigna, cnaihtas, for fraegna, cnæhtas.

Note. For Kent. diphthongs whose second element is -l from -g, see 214. 2.

Influences of w (71–73)

156. 1) In the North. dialect, w often changes a following e, and even at times an æ, into œ; and in like manner an ē into œ:

a) older e: wœg, swoēfn, wœl = WS. weg, swefn, wēl;
   b) umlaut-e (or ë): cuœlla, tuœlf, woœnda = WS. cwœllan, tuœl, wœndan;
   c) ë (= WS. ā, 150. 1): huœr, wœde, wœpen = WS. hwœr, wœde, wœpen; lengthened e in wœ = WS. wē;
   d) æ in cwœð, hwœðre = WS. cwœð, hwœðre.

Note 1. For orthographical variants see, for example, Paul, Beitr. 6. 38, 39.

2) wẹo, which persists in WS. (72), usually becomes North. wo: worða, worðia, worð, worpa, suord = WS.
weordan, weordian, weord, weorpan, sweord; but
likewise cwoða, wosa = WS. cweðan, wesan, from
* cweordan, * weosan (160).

Note 2. Notice WS. L. Rit. wor(o)ld, in contrast with Kent. Merc.
R.² weorold (72).

3) In a similar manner wea (160, note 2) often
becomes wa in North., but sometimes wæ: waras,
wæras, plur. of wer, wær, man, WS. weras, Ps.
weoras; wala, wæla, riches, WS. wela, Kent. Ps.
weola; so also tua (beside tuia), doubt.

4) In North. and Ps. wio, after becoming wu (71),
becomes, when it experiences i-umlaut, in contrast with
WS., wy in the words wyrðe, worth; wyrsa, worse;
wyresta, worst, and in such derivatives as wyrsian,
deteriorate (but see also 164.2). For WS. wuduwe,
widow, Ps. has widwe, North. widua L., widuwe
R.², etc.

5) The groups ēow and ïow are frequently simpli-
fied in North. to ēw (ēo, ēu, etc.) and ïw (ïo, ïu):
thus in L. fëwer (fëuer, fëwr, etc.), four; hrëues,
rues; getrëweð, believes; preterits like blëwun, blew;
hrëwun (hræuun), rowed (396, note 5), for and beside
fëower, etc.; at the end of a syllable: cnëw, knee;
trëwna (trëuna), trees (gen. plur.); trëwufaest, faith-
ful; getrëudon, believed; preterits like blëuu, blew;
oncnëu (-cnëw, -cnëaw), knew, etc.; giwiga, giuia,
desire (also pres. part. giuwende, pres. plur. giauað);
ðiwa, ðiuua (or ðiwa, etc.?), maid servant, beside ðiowa,
ðiua (or ðiowa, etc.); niwe, niue, new; gen. dat.
hiwes, hiwe, color; pron. ïwiw (iuih, also iuh), you;
iwer, (iuer, iur), your; īw, you (332; 335); imp. gitriu, believe; add in Rit.: gitriwe, faithful; trīwleas, faithless; gitriwia, believe, etc.

Note 3. Likewise ēaw is shortened to ēw, etc., though rarely: L. unglēu, unwise; scēware, spy; scēwung, observation; ēwunga, manifestly, for -glēaw; scēaware, -ung; ēawunga, etc. (or for North. -glēow, etc., derived from these, 150, note 1).

Note 4. Outside of North. such shortened forms are rarer; compare, for example, Ps. trēw, tree, for WS. trēow, etc. (150, note 7).

Note 5. North. ew, īw are probably only graphic abbreviations of euw, iuw (150, note 7).

Influence of a Preceding Palatal (74–76)

157. 1) Original j generally causes no diphthongization in Angl.

Note 1. Ju in Merc. remains unchanged: iung, gung, young; iuguð, guguð, youth Ps.; iung; iuguð; īu, gū, formerly R.1; iung, beside ging Chad; North. has mostly ging, gigoð, beside comp. giunga L., giung Rit.; Kent. has iung, beside giong, gigoð.

For older jo compare North. geocc, yoke L., iocc, iwoe Rit., Merc. ioe R.1; but Kent. geoc, besides ioc. For WS. gēomor, sorrowful, Ps. has gēumor.

Orig. jā = WS. gēa appears in Angl. Kent. as gē in gē, yea; gēr, year; to WS. pron. gē, gie, ye corresponds Angl. gē, beside gie, gī L. R.2, and always gie Rit.; similarly to WS. iū, gīu, gēo, formerly, North. gē(e), gie(e), gī L., gē(e), gī R.2, gie Rit.

The original vocalism of the other words beginning with j is too doubtful to permit of the formulation of decided rules of correspondence.

2) e is not diphthongized in Kent. Angl. after ĝ, ē, sé; compare, for example, forms like gefan, geldan, -getan, sceld = WS. giefan, gieldan, -gietan, scield (for forms like geofan see 160); or, for umlaut-ê: ĝest, ĝerd, ērran = WS. giest, gierd, cierran, etc.
Note 2. Ep. has an exceptional past part. gibæn, given, and Rit. a few i’s in the same stem: gif, gifende, the noun gifé, etc. (Lindelöf 25).

The same holds for Kent. Angl. ē = Germ. æ (150. 1): gēfon, gēton, scep (North. scēp) = WS. gēafon, -gēaton, sceap; yet North. sceacere, robber L. R.2

3) There is likewise no change of e (= WS. æ) to ea in Kent. Merc.: gef, get, ceaster, scel, scet = WS. geaf, ceaster, etc.; on the other hand, R.1 (151) oscillates between æ and ea, like North.: caester, gæfel, etc., beside ceaster, geat, sceal (and scal) R.1; North. has also the orthography eæ, as in ongeægn, ætgeædre, ongeæt, etc. L.

4) Unknown to the other dialects is the diphthongization in North. geônga, go (for gongan)_. Before guttural vowels e likewise follows sc more frequently in North. than in the other dialects: scēadan, sceomu, etc.

The Breakings (77–84)

158. 1) Instead of ea before r + consonant, North. frequently has a: arm, warp, warð, beside earm, etc.; R.1 has beside the more usual ea a few æ's (as in ρærf, beside pærf) and a's (warð, and especially the frequent iarwan, beside gearwan, 408, note 2).

2) The breaking of a to ea before l + consonant is unknown in Merc. North. (but not in Kentish), being replaced by a: all, fallan, haldan, salt; an exception is North. seallæ, beside sellæ = WS. siellan (80, note 2). R.1 varies between a and ea. For the umlaut forms ð, æ see 159.
3) Every breaking before h, as well as before a consonant-combination whose second element is g, c, or h, is simplified in Angl. by the so-called palatal umlaut (161 ff.).

The Umlauts (85–107)

159. i-umlaut (88–100). The i-umlauts of the diphthongs exhibit the widest deviations:

1) i-umlaut of ea is Old Kent. æ, for which ç appears later: ærfe, ældra, mæht Charters, beside çrfe Charters, ðldra, méht K. Gl. = WS. ierfe, ieldra, miht, etc.; similarly sceppan, gëst = WS. sceppan, giest (but exceptional hlihan K. Gl.).

2) i-umlaut of ea before r is Angl. ç: çrfe, dërne, œrmðu, ñerd = WS. ierfe, yrfe, etc.; yet R.¹ has, beside regular e and a few æ’s, as in áwærgan, curse, numerous WS. y’s, as in áwyrgan.

3) i-umlaut of a (158. 2) before l + consonant, and of Germ. a, WS. ea, before h, is Angl. æ: ældu, ældra, mæltan = WS. ieldu, ieldra, mieltan; similarly before l: wælle, beside welle, well (WS. wiella); then Ps. North. hlæha(n), mæht, mæhtig = WS. hlæhelan, miht, mihtig, etc. R.¹ varies between æ and ç: ældu, ældra, and ðldra, belgas, etc. (beside WS. y in syllan, and i in miht, beside næht).

4) i-umlaut of ða is Kent. Angl. ð: héran, geléfan, nēd, lēg, cēgan, etc. = WS. héran, etc. However, R.¹ has occasional ðe, ðe, and WS. ð, as in cēgan, héran, hýran, etc., K. Gl. áfligan.

5) i-umlaut of eo, ðo is Kent. Angl. originally io, io. In North. this persists according to 150. 3, but in
Merc. Kent. varies with later eo: North. giorna, desire; hiorde, shepherd; iorsiga, rage = WS. giernan, hierde, iersian; or North. diore, dear; ðiestre, gloomy; stiora, steer = WS. diere, ðiestre, stieran (on North. iw for iow see 156. 5); but already, for example, Ps. has regularly heorde; eorre, anger; ðéostre, etc., though somewhat more frequently hiow, form; niowe, new, than hœow, nœowe = WS. hiw, niwe (but, on the other hand, getrœowe, faithful, etc. = WS. getriewe, getrywe), and so in the other texts.

Note 1. Angl. has strangely a constant áfirra(n), remove Ps. L. Rit., without breaking, beside the comp. firr, further L. Such i’s also occur sporadically elsewhere: Ps. hirtan, cherish; Corp. cirm, uproar; cirmel, kernel; gesuirbet, 3 sing., polishes (from sweorfan, 388, note 1; Corp. gesmirwid, anointed, may have been assimilated to forms without w, 408. 1), etc.

Very peculiar is also the e in Ep. Corp. sibun-, sifunsterri, seven stars.

Note 2. Ps. always has ðe in onsïen, countenance (North. onsion, WS. onsïen), and sporadically in a few other words.

Note 3. On Angl. wyrdë, wyrsa, etc. see 156. 4.

160. u- and o/a-umlaut (101-107) are in certain respects of wider scope than in WS. In particular,

1) The distinction between the umlauted and the unumlauted vowel is often preserved in inflected forms. Thus, for example, Kent. geofu (giofu), gift, gen. gefe; Ps. fet, vessel, plur. featu, dat. featum; get, hole, gen. plur. geata; or, in the verb, Ps. beoru, bires, bireð, beorað, inf. beoran, bear; and similarly in North. (cf. 370), in which, however, the leveling with unumlauted inflectional forms has already made considerable inroads.
2) The umlaut also takes place before guttural and dental forms: compare, for example, Kent: reogol, rule; forespreoca, intercessor; begeotan, obtain; Meotod, God, etc. Only before gutturals does it subsequently disappear in Angl. (161 ff.).

3) The umlaut often occurs, too, before consonant-groups, but with no particular agreement among the various dialects: compare, for example, forms like North. ionna, within; ionnað, viscera; bihionda, bihianda, behind; Ps. easean (obl.), ashes; eappul, apple; feadrum (dat. plur.), fathers; or North. L. gioster- (beside poetical geostran), contrasted with R.² gestor-, WS. giestran, yesterday, etc.

4) The o/a-umlaut extends also to the older a in Merc. (especially Ps.), but not in Kent. North.: compare, as above, get, gen. plur. geata; inf. fearan, travel; hleadan, load (galan, sing, is an exception); verbs of the Second Weak Conjugation, like gleadian, rejoice; geðceafian, concur, etc.

Note 1. Since the o/a-umlaut of a is lacking in North. (fara, hlada, geðafia, etc.), as well as in WS., it follows that geadria, collect, and seeaca, shake, must be referred to 157. 3.

Note 2. North. very frequently has ea for umlaut-eo (150, note 1); this must be borne in mind in explaining forms like waras, wala (156. 3), beside such as cwoða, wosa (156. 2).

The So-Called Palatal Umlaut (108–109)

161. The development of this phenomenon forms one of the most noticeable characteristics of Anglian. Its chief occurrences are as follows:

162. 1) In Ps. and North., and for the most part in R.¹, ea becomes simplified to æ before h, ht, x (= hs,
221. 2): gesæh, saw; geðæht, thought; mæhte, might; sæx, knife; wæx, wax; wæxan, grow = WS. gesæh, geðæht, etc. R.¹ has also a few ea’s, as in gesæh.

Note 1. The i-umlaut of this æ is also æ (159. 3).

Note 2. In Ps. this æ also occurs before g and c as the simplification of the ea which might be expected as the result of u- or o/a-umlaut on a: mægun (plur.), can; dægas, days; cwæcian, shake; dræca, dragon (beside sporadic forms like dagum, sagas, draca, hraecan and hreacan, throat; Zeuner, pp. 34, 35), for *meagun, *dægas, etc. (160. 4). In so far, however, as there is no u- or o/a-umlaut of a, there is no æ before g, c, and hence in R.¹ and North. occur magun, dægas, etc.

Note 3. In forms like the preterits rehte, wehte, beside ræhte, wæhte, WS. reahte, weahte, there is conformity to the e of the pres. recan, wæccan, etc. (407, note 9). Similarly, imperatives like North. slæh, ðwæh (374) conform to the contract forms of the pres. släh, ðwæh.

Note 4. The Kentish texts usually have ea before h, and a before g, c. For the i-umlaut cf. 159. 1.

2) Before rc, rg, Merc. has e for ea, while North. has e, or rarely æ: Ps. erg, arck; herg, grove; merg-, marrow = WS. earc, hearg, mearg; R.¹ gemercian, designate; North. L. berg, swine, beside æerce, arck (and arg, cowardly), Rit. gimercia, beside æerce, R.² erg, erce, berg.

Note 5. The i-umlaut of this e (æ) is e (159. 2); on forms like North. áwærga (R.¹ áwærgan, 159. 2) see 156. 1. b.

163. Angl. ea becomes e before h, g, c: hēh, high; nēh, near; pret. tēh, drew; ēge, eye; bēg, ring; pret. lēc, locked; bēcon, sign = WS. hēah, etc. Side by side with these are a few ea’s in R.¹, like ðage.

Note 1. Disregarding a few North. æ’s (like tēh, drew; brēc, enjoyed L.), L. has mostly ōc; beside ðc, also, and ðēh, though (beside ðāh and sporadic ðēh, ðēah); Rit. ðēh and ðēah, R.² ōc, ðc,
and əeh, əah; Ps. has əeh, but e, R.\textsuperscript{1} pəh, beside pəah, and, beside nəhsta, next, nəhsta and nihsta.

Note 2. Kent, has usually preserved ēa; but compare, for example, K. Gl. nih for WS. nēah.

164. 1) Angl. eo becomes e before h (x = hs) and re, rg, rh, lh: feh, cattle; imp. geseh, see; sehōe, behold; reht, right; cneht, boy; sex, six (83); were, work; bergan, defend; ɵwerh, transverse; berht, bright; elh, elk; selh, seal = WS. feoh, geseoh, etc. (add Ps. opt. fele, conceal = WS. fēole, from *feolhe, 218).

Note 1. Beside e, North. has a few æ's (like cnaeht, raeh), ai's (cnaihht), and ei's (reiht, neirxnawong, Paradise), Rit. also i in imp. bish, behold, beside biseh.

R.\textsuperscript{1} varies between e (æ) and eo (feh, cneht, reht, were, beside gefeht, cnaeht, wære, and feoh, seoh, weore), but also has a few i's and y's (riht, sihpe, and ryht, syxta).

Note 2. Before e and g (162, note 2) there is fluctuation, eo having often been restored by analogy: Ps. ãrendreca, messenger; plur. wegas, ways, beside the rare weogas; occasionally sprecan, speak, beside spreocan; breocan, break, after models like beoran, bear, etc.; in North., it is true, L. has only (beside gespreaca) breca, spreca (spræca), wegas (waegas, 156. 1), etc., but R.\textsuperscript{2} spreoca (spræaca), etc.

Note 3. On i as the corresponding i-umlaut see 2.

2) Angl. io, no matter what its origin, is simplified to i in the position indicated: rihtan, direct; gesihð, face; mixen, dung; wixlā(n), change; birhtan, illuminate; birhtu, splendor; mile, milk; stician, puncture; plur. twigu, branches, etc.; also Ps. ætifelð (3 sing.) for *-filhīp, from -fēolan (387, note 4).

The simplification of io to i is older than the passage of wio into wu (71); hence simple wi in Angl. corresponds to this WS. wu: wiht, anything; fulwiht, baptism; cwic, living; cwician, animate; wicu, week = WS.
wuht, fulwuht, cwucu, cwucian, wucu, etc. Hence also Ps. R. ¹ wircan, act, as against 156. 4 (North. wyrca L. R. ², and partly R. ¹, has i-umlaut of u; compare Goth. waúrkjan).

Note 4. Ps. R. ¹ bergan, taste, L. R. ² berga and birga, fluctuates between e and i. Other cases, like North. berhta, brehta, beside birhta, rest on assimilation to the adj. berht, etc.

Note 5. The io (eo) occurring in inflection is often restored by analogy; so always in Ps. in the pret. plur. steogun, bisweocun, after the pattern of áreosun, fleotun, R. ¹ wriogan, wreogan, beside ástigan, etc.

165. 1) Under similar conditions, Angl. ēo becomes ē: tēh, draw; fīch, flee; fīgan, fly; flēge, fly; lēgan, lie; sec, sick; lēht, light; pret. wēx, grew = WS. tēoh, flēoh, etc.

Note 1. R. ¹ fluctuates between ē and ēo: sēc, lēht, wēx, beside sēoc, lēoh, vēox, imp. flēoh, tēoh, etc.; side by side with these occurs i, without any discoverable reason for the change, in smikende, smoking; līgende, lying; līht (noun and adj.), light, corresponding to WS. smēocan, lēogan, lēoh. Also sporadically in Ps. lēgende, 1 sing. flīgu, fly, Rit. līhtes, gen. sing. of lēht.

2) The analogous Angl. correspondence of io is i: imp. līh, lend (WS. lēoh); cīcen, chicken (WS. * cīcen, from * kiukin); līhtan, līxan, shine (WS. liehtan, etc.); also contract forms like Ps. tīh, draws; L. fīh, flees (from orig. * tiuhō, * flīhō; compare WS. tīhō, flīhō), etc.

Note 2. To WS. lēoh, from * liht, easy (84. 2) corresponds North. lēht L.; accordingly, Angl. betvih, between, must be compared rather with betvuh, from shortened * betvih, than with WS. betwēoh.

North. lēhta, beside līhta, shine, rests upon analogy with the noun lēht.
Note 3 (on 161-165). When there is early loss of h before a consonant (222. 2, beside note 1), simplification does not occur. Hence forms like Angl. hēanis, hight; asm. hēane, from hēh, WS. hēah, high; proper names like Hēaburg, or Plēowalh, -wald, compared with WS. pleoh, danger; nēolēcean (nēa-, etc.), approach, from nēh (contrasted with WS. nēalēcean, from Pre-WS. nāh, 150. 1), etc.

Contractions (110-119)

166. 1) Orig. a + vowel becomes North. ā in the contract verbs slā (slā̆), strike; ðwā, wash (374, note 1) = WS. Kent. Ps. slēan, ðwēan; R.¹ slā(n), plur. thuāð, beside slēan, slēan. But also North., etc., ēa, tēar, etc., as in WS.

2) Orig. eh + guttural vowel gives a predominant North. ēo, more rarely ēa : gisēa, see ; gefēaga, rejoice ; hundtēantig, hundred = WS. gesēon, etc.; R.¹ has predominantly ēo, more rarely ēa, while in Ps. ēa, ia, and io, ēo are much interchanged : for example, inf. gesēan, -sian, inf. -sēonne, 1 sing. gesio (also -sēie), plur. -sēað, -siað, -sioð, etc.

Note 1. For other details in the inflection of the contract verbs see 374, note 1 ff.

Note 2. eh + e gives normally ē: Ps. opt. sē, gefē, plur. sēn, gefēn, North. gēsee L., corresponding to WS. sēon, see (the by-forms plur. gēsea L., sing. gēsi, gēse L. R.² are assimilated to the forms of the indicative), gēfēon, rejoice. Compare likewise gen. fēes L., fēas R.², from feh, cattle = WS. fēoh, gen. fēos, and note 3.

3) Angl. ēh from ēoh (165. 1) and from ēah (163) + guttural vowel gives predominantly ēa : flēa(n), flee; tēa(n), draw = WS. flēon, etc. (yet Ps. also 1 sing. flēom, part. flēonde); or hēh, high = WS. hēah, weak nsm. hēa, obl. hēan (from *hēha, etc., contrasted with WS. hēa, from *hēaha, etc.).
THE VOWELS

Note 3. ēh + e gives ē in the opt. pres. flēn Ps. (compare the ind. 3 sing. flēs R.², instead of *flīs) and forms like hēra, hēsta (166. 6).

4) In the case of orig. ih and of Angl. ih, from ioh (165. 2) the instances are hardly numerous enough to furnish a definite rule.

Note 4. Ps. has wrēan, cover = WS. wrēon (383), R.¹ plur. wrēop, beside inf. wrīgan, and pret. twēode, twiode, compared with WS. twēogean, doubt; L. has the noun tuia, beside tuā (156. 3), doubt; pret. tuiaede (add ind. pres. 3 sing. tuāes, adj. untuēndlic, indubitable), R.² 3 sing. twīas, opt. twioge, pret. twiode, twiade. For ih + a North. has presumably disyllabic i-a: L. wrī-a (wrīga), Rit. wrī-a, gīīī-a, prosper (cf. note 7).

Note 5. ih + orig. i gives Angl. i in forms like 2 and 3 sing. gisis(t), -sīd Ps. L. R.², wrīd R.².

5) The treatment of Angl. i + vowel varies just as greatly.

Note 6. In certain words ēo, or ēo (īu) appears characteristic: Merc. frōond, friend, but fiōnd, beside féond, enemy Ps. R.¹; North. frēond, friōnd L. R.², but only fiōnd L. R.² Rit.; Merc. dēoful, dioful, devil Ps. R.¹; North. diōwul (diawul, etc.) R.², diowl, diobul, diul (but also diabul), etc. L.; North. biōtiga, threaten L. Rit.; then the forms corresponding to the WS. pronouns hēo, sēo, ðēos (334; 337; 338), and the numeral ðrēo (324. 3); on the other hand, Ps. frēa, frēo, free, contrasted with frēo, friō L. Rit., friō R.²; North. hundnēantig, -nēontig, ninety L., contrasted with nīone, nine, hundnōntig R.² Here older forms with i + u seem to form the basis.

Note 7. A second group of forms (probably going back to older i + o, a, or e) is characterized by the appearance of an ēa, which interchanges on one hand with īa, īe, ē, and on the other with ēo, īo. So, from Ps. frīgan, deliver, the ind. 3 sing. frēað, friāð, friōð, pret. frēade, frēde, frēode, friode, part. gefrēad, gefriad, gefriod, etc.; and similarly with figan, hate (see details in 416, notes 6 and 7); or Ps. pie, gadfly; plur. bían, bees (beside the compound biō-, biabrēad, bee-bread), etc.
Here uncontracted forms probably occur also: pi-e, bi-an, etc. (cf. note 4).

6) Especially characteristic for Angl. are contractions due to the loss of medial \( \text{h} \) in cases where WS. and Kent. retain the \( \text{h} \) and undergo syncope of a following vowel (222). This occurs especially in the inflection of contract verbs (374), for example the 2 and 3 sing. sis(t), sīð, seest, see(s), from *sihīs, *sihīp = WS. sichst, siehō; compare also forms like sup. hēsta, highest; nēsta, next (North. also heista, neista), from *hēhista, etc. = WS. hīehsta, etc., and probably also comp. hēra, from *hēhira = WS. hierra, from *hīehra, etc. (for forms like acc. sing. masc. hēane Ps., North. hēanis, hight, from hēn, cf. 165, note 3).

*Quantity (120–125)*

167. Almost all cases of lengthening observed in WS. occur also in the other dialects. The lengthenings before liquid or nasal + consonant are most obvious, being demonstrated by the occurrence of accents.
PART II.—THE CONSONANTS

SURVEY OF THE OLD ENGLISH CONSONANTS

169. The consonant-signs of OE. are those of the Latin alphabet, with the addition of the letters ś and þ, and of a special character for w. Many of these letters are, however, employed with a twofold value, as the number of characters was not sufficient to express with accuracy the distinctions current in the spoken language. The inexactness here noted is probably to be connected with the lack of uniformity in the pronunciation of the Latin letters at that time.

Note. In this respect the OE. spelling occupies about the standpoint of modern German, where, for example, g, b are employed partly as sonant stops, as in gut, bin, partly as spirants, as in tage, lebe (according to the pronunciation of many people), or where s designates both a surd and a voiced sibilant, etc.

170. The following table contains the consonants of the Common OE. period, arranged according to their phonetic relations, as nearly as can be ascertained (for the classification see Sievers' Phonetik, pp. 50 ff.).

1 Properly 168, which is omitted in the German, all subsequent sections being numbered too high by 1; in order not to create a discrepancy between the original and the translation, I have conformed. — Tr.
Accordingly, a double pronunciation of the following letters is here assumed:

1) of f, ð, p, as surd and as sonant spirant;
2) of b, as sonant stop and sonant spirant;
3) of g, as semivowel, sonant stop, and sonant spirant;
4) of n, as dental, palatal, and guttural nasal;
5) of all the letters standing for the so-called gutturals, these having also a palatal pronunciation; such palatal pronunciation is indicated above by the addition of '.

A. SONOROUS CONSONANTS

1. THE SEMIVOWELS

w

171. w, here substituted for the Runic character wyn, the usual symbol employed in the manuscripts, represents the sound of English w; or, in other words, w is non-syllabic u, or u discharging the function of a consonant (Phonetik, pp. 37 ff., 148 ff.).

Note 1. In the oldest texts, like Ep., the wyn is hardly employed as yet, uu being generally used to denote the sound in question: uuer, uueg, uuröt, clauue, sunaluec, etc.; sometimes simple u, the latter being especially common in North.: uer, uœg, sualue; otherwise the
employment of u for w is chiefly limited to the combinations described in 172. 3. At times we also find wu, like North. wuriotto for wrìoto, etc. The Rit. very frequently employs v.

Note 2. The older German editors and grammarians often follow the example of Jacob Grimm in representing the sign wyn by v. This is objectionable, because it thus becomes impossible to discriminate between w and the labiodental spirant v (194).

Note 3. Lat. v is represented by w only in early loan-words, such as win, wine; pāwa, peacock (beside pēa, 111, note 2); mealwe, mallow; from vinum, pavo, malva (192. 2).

172. w occurs initially

1) before all vowels: wāt, knows; wer, man; wine, friend; word, word; wund, wound; wyrd, fate;

2) in the combinations wr, wl: writan, write; wröt, elephant's trunk; wlitan, see; wlǫnc, proud, etc.;

3) in the combinations cw, hw, dw, ðw, tw, sw: cweðan, say; hwā, who; dweorg, dwarf; ðwēan, wash; twā, two; swefan, sleep.

Note. The loss of an initial w occurs in the negative forms of some verbs: nāt, nytan, nysse (420. 1), nyllan (428, note 2), næs, nēron (427. 3); in ealneg, ealnig, always, from ealne weg (ealnuweg Cura Past.; also LWS. ealling, ealning); otherwise only occasionally before u, in uton, beside vuton, let us; cucc, nāuht, betuh, betux, beside cwucu, nāwuht, betwuht, betwux (71), etc.; finally, in hū, how; tū, two (324. 2), from *hwō, *twō (60, note). In North. also before ō: oeg, coern L., for wēg, way; cuern, quern.

173. Medially, w stands before all vowels except u and Prim. OE. i without change: sāwan, sāwe, spīwan, spiwode. It disappears before u and i, and thus frequently gives rise to contractions:

1) Before u, as in ēa, ērēa, clēa, etc. (111; 112; cf. also 134. d), or reōn from reōwun (396, note 8).
However, w is sometimes restored before u, following the analogy of other forms, as in clawu, sāwun, reowun, sēowun, etc.

2) Before i, in words like āe, law; sæ, sea; hrāe, corpse, for *ai, *sāi, *hrāi, from the stems *aiwi-, *saiwi-, *hraiwi-; after consonants, especially in certain forms of weak verbs in -rw and -lw, as in pres. 3 sing. giered, wierde, pret. gierede, wiede, from *garwis, *walwis, *garwida, *walwida (408.1); compare also pyle, pillow, from Lat. pulvinum. But in these cases w is often restored from inflectional forms in which i was replaced in the termination by j, or some other vowel: āew, hrāew, gierwȇd̑, etc.

Note 1. Ectlipsis of w before original i appears not to belong to OE. in all cases, but sometimes to West Germanic. These cases are not all equally clear; for āe, sæ, etc., compare, for example, 174, note 3. The w is retained in cases like ēowic, 332 (but North. īuh, beside īu̇h).

Note 2. Conversely, w is sometimes inserted to prevent the hiatus which would otherwise result between ū and a following inflectional vowel: rūh, gen. rūwes, for *rū-es (295, note 1, though this might be grammatical change, 234). The w of læwed, from laicus, is difficult of explanation.

Note 3. w is apt to disappear from the initial position of the second member of compounds, especially before o, u, as in hlāford, lord; fulluht, baptism, and proper nouns like Hrōōulf, for *hlāfword, -ward, fulluht, fulviht (compare also fullian, beside fullian, baptize), Hrōōwulf; add such words as enetere, enitre, yearling, from änvintre, and hvilende, hvilendlice, temporary, for hvilwende, -dlic, etc.

174. w is originally not allowed to stand as the final of a syllable.

1) After a short vowel it becomes u, and the two vowels then unite to form a diphthong: compare nom.
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\( \text{\oe o, \en e o, from } * \text{\pe-u, } * \text{\ene-u, for } * \text{\pew(a), } * \text{\cnew(a) (according to 113.1; 130); but } \text{\o e o, } \text{\ene o} \) also occur, being formed upon the analogy of the inflected forms which have medial \( w \).

2) After consonants it is vocalized to syllabic \( u \) \((o)\). After a short syllable the latter remains as the final of a word: compare the nom. acc. sing. of wo-stems, like bearu, searu \((249)\), and the adj. gearu \((300)\); cf. 134. \( d \). Likewise in the declension and comparison of adjectives: compare acc. gearone, gen. dat. sing. fem. gearore, gen. plur. gearora \((300)\), comp. gearora \((307)\), for *gearwne, etc. After a long stem \( w \) disappears: gād, lack \((249, \text{note 5})\); for feminines like beadu, battle; mād, lās, meadow \((260)\), cf. 134. \( d \).

Note 1. Analogy often leads to the restoration of the \( w \) in a medial position; compare preterits like hyrwde, syrwde, from hierwan, sierwan \((408.1)\); derivatives like nyrwð \((255.3)\), based upon nearo, nearwes, etc.

3) After a long vowel or a diphthong \( w \) disappears (after first being vocalized to \( u \)), according to 134; 144?:
\( \text{\aa, \o, ever (Goth. aiw); hrā, corpse (Goth. hraiw); snā, snow (Goth. snaiws). Not infrequently, however, the } w \text{ of the other forms is introduced: hrāw, snāw (following gen. hrāwes, snāwes, etc.); this takes place almost invariably after diphthongs, as in glēaw \((63)\), hrēow \((64)\), and in the interior of a word when there is syncope of a middle vowel, as in sāwle (beside sāule, saule), from sāwol, soul; mēowle (Goth. mawilō, 73, note 1); in derivatives like hrēowsian, rue, from *hreuwosōn; especially in inflected forms, as in spēwð, enēwð, from spōwan, cnāwan; lēwde, from lēwan, etc.} \)
Nevertheless there occur, especially in North., sporadic forms without \( w \), like \( \text{gecnæð} \), \( \text{ætiæde} \), \( \text{cówrum} \), North. \( \text{bilede} \), \( \text{ëde} \), \( \text{ætæade} \), for \( \text{gecnæwð} \), knows; \( \text{ætæwde} \), North. \( \text{ætæawde} \), showed; \( \text{cówrum} \), your; \( \text{bełæwde} \), betrayed, etc.

Note 2. The manuscripts often have \( u \) for \( w \): \( \text{säule} \), \( \text{snän} \); more rarely after diphthongs, as in Kent. Gl. \( \text{lātēou} \), \( \text{hrīou} = \text{WS. -tēow} \), -hrēow.

Note 3. Perhaps, too, \( æ \), \( së \), \( hrē \) (173. 2), may be explained by this rule. Contrariwise, forms like \( \text{enæð} \) from *\( \text{enæwip} \), \( \text{iæde} \) from *\( \text{auwida} \), \( \text{læde} \) from *\( \text{lewida} \), may fall under the rule of 173. 2.

Note 4. In certain rather doubtful cases contraction seems to have been substituted for disappearance after a long vowel (112; 118).

Note 5 (on 171-174). For the effect of \( w \) upon neighboring sounds see 71–73; 156.

\( j \)

175. The manuscripts have no sign appropriated to the semivowel \( j \) (i.e., \( i \) when consonantal in function or non-syllabic, Phonetik 4 384), but denote it now by the vowel-sign \( i \), and now by \( g \).

1) \( i \) occupies the initial position in foreign words like \( \text{lōhannes} \), \( \text{lūdēas} \); in genuine OE. words it occurs rarely, and almost exclusively before \( u \): \( \text{iū} \), \( \text{iung} \) (74; 157. 1). As a medial it is more common: \( \text{hĕries} \), \( \text{nerian} \), etc., though in such instances the \( i \) is perhaps to be regarded as syllabic, or as standing for \( ij \): \( \text{hĕ-ri-es} \), or \( \text{he-ri-jes} \) (cf. 2, below).

Note. The \( i \) of the Second Class of weak verbs (411 ff.) must probably (so also according tometrical indications) be considered as syllabic, even where it is preceded by a short syllable, as in \( \text{wunian} \), \( \text{maclan} \), or \( \text{frēmian} \), \( \text{ðenian} \) (400, note 2).

2) \( g \) is by far the more usual sign. Initially it scarcely appears except before \( i \), \( e \), \( y \), since \( j \) unites with any other
vowel to form one of the diphthongs ie, ea, eo (74): gif, giet (gït), gé, gëar, geong, etc. (but also gi in giung, etc., cf. 1, above; Ps. sporadic gung, etc., 157.1, etc.).

Medially it occurs also before guttural vowels: hêrgas, hêrgum, nêrgan. Instead of the simple g we often find ig (eg), and before a even (i)ge: hêriges, hêrigas, hêr(i)g(e)as, nêr(i)g(e)an; yet this combination is perhaps intended to denote the sounds ij (cf. 1, above). Only seldom does ge occur before u, as in Gl. bergeum, racemis.

As a final, g is rare, and is only met with after a long vowel or diphthong: ëg, egg; cãeg, key; clãeg, clay; ieg, island; hieg, hay; imp. cîeg, call (cf. also 24, note).

176. Germanic j is regularly preserved only when initial; when medial, only occasionally between vowels, as in frigêa, Lord (beside frēa, Goth. frauja); frige, nom. plur. masc. of frēo, free; frēogan, liberate; cîegan, call, etc.; and after a short vowel + consonant (i.e., according to 227, after a short vowel + r): nêrian, hêrian, wêrian, hêries = Goth. nasjan, hazjan, warjan, harjis; occasionally also after middle syllables having an originally short vowel; as in ëmerge, embers (OHG. eimuria); Ep. Erf. Corp. uelleyrgæ, sinus, beside Gl. Cleop. wellere; probably Corp. suhterga, fratruelis, beside suhtri(g)a.

Note 1. In late MSS., however, the j is occasionally wanting before ea, eo: dat. plur. ëaron, years; eogoð, youth, for gëaron, geogoð; for the explanation see 212, note 2.

Note 2. Verbs like lêmian, ënian, hêlian, etc. (400, note 2) have not retained the older j, but have introduced the i, j on the analogy of such as nêrian.
177. On the contrary, older medial j is always lost after a long closed syllable. This rule applies not only to Germ. j, but also to Germ. i before a vowel (interchanging with j, according to 45.8). Whenever this i did not become final (130, note) it was changed in OE. (apparently rather late) to j, and thus coincided with the older j, and afterward disappeared under the same circumstances as the latter. Examples are:

\( a) \) older j in verbs like s\( ð \)l\( ð \)an, s\( ï \)ppan, s\( ð \)ttan, l\( ð \)gan (400), for *s\( ð \)lljan, *sk\( ï \)ppjan, etc., OS. s\( ð \)llian, s\( ï \)ppian, s\( ð \)ttian, l\( ð \)ggian, for Goth. saljan, etc. (227); likewise in nouns like s\( ð \)cg, c\( ð \)nn (246), sib\( ð \)b (257);

\( b) \) older i in forms like hierdes, -das, -da, -dum; r\( ð \)ces, -cu, -ca, -cum (246); gierda, -a, -um (257); and verbs like d\( ð \)man (403), for *hirdies, *rik\( ï \)es, *gardia, *d\( ð \)mian, etc.

Note. Unequivocal traces of the former presence of j, i after a syllable are the i-umlaut, the palatalization of preceding gutturals (206), and the West Germ. gemination (227).

2. THE LIQUIDS

\( \text{r} \)

178. 1) The OE. r was probably cerebral (Phonetik \(^4\), p. 108), that is, was pronounced with the tip of the tongue strongly recurved, as it still is by some speakers of English. Only on this supposition is it phonetically possible to account for the OE. breaking before r (79).

2) r is of frequent occurrence as initial, medial, and final; less frequently is it geminated, as
a) in feorran, far; áfierran, remove; steorra, star; cierran, turn; compare Goth. faírra, OHG. sterro, etc.;

b) in ierre, angry; ðyrre, withered; mierran, preven; durran, dare; compare Goth. *airzeis, ðaursus, marzjan, ðaursan (181. 2);

c) resulting from syncope, as in wærra, comp. of wær, wary, etc.

The r is not subject to gemination before j (227).

179. Medial r often undergoes metathesis:

1) r preceding a vowel has a tendency to change positions with it when the latter is followed by nn or by s-combinations: iernan, run; biernan, burn; burna, fountain; wærna (beside wrenna), wren; hors, horse; cærse, cress; bær, perch; forse, frog; ferse, fresh; ðersean, thresh; berstan, burst; fierst, time; forst, frost; (hond)wyrst, wrist; dærstan, yeast (compare Goth. rinnan, brinnan, etc.); so ærn, house; hærn, wave (compare Goth. razn, ON. rann, and ON. hronn, for *rænn, from *ræzn, etc.; in the oldest texts still sometimes occur forms like Ep. Erf. ræn, ren). Metathesis perhaps occurs before single n in Corp. cornuc, crane, and before m in forma, first, beside fruma, advantage; yet in these last cases there are more probably older Germ. doublets belonging to different ablaut-grades (cf. 127, note).

Note. Wholly irregular is the LWS. metathesis in gyrstandæg, yesterday, for earlier giestran-, gystran-. On the relation of metathesis to breaking see 79, note 2.

2) The converse of the metathesis already described takes place before ht in the North. frohtiga, fear;
fryhtu, fright, beside forhtiga, fyrhtu; breht, bright, and its derivatives, beside berht. In the other dialects, -breht, -briht seems to occur only as the second element of compound proper nouns, as in Cēolbreht, Æðelbreht, etc. Sporadic forms are likewise scurf, beside scurf, scurf, and wrums, pus, for wurms (185).

180. r is generally stable, whatever its position in the word. For syllabic r see 139. Isolated examples of ecthlipsis are: specan, spēc (at first probably Kentish), beside sprecan, speak, sprēc, speech; LWS. pætig for prætig, tricky; North. wixla, exchange, beside wrixla; Ps. geēndebyrdan, arrange; ēndebyrdnis, order (Zeuner, pp. 75, 76); North. geēndebrednian, compared with OE. onbryrdnis, onbryrdan, etc. Assimilation of lr to ll in the comp. sēlla, beside sēlra (312); of sr to ss in lāssa; simplified in the comp. wiersa, wyrsa (312), Goth. wairsiza; the pron. ûisse (338). In these examples r always springs from z (181. 2); but compare also ûsses, etc. (336, note), from *ūsres.

Note. For the loss of final Germanic z see 182.

181. OE. r is of twofold origin. It corresponds

1) to Germ. r, as in rice, rēdan, bringan, beorgan, wer = Goth. reiki, rēdan, briggan, baïrgan, wair. This r may occur in any part of a word.

2) to Germ. z, partly retained in Goth. as z, and partly represented by s: māra, greater; ēare, ear; hērian, praise; nērian, save = Goth. maïza, ausō, hazjan, nasjan. Then especially in grammatical interchange with s: cēosan, cēas, curon, coren (233 ff.).
Likewise in the combinations rz, as in ierre, etc. (178. 2. b), and zd: reord, speech; hord, treasure (Goth. razda, huzd).

182. This r from z is restricted to the medial position, for initial z did not exist in Germanic, and originally final z is always lost in OE., whether belonging to inflectional or derivational forms. Under the first head belong, for example, the Germ. z (Goth. s) of the nom. sing., that of many gen. sing. and nom. acc. plur., the z of the opt. 2 sing. both pres. and pret., and other forms, concerning which information is easily gained by comparing the OE. with the Goth. paradigms; as examples may be cited the nominatives hé, hwá (Goth. is, hwas), the plurals wé, gé, ēā (Goth. weis, jus, pōs), and the datives mé, ēé (Goth. mis, pus). To the class of derivational forms belong especially

a) the comparative adverbs mā, bēt, lēng, etc. (323; Goth. mais, batis, laggis);

b) the nom. sing. of the os-, es-stems (288 ff.), like sige, bēre, lōmb, cealf (Goth. sigis, bariz-, etc.).

Note. Where an OE. r appears in place of an originally final z, it is in consequence of a reinsertion from polysyllabic forms; so in by-forms like sigor, lōmbor, etc., compared with sige, lōmb (289; 290).

1

183. 1) The OE. l must (disregarding possible palatalization before i, j) have had a twofold pronunciation: first, that of an ordinary l; and secondly, a pronunciation nearly or quite guttural (Phonetik 4 293; 294), wherever it caused breaking of a preceding vowel (80; 81).
Upon what this difference of sound depends has as yet not been clearly determined; yet it would seem that the phonetic environment was not the only factor concerned (note, for example, the difference between syllan and tellan, 80, note 2; 158.2).

2) 1 may occur in any part of a word, is frequently geminated, and is often syllabic (140). In general it retains its position, but undergoes metathesis in the following cases:

a) After a stressed syllable dl becomes ld in dialectic bold, building; seld, seat; spāld, spittle (196.2, and note 1);

b) After an unstressed or weak syllable sl, fl, and pl (or dl) become ls, lf, ld in the proper names terminating in -gils, such as Cynegils, Eadgils, from *Cynigisľ, etc.; in the derivative ending -els=OHG. -isal, as in gyrdels, girdle (Ep. gyrdisľ); riecles, incense; in -elfe, -ilfe = ON. -ylli, in innelfe, innilfe, viscera; beside innelfe, ON. innylli; and in -eld, -old (from ipl, -idľ, etc.), as in færelld, way; ðerscold, threshold, etc.

Note. There is sporadic metathesis of final dl (from pl, 201.3) and fl in certain other words whose form is fixed in other respects: ald, disease, for ādl; gēalhwile, cealfādľ, from gēaglas, palate; ceaflas, jaws.

3. THE NASALS

m, n

184. m denotes the labial, and n, in conformity with Latin usage, not only the dental, but also the guttural (or palatal) nasal, — the latter, however, only when it stands immediately before c or g. m and dental n, on
the other hand, are found in all positions, and also geminated and syllabic (141; 142).

Note. Occasionally n stands for ng or nc, though but rarely: streŋð, strength; őnd, thinks, for streŋð, őncð.

185. Metathesis of m occurs in worms (wurms, wyrms), pus; wyrmsan, corrupt, beside older worsm, wursm, and wyrsman. Metathesis of n is somewhat commoner, especially in certain texts which have frequent nc, ng for final en, gn, as in tānc, reng, ōeng, freng, for tācn, sign; regn, rain; ōegn, thane; fraegn, asked. Conversely, clæsnian, purify (Ps. clæsnian), beside more frequent clænsian (North. clænsia), from clænc, pure (a contaminated form clænsnian is also found).

186. The occurrence of nasals is subject only to the following restrictions:

1) Before the surd spirants f, p, and s, there is loss of m and n, accompanied by lengthening of the preceding vowel; older a, OE. ā (65), is thus converted into o (66). Examples are:
   a) of the loss of m: fif, five (Goth. fimf); the adv. sōfte, softly, comp. sēft, 323 (OHG. samfto); ősle, ousel (OHG. amsala);
   b) of the loss of n: gōs, goose, plur. gēs; hōs, troop; őðer, other; sōð, true; tōð, tooth, plur. tēð; ēst, favor; sīð, journey; ūs, us; hūsl, housel; dūst, dust; cūðe, could; cūð, known; mūð, mouth; ēst, storm; wŷscan, wish = Goth. gans, hansa, anþar, etc.

Note 1. The length of the vowel is established by occasional gemination: Suutanglorum Cod. Dipl., A.D. 736; Cuutferthi,
A.D. 755–757; Cnutfert, A.D. 766; siith, A.D. 805–831. In later documents accents often occur: eúē, sīā, etc.

Note 2. Nasal pronunciation of the vowel seems to have prevailed in the earliest period, as the proper noun Onswini occurs once in an inscription for Common OE. Óswine. The oldest Runic inscriptions, with this exception, no longer have the nasal.

Note 3. The loss of the consonant occurs also in unstressed syllables, but in this position the vowel is afterwards shortened (9): ind. pres. 3 sing. of the verbs in -āð, like berað (360. 1), from *beranþ(i) (133. a), berōþ (66); geoguō, -oð, youth; duguō, -oð, virtue (gen. plur. also dugaða; dat. dugeðum, etc.); oroð, breath (later also oreð, orð, from which oreðian, orðian, breathe), from *jugunþ-, *dugunþ-, *orunþ, etc.; compounds like fracoð, hateful, beside forceð or ofost, zeal (from which ofstan, hasten); æfest, jealousness, etc. (43, note 4); also in the prefix oð- (from unþ-), away, as in oðganga, escape, beside the adj. ōðgëge, escaping, etc.

Note 4. No n occurs in OE. before h, the guttural surd spirant, for in this position it was already lost in Germanic. That under these circumstances the n first caused nasalization of the preceding vowel, and that as a result older æðh became ðh, has already been stated (45. 5; 67). Examples of ðih, ðuh, from iðh, uðh, are: the verb ðeãon, from *ðihan (383), part. ðunger (234); the pret. ðühte, from ðyncan (407. 1); ðulta, dawn (Goth. ðuntwō).

2) Exceptions to the foregoing are:

a) the 2 sing. const, monst (422; 423), and a few foreign words like pinsian, weigh;

b) all words in which m, n + spirant have been brought into juxtaposition by the syncope of a vowel, like ðrims, a coin (OHG. drimissa); winster, winester, left (OHG. winistar): and especially derivatives in -sian (OHG. -isōn), like grimsian, rage; clænsian, cleanse; minsian, diminish.

187. Final m of an inflectional syllable is changed to n in late OE. (and indeed now and then in the Cura Past.), especially after an unstressed syllable, as in the
dat. plur. **dagon** for **dagum**, or in the dat. sing. masc. and neut. and the dat. plur. of adjectives: **gōdon**, -an, for **gōdum**; also in the pron. **ðān**, for **ðām** (337, note 2).

Note. For **nymðe**, except, Ps. has one occurrence of **nybðe**; compare also **Nebrod**, for **Nemrod**, **Nimrod**.

188. The following changes of **n** may be noted:

1) At the close of a syllable, **mn** often passes later into **mm**, **m** (231.1) by assimilation: **em**, *level*; **hrem**, **hræm**, *raven* (also inflected, **hremmes**, etc.), for **emn**, **hremn**, from **efn**, **hræfn** (193.2); so frequently **wæp-** **man**, **man**, for **wæp(e)nman**; compare also occasional spellings like **elmboga** (also shortened, **elboga**), **Hūmberht**, for **elnboga**, **elbow**; **Hūnberht**.

Note 1. Assimilation to **l** appears in occasional forms like **ællef-**, beside **endleofan**, etc. (325), and the late **ollunc**, *along*, beside **onlong**, from earlier **onlong**.

2) Final **n** of an inflectional ending is suppressed in North., particularly in the infinitive (363.1), the opt. plur. (365; but not in the ind. pret., 364.2), and the weak declension (276, note 5). In the remaining dialects, **n** is generally lost only in the 1 and 2 plur. before the pronouns **wé**, **gé** (360.2).

Note 2. For **wolc(e)n**, *cloud*, the older language has sometimes **wolc** (conversely, the later texts now and then write **wolcnrēad**, for **w(1)ol(o)crēad**, *scarlet*).

Note 3. In late texts the preposition **on** is frequently shortened to a (ā?) when it occurs in a compound word or stereotyped phrase: **adrēdan**, *fear*; **afōn**, *receive*, for **onadrēdan**, **onfōn**; **abūtan**, *about*; **amang**, *among*; **aweg**, *away*; **ariht**, *aright*, for **onbūtan**, *on ge- mong*, **onweg**, **onriht**, etc. Only occasionally does the transitional **o** occur: **omiddan**, **amid**; **oniht**, o' *nights*; **owōpe**, *lachrymose*. 
Note 4. Syllabic n occasionally disappears between s and l in ondryslic, horrible, for ondrysnic.

Note 5. Only in very late WS. does n occasionally disappear in the r-cases of mǐn, my; ðīn, thy; ān, one: gen. sing. fem. mīre, ðīre, āre, etc.

B. NON-SONOROUS CONSONANTS

1. LABIALS

p

189. p is the surd labial stop. It is rare as an initial in Germanic words: pæð, path; pād, cloak; plega, play; but more frequent in foreign words like pund, pound; pil, arrow; pytt, pit. On the other hand, it is common in the medial and final positions: helpan, help; weorpan, cast; scearp, sharp; wæpen, weapon; and is frequently geminated, as in up(p), up; topp, top; loppe, flea; æppel, apple; scieppan, create.

p always remains unchanged; only pn sometimes becomes mn in wæmn, wæmnian, from wæpen, weapon; wæpnian, arm. p interchanges with f in the rare enafa, beside enapa, boy.

Note. For the change of p to f before t in Germ. see 232; for the metathesis of sp to ps see 204. 3.

b

190. In the majority of texts b is the sign for the sonant labial stop. It occurs in the simple form only as an initial: bindan, bind; bringan, bring; blōd, blood; in the medial and final positions as a geminate: habban, have; libban, live; web(b), web; sib(b), kin; and in the
combination \( mb \): lomb, lamb; cumbol, standard; symbel, banquet. When medial or final, simple b is replaced in Common OE. by f: habban, 2 and 3 sing. hafast, hafað; webb, web, but wefan, weave; hæbban, heave, pret. hōf, part. hæfen.

Note. In the main, b is stable; only rarely is there a change of final b to p, as in Kent. Gl. lamp, and total disappearance in ym-, em-, around, when the latter is used as a prefix.

For bb there is sometimes found pb, as in the proper noun Pypba.

191. In the oldest texts (especially Ep.) b also designates the sound of a sonant spirant, either labial or labiodental. It was then pronounced like the English v, a sound which was afterwards represented by f (192. 2; cf. also 194); so, for example, in Ep. obær, hebuc, halbæ, earbed; Cod. Dipl. giaban, hlābard; even as a final: Ep. gloob, hualb, salb; Cod. Dipl. gib, ob, etc., for EWS. ofer, hafuc, healfe, earfoð-, giefan, hlāford, glōf, hwealf, sealf, gif, of.

f

192. f has a twofold character, as standing for the surd and for the sonant labiodental spirant, English f and English v:

1) It is uniformly a surd spirant when initial, as in fæder, father; findan, find; when geminated in the medial position, as in gaffetung, derision; hoffing, circle; woffian, rage; snoffa, nausea; wlaeffetere, jester; pyffan, puff; abyffan, mutter; lyffetan, flatter; the proper names Ofa, Uffe, Wuffa, and the foreign word offrian, offer; in the combinations ft and fs, as in hæft,
captive; gesceaf, creature; ræfsan, censure; and originally whenever it corresponds, as medial or final, to Germ. f, as in wulf, wolf; fif, five (see note 2).

Note 1. Lat. v is represented by OE. f in fers, verse.

2) On the other hand, it is usually a sonant spirant in the medial position, whenever it does not occur in one of the combinations ff, ft, fs. It corresponds partly to a Germ. f, Goth. f, OHG. f, v, as in wulf, gen. wulfes, wolf; gerēfa, reeve; hofer, hump (OHG. wolf, grāvo, hovar, etc.), and partly to a Germ. b, Goth. b, OHG. b, as in ofer, over; giefan, give; carfoð, labor; sealfian, anoint (OHG. ubar, geban, arbeit, salbōn). In loan-words it frequently corresponds to Lat. b (or to the Romanic f derived from it): tæfl, tablet; trifot, tribute; fēfor, fever; prōfian, prove; cyrfet, pumpkin, from tabula, tributum, febris, probare, cucurbita; or to Lat. v, as in cealfre, from calvaria; lufesticce, lavender, from levisticum; brēfian, shorten, from breviare; Muntgiof, from Montem Jovis; finally, to Lat. p (Romanic b, v?): praefost, profost, from praepositus.

Note 2. The etymological distinction between the two sounds which coincide in OE. f is preserved scarcely anywhere but in Ep., and there only to a limited degree; in this text forms like wulfes, girēfa, hofer, etc. are contrasted with such as obār, earket-, salb, salve, etc. (Beitr. 11. 542 ff.); yet even Ep. has already some f's for b, as in ofer, sifun-. The use of f for both sounds then increases very rapidly, and soon becomes a fixed rule. The b persists for some time only before r in nābre, never (frequently in Cura Past.), beside nāfre, and in the syncopated cases of fēfor, fever, gen. febres (febbres, 229); also frequently in the poet. fīber, sacrifice, etc.

For WS. Kent. Merc. (Ps. R.1) diofol, déofol, -ul, devil, North. singularly has R.2 diowul (only twice diaful, -ol), L. diobul, diubol,
diowl, diul, etc. (only once diofles), Rit. diobul, diovl, diol, infl. diobl-, diovl-, divol-; probably these forms are influenced by Celtic parallels.

Note 3. Gemination of the sonant spirant \( \mathbf{v} \) does not occur in OE., its place being taken by \( \mathbf{bb} \) (190).

Note 4. At a decidedly late period \( \mathbf{f} \) is occasionally found for \( \mathbf{w} \): stānhifet, quarry; glēof, glowed; hlēf, barrow, for -hīvet, glēow, hlǣw.

193. Except for the interchange with \( \mathbf{b} \) (191) and \( \mathbf{v} \) (194), \( \mathbf{f} \) is tolerably stable in OE. Exceptions are as follows:

1) In the oldest texts pt sometimes represents the usual ft: Ep. scaeft, shaft; edscæpt, palingenesis; gidopta, comrade (for scaeft, edscæft, giðofta); but side by side with these occur siftit, sifts; nift, niece, etc. (cf. 221, note 1), and even bt, as in Corp. cnēor-ribt, knee-cloth.

2) fn (with sonant \( \mathbf{f} \)) frequently passes into mn, especially when medial, and more particularly in later OE. (189): emne, even; stemn, voice; stēmn, stem, from efne, stefn, stefn (for later mm, m cf. 188.1); so likewise LOE. wimman, plur. wimmen, from wifmôn, woman.

Note. This change does not take place in the verbs æfnan, efnan, and ræfnan, perform, presumably because the \( \mathbf{f} \) is a surd.

\( \mathbf{v} \)

194. In foreign words of late adoption, like Dāuid, Æue, Lēui, \( \mathbf{v} \), or rather MS. u, denotes the sound of the Latin \( \mathbf{v} \) (identical with the OE. sonant labiodental spirant); hence these words are occasionally written Æfe, (gen.) Lêfes, (but not *Æwe). Earlier loan-words, on the other hand, rather generally replace Lat. \( \mathbf{v} \) (u) by \( \mathbf{f} \) (192.2; but cf. also 171, note 3).
In OE. words u is employed in the earlier period to represent the semivowel w (171, note 1); more rarely to denote the sonant labiodental spirant, as in Auene (proper noun), yuel, selua, for Afene, yfel, selfa. The latter designation does not gain ground till later.

2. DENTALS

\textbf{t}

195. t always stands for the surd dental stop, and is common in all positions: toð, tooth; treo, tree; tien, ten; etan, eat; heorte, heart; wátt, knows. It is frequently geminated, as in secat(t), secattes, money; settan, set; hlüttor, clear; hátte, is called (367, note); grétte, greeted, etc. For the combinations ft, st, ht, see 232; cf. also 193.1; 221, note 1.

196. t is almost without exception stable. The only exceptions are the following:

1) In EWS. (especially in the Hatton MS. of the Cura Past.) st very frequently changes to sð, particularly in the termination of the ind. pres. 2 sing.: sðú giefesð, hilpesð, etc.; also in words like sæðsð, fast; dúsð, dust; væsðm, growth; áðrisðrigan, obscure; wäsð, knowest, and superlatives like mæsð, most; æresð, erst, for giefest, hilpest, faest, etc.

2) For WS. tð in botl, building; setl, seat; spáðl, spittle, North. has -ðl, -ðel when final: L. R. seðel (dat. seðile Rit.); this becomes dl when medial, as in gen. sedles, plur. sedlo; dat. spáðle (compare bydla, inhabitant); ðl, as in seðles, boðle, etc. Bede; beside tð,
ttl, as in WS.: nom. seatul, sætil, plur. setla, settlas, etc. L. In Ps. ld is the regular substitute for tl in seld (183. 2. a), the only one of this group occurring in this text; while seld, bold are common in poetry, beside setl, botl (spāld El. 300). Here the basic sound is everywhere p (201).

Note 1. These by-forms are almost entirely unknown to WS. prose, though there are certain somewhat doubtful instances of bold and seld.

Note 2. Beside WS. botm, bottom, there occurs once byðme, carina (Shrine 103), in a text which is strongly colored by Anglian peculiarities.

3) The combination tj (whether with orig. j or with the spirant g, 211) passes into c or cc in orceard, garden, beside ort-geard (as early as Cura Past.; also orgegard, LWS. orcerd, ordceard); LWS. cræfca, mechanic (also craeftca, and, with secondary middle vowel, craeftica), beside cræftga, from the adj. cræftig, skilful; and pure WS. fécc(e)an, fetch, beside dial. féitian (416, note 15. b); so the sporadic Munegiu Wulfst., for usual Muntgiow, Montem Jovis (192. 2); cf. 205, note 1; 206. 4; 216, note 2.

Note 3. Ecthlipsis of t sometimes takes place in consonant-combinations, especially after h, s: drohnian, ðrínes, ðæsnian, genihsum, for drohtnian, ðristnes, ðæstnian, genihtsum (cf. 198. 4; 359, note 1).

Note 4. Conversely, and especially at a subsequent period, t is sometimes inserted between s and l: elmstlic-, eleemosynary; ondrystlic, dreadful; and frequently mistlic, various, for ælmeslic, ondryslc (ondrysnlic, 188, note 4), mislíc; and probably mãestling, for mãesling, brass.

Note 5. For OE. st for sð see 201. 6; for t, tt from tð, dð see 201. 4.
197. **d** is the sign for the sonant dental stop, and corresponds, as a rule, to the Gothic **d**. It may occur in any position, and is subject to gemination: **dæg, day**; **drifan, drive**; **dweorg, dwarf**; **cald, old**; **eardian, dwell**; **biddan, request**, etc.

Only in very ancient manuscripts does **d** stand for **Ø, p** (199, note 1).

**Note.** In loan-words **d** sometimes occurs for Romanic **d < Lat. t**: **abbod, abbot**; **Læden, Latin**, from Lat. **abbatem, Latinum**, etc.

198. **d** is generally stable, but the following facts are to be noted:

1) **d** experiences grammatical change with **p** (234).

2) **ld** corresponds in part to Goth. **ld**, as in **ceald, cold**; **healdan, hold**, and in part sprang from an older **lp**; similarly WS. **dl** frequently sprang from **pl** (201.2, 3).

3) **ldl** becomes **ll** in **siellie, peculiar** (Goth. **sildaleiks**), and likewise occasionally in North.: **ballice, boldly**; **monig-, tai-, seofallice, mani-, two-, sevenfold** (for and beside **baldice, -faldlice**); **hehstallic, virginal**, etc.

4) Before and after surds **d** becomes **t**:

   a) for example, in the ind. pres. 2 sing., as in **bitst, lætst, bintst, stentst** (359.2), from **biddan, lædan, bindan, stöndan**; **milts, sympathy, miltsian, compassionate** (from **milde**); **gitsian, covet**; **bletsian, bless**; and in compound words like **mêtsceat, antsacedon, gesuntfulnes** Cura Past., for **méd-, and-, gesund-**. Yet the spelling is often conformed to the etymology: **bindst, milds, mildsian** (rare WS. **gîdsian, bîlsian**, but always **blesdian** in the Ps., and usually North.
bloedsiga L. Rit., contrasted with bletsiga R.?, or d, t is lost after consonants: mils, milsian, etc., binst, stenst (359. 2). For t from dp see 201. 4;

b) particularly in the weak pret. and past part. of verbs with long stems, like scencte, iecte (405. 4).

5) After consonant + d, t, there is loss of d, as in pret. sende, ehte, from sendan, ehtan (405. 4).

Note 1. d is sometimes inserted between n and l: endlufon, eleven (Goth. amlif), and especially in adjectives ending in orig. -enlie, like ondrysendlie, horrible, etc.

Note 2. Final d has disappeared in proclitic on- from ond-, as in onfo:n, receive; ongie:tan, understand; onsa:can, oppose; compare ond:nga:ng, receiver; ond:gi:t, intellect; onds:aca, opponent, etc. This led to occasional erroneous substitution of stressed ond:, and for stressed on-, a:n- (OHG. ana-): andweald, power; andwealh, complete; ands:yn, face, for onweald, onwealg, ons:ien; even andcl:ow, ankle, for oncl:ow (OHG. anchl:ao).

199. 1) The two letters ð and p originally denoted without distinction the dental spirant which is now represented in Eng. by th (200). German (more rarely English) editors and grammarians have long been accustomed to print p as initial, and ð as medial and final; yet German editors are now beginning to follow the haphazard arrangement of the manuscripts. In the course of this work we propose to follow the best older manuscripts (like Cura Past. Ps. L. R.2, and the oldest charters), which more or less uniformly employ ð; we use ð in general for historical forms, but p side by side with it in special quotations, and for the citation of prehistoric basal forms of sounds or words.
Note 1. In the oldest texts there is scarcely any trace of either character; Ep. has but a very few examples of either, and the same is true of the oldest charters. The earliest dated ū (paē̯) I find in a charter of Wihtrēd of Kent, A.D. 700–715; the earliest dated p (Ælfprýð) in a charter of Cēnwulf of Mercia, A.D. 811; but throughout the whole of the ninth century p is but sparingly employed. A sporadic exception for this oldest period is formed by Corpus, with its frequent p, and for the later period by the Lauderdale MS. of Orosius and R.¹, which are sharply distinguished from Cura Past. and R.² by the regular employment of p.

Instead of ū, p, the oldest texts generally employ th in the initial position: thorn, thegn; very rarely d, as in gidopta Ep. 195, mōdgidanc Cēdmon’s Hymn; in the medial position, th and d: lotha, loda Ep., Æthil-, Ædil- Cod. Dipl. (in lieu of ūū is written thh, htt; ææthhæ, othte, or); in the final position for the most part th: mearth, laath, hriosith, snīuith Ep., but sometimes t: sītīt, fæhīt, strīdit Ep., Cuutfert, Cuutfertīth, Sūtangli Cod. Dipl.

2) ū, p may occur in any position, and both may undergo gemination: ūing, thing; ūrī, three; ūwītan, cut; weordan, become; morū, murder; oďē, or; scěďan, injure; sīḏan, since; or pīng, prī, weorpān, oþpe (oĎpe), etc.

Note 2. For ūū the North. has hō in mohōe, mohōa, moth.

Note 3. In loan-words ū sometimes corresponds to a Romanic ō < Lat. t, d: morāď, spiced wine; sāderige, savory; senoď, synod; from Lat. meratum, satureia, synodus, etc.

200. The p of Germanic represented only a surd spirant, and this pronunciation must be postulated as the original one for OE. ū, p. Yet it is quite possible that the original sound had already been differentiated in OE. into surd and sonant, the sonant occurring between voiced sounds (192.2; 203). In favor of this view may be adduced
1) the spelling of the oldest MSS., which employ medial d (199, note 1);
   2) the retention of the group ṣd (201. 5; 405. 1);
   3) the passage of Ṱp into ld, and of Ṱl into dl (with sonant stop, 201. 2, 3).

201. With regard to the conversions of Ṱ the following observations apply:

   1) Ṱ undergoes grammatical change with d (234).

   Note 1. In certain words Ṱ interchanges with d, especially in (h)ræð, (h)ræd, quick, adv. (h)ræde, (h)ræde. Ṱ is characteristic for Ps. ðr, vein; Ps. North. fremde, foreign, for WS. ædr, fremde; so eðcuide, relatio Corp.; eðwitia, censure L.; eðwitscyte Waldere, yðlæcan Kent. Gl., for WS. ed-, back.

   2) Older Ṱp passes into ld: beald, bold; feld, field; wilde, wild; gold, gold; hold, gracious; wuldor, glory (Goth. balps, wilpeis, gulp, etc.). Occasionally Ṱ occurs, but exclusively in the oldest documents: halð, ðhældi, spilth Ep.; Balthhæardi Cod. Dipl., A.D. 732; Balthhhardi, A.D. 740. The Ṱp which is due to syncope suffers no further change: fielð, falls; gesældu, success, etc.

   3) Older Ṱl, when occurring after a long vowel, regularly becomes dl in WS.: ðdl, sickness; nædl, needle; wædlæ, beggar; midl, bit; widlan, defile. The Anglian texts, however, frequently retained the Ṱl: næpl Ep., miðl Corp., nœl, wæðla Ps. (no dl in Ps.), ædl, wæðelnes, poverty Bede; North. has usually ðdl, nœdl, widliga, beside rarer ædl, wiðliga. On the other hand, the Ṱl which is due to syncope suffers no further change: eðel, house (from *eþil), gen. eðles; the proper noun Hræðel, gen. Hræðles; geniðla, enemy, etc.
Note 2. The quantity of æ is doubtful in the poetical mæðl, speech; mæðlan, converse (beside mædelian), but it is usually printed as short.

p is lost in mœl, mœlan, and in stœlan, found; stœlwierœ, stœlwart, beside stœdol, foundation; stœdelian, found.

Note 3. Similarly, LWS. ðm passes into dm in the inflected forms of mœðum, treasure, gen. mœðmes, plur. mœðmas, for EWS. mœðmes, mœðmas, and in eadmœd, humble, for EWS. eadmœd; so North. ðn becomes dn in hœðen, heathen, infl. hœðna (beside rare hœðna), etc. L. (not R. 2)

Note 4. For ðl, ðm, beside WS. tl, tm, see 196. 2, and note 2.

4) ðp and ðp become tt, which is simplified when final and when following a consonant:

a) ðætte, that, for ðæt ðe (so looser combinations like ðættā, ðættæt, from ðæt ðā, ðæt ðæt); bit, it(t), for *bitþ, *itþ (359. 3).

b) ðæmœtto, humility; ofermœtto, arrogance; wēamœtto, grief; lātteow, leader; brytofta, spouses; mittỹ, while; gesyntu, health; gescœntu, shame; verbal forms like bit, bint (359. 3); for *æapmœdpũ (from eadmœd, humble), lādœcow, mid ðỹ, *gesyndpu, *gescœndpu (255. 3), bidp, etc. The spelling is at times conformed to the etymology, as in lātpeow, lādtėow, and such forms are the regular ones when the t or d and the p belong to different words. The assimilation of initials and finals is not carried out with entire consistency until we come to later texts, like the Ormulum.

5) ðd (with sonant ð? 200. 2) is mostly preserved, and does not pass into dd till a late period (405. 2); ðp is likewise retained, and is simplified when final only in certain cases according to 231; cỹð(ð), kith, gen. cỹðe; lādð{(u)}, affliction, from *kunþipa, *laþipa, etc.

6) sp becomes st, though the etymological spelling often holds its ground as sð: so in the verbs ciest,
wiext, beside ciesð, wiexð (359. 8); in abstract nouns ending in -ðu, like mételiestu, lack of food; réceliestu, recklessness; also when final s and initial ð come together in the 2 sing. of the verb, as in hilpestu, hafastu (from hilpes ðu, hafas ðu), from which the later and usual forms of the 2 sing. in -st are then deduced (356).

Note 5. For WS. sð from older st see 196. 1.

7) ðs is often retained in bliðs, bliss; bliðsian, rejoice; liðs, mildness (perhaps only etymological spelling), but usually passes into ss: bliss, blissian, liss (with short vowel?); so also cwist (cwist?), from cwīðest, cwīðst.

Note 6. In late texts hw- sometimes occurs for þw-, especially in Hpt. Gl.: for example, gehwærðcan, for gehwærðcan, assent (Archiv 88. 185–186). How far this signifies an actual phonetic change, and how far it is a mere clerical blunder, is not easy to determine.

202. s is one of the commonest sounds of OE., may occupy any position in the word, and is also subject to gemination: sunu, son; sittan, sit; sceal, shall; sprecan, speak; stōndan, stand; sleðpan, sleep; smæl, small; snottor, wise; sweltan, die; medially and finally: cēosan, choose; wesan, be; fisc, fish; giest, guest; cosp, fetter; cyssan, kiss; assa, ass, etc. Combined with preceding c, h, it becomes x (209; 221. 2).

203. The sound of Germ. s was only that of a surd sibilant; and in like manner OE. s was at first undoubt edly a surd, as Germ. sonant z had either become r or been entirely lost (181; 182). However, it is not impossible that the modern Eng. change to a sonant spirant
(French and English z) did already take place to some extent between voiced sounds in OE., as in preterits like liesde, ræsde, from liesan, ræsan, contrasted with such as cyste from cyssan (405. 4; 200 ; but also 198. 4).

204. Concerning the s it is especially to be observed:

1) There is grammatical change between s and r (234).

2) For the combinations st and ss from dental + t see 232; for st from sp, 201. 6 ; sô from st, 196 ; ss from sr, 180 ; ss from ps, 201. 7 ; for sel, sen, sem, instead of sl, sn, sm, 210. 1.

3) The combinations se and sp, especially in later WS. and when medial, often undergo metathesis to es (hs), but usually x, and ps: ðscian, ask ; wascan, wash ; asce, ashes ; tîscas, fishes ; tûscas, tusks; but also ðcsian (ðhsian, ðxian), waxan, axe, fixas, ēxas. So also betwux, between (329); muxle, mussel, etc.; then cosp and cops, fetter; æsp and æps, aspen; wlisp and wlips, lisping; cirpsian, crisp (cf. 179).

Note. sse often occurs for sc in bissce(o)p, beside bise(e)op, etc., bishop.

205. The sound of German z is strange to Germanic; it therefore appears in OE. only a) in foreign words, or b) where vowel-syncope has brought together t, d (p) + s. Its commonest designation is ts: a) Atsur (proper noun; ON. Qzurr); Magentse, Mayence; dracentse, dracontia; palentse, palatium; yntse, ounce; b) plur. brytsena, bits (from brêotan, 384); bêtsta, best; milts, gitsian, bletsian, bitst, lætst, bintst, stentst, etc. (198. 4); more
rarely ds: Adsur, yndse; especially in etymological spelling: milds, gidsian, etc. (198. 4).

Note 1. Very rare is z: Azur, draconze, balzam, balsam; LWS. bezt, milze, Merc. R.¹ bæzere, baptist; then dz: Adzur, R.¹ bædzere; or tz: Corp. mertze, merz; or finally c: ynce; North. (L. Rit.) bæcere, and plæce, street (from Lat. platea; also before a guttural vowel, dat. plæcum, beside plur. plætsa R.²), if this does not belong to 196. 3 (but cf. note 2).

Note 2. After n, l there is a frequent loss of t from ts, especially in LWS.: ynse, dragense, but especially often in the inflection: binst, stenst, welst (198. 4; 359. 2). Thus after vowels only in the North. dat, plæsum R.²

3. GUTTURALS AND PALATALS

206. In general. 1) The letters c (k, q), g, h (x) represent in OE. both gutturals and palatals. These were sharply distinguished from each other both etymologically and phonetically. In contrast to this, Germ. probably had only one class of corresponding sounds, to which we must assign guttural (or indeterminate) articulation.

2) The following are the chief rules governing the division in OE.:

a) Initial c, g became palatal ċ, ĝ as early as Prim. OE. before the primary palatal vowels æ, ā ( = Germ. ä, Lat. ā), e, i, i, and the diphthongs ēa (from au), ēo, io (from eu), and their i-umlauts, WS. e, āe, ie, ie (unstable ĭ, ỹ), etc., but remained guttural before the guttural vowels a, ā (q, ŵ), o, ŏ, u, ŭ, and their i-umlauts, WS. æ, āe, e, ē (œ, ŵe), y, ỹ (7, note), as well as before consonants. Hence their diphthongizing effect upon
the primary palatal vowels and their umlauts, but not upon the other vowels (74–76. 1).

b) Initial sc was already palatalized to sé before primary palatal vowels as early as Prim. OE., like simple é, and hence exerted influences precisely similar. The palatalization of sc before originally guttural vowels is later; its effect on adjoining vowels is therefore different (76. 2).

c) Medial c and g (including their geminates, cc and cg, 207; 216) become in Prim. OE. the palatals é and g (éé, ég), certainly before older i, j, and perhaps at least in part before older æ, and retain this character even after the j has disappeared (177) or the i, æ have been weakened to e (44).

d) In a similar manner orig. sc is divided into an sé with older palatalization before i, j (or æ?), and one with later palatalization (cf. b, above).

e) Preceding palatal vowels exert a palatal influence on g, c, sc at the end of a syllable, yet the OE. itself gives us few definite criteria concerning the extent of this influence (but cf., for example, note 6).

Note 1. In the inflection and word-formation there is often an occasion for the alternation of palatal and guttural sounds, together with an occasion for reciprocal leveling, but the extent of this we have scarcely any means of determining.

f) Initial h is a mere breath, and therefore undergoes no noticeable change. After a vowel, however, it was originally, as the breakings (82 ff.) show, always of a guttural nature. However, it seems even under these circumstances to have undergone later palatalization, especially under the influence of preceding palatals.
3) The criteria which OE. furnishes for the occurrence of palatalization are in part phonetic, and in part merely graphic. Here we must especially note:

a) The palatalization of initial c, g, and sc is testified by the WS. diphthongization of primary palatal vowels (75); the later palatalization of sc before guttural vowels by the spellings scea-, seeo-, etc. (76.2); the palatalization of g by its points of contact with i and j (212 ff.).

b) To indicate palatal pronunciation there is frequently an insertion of a palatal vowel between the medial palatals c, g, or sc and a following guttural vowel. Before a and o this is generally e (rarely in old texts i); læceas, læcea; ricea (246); sæcean, ræcean, ðencean (407); fylgean (416, note 9); liegean (372); sægean (416); flæscea, gen. plur. of flæsc, flesh (267, a); æscean, gen. dat. acc. sing. of æsee, desire (278; basic form *aiskjo); ádwæscean, smother; ofdrysecan, suppress (403 ff.; on forms like mennescea, with later palatalization, see 76, note 4), beside forms like læcas, -a, rica, sæcan, ræcan, ðencan; fylgan, liegan, sægcan; flæsca, æscan, ádwæscan, ofdryscan, etc.; or mënigeo, strêngeo, włęnceo (279), gefylceo, sticceo (246; also gefylcio, gescincio), andfêngeost (from andfênge, agreeable, 298), beside mënigo, strêngo, włenco, gefýleco, etc.

In a similar manner, i is sometimes inserted before u: drencium, ðecium, dryggium, from drence, drink (265); ðece, eternal; drýge, dry (298), beside drencum, ðecum, drygum, etc.; e is used here only seldom: ðeeum, wæecceum (from wæece, watch, 278).
Note 2. No auxiliary vowel is used before e, but the oldest texts have occasionally an i before æ (44, note 1): bircae, birch; hringiae, fibula Ep.

Note 3. OE. Runic writing distinguishes the different phonetic values by special characters; the rune gifu designates palatal ǵ, and the rune gar the guttural g; for the sounds of c the Ruthwell Cross inscription has three different characters, of which two almost certainly denote c and e (compare Vietor, Die North. Runensteine, pp. 24, 31).

Note 4. Late manuscripts often write k before palatal vowels, to denote the guttural sound (207, note 2).

4) The palatal stops č and (c)ǵ became at a rather early period palatal fricatives, that is, sounds like Eng. ch and dg. This is shown by forms like orceard, fęceean (Eng. orchard, fetch), etc. (196.3), miegern (216, note 2).

Note 5. This change is carried through Middle English and remains in Modern English; it is the surest criterion for the old palatalization of stops. For the initial position compare Eng. chaff, cheap, churl, chew, child, chill, cheese = OE. ceaf, cēap, ceorl, cēowan, cild, ciele (cyle), cīse (cīse); but key, Kent, keen, kin, king, kiss = OE. cǣg, Ćent, cēne, cyn, cyning, cyssan, etc.; for the medial position: rich, reach, teach = OE. rīce, rǣcean, tǣcean; or bridge, hedge, singe = OE. brycēg, hēcēg, sēngean, etc.

Note 6. This change to fricatives is especially important, because it enables us to recognize palatalizations which we could hardly discover by means of the OE. alone. So the c at the end of a syllable after i, as in piē, pitch; diē, ditch; ič, I (ME. ich); hwilé (from *hwilie), which; swilé (from *swalie), such, etc. (compare also the Runic ič, Ruthwell Cross, with its character for palatal e, note 3).


5) A special designation of palatal pronunciation, like a diacritical sign, is not regularly employed in the sections which follow.
c (k, q ; x)

207. c is the character for the surd guttural stop and the surd palatal stop. It stands before all vowels, even e, i, y: cāserē, emperor; corp, fetter; cu-du, known; as well as cēnnan, beget; ceald, cold; cēosan, choose; cild, child; cynn, kin; medially: sacan, quarrel; swicel, deceptive; sacu, quarrel; æcer, field; hōcihte, curved; also geminated: sac, sacces, sack; ðeccan, cover, etc.

Note 1. For cw see 208; for et instead of ht, 221, note 1; for ce, ci, as denoting palatal c, 206. 3. b.

Note 2. Now and then the MSS. (very often R.1, for example) write k for c: kennan, kēne, knēo, folkes, æcker, giok; and likewise ck for cc: ðicke. This k is found somewhat more frequently before y, or the i which has sprung from it (31): kynn, kyning, kyne- in compound words (likewise kinning, king) for cynn, etc. (so frequently as early as Cura Past.). Probably the k is intended to denote the guttural sound (206, note 4).

208. The sound of the Latin qu is generally denoted by cw, or, in the older texts, by cu: cweðan, cwic, cwōmon, older cueðan, cuic, cuōmun. Only rarely in the oldest texts is the Latin qu employed as a substitute, as in quidu Ep.; Quōnōrdyō Cod. Dipl., A.D. 811 (not infrequently in Corp.).

209. For cs (due to the syncope of a vowel, or to metathesis of sc) x is usually found: rixian, reign; æx, ax; āxian, ask; axe, ashes (204. 3); betweox, between (329, note 1); for and sometimes beside ricsian (OHG. richisōn), ācsian, etc.

Note. Besides x and cs (the latter is especially common in words like ricsian, because of their visible relation to rice, etc.) several orthographical variants occur: ex, hx, xs, e xs, hxs, hs: rīxian, āhxian, āhxssian, āhsian, rīhsian, axse, ancxsumnys; very seldom gs, as in āgsian; cf. also 221, note 3.
210. The following irregularities in regard to c are still to be noted:

1) c is occasionally inserted in the combinations sl, sm, sn: selat Corp. 433; seleačnes, áselacad Kent. Gl. 694, 696; semégende Ps. 118. 129; sensicendan Cura Past. 155. 17; seluncon Ep. Alex. 320; selēp Gen. marg., etc.

2) Before -st and -s, the personal endings of the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing., LWS. c often becomes h; tēhst, tēhš, etc., for tēcst, tēcē (359. 5); so also LWS. lēahtūn (North. lehtūn), garden, for lēactūn.

3) North. final c often passes (Bouterwek, North. Ev. cxxxviii, cxl) into h (written ch, and even g), especially in the conjunction ah, but, and the pronouns ih (as an enclitic likewise ig, as in sægdig, forgeldig, for sægde ic, forgeldo ic), meh (mech), ūeh, ūisih (ūisich, ūsig), iuih (iuh) (332, note 4); ah instead of ac is also found in the other dialects.

4) Medial c in North. is often written ch: folches, werches, wlōnches, swenche, stēnches R.2 (Bouterwek, North. Ev. cxxxviii).

Note. For c in place of g see 215. On the interchange of cc and hh see 220, note 2.

211. The letter g not only denotes the Germ. semi-vowel j (175. 2), but is also the symbol of a guttural or palatal sound, corresponding etymologically with Germ. g. From the fact that this sound alliterates with OE. g = Germ. j, and that it occasionally interchanges with
j and h, we are justified in inferring that it is to be regarded on the whole as a spirant, and not as a sonant stop.

212. Initially, g is a guttural spirant in the cases designated under 206.2. a: galan, sing; gäst, ghost; gold, gold; guma, man; gylden, golden; glæd, glad; gnorn, sorrow; grafan, dig; also before WS. æ, as in ætgæedere, together (75, note 1). On the other hand, it is a palatal spirant before e, ēa, ēo, i, ïe, ïo: geldan, gieldan, yield; geaf, gave; gēafon, (they) gave; gēotan, pour; gift, gift, etc.

Note 1. Change to j is shown by iarwan, beside gearwan R.1 = WS. gierwan, North. gearwia (408, note 3); likewise by Kent. Æthliæardi Cod. Dipl., A.D. 732; Æaniardi, A.D. 778; Æwelleard, A.D. 805, for -geard, etc. Also in later (especially Kentish) texts i occasionally recurs for g: Gl. iëmung, biiong, ieteld, for gëmung, wedding; bigong, worship; geteld, tent, etc.; occasionally also forms like iarcián, prepare (Benet), for WS. gearcian, etc. In such texts the prefix ge- appears also as i-, especially after un-: unilíc, unequal; univëmmed, unblemished Hpt. Gl., etc. (so already Beow. unigmetes, exceedingly.

Note 2. The g is often lacking before ēa and ēo in late texts: cella, eader, ēaglas, eorn, eogoð, ēoce, for gealla, gall; gedar, together; gēaglas, jaws; gōrorn, willingly; geogoð, youth; géoce, aid. Late Kent., on the contrary, sometimes prefixes g to ea, eo: gearfoðe, gēaðe, geornest, ágêode, fulgêode, for earfoðe, troublesome; ēaðe, easy; cornest, earnest; åðeode, went; fulëode, helped (even in Old Kent. in Gēanberht Cod. Dipl., A.D. 781). Both phenomena are no doubt to be explained by the circumstance that, after the shifting of stress in ea, eo (34, note), these diphthongs coincided in pronunciation with the older gea, geo, and therefore the two were no longer so clearly separated in spelling.

213. Medially and finally after vowels and r, l, the pronunciation varies between guttural and palatal spirant,
according to the principles laid down in 206. 2. e, e: regn, rain; rignan, rain; dæges, by day; lagu, sea; drög, drew; beorgan, conceal; belgan, grow angry. For ge as the representative of palatal g see 206. 3. b.

Note. For (palatal) g after r, l the digraph ig is not infrequently employed when the combination is preceded by y, e, or i, especially in later texts: byrig (284); ãbyligð, anger; myrigð, mirigð, mirth, for byrg, ãbylgð, myrgð, etc.; also in the interior of a word, as in fyligan, follow; wyrgan, curse; merigen, morning, for fylgan, wyrgan, mergen (cf. also 214. 2, 4 ff.). A u is rarely introduced before (guttural) g, when u precedes: burug, for burg (284, note 4).

214. That g is a spirant in the positions named above will be manifest upon a consideration of the following changes:

1) In the later documents (guttural) g, when final, passes more or less regularly into h after a long guttural vowel or r, l: genōh, enough; bēah, ring; stāh, ascended; beorh, mountain; burh, borough; sorh, care; bealh, raged, for genōg, bēag, stāg, beorg, burg, sorg, bealg: so also palatal g before surd consonants with which it combines as the result of syncope: stihst, climbst; stihð, climbs; yrhðo, cowardice, for stigst, stigð, yrgðo. This change is more or less wanting in the older texts (wholly, for example, in Ps.).

Note 1. Final h occurs extremely seldom after a long palatal vowel: stīh, ascend; bēh, ring, for stīg, bēag (108. 2). After a short vowel h is somewhat commoner: imp. weh, weigh; wæh, weighed; ūtlah, outlaw; getoh, pull; compounds like lahbrype, -slite, infrac-tion of law; hohmōd, anxious; hohful, careful; North. especially in an unstressed syllable, as in ðritih, sextih, suinnih L., for ðritig, sextig, synnig.

Note 2. More rarely h occurs at the end of a syllable before a voiced consonant: áhmian, possess; áhlæca, demon; dihlæn, conceal,
for ágnian, áglæca, díglan; still more rarely after a short vowel, as in fahnian, rejoice; plur. fuhlas, birds, instead of fagnian, fuglas.

Note 3. Only a few texts (like the Boeth., which is strongly influenced by Kentish) employ h for g between vowels: dat. plur. dahum, days; 3 plur. mahan, be able; heretoha, leader; for dagum, magon, -toga.

Note 4. h + g is often assimilated to hh in LWS. and North. (L.) nēhebūr (also nēche-, nēchebūr), and its derivatives, for nēahgebūr, etc., neighbor.

Note 5. As an intermediate spelling gh is also occasionally found: bōgh, shoulder; hūngh, bowed; slōgh, slew; dēaghian, dye; tōtogh, rent; also hg: stāhg, ascended; ōwōh, washed; wīhga, warrior; onvrihgen, revealed; dat. brēhge, eyelid; dat. dīhglum, secret; after l: plur. onwealhge, whole; frequently after r: burhg, city, gen. plur. burhga; sorhgian, sorrow. Not to be confounded with this gh is the stable gh in āghwilec, āghwæder, etc., for *ā-gi-hwilec, etc. (347, note 3).

Note 6. On final g for h see 223, note 1.

This interchange of g and h is to be distinguished from the grammatical change of these two sounds (233; 234).

2) When following a palatal vowel at the end of a syllable, g sometimes passes into i. This phenomenon is peculiar to Kentish, and a chief criterion of this dialect. So already Ep. grēi, bodei; mēihanda Cod. Dipl., A.D. 831; ēihwelc, Deimund, A.D. 832; dei, A.D. 837; meiðhād Kent. Gl., etc., for bodeg, mēg-, ēg-, deg-, megðhād. Similarly, LWS. often has -ig for -g: weig, dæig, mæig, etc., for weg, dæg, mæg, etc.

3) g, when followed by one of the voiced consonants d, (ð), n, often disappears in WS. after a palatal vowel, the preceding vowel being simultaneously lengthened: māden, maiden; sāde, gesād (416, note 3); lēde, gelēd (407, note 7); brēdan, brandish; strēdan, dissipate (389); -hīdig, -minded, for sægde, lægde, bregdan, stregdan,
hygdig, etc.; tīðian, grant, for tīgīān; ðēnian, serve; ðīnen, handmaid; frīnan, inquire; rīnan, rain, for ōegnian, ēgnen, frīgnan, rīgnan. Syncope of g likewise takes place before originally syllabic n: wān, wain; rēn, rain; ðēn, thane, for waejn, regn, ōegn (though these forms are perhaps due to the analogy of the polysyllabic ones, like gen. wānes, rēnes, ōēnes). Not till a later period do we now and then encounter syncope before 1, as in snāel, for snāegl, snail.

Note 7. The loss of g occurs almost without exception in WS. ongēan, again; tōgēanes, against (only once ongeagn Cura Past. H); Ps. has only ongegn, R.1 generally ongēgn, once ongēn, North. usually ongegn, tōgægnes, rarely in L. ongēn; the poetry varies between ongēan and ongegn, tōgēanes and tōgægnes.

Note 8. g is lost after a guttural vowel in frūnon, gefrūnen, from frīnan, and brūdon, brōden, strōden, from brēdan, strēdan (389), but perhaps only through the influence of the present forms with palatal vowels. Frān is certainly only a new formation according to the pres. frīnan.

Note 9. In an unstressed syllable, g disappears before n and l in holen, beside holegn, holly, and finul, finule, beside a rare early finugl, finuglæ, fennel.

Note 10. Loss of g between consonants takes place in mornes, morne (mërne), gen. dat. sing. of morgen, morn.

4) ige, from igi, is often contracted to i: il, porcupine; Silhearwan, Ethiopians; list, lið, liest, lies; gelīre, adultery, for igel, Sigel-, ligest, ligeð, geligere; so also sīðe, scythe, from *sigiðe.

5) The ending -ig often loses its g, most frequently when medial, as in syndrie, hētie, hungric, for syndrige, hēlige, hungrige; mēnīo, for mēnīgo, multitude; but also at the end of a word or syllable: ãni, mønifold, dysi, acc. ãnine, etc. (frequent in later texts, and perhaps
more exactly to be written with lengthened i: āni, ānīne, etc.). Even the ig of a stressed syllable occasion­ally undergoes a similar loss: drie, dry, dat. drīum, etc.; áflian, put to flight; blēria, blear-eyed person, for drige, drīge (31, note), áflīg(e)an, blēr-ig(e)a.

Note 11. The ig from g (213, note) is often treated in like manner: fyllan, wyrian, mērien; also before consonants: pres. 3 sing. fyllō, pret. fylide, etc.

6) In like manner, -ig is frequently contracted to -i in the first member of a compound word: stīrāp, stīrrup; stīwita, stīward, steward; switima, time of silence, from stīgrāp, -wita, -weard, swigtima.

7) Initial g before ea, eo is sometimes omitted in later texts: ealla, gall, etc. (212, note 2); so almost regularly LWS. middāneard, world; wineard, vineyard, for middan-, wingeard.

8) After u LWS. g interchanges occasionally with w, especially in suwian, be silent; ádrūwian, wither, for s(w)ugian, ádrūgian; also after o in geswōwung, swoon, beside geswōgen, swooning.

215. The combination ng retains its g unaltered, except that it is often (and even very early) replaced, when final, by -nc, -ncg, -nге: Uuihtherinc Cod. Dipl., A.D. 811; Cymesinc, A.D. 822; Thīodningc, A.D. 779; Čāsingc, Cillincg, A.D. 814; Sēleberhtincg-lōnd, A.D. 814. This c, etc., even forces itself into the medial position: swulunega, gesōmnungcæ Cod. Dipl., A.D. 805–831. Even egg occurs: Geđdingggum, A.D. 825 (North. instances in Bouterwek, North. Ev. CXXXVIII).
Likewise medial \textit{ng} frequently becomes \textit{nc} before a surd: \textit{brinc\OE}, \textit{brings}; \textit{sprinc\OE}, \textit{springs}; \textit{str\OEnc\OE}, \textit{strength}; \textit{lenc\OEten, spring}; \textit{anesum, difficult}, for \textit{bring\OE}, \textit{streng\OE}, \textit{lengten} (and Ps. \textit{lenten}), \textit{ongsum}.

\textbf{Note 1.} That the pronunciation was \textit{nc} in such cases, even when \textit{ng} was written, appears from the occasional substitution of \textit{ng} for original \textit{nc}: \textit{dring\OE}, \textit{drinks}; \textit{õing\OE}, \textit{seems}; \textit{õeng\OE}, \textit{thinks}; \textit{sting\OE}, \textit{stinks}, for \textit{drinc\OE}, etc.

Simple \textit{n} is also occasionally written both for \textit{ng} and \textit{nc} in this position, especially in Kent. texts: \textit{stre\OEnc\OE}, \textit{õenc\OE}, for \textit{streng\OE}, \textit{õenc\OE}, etc. (184, note).

Hence we must conclude that the \textbf{g} of \textit{ng} denoted a sonant stop, which, according to 206, was either guttural or palatal; the latter subsequently passed over into the palatal fricative (\textit{d\OEz = Eng. j}); cf. 206. 4.

\textbf{Note 2.} Many later texts, which in other cases regularly reproduce older medial \textit{ng} by \textit{ng}, often represent older \textit{ngi} and \textit{ngj} by \textit{neg}: \textit{andf\OEnege, agreeable}; \textit{pun\OEwenge, temples}; \textit{get\OEnege, eloquent}; \textit{sp\OEnege, sponge}; \textit{land\OEbig\OEnegea, inhabitant}; \textit{gl\OEnc\OEgan, adorn}; \textit{m\OEnc\OEgan, mingle}, etc. Here the \textit{eg} (cf. 216) probably denotes palatal pronunciation, and perhaps even the sound of the fricative (\textit{d\OEz = Eng. j}).

216. Geminated \textit{g} is of twofold origin, and therefore has twofold phonetic value:

1) Usually it arose from Germ. \textit{gj} by West Germ. gemination (227), and is therefore certainly a palatal in OE. It is represented by \textit{eg}, which is not simplified at the end of a word (231); before \textit{a (o)} often written \textit{ege}, before \textit{u} also \textit{egi} (206. 3. b): \textit{se\OEcg, man}; \textit{hry\OEcg, back}; gen. sing. \textit{se\OEcges, hry\OEcges}; nom. plur. \textit{se\OEcg(e)as, gen. se\OEcg(e)a}, dat. \textit{se\OEcgeum (se\OEcgium)}; besides verbs like \textit{se\OEcg(e)an, say}; \textit{lie\OEcg(e)an, lie}, etc.
Note 1. Medial gg (also gc, gcg) rarely occurs, and then usually in earlier texts: dat. sing. hrygge; hyggean, think; seggan, ségcan, seçegan, etc.; more common is egg, especially in the earlier WS. manuscripts.

Note 2. In the rather late micgern, fat, for *midgern (OHG. mittigarni), the cg sprang from dg (cf. 196. 3).

2) Only in a few words is double g not from gj, and in these it is usually written gg, not cg: dogga, dog; frogga, frog; hogcian, impend; floegian, shine forth; floggettan, fluctuate; clugge, bell; sugga, ficedula, warbler; also seeaega, hair of the head; ēarwiega, earwig. Probably this spelling was intended to indicate the guttural pronunciation of this gg, contrasted with the palatal cg.

3) The pronunciation of both these groups was, according to the spelling and the later phonetic development, at least originally that of a double sonant stop; but the palatal geminate cg subsequently became the palatal fricative (dž = Eng. j); cf. note 2, and 206. 4.

h (x)

217. Initial h is simply a breath. It occurs without limitation before vowels, and likewise in the combinations hl, hr, hn, hw, which are perhaps only to be regarded as the surd l, r, n, w (like Eng. wh): hlæf, loaf; hlæhhan, laugh; hlæfn, raven; hring, ring; hnigan, bow; hnutu, nut; hwæt, what; hwit, white.

Initial h disappears in nabban, from ne habban (416, note 1; so in North. L. boðflic, beside behðflic, necessary), and in the second member of certain early compounds: Ænliepe, single (ON. einhleypr); vælrēow,
beside wælhrēow, savage; add forms like ifig,ivy; licuma, body; oundettan, confess, from *if-hēg, lic-hōma, *ound-hātjan, etc. (cf. 43, note 4, and the pronouns, 343; 348.2); so in compound proper nouns, like Waldære, and often in the later Ælfære, Ælfhelm, Ealdelm, for Ælfhere, Ælfhelm, Ealdhelm, etc.

Note 1. In the older MSS. initial h is sometimes lost: aefde, wæt, ring, for hæfde, hwæt, hring; and, conversely, there is now and then prothesis of h: hierre, hæmeteg, hlārēow, for ierre, æmeteg, lārēow (WS. instances in Cosijn, Taalk. Bijdr. 2. 130; Kent. in Zupitza, ZfdA. 21. 12; North. in Bouterwek, North. Ev. cxl, cxli). The pronunciation actually varies, however, only in the case of the verb hweorfan and its derivatives, and more frequently in that of hraēd, quick, adv. hraē, which alliterate not only with h, but also with w or r (cf. Rieger, Verskunst 9).

Note 2. In certain later texts h before a consonant begins to disappear: lāford, ring, rēat, for hlāford, hring, hrēat. Sporadic are such spellings as whæt, gewhāde, rhigge, for hwæt, gehwāde, hryge.

Note 3. In an alphabet of the eleventh century the name of h is given as ache (Wanley, Catalogus, p. 247).

218. Simple medial h, as well as original hw, disappears when followed by a vowel.

1) If a consonant precedes the h, the preceding vowel is lengthened upon the disappearance of the h; yet in the case of inflected words there are also occurrences of the short vowel, probably through analogy with forms in which the vowel did not undergo lengthening: feorh, life; mearh, horse; Weallh, Welshman, etc. (242); gen. feores and feores, nom. acc. plur. mēaras, Wealas, and mearas, Wealas; or 3 sing. -filhō, inf. fēolan, conceal (387, note 4), or ōyrel and ōyrel, aperture (probably from ōyrel — ōyrles, for orig. *pyrhil — *pyrhles).
Note 1. The plur. fīras, men (from feorh) has stable length, and so does swīra, swīora (later swēora), neck (beside WS. svūra, with doubtful quantity), if this goes back to orig. *svirh- (but compare ON. svīr, contrasted with firar, men, etc.). Add certain original compounds treated in the same manner: ēret, battle, beside derivatives; onettan, incite (43, note 4; also sporadic forms like orrettan, orretscipe); ēig, ivy (from *if-hēg, 217). In eofot, contest (from *ef-hāt); cofolsian, blaspheme (from *ef-hālsian; cf. 43, note 4), the eo perhaps points to shortness (hence North. L. ēbalsia, etc.?).

Note 2. Certain inflectional forms point to the retention of the short vowel: such are moru, parsnip (278, note 1); ðweoru, nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. neut. of ðweorh, transverse (295, note 1); and the verb ðwyrian, for *þwiorhjan (400, note).

2) If two vowels thus collide through the loss of h, contraction usually takes place (110 ff.; 166): feoh, gen. feōs (242); hēah, plur. hēa (295, note 1), etc.; compare also the contract verbs (373), like sēon, see, Goth. sailhwan, and many similar instances.

Note 3. In the oldest texts, like Ep., the h is still frequently retained in both cases: thōhæ, wlōhum, rỹhæ, furhum = WS. ðō, wlō(u)m, rēo, fūrum. Certain later forms, like horhihte, filthy, for older horwehte, are new formations (after nom. horh, 242, note 4). For North. genēhwia, approach, see 222, note 4.

219. On the other hand, medial h, when geminated or followed by a surd consonant, is usually retained, and in these cases is probably to be pronounced as a guttural or a palatal spirant, like the Germ. ch in ach and ich.

220. Geminated hh is not very common: geneahhe, sufficiently; siohhe, strainer; tioh, gen. tiohhe, order; tiohhian, arrange; (h)reohhe, fannus; geohhol, Yule month (beside ēola); c(e)ahhettan, croak; cohhettan, cough; wuhhung, rage; pohha, pocket; crohha, crock;
Ep. scocha, lenocinium; hliehan (392. 4); North. æhher (289), tæhher, tear (cf. 222, note 4).

Note 1. The MSS. not infrequently have simple h instead of hh: geneahe, geohol, her, hreohe, wuhung, hlihan; even at times ch: hreoehe, hliehan (Ælf. Gr.) and, especially earlier, hch: Ehcha Cod. Dipl., A.D. 700-715; tio(h)chian, pohcha Cura Past.

Note 2. Beside pohha and crohha are also found (especially Angl.?) pocca and crocea; with scocha compare scucca, tempter.

221. The older combinations, ht (232) and hs, usually remain:

1) ht is common: ealhta, eight; ryht, right; ðœhte, thought, and similar preterits (407); beorht, bright, etc.

Note 1. The oldest texts, perhaps on account of Latin influence, frequently have ct for ht: ambect, gisect, uuyrcta Ep.; mæcti, dryctin Cæd.; also cht: ambechtæ, söchtæ Ep.; htt: Cyniberhhtæ Cod. Dipl. A.D. 736; Æanberhhtæ, A.D. 755-757; and chtt: almewhtig Ruthwell Cross. Simple ht is, however, to be found in charters of the beginning of the eighth century. Very late texts sporadically introduce cht again: tæchtæ, taught; almewhtig, almighty, etc.; and here and there gt occurs, as in forgtian, fear.

For the interchange of ht and ct in preterits like ðryctæ and ðryhte see 407. 2.

Note 2. Occasionally h is lost, particularly after r: forhtian, wyrta, for forhtian, wyrhta.

2) In place of older hs the manuscripts have x: feax, hair; weaxan, grow; siex, six; miox, manure; wrixlan, change; oxa, ox; öxn, armpit, for Goth. fhæs, wahsjan, mainstus, etc.

Ecthipsis of h has taken place in nēos(i)an, visit (Goth. niulsjan, OS. niusôn); ðīsl, ðīsole, wagon-pole (beside older ðīxl Erf. Corp.; OHG. dīhsila); wæsma, wæstm, growth (from weaxan); North. sesta, seista, the sixth.
Note 3. Likewise for \( x = hs \) there occur the orthographical variants for \( x = cs \) (209, note), like hx, xs, hs: weahxan, pres. 3 sing. wihxō, pret. wēohx; meohx, oxsa, weahsan, etc.

Note 4. Even the hs which arose through vowel-syncope (222. 1) is often designated by x: syxt (syxst, etc.), seest, for siehst (374); especially in the rather frequent LWS. nēxta, the next (313, note).

222. 1) Moreover, h (= older h and hw) maintains its ground in WS. and Kent. whenever, in consequence of vowel-syncope, it is immediately followed by a surd. The chief instances are superlatives like hiēhsta, niēhsta (310; 313); abstract nouns ending in -ōu, like hiēhōu, hight; fēhōu, feud (255. 3); and the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. of strong contract verbs, like fehst, fehō from fōn (Goth. fāhan); siehst, siehō from séon, Goth. saihwgan, 374 (in contrast to weak verbs, like 2 and 3 sing. ēyst, ēyd, from ēyn, oppress, 408. 4). On the Angl. forms see 166. 6.

Not till late was h occasionally lost after r: ferō, life, instead of ferhō (also forms with ō, like gen. ferōōes, etc.).

2) On the contrary, h disappears between a vowel and a sonant consonant, especially l, r, m, n: ōwēal, bath (Goth. āwahl); stīle, style, steel (OHG. stahal); hēla, heel (from hōh, heel); flēam, flight (from flēon, 384, Goth. pliuhan); lēoma, brightness (connected with Goth. liuhap); ēmest, highest (Goth. aumhists); lēne, transitory (OS. lēhni); gesēne (Kent. Angl. gesēne), visible (for *sāhnia, from Goth. saihwgan); betwēonum, between (compare Goth. tweihnai). Compare also the declension of adjectives in h, like wōh (295, note 1): acc. sing. masc. wōne, gen. dat. sing. fem. wōre, gen.
plur. wōra, for wōhne, etc.; the comparative hiera, from hēah (307), etc.

Note 1. The same phenomenon is also observable in compounds, as in hēalic, high; gemālic, greedy; nēalic, near; nēalēcean, approach; plēolic, dangerous; tōlic, tough; wōlic, evil, from hēah, gemāh, nēah, pleoh, tōh, wōh; then eorise, bulrush; ēorod, troop; Ėomēr, from eoh, horse; hēanis, high, from hēah; nēawest, vicinity, from nēah; āver, āver (321, note 2), āwēr, āwēr (346), from hwēr, hwæðer; Plēowald, from pleoh; Hēaberht, hēadēor, hēador, stag, from hēah; similarly, rādor, roe, from rāhdeor; WS. wēobud, wēobud (even wēofud), for *wīohbed (Ps. R.¹ R.² wībed, beside R.¹ wīfod, wēofud, for *wīhbed, according to 165. 2; also Kent. Ps. L. Rit. Bede wīgbed). The same ecthipsis occurs before f in hēafre, -u, from hēahfore, -u, North. hēhfora, heifer.

Note 2. When the final h of hēah is lost, there is frequent gemination of the following n, r: acc. hēanne, sb. hēannis, gen. plur. hēarra, comp. hīerra (307).

Note 3. When the etymology is apparent, the h is often restored by analogy: hēahne, hīehra, hēahnis, etc.

Note 4. The oldest texts have retained this h in several instances: thuaehl Ep.; ūhuel Corp.; bitniuch Erf.; so also late North. before l in gen. ūnahles, fihles, panni L., before w in L. genēhwiga, approach, and before r in āh(h)er, ear of grain; tēh(h)er, tear (220). The frequent gemination of h in the last two words leads to a suspicion that there was a gemination of originally simple h before l, w, r (228).

223. Finally, h is always preserved at the end of a word: feoh, cattle, money; hēah, high; wōh, wicked; rūh, rough; tōoh, draw; after consonants: sulh, plow; Wealh, Welshman; feorh, life; furh, furrow. Likewise h for older hw, as in seah, saw, Goth. sahw, etc. Only in later texts occur also forms like sul, Weal (or sūl, Weal; cf. Beitr. 11. 559), formed upon the model of the polysyllabic cases (218).

Note 1. In the oldest texts the spelling is often ch: for example, t(h)rūch, tōch, elch, salch, thorch Ep.; subsequently now and then
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\( g \) (cf. 214. 1), as in feorg, horg, mearg, purg, for feorh, horh, meanh, ðurh, etc.

Note 2. Now and then an inorganic \( h \) appears at the end of a word, as in LWS. fréoh, free; éoh, yew; bléoh, color, for fréo, éo, bléo. This \( h \) is due to the example of such pairs as feoh – féos, héah – hées (218. 2).

THE OLD ENGLISH CONSONANTS IN GENERAL

1. CHANGES WHEN FINAL

224. Sonant stops and spirants seem to become surd when final; nevertheless, the spelling which predominates is the etymological, which assigns the same consonant to the end of a word as to the middle. Only of sporadic occurrence, and then for the most part in very ancient sources, are forms like lamp for lamb Kent. Gl.; felt Cod. Dipl., A.D. 662–693, Wulflhät, Peohthät, A.D. 794, for feld, -hād; North. instances in Bouterwek, North. Ev. cxlv (an isolated later example of \( t \) for \( d \) is sint for sind; for the 3 pers. in -t instead of -ð see 357; 360); -nc for -ng is more common (instances in 215); \( h \) for spirant \( g \) is very common (214. 1). Any difference in the pronunciation of \( f, (s)\), ð eludes observ- vation, since the same character represents both surd and sonant.

Note. For the treatment of gemination when final see 231.

2. GEMINATION

225. Every OE. consonant, except \( j \) and \( w \), is subject to gemination (on \( cg \) for \( gg \) see 216). In respect to
their origin, these geminates belong in part to Germ., in part to West Germ., and in part to OE.

226. Germanic gemination of l, r, m, n, and s is frequent. Examples are:

ll: eall, all; feallan, fall; full, full.
rr: steorra, star; feorran, far.
nn: onginnan, begin; mon, monnes, man.
mm: swimman, swim; hwom, hwommes, corner.
ss: gewiss, certain; wisse, knew; cyssan, kiss (232).

Less frequent are the following:

kk: bucca, buck; loc, locces, lock; stoc, stocces, stock.
tt: sceat, sceattes, coin.
pp: crop, croppes, crop; top, toppes, top; hnæp, hnæppes, bowl.

It is doubtful whether pp occurs as early as Germanic in oōde, or (Goth. aippau, but OS. eōo, Fris. ieftha) and moōde, moth (North. moōde, -a). Rare and somewhat doubtful are Germ. ff, hh, bb, dd, gg.

227. West Germanic gemination before j. All simple consonants in West Germ., with the exception of r, undergo gemination after a short vowel when they are followed by j. Thus Goth. saljan, skapjan, satjan, rakjan, are represented by OS. səllian, skəppian, set- tian, rəkkian, and, after the loss of the j (177), by OE. səllan, scieppan, səttan, rəcc(e)an. Original bj appears as hh in hliehhan, laugh; and original pj as 상담 in ryəda, mastiff; smiðde, smithy; sceδδan, injure (Goth. skapjan), etc. (pæδδan, traverse; stæδδan, fix, have
possibly Germ. pp). The place of fj is taken by OE. bb: hébban, heave (Goth. hafjan); and that of gj by cg: lécg(e)an (Goth. lagjan). On the other hand, r is not geminated: hère, hérges, army; wérian, defend; nérian, save; hérian, glorify (= Goth. harjis, warjan, nasjan, hazjan, etc.).

**Note 1.** The chapters on inflection contain numerous examples of this gemination, as, for example, in the jo- and jā-stems (247; 258; adj., 297), the weak verbs of the First and Third Classes (400 ff.; 415), etc.

**Note 2.** For the interchange of forms with and without gemination in the conjugation of verbs with the derivative suffix -jo see 410.

228. There is a similar gemination of t, c, p, h, before r and l in certain OE. words, though it does not occur uniformly: bittor, bitter; snottor, wise; wæccer, watchful; North. æhher, ear of grain; tæhher, tear (cf. 222, note 4); æppel, apple; along with bitor, snotor, wacor, ēar, tēar (from *ahur, *tahur, 111. 2), apuldre, apple-tree (compare Goth. baitrs, snutrs, ahs, tahrjan). So likewise, though probably not in the older texts, when the r, l has been conjoined with the preceding consonant as the result of syncope: thus, bēttra, beside bētra, better (Goth. batiza); miccles, beside micles, from micel (Goth. mikils).

**Note.** This irregularity presumably depends upon the fact that, before gemination had taken place, the r and l were sometimes syllabic, and subsequently passed into -ur, -ul, etc. (138 ff.). The older declensional forms must then, for example, have been nom. bitur (from *bitr), gen. bittres; tēar (from *tahur), gen. tæhires, etc.; and these gave rise to the double series bittur – bittres, and bitur – biteres, etc.

229. After a long vowel no such gemination before r takes place in the older texts. Gemination of tt and
dd occurs at a later period, accompanied, as is probable, with shortening of the vowel: ðædre, vein; blædre, bladder; nædre, viper; mœdrie, aunt, become ðeddre, blæddre, næddre, moddrie. In like manner, there is an interchange of ʰætor, venom; hlǔtor, clear; tūdor, progeny; ʰödor, fodder; mōdor, mother, with attor, hluttor, tuddor, foddor, moddor, in which the tt, dd owe their origin to the cases which had no middle vowel (144), like ʰatres, etc. Still more recent is the gemination of other consonants, in forms like riccra, deoppra, etc., from rīce, rich; dēop, deep.

230. Other OE. geminates arise from the conjunction of two consonants which were originally separated. Here belong (disregarding the conjunction of similar final and initial consonants in compound words) the tt from tp, dp (201. 4), and the tt and dd of weak preterits (404 ; 405).

Note 1. In certain words geminates occur side by side with simple consonants without any assignable reason, especially in the very early refercean, care, and in licettan, beside licettan, fawn. Only the later language has such gemination as in wissian, direct; scynnes, temptation; prinnes, trinity; preottýne, thirteen; prittig, thirty; tydde, taught, for older wisian, scienes, ðrines, ðrīotiæne, ðrītig, ṭyde, etc.

Note 2. In North., inorganic geminates (probably only graphic) are very common: eatta, eat; cymma, come, for cata, cyma, etc.

231. Gemination is simplified in the following cases:

1) Usually at the end of a word: compare forms like eal, feor, moun, swim, sib, sceat, bêd, sæc, teoh with ealles, feorran, mønnnes, swimman, sibbe, sceattes, bêddes, sæcce, teohlhe. Still, the rule is often disregarded, as, for example, in eall, mounn, upp, sibb, bêdd,
bliss, etc. The various texts exhibit great discrepancies in this respect.

cg is retained, even when final: secg, like seges (216).

2) Usually at the end of a syllable within a word: ealre, ealne, midne, nytne, from eal(l), ealles; mid(d), middes; nyt(t), nyttes; cyste, pret. of cyssan. Yet we frequently find eallre, eallne, etc.

3) Very frequently after a consonant in compounds: eorlic, manly; emniht, solstice; feltūn (for *felltūn, from *feldtūn), privy; geornes, desire; wildōr, wild animal; wyrtruma, root; wyrtūn, garden; gærstapa, grasshopper, for eorl-lic, emn-niht, georn-nes, wild-dēor, wyrt-truma, wyrt-tūn, gāers-stapa, etc.

Note 1. Exclusive of compounds, this case only occurs when r undergoes metathesis: burna, brook; biernan, burn; iernan, run; hors, horse, gen. horses, etc. Here simplification is the rule, only the earlier texts having certain wholly sporadic forms like burnna, irnn, horssum, cærssan (from cærse, cress).

Note 2. Simplification is even occasionally found after a long vowel or diphthong: rūmodlic, rūmedlic, magnanimous, for rūm-mōdlic; LWS. gelēaful, faithful, for gelēafful.

4) In the later language very commonly after an unstressed syllable; for example, in compounds like atelic, dreadful; swutolic, plain; digelic, secret; singālic, perpetual, for atolluc, swutolluc, digollic, singallic. As respects inflection, this rule applies especially to derivatives in nn, ll, tt, rr: neuters like wēsten and bārnet (248. 2, and note 2); feminines like cōndel and byrōn (258. 1, and note 3); verbs like bliccettan (403, note 2); gen. wēstennes, bārnettes, cōndelle, byrōenne, and later wēstenes, bārnetes, byrōene, inf. bliccetan, etc.; comparatives in -erra,
-era, like æfterra, æftera (314, note 1); the acc. sing. masc. of polysyllabic adjectives in -en and strong past participles, like gyldenne, geslægenne, later gyldene, geslægene; and the r-cases of polysyllabic adjectives and pronouns in -r and -re, like gen. plur. faegerra, ðøerra, ðowerra, syferra, later faegera, ðøera, ðowera (296, note 3), etc.

Note 3. The geminated consonants were often written, long after the second had ceased to be pronounced. Accordingly, geminates now and then occur by mistake for an originally simple consonant, as in forenne, before; ufenne, from above; ægennes, gen., of (his) own; this is especially common in the acc. sing. masc. of cucu, living: cuconne, etc. (303, note 1); for forene, ufene, ægenes, cucone, etc.

3. THE GROUPS ft, ht, st, ss

232. The following rule was already in force in Prim. Germ.: Every labial + t is changed to ft, and every guttural + t to ht; but a dental + t becomes either st or ss. OE. examples are:

a) Of ft: scieppan, create, gesceæft, creature; giefan, give (i.e., giebæn, 192. 2), gift, gift; ðurfæn, be allowed, ðearft, ðorfte (422. 6).

b) Of ht: hyegan, hope, hyht, hope; ðigan, own; magan, be able, 2 sing. ðæt, meaht (420. 2; 424. 10); the noun meaht, might; but especially the weak pret-erits (407).

c) Of st: wæt, knows, 2 sing. wæst; liðæn, go, læst, pathway; hladan, lade, hlæst, load.

d) Of ss: witan, know, pret. wisse, adj. (part.) gewis(s), certain; eðæn, say, ðondewis(s), answer; sittæn, sit, sess, seat.
The preceding rule does not apply when the \( t \) or other dental has been conjoined with the preceding labial, guttural, or dental as the result of OE. syncope: compare, for example, the weak preterits and past participles (405. 4; 406, and note), or the abstracts in -\( ðu \) (255. 3), etc.

4. GRAMMATICAL CHANGE

233. By 'grammatical change' is to be understood an interchange of the medial surd spirants \( s, \tilde{f}, \tilde{p}, \tilde{h}, \tilde{hw} \) with the corresponding sonant spirants, designated by \( z, \tilde{h}, \tilde{g}, \tilde{w} \) (but sometimes \( g \)), the interchange in question being a feature of Primitive Germanic, and taking place according to definite laws. The combinations \( ss, st, sp, sk, ft, ht \), were not subject to this change.

Note. The explanation of this interchange was discovered by K. Verner (Kuhn's Zeitschr. 23. 97 ff.). According to the law which he formulated, the sonant spirant always replaced the surd when the vowel next preceding did not, according to the original Indo-European accentuation, receive the principal stress.

234. In OE. the original correspondences are a trifle obscured by the fact that some of the sounds have undergone modifications. Thus \( \tilde{hw} \) passed into simple \( h \) (cf. 222; 223), and, like the latter, has frequently disappeared (218). Of the sonants, \( z \) passed into \( r \); the older \( \tilde{\sigma} \) (not to be confounded with the OE. \( \tilde{\sigma} = \tilde{p} \), 199) became \( d \); and the sound of \( \tilde{h} \) is not, as a rule, graphically distinguished from that of \( f \) (192). There consequently remain in OE. only the four pairs \( s - r, \tilde{p} - d, h - g \) (\( h - ng \), according to 186, note 4), and \( h - w \). Examples are:
a) s—r: glæs, glass, glæren, vitreous; cēosan, choose, cēas, curon, coren (384), cyre, choice; durran (422.7), dare, dearst, dorste, adj. gedyrstig, bold.

b) p—d: cwæðan, say, cwæð, cwædon, cweden (391), cwide, discourse; liðan, journey, -lida, -farer.

c) h—g: slean, strike, sliehst, sliehǭ, slōg, slōgon, slægen (392.2), slege, stroke; -slaga, -slayer; ðēon, thrive, ðāh, ðungen (383, note 3).

d) h—w: sēon, see (Goth. saihwæn), siehst, siehǭ, seah, sāwon, gesewen (391.2).

Note. The regularity of this interchange has been somewhat obscured in OE. as the result of analogy. Special instances will be noticed under the head of Inflection.
CHAPTER I. DECLENSION OF NOUNS

A. VOWEL OR STRONG DECLENSION

1. THE O-DECLENSION

235. The OE. o-declension comprises masculines and neuters. It corresponds to the second or o-declension of Greek and Latin (Gr. masc. -oς, neut. -ον; Lat. -us,-um). The corresponding feminines form the ă-declension.

Note. The Germ. o-declension is usually designated as the a-declension, since older o generally became Germ. a before it disappeared (45. 4). Yet it is perhaps better, in bestowing such names, to be actuated by the form of the final stem-vowel in Indo-European.

The o-stems may be subdivided as follows: (a) simple o-stems, (b) jo-stems, and (c) wo-stems, the two latter groups differing, as respects certain cases, from the pure o-stems.

236. The terminations of the masculines and the neuters are the same in all cases except the nom. and acc. plur., and may therefore be included in the same scheme.
Note. In North. the gender often varies between masc. and neut.; cf. also 251, note. In the other dialects this change of gender is much rarer, and limited to a few definite words.

237. The terminations of the o-stems are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N. V. A.</td>
<td>(-e; -u, -o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>-es</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parenthetical -e; -u, -o of the nom. acc. sing. are the terminations of the jo- and wo-stems (246; 249).

Note 1. In the oldest texts, and at times later in R.¹ and North., the gen. sing. is formed in -æs: dōmæs, etc. For -æs R.¹, North., and sporadically LWS., sometimes have -as: heofnas (LWS. heofonas, etc.). For later -ys (also occasionally -is) see 44, note 2.

An uumlauted gen., pointing to orig. -is, occurs in the Old Kent. adv. and gen. Ænes; cf. also 100, note 5.

Note 2. The dat. and instr. sing. coincide in the majority of texts, but in the oldest documents the dat. ends in -æ, while the instr. (at first probably a locative) ends in -i: dōmæ: dōmi (Beitr. 8. 324 ff.); subsequently, y is now and then found for i (folcy, etc.), and in R.¹ Rit. also sporadic -æ. The instr. seems originally to have had i-umlaut; compare the isolated form hwēne, from the neut. hwōn, trifele, and the instr. adj. Æne, from Æn, one.

A dat. loc. sing. without inflectional ending exists in hām (very rarely hāme), from the masc. hām, home, and the adverbial formulas tō dæg, to-day (older tō dæge; later also ālce, hwilce, sume, ðōre dæg, etc.); tō morgen, morgen, to-morrow; tō āfene, at evening.

Note 3. In North. the nom. plur. of many masculines belonging to this declension has the weak ending -o (-a, -e): gāstas and gāsto, etc.; R.¹ likewise occasionally has -a. Very late WS. texts have -es for -as.

Note 4. The gen. plur. in North. is often formed in -ana, -ona, after the manner of the n-stems: dagana, -ona, liomana, from dæg, lim. R.¹ has, besides -a, also -æ, -e, and -ana. LWS. texts often have genitives in -ena, -ana. A rare (also North.) by-form of the ending -a is -o, as in lēohtfato.
Note 5. In the nom. acc. plur. of neut. nouns -u is the older, -o the more recent form. In LWS. the -u, -o is generally replaced by -a. Ps. has almost exclusively -u, R.1.-u, rarely -a, -e, North. generally -o, but also not rarely -a; all three terminations occur in North., even in such neuters as are without endings in the other dialects (238).

Note 6. The dat. plur. frequently substitutes -um, -on, -an for -um in LWS. (cf. 293, note 2); this holds in all declensions.

a) Simple o-stems

238. Paradigms for the masculine and neuter: masc. dōm, judgment; neut. hof, dwelling; word, word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V. A.</td>
<td>hof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dōm</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. dōmes</td>
<td>hofes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. dōme</td>
<td>hofe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A.</td>
<td>hofu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dōmas</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. dōma</td>
<td>hofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. dōnum</td>
<td>hofum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wordum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like dōm are inflected primarily the monosyllabic masculines; like hof the monosyllabic neuters with a short radical syllable; and like word those with a long radical syllable.

Note 1. In certain LWS. texts the long neuters frequently take in the nom., acc., the ending of the short: wordu, weorcu, etc.

Note 2. The words in -els, like bridels, bridle; fætels, scrip; gyrdels, girdle; riecel, incense, are usually masc., rarely neut.

239. To this declension belong a great number of OE. nouns, and among them not a few which have been transferred to it from other declensions (especially long i- and u-stems; cf. 264; 265; 273).

1) Only those words are inflected with entire regularity which have an invariable final consonant and a
radical vowel incapable of change (except for i-umlaut, which need not here be considered). Such words are:

a) Masculines: āð, oath; hæft, captive; helm, helmet; hring, ring; wulf, wolf; earm, arm; eorl, man; mūð, mouth; drēam, joy, etc.

b) Neuters: a) short monosyllables: col, coal; dor, door; geoc, yoke; loc, lock, fold; hop, recess; lot, cunning; sol, slough; spor, trail; b) long monosyllables: bān, bone; bearn, child; dēor, animal; fyr, fire; gōd, good; lic, body; wif, wife, etc.

2) Nouns whose radical syllable ends in a geminate simplify the latter in the cases without inflectional ending, according to 231: masc. weal(l), wall; hwōm(m), corner; neut. ful(l), cup; gen. wealles, hwōmmes, fulles, etc.

The remaining nouns of this declension come under one of the following rules:

240. Words with æ before a simple consonant, like the masculines daeg, day; hwæl, whale; pæð, path; stæf, staff; the neuters bæc, back; bæð, bath; cræt, crate; dæl, dale; fæc, while; fæt, vessel; fnæd, fnæs, fringe; hæf, ocean; sæl, hall; stæð, shore; swæð, track; scræf, cavern; træf, tent; wæd, sea; wæl, those slain in battle, change the æ into a throughout the plural: daeg — dagas, daga, dagum; fæt — fatu, fata, fatum; only rarely and in late texts does æ remain: hwælas, stæðu, scræfus, etc.

Note 1. Ps. generally has ea for this a: featu, creatum, etc. (160); and sometimes North. and the poetry before terminations containing u, o: heafu, treamum, etc. (103, note 2).
Note 2. In LWS. the a of the plur. intrudes even into the gen. dat. sing.: pæð — pædes, pæde; fæt — fates, fate.

Note 3. WS. geat, gate (from gæt, 75. 1) generally has plur. gatu, rarely geatu by analogy with the vowel of the sing.; occasionally also gen. dat. sing. gates, gate (note 2). In the poetry geatu pre-dominates; Ps. has get — geatu (with u-umlaut). The plur. of ceaf seems to be only ceafu. gærs, grass (by metathesis for græs, 179) has plur. grasu.

Note 4. In like manner, mæg, kinsman, generally has plur. mægas, beside rare mægas (57, note 3).

241. The neuters with e, i before a single consonant, like gebed, prayer; gebrec, clamor; geset, habitation; gesprec, conversation; brim, surf; clif, cliff; hlið, slope; lið, limb; lim, limb; scip, ship; geffit, dispute; genip, darkness; gewrit, document, etc., originally have eo, io in the plur., by u- or o/a-umlaut, instead of e, i, so far as the phonetic laws of the various dialects permit (104 ff.; 160): gebeodu, cliofu, liðu, liomu, etc.; but in WS. prose this umlaut disappears, for the most part, rather early: clifu, limu, etc.

Note. The gen. plur. is the first to lose the eo, io. In the Ps., and to, some extent in North., its occurrence is extended to the masculines: Ps. weoras, weora, weogas (usually wegas, according to 164. 1), North. wearas, waras, -a, etc. (156. 3).

242. Words in h lose this sound before a vowel ending.

1) If the h is preceded by a consonant, the radical vowel is lengthened when the h is lost, though it sometimes occurs as short (218. 1): masc. seolh — sēoles and seoles, seal; neut. feorh — fēores and feores, life. So masc. fearh, swine; mearh, horse; ealh, temple; eolh, elk; healh, corner; sealh, willow; Wealh, Welshman.
2) If the h is preceded by a vowel, the loss of the h involves contraction (110 ff.): masc. eoh — ēos, horse; neut. feoh — fēos, money (275; North. feh, gen. fæes L., fēas R.2); ōeh — ōeos, thigh; and so masc. flēah, flea (usually weak masc. or fem. flēa, according to 277, note 2); hōh, hough (plur. hōs, hōas, dat. hōm, hōum, late hōn); scōh, scēoh, shoe (plur. scōs, scēos, late dat. scōn); neut. flāh, fraud; pleoh, danger; slōh, slough (also masc. and fem.); wōh, evil; ōrōh, malice; perhaps also flēah, albugo (also flīo, and with umlaut, flīe).

Note 1. In the later prose wōh usually forms its polysyllabic cases with g: wōges, wōge, as if the h of the nom. had sprung from g (214.1), in other words, as if conforming to models like bēah — bēages. On the other hand, there are sporadic nominatives without h, like near (223).

Note 2. Words in vowel + h have in the later language (earlier instances are wanting) the gen. plur. in -na, like the n-stems: feona, ōena, scēona (but North. L. scōe, sceēa).

Note 3. The plur. of neut. holh, hole, seems to be holu, as if from the synonymous short hol.

Note 4. horh, filth (generally masc., rarely neut.), forms its gen. dat. sing. and plur. as horves, horve, horwa, hor(e)wum, with grammatical change (234; rarely gen. hores, etc.), but nom. acc. plur. horas (beside neut. horwu); the poetry has instr. sing. horu.

243. The polysyllabic words of this declension are subject to the following rules:

1) Neuters originally trisyllabic (that is, before the operation of the law for final vowels, 130 ff.), with a long radical syllable, like nietur, cattle; hēafod, head, have u in the nom. acc. plur., like the short monosyllables (without syncope of the middle vowel, 244.2): nieturu, hēafodu (135.2). In Ps., however, these cases are
often without termination: hēafud, beside hēafudu, nētenu, etc.

2) Originally trisyllabic neuters with a short radical syllable have no ending in the nom. acc. plur.: reced, building; werod, bands (135. 2); yet generally yflu (yfelu), evils, beside yfel. Forms like weredu are not found till late.

3) Original disyllables, like wāp(e)n, weapon; tung-(o)l, star; tāc(e)n, sign; wund(o)r, wonder (stems *wāpna-, *tungla-, *taikna-, *wundra-; cf. 138 ff.) are treated like the other long-stemmed neuters (238), that is, the nom. acc. plur. is without ending, like the nom. acc. sing.; yet they in some cases take the ending -u at a rather early period after the pattern of the trisyllabic: wāpen, tungol, tācen, wundor, and wāp(e)nu, tunglu, tācnu, wundru. So also wæter, water (stem *watra-), plur. wæter, and more frequently wæt(e)ru.

Note. The neut. wole(e)n, cloud, sometimes throws off the final n in the earlier language: nom. acc. sing. and plur. wole, but gen. always wolcnes, etc. (188, note 2). The unlauted plur. welcnu is not sufficiently vouched for. Beside tācen there is also a form tâc; beside bēacen, sign, also bēane, bēne (185; 108. 2). Instead of the plur. tunglu there is a late weak plur. tunglan.

4) The laws concerning the treatment of middle vowels (143; 144). Under these are included the following:

244. 1) Disyllabic words having a long stem syncopate the vowel of the last syllable before a vocalic ending (144) when it is not rendered long by position: ēngel — ēngles, angel; tungol — tangles, star; ātor — ātres, venom; tācen — tācnes, token; māḏum — māḏmes, jewel; hēafod — hēafdes, head; ãled — ãlde,
fire; morgen — morgnes and mornes, morn (214, note 10); but hengest — hengestes, stallion; fætels — fætelses, purse, etc.

2) The older documents do not generally exhibit syncope of the originally trisyllabic nom. acc. plur. neut., like niëtenu, hēafodu (144. b); while, on the other hand, they have wēpnu, tunglu (beside older wēpen, etc., 243). In later texts the difference is obliterated: hēafdu, etc.

245. Under similar circumstances, disyllabic words having a short stem retain the original vowel of the second syllable, but reject it whenever it arose from syllabic nasal or liquid in the nom. acc.; only -er, -or, from syllabic r, generally remains (148). Hence stapol — stapoles, pillar; hamor — hamores, hammer; heofon — heofones, heaven; darō — darōes, arrow; Metod — Metodes, God; heorot — heorotes, hart; but fugol — fugles, fowl (fugoles, fugeles only late); and likewise leger — legeres, lair; ðunor — ðunosres, thunder; wēter — waeteres (and waetres), water, etc.

b) jo-stems

246. Paradigms for the masculine: hêre, army; sêcg, man; ênde, end. For the neuter: cyn, kin; rice, realm; wēsten, desert.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N.V. A. hêre</td>
<td>sêcg</td>
<td>ênde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. hêr(i)ges</td>
<td>sêcgges</td>
<td>êndes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. hêr(i)ge</td>
<td>sêcege</td>
<td>ênde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N.V. A. hêr(i)g(e)as</td>
<td>sêcg(e)as</td>
<td>êndas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. hêr(i)g(e)a</td>
<td>sêcg(e)a</td>
<td>ênda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. hêr(i)gum</td>
<td>sêcg(i)um</td>
<td>êndum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DECLENSION OF NOUNS

Neuter

Sing. N.V.A. cyn(n)’ rice wēstennum
G. cynnes rīces wēstennes
D. I. cynne rice wēstennenne
Plur. N.V.A. cyn(n) rīc(i)u wēsten(n)u
G. cynna rīc(e)a wēstenna
D. I. cynnum rīc(i)um wēstennum

Note 1. For the e of the nom. acc. sing. the oldest texts have i: hēri, ēndi, rīci (Beitr. 8. 326 ff.).

Note 2. Beside forms like nom. acc. plur. rīc(i)u there sometimes occur those in -iō, -eō, like gefylcio, rīceo, etc.

For the insertion of e, i, to denote palatal pronunciation in the case of words in g, c, see 206. 3. b.

247. hēre and sécg exhibit the inflection of masculines, cyn(n) that of the neuters with a short radical syllable before the jo (stems *harja-, *sagja-, *kunja-). Of these, hēre is the only one which has retained its short syllable, as the others doubled the final consonant in West Germ. (227). Further examples of this declension are:

a) Masculines: hryec, back; wēcg, wedge; dyn(n), din; hlyn(n), uproar; hyl(l), hill.

b) Neuters: nēt, net; flēt, floor; bēd, bed; wēd, pledge; gied, saying; nēb, beak; wīcg, horse, etc.

Note 1. For the simplification of West Germ. geminates at the end of a word cf. 231.

Note 2. The gen. sing. of hēre sometimes occurs as hēres, the dat. instr. sing. as hēre, and the nom. acc. plur. as hēras. For the neut. spere see 262; 263, and note 4.

Note 3. The neut. hī(e)g, hay (Goth. hawi, stem *hawja-) has retained the j in all its forms as g; but hīew, hīw, form (Goth. hiwi, stem *hiwjja-); dial. also hīow without umlaut, 100, note 2, North. hīu, in the poetry also hēo), has generalized the w: gen. hīewes (hīowes), etc. Stem *gliwjja-, neut., joy, has WS. *glieg, gliç, gen.
gliges, etc.; but Ep. gliu, and in the poetry glēo, gen. gliwes, rarely gliowes, etc. Stem *blīja-, neut., color (OŚ. bī, neut.), occurs as blēo (and with inorganic h as blēoh, 223, note 2), gen. blēos, etc. (and late blēoges, following blēoh, cf. 242, note 1), dat. plur. blēom, blēoun (blēowum), gen. blēo (later also blēoa and blēona, 242, note 3).

248. 1) Like ende are declined the masculines, like rice the neuters, with an originally long syllable before the jo (or io, according to 45. 8):

a) Masculines: ęne, servant; hierde, herdsman; lēce, physician; mēce, sword; and the numerous agent-nouns in -ere (North. often -are), like bōcere, scribe; fiscere, fisherman; ērōwere, martyr, to which has been added the foreign word cāsere, emperor (LWS. occasionally merely -re: bōcre; cēlre, lictor; drēfre, disturber; gliwre, minstrel; ēmrre, calculator; seēawre, spy; so also North. seēawre; ērōwre, martyr; ondētre, confessor);

b) Neuters: wēge, cup; wite, punishment; stiele, steel; stycee, piece; ērēnde, errand; formations with ge-, like gewāde, clothing; gemierece, boundary; getimbre, carpentry; and many others.

Note 1. Contraction occurs in the case of *gescie, geseý, shoes, and gecý, pair of cows (?), gen. plur. gecý.

2) Like wēsten go the derivatives in -en, like ēfen, evening (also masc.), faesten, fortress; and in -et, like onālet, fire; lieget, lightning; nierwet, defile, pass; rēwet, rowing; sæwet, sowing, etc.

Note 2. In the later texts nn, tt are usually simplified: wēstenes, bārnnetes, etc. (231. 4), and even the preceding vowel is sometimes eliminated, as in ēfnes, beside ēfenes and ēfennes; nom. acc. plur. wēstnu, beside wēstenu and wēstennu.
Note 3. wēsten is rarely fem., and in late texts masc.: plur. wēstenas; lieget, too, has occasionally a late plur. lieget(т)as, beside which stands a fem. lieget(u), according to 258. 1.

Note 4. Here perhaps belong the diminutives in -incel (OHG. -incl): bögincel, twig; cofincel, cabinet; dōwincel, servant; hæftincel, slave; hūsincel, cottage; liīncel, limb; rāpincel, cord; scipincel, bark; sūlincel, little furrow; tūnincel, small estate; wīlincel, slave, etc. These almost always syncopate the e when inflected: hūsincles, etc., but nom. acc. plur. dōwincelu Ps., sūlincela Gl.

c) wo-stems

249. The paradigm for the masculine is bearu, grove; for the neuter, searu, armor (stems *barwa-, *sarwa-).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sing. N. V. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bearu, -o</td>
<td>searu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. bearwes</td>
<td>searwes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. I. bearwe</td>
<td>searwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plur. N. V. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bearwas</td>
<td>searu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. bearwa</td>
<td>searwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. I. bearwum</td>
<td>searwum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So likewise are inflected the neuters bealu, evil; meolu, meal; smeoru, lard; teoru, tar; c(w)udu, cwiodu, cud.

Note 1. A u, o, or e often occurs before the w in the oblique cases, the latter being especially found when the termination contains an a, u: bealowes, -we, but bealewa, bealewum (260, note 1; 300, note).

Note 2. In late texts w intrudes into the forms without inflectional ending: smeoruw, meluw; on the other hand, there is an early dat. plur. without w: smerum.

Note 3. The nom. acc. plur. of the neuters subsequently ends in -wu, -wa: searwa, etc.; compare also horwu (242, note 4).

Note 4. The compound sciptearo (from teoru) has an irregular gen. sciptearos; otherwise this word is also weak (276).

Note 5. Of long stems there belongs here probably gād, lack (Goth. gaidw), found only in nom., which has lost its w according to 174. 4.
INFLECTION

250. Words with a vowel before the w exhibit various discrepancies:

1) The originally long-stemmed masculines snāw, snow; dēaw, custom; dēaw, dew (also neut.); bēaw, gadfly; neut. bēow, grain (ON. bygg; only gen. bēowas, bēowes Ep. and its kin); sēaw (rarely masc.), sap; onclēow, ankle (nom. acc. plur. onclēow and onclēowu); and the words formed by the prefix ge-, such as gehrēow, penitence; gehlōw, bellow, have w in all cases, if we except certain ancient forms like snā, sēa (174.3).

Note 1. So is declined masc. hlāw, hlēw, barrow (rarely late neut.; originally no doubt a neut. os-stem. 288 ff.). To Goth. hraiw, corpse (also orig. neut. os-stem) corresponds hrēw, hrāw (late also hrēaw, 118, note 2) and neut. hrē, hrā (also masc., cf. 173.2; 174.3), gen. hrēwes and hrēs, nom. acc. plur. hrē(w), hrā(w), hrēaw and hrēwas, etc., early gen. hrē, etc.

Note 2. The stems in -iwa- receive the same treatment in WS. as the other long stems: masc. briw, pottage; gīw (gīow), griffin; sliw, moth; Tiw; gen. briwes, etc.; Mercian has g for w: brig, gig, slī(g), Tīg, gen. briges, etc. Beside masc. īw (īow, ēow), yew, the Runic Song has ēoh. On hlīw and gīlī see 247, note 3.

2) The originally short neuters strēaw, straw; trēow, tree; enēow, knee, and the masc. dēow, servant, with its compounds lāttēow, leader; lārēow, teacher (stems *strawa-, *trewa-, *knewa-, *þewa-), are declined as follows in WS.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N. A.</th>
<th>Plur. N. A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trēo(w)</td>
<td>třēowu, třēo(w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. trēowes</td>
<td>dēowas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. trēowe (trēo)</td>
<td>G. trēowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. trēowe</td>
<td>D. I. třēowum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 3. hlēo, protection (stem *hlēwa-, masc. or neut.), which only occurs in the sing., has a rare form hlēow; otherwise final w
(73, note 2) is generally found in WS. With strēaw (WS. only nom. acc. sing. and a plur. strewu [?]) compare the compound strēa(w), strawberige, strawberry. Beside lāttēow, lārēow there is also a WS. weak masc. lāttēowa, lārēowa, North. lātu, lāru(u)a L., lārwa R.² (276).

Note 4. The declension of these words in Angl. exhibits many variations:

a) Ps. has regularly masc. ðēow, ðiow (only once ðēo), gen. -es, etc., beside lādτow, plur. -as; but neut. sing. nom. acc. trēo(w), trīow, trēw, gen. trēs, dat. trēo; plur. nom. acc. trēo, trēw, cnēow, gen. trēa;

b) R.¹: sing. nom. acc. -þeuv, lāttēuw, lār(e)uw, ðēow, plur. nom. acc. -þe (and adj. -þeuvve), lātēuw, lātuwas, lātevas, lārewas, neut. sing. nom. acc. strēu, knēu, trēuw, trēow, gen. trēowes, trēos, dat. trēo, plur. acc. cnēu, dat. trēowum;

c) L.: masc. sing. nom. acc. ðēa, gen. ðēas, dat. ðēua, plur. nom. acc. ðēas, gen. ðēana, dat. ðēwum; sing. nom. acc. lātu, lāru, gen. lāruas, plur. nom. acc. lātuas, lāru(u)as, lārwas, gen. lārau, dat. lārwum; neut. sing. nom. acc. strē, trē(e), trēo, trēu, gen. strēes, trēes, dat. trē(e), trēo, cnēu, cnēw, cnēva, gen. trēwana, trēuna, dat. trēum, trēwum, cnēum, cnēum, cnēoum;

d) R.²: masc. sing. nom. acc. lārow, forldātow, plur. nom. acc. lārwas, gen. lārwar, dat. lārwum, -om; neut. sing. nom. acc. trēo, cnēo, dat. trēe, plur. nom. acc. trēo, gen. trēona, dat. trēoum, trēum, cnēom;

e) Rit.: masc. sing. nom. acc. ðēa, gen. ðēas, dat. ðēa, plur. acc. ðēa, gen. ðēana, dat. ðēaum; sing. nom. acc. lātvu, lār(w)u, gen. lārwas, plur. nom. acc. lārwas; neut. sing. nom. acc. trē(e), plur. gen. trēona, dat. cnēum.

2. THE ā-DECLENSION

251. The ā-declension contains the feminines corresponding to the masculines and neuters in -o.

Note. In North. many of these feminines are also employed as neuters and masculines, and then conform to the inflections of these genders (236, note).
a) Simple ā-stems

252. Paradigms:

a) for short stems: giefu, gift;

b) for long stems: ār, honor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V. giefu, -ō</td>
<td>ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. giefe</td>
<td>āre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. giefe</td>
<td>āre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. giefe</td>
<td>āre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A. giefa, -ē</td>
<td>āra, -ē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. giefu, -ena</td>
<td>āra, -na, -ena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. giefum</td>
<td>ārum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. The oblique cases of the sing. and the nom. acc. plur. end in -ē in the oldest texts; only sporadically does the dat. instr. exhibit -i, as in rōdi, caestri, in which the i is probably borrowed from the o-declension (237, note 2). For the declension of abstract nouns in -ung see 255.1.

Note 2. In L. and Rit. these feminines have -es in the gen. sing., like the masc. and neut.: rōdes, säules, somnnunges, etc. Such genitives are not rare in LWS.: helpses, sorges, etc., especially in certain stereotyped phrases and constructions beginning with a genitive without the article, such as helps biddam, ādles grānug, sybbes (257) lufu, and formulas like sorges and sāres, etc.

Note 3. In WS. and Kent. the nom. acc. plur. regularly ends in -a, while -e is clearly the orig. Angl. ending; accordingly -a is wanting in Ps. (as also in the oldest texts, see note 1; but R.1 has -a, beside -e). In North. there is, beside -e, -a, a (weak) by-form in -o (253, note 2).

Note 4. In the gen. plur. -a is the proper and usual termination (compare Goth. gibō), while -ena has intruded from the weak declensions, occurring in WS. and Kent. only in certain short stems (such as carena, fremena, gifena, lufena); very rarely in long stems (ār(e)na, lār(e)na, sorg(e)na); in Cura Past. -ena is entirely wanting. On the relation between -na and -ena, as well as on dialectic by-forms, cf. 276, note 2 ff.

Note 5. The North. declension of feminines is much disordered. Thus in L. Rit. nominative forms also stand for the acc., more rarely for the dat., and conversely (R.² is more true in this respect to primitive conditions); and there are many other variations and uncertainties.
253. As examples of short stems may be adduced caru (cearu, 102, note 3), care; seeqmu, seeamuu, shame; cwalu, death; laqdu, invitation; swadu, track; sacu, persecution; irector, combat; wracu, persecution; ondswaru, answer; denu, valley; degu, reception; scolu, shoal; lufu, love, etc.

Note 1. Beside giefu(m), gifu(m), gyfu(m), there occurs (especially in Ps. and North.) geofu(m), with u-umlaut (106. 1). In Ps. the words with original a have ea in the nom. sing. and dat. plur., according to 160 (ondswearu, -um, etc.). In the cases which terminate in -e, the a of the root is often replaced by ae, particularly in the words which end in -e: sæce, őræce, wræce, but also laæde, swæde, beside sace, laæde, swæde, etc.

Note 2. In late texts the u of the nom. is frequently extended to the other cases of the sing.: racu, sagu, talu, lufu, etc. In North. the short-stemmed feminines have nearly lost all traces of declension; that is, they show in all cases except gen. dat. plur. an -o, more rarely -u, but also -a or -e: L. lufu, -o, -a; wræcco, -e, wrac(e)o; geafo, geafa, gefo, gefe; seeqma L., seeqmu, -o; R.² lufo, wraco, geofo, gefe, snora; Rit. lufu, geafa, scqma, ondsvære; and sporadically also R.¹ lufu, geofu, etc.; but also L. Rit. gen. sing. in -es, -æs: gefes, lufes, etc. (252, note 2).

254. 1) The number of feminines with a long stem is very considerable. Examples of monosyllabic words are: feoht, fight; fór, journey; glôf, glove; heall, hall; lár, lore; mearc, boundary; sorg, care; stund, time; őrág, while; wund, wound; with a derivative consonant: ádl, disease; nêdl, needle; frôfor, consolation; wôcor, growth; ceaster, town.

2) Like the long stems, the originally trisyllabic stems with a short radical syllable discard the u of the nom. sing.: byden, butt; ciefes, concubine; firen, iniquity; tigol, tile; (but exceptionally with u there occurs egenu, chaff = OHG. agana). To these must
be added the original i-stems ides, woman; duguð, virtue; geoguð, youth (269, note 4), and the long stem sāwol, soul (Goth. saiwala), together with all abstract nouns in -ung, -ing, like monung, warning; leornung, -ing, learning (255.1).

255. The following peculiarities of this declension still remain to be noted:

1) The WS. and Kent. abstracts in -ung frequently have in the dat. sing., but also in the gen. sing., and even in the acc. sing., the termination -unga instead of -unge: leornunga, costunga, etc.

Note 1. In Ps. there is still a gradation of the suffixal vowel, so that the dat. plur. ends in -ingum, while the other cases have -ung (the gen. plur. is not found, Zeuner, p. 58).

2) Disyllabic words with a long stem-syllable and simple final consonant syncopate the vowel of the final syllable (144) in the oblique cases, while those with a short stem retain it: sāwol — sāwle (sāule), soul; frōfor — frōfre, consolation; wōcor — wōcre, usury; but firen — firene, sin; ides — idese, woman, etc.

3) The originally trisyllabic abstracts which in Goth. end in -iða have in the nom. sing. the ending -u, -o, like the short stems, but subsequently assume a shortened form in -ō: cēððu and cēðð (OHG. cundida), race, kinship; strengðu and strengð (OHG. strengida), strength; gesyntu (OHG. gasuntida), health; ēamētu (OHG. *ōťmuotida), humility; ofermētu (OHG. *ubarmuotida), arrogance; and weordēmynt (orig. *-munidîpa), honor. Both forms intrude gradually into the oblique cases of the sing., especially into the acc., which originally had only -e, following the rule.
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Note 2. This usurpation on the part of the -u is presumably caused by the abstracts in -u (279).

4) Words in h lose it before a vowel termination, whereupon contraction may supervene (cf. 242): snearh — sneâre, harp-string; lêah — lêa, lea.

Note 3. LWS. leah often has gen. leâge, etc., like words in g becoming h when final (214. 1); but also frequently later masc. lea, gen. sing. nom. acc. plur. leas, and more rarely gen. leages in compound place-names. The neut. masc. slôh also has occasionally the fem. gen. dat. sing. slô (242. 2).

Note 4. brû, brow, has nom. acc. plur. brûa and brûwa, dat. brûum (brûm ?) and brûwum, gen. brûna.

b) jâ-stems

256. The originally short stems have all become long by the gemination of the consonant preceding the j (227), and their declension no longer differs from that of the stems originally long. The terminations are those laid down in section 252, so far as no express statements to the contrary are made below.

257. Paradigms:

a) for stems originally short: sib(b), peace;
b) for stems originally long: gierd, rod.

Sing. N. V. sib(b) gierd Plur. N. V. sibba, -e gierda, -e
G. sibbe gierde G. sibba gierda
D. I. sibbe gierde D. I. sibbum gierdum
A. sibbe gierde A. sibba, -e gierda, -e

Note 1. For the simplification of West Germ. geminates at the end of a word cf. 231.

Note 2. The jâ-stems never take a gen. plur. in -(e)na (252, note 4). On an occasional gen. sing. in -es see 252, note 2.
Note 3. The declension of the ja-stems differs from that of the simple long a-stems only in the total lack of the weak gen. plur., and in the i-umlaut of the radical syllable. They are distinguished from the long i-stems (269) by the acc. sing. in -e.

258. 1) Among the monosyllables which are declined like sibb are the following: ben, death-wound; brycg, bridge; eribb, manger; ecg, edge; fit, canto; hell, hell; hen, hen; nyt, advantage; seacc, contest; secg, sword; syll, sill. To these must be added, so far as regards the gemination of a final consonant before a vowel ending, certain derivatives in -l, -n, and -s, like condel, candle; gyden, goddess; wiergen, she wolf; byrden, burden; raeden, arrangement; haegtes, witch; forlegis, adulteress; Lindis, Lincolnshire; gen. condelle, wiergenne, byrdenne, haegtesse, etc.; together with the abstract nouns in -nes, gen. -nesse, like halignes, holiness.

On the other hand, certain derivatives in t, especially hyrnetu, hornet (Erf. hirnitu, Corp. hurnitu); ielfetu, swan (Ep. Corp. ælbitu); *liegetu, lightning (Ps. légitu), have in the earlier language -u in the nom. sing. after a single t, while the oblique cases double the t: ligette, etc. (but Ps. légitse).

Note 1. Here belongs, likewise, the foreign word lęmpedu, lamprey. — There are also later abbreviated nominatives like hyrnet, and regular weak inflections like hyrnette, ylfette, gen. -an, etc.; on lieget as a neut. see 248. 2, with note 3. — In LWS. there is sometimes a nom. sing. in -nisse, -nysse, instead of -nes, -nis, -nys. In like manner, R.¹ has -nisse, beside -nis, -nes; R.² -nisse (-nesse), beside -nis; L. Rit. -nise, -nisse, beside L. -nis(s).

Note 2. Other nouns having u in the nom. sing. are eowu, ewe (Goth. *awí), beside ewe, cowe, gen. eowo and ewes, cowes, and ðeowu, handmaiden (Goth. þíwí), beside ðeowe, from which latter form we have also weak forms, gen. ðeowán, etc. The feminine nouns derived from masculines by 1-umlaut and the addition of -en
occasionally take the nominative ending -u in LWS.: gydenu, goddess; òinenu, mënnenu, handmaiden; mynecenu, nun; now and then there are weak forms, like nom. nefene, granddaughter, infl. gydenan, etc.

Note 3. The double consonants of derivatives are often simplified in later texts: -rædene, etc. (231. 4).

Note 4. Here belongs also WS. cnëoris, gen. cnëorisse, generation (so also R.1; Blickl. cnëorison). North. has cnëo-, cnëuresu, -o, -a, -risso, -rise, also -reswu, -o, plur. -reswo L. R.2, etc.

2) With gierd belong, for example, æx, ax (Ps. æces, North. acas); hild, battle; hind, hind; hyð, booty; wylf, she wolf; yð, wave; and certain derivatives in -s, like bliðs, bliss, bliss; liðs, liss, favor; milds, milts, compassion.

Note 5. In ïeg, ïg (ëg), island (ON. ey, eyjar); cáeg, key, the derivative ï is retained as g. For bënd see 266, note 1.

  c) wä-stems

259. Nouns with a long vowel or diphthong are regularly declined like the simple a-stems: stōw (stōu), place; hrēow, repentance; trēow, faithfulness; gen. stōwe, hrēowe, etc.

Note. Without w appear òrēa, threat, throe (from *pra(w)u, compare Ep. thrauu, OHG. drawa), and clēa, clēo, claw (from *kla(w)u, *klæ(w)u, compare OHG. klāwa, 111; 112). The former is indeclinable, except for the dat. plur. òrēa(u)m, or more rarely inflects as a weak masc. (277, note 2). Of clēa there is only the acc. plur. clēa, clēo, dat. clēam, and poet. clám; but, besides, clawu, a new formation, is regularly declined like giefiu. On ëa see 284, note 4.

260. When a consonant precedes the w, the paradigms are as follows: beadu, battle; mæd, mead.

Sing. N. beadu mæd | Plur. N. beadwa, -e mæd(w)a, -e
G. beadwe mæd | G. beadwa mæd(w)a
D. I. beadwe mæd | D. I. beadwum mæd(w)um
A. beadwe mæd | A. beadwa, -e mæd(w)a, -e
Like *beadu* are declined the short stems *nearu*, *distress*; *sceadu*, *shadow*; *si(o)nu*, *sinew*; and the plur. tant. *geatwe*, *arms*; *frætwe*, *ornaments*. Like *mæd* are declined the long stems *læs*, *pasture*; *blöd(es)læs*, *phlebotomy*; *ræs*, *suggestion(?).

**Note 1.** Occasionally a vowel appears before the *w* of the short stems: *beadowe*, *nearowe*, *geatwe*, *frætewum* (249, note 1).


**Note 3.** The long stems have regularly lost the *-u* of the nom. sing. (yet we find a newly formed nom. *blödæswu*, beside *blödæs*), and so developed at an early period forms without *w*. *mæd* has an early dat. *mēda*, as if from a *u*-stem (274).

3. THE I-DECLENSION

261. The i-declension of OE. is chiefly confined to masculines and feminines, since a few words which were originally neuter, like *mēre*, *mēne*, *èle* (and *bēre*, *ēge*, *ēhte*, *sigē*, 263, note 4), have passed over to the masculine gender.

With the exception of masc. *Seaxe* (264); fem. *meaht*, beside *miht* (Old Kent. Angl. *mǣht*); *gescealf*, *creature*; *geðecahht*, *thought* (both also neut.), and the neut. *spere* (262; 263), the nouns of this declension have in all cases *i*-umlaut if the radical syllable will admit (*liode*, later *lœode*, *people*, 264, has semiumlaut to *iō*, 100. 2, and note 2); this often furnishes the only test by which to distinguish these words from those of the o-declension, with which the masculines have much in common.
The masculine and neuter nouns with a short radical syllable end in -e in the nom. acc. sing., while the corresponding feminines have -u; all the long i-stems, on the other hand, terminate in a consonant without distinction of gender.

a) Masculines and Neuters

1) Short Stems

262. Paradigms: masc. wine, friend (Germ. *wini-z); neut. spere, spear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N.V. A. wine</td>
<td>spere</td>
<td>Plur. N.V. A. wine</td>
<td>speru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. wines</td>
<td>speres</td>
<td>G. wina, winig(e)a</td>
<td>spaera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. wine</td>
<td>spere</td>
<td>D. I. winum</td>
<td>sperum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

263. 1) Like wine are declined such masculines as bere, barley; dene, valley; cle, oil; hefe, weight; hege, hedge; menе, necklace; mere, sea; mete, food; sele, hall; stede, place (beside styde, esp. Kentish; North. styd, note 5); ciele, coolness; hæle, man; hype, hip; hyse, youth; byre, son; hyge, myne, mind; pyle, pillow; ryge, rye; oyle, orator; dile, dill; ile, sole of the foot; white, countenance; the plural Dene, Danes (sing. in the compound Healfdene); and a great number of verbal abstracts like drpe, stroke; ece, ache; ege, terror; hete, hate; slege (slæge), blow (plur. slegeas, 206. 3. b); stæpe, step (plur. stæpas, etc., also late stapas); bite, bite; blice, exposure; cwide, speech; gripe, grip; (æt-, on-)hrine, touch; scride, step; sice, sigh; sige, victory; slide, fall; snide, incision; spiwe, spewing; stice, stitch; stige, ascent; stride, stride; swile (swyle),
tumor; oftige, subtraction; bryce, breach; bryce, custom; bryne, burning; byge, bend (plur. bygeas); (ge)bye, event; cyme, coming; cyre, choice; drype, blow; dryre, fall; dyne, din; flyge, flight; gryre, horror; gyte, inundation; hryre, fall; lyge, lie; lyre, loss; foreynie, presumption; ryiie, course; scyfe, shove; scyte, shot; sypo, etc.; and the abstracts in -scipe, -ship, like freondscipe, friendship.

2) Neuters are such as sife, sieve; ofdle, ofdale, declivity; gedyre, door-post; oferslege, lintel; orlege, fate; wlæce, tepidity, and probably also gemyne, care; gedyne, din; gewile, will, whose gender is doubtful.

Note 1. In the oldest texts the sing., with the exception of the gen., ends in i (246, note 1): Bede has an early gen. in -is: Eadwini(is).

Note 2. The proper termination of the nom. acc. plur. of the masculines is -e, older -i (compare Goth. gasteis, and 44, note 1); the termination -as is borrowed from the o-declension, although it is more common than -e. In the gen. plur. the form in -a is by far the more common. The ending -ig(e)a, -ia is only found in Denig(e)a, winig(e)a.

Note 3. A few words go over more or less completely to the jo-declension, by doubling the simple consonant at the end of the radical syllable (227; 247), and dropping the -e in the nom. acc. sing. Thus WS. me te regularly forms the plur. me ttas (more rarely a sing. me tt, me ttes), hyse has hysas and hyssas (likewise in the sing. hysses, etc.), ile has plur. illas and ilas. Parallel with dyne occurs dynn, dynnes; beside of dle, North. æfdæll; and, beside gewile, usually gewill. Irregular are gewif, fate, gen. gewifes, plur. gewi(o)fu, beside gewef, web; sël, hall, plur. selu, beside neut. säl, masc. sële, and (nent.?) salor.

Note 4. bere, ege, hête, sige, and perhaps a few others, were without doubt originally neuters in -iz (compare Goth. *bariz- (in barizeins), agis, hatis, sigis), but were treated like masculines in -i-z; the neuters which remain also probably belonged to the iz-class (288 ff.), as well as spere, which appears in early compounds as spe(o)ru- (128; 288 ff.). hæle (hæle ?), which only occurs in the
sing., has come from the consonant-declension (281. 1). Quite exceptionally ęle occurs as neut., instead of masc.

Note 5. In North. the nom. acc. sing. of these words, so far as the few instances show, is regularly shortened: wlit, countenance; met(t), food; sig, victory (also neut. gisig); lyg, lie; neut. styd, place; as plurals occur R.² metas, and weak met(t)o (beside L. mêt, R.² mête, if these are not singular forms) and styde. In composition, too, these words lose their -e in North.: sigbêg, crown; sigfæst, victorious; stydfæst, steadfast; unstydful, apostate; met- bælg, scrip, etc. In the older language this shortening, however, seems to be confined to the words sige and hyge: compare proper nouns like Sigrêd, Sigmund, Hygberht, Hyglãc, or Wulfsig, Hûnsig, beside Ælfuini, Aluini, Siguini, or Hysiuulf, Hysimôn, Unibald, Unilãc, etc. (Lib. Vitæ).

Note 6. The short i-stems differ from the short jo-stems like herê (246) by the uniform absence of -i(g)- in certain cases of the sing. and plur. (and in part by the different terminations of the nom. acc. plur.). They differ from words like secg (246), whose stem has become long, by possessing the -e in the nom. acc. sing. and plur., as well as the single consonant at the end of the radical syllable.

Note 7. In the declension of the short i-stems is to be included the plur. tant. -ware, -a, people, like Rômware, Cantware, etc. (besides -waras and weak -waran). This was originally a plur. of the sing. -waru, people (252).

2) Long Stems

264. The long masculines have dwindled to a scanty remnant, and these are found only in the plural; compare the paradigm Engle, Angles (Germ. stem *Angli-).

Plur. N. V. A. Engle
G. Engla
D. I. Englum

Thus are declined a few proper nouns like Seaxe, Saxons (261); Mierce, Mercians; Dêre, Deirians; Beornice, Bernicians; Norð(an)-, Sùðhymbre, Northumbrians, etc.; the foreign words Ėgipte, Crêce, Perse
(beside Crēcas, Persēas); and the plurals ielde, ylde, men; ielfe, elves; liode, people (261). The poetry rarely has -a for the nom. acc. plur., as in lēoda.

Note. A few of the gentile nouns, particularly Seaxe and Mierce, occasionally have a weak form in -na in the gen. plur.: Seaxna, Mierena (rarely -ena); less common is weak declension in the other cases.

265. The other masculines belonging under this head have assumed the endings of the o-declension, and hence differ from the o-stems only in respect to etymology, the i-umlaut of the radical syllable, and the palatalization of final gutturals (206. 3. b). Paradigm: wyrm, worm (Prim. Germ. *wurmi-z):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N.V.</th>
<th>wyrm</th>
<th>Plur. N.V.</th>
<th>wyrmas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>wyrmes</td>
<td>G.</td>
<td>wyrma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td>wyrne</td>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td>wyrmum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>wyrm</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>wyrmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

266. Here belong bend, band; bielg, bag; bræw, brow; dæl, part; demm, injury; ōnt, giant; fierst, time; fyrs, furze; giest, guest; glæm, gleam; gylt, guilt; hyll, hill; lieg, flame; lyft, air; mæw, mew; sæl, time; stēng, pole (plur. stēngeas, etc.); streng, string (plur. strengeas, etc.); ðyrs, giant; waeg, bil-low; wiell, well; and a series of verbal nouns, like brygd, brandishing; byrst, damage; cierr, turn; cierm, clamor; drence, dryne (drine), drink (plur. drenceas, dat. drenceium, etc.); dynt, blow; fēng, grasp; fiell, fall; flyht, flight; hylst, hearing; hwyrf, turn; hyht, hope; lēe, look; slieht, slaughter; smīec, odor; stēnc, smell (plur. stēnceas, etc.); stiell, jump; swēg, clamor;
sweng, stroke; swylt, death; tyht, instruction; ðyrst, thirst; wrenc, wrench, trick (plur. wrencceas, dat. wrenc-cium, etc.); wyrp, cast; ærist (Ærist?), resurrection; æspryng, well; æfst, envy (43, note 4), etc.

Note 1. The nom. acc. plur. of bënd is not only bëndas, but also (especially Anglian?) bënda, bënde, of which the singular is probably a fem. bënd, belonging to 257 (Goth. bandi). Other words follow the declension of the feminines (269), like ærist, æspryng, lyft (LWS. also neut., with plur. lyftu), hlyst, sæl, etc.

Note 2. sæ, sea (Goth. saiwes), inflects partly as masc.: gen. sæs, dat. sæ, nom. acc. plur. sæs (Ps. sæas), gen. sæwa (?), dat. sæm (sæwum); partly as fem.: gen. dat. sæ (gen. also sæs and sæwe), nom. acc. plur. sæ, etc. (269, note 3). The foreign word dry, wizard (from Celtic drùi), has gen. drys (LWS. also dryes), dat. dry, nom. acc. plur. dryas, gen. dryra (?), dat. dryum.

Note 3. On bræw (Angl. brèg) — bræaw see 212, note 2.

267. This class contains no neuters which originally belonged to it, that is, which belonged to it in Germ. or West Germ. (261). Notwithstanding, there are certain words, originally belonging to other declensions, which have assumed in OE. an inflectional type that can be assigned to this place, in virtue of their uniform i-umlaut and the consonant termination of their nom. acc. sing., particulars in which they agree with the long-stemmed masculines and feminines of the i-declension. Here belong:

a) Original neuters, like flæsc, flesh; ðlies, fleece (Angl. *flios, flëos, Leid. Rid. flius); hæl, welfare; hilt, hilt; læn, loan; hrêd, fame (masc.?); nouns with the prefix ge-, such as gebënn, ban; gefêg, joining; gehield (Angl. gehæld), protection; gehlýd, clamor; gerêsp, blame; geswinc, tribulation; gewêd, rage; gewiele, breakers;
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North. Rit. onweald, power (beside onweald, usually masc.); geswyrf (?), filings; gegrynd, plot of ground; gedwild, error; gehnæst, conflict; and probably ðecyrf, fragment; feleyrf, praeputium (masc. ?). These are declined like cynn, 246 (dat. plur. geswincium, 206. 3. b).

Note 1. Beside these forms are occasionally found others without i-unumlaut, like gebonn, gefög, geheald, gehnæst, geweale, or by-forms with r, like hálor, hröðor; this renders it probable that these words were originally os/es-stems (288 ff.).

b) Original feminines, especially nouns with the prefix ge-: gebyrd, nature; gecynd, race; gehygd, thought; oferhygd, arrogance; gemynd, mind; genyht, sufficiency; gelyld, patience; gewyrht, deed; forwyrd, destruction; fulwiht, fulluht, baptism; grin, snare; wiht, wuht, thing. These also occur as feminines (269), and are frequently, in some instances predominantly, so declined. As neuters they follow in general the declension of cynn (246) or word (238), but have in the nom. acc. plur. the ending -u, -o, as far as instances occur: gehygdudu, oferhygdudu, gewyrhtu, grinu, wihtu; yet a few forms occur without ending, like gecynd, beside gecyndu.

Note 2. To the foregoing singulars must be added the plur. tant. giftu, nuptials; gedryhtu, elements; gehyrstu (beside gehyrste), trappings; which must originally have been feminines. In late texts other feminines of the i-declension occasionally assume the ending -u of the neut. plur.: lyftu, wistu, samwistu, from lyft, air; wist, food; samwist, matrimony. So, too, the unumlauted gesceaft, originally a feminine, according to the cognate Germanic tongues (261; 269), but likewise a neuter in OE., forms a plur. gesceafatu, beside gesceafte, -a, according to 252. For geolcaft see 261; 269.
Note 3. *wuht, wiht*, in the sense of 'being,' 'creature,' is almost always fem. (though neut. in Blickl.), and does not form the plur. *wihtu* till LWS. (cf. note 2); but in the generalized sense of 'thing,' 'something,' it assumes the neuter gender, side by side with the feminine, at an early period. For the compound *nāwuht*, etc., see 348.

Note 4. Beside *gecynd*, fem. neut., there exist two other singul- lars, probably deduced from the plur. *gecyndu*: *gecynde*, neut. (246), and *gecyndu*, -o, weak fem. (279); so *gebyrd* has a weak form *gebyrdu*, -o.

b) Feminines

1) Short Stems

268. But few remains are preserved, and not all of these are certain: *fremu*, *benefit*, and perhaps *hylu*, *hollow*; *-legu*, laying down; and *-nēru*, deliverance, in *ealdorlegu*, *feorhlegu* (or *-nēru*), of whose nominatives we have no examples.

The declension of these words has entirely conformed to that of the short ā-stems like *giefu* (252), or to that of the abstracts in -u, like *strengu* (279), and they ought perhaps to be classed with these rather than credited to the i-declension.

2) Long Stems


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N. V.</th>
<th>bēn</th>
<th>Plur. N. V.</th>
<th>bēne, -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. bēne</td>
<td></td>
<td>G. bēna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-D. I. bēne</td>
<td></td>
<td>D. I. bēnum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. bēn</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. bēne, -a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus are declined such as *bēnc*, bench; *bryd*, bride; *cwēn*, woman; *dryht*, host; *fyst*, fist; *hīd*, skin; *hīf*, hive; *hyrst*, trappings; *lyft*, air; *nied*, need; *tid*, time;
drýð, strength: wēn, hope; wiht, wuht, creature; wynn, pleasure; wyrd, fate; wyrt, herb, root; bysne, example (gen. bysne, etc.); æ(w), law, marriage, and many verbal abstracts (with the original suffix -ti): dæd, deed; fierd, army; glēd, gleed; spēd, success; scyld, guilt; gehygd, gemynd, thought; gewyrht, deed; gedylld, patience; æht, property; meaht, miht, might (261); ēst, grace; wist, sustenance; yst, storm; ærist, resurrection, etc. Regularly without umlaut occur gesceaft, creation, creature; gedēcaht, thought (both also neuter, 261).

Note 1. The endings of this declension are the same as those of the a-declension, except in the acc. sing., which in the latter has -e. This termination is introduced into the i-declension (at an early period, and to a considerable extent, in North. R.¹ and to some extent Ps.; in WS. and Kent, it makes its appearance later, and is at first comparatively rare): tide, cwene, etc.

Note 2. The genuine oldest termination of the nom. acc. plur. is -i (maecti Cædmon’s Hymn; compare Goth. mahteis), which subsequently became -e (44). Notwithstanding, there is also an early intrusion of -e from the a-declension (Ep. unyrldæ); cf. also note 5.

Note 3. æ is indeclinable in the whole sing. and the nom. acc. plur.; but there is also found a gen. dat. sing. āewe, in agreement with which there is formed a nom. acc. āew; a few texts seem to distinguish between æ, law, and āew, marriage. For sæ see 266, note 3.

Note 4. lyft and ærist, and a few others, are also masc. (266, note 1); gecynd, gehygd, gemynd, gewyrht, wiht, wuht, etc., are also neuter (267, b). duguð, virtue; geoguð, youth; and ides, woman, which elsewhere belong to the i-declension, in OE. follow the a-declension (252); sien (syn), sion (sōn), face; onsien, face, view, etc., frequently have in WS. the acc. sing. sēon, but in Ps. always take -e, according to the a-declension: onsiene; North. varies.

Note 5. In North. many of these feminines appear also as neuters (251, note). Among special deviations from the regular inflectional types are to be noted the gen. sing. in -es of L. and Rit.: tides, dēdes, etc. (and so sporadically in LWS.; cf. also 252, note 2), and the weak plur., as in nom. acc. tido, dēdo, gen. tidana, dēdana, etc.
4. THE u-DECLENSION

a) Masculines

1) Short Stems

270. Paradigm: sunu, son (Germ. *sunu-z, Goth. sunus).

Sing. N. V. sunu, -o; -a  Plur. N. V. suna; -u, -o
G. suna                      G. suna
D. suna; -u, -o              D. I. sunum
A. sunu, -o; -a              A. suna; -u, -o
I. suna

271. The number of words which follow this declension is quite limited: fully inflected are only sunu and wudu, wood. Beside nom. acc. sing. me(o)du, mead; magu, boy, there are only dat. meodu, -o, nom. acc. plur. magas. Of bregu, -o (breogo), prince; heoru, sword; lagu, lake; sidu, custom; spitu, spit, there are only nom. acc. sing. The words fri(o)đu-, peace, and li(o)đu-, limb (Goth. fripus, lipus), no longer occur as u-stems, except as the first member of compound words; otherwise there occur fem. fri(o)đu (279), neut. friđ and liđ (239); and for Goth. qipus, venter, only masc. cwiđ. So also for Goth. skadus, shadow, OE. has the fem. sceadu and the neut. scead (Angl. scæd), according to 253 and 240.

Note 1. The nom. acc. sing. -a for -u, -o is only late. The gen. sing. subsequently has the termination -es, as in the o-declension: wudes, and similarly the nom. acc. plur. -as: wudas, sunas. There is a late weak plural, sunan, in connection with the late nom. sing. in -a.

Note 2. Ps. has only nom. acc. sing. sunu, gen. wuda, dat. suna; R.¹ has nom. acc. sing. sunu, -e, gen. sune, -e, dat. sunu, -æ, plur.
nom. acc. sunu, -a, -æ, -as, -es, gen. sunu, -ena. The North. forms are: in L.: nom. acc. sing. sunu (more rarely -o, -a, -e), gen. sunu, -æ, -es, dat. sunu, -e, nom. acc. plur. sunu, -o, -a, gen. suna, -o, -ana, dat. sunum; in R.²: nom. acc. sunu, -o, -a, gen. sunu, -o, dat. suno; nom. acc. plur. sunu, -o, gen. sununa, dat. sunum, -om; Rit. has only sunu as nom. gen. acc. sing. and nom. plur.

2) Long Stems

272. Words with a long stem dropped the u in the nom. acc. sing., according to 134, and thus came into relation with the o-stems, whose inflection they then to some extent assumed. Paradigm: feld, field.

Sing. N. V. A. feld  Plur. N. V. A. felda; -as
    G. felda; -es          G. felda
    D. I. felda; -e        D. I. feldum

273. Traces of this declension are more frequent in the words feld, field; ford, ford; weald, forest, and the disyllabic sumor, summer; winter, winter; æppel(?), apple; they are less common in card, country; hād, person, rank; hearg, temple, idol; sæað, fountain, and -gār, spear, in proper nouns like Wihtgār. The other words which formerly belonged to the u-declension have completely passed over to the o-declension: ār, messenger; dēað, death; feorh, life; flōð, flood; scield, shield; ðorn, thorn; hungor, hunger, etc. (= Goth. airus, dauphus, fairhwus, flōdus, skildus, þaurnus, hūhrus), and the numerous verbal nouns in -(n)ōð, -(n)að (= Goth. -ōdus).

Note 1. In North, there are still found the datives dēoða, wōnga, and even a few examples of original o-stems, like binna, manger.

Note 2. The gen. sing. in -a occurs but seldom (Bede hāda, Liccitfelda, Chron. wintra, Wihtgāra); the nom. acc. plur. seems
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only to be found in the somewhat common hearga and appla (note 3). On the other hand, the dat. instr. in -a is still common in the older texts, but is subsequently replaced by the -e of the o-declension.

Note 3. winter, which is always of the masc. gender in the sing., so far as can be determined, takes in the nom. acc. plur. the neuter forms wintru and winter. æppel inflects in the sing. wholly according to the o-declension, but in the plural, beside æp(p)las, is more generally æp(p)la, with irregular vowel of the radical syllable, later also ap(p)lu, which is neuter, like wintru.

Note 4. A nom. acc. sing. in -u occurs exceptionally in the case of long stems in the older language: ætgāru, spear Ep.; flōdu, flood; Olwfwolþ (read Wolf-), in Runic inscriptions.

b) Feminines

274. Of these there are but few remaining. Paradigms: duru, door; hōnd, hand. Their declension is as follows:

Sing. N.V. A. duru hōnd Plur. N.V. A. dura; -u hōnda
G. dura hōnda G. dura hōnda
D. I. dura; -u hōnda D. I. durum hōndum

Like duru is declined nosu (Old Kent. nasu), nose; like hōnd inflect flōr, floor; cweorn, mill.

Note 1. Rarer by-forms are gen. dat. instr. sing. dure, nose; dat. dyru, dyre, with i-umlaut, and gen. dat. hōnd. flōr has in the gen. dat. sing. also flōre (but acc. sing. always flōr), and is also used as masc. (273). cweorn more commonly follows the ā-declension: gen. dat. acc. sing. cweorne; there is, besides, a weak. fem. cweorne (278).

Note 2. Ps. has sing. acc. duru, plur. dura; of hōnd: sing. gen. dat. and plur. nom. acc. gen. hōnda, dat. hōndum; R.¹ sing. nom. acc. dat. dure (also masc.), plur. nom. duru, dat. durum; of hōnd: sing. acc. hōnd, -e, -æ, -a, dat. hōnda, plur. nom. acc. hōnde, -a, dat. hōndum.

The North. forms are:

a) of duru (also masc. and neut.): in L.: sing. nom. duru, -a, acc. duru, -o, -e, dat. duru, -o, -a, -e, plur. nom. duro, dat. durum;
in R.²: sing. nom. dura, acc. dura, -o, dat. dura, plur. nom. duro, dat. durum; in Rit.: sing. acc. duru, plur. dat. durum;


c) Neuters

275. There is no longer an independent u-declension of neuters in OE. The sole relic is Ps. North. feolu, feolo, and WS. fela, feola, much (the former a stereotyped nom. acc., the latter no doubt a stereotyped form of the other cases). Goth. faihu, cattle, is WS. Kent. feoh, Angl. feh, which has gone wholly over to the o-declension (242).

B. WEAK DECLENSION (n-STEMS)

276. The three genders are scarcely distinguishable except in the nom. voc. sing. (with which the neut. acc. is identical); the masc. ending is -a, the fem. -e or -u (279), and the neut. -e. Paradigms are: masc. guma, man; fem. tungo, tongue; neut. ēage, eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V. guma</td>
<td>tungo</td>
<td>ēage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. gumun</td>
<td>tungan</td>
<td>ēagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. gumun</td>
<td>tungan</td>
<td>ēagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. gumun</td>
<td>tungan</td>
<td>ēage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A. guman</td>
<td>tungan</td>
<td>ēagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. gumena</td>
<td>tung(ē)na</td>
<td>ēag(ē)na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. gumum</td>
<td>tungum</td>
<td>ēagum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. In certain texts -on is found for -an.
Note 2. WS. has but rarely gen. plur. -ana, -ona, beside -(ē)na: Cura Past. ēarana, welona; Oros. -warana, Judana, Gotona; in
texts having dialectic color these forms are rather more common (cf. also note 3. c).

Note 3. The relation to each other of the two forms for the gen. plur., -ena (-ana, -ona, note 2) and -na (including the corresponding forms of the strong declension, 252, note 4), varies greatly:

a) In WS. prose -ena is normal for both short and long stems: masc. fonena, welena, witen; fem. wucena, like masc. cempena, telgena; fem. biemenena, nádrena; neut. éagena, éarena, etc.; only rarely do long stems exhibit syncope of the middle vowel: Cura Past. masc. wilna, fem. tungna, neut. éagna (beside tungena and éagena).

A constant exception to this rule is formed by the gentile names of WS. prose; these have as a rule -ena after a short radical syllable, and -na after a long: Oros. Gotena (-ona), Judena (-ana); but Oros. -seaxon, Chron. -seaxon, Francna, Longbeardna, Miercna, Sumursétna. In the later language, too, -ena for this -na is very rare.

b) The poetry follows in general this latter principle: the short radical syllables take -ena (-ana, -ona), the long predominantly -na: masc. wilna, brogna; fem. arna, lárna, sorgna, wísna, wræcna; neut. éagna, úhtna, beside occasional forms like masc. démna, wręccena, fem. tungena, neut. éagena, the latter being quite as secondary as the occasional Géatena, Fréstena, beside the regular Fréstna, Francna, etc. In the case of long syllables, -ena is the rule only after consonant-groups which obstruct syncope; hence the poetry has regularly, for example, masc. witgena, éládrena; fem. fémnena.

c) Of the Anglian texts, Ps. always has -ena without regard to the quantity: masc. dracena (dræcena), nómena, weolena, wearen, like buccena, steorrena; fem. eordena, wísenha; neut. égena, etc.; R.1 has in the masc. rarely -ana, beside -ena: witgana (beside witgena), seapena, gerófena; in the fem. only -ana: nédrena, wíduwana, úiperana. In North., finally, -ena, -ana, -ona (rarely -una) vary widely; -a is also occasionally found, as in the strong declension.

Note 4. Sporadic occurrences are: for -(e)na LWS. also -an: eastran, cægean (from the strong fem. cæg, key); or -enan: éagenan; and strong -a: bæcistra, prica, nama; so in the sing. strong forms like Gl. gen. mæltanges, Scint. éages, Ben. éares, Ben. dat. éage.

Note 5. The final -n is discarded in North. (and for the most part in R.1), and the vowels of final syllables are subject to considerable variation.
The masc. has in R.\(^1\) in the nom. sing. -a, -e, -æ (-an), obl. -a, -e, -æ; -u; -an, nom. acc. plur., beside -a, -e, -u, also -an and strong -as. Of the North. texts R.\(^2\) has in the nom. sing. mostly -a (occasionally -o), obl. -a, more rarely -o, -u, nom. acc. plur. -u, -o, rarely -a, -e; L. nom. sing.-a (-o, -e), gen. -es, -æs, -as, dat. acc. -a, -o (-e). plur. -o (-a, also strong -as); Rit. nom. sing. -a (-e), gen. -a, -e, -o and -es, -æs, dat. acc. sing. and nom. acc. plur. -a, -e, -o.

Still greater variation prevails in the feminine: R.\(^1\) has nom. sing. generally -e, but also -a, obl. -e, -æ, -a, and -an, plur. -a, -e, and -an. The North. forms are: R.\(^2\) sing. -a, rarely -e (but widwe always so); L. sing. nom. dat. acc. -a, -e, -o, gen. -es, -æs, plur. -o, -a, and strong -as; Rit. sing. nom. dat. acc. -e, -a, gen. -es, plur. -o, -a, and strong -as. Unlike the rest, eordū, earth, has generally -u, -o in North. instead of the other vowels cited (always so in the nom. sing.; in R.\(^1\) eordū varies with eorde). The feminines also frequently become neuters.

Of neuters there are: in R.\(^1\) nom. acc. sing. ēare (-a), ēge (-an?), wonge, dat. ēge, plur. ēara(n), ē(a)gan, -un, ēgu, -e; North.: R.\(^2\) nom. acc. plur. ēaru, -o, -a, nom. acc. sing. plur. ēgu, -o; L. nom. dat. acc. sing. ēare, plur. ēaro, nom. dat. acc. sing. plur. ēgo; Rit. nom. dat. sing. ēare, plur. ēaro, -a, and plur. ēgo.

On the gen. plur. see note 3. c.

1. MASCULINES

277. Like guma are declined a great number of words; thus, of short stems: bōna, murderer; cofa, room; draca, dragon; fōna, flag; hōna, cock; nefa, nephew; nōma, name; sceadā, robber; sefa, mind; wela, riches; wiga, warrior; wita, wise man; plur. -waran, inhabitants; of long stems: brōga, terror; bucca, buck; cēmpa, warrior; crēda, creed; dēma, judge; gōma, palate; hunta, hunter; mōna, moon; gerēfa, bailiff; steorra, star; telga, twig; tēona, injury; witga, prophet; wræcca, exile.

Note 1. oxā, ox, has in nom. acc. plur. oexen, ęxen, beside oxan; gen. oxna, dat. oxum, and rarely oxnum. The plur. tant. hīwan,
hīgan (North. hīgu), members of a family, forms a gen. plur. hīna, beside hīgna, hīwna. A late dat. plur. of nefa, nephew, grandson, is nefenum.

Note 2. frēa, lord; gefēa, joy; ðrēa, affliction; lēo, lion (North. lēa, gen. lēas); twēo, doubt (LWS. also tvy and tvyn, North. tuā and tuia, cf. 156.3); Swēon, Swedes; gefā, foe; rā, roe, systematically contract the vowel of the radical syllable with that of the derivative syllable into the diphthongs eā, eō, or the vowel a: gen., etc., frēan; gen. plur. lēona, gefāna, Swēona, dat. lēom, Swēom, gefām, but also lēoum, etc. (110, note 1).

Of doubtful words that belong here there are, beside flēa, flea, which might also be fem., mēo, sole (plur. mēon); plur. *cēon, gills (Ep. cian); *scēo, shin-bone (Erf. Corp. scīa, North. plur. L. sciu, R.² scīa, scīae).

Note 3. The uncontracted frīgea occurs beside frēa; ðrēa is oftener strong fem. (252); lēo, beside regular forms, has LWS. dat. plur. lēonum, and occasional dat. sing. lēone or lēonan.

2. FEMININES

278. The number of feminines which are declined like tunge is smaller than that of the weak masculines. Examples of long stems are: biême, trumpet; eorðe, folde, hrūse, earth; heorte, heart; sunne, sun; wise, manner; mēowle, maiden; nāedre, viper; swealwe, swallow; of short stems: bune (būne?), cup; ceole, throat; cliðe, clife, burdock; cwene, woman; cwice, quitch-grass; miere, (miere? cf. 218.1), mare; pi(o)se, pea; of polysyllables: wuduwe, widow (156.4), and the words in -estre, like bæcestre, female baker, etc.

Note 1. Most of the short stems borrow, at a rather early period, the nom. sing. ending -u from the short ā-stems: cinu, fissure; faðu, paternal aunt; hosu (masc.(?) hosa), hose; hracu, throat; moru, parsnip; peru, pear; spadu, spade; swi(o)pu, whip; ðrotu, throat;
wucu, week; yet the oldest texts still keep the older ending -e: Ep. -throtæ, -more; Ps. hræce; hræce and fade are later found sporadically. Compounds, too, are wont to retain the -e: loebore, curly-haired woman; nihtegale, nightingale; æsc-, eōfororote (plant-names), etc.

lufu, love, generally inflects like giefu (252) in pure WS. (so in Cura Past., and exclusively in Ælfric’s Homilies), elsewhere for the most part weak; Ps. has preserved an older weak nom. lufe.

Note 2. Contractions (as in 277, note 2) are exhibited by bēo, bee (North. bīa, Ps. plur. bīan); cēo, chough (Ep. chyæ, Erf. ciæ); pēo (Ps. piæ), gadfly; réo (Ep. rýhae, but also rēowe and rēowu), covering; sēo, pupil; flā, arrow; slā, stoe (plur. slān, beside strong slā); slā, slēa (?) (Corp. slahæ), sley; tā, toe (dā? doe; instances of weak inflection not found); dō (Ep. thōhae), clay; gen., etc., bēon, sēon, flān, etc. tā has tān and tān; dat. plur. tāum, and later tānum; flā perhaps only flānum, though this may belong to the strong masc. (238) or strong fem. (252) flān, which frequently occurs beside flā. LWS. (Ælfric) similarly has a weak fem. tā, formed from the strong masc. tān, twig. Conversely, there is found a nom. sing. tān for tā, toe.

Note 3. ēastron, -un (more rarely -an), Easter, which generally occurs as plur. tant., has an irregular ending: gen. ēastrena, -ana, also ēastran, and strong ēastra. Beside weak ēastron there is also an apparently strong ēastru, -o, with neuter ending; there also occurs a nom. sing. ēastre. In North. nom. acc. L. ēastro, ēostro, R. ēostro, -o (R. ēastran and ēastra), gen. L. ēastres, ēostres, R. ēastro, ēostro, -ana, -una, dat. L. ēastre, ēastro, ēostro, R. ēostrum. In L. the word is neut. sing., in R. plur. (Luke 22.15 L. ōs ēostro, R. ōs ēostru).

Note 4. Like the masculines inflect gemæcca (gemaca), consort; gebæda, bedfellow; geræsta, widow, and a few others, which are regarded as having common gender.

279. As respects their origin, the abstracts in -u, -o, such as brædu, breadth; hælu, salvation; mængu, mænig, multitud(e); strengu, strength; ieldu, age, belong to the weak declension, since they correspond to Goth. weak nouns in -ei, like managei, multitud(e). They have, however, borrowed the nom. sing. ending -u from
the ā-declension, and thus rid themselves entirely of the old inflectional forms. Their declension is as follows:

Sing. N. strēngu, -o
G.
D. I. strēnge; -u, -o
A.
Plur. N. A. strēnge, -a; -u, -o
G. strēnga
D. I. strēngum

Note 1. These abstracts are mostly indeclinable in the sing., that is, they end in -u, -o in all cases. Plurals are hardly ever found. The nom. acc. sing. has occasionally a shortened form, yld for yldo, age (cf. 255. 3).

Note 2. Here again L. and Rit. have a gen. in -es, like ældes, snytres = WS. ieldu, snytru.

Note 3. The older final -i still shows itself in the constant umlaut of the radical syllable, as well as in the palatalization of preceding gutturals: menigeo, strēngeo (206. 3. b).

3. NEUTERS

280. The only word which is certainly declined like ēage is ēare, ear; heorte has become feminine.

Note 1. The declension of wōnge, cheek, is much disordered, as the result of confusion with forms of the synonymous wēnge and of ðunwēnge, temples, both of which were originally strong neuters (248. 1): nom. acc. sing. wōnge, wēnge, and ðunwēnge, ðunwōnge; dat. ðunwēngan; nom. acc. plur. wōngan, ðunwēngan, beside ðunwōngan and strong ðunwōnge, -a; gen. ðunwōngena and wōnga.

Note 2. LWS. has the sporadic gen. ēages and ēares, and dat. ēare (276, note 4). Doubtful is the gender of weak masc. ūhta or weak neut. ūhte, dawn (Goth. weak fem. ūhtwō), which occurs almost exclusively in the ancient formula on ūhtan (beside rare phrases like ūhtna gehwylce, pām ilcan ūhte).

Note 3. For the North. declension of ēore and ēgo see 276, note 5.
C. MINOR DECLENSIONS

1. IRREGULAR CONSONANT STEMS

a) Masculines and Neuters

281. 1) Paradigm for the masculine: fōt, foot.

Sing. N. V. A. fōt Plur. N. V. A. fēt
G. fōtes G. fōta
D. fēt D. I. fōtum
I. fōte, fēt

Thus are declined tōd, tooth, plur. tēd; mōn(n), man(n), plur. mēn(n); and likewise the disyllabic hāleō, hero; mōnaď, month.

Note 1. Besides mōnn, there is also a weak masc. mōnna, manna, declined according to 276, but occurring for the most part only in the acc. sing. In North. the acc. is generally L. mōnno (sporadically mōnnu, -e, mōnn); R.² mōn(n), less frequently mōnno, -e; Rit. mōnno, beside aldormōn; R.¹ mōnnu. Proper names in -mōn seem regularly to be declined as strong (238): for example, dat. Colemanne, Gearomōnne.

Like mōn is declined the compound wīf-mōn, woman (later often assimilated: wīnnman), except that it is sometimes used as a fem.

Note 2. The nom. acc. plur. of fōt, tōd sometimes in later (Anglian ?) texts appears as fōtas, tōdas (already once Mart. fōtas, Ps. tōdas, besides more frequent tēd); of tōd, dat. sing. North. tōde, gen. plur. tōdana, tēdna, beside tōda L. R.² has a gen. plur. fēta, beside fōta; Rit. gen. plur. tōdana, acc. plur. fōta; R.¹ dat. sing. tōp and mōnn, beside more frequent mēnn.

Note 3. ās, god, which otherwise occurs only as the first member of compounds, has a gen. plur. āsa, with perplexing i-umlaut.

Note 4. hāleō and mōnaď have a nom. acc. plur. without termination, along with hāleōs (hāleōe) and mōn(e)ōs; in the sing. they are regularly inflected according to the o-declension. The nom. hāleō is a new formation for hāle (cf. ēalu under 2); this older nom. has passed over to the i-declension (263, note 4).
2) The neuters which belong here are the monosyllabic *scrūd*, *garment*, and the disyllabic *ealu*, *ale*. The former has dat. sing. *scrūd* (LWS. *scrūd* and *scrūde*), nom. acc. plur. *scrūd*, gen. *scrūda*; the second, formerly a t-stem, like *hæleð* and *mōnað*, forms the gen. dat. sing. (e)alod, -að (very late and unusual also dat. ealoðe; North. gen. alōes Rit.), gen. plur. ealeða, and sporadically an acc. sing. ealað, modeled upon the gen. dat.

b) Feminines

282. The short stems which belong here are *hnutu*, *nut*; *studu*, *stūu*, *column*; *hnitu*, *nit*. Paradigm: *hnutu*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. N.</th>
<th>Plur. N.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>hnutu</em></td>
<td><em>hnyte</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td><em>hnute</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td><em>hnyte</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. [hnutu]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The acc. sing. *hnutu* is supplied according to the acc. *studu*, *stūu*; the gen. plur. is also *hnutena* in LWS. — *studu*, *stūu* has, besides the nom. acc. (likewise the form *feorstud*, without ending, in the ancient North. glosses to Bede, OET. 123, for which again *feorstupu* appears later; likewise *durustod*, *doorpost*), also the dat. styde (stūde), stude, and studa. — *hnitu* has, beside the nom. sing., the nom. acc. plur. *hnite*.

283. The long stems have in the dat. sing. and nom. acc. plur. no inflectional endings, but exhibit i-umlaut wherever phonetic laws admit of it. The gen. sing. is either identical with the dat., or is formed without umlaut and with the ending -e, as in the a-declension. Paradigm: *bōc*, *book*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. N. V. A.</th>
<th>Plur. N. V. A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>bōc</em></td>
<td><em>bēc</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td><em>bēc</em></td>
<td><em>bōca</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td><em>bēc</em></td>
<td><em>bōcum</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
284. Thus are declined āc, oak; gāt, goat; brōc, trousers; gōs, goose; wūh, fringe; burg, borough; dung (?), cavern; furh, furrow; sulh, plow; turf, turf; grūt, grout; lūs, louse; mūs, mouse; ðrūh, trough; eū, cow; ēa, water; neaht, niht, night; and the disyllabic mægeð, mægð, maid.

Note 1. There is a twofold formation of the gen. sing. in bēc—bōce (the former peculiar to the older period; Ps. bōc); byr(i)g—burge; fyrh—fūrc (also without umlaut, furh); on the other hand, āc, gāt, gōs, mūs seem to have only the longer forms āce, gāte, gōse, mūse, while conversely ðrūh has only ðrŷh. The gen. sing. of sulh (note 3) is sūles, like that of the masculines.

Note 2. The dat. sing. occasionally appears without umlaut, especially in later texts: āc, bōc, burg, furh, grūt, ðrūh (so also North. bōc L. Rit., beside bōe L. R.2).

Note 3. The words in h lose it before a vowel ending (218): furh, gen. fūre, plur. gen. fūra, -ena, dat. fūrum; sulh, gen. sūles (note 1), plur. gen. sūla, dat. sūlum; ðrūh, dat. plur. ðrūm; later also nom. acc. sul (sūl ?), dat. syl (syl ?), without h.

Note 4. āc as the name of the rune has nom. acc. plur. ācas. — bōc rarely also occurs as neut.; Cod. Dipl. a.d. 837 has an umlauted dat. plur. bōcum. — wūh belongs here because of the North. plur. wūh L. (gen. wglōana L.). — burg (burug) has in the gen., etc., byrig, for the old and rare byrg; later the word inflects also exactly like bēn (269), only without umlaut: gen. dat. sing. burge, nom. acc. plur. burge, -a. R.1 has nom. acc. plur. burgas, North. generally R.2 sing. nom. acc. burug, less frequently burg (burig), gen. R.2 burge, L. burug, burge, -a, byrig; dat. L. R.2 Rit. byrig, L. R.2 burug, R.2 burge, plur. nom. acc. L. burgas. — dung is conjecturally assigned here on the basis of the unique instance, dat. sing. þære ding, Andr. 1272, and OHG. tung. — Beside grūt occurs also grytt, declined regularly according to 258. 1. — For ðrūh there occasionally occurs, even in the nom. acc. sing., the umlauted ðrŷh. — eū has gen. sing. eū, eüe, eŷ, eūs, nom. acc. plur. eŷ, eýe, gen. eūa, eüna, eýna. — ēa has the form ēi only very seldom in the gen. sing. (also ēas), more commonly in the dat. sing.; it usually inflects in the sing., and always in the plur., according to the ā-declension: sing. ēa, plur. nom. gen. acc. ēa, dat. ēam, ēaum (259, note). — neaht, niht (Angl. näht)
and mægð, mægð are invariable in the whole sing. and in the nom. acc. plur., but niht has also a gen. dat. sing. nihte (neahte, Ps. næhte), and a gen. nihtes (also ānes nihtes, etc., Ps. næhtes), used for the most part only adverbially. In North. næht is sometimes masc. (gen. sing. always næhtes R.² L. Rit.).

Note 5. Here also belongs the disyllabic mioluc (miolc), milk (Ps. North. mile), which, beside dat. sing. mioluc, meol(u)c, and meol(u)ce, has also an apparently plural form miolcum.

Note 6. Feminine names in -burg, like Eadbburg, Wærburg, inflect regularly according to the ā-declension: gen. dat. acc. -burge.

Note 7. Certain names of countries and places inflect as consonantal feminines: Ćent, Ćert, I, Wiht, gen. Wihte, dat. acc. Wiht, etc. Most foreign names of places are indeclinable, and cannot be assigned to any particular gender. Uninflected forms of native names are more infrequent: æt Exanceaster, æt Wynnefeld, æt Manneðorp, æt Folestān, etc.

2. STEMS IN -r

285. The names of relationship in -r: fæder, father; brōðor, brother; mödor, mother; dohton, daughter; sweostor, swuster, sister (together with the plur. tant. gebrōðor, brethren, and gesweostor, sisters), are thus inflected in WS. and Kent.:

Sing. N.V.A. fæder  |  brōðor
    G. fæder, -(e)res  |  brōðor  
    D. I. fæder  |  brēðer

Plur. N.V.A. fæd(e)ras  |  brōðor, -ēru
    G. fæd(e)ra  |  brōðra  
    D. I. fæd(e)rum  |  brōðrum

Sing. N.V.A. mödor  |  dohtor  
    G. mödor  |  dohtor  
    D. I. möder  |  dehter

Plur. N.V.A. (mōdru), -a  |  dohtor
    
    G. mödra  |  dohtra
    D. I. mödrum  |  dohtrum

\{ dohtor  
    -tru, -tra

|  sweostor  
    |  sweostor  
    |  sweostor

|  sweostra  
    |  sweostrum

|  sweostor  
    |  sweostor  
    |  sweostor

|  sweostor  
    |  sweostra  
    |  sweostrum

Note 1. Instead of -or is not infrequently found -er (but -or is never found for -er where -er is given above); rarely -ar.

Note 2. Syncope of e in the polysyllabic cases of fæder is peculiar to EWS; later the e becomes regular.

Note 3. In LWS. a gen. sing. møder, dehter, sometimes occurs, like the dat., and conversely a dat. brøðer, dohter, -or, without umlaut.

Note 4. In the other dialects the declension is as follows:

a) Ps. sing. nom. acc. fæder, gen. fædur, dat. fæder, plur. nom. acc. fædras (fæddras), gen. fædra (fæddra), dat. fædrum (fædruim, fædruim); R.¹ nom. acc. fæder, gen. fæder, fader; fæderes, dat. fæder, plur. gen. fædera; North.: R.² nom. acc. fæder, fæder, fador, gen. fæd(e)res, fæder, fædur, fador, dat. fæder, fæder, fædre, plur. nom. acc. fædras, gen. fædra, dat. fædrum; L. nom. acc. fæder, fæder, gen. fadores (fædores), fæd(e)res, fador, dat. fæder, -ir, fæder, fæder, fædere, plur. nom. acc. fodoras, fadero, gen. fadura, dat. fad(o)rum; Rit. nom. acc. fæder (fæder, fader), gen. fadores (fador ?), dat. fæder (fæder), plur. gen. fador, fædera, dat. fædorum. The poetry has a sporadic dat. sing. fædere.

b) Ps. nom. acc. brøður, dat. brøðer, plur. nom. acc. brøður, dat. brøðrum; R.¹ nom. acc. gen. dat. brøøper, plur. nom. acc. brøøper, brøøpre, brøøpre, dat. brøørum; North. R.² nom. acc. brøøper, -or, gen. brøøder, dat. brøøder, -or, plur. nom. acc. brøøder, -or, brøøro, dat. brøørum, -om; L. nom. acc. brøøder, gen. brøøð(e)res, brøøder, dat. brøø(e)re, brøøder, brøødre, brøøder, plur. nom. acc. brøøð(e)ro, brøøð(e)ra, brøødre, brøøder, gen. brøødra, brøødro, dat. brøørum; Rit. brøøder-, plur. nom. acc. brøødro, dat. brøørum.

c) Ps. sing. nom. acc. mödur, gen. mödur, møder; R.¹ sing. nom. gen. dat. möder; North.: R.² sing. nom. acc. möder, gen. möder, -or, møder, dat. møder, möder, plur. acc. möder; L. sing. nom. acc. möder, gen. möð(e)res, møderses, möder, dat. möder, møder, plur. acc. mödero; Rit. sing. nom. möder, dat. møder.

d) Ps. sing. nom. acc. dohtur, gen. dohter, plur. nom. acc. dohtur, gen. dohtra; R.¹ sing. nom. acc. dohter; North.: R.² sing. nom. dat. acc. dohter, plur. nom. dohter, dat. dohtrum; L. sing. nom. acc. dohter, dat. dohter, dæhter, plur. nom. dohtero, dat. dohterum; Rit. sing. acc. dohtor, plur. nom. dohtoro.

e) R.¹ sing. nom. svuster, plur. nom. sveester, svuster; North.: R.² sing. nom. acc. gen. sveester, plur. nom. acc. sveester, sveestro; L. sing. nom. acc. sveester, sveester, gen. dat. sveester, plur. nom. acc. sveester, sveestro, sveestro; Rit. plur. dat. søesternum.
3. STEMS IN -nd

286. To this group belong present participles used as nouns (for the inflection of the participles themselves see 305; 306). Paradigms of the masculines: frēond, friend; hēttend, enemy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N. V. A.</th>
<th>freond</th>
<th>hettend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>frēondes</td>
<td>hēttendes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. friend,</td>
<td>frēonde</td>
<td>hēttende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>frēonde</td>
<td>hēttende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A.</td>
<td>friend, frēond</td>
<td>hettend, -de; -das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>frēonda</td>
<td>hēttendra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I. frēondum</td>
<td></td>
<td>hēttendum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like frēond (EWS. also friond; Ps. R.¹ frēond, North. frēond, friond L. R.², friond Rit.) are declined feond, enemy (EWS. also fiond, Ps. R.¹ fēond, fiond, plur. also fienda, -um Ps.; North. fiond R.² L. Rit., L. also once fiend; WS. plur. fiend, feond, gen. fēonda, beside the plurals gefriend, mutual friends; gefiend, mutual enemies); göddōnd, benefactor (plur. göddend El. 359). The disyllables, like āgend, owner; dēmend, judge; Hǣlend, Nērgend, Savior; wealdend, ruler; wīgend, warrior, are all declined like hēttend, that is, take the adj. ending in the gen. plur.

Note 1. In WS. prose the dat. sing. is still rather frequently friend, fiend, etc., even in LWS., while on the other hand the poetry has only the forms frēonde, fēonde (probably Anglian; there is only one frīonde (L.) recorded in Ps. North.). fēond, enemy, has a dat. fēonde. The nom. plur. in Ps. is frēond, fēond, fiond (159. 5), and so occasionally in WS. texts; R.¹ has fēondas, fiondas; North. R.² friondas, frēondas, -e; L. frēondas, friondas, frēondo, and R.² L. Rit. fiondas (also L. fiondes), and so frequently in the poetry frēondas, feondas.
Note 2. The commonest forms for the nom. acc. plur. of polysyllables are *hættend* and the adjective-formation *hættende*; a few soon take in the prose the ending -das: *wealdendas, lufiendas, æfterfylgendas* already in Alfred; a few also occur in the poetry: *byrgendas, ēhtendas*. In late texts there is occasionally found a new formation of the whole plural on the basis of the genitive: *wealdendras, wealdendra, wealdendrum*.

287. Feminines are rare, and probably, with the exception of *swelgend*, *whirlpool*, confined to the strictly scholastic literature: *lōndbūend*, *female settler*; *ōcōs wealdend*, *female ruler*; *ōcōs fēond*, *female enemy* (translating *hæc præsul, hostis*); *timbrend*, *female builder*, etc. Nothing certain can be determined respecting their declension.

Note. *swelgend* has a dat. acc. sing. *swelgende*, and therefore has gone completely over to the a-declension; besides, it occurs later as neuter and masculine.

4. STEMS IN -os, -es

288. These correspond to the Gr. neuters in -os, Lat. -us, -eris. In OE. they are quite limited in number, since the most of the words which originally belonged here have entirely lost the s of the suffix, and have therefore passed over to other declensions, and sometimes to other genders.

Note 1. Here probably belong all the older neuters of the OE. i-declension, both the short stems, like *spere, sife, gedyre* (263. 2), and the long stems, like *flæsc, hæl, gehield*, etc. (267. a); cf. also *lēmb, celf* (290, note 1); then, with change of gender, the masculines *bēre, ēge, hēlte, sige* (263, note 4), and the long stems *hlǣw (hlāw), barrow*; *hrǣw (hrāw), corpse*; *gāst (gāst), spirit*; North. *dēg, day*. In these words the suffixal s has been lost according to 182; the vowel was retained after short stems as i, e, while it disappeared after long stems (133). The second form of the suffix, containing o, a, has left traces in certain unumlauted words, which coexist with
those that exhibit umlaut; as, for example, gefög, geheald (267, note 1), hlăw, hrăw, găst (250, note 1). Other words which no doubt belong here are felt, felt; sæl, hall (263, note 3); helt, hilt (beside hilt, 267. a).

Note 2. For by-forms in r, cf. 289, note 2.

The words which have preserved at least traces of the suffixal s fall into two classes:

289. The first class comprises those words which retain under all circumstances the suffixal s as r: salor, hall; hocor (?), derision; stulor, theft; dōgor, day; ēagor, sea; grandor, crime; hālor, salvation; hryōer (subsequently also hrūōer), cattle; wildor (beside wildēor, wilddēor, transformed by popular etymology), beast; ēar, ear of corn (from *ahur, North. also ēher, ēhher).

These words have, in the main, passed over to the o-declension, and hence are declined according to 238; 244; 245; yet there sometimes occurs a dat. instr. sing. without ending: dōgor, hālor, hrōōor, sigor, North. ēher, æhher, beside frequent dōg(o)re, hrōōre, etc. Plural forms are dōgor, hrūōeru, wildru, ēar (North. ēhera and ēhras).

Note 1. The gender of salor, hocor, ēagor, grandor, hālor is not to be determined from OE. alone; yet etymology and analogy justify us in considering them as neuters; sigor, victory, that likewise belonged here, has, like sige, become masculine. ēagor and grandor are scarcely found save as the first element of compounds.

Note 2. By-forms without r are common (288): sæl — salor; ēag- — ēagor; hāel — hālor; hrūō- (in compounds like hrūōhirōde, hrūōfald) — hrūōer; North. dōg — dōgor; sige — sigor masc.

Note 3. The older suffixal s may possibly be preserved in Hēns- in the word Hēnsbrōc, the name of a place, if the form corresponds to ON. hōns, hens; then, with metathesis, in drūstfel, leprosy, Goth. prītsfull; perhaps hūsc, hūx, derision (for *hūcs), should likewise be associated with hocor.
290. The second class is formed by a few words which, with individual exceptions, have cast off the r in the singular, but retain it in the plural. Here belong especially the words *lomb, lamb; cealf, calf; æg, egg. The declension is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*lomb</td>
<td>lombes</td>
<td>lombe</td>
<td>*lombru</td>
<td>lombra</td>
<td>lombrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cealf</td>
<td>cealfes</td>
<td>cealfe</td>
<td>cealfru</td>
<td>cealfra</td>
<td>cealfrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>æg</td>
<td>æges</td>
<td>æge</td>
<td>ægru</td>
<td>ægra</td>
<td>ægrum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. The sing. of these words frequently has l-umlaut; so always Ps. caelf, North. caelf and celf L., and more rarely (Rit.) lomb as well as *lomb (288, note 1; the umlaut of æg depends, on the other hand, on the internal g). Beside *lomb there is a sing. lombor, and beside æg a longer form æger- in ægerfelma, egg-skin, ægergelu, yolk. In Ps. the nom. acc. plur. is also calfur, lombur, beside calf- eru, lomberu (but gen. lombra), North. R.² lombor, L. lomb(o)ro, lombor, Rit. calfero. In LWS. the whole plural is frequently formed without r; lamb, gen. lamba, dat. lambum, etc.; and there is even a masc. plur. cealfas.

Note 2. cild, child, is in general declined like word (238), and hence has plur. cild, etc. (North. also cildo); yet sometimes there occurs a plur. cildru, -eru, gen. cildra (the latter also in R.¹). Ælfric has, as a rule, plur. nom. acc. cild, gen. cildra, dat. cildum. Moreover, cild is now and then masc. in North., and then forms the plur. cildas, -es (beside cildo, gen. cilda, dat. cildum; Rit. plur. cildo, gen. cildra, cildena, R.² cild).

Note 3. Isolated forms belonging under this head are nom. acc. plur. briedru, crumbs, from bried, bread; hæmedru, from hæmed, coitus; læower, læwera, from læow (Cod. Dipl. læuw), ham; gen. plur. spelldræ, from spelld, torch (dat. plur. mædrum, from *mæd, measure?); North. L. stæner, R.² stænere, plur. of masc. stæn, stone; of short stems the plur. scero, -oro, -uru, shears Ep. Erf. Corp., belonging with secar, plowshare, which is regularly declined according to 238, besides the plur. tant. hæteru, garment.
291. The Germanic adjective has a twofold declension — the strong and the weak. The latter was newly formed in Germanic, while the former originally corresponded to the adjective- and substantive-declension of the cognate languages.

Most adjectives may be declined in either way; the employment of the one or the other depends chiefly upon syntactical considerations. The weak form is generally employed after the article (337), and whenever the adjective is employed as a noun; the strong form is assigned to the predicate adjective, and to the attributive adjective when used without the article (Lichtenheld, Das Schwache Adj. im Ags., ZfdA. 16. 325 ff.).

Note 1. Of the strong declension are all the pronouns except self(a) and sē ðēa (339); the cardinal numbers from 2 upwards, so far as they are declined like adjectives (324 ff.); ðēer, the second (328); and a number of adjectives like eall, all; genōg, enough; mōnig, many. Of the weak declension are the comparatives, the superlatives in -mā, and the ordinals from 3 upward.

Note 2. The adjectives wōn(a), wanting, and gewūna, wont, are for the most part indeclinable and restricted to predicative use; yet in a few instances they are declined as strong.

A. STRONG DECLENSION

292. The strong adjective-declension in Germanic has in many respects departed from its original form (which, as has been remarked, was identical with the
noun-declension) and become assimilated to that of the pronouns. By this means the distinctions of the three vowel-declensions, once possessed alike by adjective and noun, have been in great measure obscured. Only one vowel-declension remains clearly marked, that of the o-stems (with the feminines in -ā, as in the case of the noun, 235). As with the noun, the jo- and wo-stems form subdivisions. Of the i- and u-declensions only scanty remains have been preserved in the nom. (302 ; 303).

1. **PURE O-STEMS**

293. Here again we are called upon to distinguish between short and long stems, polysyllables and monosyllables. The discrepancies of the paradigms are conditioned by the laws concerning final sounds and syncopation. As a paradigm for the short stems we may take hwæt, active ; for the long stems, gōd, good ; for polysyllables, hālig, holy. The variations from the noun-declension are indicated in 1) and 2) by italics :

1) **Short Stems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V. hwæt</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
<td>hwatu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. hwates</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
<td>hwætre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. hwatum</td>
<td></td>
<td>hwætre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. hwætne</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
<td>hwate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. hwate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A. hwate</td>
<td>hwatu, -o</td>
<td>hwata, -e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. hwatra</td>
<td>hwatum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Declension of Adjectives

### 2) Long Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N. V.</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>A.</th>
<th>I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>göd</td>
<td>gödes</td>
<td>gödne</td>
<td>göde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>D.</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>göd</td>
<td>gödum</td>
<td>göd</td>
<td>göde</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plur. N. V. A.</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>G.</th>
<th>D. I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>göde</td>
<td>göd</td>
<td>gödra</td>
<td>gödum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3) Polysyllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. N. V.</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>A.</th>
<th>I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hālig</td>
<td>hālig</td>
<td>hāligne</td>
<td>hālge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>D.</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hālges</td>
<td>hālgum</td>
<td>hālig</td>
<td>hālge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plur. N. V. A.</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>G.</th>
<th>D. I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hālge</td>
<td>hālig</td>
<td>hāligra</td>
<td>hālgum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

1. The -u of the nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. neut. of the short stems and polysyllables: hwatu, hāligu, is in general older than the -o: hwato, hālīgo.

2. In very old (Kent. ?) texts, the dat. sing. masc. and neut. sometimes ends in -em: minem, etc. The -um of the same case, and of the dat. plur. of all genders, afterwards passes into -un, -on, -an: gödan, hālgan, etc. (237, note 6).

3. In LWS. even the long stems sometimes take the ending -u in the nom. acc. plur. neut.; but generally the nom. acc. plur. neut. is replaced by the forms of the masc.: hwate, göde, hālge, for hwatu, göd, hāligu, hālīg.

4. The r-cases — the gen. dat. sing. fem. and the gen. plur. — have generally no middle vowel in EWS., even after short stems, contrary to the rule of 144. In LWS., on the other hand, -ere, -era become more and more the rule, without regard to the quantity:
sumere, sumera, like gödere, gödera, etc.; -re, -ra remain only in the case of polysyllables: háligre, etc.

Note 5. In North, the gen. sing. masc. and neut. also ends in -æs, and the gen. dat. sing. fem. in -ræ; the nom. plur. has the ending -e, more rarely -æ, but very frequently (especially in Rit.) -o.

294. Like hwæt are declined the few OE. adjectives with a short stem, like til, useful; sum, a certain; hol, hollow; dol, dull; tóm, tame; bäer, bare; blaec, black; glæd, glad; hraed, speedy; læt, late; vær, wary; as well as the compounds in -sum, -some, and -lic, -ly.

Note 1. The paradigm hwæt shows at the same time the modifications which the radical vowel æ undergoes, according to 49; 50. In distinction from the noun, the vowel æ is here actually limited, as a rule, to forms with a closed radical syllable: hwæt — hwates, in contrast with dæg — dæges, faet — faetes, etc. Yet there are many irregularities: stræc (beside stree; or stræc?), obstinate, and hraed, hraed, nimble, often preserve the æ in an open syllable, even before a guttural vowel, as in stræcum; blaec, black, has usually a in a closed radical syllable in LWS.: blæc, blæne, blære, blæcra (or blæc, etc.); so less frequently in the case of other adjectives.

Note 2. In Ps. the adjectives in -sum have, not -sumu, but -sum in the nom. sing. fem. (Zeuner, p. 138). In the older period, -lec- often stands for -lic before a vocalic ending.

295. Like göd are declined the majority of the OE. adjectives: cæld, old; hál, whole; hēah, high; rōf, vigorous; fyrn, old (originally an i-stem, as the umlaut shows), and many others.

Note 1. Words in h, like ðweorh, transverse; gefearh, farrowing; sceolh, squinting (only weak sceól); fäh, hostile; fläh, deceitful; gemāh, importunate; hēah, high; hreoh, rough; sceoh, shy; tōh, tough; gewlōh, adorned; vôh, wrong; rūh, rough, drop the h in polysyllabic forms; those having a vowel before the h contract, for the most part, according to 110ff.; hence ðweorh — ðwēores (218; 242); Ps. ðwerh according to 164.1, but dat. sing. ðweorun, weak ðweora, with u- and o/a-umlaut after loss of the h, Zeuner, p. 85,
but wōh, nom. sing. fem. wō (for *wōhu), gen. etc. wōs, wō(u)m, wōne, wō, plur. wōra, wō(u)m, fem. wōre, etc. The acc. sing. of hēah is generally hēanne, more rarely hēane, very seldom hēahne, gen. dat. sing. fem. hēarre, gen. plur. hēarra, beside hēare, hēahre, and hēara, hēahra (222. 2); dat. hēam and hēaum; Angl. hēh (163), but dat. hēam from *hēhum, acc. hēane (165, note 3), weak hēa from *hēha, as in WS. rūh has gen. rūwes, etc. (cf. 116, note).

In LWS. forms with -g- are very general instead of the contracts: hēages, hēagum, hēage; wōges, wōgum, wōge; likewise rūges, etc., for rūwes. This is not to be regarded as grammatical change (234), but as a result of analogy from adjectives like genōh — genōges, whose h was derived from older g (214. 1).

Note 2. Words ending in a geminated consonant, like grimm, ferc; still, quiet; wōnn, dusky; dimm, dark; deall, proud; eall, all, simplify the geminate (231) before any termination beginning with a consonant, and, as a rule, when final: grim(m), grimme, grimre, grimra, but grimmes, grimmum, etc. Nevertheless, l1 often remains before consonants: eallre, eallra, eallne, etc.

296. To the polysyllables, which are declared like hālig (North. also hēlig), belong especially the derivatives in -ig, like cādig, fortunate; fāmig, foamy; hrēnig, clamorous; mōnig, many a (North. also mēnig); in -el, -ol, like lētel, little; micel, large; yfel, evil; hnitol, pushing with the horns; sticol, sharp; sweotol, manifest; in -er, -or, like fāeger, fæger, fair; biter, bitter, bitter; snotor, snottor, wise; in -en, like hēden, heathenish; gilpen, boastful; besides the adjectives denoting material, like gylden, golden; iren, iron; stānen, stone; the past part. of verbs (306), and many others.

Note 1. The short-stemmed adjectives of this class, like mōnig, micel, yfel, and many past participles, like coren, boren, slægen, etc., generally form the nom. sing. fem. and the nom. acc. plur. neut. without ending (sporadically with u in the final syllable, like Cura Past. micul, large; hefug, heavy); yet there are also forms like mōnigu, yfelu, etc. in early texts like the Cura Past., and especially in Ps., where they are commoner than those without ending.
Note 2. The polysyllables with the first syllable short retain the middle vowel, in all forms, whenever it is old (144): sweotoles, sweotole; but not always when it arose from syllabic r in the form without ending: fægres and fægres (fægres ?), etc. On the contrary, micel is always treated like a long stem, and yfel very frequently so; that is, they undergo syncope of the middle vowel: micles, yfles, etc. In the case of the long stems, syncope does not take place in the trisyllabic forms of the nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. in the earlier period; hence only hāligu, lētelu (beside sporadic forms with u, like rēotugu, lachrymose; lētulu), not hālgu; not till later do we encounter forms like cōwru, hlītru, etc. In the other forms having a termination beginning with a vowel, the long stems should always undergo syncope; frequently, however, the middle vowel has again forced an entrance from the unsyncopated forms, the frequency increasing with the lateness of the period. Most irregular of all are the adjectives in -ig (which often appears before a vocalic ending as -eg-). The fewest instances of syncope occur in the past participles in -en.

Note 3. The accusative ending -ne is attached immediately to the adjectives in -en, and the endings -re, -ra to those in -er: gyldenne, ìrenne; fægerre, snotterra, etc. Now and then, especially in later OE., the nn, rr are simplified to n, r (231. 4). Occasionally, even in LWS., syncope of the middle vowel occurs after a long radical syllable: òðre, òðra, etc. (145, and note).

2. jo-STEMS

297. Stems originally short, like mid, middle; nyt, useful; gesib, related (cf. Goth. midjis, gasibjis), are declined in all respects like the pure o-stems ending in a geminated consonant (295, note 2): mid, gen. middes, fem. midre, etc.

Note 1. nīwe (nīewe), new (Goth. niujis), with its by-form nēowe (100, note 2; 159. 5), which originally belonged here, has -e in the nom. like the long stems, and retains its w even before consonants: nīwne, nīwe, nīwra; or nēowne, etc.

Note 2. frio, freo, free, Ps. frea, stem *frija- (114. 2; 166, note 6), contracts the vowel of the root with that of the suffix in the
nom. sing., but originally retained the uncontracted form in the polysyllabic cases: ți̇o, gen. ți̇iges, dat. ți̇igum, plur. ți̇ige, etc. Yet forms modeled directly on the contract nom. are frequent (and virtually the rule in W.S.): gen. dat. sing. fem. ți̇iore, gen. plur. ți̇iora, acc. sing. masc. ți̇ione, nom. acc. plur. masc. ți̇io, etc. A nom. ți̇o, together with (un)geblê̄oh, beside (un)geblê̄o, (dis)colored (from the stem *blîja-, 247, note 3), is found rather frequently in LWS., being modeled on the words in h (295, note 1).

298. Stems originally long take -e in the nom. sing. masc. and neut.; they have -u, -o in the nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. neut.; in other respects they are declined like the pure o-stems. Paradigm: grêne, green.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V.</td>
<td>grêne</td>
<td>grêne</td>
<td>grênu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G.</td>
<td>grênes</td>
<td>grêne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.</td>
<td>grênum</td>
<td>grêne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>grênne</td>
<td>grêne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>grêne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V. A.</td>
<td>grêne</td>
<td>grênu, -o</td>
<td>grêna, -e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G.</td>
<td>grênra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Í.</td>
<td></td>
<td>grênum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Words with mute + liquid or nasal before the e, like gîfre, greedy; syfre, sober; fæcne, malicious, insert a vowel before the r, n when an unlike consonant follows: syferne, fæcenra; on the other hand, acc. sing. masc. fæcne for *fæcne, gen. plur. syfra for *syfra, etc.

Adjectives ending in -nne, like ginne, spacious; ðynne, thin, do not add n in the acc. sing. masc.: ginne, ðynne.

299. This declension is followed by a tolerably large number of OE. adjectives. Examples: blîde, friendly; brême, famous; cêne, bold; cîme, comely; dierne, secret; drîge, dry; fæcne, deceitful; gîfre, greedy; ierre, angry; sêfte, soft; swête, sweet; syfre, sober; then verbal adjectives like gênge, current; genâme, acceptable; those in -ede (rarely -ode, OS. -ōdi), like hêalede,
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herniosus; hōcede, hooked; hoferede, humpbacked; those in -ihte (very rarely -iht, LWS. also -ihtig), like stāenihte, stānihte, stony; ðyrnihte, thorny; and the numerous ones in -bærë, like væstmbærë, fruitful.

Note 1. A few adjectives fluctuate between this declension and that of the simple o-stems: smolt and smylte, serene; strong and strenge, strong; unlǣd and unlǣde, wretched. Beside sēfte, LWS. has sōfte, without umlaut (by analogy with the adv. sōfte, 315, note 3).

Note 2. Not a few adjectives have been transferred to this from the i- or u-declension (302; 303).

3. wo-STEMS

300. The words with a single consonant before the w vocalize the latter when final to -u, -o (-a), and before a consonantal ending to -o. Here belong, for example: earu, active; gearu, ready; mearu, tender; nearu, narrow; calu, callow; falu, fallow; salu, sallow; geolu, yellow; basu, be(o)su, brown; hasu, gray, and probably cylu (cylew), spotted; *medu, in medewa win, must.

They are declined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V. gearu, -o</td>
<td>gearu, -o</td>
<td>gearu, -o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. gearwes</td>
<td></td>
<td>gearore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. gearwum</td>
<td></td>
<td>gearore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. gearone</td>
<td>gearu, -o</td>
<td>gearwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. gearwe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Plur. N. V. A. gearwe | gearu, -o | gearwa, -e |
| G. gearora | | |
| D. I. gearwum | | |

Note. A middle vowel frequently stands before the w: gearuwe, gearowe, gearewum, etc. LWS. frequently generalizes the w: gearuw, gear(u)wne, gear(u)wre, gear(u)wra, etc. Of sporadic occurrence are also forms like baswere, basne, basum, etc.
301. Words with a long vowel or diphthong before the \textit{w} usually retain the latter in all cases, and hence conform in all respects to the declension of the simple \textit{o}-stems. Examples: slā\textit{w}, \textit{slow}; gedē\textit{aw}, \textit{dewy}; glē\textit{aw}, \textit{prudent}; hnē\textit{aw}, \textit{miserly}; hrē\textit{aw}, \textit{raw}; gesē\textit{aw}, \textit{juicy}; (ge)hlē\textit{ow}, \textit{sheltered}; rē\textit{ow}, \textit{rough}; ō\textit{ow}, \textit{serving} (in ō\textit{ow man, wifman}, usually declined weak); rō\textit{w}, \textit{gentle}.

Note 1. The plur. tant. fē\textit{awe}, \textit{few} (Goth. faw\textit{ai}), usually contracts in the poetry to fē\textit{a}, dat. fē\textit{am} (fē\textit{aum}), and so in Ps. and elsewhere probably Mercian (Chad); EWS. only in the dat. plur. fē\textit{am}, beside fē\textit{aum}, and probably nom. acc. plur. neut. fē\textit{a} (from *faw\textit{um}, *faw\textit{u}). Otherwise it is regular in WS. (and R.\textsuperscript{1}), except that it generally forms its nom. acc. as fē\textit{awa}, following fē\textit{a} (275). The word is wanting in L. Rit. R.\textsuperscript{2}.

Note 2. The \textit{w} is lost by contraction in wē\textit{a}, \textit{wretched}, if this belongs to OHG. wē\textit{vo}, etc. (118, note 1); on (\textit{un})geblē\textit{ō}, (\textit{dis})colored, see 297, note 2. Otherwise forms without \textit{w} are only occasional, like acc. rē\textit{one}, from rē\textit{ow}.

4. \textit{i}-STEMS

302. Of short stems only a few relics are left: bryce, \textit{fragile}; swice, \textit{deceitful}; frê\textit{me}, \textit{strenuous}; gem\textit{yne}, \textit{mindful} (beside gem\textit{un}, of the \textit{o}-declension). They follow the declension of the originally long \textit{jo}-stems, like grē\textit{ne} (298); that is, they retain the simple consonant in all cases, and do not insert \textit{j} before the vowel ending. Of long stems there belong here only fyrn, \textit{ancient} (hardly used except as the adverbial neuter, ‘formerly’), and perhaps lýt, \textit{little}, in lý\textit{thwōn}, a \textit{little}; gen. lý\textit{tes} in the adv. lýtis-nā, lý\textit{tes-nā}, lý\textit{testne}, \textit{almost}.

Note. The other long \textit{i}-stems, whose \textit{i} ought properly to be dropped when there is no case-ending, have passed over to the declension of the long \textit{jo}-stems: bryce, \textit{useful}; swē\textit{te}, \textit{sweet}; blō\textit{e}, \textit{friendly}; gedē\textit{fe}, \textit{suitable}; gemā\textit{ne}, \textit{common}; compare Goth. brūks, sūts, bleıps, gadōfs, gamains.
5. **u-STEMS**

303. The only certain relics of the adjective u-declension are **wlaecu**, **tepid**, beside **wlaec**, from which latter alone all the cases but the nom. sing. (and acc. sing. neut.) are formed, together with WS. **c(w)ucu**, **living** (for *cwiocu*, 71), Ps.? (only nom. plur. **ewe**ce) North. R.² L. **ewe** (164.2), poetry **ewe**c(u), beside rare forms of **c(w)ucu**.

Note 1. The form in **-u** stands for the nom. sing. and plur. of all genders, for the acc. sing. fem. and acc. sing. plur. neut., and for the weak nom. sing. Otherwise nothing is found of the regular u-declension but the acc. sing. masc. **cucune**, **-one**, also **cucinne**, **cuconne** (231, note 3), and further **c(w)ucene**, **c(w)ucenne**, also **ewe**cenn(u)e. All the other forms, and so frequently the acc. sing. masc., are formed as if from a nom. **c(w)uc** or **ewe**; in pure WS. the forms with inner **u** greatly predominate.

Note 2. The long u-stems have mostly gone over to the o- or jo-declension: compare, for example, OE. **heard**, **hard**; **gleaw**, sagacious, with Goth. **hardus**, **glaggwus**; **gle**, troublesome; **hnœsc** (North. L. **hnœsc**, R.² plur. **hnisca**, but R.¹ **næscum**), soft; **twaflwintre**, twelve years old, with Goth. **aglus**, **hnasqus**, and **twalibwintrus**. Occasionally doublets are found: **smoð**, smooth; **strong**, strong; **gneatð**, miserly, beside **smœðe**, strenge, **ungnyðe** (299, note 1).

**B. WEAK DECLENSIÓN**

304. The weak declension of adjectives is the same as that of nouns, except that the gen. plur. is almost always replaced by the strong form **-ra**. **Paradigm**: **gōda**, the **good**.
NOTE 1. LWS. occasionally has a nom. sing. masc. in -an, as in sē forman dæg, sē teōån dæl.

NOTE 2. A gen. plur. in -ena (also rarely -ana, -na), like gōdēna, etc., perhaps belongs only to scholarly translations like the Cura Past. There are also sporadic moves toward formations in -an (modeled after the other cases in -an) or -a (after the noun-declension). Very rarely do we find in the charters contaminated forms, like hāligrana, hāligran.

NOTE 3. The dat. plur. -an frequently occurs at an early period (thus predominantly in the Cura Past.) instead of -um: gōdan, læssan, etc., in advance of its appearance in the dat. of strong adjectives and the dat. plur. of nouns (237, note 6; 293, note 2). This is no doubt to be attributed to the influence of the other cases in -an.

NOTE 4. In a few words contraction takes place: hēa, gen. hēan, from hēoh; dat. sing. hrēon, from hrēoh; wō, wōn, from wōh, etc. (295, note 1).

NOTE 5. The discrepancies of North. are essentially the same as those in the weak declension of nouns (276, note 5).

C. DECLENSION OF PARTICIPLES

305. The present participle has adopted in full the jo-declension of adjectives, and may also be inflected as weak. Paradigm of the strong declension: giefende, giving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. V.</td>
<td>giefende</td>
<td>giefende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>giefendes</td>
<td>giefendre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>giefendum</td>
<td>giefendre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>giefendne</td>
<td>giefende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>giefende</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. V.</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>giefende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>giefendra</td>
<td>giefendre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. I.</td>
<td>giefendum</td>
<td>giefendre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE 1. When used predicatively, the pres. participle is apt to be uninflected: giefende, for giefendu, giefendne (no other cases than nom. acc. in question).

NOTE 2. For the declension of the present participle when used as a noun see 286; 287,
306. The past participle, like a regular adjective, has both strong and weak declension. Paradigms: the participles of hātan, call; ācēosan, elect; nērian, save.

Note 1. The nom. sing. fem. and nom. acc. plur. in -u are rare, and are almost entirely confined to attributive use, even in the case of long stems (296, and note 1). In the predicative position the uninflected form is mostly employed: hāten, ācoren, genēred.

Note 2. With regard to syncope of vowels at the end of a syllable in polysyllabic forms see 296 (cf. also 402; 406).

D. COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES

1. COMPARATIVE

307. The OE. comparative has but one ending, -ra, corresponding both to the Goth. -iza and the Goth. -ōza.

This termination is usually attached to the positive, without any modification of the latter by i-umlaut: earm, poor — earmra; heard, hard — heardra; glaed, glad — glædra; fæger, fair — fægerra; gearo, ready — gearora (EWS. likewise gearra, later also gearuwra, cf. 300, note). Only a few form the comparative with i-umlaut, like eald, old — ieldra; grēat, great — grietra; geong, young — gingra (Ps. gingra, beside iungra, gungra, North. R.² gingra, beside L. giungra; cf. also 157, note 1); seeort, short — seyrtra; brād, broad — brādra, beside the usual brādra; hēah, high — hierra,
hýrra (222. 2), beside híehra and hēahra (Late Kent. also hēgra), Ps. R.² L. hēra, Rit. hērra.

308. The comparatives are declined like weak adjectives (304).

Note. Now and then there occur compounds with comparison of both elements: længlífra, from længlífe, long-lived; máfeyaldra, from mónigféald, manifold (on læng- and mā- see 323; compare also Scint. længtогран, prolixiora, and the poetic mācраeftigra, beside mācraeftig).

2. SUPERLATIVE

309. The shortest form of the superlative ends in -ost (beside -ust, -ast), more rarely in -est: lēof, dear — lēofost; heard, hard — heardost; hwæt, sharp — hwæt-ost; ríc, rich — ríc(e)ost; but strong, strēnge, strong — strēngest.

310. The superlative, like the comparative (307), but seldom takes i-umlaut: eald — ieldest; læng — længest; strōng — strēngest (Ps. also strōngest); geong — ging-est (Ps. gungesta, L. gingesta, beside giungesta), sceort — sceyrtest; hēah has hiehst, hŷhst, beside hēahest, hēahst, and hēhst, 108. 2 (Ps. R.² L. Rit. hēsta, L. Rit. heista, L. also heigsta, heeist (166. 6), EWS. sporadically also hīgest, Kent. hēgest).

Note. These superlatives with umlaut have also a by-form in -ust, -ost: længust, or occasionally later shortening to -st: gingst, yltst.

311. With regard to the inflection, the strong declension of superlatives is almost entirely confined to that shorter form in -ost, -est which stands for the nom.
voc. sing. and acc. sing. neut. With this exception, strong forms are rare. The superlative usually follows the weak declension.

The umlaut-forms have either the termination -esta: icledesta, lęngesta, gingesta (syncope also in LWS.: yldsta, lęngsta, gingsta, stręngsta); rarely -osta, -usta, as in sęlosta (312), ąërusta (313), or shortened from the very first to -sta: hiecsta, hỳhsta; níchsta, nỳhsta (for hēahsta, hēhsta, etc. see 108. 2). Even those without umlaut, ending in -ost, like heardost, lęofost, very frequently change the o of this ending into e, as soon as the word receives an additional syllable: heardesta, lęofesta, beside heardosta, lęofosta (129).

3. IRREGULAR COMPARISON

312. In a few adjectives the lack of a regular comparative or superlative is supplied by forms from a different root, to which there is no corresponding positive:

gōd, good comp. bęt(e)ra, bęttra sup. bęt(e)st, infl. bętsta
—“ sělla, sělra
yfel, bad “ wiersa
micel, great “ māra
lỳtel, small “ lässa

Note 1. Beside bętest, bętest (the latter the commonest form in WS. prose), bętost also occurs (310, note). For wiersa R.1 North. have wyrsa, for wierresta Ps. R.1 North. wyrresta (156. 4). The neuter noun mā, Ps. R.1 māē, L. maa, māē, belongs with māra, and in like manner sēl (older and in L. sēl) with sělla, sělra (older sęlra), better. North. has māst(a), for māst(a). Instead of lāest, -a, the only form common in WS. prose, R.1 North. R.2 L. have lăesest, -a, and this is also found in the poetry (L. has also lēasest (Rit. only lāest), as in the comp. L. Rit. lēassa, beside Ps. R.2 L. Rit. lăessa,
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R.1 lēssa). The Kentish Laws have one instance of an ancient form, lēresta, with grammatical change.

Note 2. Probably ēlra, the other; ēlra, the latter, are isolated comparative forms.

313. In a number of cases the comparative and superlative are formed from an adverb or preposition, in default of a corresponding positive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Comparative</th>
<th>Superlative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feor, far</td>
<td>comp. fierra</td>
<td>sup. fierrest(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nēah, near</td>
<td>nēarra</td>
<td>nīehst(a), nŷhst(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ār, earlier</td>
<td>ārra</td>
<td>ārest(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fore, before</td>
<td>furōra</td>
<td>fyrest(a), the first</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. feor is sometimes an adj. in poetry; the Glosses have one example of nēagum as an adj. in the dative, from nēah. On LWS. nēahst(a), nēhst(a), nēxt(a) see 108. 2; on Ps. North. nēsta (L. also neista) see 166. 6 (but R.1 nēhsta, nēxta, nēhsta, nīhsta).

314. From a few words there is formed a superlative with an m-suffix. This is preserved in its simplest form only in forma, the first; meduma, the midmost; and hindema, the hindmost; the others have added the regular superlative ending -est, and consequently end in -mest. These formations, like the preceding, are in some cases derived from adverbs and prepositions:

- (sīd, late) comp. sīdara sup. sīdēmest, sīdest
- (lēt, late) " lætra " lætemest "
- (inne, within) " innerra " innemest "
- (ūte, without) " ūterra, ūterra " ūt(e)mest, ūt(e)mest "
- (ufan, from above) " yferra, uferra " yfemest, ufemest, ūmest "
- (nioðan, from below) " nīderra " nīdēmest, nioðemest "
- (fore, before) " furōra " forma, fyrmest "
- (aftér, after) " æfterra " æftemest "
- (mid, mid) " " midmest "
- (norð, northward) " norðerra, nyrōra " norðmest "
- (sūð, southward) " sūderra, sŷderra " sūðmest "
- (ēast, eastward) " ēasterra " ēastmest "
- (west, westward) " westerra " westmest "
Note 1. Beside the comparatives in -erra there frequently appear forms with simple r: innera, ūtera, ufera, niðera, etc., and shortened forms in -ra after a long radical syllable: innra, ūt(ṭ)ra (ytttra), æftra, norðra, etc. (145, note; 231. 4).

Note 2. Instead of the superlative ending -mest (for -myst cf. 44, note 2), the later language often has -maest (rarely -mast), which seems to indicate analogy with the superlative maest.

Note 3. ÿmest probably has no etymological relation with yfemest, but is to be equated with Goth. aumists.

APPENDIX

FORMATION OF ADVERBS

315. Adjectival adverbs have the ending -e: heard, hard — hearde; sōð, true — sōðe; nearo, narrow — nearwe; sweotul, manifest — sweotule; hlūtor, clear — hlūtre; wid, wide — wide. If the adjective itself ends in -e, the adverb is identical with it: clāene, clean; gedēfe, suitably.

Note 1. Thus also a few adverbs in -e, to which there are no corresponding adjectives: ēdre, promptly; some, likewise; snēome, quickly.

Note 2. The adverbs of the short-stemmed adjectives with æ (294) fluctuate between a and æ: (h)raðe and (h)raðe, quickly; smæle and smæle, finely?

Note 3. From sēfte, soft; swēte, sweet; myrge, merry; ēnge, narrow, the adverbs are sōfte, swōte, murge, ōnge (sad), without umlaut (once archaic clāne, from clāne, pure); so smolttlice (316), from smylte, serene; on the other hand, hādre, from ḥādor, bright. The adverb corresponding to göd is wel.

316. For and beside this formation there is also a form compounded with -lice, -lice: hearde and heardlice;
soöe and soöliice; sweotule and sweotullice. This mode of formation subsequently increases more and more.

317. A few adverbs, in part without corresponding adjectives, end in -a: fela, very; gēara, formerly; gïena, again; geostra, yesterday; gïeta (also giet), yet; singāla (also singāle and singāles), always; sōna, soon; tela, teala, properly; the numeral adverbs tuwa, ḍriwa (331); and North. eōöa, oōöa, for which elsewhere oōöe occurs. Whether -hwega (344) belongs here is doubtful.

318. Adverbs are formed from adjectives, and more rarely from other words, by means of the terminations -unga, -inga, -enga. Examples: dearnunga, secretly; eallunga, entirely; ēawunga, publicly; eorringga, ierringa, angrily; hōlinga, secretly; wēninga, perhaps. Along with these are formations with -lunga, etc.: grundlunga, -linga, completely; unmyndlunga, unexpectedly, etc.

Note. The three endings frequently interchange with one another in the same word, without causing any modification of the radical syllable. The greater number exhibit u-umlaut of the stem-vowel, where that is possible; i-umlaut of the radical syllable is rare, unless the basic word already had the umlaut: āninga, beside ānunga, āninga, entirely; sēmninga, beside sōmnunga, suddenly.

319. The case-forms of adjectives are sometimes employed as adverbs. Accusative adverbs of this sort are: lêtel, lêt, little; genōg, enough; fyrn, gefyrn, formerly; full, fully; hēah (late also hēage, 295), high; ungemet (beside dat. ungemete and gen. ungemetes), extraordinarily; and those in -weard, like upweard,
sūðweard. Among genitives are: ealles, altogether; nealles (nalles, nalas, nalaes, nals), not at all; ennent, otherwise; micles, very; simbles, singāles, always; samtēnges, together; gēarlanges, a year long; dæglanges, all day long; nihtlanges, all night long; unge-wisses, unconsciously; wēas (?), by chance; ēndemes (later ēndemest), equally; lētes- in lētesnā (EWS. lētisnā, LWS. lētestne), almost; the pronominal hwæt-huguningas, somewhat, etc. (344, note 2); several in -weardes, -wards, like upweardes, sūðweardes; others with a prepositional prefix like tōgegnes, against; tōmiddles, in the midst. Datives comprise such as niclum, very; lētlum, little.

320. Of nouns, it is especially the gen. in -es (even of feminines), the instr. sing., and the dat. instr. plur., that are employed as adverbs: the genitive, for example, in dæges, by day; nihtes, by night; idæges, and LWS. pydæges, the same day; (un)dōnces, (un)willingly; Godes dōnces, thank God; willes, selfwilles, unwilles, (un)willingly; gewealdes, of one’s own power; unge-wealdes, unwillingly (these also compounded with adjectives and pronouns); nēades, niedes, needs; òðres healfes, on the other side; instæpes (beside dat. instæpe), immediately; and in certain phrases with prepositions and adverbs: tō æfenes, in the evening; tō nōnes, at noon; tō ūltes, at dawn; tō getlites, emulously; tō mēdes, as reward; tō gifes, gratis; hū gerādes, how; gehū ennent, how else; hū geare, at what time of year; gen. plur.: hū meta, how; hū nytas, wherefore; hūru ðinga, especially; ānge ðinga, anyhow;
nænge, nāne ōinga, not at all; Ærest ōinga, first of all; ēne sīða, once, etc. (331). The instrumental occurs, for example, in fāene, very; sāre (earlier sāere, with i-umlaut, 237, note 2), sorely. The dat. plur. occurs especially in forms ending in -mælum: dropmælum, drop by drop; stundmælum, now and then.

Note. Other irregular adverbial phrases, formed of nouns and prepositions, are here omitted.

321. Adverbs of place denote rest in, motion towards, and motion from a place. The most important are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where?</th>
<th>Whither?</th>
<th>Whence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ðær, there</td>
<td>ðider</td>
<td>ðonan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwær, where</td>
<td>hwider</td>
<td>hwonan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hēr, here</td>
<td>hider</td>
<td>hionan; hine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inne, within</td>
<td>in(n)</td>
<td>innan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ûte, without</td>
<td>ût</td>
<td>ûtan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uppe, up</td>
<td>up(p)</td>
<td>uppان, ufان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, below</td>
<td>nidor</td>
<td>niðan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, before</td>
<td>forð</td>
<td>foran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, behind</td>
<td>hinder</td>
<td>hindan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, east</td>
<td>ēast</td>
<td>ēastan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, west</td>
<td>west</td>
<td>westan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, north</td>
<td>norð</td>
<td>norðan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—, south</td>
<td>sūð</td>
<td>sūðan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feor(r), far</td>
<td>feor(r)</td>
<td>feorran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nēah, near</td>
<td>nēar</td>
<td>nēan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The missing adverbs of rest are replaced by prepositional compounds like be-niðan, be-foran, be ēastan, on innan, etc.

Note 1. Beside the adverbs in -an, there are those in -on, and, in longer form, -ane, -one: ufon, ufane, etc. (in the case of this adverb also ufenan). In North, these adverbs lose the final n: ðona, hwōna, ufa, etc.
Note 2. For ðær, hwær, LWS. has þær, hwår. From hwær are also formed gehwær; æghwær, ægehwær; (ge)welhwær, welgehwær, everywhere; eahwær, őhwær, anywhere; nāhwær, nōhwær, nowhere, with their by-forms ñær, őær, etc. (43, note 4; 57, note 2 ; 222. 2; later also ãær, etc.). Similar compounds of hwider and hwônan are ãghwider, ãghwônan and ôhwônan (North. ômuana), etc. Emphatic by-forms of ðær and hwær are ðâra (ðara ?) and hwâra (hwara ?), in hwæthwâra, little by little.

Note 3. Beside ðider there is an archaic form ðáeder, and beside hider also hidere. Of similar formation is ofere, from above. Hither and thither is designated by hider (ond, ne) ðider, beside hidres ðáedres (dídres, sporadically hider ðiderses), with the genitive ending; for here and there, hidenofer and geonofer.

The comparative of such an adverb of place is found only as an exception: hideror oddé gýt behonon, as a translation of Lat. citerius.

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS

322. As a rule, no adverbs admit of comparison except those derived from adjectives, their comparative and superlative being identical with those in -or, -ost of the corresponding adjectives: heardor — heardost; strongor — strongost; leoflicor — leoflicost.

Note. seldan, seldom, has comp. seldor and seldnor; sup. seldost.

323. A few adverbs have as a comparative a peculiar monosyllabic form, without any special comparative ending, but generally distinguished from the positive by i-umlaut. These are: bet, better; wiers, wyrs, worse; mā, mæ, more; lēs, less; ār, earlier; sīð, later; fier, farther; lēng, longer; sēl (early and North. sōel), better; sēft, softer; ǣð, easier; tylg, more willingly; ūnd, before (?) ; exceptionally occurs also nýr, nearer, beside regular nēar. To some of these no corresponding positives are found.

Note. These adverbs correspond to the Goth. adverbs in -is, -s, like batis, seis; the ending -is, -s, is lost, according to 133; 182.
CHAPTER III. NUMERALS

1. CARDINALS

324. The first three numerals are declinable in all cases and genders.

1. an is declined like a strong adjective, according to the paradigm god (293. 2), but usually takes in the acc. sing. masc. the form ænne (from *ānina, *ainina, compare ON. mininó on the runic stone of Strand; the shortening of the vowel in ænne, from ānne, is proved by the spelling enne Ps. R.¹ R.² L. Rit.; but also ænne R.¹ and more rarely L.), beside later ānne; the instr. has āne (so also Ps. Rit.), beside later āne (so also R.² L.).

Plural forms are found with the meaning only, and in the phrase ānra gehwylc, each one; āna, declined as weak, signifies alone.

2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N. A. twēgen</td>
<td>tū, twā</td>
<td>twā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>twēg(e)a, twēgra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>twēm, twām</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. So is declined bēgen, both: fem. bā, neut. bū, gen. bēg(r)a, dat. bēm, bām. The monosyllabic forms of these two words are often used conjointly: masc. fem. bā twā, neut. bū tū (also būtwu, būta), dat. bām twām.

For twēgen occurs Kent. twēgen; Ps. has twēgen, neut. tū, gen. twēga; R.¹ twēgen, twēge(n), twā, neut. tū, twā, gen. twēgra, dat. twēm; North. R.² twēge, twēge (tū ?), fem. twā, neut. tuu, twā, tuō, twēg, gen. twēgra, dat. twēm ; L. twēge, -o (tuēge, tuōge), tuēg, tuēg, twē, tuē, tuu, gen. tuōge, tuōgera (-ara ?), tuōra, dat. twēm (tuōm), Rit. twōgi, -o ; tuu, gen. twēgra.

bēgen has œ when early and in North.: bēgef R.² L. (beside bēgo L., but bēgen and bā R.²; fem. bā Rit., neut. bū R.¹), gen. bēga Cod. Dipl., dat. bēm (beside bēm) Cod. Dipl. (North. bēm L.).

For bēgen sometimes occurs later the spelling beggen, which seems to indicate shortening of the ē.
### INFLECTION

#### 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ērī, ērīc, (ērī)</td>
<td>ērīō, ērēō</td>
<td>ērīōra, ērēōra</td>
<td>ērī, ērēo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 2. The length of the ē in ērim is established by the fact of gemination only as respects North. (L.); later texts have also prēm, prēcom.

Ps. has only (nom.) acc. masc. ērēo, R.1 prēo, dat. ērim; North. R.2 ērīō, ērīa, dat. ērim; L. ērīō (ērīu), ērēo, ērēa, gen. ērēa, ērēana, dat. ērim (ērim ?), ērim; Rit. ērīō, ērēo, ērīa, ērīga, gen. ērēa.

#### 325.

The numbers from 4 to 19, when attributively used, are not generally inflected (numerous exceptions in North.). They are:

4. feōwer, LWS. sporadically feowor, -ur; Kent. feower Mart.; Merc. Ps. R.1 feower-; North. R.2 feower, L. fe(o)wer, fe(o)uer, feuor, -orer, feoer, feor (and fear-, in fearfald, fourfold), Rit. fover, beside feo(v)r(ert)ig, forty; add LWS. fyder-, Ps. feodur-, R.2 L. feodor-, in compounds like fyderfote, fourfooted, etc.

5. fīf, uniform, with examples also in Merc. North.: R.1 R.2 L. Rit.

6. siex, later six-, syx, and also seox, seax; Old Kent. siox-, beside sex Cod. Dipl.; Merc. North. sex R.1 R.2 L. Rit.

7. siofon, -an, WS. sefon, -an, later also syfon, -an, -en (sufon); EWS. sibun- Corp., sifun- Ep.; Merc. Ps. seofen, R.1 seofun, siofun; North. R.2 siofu, -o, L. seofo, -a (sporadically seofon, sefo); see also under 70.

8. cahta, LWS. ehta (108. 2); Merc. ahta, in Ps. hundahtahtig; North. R.2 ahtowe (compare ehtuwe Rid.), L. ahto, -u (cahtu), achtou, ahtuu, Rit. ahta, -o; see also under 80.

9. nigon, -an, also nigen (in a charter of about 840); later also nīgun, nygon, -an, sporadically neogan; Merc. R.1 nigon, North. infl. R.2 nione, L. nigona, -e; see also under 90.

10. tīen, WS. tīn, and less pure WS. also tēn; Kent. Merc. tēn Cod. Dipl. Ps. R.1; North. R.2 tēn, tēo, tēa; L. Rit. tēa; see also under 100.

11. en(d)lefan EWS. (Or.), WS. endleofan, also -lefan, -lifan, -lyfan, -lufan, also with final -un, -on, or beginning with æn-, ænd-; Merc. R.1 enlefan; North. R.2 infl. ællefne, L. ællef.
13. *þriotiene, WS. þrœotýne, -tene, also þrœottyne, etc. (230, note), late sporadic þrýttene; no instances in Kent. Angl.
14-19. fœower-, fif-, slex-, siofon-, eahta-, nigontiene, -týne, -tene, etc. following the various forms for the simple numbers 4-9.

If these numbers stand by themselves, they inflect according to the i-declension: for example, nom. acc. fife, neut. fifu, -o, gen. fïfa, dat. fifum (dat. eahtum Bede).

Note. In Ps. such forms do not occur; R.¹ fife, tene, twelfe, fœowertëne, gen. siofuna; North. R.² fife, siofune, -unaé, -one, aëhtowe, nione, tene, ællefne, twelfe, fiftëne, beside sexu, -o, tenu, -o, dat. æhtowum, ællefnum, twelfum; L. ſewere, nigone, tene, beside seofona, -ana, niga with fœ(o)vero (feuero), ÿfo, seofono, tēno (-n), tuaelfo (twelfo, etc.), fœowertēno, gen. twœlfa (tuelfa), dat. fœowrum, fifum, seofanum (seofonum, seofum), tēnum (teum, tewum), ællefnum, -om, twœlfum (twelfum, etc.), fiftënum; Rit. ſeooero, ſifo, tēno.

326. The even tens from 20 to 60 are formed by joining the syllable -tig (= Goth. tigus, decade) to the corresponding unit; those from 70 to 120 in the same manner, but with hund prefixed (though it is occasionally lost). They are:

20. twëntig or twentig; North. R.² twœgentig, L. tuæntig, tuëntig.
30. ðritig, later often ðrittig; Merc. R. ðritig, ðrittig; North. R.² ðritig, L. ðrittig, -h, ðrit(e)ih, Rit. ðrittig.
40. fœowertig, so also Merc. Ps. R.¹ and North. R.²; L. ñeortig, -h, ñeortig, foertig, fœowertig, Rit. ñeortig, ñeovrtig.
50. fiftig; so also R.² Rit.; L. fïft(e)ig, -t(e)ih.
60. siextig, later sixtig, syxtig, and less pure WS. also sextig; Merc. North. R.¹ R.² sextig, L. sext(e)ig, -th, -dig, -deih.
70. hundsiofontig, -antig, WS. hundseofontig, -antig, later also -syfontig, etc. (seofontig already in Or., beside hundseofontig);
Merc. Ps. hundseofentig, R.\textsuperscript{1} hundseofuntig; North. R.\textsuperscript{2} hundsifontig, -sifuntig, L. (h)undsseofontig, hundseofuntig, unse(o)-funtig, unseofontig, Rit. hundseofontig.

80. hundeahhtatig (beside simple eahtatig already in Or.); Merc. Ps. hundæhtatig; North. R.\textsuperscript{2} hundæhtetig, L. hundhæhtatig.

90. hundningontig, -nigantig, sporadically also -niogontig, -nygontig, etc.; Merc. R.\textsuperscript{1} hundningontig; North. R.\textsuperscript{2} hundniöntig, L. hundneantig, -tih, hundnёöntig.

100. hun(d)teontig; Merc. R.\textsuperscript{1} hundtäantig, -töontig; North. R.\textsuperscript{2} hun(d)täantig, L. hun(d)täntig, -h, -teig, Rit. huntäantig.

110. hundælleftig- Cura Past., later hundendlyftig, hundend-, -ændlaeftig, etc.

120. hundtwelftig; beside later hundtwentig, with the same meaning.

These numbers are originally neuter nouns, and followed by the genitive; but they also occur as adjectives at a comparatively early period. They frequently form a gen. in -es, as if sing.: ūrittiges, fīftiges, etc.; but have also gen. -tega, -tiga, beside -tigra, dat. -tegum, -tigum. In some later texts they are wholly indeclinable.

Note 1. The inflected forms of Ps. are hundæhtatiges and feower-, hundseofentigum; R.\textsuperscript{1} hundseofuntigum; R.\textsuperscript{2} twægen-, feower-, fīf-, huntæantigum; L. sexteiges, ūrittiges, and tuën-, fīf-, unseofuntigum; Rit. huntæantiges, and feovr-, fīf-, huntæanti-
tigum.

Note 2. Prefixed numbers below ten are (so far as can be determined) usually in the neut., and remain undeclined, like pāra twā and twentigra manna; only the monosyllabic datives, twām and ūrlm, are also usual in this position.

327. Beside hundtēontig, there is a simple neut. hund (ān hund) and neut. hundred (so also R.; North. R.\textsuperscript{2} hundrē, -ed, L. Rit. hundrað, beside -æð L.) for 100.
200–900 are generally formed with the neut. hund: tū hund, tīrio hund, etc.; less frequently with hund-teontig and hundred.

1000 is neut. ūsend, gen. -des, dat. -de; the plural is ūsendu (-o, -a, sporadic -e) — but frequently uninflcted, ūsend — gen. -da (sporadic -dra), dat. -dum; Ps. ūsend(u), dat. -dum, R.¹ ūsenda, -de, R.² ūsendo, gen. -da, dat. -dum, L. ūsend(o), dat. -dum, Rit. ūsendo, -da.

Note 1. hund has North. dat. hundum R.² L., but in EWS. is inflected like a sing., hunde; but the word is usually indeclinable. From hundred are formed the plurals hundredu and hundred, the former only when used absolutely.

Note 2. These numbers also are originally nouns with substantive declension, yet are often treated like adjectives, and are in many cases employed later as indeclinable.

Note 3. Numbers which exceed hundreds of thousands are, when necessary, expressed periphrastically: tēn ūsend sīdum hundfealde pūsenda = a thousand millions.

2. ORDINALS

328. The ordinal corresponding to 1 is forma (also formesta, fyrmest(a), fyrest(a); also R.¹ North. forō-mest, and subst. forwost L., fœrmest, fœrōmest, for-west R.²) or āresta (the first of two is designated by ārra). That corresponding to 2 is òfer, or æfterra.

The others are:

3. òridda; Merc. R.¹ þridde, -a, òrydda; North. R.² òrda, L. Rit. òrd(d)a, and rarely L. òridda.

4. fœorða, later also fœowerða; Merc. R.¹ fœorpa, North. R.² L. fœarða, beside L. fœorða.

5. fifta (throughout the language).

6. sīxta, sīxta, syxta, etc.; Merc. R.¹ sexta and syxta, R.² sesta, sexta, L. Rit. seista, sesta.
7. siofoða, Common WS. seofoða, -eða, etc.; Merc. R.¹ siofund(a), North. R.² siofunda, L. seofunda, -ōnda.

8. cahtoða, -ēða (chtōda, etc., § 108. 2), LWS. also e(a)htēoða; Angl. cahtegōđa Bede, North. R.² ahtoða, L. ahtēða, -āðe (cahtēða).

9. nigōða, -ēða (later also forms like nigeoða, nygoða, neogoða, etc.); Merc. R.¹ nigōpā.

10. tēoða; Mart. Bede teogōđa, North. R.² -tegōđa, L. teligōđa, telīđa.

11. enlefta Or., later endlīfta, -lefta, -leofta, -lufta, æn(d)lyfta, etc.; Merc. R.¹ ælefta, elfefta, North. L. ællefťa.

12. twelfta.

13–19 have WS. -tēoða (note LWS. ðreottēoða, beside ðrēotēoða, according to 230, note 1, and e(a)htēoða, beside e(a)htatēoða); dialectal also are -teg(e)ða, -teog(e)ða (cahtategōđa Mart., féower-, fif-, seofentegōđa, beside cahtategōđa Later Mart., féower-, seofenteogōđa, beside fifteogeōđa Bede), North. R.² fiftegōđa, L. fifteīđa.

20–120 end in EWS. in -tigoða (-tiogoða, -tegōđa, -teogōđa), but later there occur, beside -tigoða, forms like -tigeča, -tegēða, -teogoða, etc.: twentigoða, etc. (féowertegōpā already in Or.), beside sporadic -tegā, -tīga (already féowertega Chron.) and LWS. frequently -tēoða (already féowertēoða Or.); beside dialectic twentegōđa Mart., twentigōđa Bede.

No ordinals are formed corresponding to hund, hundred, and .docsend, periphrasis being employed instead: sē ðē byð on ðām twām hundredum æftemyst, ducentesimus; sē ðē bid æftemyst on ðūsendgete tele, millesimus (Ælfric), etc.

Compound numbers either have the second numeral an ordinal, ān, twā (always so as a neut.), ðrī and twentigōđa, etc., or the ordinal of the unit is followed by ēac and the dat. of the cardinals denoting the tens: ðridda ēac twentigum, 23d; siexta ēac fiftygum, 56th, etc.

All ordinals are declined like weak adjectives (304), with the exception of ðōer, which belongs to the strong adjective declension; the superlative forms for the number 1 vary according to 311. Prefixed units are
not declined (with the exception of the monosyllabic datives twēm, twām, and perhaps ðrim; cf. 326, note 2.)

3. OTHER NUMERALS

329. In OE. there are only relics of former distributives.

Note 1. The stereotyped poetic forms twih and twēonum, occurring in phrases like mid une twih, between ourselves; be sēm twēonum, between the seas, are related to Goth. tweihmai. More usually these forms are combined with the preposition be to the purely prepositional betweoh, betwuh, betuh (betwih, betwyh) only in the texts with Anglian coloring, like Bede, Ep. Alex. (but Boeth. also betwyh), Angl. betwihr Ps. R.1 (here also betwihe, betwīg) R.2, bi-, betuih L., bitwih Rit.), and betweonum, -an (rarely later betwyñan; Ps. betwīnum; also older bituīhn Corp., bituīchn Erf., bituīcn Ep., Merc. R.1 betwīon, betwēon, North. R.2 bitvion, L. bi-, betvien, bituēn, Rit. bitwīen, bitvīn, bitvēn, poet. betwēon), between.

In like manner there arose a preposition betweox(n), betwux(n), betux (rare older by-forms betuoxxn, betwiiux; later forms like betwyx Boeth.; Merc. betwix, betwihs R.1), betwīxt (compare OHG. in, untar zuiskēm).

Note 2. The acc. plur. masc. þriana, three by three, occurring only once, is probably from Old Norse.

Note 3. Otherwise, one by one is rendered by āen-, ānīepige (Merc. North. adverbial ānlepum R.1, ānlapum L.; for two by two, three by three, etc. are used the dative formulas twēm ond twēm (also adj. getwinne), ðrim ond ðrim, feower ond feower, þūsendum ond þūsendum (also þūsendfealde), etc.

330. Multiplicatives are formed by adding the adjective -feald to the cardinals: ānfeald, twie-, twyfeald (later also twifeadl, twīgfæld), ðrie-, ðryfeald (also ðröio-, ðröeofeald, etc.), monigfeald, etc.

Note 1. Ps. has seofensfaldlice, R.1 ān-, hundtēantigfæld, R.2 feōfæld, L. twu-, tuufæld (also tuu-, tuulfællice), fēarfæld, seofa- fallice, tēafæld, Rit. tvifældlico, ōrfæld (ōrīfæld), seofa- fallice, seofan- fallice.
Note 2. **twiefeald** and **ðriefeald** sometimes inflect even the first member in the dat.: **twämfäldum, ðrimfealdum, ðrimfealdre**, etc. (compare also **twämfäldum, duplo R.**). From **mönigfeald** there occurs a double comparative **mäfealdra** *(308, note)*.

331. Of simple numeral adverbs in answer to the question *how often?* only the following are in use: **æne**, *once* (rarely gen. **ænes**); **tuwa** (tuwwa, tua; also **twiwa, twywa, tweowa, and twuga, twig(e)a, later also twia, twie, etc.*; North. R.² **twiga, -e, L. twiga, -o**, *twice*; and **ðriwa** (ðrywa, ðreowa; Merc. R.¹ **priowa, priuwa**, North. R.² **ðriga, L. ðriga, ðria, Rit. ðriga**), *thrice*. All others, including by-forms to those just named, are formed periphrastically by means of **sið**, *journey, time*: **æne siða** (later **siðe**), *once*; **twæm, ðrim, fif, twentigum siðum**, etc.; North. R.² **siofo, tēa siðum, huntēa(n)-tigum siða**, L. **fēor, tēa siðum, and se(o)fo (seofa), undseofontig, hun(d)teantig siða** (hunteantig siðo); likewise **on ænne sið**, etc.

**Note.** The first, second, third time, etc., is expressed by **forman, ōðre, ōriddan siðe**, etc.
CHAPTER IV. PRONOUNS

1. PERSONAL PRONOUNS WITHOUT DISTINCTION OF GENDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Person</th>
<th>Second Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. ic</td>
<td>òû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. mîn</td>
<td>òîn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. më</td>
<td>òë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. më (mec)</td>
<td>òë (òèc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual N. wit</td>
<td>git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. uncer</td>
<td>inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. unc</td>
<td>inc (incit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. unc (uncit ?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. òë</td>
<td>gë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. ûë (û(s)er)</td>
<td>òower, òower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. ûs</td>
<td>òow, òow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. ûs (ûsic)</td>
<td>òow, òow (òowic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. The forms here given are those of WS. prose, except the parenthetical ones; these occur for or beside the others in texts with more or less dialectic coloring, and especially in the poetry.

Note 2. Beside ic, there occurs the negative nic, nice, with the meaning no.

Note 3. In òë, gë, etc., the length of the vowel is established by gemination and accent in the MSS., but cf. 121.

Note 4. The Anglian forms are: a) first person: Merc. Ps. ic, mîn, më, mec (mic, më), plur. òë, ûë, ûs, ûsic (ûs); R.¹ ic (nic), mîn, më, mec (më), dual wit, —, unc, unc, plur. wë (wæ, wë), ûë, ûs, ûsic (ûs); North. R.² ic (ih), mîn, më, mec, plur. ùë, õser, ûs, ûsîh; L. ic (ih, ich), mîn, më, mec (mëch), plur. wë (wæ, wë), õser, ûs (ûsic, -îg), ûsic (-îch, -îh, -îg), Rit. ic, —, më, mec (mehc), plur. wë, õser (ûsra, ûsgra), ûs, ûsig; b) second person: Merc. Ps. òû, òîn, òë (òè), òëc (òè; sporadic òëc), plur. gë, —, òow, òowic (òow); R.¹ pu, þîn, þë, þëc (þæc; þë), dual git, dat. inc, plur. gë, òower, òow, òowic (òow); North. R.² òû, òîn, òë, òëc (òëh), plur. gë (gee, gie, gi), òower (òowera, òowre), dat. acc. promiscuously òow, òowih (òowh, òoh); L. òû, òîn, òë, òëc (òëh, òëch),
plur. gie (ge, gee, giae, gae), iwer (iuer; iurre, iuerra, -o), dat. iuh (iowh, iouh, etc., sporadic iow, iw), acc. iuih (iwh, iowih); Rit. dū, dat. acc. promiscuously dē, dēc, plur. gie, dat. acc. promiscuously iuh, iuih (iwh, iwigh).

In the North. texts the forms mē and mec, dē and dēc are still somewhat distinguished as dat. and acc., but the severance is no longer a strict one; on the forms with iw-, iu-, etc., cf. 156.5.

2. REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

333. An independent reflexive pronoun no longer exists in OE. In its stead are employed the corresponding forms of the third personal pronoun (334).

3. PRONOUNS OF THE THIRD PERSON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing.</td>
<td>his</td>
<td>hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>hōe</td>
<td>hīo, hēo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>him</td>
<td>hier (hīre, hyre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>hī(e)ne</td>
<td>hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur.</td>
<td>hīe (hī, hē)</td>
<td>hīe (hī, hē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>hiera (hīrea, hyrea); hiora, heora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>him</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. The i-forms often occur in LWS. with y: hys, hym, hyne, hyt.

Rarer and partially dialectal by-forms are: nom. sing. fem. hīe, hi, hīg, and conversely acc. sing. fem. hēo; plur. nom. acc. hēo, dat. heom.


Note 3. The Anglian forms are: Merc. Ps. masc. neut. hē - hit, his, him, hiene - hit, fem. hīe, hīre, hir, hīe, plur. hīe (hīo; hē?), heara, him; R.1 masc. neut. hē - hit, his, him (heom), him (hīae) - hit, fem. hiu (hīo, hēo), hīre, -ae, hīre, hīo (hēo, hīae, hīe), plur.
PRONOUNS

335. The possessives are formed from the stems of the personal pronouns of the first and second persons, and from that of the lost reflexive: min, mine; ðin, thine; sin, his; uncer, of us two; incer, of you two; ñre, our; ëower (iower), your. Beside sin, which may stand for any gender or number, and is generally employed as a reflexive (like Lat. suus), the genitives of the third personal pronoun, his, hire, plur. hiera, are also used as possessives.

Note. For ñre, the typical WS. form, the less pure WS. texts, together with the poetry, have also üser, üsser (once dat. üssum in Cura Past.). The Angl. forms are: Ps. ùr, R.1 ñre (beside acc. sing. masc. üserne), North. R.2 üser, L. üser, üsa, Rit. gen. üses, etc. (336, note).

For ëower (so also Ps. R.1) North. has R.2 iower, L. iuer, iwer, etc., Rit. iuer (156. 5).

336. The declension of the possessives is the same as that of the strong adjectives (ñre like grëne, 298; the r-cases very often have simple r: gen. dat. sing. fem. ñre, gen. plur. ùra).

Note. ñser generally assimilates sr to ss in the cases which have syncope of the middle vowel (144; cf. 180): üses, üssum, for *ũses, *ũsum, etc.; but üserne. The double s forces itself, however, even into unsyncopated cases: üsser, üsserne, üssera. This assimilation is wanting in North. (hence forms like nom. acc. sing.
fem. or nom. plur., etc., üsra L., üsera R.²); in their stead occur by-forms without r, like (nom. üsa L.) úses, üsum R.² L. Rit., (nom. plur. ûso L.), etc.

ůrer forms in L. Rit. the inflected forms partly with, and partly without, the middle vowel; hence on the one hand forms like üreres (ůreres), beside üres, etc., and on the other in L. such also as acc. sing. masc. ürrue, gen. plur. ür(ř)a, etc. However, the North. declension of üser and üer (ůower) is in many respects extremely uncertain, as the glossators seem often to have put down any form that occurred to them.

5. DEMONSTRATIVES

337. The pronoun sě, sio, ǝæt, originally a simple demonstrative, was almost altogether restricted in Old English to the weaker function of the definite article. Its declension in WS. is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. sě</td>
<td>ǝæt</td>
<td>sio, sěo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. ǝæs</td>
<td>ǝære</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. ǝæm (ǝǎm)</td>
<td>ǝære</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. ǝone</td>
<td>ǝæt</td>
<td>ǝ́</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. ǝ́y; ǝon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. N. A.</td>
<td>ǝ́</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. ǝára (ǝára)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. ǝám (ǝǎm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. Forms in parenthesis are more recent, and are seldom or never found in the oldest texts.

Note 2. In very late texts sěo is frequently found for sě; still later ǝ́, ǝ́o occur for sě, sěo. — In the older language ǝáre (Kentish? cf. note 3) rarely occurs for ǝáre, and sporadically ǝár as dat. sing. Late texts frequently have the forms ǝáre and ǝára. — Besides ǝone, there occur also ǝáne and ǝáne, both frequent in LWS. — ǝám passes into the LWS. ǝán (cf. 187). The instrumental ǝon (ǝán) appears but seldom as an attributive; it is chiefly found in phrases of comparison like ǝon má, more than that, and adverbial formulas like for, bi ǝon, on that account; after ǝon, after that, etc. (on ǝoððan, syððan see 107, note 5).
Note 3. Kent. has forms with ǣ (151. 1), beside those with e, like ēt, ēs, ēre, ēm (ēam); beside ēre also ēare; acc. ēane, beside ēone; instr. ēan, beside ēon; gen. plur. ēara, beside ēara (ēara).

Note 4. The inflectional forms of Angl. are (with the exception of ēy, ēon, which are always the same): Merc. Ps. masc. neut. sē — sēt (ēet), ēs (1 ēæs), ēm, ēone, fem. sē (1 sēo), sēre, sēre, sē, plur. sē, sēara, sēm; R.1 masc. neut. sē (pē) — pēt, pēs (pēs), pēm (1 pēm), pone (pāne, pāne, pāne, pāne); fem. sio (sīu, sēo; sēe), sāre (pāre, -a), sāre (pāra), sā, plur. sā, sāra (pārae, pāræ, -e), sām; North. R.2 masc. neut. sē (1 sē, rarely sē) — sēt, sēs, sēem (sān, sān), sone (sōne, sōn; sāne, sāne), fem. sīo (sē, sī?), sāre (sēr, sāre), sār (sēr), sā (sē), plur. sā, sāra (sāræ, -ae), sām (1 sān); L. masc. neut. sē (sē; sē, sāe) — sēt, sēs, sēem (sēen, sēm), sone (sēne, sēne), fem. sīo (sīu, sīo, sūy, sēy; also sā?), sāre (sāræ, -ae, sār, sāra), sār (sāræ), sā (sīo, sīu, sīy), plur. sā, sāra (sāræ), sām; Rit. sē (sē), sās, sāem (sēm), sone, fem. sīo (sīo, sīu), sāre, sār, plur. sā, sāra, sām.

338. The compound demonstrative pronoun ǭs, fem. ǭios (ǭeos), neut. ǭis, this, is thus declined in EWS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N.</td>
<td>ǭis</td>
<td>ǭis, ǭeos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>ǭis(s)es, ǭys(s)es</td>
<td>ǭisse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>ǭis(s)um, ǭys(s)um; ǭiosum</td>
<td>ǭisse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>ǭisne, ǭysne</td>
<td>ǭis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>ǭys, ǭis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Plur. N. A. | ǭas |
| G. | ǭissa |
| D. | ǭis(s)um, ǭys(s)um; ǭios(s)um |

Note 1. In the older documents y is confined to the cases instanced above; subsequently it takes the place of i in the other cases, according to 22.

Note 2. In LWS. the gen. dat. sing. fem. and gen. plur. occur as ĭissere, ĭissera, and occasionally syncopated: ĭisre, ĭisra.

Note 3. Of different forms, Kent. has Cod. Dipl. dat. īis(s)em, gen. dat. fem. ĕeosse, gen. plur. ĕeasssa.

Note 4. The Anglo-Saxon forms are: a) Merc. Ps. masc. neut. īes — īis, īisses, īissum, īeosne, fem. īeos, īisse, īisse, īas, plur. īas,
díssum (ósossum); R.\(^1\) masc. neut. þes (þēs; Óēos, Óios?) – þís, þisses, þíssum, þísne (ósone), fem. Óōos (Óios), þisse, þisse (tíssere), þás, plur. þás, þissa (-e, -e), þíssum (tíssum) \(\textit{1} \text{passum}\); b) North. R.\(^2\) masc. neut. óes (ódæs; óis?) – óís, óisses (óasses), óíssum (óassum), óíosne, instr. óisse, fem. Óios, óisser (óisse, óasse), óisser (óassser), Óás (óass; óios), plur. Óás, óísla, óíssum (óassum); L. masc. neut. óes (ódæs; óis?) – óís (óasses?), óí(s)es, óí(s)um (óass(s)um), óíosne (óionne). instr. óíse (óissa, óíss), fem. Óíos (Óíus, Óýus, Óýs), dat. óí(s)er (óísséer, óísser; óí(s)e?), Óás (óios, óíus, óís, óis), plur. Óás, óísla (óassa), óí(s)um (óass(s)um); Rit. masc. neut. óes – óís, óisses (-æs, óísis), óí(s)um (óasssum), óíosne, fem. Óíos, —, óisser, Óás (óass, óíros), plur. Óás, óísla, óíssum.

Note 5. This pronoun was originally formed by the addition of a particle, -se, -si (= Goth. saí, OHG. sē, behold?), to the case-forms of the simple demonstrative. In OE. there are only such relics of this formation as Óē-s, Óío-s (compare North. Óē, Óíu, 337, note 4), Óás-s, since the particle first became incorporated with the pronoun, and then partook of its inflection throughout.

Note 6. The pronoun ëner, Goth. jains, scarcely survives in OE.; an isolated ðō geonre byrg (Cura Past. 443. 25) is the only occurrence known. From the same root are derived the adverbs and prepositions geond (giend, gind), through; begeondan, beyond, etc. (74).

339. The pronoun of identity (Lat. idem) is sē ilca (or ìlca? compare the adv. ìdæges, the same day; ìsìðes, at the same time; in Cura Past. often ìlca, in late texts occasionally with recent middle vowel, ilica, yleca), the same, which is declined like a weak adjective, but occasionally develops also strong forms.

The equivalent of ìpse is EWS. self, later usually sylf; Kent. self Kent. Gl. Kent. Ps., beside seolf Cod. Dipl.; Merc. Ps. seolf, R.\(^1\) seolf, sylf, self, self; North. R.\(^2\) solf, L. seolf (sulf), Rit. seolf (sælf?); the word may follow either declension.

Note. sē selfa anciently meant only he himself; not till late did it acquire the signification of the same.
6. RELATIVES

340. OE. has no proper relative pronoun. Its place is supplied either by the simple demonstrative sē, só, ðæt, or the particle ðē, alone or in combination with a demonstrative.

Note. sē, só, ðæt, can of course refer only to the third person. ðē but seldom stands alone; it usually refers to an antecedent demonstrative: sē, só, ðæt. This demonstrative frequently occupies a position immediately before the ðē (sē ðē, só ðē, neut. anciently ðætte, subsequently analyzed into ðæt ðē), though it belongs, grammatically, to the preceding sentence.

Less frequent is the combination with a personal pronoun, which is then appended to the ðē: ðē hē, who; ðē his, whose; ðē him, (to) whom, etc.; even double formations, sē ðē his, etc., occur. If the relative refers to the first or second person, either simple ðē (ic . . . ðē, ðũ . . . ðē, or ðũ ðē, etc.) or the personal pronoun follows them, as described above: ðē ic, I who; ðē wē, we who; ðē úsic, us whom, etc.

7. INTERROGATIVES

341. The simple interrogative hwā, hwæt (= Goth. hwas) has developed only the masc. and neut. sing. The neut. hwæt, with a following genitive (for example, hwæt mōnna), signifies what sort of a?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masc.</th>
<th>Neut.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. N. hwā</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. hwæs</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. hwæm (hwām)</td>
<td>hwæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. hwone</td>
<td>hwāy, hwī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note 1. A second form of the instr., hwon (hwan), is met with only in adverbial phrases like to hwon, wherefore? for hwon, why? etc.; a third, hū, only in the character of an adverb, how?

Note 2. On the inflection compare, in general, 337. Beside hwone (rarely hwane), hwæne is also found, especially in LWS.

Note 3. Kent. by-forms are hwet, beside hwæt (151. 1), instr. hwē, beside hwī (154). Ps. has hwet (once hwet), R.1 hwæt (once hwæt); North., beside regular hwæt R.2, has L. hwæt (huæt, etc.) and huæd(d), huætd, huædt, Rit. only hwæd(d), hvætd.

Note 4. The compounded gehwæ, each (347), regularly has EWS. gen. dat. gehwæs, gehwæm, even when it refers to a fem.; in LWS. a newly formed gehwære, gehwære is also used in this case (Beitr. 10. 485).

342. Of the strong adjective declension are hwæðer (Goth. hwæpar), which of two? and the compounds hwele (Goth. hwileiks), which? and hūlic, of what sort?

The correlative of hwele is swele, such (Goth. swaleiks).

Note 1. For WS. hwæðer Kent. has also hwæðer (151. 1); Merc. R.1 varies between hwæper and hweper (no examples in Ps.); North. R.2 hwæðer, L. huæðer (hwæðer, also hwæðer); the latter forms point to a basic form with original e (cf. OHG. hwedar).

Note 2. For EWS. hwele LWS. generally has hwile, hwyle. Kent. has hwele, beside hwyle Cod. Dipl. and hwile Kent. Gl.; Merc. Ps. hwele, R.1 hwele, hwæle, and hwile, huyle; North. R.2 hwele, L. huæle, hwæle, Rit. hwæle, hvæle.

Note 3. Later WS. by-forms to swele are swile and swyle. Kent. has suele, swæle, suile Cod. Dipl.; Merc. Ps. *swele (in adv. swelece), R.1 swile; North. R.2 swele; L. swele, swæle (adv. also suælece, and once suilece).

8. INDEFINITES

343. The indefinite pronoun some one is expressed by sum, which is declined like a strong adjective. In negative and interrogative sentences, the interrogatives
hwä, hwæðer, hwelc may be used as indefinites. Most of the other indefinites are formed by composition.

344. 1) The indeclinable -hwugu, -hugu, etc. (see note 1), forms with hwæt the noun hwæth(w)ugu, anything, and with hwelc the noun and adjective hwelc-h(w)ugu, any one.

Note 1. The pure WS. form is generally -hwugu, -hugu; but beside it occur, especially in texts with dialectic coloring, -hwega, -u, -o; -hwiga, -hwyo, -u. Ep. has -huncēga, Corp. -huegu; R.1 -hwugu; North. R.2 -hweg(n)u, -o, -hweogn, -hwugu, L. hwelc-, huœlchœgu, -o, -e (also gen. huœlchœgnes), and huot-, huod-huœgu, -o, -huo, -o, -e.

Note 2. Of the same meaning as hwæth(w)ugu is EWS. hwæth-hugunginas Cura Past. MS. H, -hwugununges MS. C and Boeth., beside -hweg(a)nunges, -hweguninga Boeth.

For any one North. employs also L. huele-, huœlchœene.

2) The same meaning is expressed by nāthwā, nāth-hwelc, properly I know not who.

3) Anything is likewise rendered by awuht (aught, LWS. often aht), āwuht (ōht).

Note 3. Forms with i, like āwiht, ōwiht, are hardly to be considered as pure WS. (they are common in the poetry); cf. 164. 2 and R.1 āwiht, ōwiht (R.2 only ēht), beside 348, note 2.

345. Indefinite relatives are formed from the interrogatives by swā — swā: swā hwā swā, swā hwæðer swā, swā hwelc swā, whosoever, etc. To these add LWS. lōcawā, lōchwā (sporadic lāhwā), lōchwæðer, lōchwyle, with the same meaning (cf. OHG. sihuuer, sihuueli). For other expressions in place of indefinite relatives see Kluge, Beitr. 8. 531–532.

Note. For swā hwæðer swā is occasionally found swā hwæðer swā, or, with contraction, swæðer, swæðer; similarly swile for swā hwile swā.
346. One of two, either (Lat. alterutere) is āhwæðer (āwðer, āuðer, āðer, -or), ōhwæðer (ōwðer), which is mostly confined to negative sentences. Of similar formation are āhwyle and āhwæt.

347. Each is denoted by ēlc, beside gehwā (only as a substantive; for its declension see 341, note 4), gehwele (also ānra gehwele, each one separately), and gehwæðer, both; or strengthened to āehwā, āehwele, āehwæðer (shortened to āegðer). Less common are aethwā, samhwele, welhwaet, (ge-)welhwele.

For everything, beside eall, there occurs the periphrasis ēlc wuht, ēlceuht (348.2).

Note 1. Beside ēlc, Kent. has also ēlc (151.1); Ps. has ēle (once also ēlc), R.2 ēlc, L. Rit. ēlc.

Note 2. For the WS. formations with āeg- the dialects have: Kent. āeg-, āg-, ēhwele (151.1; 214.2; 342, note 2); Merc. Ps. āehwele (compare āehhu unl Ep. Corp.); North. R.2 āehwā, āehwele, L. ēghu unl, -hu unl (rarely āehhu unl) and ēgðer (ēghðer), Rit. ēghu unl (once āghu unl).

Note 3. This prefixed ā, ē, ō corresponds to the Goth. aiw, OHG. eo. io (174.3), and is unlaught from ā-, ē- by the i of the gi which originally followed (compare OHG. eo-gi-hwelih, etc.).

348. 1) To any corresponds OE. ānig; for anything occurs also North. R.2 L. āniht (from ānwiht, 100, note 3; cf. note 2, below).

2) Neither is represented by nāhwæðer (nāwðer, nāuðer, nāðer) or nōhwæðer (nōwðer); none by nān or nānig; nothing by nāwiht (nāuht, nāht) or nōwuht (nōht); nān wuht, nānuht; nān þing (later nāþing).

Note 1. nāwuht, etc., is neut. in the sing.; but there is also a plur. nāuhtas, and a later nāhte used as an adj.
Note 2. The forms in i, like naawiht, noowiht, which are common in the poetry, are hardly to be considered pure WS.; compare 344, note 3, and Merc. Ps. noowiht (nōht), R.1 naawiht (nauwiht; also nāht, nōht); North. R.2 L. noowiht (nōht), beside nāniht (see 1, above).

349. Such is usually denoted (342) by swelc (swilc, swyle); sometimes also by ðyslic, ðuslic (likewise assimilated to ðyllic, ðullic), and *ðæslc (in the adv. ðæslc, taliter Blickl. Gl.), but only in a demonstrative significance, never as a correlative.
PART II. — CONJUGATION

IN GENERAL

350. The OE. verb has the following forms:

1) Only one independently developed voice, the active. Of the medial passive, still to some extent preserved in Gothic, there remains only the single form hātte, with the plur. hātton (367. 2). With this exception, the passive is formed by means of the auxiliary verbs bēon, wesan (427), more rarely weorðan.

2) Two tenses, a present, and a general tense of past time which we call the preterit. The missing future (for bēon see 427) is generally supplied by the present, more rarely formed by means of the auxiliary verb sculan.

3) Two complete modes, an indicative and an optative (frequently called subjunctive), besides an imperative, which is only used in the present.

4) Two numbers, singular and plural.

5) Three verbal nouns, a present infinitive, a present participle with active meaning, and a past participle with intransitive or passive meaning.

Note. There is also found in late texts, but only sporadically, a 'participle of necessity,' or gerundive, imitated from the Latin, like tō dōnde, faciendus; and occasionally adjectives in -lic with the same meaning: dōnic, faciendus; sendlic, dirigendus. In L. simple present participles serve also to reproduce such Latin forms.
351. Germanic verbs are divided into two principal classes, according to the formation of the preterit:

1) *Strong Verbs.* These form their preterit either by the so-called ablaut, that is, variation of the radical vowel, as in Goth. *binda, I bind, band, I bound* (Ablaut Verbs); or by reduplication of the radical syllable, which, however, does not exclude ablaut, as in Goth. *haita, I call, haihait, I called; lēta, I let, laiłōt, I did let* (Reduplicating Verbs).

2) *Weak Verbs.* These form their preterit by the addition of the syllable -da, -ta to the end (dental preterit): for example, Goth. *nasja, I save; haba, I have; salbō, I anoint, pret. nasida, habaida, salbōda; bugja, I buy, pret. bauhta, etc.* The weak verbs again fall into three classes (398).

Besides these two main divisions there are certain smaller groups, concerning which see 417 ff.

I. VERBAL ENDINGS IN GENERAL

352. The endings of the strong verbs in WS.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1.</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. -(e)s,</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Plur. 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. -(e)ū</td>
<td>-en, -an, -on</td>
<td>-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. -aū</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. -aū</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Infinitive: -an    Participle: -ende*
Preterit

Indicative | Optative
---|---
Sing. 1. — | —
2. -e | -e
3. — | —
Plur. -un, -on, -an | -en, -an, -on

Participle: -en

Note. For the passive forms see 367. 2.

353. The endings of the weak verbs, Class I and Class II (for those of III see the complete paradigm, 416):

Present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg. 1. -e</td>
<td>-i(g)e</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. -(e)s, -(e)st</td>
<td>-as, -ast</td>
<td>2. -að</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. -(e)ð</td>
<td>-að</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl. -að</td>
<td>-i(ge)að</td>
<td>-en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Infinitive: I. -an; II. -i(ge)an  Participle: I. -ende; II. -i(g)ende

Preterit

Indicative | Optative
---|---
Sing. 1. -de | -de
2. -des, -dest | -de
3. -de | —
Plur. -dun, -don, -dan | -den, -dan, -don

Participle: I. -ed (-t); II. -od (-ad).

354. The endings of the strong verbs, and of the First Class of weak verbs, are the same throughout the present, with the exception of the imp. 2 sing. (362). The Second Class of weak verbs has the same consonants, but different vowels. Moreover, the endings of the i. a.
plur. are identical in all verbs, and the same is true of the whole opt. pret.; except that, in both cases, allowance must be made for the preceding a, t of the weak verbs.

Note 1. For the preterit presents, which form their present like a strong preterit, and their preterit like a weak preterit, see 417 ff.; for the different conjugation of verbs in -mi see 426 ff.

Note 2. In the North. texts the conjugation is much disordered, whether through actual disorganization in the language itself, or from mere awkwardness on the part of the glossators in rendering the Latin forms. Many forms cannot be assigned with certainty to any definite place in the paradigm (for example, it may be doubtful whether a form is ind. or opt., sing. or plur., etc.).

355. In all dialects, -u (later -o) is to be regarded as the original ending of the ind. pres. 1 sing.: bindu, nĕriu, dēnu, lōci(g)u; or bindo, etc. This ending is most fully preserved in Anglian (with the exception of R.1; see note 2). In the southern dialects, it is so soon supplanted by the optative ending -e that this is to be regarded as the normal form for WS. and Kent.: binde, nĕri(g)e, dēme, lōci(g)e, etc.

Note 1. -o for -u predominates already in Corp. (in Ep. we have no instance but grētu), and also in the southern charters, so far as these have retained the old termination (individual instances of -o, -u are found till late in the 9th century, though the -e predominates much earlier). In the Cura Past. there is only a single eweðo (MS. H).

Note 2. Of the Mercian texts, Ps. has -u in a decided majority of instances, the weak verbs of the Second Class having -lu, more rarely -o, or -io (beside once each gebidda, seccga, and a few -e-forms, which are probably optatives). On the other hand, R.1 has predominantly the ending -e, or -ige, beside rare exceptions in -u, -o, -a: ágeofo, dēpu; hælo, hālsio; ôrōwa, sæcga.

Note 3. In North. -o, or -igo, is the true norm (R.2 and L. have still a few -u's); but there are also found occasional -a's: R.2 forlēta,
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scōmiga; L. dēma, ædēana, ērwā, ḩāla; ēroúiga, hūlgiga, etc; Rit. sēen, bỳa; gihalsiga, gidilga, gimyndga (cf. also 361, note 1); besides certain not wholly uncommon -e-forms, which, however, may again be regarded as optative.

Note 4. Apocope of the final vowel sometimes takes place before the pronoun ic, especially in the phrase wēnic, I ween, for wēne ic; North. L. forgeldig, willic, for forgeldu ic, willo ic, etc. (409, note 2).

356. The ind. pres. 2 sing. of all verbs, as well as the ind. pret. 2 sing. of the weak verbs, ends originally in -s: thus pres. bindes, démes (compare Goth. bindis, dōmeis), or lōcas (compare Goth. salbōs); pret. nēredes, dēmdes (Goth. nasidēs, dōmidēs). The forms in -s frequently prevail in the older texts, almost to the exclusion of others, but are afterwards supplanted by those in -st.

Note 1. The -st establishes itself first in the monosyllabic forms of contract verbs (373 ff.) and the verbs in -mi (427 ff.); thus Corp. has already an ondēst. Ps. already has -st in nearly all these verbs, though it is decidedly rare with others. In North. -st is at least commoner in the monosyllabic forms of the present than in the polysyllabic. In L. and Rit., moreover, the preterit shows a stronger preference for the -st than the present. In Rit. -st has already gained the upper hand in all cases. Of the southern dialects, Kent. retains the s-forms longer than WS.: while, for example, the -s is still common in Kent. Gl., the Cura Past. scarcely preserves it except in the preterit, and there rather rarely; elsewhere -st prevails (or, according to 196. 1, -sō): hāest, sihst, cardast, beside spricēsō, siehsō, cardasō, etc.

Note 2. In North. the -ō of the 3 sing. intrudes into the 2 sing. (favored by the confusion of -s and -ō in the 3 sing., 357): 2 sing. R.² áwećēdō, wyrcēdō, L. gelēfedō, stēnādō, Rit. giselesō, gelēfedō, rīesasō (on the a see 358, note 2); so once even in R.¹: hāefep.

Note 3. Occasionally the 2 sing. coalesces with the pronoun of the second person, especially often in the formulas wēn(e)stu, wēnsōu, from wēnan, think.
357. The ind. pres. 3 sing. (like the ind. pres. plur. and the imp. 2 plur., 360.1) normally ends in -p, -\( \sigma \): binde\( \sigma \), d\( \delta \)me\( \sigma \), l\( \delta \)ca\( \delta \) (compare Goth. bindip, d\( \delta \)meip, salb\( \delta \)p), etc. The -p, -\( \sigma \) is generally stable (but cf. notes 1 and 2), except where fusion with other consonants, etc., occurs (359). Only in North. is there much irregular interchange with -s (most marked in L.): binde\( \sigma \) and bindes, etc.

Note 1. Of the oldest texts, Ep. generally has -th (-p), more rarely -d and -t: cælith, teblith, ginath (milcip), beside græmid, borettid, or sitfitt, feormat); in Corp. forms in -t, like lisit, wunat, are as frequent as those in -\( \sigma \), while -th, and still more -d (siid, styntid) are uncommon.

Note 2. In EWS. texts -\( \sigma \) (-p) is practically the only ending. Cura Past. has also a very few instances, perhaps doubtful, of -d, and in MS. H also a few -t's. On the other hand, -t, beside -d, is common in Kent. Gl. (perhaps it belongs in general to the characteristics of Kent.).

Ps. has, beside -\( \sigma \), rather frequent occurrences of -d, perhaps due only to careless writing; R.\(^1\) has, beside -\( \sigma \), -p, also -th (biddeth) and sporadic -d, -t (cymid, or sæcet, swerat), but no s-forms.

North., too, has in L., beside -\( \sigma \), -s, also a few uncrossed -d's, but on account of their rarity they are also doubtful. R.\(^2\) has also a few -t's: fallsit, giscinett, spillet.

358. 1) The vowel of the ending of the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. of strong verbs, and of the First Weak Conjugation, is originally i; hence early OE. forms like 2 sing. bindis, n\( \varepsilon \)ris, d\( \varepsilon \)mis (compare Goth. bindis, nasjis, d\( \varepsilon \)mis); 3 sing. bindi\( \varepsilon \), n\( \varrho \)ri\( \varepsilon \), d\( \varepsilon \)mi\( \varepsilon \) (compare Goth. bindip, nasjip, d\( \varepsilon \)meip), etc.

This i is often preserved in the oldest texts, but then passes, so far as it is retained at all (compare especially 2), into OE. weakened e (44) in all dialects: 2 sing.
bindes(t), nēres(t), dēmes(t); 3 sing. bindeð, nereð, demeð, etc.

Note 1. In Ep. the i prevails wholly, while in Corp. it is replaced by e in about one third of the instances. In the 9th-century charters (no examples in those of the 8th) the e is already established, as it is in EWS. and Kent. texts, and in Ps. (which has only two -æð's, like dæmanð, beside -eð). R.¹ and North., on the other hand, have sporadic -i: R.² giscēaddiþ, cymid, R.² cymið, L. wēnis, wyrcið, Rit. giscildis, -selfið, etc.

Note 2. In consequence of confusion with the endings of the Second Weak Conjugation, North. has, beside regular e, also a, and more rarely in L. Rit. also æ. Hence there occur side by side forms like 2 sing. bindes and bindas, -æs (even bindeð, -að, -æð); 3 sing. bindeð, -es, and bindað, -æð, or bindas, -æs. This confusion also extends to Rit.

2) The full ending for the 2 and 3 sing., -es, -eð, etc., stands almost unvaryingly in Anglian, while in the southern dialects its -e- is more or less regularly syncopated; this is therefore (notwithstanding much variation in the individual southern texts) an important criterion for the determination of dialect.

Note 3. Syncope played a greater part in the prehistoric period than in the extant texts. Thus, the fuller forms in -es, -eð, etc., are not always the direct continuations of the original West Germ. forms, but are to a considerable extent new formations in OE.; this is shown by the lack of i-umlaut in the fuller forms of strong verbs (371). The following statements repose upon the actual data of the manuscripts.

Note 4. In pure WS. and Kent., syncope is the rule in the case of the long stems, whether strong or weak, the fuller forms constituting the exception. Only in the case of stems ending in mute + liquid or nasal has pure WS. the fuller forms (404, note 1): frēfrest, timbrést, dieglest, bīecnest, -eð, from frēfran, comfort; timbran, build; diegla:n, conceal; bīecnan, signify, etc. So EWS. regularly nēmnest, -eð, beside LWS. nēnst, nēmð.
Note 5. Of the short stems of strong verbs, pure WS. and Kent. generally have syncope, except in the case of the jo-verbs (372). The strong jo-verbs, and the short-stemmed weak verbs, have their various peculiar rules:

a) The verbs in p, t, c syncopate almost always from an early period: staepð, sit(t), set(t), ðrycð, from staeppan, march; sittan, sit; sættan, set; ðrycc(e)an, oppress; and so probably those in s, h: cnysð, hlíhð, from cnysson, smile; hlíchhán, laugh.

b) The verbs in the sonants, d, f (= b, 192. 2), and g, often vary in the earlier period: bitt and bideð, hêfð and hêfeð, legð and lægeð, from biddan, beseech; hêbban, lift; and læcg(e)an, lay. At a later time syncope is the rule here, even aside from the early contractions list, liest; læð, lies (214. 4).

c) The verbs in the liquids and nasals, r, l, m, n, usually have no syncope: fereð, dwèleð, frémeð, ðeneð, from ferian, carry; dwélian, delay; frémman, complete; ðenian, stretch, etc.; only the verb sêllan, sêllan (407. 1) generally has syncope already in EWS.: sêlð (beside sêleð).

Note 6. Less pure WS. texts, especially those transcribed from Anglian originals, often show a larger percentage of full forms, and these may under some circumstances prevail to the more or less complete exclusion of the syncopated forms. For the poetical texts see Beitr. 10. 464 ff.

Note 7. Of the Anglian texts, Ps. has only a few forms with syncope — twice after r, l, three times in contract verbs: acers ðu, sêlð; gesfð (gesfht), gesfœht, from cerran, sêllan, gesfœon, fôn; in R.¹ cvið, dicit, inquit, ait, is common (but this is perhaps to be understood as cvið, contracted from *cwiþþ through loss of the first p); other syncopated forms are sporadic: sêlð, cymð, gewyrð, bit; slæhp, fœhp, from sêllan, cuman, wcoðan, biddan, sêlan, fôn. Much slighter and more doubtful are the traces in the North. texts (once gehðrs ðu, audis; gehêht vel hæt, imperat L.).

3) In the Second Weak Conjugation a is the normal vowel of the ending, which therefore is -as, -að. For details on this point see 412.

359. In consequence of syncope, radical final consonants are brought into immediate contact with the
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-s(t), and -p, -ç, of the ending. This occasions a series of changes in the form of the word, partly affecting the radical syllable, and partly the ending. The principal cases are as follows:

1) Gemination at the end of the radical syllable is simplified: winnan, winst, winç; scallan, fielst, fielç; hliehhan, hliehst, hliehç; yppan, ypst, ypç, etc.

2) d before the -s(t) of the second person is usually converted by phonetic law to t: biddan, bitst; rædan, rætst; after consonants: findan, fintst; stendan, stentst; wealdan, wielst; andwyrdan, andwyrst, etc.; but the etymological spelling with d often replaces it: bidst, rædst, findst, etc. In later texts the d is often lost after consonants: finst, stentst, hylst, holdest; glyst, repayest (from healdan, gyldan), etc.

Note 1. Even radical t occasionally disappears after a consonant before the -s(t) of the 2 sing.: compare LWS. forms like êhtst, tîlst, êfst, beside êhtst, etc., from êhtan, persecute; tîhtan, warn; êfstan, hasten, etc.

3) d and t are fused with the -p, -ç of the 3 sing. to t, which often becomes tt after vowels, especially in the older period: findan, fint; berstan, birst; biddan, bit(t); bidan, bit(t); etan, it(t); weak sendan, sent; faestan, faest (EWS. likewise faesç, 196.1); grêtan, grêt(t); hweçtan, hwêt(t), etc.

Note 2. Occasionally the older texts have the half etymological spelling dt, as in bidt, or d alone in the case of verbs in d: hûd, from hûdan, hide.

Note 3. bregdan, brandish (389), and the weak stregdan, scatter, have in the 3 sing. the forms bryt (bryt, bret) and stre(t).

4) g after a long vowel or r, l frequently (especially in later texts) becomes h before the -s(t), and -p, -ç
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(214.1): stigan, stigst, stigō, and stihst, stihō; swelgan, swilgst, swilgō, and swilhst, swilhō (or swelhst, swelhō, 371, note 3; on forms like swyleō see note 6).

Note 4. After a short vowel LWS. g usually persists, so that forms like wilhō, welhō, from wegan, occur only sporadically.

Note 5. In LWS., ne occurs not infrequently for ng (215): bringan, bringst, bringō, and brincst, brincō, etc. For the converse, ng for etymological ne, see 215, note 1.

5) c following a vowel often passes in the later language into h before the -s(t), and -p, -ō, but this is almost wholly confined to weak verbs: sēcan, tēcan, ṭrēccan, 2 sing. sēhst, tēhst, pryhlō, etc.; but more generally the etymological spelling cst, cō is retained.

Note 6. That the est, cō was nevertheless pronounced hst, hō in LWS. is shown by the occasional substitution of cō for older hō and gō (see 4, above), as in geēicō, āfēcō; flēcō, forswyleō, from geēōn, succeed; onfōn, receive; flēgan, rout; swelgan, swallow.

6) p + p is always simplified after consonants, and usually after vowels: weordōn, wierō; cweđan, cwidō; cyōan, cyōd(ō), etc.

Note 7. Before the -st of the 2 sing. p may pass into t, or else be preserved (or restored): snēdōn, snēst and snēdōst, etc.

In weordōn, become, and cweđan, speak, o generally disappears: wierst (wyrst), ewist; but also LWS. cwydōst, cweōst, beside cwyst, ewest, etc.

7) s, ss, and st coalesce with the -s(t) of the 2 sing. to simple st, and in like manner x (= hs, 221.2) + st to xt: cēōsan, ciest; cyssan, cyst; rēstan, rest; weaxan, wyxt, etc.

8) s + p gives regularly st (201.6), as in cēōsan, ciest, etc.; hence also forms like weaxan, wiext, etc. For this st (xt) certain EWS. texts also have sō (xō):
ciesθ, wiexθ, etc. When such an so, xo appears elsewhere, it is to be regarded as an etymological spelling.

Note 8. By the conversion of sp to st the syncopated forms of the 2 and 3 sing. of verbs in s, ss, x, and st become identical: cēsan, Đū and hē ciest; cyssan, Đū and hē cyst; weaxon, Đū and hē wiext; rēstan, Đū and hē rest, etc.

Note 9. After other consonants than s, t occurs very seldom for p, Kent. showing the earliest examples: Kent. Gl. ofōrect, gehyōlēct; Boeth. fliht; Metres drift, scyft, from ḍryccean, oppres; edlēcan, repeat; floc, flec; drīfan, drive; scūfan, shove; but Cura Past. has an ypt, from yppan, open. Compare also Angl. Ps. gefiht, gefēht (358, note 7).

360. 1) All three persons of the ind. pres. plur., together with the imp. 2 plur., end in -at (for *-anpi, *-onp, *-ōp, 186, note 3; the -and of 3 plur. of the Goth. has grammatical change): bindaθ, nēriaθ, dēmaθ, lōci(g)bāθ, etc.

The -θ of these forms is stable in the same degree as that of the 3 sing. (357); only in North. it interchanges even in this case with -s: bindaθ and bindas, etc.

Note 1. Rare and doubtful (357, note 2) is sporadic d: Ps. sěllad, L. -delfad. Somewhat more common is -t: Corp. teldat, fliht, Cura Past. (MS. H) lērat, bodiāt; Kent. Gl. berēfat, etc.

Note 2. The a of the ending is stable in the southern texts and in Ps., with rare exceptions: Kent. Gl. riscō, tōdēlēc; Cod. Dipl. gehaldeθ; Cura Past. gehāteθ, gefalleθ; or Cod. Dipl. belimpoθ, which are to be regarded as mere clerical errors, at least in part. On the other hand, e, beside a, is numerousely represented in North. and R.1; the resulting -eθ, -es is comparatively rare in R.2 and Rit., but very common in L. and R.1, which likewise exhibits -ap, -ep, or -iæp.

2) If, in the inverted word-order, a 1 or 2 plur. of the verb is followed by wē, wit, or gē, git, as its subject, shorter forms in -e are frequently substituted for the
full ending of the paradigms: binde wé, wit, or gé, git, as ind. plur. or opt. pres.; binde wé as adhortative imp. 1 plur.; binde gé as imp. 2 plur.; or bunde wé, gé as ind. plur. or opt. pret. In like manner forms without ending, as in dō wé, gé, etc., occur in the case of the contract verbs (373) and the verbs in -mi (426 ff.).

Note 3. In WS. -e is stable as the ending of all these briefer forms; at most it happens that in LWS. verbs of the Second Weak Conjugation a further shortening of the 2 plur. is now and then found: fandi gé, forhti gé, for and beside forms like fandige gé, forhtige gé (so also R.1 forhti gé, R.2 liorni gé). It is to be noted that the inverted form for the ind. wé, gé habbað is hæbbe wé, hæbbe gé (with the vowel of the optative, cf. note 4).

Merc., too, has only -e, even for -un (compare, for example, forms like R.1 ðurfe wé, seule gé; Ps. has only twice the adhortative wynsumie wé). In North., R.2 has exceptionally -a and -o in the adhortative gōnga wé, ind. cunno gé (but gisēge wé); L. -a (-æ), -u, -o: walla wé; wyrc -æ wé; leornada -æ gé; maga gé, or nabbo wé; saldo gé; aru, nutu wé, etc.; before g also i: cunni, nuti, hæfdi gé (also without ending: onenæu, onenæaw gé), but usually -e; Rit. has -e and -a (but a sporadic adhortative iornv wé, curramus).

Note 4. The shortening originally affected only the verbal forms in -n, that is, the adhortative forms of the present (the true adh. -an of the 1 plur., as well as the opt. -en, the latter used especially for the negated imperative, cf. 362. 3), the optative, and the preterit (including the present of the preteritive presents). From these -n-forms the shortening spread by analogy to the original -að-forms. Here the opt. seems to have served as a model for the ind. (compare WS. hæbbe wé, note 3, but also forms like ind. habbon wé, imp. nallon gé, beside nallað gé R.2).

Note 5. The transfer of the shorter forms to the ind. and true imp. occurred on a large scale only in the south; in Cura Past. the -e already prevails. The Anglian dialects, on the other hand, while they exhibit numerous shortened forms for older -en, -an, -un, preserve older -að wé, gé for the most part unchanged; yet R.1 has exceptionally an ind. sitte git, R.2 an ind. forstonde wé (compare also ind. habbon wé, imp. nallon gé, beside the regular nallað gé); L. an
ind. nabbo we, walla we and walli gie. Somewhat more numerous are the shortened forms of Rit., where the basic Latin word points to an ind. pres.

361. The oldest form of the ending of the opt. pres. is sing. -ære, plur. -ænen, replaced later by -e, -en in all the OE. dialects, according to 44: binde, necrie, deme, loci(g)e, plur. -en, etc.

Note 1. The -e, -en prevail throughout EWS., with the exception of a few sporadic -ænen’s, -an’s. The latter subsequently becomes more frequent; in LWS., too, the ending -on, -en intrudes from the pret. (365).

In Kent. Gl. there is one -on in the plur., beside the prevalent -an. Ps. has, beside regular -e, -en, one example each of áfremðæ and dóa; R.1 in the sing. generally -e, more rarely -æ (-e) and -a; in the plur. the -n is lacking in about half of the instances (compare North.); the n-forms are: generally -an, more rarely -en (-on); those without -n are: generally -e, more rarely -æ.

In North. the -n of the plur. regularly disappears, so that the plur. becomes identical with the sing.; the ending is -a, beside -e (in L. also -æ).

Note 2. On the loss of plural -n before personal pronouns see 360. 2, with notes 3 ff.

362. 1) The imp. 2 sing. of strong verbs has no ending, except in the case of the short-stemmed jo-verbs (372); these, like the original short stems of the First Weak Class, have in Early OE. the ending -i, Common OE. -e, while the corresponding long stems are without termination (133. e; 410. 3).

2) The adhortative form of the imp. 1 plur. in -an is rather rare; in many documents it is supplanted by the corresponding optative in -en.

3) The imp. 2 plur. is like the ind. 2 plur. (360. 1); but it is often replaced in negative sentences by the optative (360, note 4).

Note. On the shortening of imperative forms before the personal pronouns which form their subjects see 360. 2, with notes 3 ff.
363. 1) The normal ending of the uninflected infinitive is -an: bindan, nérían, dēman, lōci(g)an, etc. This holds for all the southern dialects, up to and inclusive of the Ps. In R.¹ the loss of -n begins, and this becomes the rule in North. (188. 2).

Note 1. The EWS. documents have a few sporadic instances of -on for -an; in Kent. Gl. the former are somewhat more numerous, and they occur sporadically in less pure WS. texts. In Ps. -an is entirely stable. R.¹ has, beside predominant -an, rarely -en, -on, -un, beside shortened forms in -e, more rarely -a, -ae. R.² L. Rit. have generally -a, more rarely -e, and L. occasionally -ae: binda (-ae), binde, etc.

2) The original ending of the inflected infinitive was probably umlauted -enne (cf. OS. infinitives like liagan-nias, etc.). Yet this form is soon replaced, in a greater or less degree, by -anne, which stands nearer to the uninflected inf. in -an.

Note 2. In Ps. there are as yet no forms in -anne, but on the other hand they already prevail in the EWS. texts, as well as in R.¹ and in North. Beside -anne is occasionally found EWS. -onne (compare Corp. geléstunne). The nn is now and then simplified (231. 4), so that forms in -ene, -ane arise (also in R.¹ and North.). In LWS. -enne again prevails; very late texts have also -ende.

Note 3. The uninflected inf. rarely occurs in the prose after tō, in place of the inflected: tō bindan, for tō bindenne, -anne, etc. For the poetry the shorter forms are to be assumed in greater measure, as the metre shows.

3) The Common OE. ending of the pres. part. is -ende = Early OE. -ændi, -endi Ep. (sporadic hlæod-rindi Ep.), which is umlauted from West Germ. -andi: bindende, nériende, dēmende, lōci(g)ende, etc.

Note 4. In pure WS. -ende is entirely stable, but in less pure WS. texts -onde occurs sporadically; so once in Kent. Gl. sāwondum (beside frequent -ende), Kent. Charter dugunde. Ps. has only -ende, R.¹ more rarely -ande, -onde, -ænde, beside -ende. North. has
-ende (-ænde), and -ande without umlaut, side by side, the latter especially in the Second Class of weak verbs (412, note 11).

364. 1) The ind. pret. 2 sing. of strong verbs ends regularly in e, for Early OE. *-i (= OS. OHG. -i); that of the weak verbs in orig. -daes, Common OE. -des(t) (356).

Note 1. Now and then the e of the strong verbs is lost immediately before the pronoun ðú: cōm ðú, drunc ðú, æt ðú, druð ðú, gewic ðú, for cōme, drunce, æte, druge, gewice ðú.

Note 2. In North, certain Reduplicating Verbs (in t) form the ind. pret. 2 sing. in -es, -est: L. hēhtes, forleortes (beside forleorte), Rit. gihēhtest, gileortest; R.¹ forlētes, beside sēwe, gesēowe.

Note 3. For the i-umlaut of the ind. pret. 2 sing. see 377.

2) The oldest ending of the ind. pret. plur. is -un, for which later occur -on and -an.

Note 4. Of the oldest texts, Ep. has only -un (there is one doubtful -on), while Corpus has numerous -on's, beside the prevalent -un. In EWS. -un is already rare, especially in Or. The prevalent form is -on, beside which -an is already found, frequently in Or., rarely in Cura Past. and Chron. In Kent. Gl. and Kent. Ps. -on and -an are about equally represented. — In Merc. -un is predominant; Ps. has also frequently -on, especially in the weak pret., and again particularly in the Second Class, very rarely -an. In R.¹ -an encroaches somewhat more upon -un, -on, and there are sporadic instances of -en and -æn.

— Of the North. texts, R.² frequently has -un, but also -on, while -on is prevalent in L. and Rit., L. having also a few instances of -un (-an, -en), but Rit. only one each of -an and -en.

Apocope of final -n does not generally occur in North. in R.² L. Rit. (but clioppodo L. Luke 23. 21; fērodo Mark 16. 8; gehērdo Mark I 2. 18; cuōmo John 19. 32); Ruthwell Cross has bismærædu, cwōmu.

365. The opt. pret. has in the sing. the ending -e: bunde, nereude, dēmde, lōcode, etc.; in the plur. -en: bunden, etc., quite distinct from that of the indicative. Rather early, however, the -on, -an, of the indicative begins to invade the territory of the optative (-un does not appear till LWS.).
Note 1. The oldest ending must be assumed as sing. *-i, plur. *-in (compare forms like OS. OHG. nāmi, nāmin), though these i-forms do not actually appear in OE.

Note 2. In EWS. -on, -an are no longer very rare; beside these, there are occasional forms in -e without -n, which probably, however, are corrupt.

In Ps. the ending -en is preserved intact, while R.\(^1\) varies between -en, -an, -un, (-on), and -e with loss of -n, as in North.

The North. normal form is -e (188. 2), but in L. also -o and -on, with more or less complete approach to the indicative.

Note 3. In later texts (and also in Rit.), the opt. 2 sing. is identical with the ind. 2 sing.: nerelest, demdest, etc.

366. 1) The past participle of verbs without a prefix consisting of a preposition or particle is usually formed with the particle ge-, Early OE. gi-, as in German: gebunden, genered, gedemed, gelocod, etc. Yet forms without ge are also found.

Note 1. The prefixion of the gi-, ge- originally depended on syntactical considerations, but in OE. it has already become partly stereotyped as a merely formal principle.

2) The past part. of strong verbs has throughout OE. the ending -en: (ge)bunden, etc.; but the dialects also occasionally have -an, -on, -un.

Note 2. The OE. -en corresponds partly to Early OE. -än (-en), partly to Early OE. -in, both of which occur side by side in the oldest texts: Ep. binumini, forleginum, but gibën, ásolcën, gibētān, áuunden, etc. Corp. has also -on-, in geborone, getogone. This vowel-change belongs to suffixal ablaut (128. 2).

Note 3. The ending -en is stable in pure WS., and also in Ps. and North. (except for a few instances of North. -än; but R.\(^1\) has, beside -en, also -än, -an, -un, R.\(^2\) -on-, -un- (gibrocono, gicorone, ginumune).

3) For the terminations of weak verbs see 402; 406; 414; 415; 416.
II. STRONG VERBS

A. THE CONJUGATION OF THE STRONG VERB

367. Paradigms.

1. ACTIVE

1) Regular Verbs

**Present**

| Sing. 1. binde | fare | helpe | bidde |
| 2. bindest, binst | fær(e)st | hilp(e)st | bidest, bitst |
| 3. bindeð, bint | fær(e)ð | hilp(e)ð | bideð, bit |
| Plur. bindað | farað | helpað | biddað |

**Optative**

| Sing. binde | fare | helpe | bidde |
| Plur. binden | faren | helpen | bidden |

**Imperative**

| Sing. 2. bind | (fær), far | help | bide |
| Plur. 1. bindan | faran | helpan | biddan |
| 2. bindað | farað | helpað | biddað |

**Infinitive**

bindan | faran | helpan | biddan |

**Participles**

bindende | farende | helpende | biddende |

**Preterit**

**Indicative**

| Sing. 1. bønd | før | healp | bæð |
| 2. bunde | føre | hulpe | bæde |
| 3. bønd | før | healp | bæd |
| Plur. bundon | førøn | hulpon | bædon |

**Optative**

| Sing. bunde | før | hulpe | bæde |
| Plur. bunden | førøn | hulpen | bæden |

**Participles**

bunden | faren | holpen | beden |
### 2) Contract Verbs

**Present**

**Indicative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. 1. tēo</th>
<th>tēo</th>
<th>sēo</th>
<th>slēa</th>
<th>fō</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. tīehst</td>
<td>tīehst</td>
<td>sīehst</td>
<td>sīehst</td>
<td>fēhst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. tīehd</td>
<td>tīehd</td>
<td>sīehd</td>
<td>sīehd</td>
<td>fēhδ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. tēo</td>
<td>tēo</td>
<td>sēo</td>
<td>slēa</td>
<td>fō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. tēo</th>
<th>tēo</th>
<th>sēo</th>
<th>slēa</th>
<th>fō</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plur. tēon</td>
<td>tēon</td>
<td>sēon</td>
<td>slēan</td>
<td>fōn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Imperative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. tēoh</th>
<th>tēoh</th>
<th>sēoh</th>
<th>sleah</th>
<th>fēh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur. 1. tēon</td>
<td>tēon</td>
<td>sēon</td>
<td>slean</td>
<td>fōn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. tēod</td>
<td>tēod</td>
<td>sēod</td>
<td>slead</td>
<td>fōd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Infinitive**

|          | tēon | tēon | sēon | slean | fōn |

**Participles**

|          | tēonde | tēonde | sēonde | sleande | fōnde |

**Preterit**

**Indicative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. 1. tāh</th>
<th>tēah</th>
<th>seah</th>
<th>slōg, -h</th>
<th>feng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. tīge</td>
<td>tūge</td>
<td>sāwe</td>
<td>slōge</td>
<td>fenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. tāh</td>
<td>tēah</td>
<td>seah</td>
<td>slōg, -h</td>
<td>feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. tigon</td>
<td>tūgon</td>
<td>sāwont</td>
<td>slōgon</td>
<td>fengon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing. tīge</th>
<th>tūge</th>
<th>sāwe</th>
<th>slōge</th>
<th>fenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plur. tigen</td>
<td>tūgen</td>
<td>sāwen</td>
<td>slōgen</td>
<td>fengen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Participles**

|          | tīgen | tōgen | sewen | slægen | fōngen |

### 2. PASSIVE

Ind. 1 and 3 Sing.: hātte  
Plur.: hātton

**Note.** hātte corresponds to the Goth. haitada, I am called; the plur. hātton is constructed on the model of the weak preterits. Both forms are used indifferently as presents and preterits.
1) Present

Regular Verbs

368. Like bindan, faran, and helpan are conjugated all the regular strong verbs, as well of the Ablaut as of the Reduplicating Class.

1) With bindan are to be grouped all the verbs whose radical vowel undergoes neither i- nor u- or o/a-umlaut, including Class I (382) and Class III. 1 (386. 1) of Ablaut Verbs, and such of the Reduplicating Verbs as have the radical vowel æ = Germ. Æ, Goth. Œ (395. 2. a).

2) Like faran are inflected the strong verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class (392), in so far as they have radical a before a single consonant, liable to interchange with æ (50; 89. 3).

Note 1. On the interchange of a and æ in the ind. pres. see 371, note 2; on corresponding North. forms, 371, note 8; on possible u- or o/a-umlaut, 370, note 1; on seea- for sae- and sea-, 75. 1 and 76. 2.

Note 2. All the instances of the imp. 2 sing. in pure WS. have the vowel a, due to the polysyllabic forms with rightful a (49, note 2): far (as early as Cura Past.), sae, etc. From sc(e)afan comes scaef, beside scaef and regular sceaf. In Anglian, on the other hand, we have the forms which ought properly to be expected: Ps. fer, R. 1 R. 2 L. Rit. fær.

Note 3. In the opt. and pres. part. the vowel a prevails in WS., though there are occasional participles in æ, like færende Or. In Ps. the opt. does not occur (on the participle see 370, note 1). R. 1 and North. generally have æ : R. 1 ondsæce, færende, R. 2 fære, sæcende, L. fære, sæcæ (but once ū hlada) and færende, drægend, sækend, sækkecende, Rit. fære, sækende.

Note 4. The EWS. past part. fluctuates between a and æ; the latter is preferred in hæfen and the verbs with medial g, but there is much variation in detail: Cura Past. gedafen, -faren, belagen, -sacen (only sporadic gedæfen-, -færen); generally hæfen, more
rarely hafen, and always slaegen, ðwaegen; Or. always faren, generally hæfen, slaegen, more rarely hafen, slagen, and sæcen, beside sæcen; Chron. only -slaegen. In pure LWS. the a is generally stable: faren, calen, hafen, bacen, slagen; less pure texts, and especially the poetry, have also frequently æ. After sc, WS. ea is regular: sceacen, sceapen, etc. (poet. sceæcen points to an Angl. original).

Kent. Gl. has only a few occurrences of ãhafen. Ps. has only ð-forms (151. 1), beside one galen: scecen, slaegen, hefen, scepen; in R.¹ and North., too, a is uniformly wanting (except for the participial adjective gefagen L., 391, note 6): R.¹ faren, hæfen, slaegen (beside unumlauted unðwegen), R.² hæfen, slaegen, ðwaegen, sæcen, L. hæfen, slaegen, sæccen (beside hefen, ðuegen), Rit. slaegen, sce(e)æcen, scepen (beside hefen). On forms with umlaut-e, and other occasional variations, see 378. 2; 392, note 7.

3) The various rules for breaking, umlaut, the effects of palatals and gutturals, etc., must always be considered.

369. Verbs with breaking, like weorpan (388), feallan (396. 1. a), preserve it through all forms of the present, but frequently modified in the ind. 2 and 3 sing. by i-umlaut (371).

370. u- and o/a-umlaut do not occur in pure WS., but do in Kent. and Angl., according to 103 ff.; 160. Here fall 1) the ind. 1 sing. in -u, -o; 2) the inf. in -an, the ind. and imp. plur. in -að, and to some extent the pres. part. in -ende (363. 3, with note 4).

Note 1. The verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class with radical a, like faran (392), have in Ps. (160. 4) carried this umlaut through with scarcely an exception: 1 sing. fearu, plur. fearað, hleadað; part. fearende; beside galendra, and tōscæcendes (162, note 2). R.¹, on the other hand, has a and aæ side by side (371, note 8), without observing any principle: 1 sing. sace, sæce, inf. faran, færan, imp. áscakep, ferep.
Note 2. The verbs of the Fourth and Fifth Ablaut-Classes, with radical e, like *beran* (390), *etan* (391), follow approximately these normal paradigms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WS.</th>
<th>PS.</th>
<th>North.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinitive: <em>beran</em></td>
<td><em>beoran</em></td>
<td><em>beora, beara</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres. Part.: <em>berende</em></td>
<td><em>beorende</em></td>
<td><em>berende</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind. Sing. 1. <em>bere</em></td>
<td><em>beoru</em></td>
<td><em>bero</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>bir(e)st</em></td>
<td><em>bires</em></td>
<td><em>beres</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <em>bir(e)ð</em></td>
<td><em>bireð</em></td>
<td><em>bereð, -es</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. <em>beræð</em></td>
<td><em>beorað</em></td>
<td><em>beorað, bearað, -as</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optative: <em>bere</em></td>
<td><em>bere</em></td>
<td><em>bere</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp. Sing. 2. <em>ber</em></td>
<td><em>ber</em></td>
<td><em>ber</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. <em>beræð</em></td>
<td><em>beorað</em></td>
<td><em>beorað, bearað, -as</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where forms with eo, like *beoran*, *beorað*, *beorende*, occur in WS. texts, they point either to a less pure dialect or to an intrusion of alien forms.

Note 3. Kent. has (Cod. Dipl.): 1 sing. *geofu*, inf. *geofan* (giaban), *geotan*; then, with transfer of the eo, also opt. *breoce*, plur. ágeofen; Kent. Gl. has imp. plur. *ongiotæð*.

Note 4. In Ps. the eo is kept throughout, strictly according to the paradigm, even, by analogy, in the verbs whose stem ends in a guttural: *spreceu*, -að, -an, -ende (164, note 2); the only exceptions are one *spreceu* and one *bigetað*. In R.¹ there is, on the other hand, great confusion, the eo-forms being already pressed back by those with e.

Note 5. In North., eo is the normal form of the umlaut for R.², which has only a few ea's, while, on the other hand, ea is the norm for L. and Rit., in which the eo is correspondingly rare. Transfer of the eo to corresponding forms of the guttural verbs occurs frequently in R.², but is not common elsewhere (164, note 2).

Note 6. The North. 1 sing. has given up its umlaut (which is still preserved a few times in R.²: *spreoco*, *eweóðo*), by analogy with the e-forms of the present. Elsewhere, too, there are attempts at such leveling, either the eo or the e exceeding its just bounds in the paradigm (thus, ind. 2 and 3 sing., or opt., or part., with eo, ea; or inf., ind. imp. plur., with e, etc.). Whether the not altogether uncommon appearance of æ for e (391, note 5) is related to these shiftings, is doubtful.
Note 7. To WS. cweðan regularly corresponds North. R.\textsuperscript{2} cweða (cweða), Rit. cvæða, cvæða (ind. 1 sing. cviðo); L. has a medley: cuøða (coða), cuða, cuæða, cuæða, cuøða, cuða; but for WS. wesan North. has uniformly R.\textsuperscript{2} wosa, L. wos(s)a, Rit. vos(s)a (156. 2; 427. 3).

Note 8. The i-verbs resemble the e-verbs with respect to the umlaut: niman (390, note 2), ripan, *wisan, and North. grioppa (382, note 3).

371. i-umlaut (including the early interchange of e and i, 92) properly belongs only to the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing., and is often found in these two forms in the southern dialects, especially so far as it coincides with syncope of the vowel which caused it (358.2). Not infrequently, however, there is a substitution of the unchanged vowel belonging to the other present forms; in this respect there is no unanimity among the various dialects.

Note 1. In the ejection of umlaut-forms, two strata are to be distinguished: an earlier (already represented in the oldest texts, and especially characteristic of Anglian), accompanied by restoration of the full form of the inflectional ending, -es(t), -eð (358, note 3), and a later (restricted to the south), in which syncopated forms lose the umlaut.

Note 2. The earliest documents of pure WS., like the Cura Past., exhibit umlaut of every vowel capable of undergoing it, in all forms constructed in the original manner; thus in the syncopated forms of long stems: helpan, hilpð; weorpan, wierpð; weaxan, wíexð; feallan, fieldï; stondan, stënt; cnævan, cnæwð; hætan, hët; flówan, flówð; lúcan, lýcð; lútan, lýt; hëawan, híewð; cësøan, cësð, etc. So, too, in the case of short stems, whether exhibiting syncope or not: beran, bireð and birð; etan, ëtt; brecan, bricð; cuman, cymð, etc. In the case of the latter it is to be observed that the verbs with radical e for i already have sporadic instances of the y which becomes more common in LWS. (byrð, brycð, sprycð Cura Past. MS. C), and that the verbs with radical a, æ have the umlaut-form æ (89. 3): fær(e)ð, drægð, sæcð, spænð, from faran, dragan, sacan, spønan (but MS. H of Cura Past. has one færeð and one spænð).
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Beside these ancient forms, however, EWS. has a few newly constituted full forms without umlaut, but only from long stems: weorped, hætec, flóweð, etc. (a short-stemmed helec Cura Past. is to be assigned to helian, 400, note 2). Only sporadically occur full forms with umlaut (2 sing. hætest, wyrdest Cura Past.), and shortened forms without umlaut (hréowð, weaxð, weoxð MS. H of Cura Past.).

Note 3. The pure LWS. documents also regularly preserve the umlaut, so far as they syncope the vowel of the final syllable, except that the verbs with radical e and ea frequently have the unumlauted vowel in LWS.: beran, berst, berð; etan, etst, et; helpan, helpest, helpð; feallan, fealst, fealð; weaxon, weaxð, waxð (108. 2); also bëatan, bëatst. Other syncopeated forms without umlaut are very rare: stant, flówð, lúcð, for stent, fléwð (or LWS. fléowð, 113, note 3), lúcð. Beside these, the full forms without umlaut still persist, especially in less pure WS. texts (358, note 6).

Note 4. As in Kent. older eðo and its i-umlaut, iðo, phonetically coincide as eo, io, ia, etc. (159. 5), it follows that all verbs with radical eo apparently have forms without umlaut in the 2 and 3 sing.: Kent. Gl. weord, weorpð, siolhð (374); biot, hréosð (hríosð, hríasoð), tiolhð (374), from weordan, weordan, són; bëodan, hrëosan, téon (exceptionally once flid, from fléon, flee).

The older interchange of e and i in the verbs of the Third Ablaut-Class with radical e is canceled by analogy in Kent. Gl.: gelts, gelpð, swel(h)ð, from gædan, gæpan, swelgan (tret, calcubit, belongs rather to the weak verb trēddan). In all respects the umlaut remains unaffected.

Note 5. In Anglian the umlaut becomes more and more restricted, on account of the introduction of the full forms of the ending. It is everywhere kept only in the contract verbs (373; 374) and the verbs in -mi (426 ff.).

Note 6. Of the Merc. texts, Ps. still consistently observes the early interchange of e (eo) and i: beoræn, bireð; cweodan, ewid; gædan, geldeð; stregdan, strigdeð (so also feolæn, feleð, with loss of h, 218. 1); then the umlaut in cuman, cymes, -eð (390, note 2) and the interchange of a, ea with e, which is not clearly explainable: feæræn, feræð. As for the rest, full forms without umlaut prevail: weorpæð, faeleð, stændeð, enæweð, flóweð, lúceð, céoseð, etc.

On the other hand, R.1 retains only cuman, cym(e)þ; onsækeþ (compare WS. onsæcan); sporadic gewyrð, from -weordan; (gewyrfeþ,
demolitur?); even the interchange of e and i is given up: helpeð, bereþ, eteþ, etc. (only sporadically yet cwið, 358, note 7).

Note 7. North. has an isolated cuiðestu, numquid L., as a relic of the interchange of e and i; then, as relics of the true i-umlaut, cuma, cynmeð, and perhaps the interchange of a and ðæ in the verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class, like fara, færeð (but cf. notes 8, 9). But the verbs with radical e and i before a single consonant distinguish themselves from the inf. and the plural forms by the lack of u- and o/a-umlaut (370): beora, beara — bereð; eota, eata — eteð; nioma — nimeð, etc., so far at least as leveling has not occurred (370, note 6).

Note 8. In the verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class in R.¹ and North., the æ of the 2 and 3 sing. has to a considerable degree been made general: R.¹ inf. færan, beside faran, imp. plur. færep, etc.; R.² inf. fara, 1 sing. færo, opt. sing. plur. fære, imp. plur. farað; L. inf. fara (færa), 1 sing. færo, imp. plur. færas, opt. fære, etc.


Verbs in -jo-

372. Like biddan are inflected the verbs sittan, fricg(e)an, lieg(e)an (391. 3), hæbban, hliehhan (Ps. hlæh(h)an, North. hlæh(h)a, 159. 3), scieppan (Kent. Angl. sceppan, North. -a, 159. 1), stæppan (89, note 1, but Rit. stépa), sceððan (392. 4), which form their present in Germ. with jo. The discrepancies are confined to the present, which conforms in all respects to the conjugation of the short-stemmed weak verbs of the First Class (paradigm fremman, 409).

The paradigm nêrian (409) is followed by the strong verb sveðrian (392. 4); the paradigm of the long stems, dêman (differing from that of the strong verbs only by the invariable umlaut of the radical syllable), is followed by wêpan, weep, and perhaps gierran (388, note 1) and *hwēsan (*hwæsan?) (396. 2. b).
Note. In North. the imp. sing. of the short stems is generally devoid of ending: R.² sitt and sit; L. gbidd, lig, sitt, beside suere; Rit. hif, gibidd, beside gibidde. So also in R.¹ hef, swer, beside bidde, lige, site. Cf. 410, note 5.

In LWS. -a is occasionally found in the imp. swera, from swerian, on the analogy of weak verbs of the Second Class (cf. also 400, note 3).

**Contract Verbs**

373. Contract verbs are those in vowel or diphthong + h; the h was lost before vowels (218), and the adjoining vowels were then contracted. Here belong the following verbs, arranged by Ablaut-Classes: I tēon, ðēon, wrēon, lēon, sēon (383); II fľēon, tēon (384); V gefēon, plēon, sēon (391.2); VI fľēan, lēan, sľēan, ðwēan (392.2); and the reduplicating fôn, hôn (395).

374. In WS. and Kent. the h is retained in the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing., which have the i-umlaut and syncope ending, and in the imp. 2 sing. (compare the paradigm, 367); in Anglian, however, it is regularly found only in the imp. sing. (166. 6; 222. 1; 358, note 7).

Note 1. In Kent. there are occasional forms without h: Kent. Gl. forsiōð, āflið, from sēon, flēon, beside forsiōð, slehst, slehθ, onfēhθ, oferwrīhθ, ātíohθ, etc.

Note 2. The forms of the Ps. are: 1) inf. wrēan, pres. 3 sing. wrið, imp. sing. wrih; 2) pres. 1 sing. fľēom (cf. 426 ff.), 3 sing. tið, plur. fľeōð, opt. plur. fľēn, imp. sing. tēh, part. fľēonde; 3) inf. sēan, sian, infl. sēonne, pres. 1 sing. sío, síc, gefið, gefie, 2 sing. sist, 3 sing. sið, gefið (once gefið, 20. 2, and gefiht, 15. 9), plur. siāð, sēað, síoð, and gefiāð, gefēað, gefiōð, opt. sing. sē, gefee, plur. sēn, gefēn, imp. sing. seh, gefeh, plur. sīað, gefiāð, gefiōð, part. sionde, siende; 4) pres. 1 sing. slēa, ðwēa, 2 sing. slēs, ðwēs, 3 sing. slēð, ðwēð, plur. slēað, opt. sing. slē, imp. slēh, ðuēh; 5) inf. fôn, pres. 1 sing. fō, foo (once fōu, 115. 13), 2 sing. foest, 3 sing. fōcō (once foehth, 47. 4; that is, foest, fōe, foēht), plur. fōđ,
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opt. fœ, plur. fœn (that is, fœ, fœn, or fœ, fœn ?), imp. sing. fōh, plur. fōd, part. fōnde.

Note 3. In R.1 occur: 1) inf. wrīgan, part. āsiende, pres. plur. wrēop; 2) inf. plur. fleânc, part. teōnde, pres. plur. fleâpt, fleōp, imp. fleōh, tēoh, plur. fleōp; 3) inf. sēon, infl. sēonne, sēenne, part. sēonde, sēende, sēande, pres. 2 sing. sīs, seâs and sīhst, 3 sing. sīō, sēop and sīhp, plur. sēop, sēap, sēep, opt. plur. sēo(n), imp. sīh and sēoh, plur. sēop, sēap (= sēap ?), pres. 3 sing. and imp. plur. gefēap (cf. 391, note 6); 4) inf. slā(n) and slēan, slēan, infl. slēanne, pres. 1 sing. slā, 2 sing. slægst, 3 sing. slēp and slæhp, plur. slēp and slægp, slæhp, thuād, opt. slē, imp. slāg, Çwāh.

Note 4. R.2 has the following instances: 1) pres. 3 sing. wrīð, imp. plur. wriāð; 2) inf. tēa, infl. fleān(n)e, pres. 3 sing. fleās, plur. fleās; 3) inf. sēa, infl. sēan(n)e, sēana, pres. 1 sing. sīom, 2 sing. sīs(t), 3 sing. sīō (sēād), plur. sēād, sēas and sīcō, opt. sīe, sīe, imp. sing. sīh, sēh, adhortative gisēa wē, 2 plur. sēād, sēas, and imp. gefēg, plur. gefēad (391, note 6); 4) inf. slā(a), Çwā, Çwāē, infl. slēanne, part. slēnde, pres. 1 sing. slā, Çwāē, 2 sing. slāes, Çwāēs, 3 sing. slēd, slēd, plur. slād, opt. sing. slā, Çwāē, imp. sing. slāh, Çwāh, adhortative ofslā wē.

Note 5. In L. occur: 1) inf. wrīga, pres. 3 sing. wrīgað, opt. wrīa, imp. plur. wu-riað; 2) inf. fleā, tēa, infl. fleānne, pres. 3 sing. fleā, plur. fleāð, fleās, fleās, imp. sing. fleā, plur. fleās; 3) inf. sēa, infl. sēanne, part. sēende, sēgende, pres. 1 sing. sīum, sēom (seium), 2 sing. sīs, sīstu, sīst, 3 sing. sīō, -s, sēad, plur. sēad, -s, opt. sing. sīe, sīe, plur. see, sēa, sēa, sēge (?), imp. sing. sīh, sēh, sēh, sēgh, plur. sēad, -s; 4) inf. slāa, slē (slēa ?) and ġōa, ġōoa, part. slēande, slēgende, slēgende (?), pres. 1 sing. slā, ġōa, 2 sing. slēs(t), ġōoas, ġōoās, 3 sing. slēd, -s; ġōās, plur. slā(a)s, slēd, -s; ġōās; opt. sing. slēa, ġōa, imp. sing. slāh, ġūah, adhortative ofslā wē.

Note 6. Rit. has: 1) inf. ġōia, infl. wrīanne, part. ġiende, pres. opt. sing. plur. ġōili, imp. plur. wrīiað; 2) inf. infl. fleānne, part. fleende, pres. 3 sing. fleēð, tēð, opt. sing. fleē, flei, imp. plur. fleēs; 3) inf. sēa, pres. 1 sing. sīum, 2 sing. sīst, 3 sing. sīō, plur. sēad, opt. sing. sīi, imp. sīh, sīgh, sēh, plur. sēad; 4) part. slēndum.

Note 7. On North. weak gefēaga see 391, note 6; 414, note 5. c.
2) Preterit

375. The preterits of the contract verbs do not differ from those of the regular conjugation, since the h is either final (ind. 1 and 3 sing.) or has undergone grammatical change to g or w.

376. u-umlaut belongs originally to the ind. plur. of the strong verbs of the First Ablaut-Class (382), as far as the special phonetic laws of the individual dialects require. However, the old conditions are much disorderd by leveling (105; 160; 104.2, etc.).

Note. In EWS. texts, the io due to umlaut is already gone: not only gewiton (105.1), but drifon, scrifon (105.2); WS. forms with io, eo occur therefore only sporadically in less pure texts, being especially frequent in the poetry.

Kent. Gl. has only one leveled form: gewiton. Ps., on the other hand, has consistently carried through the umlaut to eo (once io), and extended it by analogy to the verbs in a guttural, like steogun, bisweocun, while R.¹ fluctuates between eo, io and simple i (164, note 2).

The umlaut-form of North. is everywhere io (150, note 4). The instances in R.² strictly follow the phonetic rules, with the exception of one fordrifen, with a different vowel of the ending: -driofun, -liotun, -brionun, -on, áriosun, contrasted with stigun, wrigun (164.2). L. has, however, a few leveled forms in i: fordrifon, gehrinon, á writton, beside the phonetically correct forms, like biodon, driofon; stigon, wrigon. Rit. has only á-, girioson.

377. i-umlaut properly belongs to the indicative 2 sing. and the whole optative (compare OS. forms like ind. 2 sing. bundi, opt. 1 and 3 sing. bundi, plur. bundin). It scarcely occurs, however, except in a few optatives of the preteritive presents (421 ff.); in the regular verb it has been given up.
Note. The few unumlauted forms which might perhaps be assigned here are extremely doubtful. R.² has an apparent ind. 2 sing. ðwæge, as a gloss upon lavabis; in a rubric of Rit. 114 there is an opt. wyrde, parallel to the opt. pres. mæge; in Cura Past. 214. 7, hlī(e)pen is to be classed, according to the sense, as opt. pres. (and accordingly belongs, no doubt, to a weak verb hlīepean, from *hlīauþjan); in like manner, a present meaning is requisite for swylte (corrected from swælte), R.¹ 22. 24. There remain only a few forms with wyr for wur, which are to be regarded as inverted spellings (72, and note): poet. hwyrfe, Dan. 221; R.² wyrde, gewyrde, fieret, once each (compare R.¹ ind. wyrdun, -on, wyroþun, wyroþon, for wurdun, etc., and ind. plur. ðwyrpeþ, for ðweorþap).

3) Past Participle

378. The vocalism of these participles is generally stable. Only the following is to be noted:

1) In the verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class a interchanges with æ: faren, færen, etc. (368, note 4).

2) As a result of the original ending -in (beside -æn, -en, 366, note 2), certain verbs occasionally have i-umlaut.

Note 1. Among EWS. texts, Cura Past. has of these forms (disregarding the uniform gesewen, 73, note 1): in MS. C two -slegen, as against -sλegen MS. H, in the former one -cymen, two -ðræwen, as against -eumen, -ðræwen MS. H. In the EWS. laws occur -sλegen, -tygen (beside -togen, from tœn, censure, 383, note 3), in later texts often -cymen, -ðwegon, -sλegen. Compare the participial adjective ðægen, ðowen, beside ðægen (Goth. aigins, contrasted with OHG. eigen).

Sure instances are lacking in Ps. (but see note 2), as its sλegen, ðægefən, etc. can be interpreted by 151. 1; R.¹ has unðwegon (beside -sλegen, etc.), R.² one gebræcen, Rit. -hekfen, beside -sλegen, etc.); in L. the umlauts are commoner: gescyfen, geecnœden, gesœren, gewœrden, ðwœrpon, -hekfen, -ðuegen, and probably gesceryncean, etc. (386, note 4); cf. also note 2.

Note 2. Here belongs also the Angl. part. dœn (poet. -dœn), from *dœin-, from the anomalous dœn, 429. On this model are framed a
few forms of contract verbs in North.: -fæn, -hæn R.² L. Rit. (also poet. -fēn), in L. also -ðuēn, ðuēn (392, note 7; 397, note).

Note 3. Only quite sporadically occur traces of u-umlaut (366.2), like gewreotene in a Kentish charter of A.D. 871–889.

Note 4. In MS. C of Cura Past. occurs twice the part. wieten, from witan (420. 1), but its ie must be derived from the ie-forms of the infinitive, etc. The numerous ie's of MS. H in participles of the First Ablaut-Class are not to be regarded (22, note).

B. TENSE-FORMATION OF STRONG VERBS

1) ABLAUT VERBS

379. The tense-stems. The forms of OE. Ablaut Verbs may all be referred to four stems, which are called tense-stems. These are

1) the present-stem, to which belong all the forms of the present;
2) the first preterit-stem, to which belong only the ind. pret. 1 and 3 sing.;
3) the second preterit-stem, comprising the ind. 2 sing., the ind. plur., and the whole opt. pret.;
4) the stem of the past participle, from which only the latter is derived.

As representatives of these four stems the following are generally adduced: 1) the ind. pres. 1 sing. or the inf.; 2) the ind. pret. 1 sing.; 3) the ind. pret. 1 plur.; 4) the past participle.

380. Grammatical change. Those verbs whose present-stem ends in a surd spirant regularly experience grammatical change in the third and fourth stems: cœsan, cēas, curon, coren (384); līðan, lāð, lidon, liden (382); tēon, tēah, tugen, togen (384); sēon, shea,
sāwon, sewen (391. 2). This relation is, however, often obscured, since the grammatical change often extends to the second stem: sleān, slōg, slōgon, geslægen (392. 2). For details see under the various Ablaut-Classes.

381. The ablaut-series. The variation of radical vowel in the four stems of the verb takes place within certain well-defined vowel-groups or series, which are called ablaut-series. Of these series the Germanic verb recognizes six. Arranging the vowels according to the order of the four stems, the series form the following system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Stem</th>
<th>2nd Stem</th>
<th>3rd Stem</th>
<th>4th Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>eu</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>e, i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>e, i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>e, i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. For the variation of e and i, u and o, see 45. 2, 3.

The much more complicated system of the OE. ablaut-series results from the Germanic by the introduction of the changes which the Germanic vowels experienced in OE. (49 ff.). Further particulars will be given in the following surveys.

Note 2 (on 380–381). In North., especially in L., the strong conjugation is already beginning to disorganize. This results from various new formations in the pret. and past part., which now destroy the grammatical change, now the older ablaut, and now repose upon analogy with the weak conjugation. For the details see below.

382. Class I. Verbs of the First Ablaut-Class: ĕ, ā, ī (io, eo, 105; 160; 376), ī (io, eo, 378, note 3): gripan, grāp, gripon (griopun), gripen, seize; with grammatical
change in the third and fourth stems: sniðan, snāð, snidon, sniden, cut.

Note 1. a) Like gripan are inflected nīpan, grow dark; clīfan, adhere; drīfan, drive; belīfan, remain; serīfan, prescribe; tōslīfan, split; swīfan, revolve; bitan, bite; dritan (?), care; fītīan, contend; hūtīan, thrust; seītīan, care; slītīan, tear; besmītīan, defile; ōwītīan, how; gewītīan, go; aētwītīan, scold, twit; wītīan, look; wītīan, write; bīdīan, hide; glītīan, glide; gnītīan, enītīan (LWS. has sporadically a pret. forgnāð), rub; hūlītīan, cover; ridīan, ride; slīdīan, slide; strīdīan, stride; wūtīan (?), grow; blicīan, shine; sīcīan, sigh; snīcīan (?), creep; strīcīan, go; swīcīan, abandon; wīcīan, yield; *fīgīan, parch (only part. āfigīen); hūīgīan, bow; mūgīan, mingere; sīgīan. sink; stigīan, ascend; cīnīan, gape; ācūwīnīan, dwīnīan, disappear; gīnīan, yawn; hrīnīan, touch; hūwīnīan (?), kiss; seīnīan, shine (pret. scān, sečān, 76); ðwīnīan (?), grow soft; spīwīan, spew; ārīsan, arise; gerīsan, beget; mūdīan, avoid; wūtīan, bind.

b) Like snītīan are conjugated lītīan, go; serītīan, proceed (but part. serītūūūan Guthl. 1012); aētīlītīan, adhere, is doubtful; on LWS. frīnīan, frān, see 389, note 3.

Note 2. Occasionally strong preterits are also formed from weak verbs: rān, from rīnīan, for rīgnīan, rain Blickl. Gl.; ofreswāð, from oferswītīan Saints 2. 4.

Note 3. The present of rīpan, reap, is peculiarly irregular; the quantity of the i is doubtful in WS., but it is short in Angl., and therefore subject to u- and o/a-umlaut (370, note 8): Ps. reopan, 3 sing. ripeð, R.¹ hriopan, 1 and 3 sing. ripe, -es, R.² 2 and 3 sing. ripes, -eð, plur. riopað, opt. ripe, L. (h)rioppa, 1 sing. hrippo, 2 hrip(p)es, 3 hrioppað, plur. hriopað, rioppas.

Thus inflects North. L. grioppa, grasp: inf. grioppa, 3 sing. Gripes, opt. gripa, etc.

The defective verb -weosan, vanish, also probably belongs here: pres. part. tōweosende, past part. forweoren, forweoren (forworen, 72), from *wisan; compare the weak wisnīan, weosnīan. On lioran, lēoran see 384, note 3.

Note 4. North. new formations are: R.² pret. plur. āstāgdun (beside stāg, plur. stīgum); L. pret. griipp(e)de (beside grāp, opt. grioppa), stig(e)de, -ade, opt. stāge, stāgade (beside ind. stāg, plur. stīgum, opt. stīge), duīnde, hrín(a)don, part. gehrinad (beside pret. plur. hrinon).
383. 1) The contract verbs *tjon, tēon, censure; djon, dēon, thrive; wrion, wrēon, cover (for *tihan, etc., compare Goth. teihan, peihan; on io, cūo see 84. 2; 114. 3; Ps. wrēan, R.² wrigan, R.² wria, L. wri(g)a, Rit. dīa, wria, 374, notes 2 ff.), lost the h in certain forms of the present, which then underwent contraction (373), but retain the h in the pret. 1 and 3 sing., and convert it into g by grammatical change in the third and fourth stems (380): wrōn (wrēon), wraḥ, wregon, wrigen.

2) This inflectional type has been preserved in Anglian in a virtually pure form (see the list of individual instances in 374), but in WS. these verbs soon went over to the Second Ablaut-Class, whose present forms coincided with theirs: thus pret. wrēah, plur. wrugon, part. wrogen, like tēah, tugon, togen, from tjon, tēon, draw (384. 2).

Note 1. This transfer begins in EWS. with tēah, tugon Or., in contrast with part. geōgen Cura Past.

The lexicons and older grammars often cite infinitives like *tihan, etc.; these are nowhere to be met with in the literature, and are falsely deduced from forms in which the h is regularly preserved (374), like 3 sing. ti(e)hō.

Note 2. The g of the third and fourth stems is occasionally transferred to the second stem: dāg, wrāg; in R.¹ L. wrīga, beside wria (374, notes 3 and 5), it even penetrates into the first.

Note 3. Tjon, dēon, in addition to the pret. plur. dīgon, dūgon, part. dīgen, dōgen, likewise forms a pret. plur. dūgon, opt. dunge, past part. dungen, according to Class III (386). tjon, tēon, censure, has also in the past part. tygen, with i-umlaut (378, note 1), beside tigen and togen.

Note 4. Like tjon, tēon are inflected the first and second stems of ljon, lēon, lend; sēon, sift (Goth. leiðwan, *seihwān), pret. līh, lēah. The only other form is the past part. āsiwen, āseowen (73. 3, and note 3), and the contracted besēon.
384. Class II. Verbs of the Second Ablaut-Class: ę, ęa, u, o (Goth. iu, au, u, u). Examples:

1) for regular verbs: beodan, bead, budon, boden, bid; cēowan, cēaw, cuwon, cowen, chew; or with grammatical change in the third and fourth stems: cēosan, cēas, curon, coren, choose; sēoðan, sēað, sudon, soden, seethe;

2) for contract verbs: tēon, tēah, tugon, togen, draw; similarly fleon, flee (for the Anglian forms in detail see 374).

Note 1. So are also inflected:

a) Regularly: creopan, creep; dreopan, drip; gēopan, receive; cleofan, cleave; rõofan, shatter (only part. rofen, berofen); brēotan, break; flēotan, flow; gēotan, pour; grēotan, weep; hlēotan, cast lots; nēotan, enjoy; rõotan, fall; scēotan (part. scoten and seeoten, 76), shoot; dēotan (beside ōutan, 385), howl; ádēotan, weary; hrēodan (generally only past part. hroden), adorn; lēodan, grow; rēodan, redden; ábrēodan (part. ábroden), frustrate; réocan (North. L. réca), smēocan (North. smēca, R.1 smica), smoke; drēogan, endure; flēogan (Ps. flēgan, fligan, North. L. R.2 Rit. flēga), fly; lēogan (Ps. lēgan, ligan, R.1 ligan), lie; brēowan, brew; hrēowan, rue.

b) With grammatical change: drēosan, fall; frēosan, freeze; hrēosan, fall; forlēosan, lose.

Note 2. hēofan, lament, has the irregular pret. hēof, after the manner of the Reduplicating Verbs, beside hēofde (on LWS. hrēow, for hrēaw, see 119, note).

rēocan has also the late pret. rēohte.

In LWS., fleon and flēogan, whose forms coincided in the (second), third, and fourth stems, also merged in the present, so that forms of fleon were used with the meaning fly, and those of flēogan with that of flee.

Note 3. Here probably also belongs the defective strong verb lēoran, go (part. geleorene Ruin 7, corrupted from gelorene, as metrical considerations demand length of the ēo in lēoran; for the riming word forweoren we must read forwoere, 382, note 3). The (only northern English) verb usually inflects as weak: pret. lēorde, part. gelēored (North. līora, 159. 5).
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Note 4. The relation of the doublets snëowan and snöwan, hasten (both only poetical), and cnëodan (Bede) and cnödan (Cura Past.), allot, is not clear. The length of the radical vowels in snöwan and part. geecnöden is established by the metre, and the verbs ought probably on that account to be referred to 396. 2. b.

Note 5. There is a North. strong pret. spēaft, spēofoft, spat, which might belong either here or under 396. 2. a; but according to the part. gespēofoftad these forms would rather belong to a verb originally weak.

385. The verbs slūpan, slip; sūpan, taste; dūfan, dive; scūfan, shove; lūtan, bow; hrūtan, snore; ēūtan (beside ēōotan, 384), howl; strūdan, devastate; brūcan, enjoy; lūcan, lock; sūcan, sūgan, suck; būgan, bow; smūgan, creep, have in the present ā instead of ēo (compare Goth. lūkan), but are otherwise regular: lūcan, lēac, lucon, locen.

Note 1. Here probably belong the following, whose existence in the present is doubtful: *crūdan, crowd (3 sing. crūdeō Rid.), *sprūtan, sprout (compare Eng. crowd, sprout), and perhaps also *scūdan, scud (only part. scūdende Guthl., which might also belong to a weak verb of the Second Conjugation, *scūdian). Here may also belong the isolated past participles ādrūten, swollen; geōrūen, forged (twice erroneously written geōuren in the MSS.).

Note 2. Of scūfan (LWS. also scēufan, scēofan, 76. 2; Rit. scyfa), the past part. is scofen, scoofen, L. scyfen with i-umlaut (378, note 1), and the pret. plur. in Rit. scyufon.

Note 3 (on 384, 385). The verbs in gutturals have in Anglian (165. 1; 163) ē for the ēo or ea of the first and second stems (in Ps. and R. occasionally also ī for ēo, L. ā for ea). For the present forms of the regular verbs see 384, note 1, and for the contract verbs 374; for the pret. compare Ps. lēc, flēg, flēh, tēh, R. brēc, bēg, flēh, tēh, L. brēc (brēc), bēg, flēh (flēh), tēh, Rit. flēg (for brēce, lēce, see note 4).

Note 4 (on 384, 385). North. new formations are: R. 2 pret. plur. brēcon, L. pret. plur. cēason, opt. cease (beside curon, cure), plur. brē(i)con, opt. brēce; pret. sūpedon, beside sēap, Rit. ind. pret. 2 sing. lēce, opt. brēce, beside ind. pret. 2 sing. luce.
386. Class III. Verbs of the Third Ablaut-Class: Goth. i, a, u, u. This class includes in OE. three main subdivisions:

1) Verbs in nasal + consonant have the ablaut-series i, q (a, 65), u, u: bindan, bond (band), bundon, bunden, bind.

Note 1. So are also inflected findan, find; grindan, grind; hrandan, thrust; swindan, vanish; qindan, swell; windan, wind; qrintan, swell; sprintan (only L. gisprant, eructavit); (on)ginnan, begin; linnan, cease; sinnan, meditate; spinnan, spin; winnan, labor; clingan, shrink; cringan, erinean, fall; singan, sing; springan, spring; stingan, sting; swingan, swing; qrissingan, throng; wringan, wring; drinean, drink; qewinean, vanish; serinean, seringan, shrink; sinean, sink; slincan, sitck; stinean, stink; swinecan, swink; climban, climman, climb; (ge)limpan, happen; (h)rimpan, wrinkle; crimman, cram; grimman, rage; hlimman, roar; scrimman(?); swimman, swim.

Note 2. Here belong also iernan (irnan, yrnan, Ps. R.1 eornan, North. R.2 L. Rit. forna), run, and biernan (birnan, byrnan, Ps. R.1 beornan, North. L. beorna, bearna, Rit. beorna, biorna), burn, intrans. (Goth. qinnan, brinnan, with metathesis, 179), pret. qrn, born, later arn, barn, for *ronn, *bron; subsequently with regular ablaut WS. earn, bearn. The form qinnan is occasionally found, especially in gerinnan, curdle (though part. rarely also geurnen).

From swingan there is an early part. sungan Mart.

Sporadic are qungon, qungen, from qeon, succeed (383, note 3).

The WS. pret. of qinnan is also funde, as if from a weak verb.

Note 3. Of the Anglian texts, Ps. still regularly has the older q in the pret. : drone, etc., and so qrn and born; R.1 fluctuates between q and a (the latter also in arn). On the other hand, North., which elsewhere has only q before nasals, here has always a: band, drane, gelamp, etc., as well as arn, barn, evidently by analogy with preterits like halp, 387 (the forms with u, like fund, drunc, gelump, found in the older editions, are due to misreading).

Note 4. North. new formations are: R.2 pret. sing. (weak?) gibilnede, beside qiband, plur. qrnun, drincon (beside druncon); L. pret. plur. qngannon, part. plur. qngindo (beside pret. qngann, plur. -qunnon), pret. qringde, part. qdringed (beside qdrungen),
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pret. suin(c)gde, part. besuingen, gesuin(c)ged (beside pret. -suang, part. -suunungen).

scrinca has North. L. pret. plur. gescriungon, past part. for- scriuncen, gescriuncan, gesceryncan; compare also the adj. uná- scryuncan (i.e., -anlic), inmarcessibilis Rit.

387. 2) Verbs in l + consonant have the ablaut-series e, ea (a, 80; Angl. regularly a, 158. 2, but see note 5 below), u, o: helpan, healp (halp), hulpon, holpen, help.

Note 1. Thus are inflected delfan, delve; belgan, be angry; swelgan, swallow; beteldan, cover; meltan, melt; sweltan, die; bellan, bellow; swellan, swell.

Isolated forms are colle(n-), in colle(n)ferhō, excited, from *cwellan, well up, and wollenn-, in wollentēare, weeping, from *wellan, surge; yet the latter word might also belong to weallan (396. a).

Note 2. The following verbs exhibit slight variations in WS.: giellan, yell; sciellan (?), clash; gieldan, yield; gielpan, boast; scielfan (?), shake, with ie, i, y in the present on account of initial g, se (75) (Kent. and Angl. preserve the e, 157. 2).

Note 3. meolcan, milk, and seolcan, grow languid (generally only in the past part. á-, besolcen) have in the pres. eo in WS. (81); yet also LWS. melcan, by analogy with verbs like helpan.

Note 4. ðeolan (Ps. feolan), conceal (from *feolhan, 218. 1, compare Goth. filhan), has pret. fealh (Ps. falh; pres. 2 and 3 sing. WS. *filhst, *filhō, but Ps. 3 sing. fieð (164. 2), opt. Ps. fele, Rit. fēla). The pret. plur. is rarely fulgon, generally fēlon (Ps. fēlun) according to 390, part. folen. An inf. *felgan, which is often postulated, does not exist.

Note 5. R.¹ has, beside the preterits gald, swalt, also dælf, by analogy with such as bær (390).

Note 6. sweltan forms in L. the weak pret. suelte, suelte.

388. 3) Verbs in r or h + consonant have the ablaut-series eo, ea, u, o: weorpan, wearp, wurpon, worpen, cast, or feohtan, feaht, fuhton, fohten, fight; with grammatical change: weorðan, wearð, wurðon, worden, become. On the Anglian forms see. notes 3 ff.

Note 1. So are inflected ceorfan, cut, carve; deorfan, labor; hwceorfan, turn; sceorfan, gnaw; steorfan, die; sweorfan, polish;
sceorpan, scrape; beorgan, protect; beorcan, bark; *sneorcan, excidere (only pret. gesnerc Ps.); sweorcan, grow dark; smeortan, smart (only part. fyrsmeortendum Or.); *ceorrar, creak (only pret. plur. curron).

For the pret. plur. gurron Andr. 374 an inf. *georran is generally postulated, but more probably it is to be referred to *gierraii, gyrran (which is only found in the pres.), thus assigning to this verb a present formation with jo (372); on the other hand, the unique North. imp. serð L. no doubt belongs to a weak verb *serða, WS. *sierðan, mœchari (compare OHG. sertan).

Isolated past participles of this class are āecworren, crapulatus (compare metecweorra, qualmishness), and flohtenfōt, web-footed.

Note 2. On LWS. by-forms of the present, like wurðan, wurpan (worpan), etc., see 72.

Note 3. For feohtan Ps. has fehtan, North. R.² L. Rit. fehta (Rit. also adj. unáfæhtenlic), for beorgan R.¹ bergan (164. 1). Anglian instances are: Rit. gefeht, Ps. gesnerc (note 1, above; cf. 162. 2).

Note 4. The North. forms of weorpan, weordan are worpa, worða (156. 2); for hweorfan Rit. has hwarfa (L. only pret. plur. ymhurfon). R.¹, beside regular forms with weor-, has others with ea, e, æ, ȝ, which are probably due to the w.

Note 5. Under ceorfan North. has the pret. L. cearf, R.² ceorf, though North. worpa, worða have warp, warð R.² L., according to 156. 3 (so also R.¹ warð, beside weard, wearp); but L. has also sporadic wearp, wearp, weard, warð. On the umlauted past participles, wærpen, wæorden, see 378, note 1.

Note 6. North. new formations are: R.² pret. plur. worpadun (beside wurpon), L. pret. plur. worpon, -un (beside warpon, -un).

389. 4) Other variations, many of which will be at once comprehended by a reference to the phonology, are exhibited by the following verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bregdan, brandish</th>
<th>brægd</th>
<th>brugdon</th>
<th>brogden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>strægd</td>
<td>strugdon</td>
<td>strogden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stregdan, strew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barst</td>
<td>burston</td>
<td>borsten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ðærsecan, thresh</td>
<td>ðurscon</td>
<td>ðorseen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraegn</td>
<td>frugnon</td>
<td>frugnen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mearn</td>
<td>murnon</td>
<td>spornen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spearn</td>
<td>spurnon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note 1. bregdan and stregdan often lose their g in southern Eng., with lengthening of the preceding vowel: brēdan, brēd, etc., 214. 3, and note 8. The past part. of bregdan occurs as bregden in Phœn. and Blickl.

stregdan is preserved as a strong verb only in Ps. and R. ²: Ps. pret. strægd, 2 sing. strugde, opt. strugde, part. strogden, R. ² pret. strægd, part. strogden; R. ¹ and North. also introduce weak forms into the pret.: R. ¹ strægd, plur. strægden (no *strægd), L. (pres. streigda, strægda, straigda), pret. strægd and strugde, 2 sing. strogdes corr. from strugdes, Rit. pret. strægd and strægd, but L. Rit. part. strogden. In pure WS. prose the word seems to be only weak: pres. 3 sing. strêt(t) Cura Past., pret. strēdde, part. gestred, gestrēded (for *stræged, etc.); isolated exceptions, like pret. strægd (strêd) Bede, part. strogden Blickl., come from non-WS. originals.

On the 3 sing. britt, strett, etc., see 359, note 3.

Note 2. berstan and ðerscan (North. L. ðærscæ, ðearsca, R. ² ðarsca, Rit. ðersca) stand by metathesis for brestan and ðrescan (179), the latter occurring quite sporadically (brustæn R. ¹, pree- enne Hpt. Gl.).

Note 3. frignan (compare Goth. fraihnan) has i as the vowel of the present in WS. and Ps. In WS. the g often disappears in the polysyllabic forms (214. 3): frinan : fraegn; in LWS. this is replaced by frinan, frän, by analogy with the First Ablaut-Class, yet the plur. generally persists as frunon, part. frunen, although frinon, frinen also occur. Other more uncommon by-forms are frinnan, pret. freng, plur. frungon (185).

In R. ¹ the verb is frægna (only 2 sing. frægnast found), North. R. ² fregna, frægna, L. fregna, frægna, fraigna; R. ² pret. fraegn, plur. frugnum, -on, and fraegnun, part. frognen, L. pret. fraegn, fraign, plur. frugnon, besides weak fregnde, fraegn(a)de, fraign(a)de, part. frogen.

In this verb the n originally belonged only to the pres. (compare Goth. frah, frēhunum); a relic of the older inflection is perhaps preserved in the pret. plur. frugan R. ¹ Matt. 12. 10, and the participial forms gefraegen, gefregen, gefrugen, gefrigen, which might, however, belong to fricgean (391, note 8).

Note 4. For murnan, the only form occurring, *meornan is often wrongly assumed. The poetry has once a pret. murnde. For North. weak forms see 416, note 11. e. spurnan (spornan) is the
only present form in EWS.; the new formation speornan only occurs once, and that in LWS.

Note 5. Here perhaps belongs forewolstan, swallow, with irregular present forms; only the inf. is found.

390. Class IV. Verbs of the Fourth Ablaut-Class: Goth. i, a, ē, u, WS. e, æ, æ̆, o (Kent. and Ps. e, e, ē, o, R.1 North. e, æ (e), ē (R.1 also æ̆), o, 150.1; 151.1): beran, bær, bāron, boren, bear.

Note 1. So also are inflected cwelan, die; helan, conceal; *hwelan(?), roar (only hweleð, and hwelung, clangor, are found); stelan, steal; scieran, scyran, shear (WS. pret. only scear, plur. scearon, in poet. also see, scāron); teran, tear; ðweran, stir; brecan, break; here belongs likewise the isolated past part. gedwolen, perverse; on geðuren see 385, note 1.

Note 2. Peculiarly irregular are:

niman, take       nōm, nam    nōmon, nāmon      numen
cuman, come       c(w)ōm      c(w)ōmon      cumen (cymen)

The opt. pres. of cuman occurs not infrequently as cyme, with i-umlaut; now and then this y occurs in other pres. forms, especially in Anglian. Here belong the following inflections: a) Ps. part. cumende, ind. pres. sing. 1 cumu, 2, 3 cymes, -eð, plur. cumað, opt. cyme, imp. cym, plur. cumað, opt. cyme, imp. cym, plur. cumað, opt. cyme, imp. cym, cum, plur. cymað, cyme, part. cymende (cymende), ind. pres. sing. 1 cume, 2 cymað, 3 cyme, part. cymende, ind. pres. sing. 1 cyms, 2, 3 eð, etc., plur. cumað, cyme, cum, plur. cumeð, cyme, past part. cumen; d) L. inf. cum(m)an, -eð, cyme, part. cym(m)ende (cummende), ind. pres. sing. 1 cyms(m)o, 2, 3 cymes, -eð, etc., plur. cymas (cumas), etc., opt. cyms, -e, imp. cym(m), plur. cym(m)an, cymað (cumas), etc., past part. cum(m)en; e) in Rit. the y goes through the whole pres., with the exception of one each inf. gicvma, cume (past part. always cum(m)en).

The EWS. pret. is generally cōm in Cura Past. and Or., but usually cuōm in Chron. R.2 has only cōm, Ps. only cwōm. R.1 cwōm (once cōm), L. cwōm (once cōma opt.), Rit. cwōm (a plural form *cwāmon, which used frequently to be assumed, does not exist).
The length of the o in c(w)ôm is certified, like that of the corresponding nôm, by accents and the doubling of the vowel.

In Angl. the forms nôm, plur. nömun, -on prevail exclusively, but in WS. and Kent. there occurs also at an early period the new formation nam, plur. nämon (already Ep. naamun).

Note 3. Here perhaps belongs striman, in-, obniti (only part. strima(e)ndi Gl.).

Note 4. An unumlauted past part. (378. 2) is North. gibroecen.

Note 5. On u- and o/a-umlaut in verbs of this class see 370; on present forms with æ see 391, note 5.

391. Class V. 1) Verbs of the Fifth Ablaut-Class: Goth. i, a, e, i, WS. æ, æ, æ, e (Kent. and Ps. e, e, e, e, e, e, e, 150; 151): metan, mæt, mæton, meten, measure; or with grammatical change: cwædan, cwæð, cwædon, cwendan, say (cf. note 4).

Note 1. So are inflected drepan (part. also once dropen Beow. 2981), strike down; screpan, scrape; swefan, sleep; wefan, weave; fetan, fell; cnedan, knead; tredan, tread; sprecan (Kent. and LWS. also specan), speak; wrecan, pursue; wegan, carry; lesan, collect; genesan, recover; with grammatical change only the defective wesan (427. 3).

Sporadic is the North. past part. forrepen, reprehensus L.

The verb plegan, play, has strong forms only in the pres. (beside weak plegian); the pret. is WS. plegode; R.¹ pl(e)agade; North. R.² plægede, L. plæg(e)de, plægade; Ps. has only present forms of plegian, plagian; cf. 416, note 13. b.

Very doubtful is hlēcan, glomerari (3 plur. hlēcað Cura Past. 362. 20; also part. töholcene, diuulsam Germ. 23. 398?; cf. the weak verb áhlōcian, eruere, effodere).

Note 2. WS. giefan, give; -giétan, get, are irregular only in accordance with 75: pret. geaf, -geat, plur. gēafon, -gēaton (but cf. also 109, and note), part. gifen, gieten, etc. In Kent. and Angl. this diphthongization does not occur (157. 2), with the exception of a few North. geaf, -geat, and geaf, -geat, beside geaf, gæt in L. On the other hand, Rit. has a few gi-‘s, beside ge-: imp. gif, part. gifende, beside gef (157, note 2).

Note 3. etan, eat, and fretan, devour, have the WS. pret. sing. æt, fræt (compare Goth. frēt), and hence also R.¹ North. ét(t) (R.¹
also once gicet), with long ē (150. 1; a sporadic æt in L. may be a
new formation, cf. note 10).

Note 4. For the u- and o/a-umlaut in verbs of this Class see 370;
on North. woæ- for we- see 156. 1; on North. wo- for weo- (espe-
cially wosa, 427. 3) see 156. 2; on the pres. of cwæða, etc., for
WS. cwæðan, see 370, note 7; the pret. is in L. cuæð, cuæð (cæð,
cwoda), plur. cuædon (cuædon), cuædon, etc.; in Rit. cwæð (once
cwoda), opt. cuæde.

Note 5 (on 390, 391). Certain North. texts have occasionally æ in
the pres., instead of e: R.1 once stælan, and often (on account of
the w) cwæðan, L. hæla, bærende, spræcca, 1 sing. wræco, etc.

2) The verbs gefion, gefēon, rejoice; plion, plēon, adventure; and sion, sēon, see, stand for *-fehan,
*plehan, *seh(w)an (113. 2; 373). Their tense-formation in WS. is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gefēon</th>
<th>gefeh</th>
<th>gefēgon</th>
<th>(gefēgen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plēon</td>
<td>pleah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sēon</td>
<td>seah</td>
<td>sāwon</td>
<td>sewen, sawen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 6. An inf. *gefohan does not exist; gefēgen (North. L.
gefægen), glad, is, like fægen, properly an adjective (compare OS.
fagan). The pret. is Merc. Ps. gefηeh, plur. Ps. R.1 gefēgun, -on
(cf. note 7). The North. verb generally inflects like a weak verb of
the Second Class: R.2 L. gifēaga, -e (so also 3 sing. R.1 gefēap);
cf. 374, notes 3 ff.; 414, note 5. c.

Note 7. In texts which are not pure WS., especially in the poetry,
sāgon occurs instead of sāwon. In Anglian the pret. of sēon is
sæh, according to 162. 1 (L. also sægh; cf. also note 6), plur. sēgun,
-on (R.1 also sāgun and sēgun), opt. sæge, part. gesegen Ps. R.2 L.,
also gesēn L. Besides, the adj. gesēne, visible, is used as a part. in
R.1 R.2 L. (222. 2; in R.1 also gesēnae, gesēnae).

3) The verbs biddan, request; licg(e)an, lie; sittan, sit, form their present in Germ. with jo (compare Goth.
bidjan, and 372), but are otherwise regular: pret. bæd,
læg, sæt, part. beden, legen, seten.
Note 8. So, too, *dieg(e)an, take, and *fricg(e)an, ascertain, have the same present formation, but form their pret., especially in the poetry, as *ðeah, ðäh (there also occurs the weak pret. *dígede, *dígede, 400, note 1 b.; 401, note 1, especially in pure WS., and there apparently always; the pret. of *fricgean does not occur), and the part. as geðegen (if *ádegen, distantus Gl. belongs here), and gefrigen, gefrugen (389, note 3).

Note 9. The verbs in g have (57, note 3) in the ind. pret. plur. WS. ā, beside more frequent āe by analogy with the other verbs: lāgon, wāgon, and lægon, wāgon (but not *sāgon, beside sægon, since the pure WS. form is sāwon, see note 7, above). In Kent. Angl. the universal non-WS. ē prevails (150. 1): lēgun, etc. (for an exception in R.1 see note 7).

Note 10 (on 1–3). R.1 and North. have not altogether infrequently e, beside æ, in the pret. sing.: R.1 sprec, bed, sett, cweð, R.2 gef, bed, L. sprec, gef, bed, set, etc. In the case at least of R.1 this may repose upon varying representation of the sound; in that of L., which elsewhere distinguishes æe from e with exactness, we should rather assume analogy with the plur.: sprēc, beside spræc, etc.

392. Class VI. 1) Verbs of the Sixth Ablaut-Class: Goth. OE. a, ð, ð, a: faran, för, förón, faren, go; on past participles with æe, e, see note 7.

Note 1. Thus are inflected alan, nourish; calan (nearly restricted to part. ofcalen), grow cool; galan, sing; grafan, grave; sc(e)afan, shave; hladan, lade; wadan, go; dragan, draw; gnagan, gnaw; acan (only present forms found), ache; bacan, bake; sacan, dispute; sc(e)acan, hasten; wascan (waxan, 204. 3), wash.

Here belong also the isolated participles gedafen (rarely gedæfen, cf. note 7), suitable; geðracen (?), prepared; also perhaps clawan, claw, whose pret. does not occur.

Note 2. wæcnan, awake, grow up, pret. wōc (beside weak wæcnian, Class II) forms its present with n.

Note 3. The irregularities of sc(e)afan and sc(e)acan, pret. scōc, scēoc, part. sc(e)acen (poet. scæcen, 368, note 4), are explained by 76. The Angl. forms are: Ps. pres. part. sceæcende, past part. sceccen, R.1 imp. plur. áscakep, R.2 imp. plur. sceccas, áscēacað, L. sceac(e)a, etc. (part. also sceæcende), Rit. past part. ásc(e)æccen.
Note 4. EWS. spanan, spanan, seduce (Angl. not found), pret. spōn, later forms the pret. spēon after the manner of the Reduplicating Verbs, and in more recent texts a corresponding pres. spannan (396).

*Note 5. weaxan, grow (LWS. wexan, 108. 2) has already gone over in EWS. to the conjugation of the Reduplicating Verbs: pret. wēox (396); so Angl. R.1 wexan (plur. also wēaxan), pret. wēox and plur. wēoxon (165. 1); but North. R.2 wexa, L. wēxa has still the old pret. wōx.

2) The contract verbs flēan, flay; lēan, blame; slēan, strike; ðwēan, wash (compare Goth. slahaii, 7wahan) form their present according to the rules of 374. In the preterit grammatical change has invaded the singular; hence the 1 and 3 sing. are flōg, lōg, slōg, ðwōg, through the influence of the plur. lōgon, slōgon, ðwōgon (380; the later forms in h: lōh, slōh, ðwōh, are to be judged according to 214. 1; cf. also 4, below: seċōd, seċōd). In the past part. grammatical change likewise prevails: slægen, ðwægen, beflagen, belagen, etc., 368, note 4 (for North. exceptions see note 7).

3) stōndan, stand, has the n only in the pres. and past part.; thus pret. stōd, stōdon, but part. stōnden.

4) The verbs swērian (swērigan, swērgan, etc.; North. L. suœri(g)a, beside suœri(g)a, 156. 1), swear; hēbban, heave; hlēchhan (hlīhhan, hlyhhan, Angl. hlæchhan), laugh; stæppan (Rit. stępa), step; scieppan (scippan, sceppan, Kent. Angl. sceţpan), create; seċōd, injure, form their present with j, which is lacking in the other forms (372): pret. swōr (in the later Or. once swōor, 89. 25), hōf, hlōg (later hlōh; plur. hlōgon), stōp, scōp (seōp), scōd (seōd; see 76, and, for the d, 2, above); part. hafen, hæfen, seeapen (75. 1), etc.
Along with *scēðdan* there is a new formation *scēadan*, without j;
and, conversely, along with *scēod* a weak pret. *scēdede* (400, note 1).

Note 7 (on 1, 2, 4). In the past participle, the radical vowel a interchanges (368, note 4) with æ (or ea after se); occasionally there are forms with umlaut-æ (378, note 1).

The past part. of *sверian* is very rarely *swaren*, generally *sworen* (so also North. R.² L. Rit., beside umlauted *suoeren* L.); similarly LWS. *geðwogen*.

North. new formations are L. *áfófen*, beside *hēfen*, *hēfen*, and *ďwēn*, *ďwēn*, *ďwēan*, beside *ďueg(e)n* (378, note 2).

2) Reduplicating Verbs

393. The same four stems are recognizable in the Reduplicating Verb as we have already found in the Ablaut Verb (379); only that in the former case they are not so sharply differentiated, the first and fourth stems having the same vowel on the one hand, and the second and third stems a different vowel on the other. When grammatical change takes place, it applies alike to the second, third, and fourth stems. The distinguishing characteristic of the Reduplicating Verbs lies in the manner of forming their preterit.

394. The originally disyllabic reduplicated preterits (351. 1) are uniformly shortened to monosyllables in OE., but in two different ways:

1) Only a small number of verbs have preserved forms in Anglian and in the poetry which clearly point to their formation by means of original reduplication:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf.</th>
<th>Pret.</th>
<th>(Goth.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>hatan</em>, call</td>
<td><em>hēht</em></td>
<td>(haihait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rāadan</em>, advise</td>
<td><em>reord</em></td>
<td>(rairop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lācan</em>, play</td>
<td><em>leolec</em></td>
<td>(lailaik)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ondrāadan</em>, fear</td>
<td><em>ondreord</em></td>
<td>(——)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lētan</em>, let</td>
<td><em>leort</em></td>
<td>(lailōt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To all of these belong collateral dialectic forms according to 2.

Note 1. The quantity of the vowel of hēht is not to be determined with any certainty; scholars are now inclined to regard the e as long (396, note 1).

Note 2. leolc is only found in the poetry.

Pure WS. prose has none of the reduplicated forms except one hēht in the Chron., and this has perhaps been introduced from without. On the other hand, poetry which certainly belongs to the south (like the introductory poem of the Cura Past., and the Metres, which were composed in Kent) has hēht, beside the Common WS. hēt. Where hēht appears elsewhere in pure WS. (prose) texts, it has been introduced from originals belonging to another dialect.

Bede, which has been copied from Angl., has hēht and leort, beside hēt and lēt; R.¹ has one forleortun, beside the usual lēt, but only dreord, record, hēht (the latter even in 14. 2, where Kemble read hēt). Ps. and North. know almost none but the reduplicated forms: Ps. R.² L. hēht, ondreord (L. ondreard), leort, Rit. hēht, leort; one exception is L. rēdon, corrected from rēddon (395, note 3).

2) Generally the contraction leads to complete fusion of the reduplicating with the radical syllable; the product exhibits either ē or the diphthong ēo:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fōn, seize</th>
<th>feng</th>
<th>fengon</th>
<th>fōngen</th>
<th>hāten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hātan, call</td>
<td>hēt</td>
<td>hēton</td>
<td>hēten</td>
<td>feallen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feallan, fall</td>
<td>fēoll</td>
<td>fēollon</td>
<td>fēollen</td>
<td>hlēop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlēapan, leap</td>
<td>hlēpon</td>
<td>hlēopon</td>
<td>hlēapen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 3. The ēo undergoes the usual dialectic transformations; hence occasionally conversion to ēo (esp. Kentish, 150, note 3) and particularly North. ēa, beside ēo, in forms like fēall, fēoll R.² L. Rit., etc. (150, note 1).

395. 1) A few verbs with original a before n + consonant have ē: blōndan, mix, pret. blōnd; fōn, seize; hōn, hang (Goth. fāhan, hāhan, from Germ. *fanhan, *hanhan, 67); pret. with grammatical change, feng, heng, part. fōngen, hōngen.
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Note 1. The e of the preterit forms is demonstrably short in OS. and ON.; hence the OE. vowel was probably short, though later lengthening might occur (124).

Note 2. Here probably also belongs áblōngan, grow angry, of which only the past part. áblōncgne, indignati, is found in L.

2) A few verbs which end in a simple consonant have ē. Their radical vowel is:

a) WS. ē, Kent. Angl. ē (=Germ. ē, Goth. ē): (on)-
drēdan, dread; rādan, advise, read; lætan, let;
slēpan (slāpan, 57.3), sleep.

Note 3. For dreord, reord, leort, beside drēd, rēd, lēt, see 394.1.
rēdan is generally weak in WS.: pret. rēdde, part. gerēdd (406),
though strong forms do occur: pret. plur. rēdon Or., part. rēden
Blickl. R.1 has pret. plur. reordun, R.2 rēddun = L. rēddon, cor-
rected to rēdon (394, note 2), but part. L. gerēded.
In like manner, there are WS. weak forms: (on)slēpte, ondrēdde.
In Angl. prose the pret. of slēpan is always weak: Ps. slēpte, R.1
slēpte (slēpade), L. slēpde (plur. also slēpedon), Rit. slēpde.

b) ā (Germ. Goth. ai), neither preceded nor followed
by w (396.2. c): hātan, call; lācan, jump, play; scādan
(scēadan, 76), separate.

Note 4. The WS. pret. of scādan, scēadan is scēad, beside scēd.
The only pret. forms of Angl. prose are: R.2 ind. sing. tōgiscēode, interpretabatur, L. -scēadade, -scēadde (-scēadda), -scēade, plur.
scēad(ad)on; Rit. 2 sing. gescēadest, plur. tōscēadon.

396. 1) The diphthong ēo is retained in the preterit
by such as have original a before 1 + consonant, as well
as by a few in n + consonant:

a) feallan, fall; weallan, be agitated; fealdan, fold;
healdan, hold; stealdan, possess; wealdan, wield;
sealtan, salt; wealcan, revolve (for Angl. fallan, -a, etc. see 158.2);
b) bonnan, summon; spōnnan, join; gōgan, go;

Note 1. The quantity of eo in the preterit can not be directly ascertained; but, upon the basis of certain hypotheses of origin, it is now generally assumed that it is long, notwithstanding the following consonant-group (394, note 1).

On North. ēa for ō see 394, note 3. R.1 has the plur. fellun, beside forms like hōld, fēollon (fēallan).

Note 2. For gōgan North. (157. 4) has L. geonga (ind. pres. 1 sing. also giungo, opt. giunga), Rit. geonga, gionga, but R.2 gōnga (only once geonga). In the poetry occurs an inf. gēgang Andr. 1097. The pret. is geōng or gengde in the poetry (in Beow. also gang), but is replaced by eōde (430) in the prose (even in Angl.). Similarly North. lacks the past part. gēgangen, its place being taken by gīēad R.2 L.

Note 3. On weaxan, grow, see 392, note 5.

Note 4. The forms gien(g), opt. genge, and spenn, occurring in Gen. B, which was based upon an Old Saxon original, are not OE.

2) The diphthong ēo falls to those verbs which end in a single consonant, and have as their radical vowel:
   a) orig. au = OE. ēa: bēatan, beat; hēawan, hew; hlēapan, leap; āhnēapan, pluck off;
   b) orig. ō = OE. ō: hrōpan, shout; hwōpan, threaten; blōtan, sacrifice; wrōtan (pret. not found), root; flōcan (pret. not found), applaud; swōgan (pret. not found), roar; swōgan, overcome (part. geswōgen, swooning); and with i-umlaut (present formation with jo, 372): wēpan, weep; * hwēsan (or * hwēsan?), wheeze; with the phonetic group ōw: blōwan, bloom; flōwan, flow; grōwan, grow; hlōwan, low; rōwan, row; spōwan, thrive;
   c) ā with following or preceding w: blāwan, blow; cnāwan, know; crāwan, crow; māwan, mow; sāwan, sow; ōrōwan, twist; wāwan, blow; swāpan, sweep.

Note 5. To a) belong the isolated participles ēacen, great (cf. Goth. aukan, increase), and ēadlen, born; to a) or b) the isolated preterits
genēop Ex. 475 and onrōd, inbuit Corp. 1129; to c) perhaps rāwan, cleave (pres. part. gerāwende, past part. gerāwen). For snōwan, cnōdan, and North. *speosta, *speafta, see 384, notes 4 and 5.

Note 6. A strong pret. is lacking to the strong pres. būan, dwell, past part. gebūn, gebūen (rarely būn), its place being taken by būde, būede, North. bū(e)de, from the weak bū(w)ian, North. bā (416, note 11. d).

Note 7. Beside sāwan, MS. H of Cura Past. has an umlauted sāwan.

Note 8. The verbs in w have sometimes ē, instead of ēo, in the pret.: EWS. Cura Past. oncēw, -on, opt. sēwe, Or. oncēwen; Merc. Ps. oncēw, -e, -un, R.1 hēn, 2 sing. sēwe, plur. blēwan.

The North. forms of these preterits are: R.2 blēow, sēow, plur. oncēowun, but 2 sing. sēwe; L. blēu, blēou plur. blēwun, blēuun; oncēw, -cnēu; -cnēw, -cnēawu, plur. -cnēawn, -cnēaun, shortened (360, note 3) oncēu, -cnēu, -cnēaw gīe, opt. cnēa; opt. crēawa; plur. hrēwun, hrēuun, hrōwun; ind. sēaw(u), plur. sēawun (and weak sēawde, sāude); opt. spēua; Rit. 2 sing. āblēawe, 3 sing. gīfēaew (?).

In the pret. plur. contraction may supervene: poet. rēon, from rēowun, from rōwan.

Note 9. Of North. wēpa = WS. wēpan the pret. in R.2 is regularly wēop, in L. wēop, wēap, wēæp, wēæp, wēp (and weak wēpde).

397. The past participle originally has the vowel of the present (but R.1 āswopen, from swāpan, 396. 2. c). Grammatical change (and hence a different vowel) is found only in the participles fōngen, hōngen, from fōn, hōn (395. 1).

Note. Beside L. hōngen, the part. of these verbs is North. R.2 L. Rit. fēn and hōn (poet. -fēn, 378, note 2; but Ps. only fōngen, R.1 fōngen, hōngen).
III. WEAK VERBS

398. The weak verbs are mostly derivatives. They are divided into three classes, on the basis of the variation in their derivative suffixes:

1) The jo-(or ja-)class. Its original present suffix was Indo-European -e-jo-, from which was derived, through *-ija-, Germ. -ja-, when the radical syllable was short, and -ia- when it was long (45.8).

2) The o-class. Its suffix was Germ. -ō-ja-, interchanging with -ō- (411).

3) The e-class (also called ai-class). This was characterized in Indo-European by the ending -ē- of the stem. On the various subdivisions of this class see 415.

399. Only three stems are to be distinguished in the weak conjugation — those of the present, the preterit, and the past participle. The two latter very frequently approximate in form.

1. FIRST WEAK CONJUGATION

A) Original Short Stems

400. All forms of the regular verbs of this class have i-umlaut. In other respects they fall (including also the corresponding irregular verbs of 407) into two main divisions, according to the difference in the manner in which they make the forms of their present stem:

1) Verbs in r, like nērian (nērgan, nērigan, nērigean, etc., 175 2), save. These retain the single consonant at the end of the radical syllable (227) in all forms of
the present, and likewise the derivative \( j \) (175.3) except in the ind. 2 and 3 sing. and the imp. 2 sing. (410).

2) Verbs in other consonants, like fremman, execute; settan, set, etc. These originally geminate the final consonant of the stem in all forms of the present (227) except the ind. 2 and 3 sing. and the imp. 2 sing., and therefore become long in all these forms, thus losing the derivative \( j \) (175.3).

In Anglian these two groups are well distinguished from each other, but in Southern English the old relation is much disordered by leveling and new formations.

Note 1. Like nërian are inflected, for example, bërian, strike; dhërian, injure; ērian, plow; fërian, carry; hërian, praise; ámbrian, purify; scierian, arrange; â-, bescierian, separate, deprive (75.1); wrërian, defend; gëverian, clothe, dam up; byrian, pertain; onhryian, emulate; snyrian, hasten; spyrian, inquire; styrian, stir; and, with loss of \( h \), also LWS. ñwyrian, adversari (for EWS. *ðwierian, from *þwiorhjan, 218, note 2).

Like fremman originally form their presents:

a) Verbs in m, n, and the liquid l: gremman, provoke; təmman, tame; trymman, confirm; ðennan, stretch; wənnan, accustom; clynnan, sound; dynnan, resound; hlynnan, bellow; *hellan, conceal; *åsciellan, shell; *syllan, sully; add ewellan, etc. (407.1).

b) Verbs in the spirants s, ñ, f, g (geminated bb, eg, 190; 216.1): cnyssan, thrust; hrissan, shake; sceððan, injure (also strong, 392.4); swëððan, swathe; wrëððan, support; åswëþban, put to sleep, kill; wècg(e)an, agitate; ðlecg(e)an, receive (also strong, 391, note 8); lëcg(e)an, lay; bycg(e)an, buy (407, notes 7 and 8).

c) The verbs in the stops d, t, and c: hrëddan, snatch, save; atëddan, investigate; cnyttan, knit; hwëttan, incite; lëttan, hinder; sëttan, set; sprytian (?), sprout; add cwëcc(e)an, etc. (407, note 9).

Note 2. In Ps. the difference between the two modes of formation is still clear throughout, and so in R.1 and North., except for the occasional lack of \( j \) after \( r \) in the first group (409, note 1); fluctuation between single and double consonant in verbs of the second group,
In WS. the irregular verbs of 407 generally preserve the type of the second group in the present (but cf. 407, note 2), though in the regular verbs the mode of formation of the first group is very early extended, either in part or wholly, to those of the second group which end in a continuous consonant (nasal, liquid l, spirant). So the Cura Past. already has, beside fremman, trymman, cnyssan, a few forms like trymian, and exclusively such as gremian, lemian, temian, beheljan, sylvan, wreilian; add Or. denian, LWS. bedian, baithi, aseylian, hrisian, etc. Hence, in the case of most verbs in m, n, l, s, p, forms with gemination do not occur at all in pure WS.; only fremman, trymman, cnyssan persist to LWS. (beside fremian, trymian). The verbs in bb and cg yield more rarely to this new formation: swefian, hegian, instead of swebban, *hecgan, hedge in.

Note 3. In LWS. texts all the verbs in -ian which originally belong to the jo-class frequently pass over to the inflection of the Second Weak Class: nerian, pres. nerje, nerast, nerad; nerjad, pret. nerede, like fremian, pres. fremie, fremast, fremad; fremiad, pret. fremode, etc.

Note 4. More rarely are certain of these verbs, especially fremman and trymman, treated like original long stems, yielding forms like part. gefremmed, getrymmed, pret. trymde.

401. Formation of the preterit. 1) The verbs in the stops d and t take the ending -de or -te in the pret., without a middle vowel: hreddan, hredde; lettan, lette (402. 2). On settan, and the verbs in c, see 407. 1.

2) The verbs which end in continuous consonants (liquids, nasals, spirants) take in the pret. the ending -ede (from older -idae, 44, note 1) and a single (not geminated) consonant at the end of the stem: nerian, nerede; fremman (fremian), fremede; (denman) denian, denede; cnyssan, cnyssede; sceode, sceode; swebban, swefede (190); wecg(e)an, wegede, etc. (on legcean, lay, see 407. 1, and note 7).
Note 1. Here also preterits without a middle vowel are occasionally formed: wēgde, ðīgde, cnysde, North. L. scēōde, bisuēōdun; only later does a transfer of the double consonant of the present to the preterit probably occur: cnyssede, etc.

Note 2. In LWS. the -ede of the preterit is very frequently replaced by -ode (400, note 3).

402. Formation of the past participle. 1) The ending is, in general, Early OE. -id, Common OE. -ed (44, note 1); the final consonant of the stem is single, as in the pret.: genêred, gefrêmed, gecnysed, geswêfed, etc. In the inflected forms the vowel of the ending is retained (144. a): genêredes, etc.

2) The verbs in d and t show peculiar variations (410. 1). In Anglian they have the full ending -ed in the uninflected form, and before a case-ending beginning with a consonant, but syncopate the vowel of the ending in the inflected forms which begin with a vowel: gesêted (from sêttan, 407. 1), infl. gesêttum, etc., but gesêtedne, gesêtedre, -ra. Pure WS., on the other hand, generalizes the syncopation: âhêd(d), gelêt(t), gesêt(t), infl. gesêttum, like gesêtne, gesêtre, -ra, etc.; less pure WS. texts fluctuate.

B) Original Long Stems and Polysyllables

403. Formation of the present-stem. The whole present-stem of the disyllabic verbs has i-umlaut whenever the radical vowel admits (on forms with io, eo, beside ie, etc., see 100. 2, and note 2). The derivative j is lost except after vowels and diphthongs, as in cîegan, call (408, note 13).

For examples of this numerous class see 404 ff.
Note. Among the polysyllabic verbs the derivatives in -ettan (Goth. -atjan) are especially to be noted, like bliccettan, lighten; lic(e)ettan, feign; roccettan, utter; sporettan, spur, as well as the deformed compounds ondettan, confess; önettan, incite; örettan, battle (43, note 4). These have gemination of the derivative according to 227, although simple t is often written after a weak syllable (231. 4).

404. Formation of the preterit. The ending of the preterit is -de, which is in general attached immediately to the radical syllable. The i-umlaut is retained: hieran, hierde; dēman, dēmde.

Note 1. The -de arose by syncope (144) from prehistoric -ida. This syncope is in general very stable, except that there is great fluctuation in the verbs in mute + liquid or nasal, which, were they regularly formed, would develop a syllabic liquid or nasal in the pret. (358, note 4):

a) nemnan, name, has nēmde, with loss of the n (so also R.¹ L.), beside LWS. nēmnode (406, note 4).

b) In EWS. syncope is the rule in the other verbs with a short vowel before cons. + l, m, n: ēglan, ail; seglan, siglan, sail; þrysmnan, smother; pret. ēglde, seglde, siglde, þrysmde (compare poet. oferfæðmde, from oferfæðman, embrace); also frequently later ēfnan, raēfnan, execute; there also occur later forms in -ede, like bytledé Cura Past., from bytlan, build, siglede Chron., LWS. ēfnede. Angl. are here only Ps. ārēfnede, beside ārēfnede, L. genæglede and geēfnade.

c) In verbs with a closed syllable, or one containing a long vowel, before the consonant-group, EWS. regularly has -ede: symblan, feast; wrixlan, change; frēfran, comfort; hyngran, hunger; timbran, build; ofersylefran, plate with silver, pret. symbledé, wrixledé, frēfrede, hyngrede, timbredé, ofersylefrêde (a single exception is wyrm*dé Cura Past. MS. C, in contrast with wyrm*dé MS. H, from wyrm*san, wyrms*an, suppurate, 185); compare also verbs like dieglan, conceal; biecnan, beckon; forglíndran, devour, etc. This -ede is very commonly replaced later by -ode, as in the case of the short stems (400, note 3; 401, note 2), and hence present forms according to Class II then appear also: frēfran, hyngrian (hingrian, 31, note), timbrian, etc.
Of the Anglian texts, Ps. always has -ade, according to Class II: 
edgладe, bēнade, hyngrade, timbrade; R.¹ several hyнgrade, beside 
once hyngrede; R.² déглde, dégelde, beside bēнede, hyncrede, and 
bēнade, frōfгrade, timbrade, L. dégelde, hyn(e)герde, timberde, 
beside frōfгede, лēδгede (from лēδра, anoint), and bēнade, tim-
brade, glendгrade (a few others are doubtful). The forms with -a-
are, at least in Ps., wholly restricted to the pret. (or past part., 406, 
note 5), and have no auxiliary inflection of the present according to 
Class II.

**Note 2.** On North. forms in -ede, -ade, in the case of the usual 
long-stemmed verbs, see 406, note 6.

405. As the consequence of collision between the d 
of the ending and the final consonant of the stem, there 
result in certain verbs a number of minor variations 
from the normal form, which will be easily understood 
by reference to the general phonetic laws. The most 
important are:

1) The following verbs take the ending -de without 
undergoing any special change:

a) Those in a single liquid or nasal (except in the 
group mute + liquid or nasal, 404, note 1): hīeran, 
hierde, hear; dælan, dældre, divide; dēman, dēmdge, 
judge; cwielman, cwielmdge, kill; wēnan, wēnde, 
expect; bærnан, bærende, burn, etc.;

b) The verbs in the single spirants f and s, those in g 
(including ng), and those in vowel or diphthong + d: 
geliefан, geliefde, believe; liesan, liesde, release; 
fēган, fēgde, join; fylgan, fylgde, follow; lēdan, 
lēdde, lead, etc.

For the verbs in w see 408.2.

**Note 1.** To a) belong, for example: fēran, go; lēran, teach; 
stīeran, steer; ēlan, kindle; cēlan, cool; hēlan, heat; tēlan, per-
secute; flieman, rout; gieman, care; hēman, marry; benēman,
deprive; rýman, vacate; hïenan, deride; lênan, lend; mæn, lament; strienan, gain; aernan, gallop; giernan, covet; wiernan, refuse, and many others.

Verbs in f and s are, for example: dræfan, drive; drêfan, trouble; lêfan, leave; áliefan, permit; hwierfan, turn; ofyrfan, stone; beclýsan, enclose; tócwýsan, crush; fýsan, hasten; glésan, gloss; ræsan, storm; tæsan, tear, etc.

Note 2. The verbs in vowel or diphthong -f, like bie(e)an, bend; dryg(e)an, dry; fég(e)an, join; afleig(e)aii, pursue; for-Geg(e)an, transgress; sweg(e)an, resound; wreg(e)aii, censure, etc. (for the verbs with g from Germ. j, like cie(e)an, etc., see 408.3), and those in ng (or neg, 215, note 2), like gléng(e)an, adorn; hring(e)an, ring; ñng(e)aii, lengthen; niëng(e)aii, mingle; spreng(e)an, sprinkle; tång(e)an, hurry away, are regular.

In the case of the verbs in l, r + g, like fylg(e)an, follow; ñbylglg(e)an, grow angry; bierg(e)an, taste; byrg(e)an, bury; áwierg(e)an, curse; áwyrg(e)an, strangle, etc., the secondary changes of the g (213, note; 214.5, and note 11) are to be considered, which chiefly concern the pret. (and past part.), and then the pres. Hence forms like North. pret. R.2 fyligde, áwerigdun, besides fylgde, biyrgdun, L. berigde (birigde), áwerigde, áwirigde (fylgedon?), besides byrgde. fylg(e)de, LWS. pret. fyligde, -wyrgde, or fylide, -wyride, and fill(g)de, -wirigde (31, note), together with pres. inf. fyli(g)an, -wyri(g)an (fill(g)an, -wirigde (31, note), together with pres. inf. fyli(g)an, -wyri(g)an, etc.

Note 3. So, too, the verbs in d (for those with preceding consonant see 5, below) are generally quite regular: bædan, coerce; brædan, roast; brædan, broaden; cidan, chide; diædan, kill; ñoðmðda, humble; fædan, nourish; gefrædan, perceive; hlyðdan, carouse; hýdan, hide; niædan, force; raædan, counsel, read (cf. also 395, note 3); scérðan, clothe; sprædan, spread; geñoðedan, associate; underñædan, subdue; væðan, clothe; væðan, rage, etc.; only in North. is the dd of the pret. frequently simplified: L. fæde, lãede, plur. bræðon, cidon, etc., Rit. 2 sing. giñðedest (for fædde, etc.).

Note 4. Of verbs ending in the sonant stop b (190) there seems to be only cëmban, comb, with pret. cënde.

2) The verbs in p, ð are regular in EWS., but in LWS. generally convert the ðd of the pret. into dd: cýðan, manifest, pret. cýðde, LWS. cyddfde (cf. also 406, note 3).
Note 5. Here belong, for example, clǣdan, clothe; cwīdan, lament; áhýdan, devastate; lǣdan, accuse, hate; nēdan, venture; sēdan, affirm; oferswīdan, overcome (382, note 2); wrǣdan, rage, etc.

3) Gemination is simplified: fyllan, fylde, fill; ásier-ran, ásierde, remove; wēmman, wēmde, defile; cǣnan, cēnde, beget; cyssan, cyste (the t according to 4. b), kiss.

Note 6. So also, for example: fiellan, fell; spillan, destroy; stillan, still; cierran, turn; mierran, mar; North. cnylla, knock; forestemmama, hinder, etc. (cf. also 4. b).

Note 7. Now and then gemination is preserved in the pret. by an etymological spelling, especially in North.: L. fylde, cērrde, etc.

4) The ending -de becomes -te a) after the surd stops p, t, c: cēpan, cēpte, keep; yppan, ypte (under 3), reveal; grētan, grētte, greet; seċenc(e)an, seċente, pour out; wīsc(e)an, wīscete, wish; ĭec(e)an, ĭecte, increase (on ĭhte, etc., see 407. 2); b) after the surd double spirants ff and ss, simplified according to 3: pyffan, pyfte, puff; cyssan, cyste, kiss; c) after x: liexan, liexte, shine.

Note 8. Here belong, for example:

a) With p: cīepean, buy; bediepan, dip; drypan, moisten; hīepean, heap; beriepan, rob; āstiepan, rob; clyppan, embrace; ĭepean, hasten; scierpam, sharpen; scierpan, clothe; wierpan, throw oneself; cyspan, fetter; hyspan, mock, etc.;

b) With t after a vowel (for cons. + t see 5): bētan, bait; bētan, atone for; fētan, adorn; hētan, heat; hwītan, whiten; mētan, meet; nātan, annoy; rētan, rejoice; spētan, spit; swētan, sweat; wētan, wet, etc.;

c) With c after a consonant (for vowel + c see 407. 1, 2): ādwæsc-(e)an, extinguish; ofdrys(e)an, oppress; ācwēnc(e)an, extinguish; drēnc(e)an, drown; seċenc(e)an, pour out; scrēnc(e)an, trip up; sēnc(e)an, sink; tōstenc(e)an, dissipate; swēnc(e)an, plague; wlngenc-(e)an, make proud, etc.

wīsc(e)an (LWS. wǐscan, 31, note) sometimes loses its c in the pret. in LWS.: wīste, beside wǐscete, wīscete; similarly in Ps. gehnis-tun, for gehnisctun, from hniscscan, mollire.
Note 9. Here belong the verbs in -ettan (403, note), like ondetan, pret. ondette, etc.

Note 10. In LWS. there very rarely occurs the etymological spelling -de: ædwæsedon Ælf. Can., hyspdun Matt. 27. 44; compare also gigiscede, oppilavit Ep.; refsde Corp., from refsan, censure. This spelling is somewhat commoner in North. L., especially in the newly formed weak preterits of strong verbs (381, note): slēpde, grippde, græppde, from slēpa, gripa; but also forms like ēcte, serēcde, genēolēcde, gemætd(o)n, and such as stylde, stylde, stylde, gescyrdte, bōdte, plur. gefesdon, from stylta, be astonished, perplexed; scyrt, shorten; böta, atone for; fésta, fast (cf. 5); so also Rit. slēpde, gidrēcde (add the infl. past. part. gisvœnado).

5) After a consonant + d, t, the d of the ending is entirely lost:-sendan, sende, send; gyrdan, gyrd; gird; ēhtan, ēhte, persecute; fæstan, fæste, fast; ðyrstan, ðyrste, thirst, etc.

Note 11. Here belong also, for example:

a) With consonant + d: byldan, build; -gyldan, gild; onhieldan, incline; behyldan, lay; ieldan, defer; scildan, shield; spildan, destroy; wieldan, rule; onbryrdan, incite; hierdan, harden; áwierdan, injure; ondwierdan, answer; geendebyrdan, arrange; bendan. bend; blendan, blind; lendan, lawl; pyndan, confine; sciendan, abuse; tendan, kindle; wenidan, turn, etc.

b) With consonant + t: ágyltan, trespass; sieltan, salt; wieltan, roll; hiertan, hearken; scyrtan, shorten; myntan, intend; ácroftan, devise; gæftan, arrange; laeftan, confine; áfyrtan, frighten; hyhtan, hope; fíhtan, illuminate, alleviate; ryhtan, direct; tyhtan, incite; ēstan, hasten; fylstan, assist; hierstan, fry; hlæstan, freight; hlystan, listen; hyrstan, equip; lēstan, perform; lystan, desire; mæstan, fatten; nistan, rest; rēstan, rest; forôræstan, crush; áwēstān, ravage, etc.

Note 12. Only occasionally are there etymological spellings: begyrde, fæste, hyhtte, etc.

406. The ending of the past participle is OE. -ed, from Prim. OE. -id (44), as in the case of the short
stems (402), so that here also i-umlaut is uniform. For the attachment of the ending the same rules apply as for the short stems (402), so far as regards the uninflected form and the cases which have a termination beginning with a consonant. Before a termination beginning with a vowel the e of the -ed is always syncopated, and the rules of 405 apply. Examples of the various types are: inf. hieran, uninf. part. gehiered, acc. sing. masc. gehieredne, etc., plur. gehierde (405.1); cydan, gecy̨de, gecy̨edne, gecy̨de, LWS. gecy̨dde (405.2); fyllan, gefylled, gefylledne, gefylde (405.3); sce(n)e(an, gescenced, gescencedne, gescendte (405.4); gretan, gegrêt(ed), gegrêt(ed)ne, gegrêtte (405.4; 402.2); sendan, gesend(ed), gesend(ed)ne, gesende; ehtan, geeht(ed), geeht(ed)ne, geehte (405.5; 402.2); nemnan, genêmmned,genêmmnedne, genêmnde; timbran, getimbred (-od), getimbredne (-odne), getimbrede (-ode) (404, note 1).

Note 1. The rules for syncope in the inflected cases are still rigorously observed in Ps. On the other hand, EWS. has occasionally, and LWS. very generally, extended the full form -ed to all case-forms: gedêmede, gefyllede, etc. So occasionally also in R.¹ (gecerrede, âbælgede, âwarëgede), and frequently in R.² L. Rit.

Note 2. Conversely, LWS. verbs in p and ne occasionally syncopate in the uninflected form: beclypt, geypt, âdrenct, forscrenct, besenct, gesswêncct; others are rare: forswäld, gebærn, ymbtyrned, geglêngd, geâbyld (on gecydd see note 4); so R.¹ once forlærd.

Note 3. The rules for syncope (402.2) apply to verbs in d, t; hence pure WS. gelæd(d), gegeyrd, gesend, acc. gelædne, gegeyrdne, gesendne, etc. Yet EWS. has certain new formations with the full -ed: gelæded, begyrded, gesend, gehæfted, ëwësted, and, with especial frequency, undertësted, gesciended. In pure LWS. such forms are extremely rare (oferbræded, ëwënded Ælfr. Hom.), while less pure WS. texts vary.
In LWS. the form *gecūd(d)* occurs for EWS. *gecūded*, probably as a new formation on the pattern of inflected forms like plur. *gecūdde*, from *gecūde* (cf. 405. 2).

Of the Anglian texts, R.¹ has a few isolated short forms in *bēaest* and *gesett* (407, note 6), beside *-lāded, -hīded, sēnded, -māted, -wūsted, -sēted*, etc.

**Note 4.** The *n* of *nēmnan* (cf. 404, note 1. a) is only exceptionally retained in case of syncope: plur. *genēmnde* Chron. Forms like *genēnnde* Cura Past. Or. also occur.

**Note 5.** Anglian verbs in mute + liquid or nasal (404, note 1. b, c) have *a*-forms even in the part.: Ps. *gedēglad*, plur. *gewettrade*, beside *frōēred, timbred*; L. *gedēglad* beside *dēglad, timbred*, etc. (R.¹ only *āfrōēred, wēpned*; R.² *gidēgled, gifrōēred, wēpned*).

**Note 6.** In R.¹, and especially in the North. L. Rit., these *a*'s extend to other verbs: R.¹ *gefyllad, nēmnad, wārgad*, beside frequent *-ed*; in North. especially in verbs in d, t: L. *gesēndad, āwēndad, gewē Aad, gebōetad, gemōetad, -fēstad, ǣhtad, geoundetad*, Rit. *giseildad, giwōendad, unāscēndado; girihtad, giunlihtad, gehēftad, gibōetadum*, but also L. *gehwerfad, gecēlead, gedrēnegad, geliordad*, Rit. *ālēsad, gimēngadum*, etc.

**Note 7.** The North. verbs in d, t occasionally have forms with *n*, on the analogy of the strong verbs, instead of the inflected case-forms with syncope: L. *ynbhgyrdeno, gesēndeno*, etc., *gewēlteno, gesētēno* (*insētna, onsētenum*, etc.), Rit. *āwōrdeno, insētenum* (R.² has only two *onsētum*, from *sētta*, 407, note 6). In Rit. this new formation goes further: *gilēfeno, gilēseno*, for *gilēfdo*, *gilēsdo*. Cf. also 414, note 4.

**C) Irregular Verbs**

**407. 1)** As early as the West Germanic or even the Germanic period, a few verbs joined the termination of the preterit and past participle directly to the radical syllable, without the intervention of the middle vowel -i-. These forms consequently occur in OE. without i-umlaut, though a few verbs have introduced it secondarily on the analogy of the regular verbs of the *jo*-class, which have also influenced them in a few other respects (especially in North.).
The verbs in a guttural, so far as their lack of a middle vowel goes back to Germanic, take *ht in the pret. and past part. (232); a radical nasal disappears before this *ht (45.5; 186.1).

Here belong:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Pret.</th>
<th>Past Part.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cwullan, kill</td>
<td>dwealde</td>
<td>gecweald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dwullan, deceive</td>
<td>dwealde</td>
<td>gedweald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sellan, give</td>
<td>sealde</td>
<td>gesaleld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stellan, place</td>
<td>stealde</td>
<td>gesteald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tellan, count</td>
<td>tealde</td>
<td>geteald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>settan, set</td>
<td>sette</td>
<td>geset(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lcgean, lay</td>
<td>legde</td>
<td>gelefgd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bycgean, buy</td>
<td>bohte</td>
<td>geboht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cweccean, shake</td>
<td>cweaht</td>
<td>gecweaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drcccean, vex</td>
<td>dreahhte</td>
<td>gedreaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lccean, moisten</td>
<td>leahte</td>
<td>geleahht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rcccean, narrate</td>
<td>reahhte</td>
<td>gereahht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strcccean, stretch</td>
<td>streahhte</td>
<td>gestreaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dcecean, cover</td>
<td>daehhte</td>
<td>gedeaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wccean, wake</td>
<td>weahht</td>
<td>geweaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laecean, seize</td>
<td>laeht</td>
<td>gelaeht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rcccean, reach</td>
<td>raehhte, raehte</td>
<td>geraeht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcccean, teach</td>
<td>taehte, taehte</td>
<td>getaeht, getaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rcccean, reck</td>
<td>roehhte</td>
<td>gesohht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scccean, seek</td>
<td>sohte</td>
<td>gedoht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dccean, think</td>
<td>dohhte</td>
<td>geduht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynccean, seem</td>
<td>dohte</td>
<td>geworht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wyrcean, work</td>
<td>worhte</td>
<td>gebrocht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringan, bring</td>
<td>brohhte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. For cwullan North. has R.² cwella, pret. cwuelede, L. cwella, cwella, pret. cuel(e)de, part. -cwelled.

Note 2. Beside dwullan, dwealde LWS. has also dwelian, dwelede (400, note 2). Angl. has only L. geduellas, part. dweleende.

Note 3. For EWS. sellan LWS. has generally syllan, for *siellan (compare the inf. siollanne in a Merc. charter of about 840?). Ps. R.¹ R.² Rit. have also sellan, -a, L. an unexplained sealla, beside
sella; add in L. Rit. a few present forms with i, like L. silo, silēð, -ið, Rit. sila, -sileð, -ið, beside the regular forms with e.

Anglian has the pret. salde (158. 2), part. sald; but R.1 has also one sælde, and L. a few instances of sealde, modeled after the pres. seallæ.

Note 4. Of stellan there is an isolated part. onstæled in Or. (beside ásteald); add North. pret. ástelidae Cædmon’s Hymn (other instances lacking in Anglian).

Note 5. So, too, tellan has a part. getæled in Or., the poetry, and Bede. Ps. has pres. tælest, -cē, pret. talde, part. getald, L. pres. 3 sing. telles, part. getæled, Rit. pret. gitæleæ.

Note 6. WS. sættan has gone over completely to the conjugation of the regular verbs (401. 1; 402. 2), and even in the other dialects there are only scanty traces of a pret. and part. without umlaut. Ps. has sættan, pret. sætte, part. gesætæd, plur. gesætte; R.1 sættan, pret. sætte (once sætte), part. -sætæd and -sætt; North. R.2 sættan; pret. sætte (sæte), part. -sætæd (-sætet, -sætæted), infl. -sætædo, beside -sæt(t)e and onsætænum (406, note 7), L. sætta, pret. sætte and sætte, part. gesæt(t)æd, -t, beside infl. gesætædæ and gesætænæ, etc. (see under R.2).

Note 7. On WS. forms like læde, gelēð, beside legde, etc., see 214. 3. Angl. has: R.1 lægde, -un, part. áleðg; R.2 pres. opt. læceæ, etc., pret. lægdæn, L. pres. plur. gelēcgæs, pret. lægdæn, part. áleðg.

Note 8. The pret. of byegaæn is found also in Ps. R.1 R.2 L., the past part. also in Ps. R.1 L. Rit.

Note 9. In the Cura Past. the verbs in æce still regularly have ea in the pret. and past part.: leahætæ, reahætæ, ástreahætæ, áweæhtæ, part. gereæhtæ; but MS. II already has occasional e, on the analogy of the pres.: leæhtæ, reæhtæ, ástreæhtæ, part. gereæhtæ, beside reahætæ, áweæhtæ, part. áweæhtæ; in later MSS. this e occurs throughout.

LWS. often has wræccæ(e)æn for wæccæ(e)æn (so already once in Cura Past.).

In Angl. these verbs have æ (162. 1) in the pret. and past part., save in so far as e has intruded from the pres., or other new formations have occurred. Ps. has pres. sing. cwæccæ; pres. part. læccænde; inf. rœcænæ, etc.; pret. rœhte, part. gereæhtæ (once gereæhtæ); pres. ðœcesæs, -cæ, pret. biðæhtænæ; pres. áwæccææ, etc., pret. áwææhtæsæs, áwææhtææ, part. áwææhtæ; R.1 pres. 3 sing. rœceætæ, imp. rœceææ, part. gereæhtæ; bepæhtæ; North. R.2 inf. áwæccææ, etc., pret. áwææhtææ, plur. áwææhtææ,
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á-, giwéhtun; L. pret. geccēcton, part. geewœceed; inf. áræcenne, pret. unóhton, part. bebēht; inf. áwæceca, áwecce, áuœcece, etc., pret. -wēhte, wēhte, -wæhte; according to Lindelöf, Rit. part. evœct, pret. -wæhte.

Note 10. læcc(e)an has North. lāhte R.2 L., instead of WS. láhte; on the shortening of the vowel in the pres. see note 12.

Note 11. The verbs in æc have nearly always æ in the pret. and past part., but Or. has also gerāhte, betāhte, beside geræht, betæht; and forms like tāhte appear even in very late texts. Ps. has only the imp. pres. getæcé, R.1 pres. ræcek, getæcek, pret. getæhtæ; North. R.2 L. Rit. râhte, R.2 L. tâhte, L. betâht.

Note 12. The pres. of rēcecean (from Germ. *rōkjan?) has, like læcecean (note 10), a short vowel, and hence West Germ. gemination before j. The form rēcecan, which is theoretically demanded, hardly occurs with certainty (one réce wē in Ælf. Coll.); compare also North. R.2 L. ne réces ōn, non ad te pertinet Mark 4. 38 (not *rēces, with ø, 150. 4).

Note 13. The pret. of sēc(e)an (Ps. R.1 sócæan, R.2 L. sócæa) and ðenc(e)an is also found in Ps. R.1 R.2 L., sóhte also in Rit., the part. -sóht also in Ps. R.2 L.; on the other hand, the pret. and past part. of ðyec(e)an (R.1 has also once pres. ðincæp) do not occur in Ps. R.1 R.2 L. Rit.

Note 14. The part. of wyre(e)an occurs exceptionally as gi-, gewarht once each in Corp. and Or. (pret. warht, part. gewarht also Chad). LWS. sometimes has wrohte, gewroht by metathesis, instead of worht, geworht.

The compound forwyre(e)an, ruin, forms in LWS. the pret. forwyhte, part. forwyrht.

For WS. wyrcan Ps. has always wircan (164. 2) with another ablaut-grade (only one very extraordinary wyretun, aptaverunt, in the Hymns), R.1 wīce, beside wyce, L. also a few i-forms; otherwise y prevails in North. also (one 1 plur. ùe gewerco uercoe, operemur opera L. is manifestly miswritten; LWS. wircan belongs under 31, note). The pret. and part. worht, geworht do not occur in Ps., but in R.1 R.2 L. Rit.; R.2 has likewise one wrohte, and L. a few instances of worht.

Note 15. The pres. bringan, which belongs to the strong conjugation, prevails in pure WS., as well as in Ps. R.1. Beside it stands the weak breng(e)an (OS. brengian); this also occurs now and again in EWS., and once in R.1, while it is the prevalent form in Kent. North.
INFLECTION  

(R.² L. Rit.; but L. has also one bringað). The pret. and part. are always brōhte, brōht, except that the poetry has a strong part. brungen.

2) In imitation of these verbs, the other verbs in c, which were originally regular, are apt later to take ht in the pret. and past part., but retain the i-umlaut: EWS. ðec(e)an, increase, pret. ðecte, part. geićed, plur. geićete, but LWS. pret. ihte, yhtе, part. geićht, geyćht, plur. geićhte, geyćhte, etc.

Note 16. Here belong, for example: ðryec(e)an, oppress; cnyce-
c(e)an, tie; włęcc(e)an, warm; bepāc(e)an, deceive (not EWS.); gewāc(e)an, weaken; syc(e)an, suckle; the polysyllabic olēc(e)an, ōlice(e)an, flatter; and the compounds in -lēc(e)an, like nēalāc(e)an, approach.

Note 17. In EWS., Cura Past. has pret. ōlehte, beside ōlēcete, but otherwise regularly pret. ðrycete, i(e)cte, part. ðryceted, onwāceted, plur. ðrycete (-ðryceted, 406, note 1); Or. nealāhte, beside geićed; Ælfric, on the other hand, always has ht: ihte (yhtе), -prihte, bepāhte, gewāhte, sīhte; ōlēhte (from ōlēcan, conformed to the verbs in -lēcan), nēalāhte, part. geićht, gedyrst-, geefen-, gerihtlāht, etc.; only exceptionally has Ælf. forms like part. gedēceted, gerihtlāceted, from dēc(e)an (?), smear; rihtlāc(e)an, justify. Of włęcc(e)an there occur the part. gewićed, gewičht, and gewićced, gewičht.

Bede has also a pret. ðerendwreahhte without umlaut, from *ærend-
wrecc(e)an, carry a message.

Note 18. Of the Angl. texts Ps. has pret. ēcte, but, from nēo-, nio-, nēhlēcan, nēolican, the pret. nēo-, nio-, nialāhte; R.¹ part. geićed, and, from pres. nēo-, nēalicate, part. genēleccende, the pret. -nēolicte, beside -nēalēhte.

North. R.²: pret. ēcte, part. -cceed (*nēoliciga conjugates like the Second Class: 3 sing. nēolicað, -as, pret. nēolicade, nēalocade, part. ginēolicade); L. pret. geðryhton, part. geennyht, beside pret. tōcnicte; then ēde (also ōcte and ōcde), part. -cceed (also -cceed), and, from nēolēca. -lāca, the pret. nēōlēcēde (rarely -lēcte, -līede, also -lēcaded, -lacede, -lcedobon; nēa-, nēlēcēde); Rit. pret. -enyhtest, part. -enyht, -ōryht, beside pret. -nēolēcdest.
Note 19. In the case of certain isolated forms a full paradigm can only be conjecturally framed. So to the pret. scyhte, seduced, may be assigned an infinitive *scyce(e)an (from scucca, seducer); to the part. gecliht, collecta (Scint.), an infinitive *clyceean; to ofhaehte, hacked off (Ælfr. Ep. Past.); bedæhte, tradidit (Hpt. Gl.), the infinitives *hæce(e)an and *dæcc(e)an (compare læceean under 1, above).

408. 1) The verbs in rw and lw, like gierwan, prepare; sierwan, deceive; smierwan, anoint; wielwan, roll, originally lose their w before the i of the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. (358), the imp. 2 sing. (410), the pret. (401), and the past part. (402), according to phonetic law (173. 2), and hence become short-stemmed in these forms. Compare, for example, from gierwan, the 2 and 3 sing. gierest, giereð, imp. giere, pret. gierede, part. gegiered.

However, in LWS. numerous transformations occur, the w being either generalized or totally eliminated, or forms (with or without w) constructed according to the Second Weak Conjugation (400, note 2). The individual verbs vary greatly; in the case of a few, like hierwan, deride; nierwan, distress, there are no examples of the original conjugation.

Note 1. With the interchange of rw, lw and r, l must originally have been connected a variation of the radical vowel, since breaking of the basic vowel a or e, i (in smierwan) could only have taken place before rw, lw; for example, smierwan, but smirest, smireð, pret. smirede. This change, however, has left no distinct traces except in smierwan (note 5). In the case of gierwan all difference was regularly effaced: gierwan (98. a), gierede (98. b), etc.

Note 2. The w is restored earliest in the uninflected past part.: compare Ep. gigerunid, Corp. gegerwed, gesmirwid. In the poetry, too, the metre often demands gegierwed, gegyrwed, beside gegyred.
Note 3. For the most part gierwan, gyrwan adheres in WS. to the older inflection, but there is also a part. gegyrwed (cf. note 2), imp. gier and gierwe Cura Past., beside gyre; in LWS. there is a rare 3 sing. gyrað, opt. gyrie, pres. part. gyriende, past part. gegyrwod. Ps. has regularly gerwan, pret. gerede, part. gered. In R.¹ and North. occur a few forms which belong here, but only with the meaning clothe: R.¹ pres. part. gærwende, pret. plur. ungeredun, past part. ungegeradne; R.² past part. gegerwed, L. pret. plur. ge-, ongeredon, Rit. pret. gigeride; for the rest we have these replaced by R.¹ gearwiga (opt. plur. iarwan, pret. iarwede, part. iarwad), R.² georwiga, L. Rit. gearwiga, according to Conj. II (inf. gegeruiga, 3 sing. geruð, gegerues, part. gigerwad L., perhaps result only from inexact spelling).

Note 4. sierwan is regular in EWS. prose: Or. sierwan, pret. si(e)rede, part. ge-, besi(e)red (LWS. also gesyrwed); but likewise already Or. 3 plur. -sieriað, while LWS. has pret. syrode (Kent. Ps. beserode), beside syrede. LWS. usually generalizes the w: pres. 3 sing. syrwð, pret. syrwde, or, according to the ð-class: syrwian, pret. (syrwode), plur. syrwedon.

Note 5. In both EWS. and LWS. there are numerous relics of the original inflection of smierwan, like Cura Past. pres. plur. smi(e)rewað, pret. smirede. To these are soon added the new formation smirian, smyrian (already imp. plur. smiriað Cura Past. MS. H), which later conjugates also according to the ð-class: pres. 3 sing. smyrað, imp. smyra, pret. smyrode, part. gesmyrode. Moreover in less pure WS. texts there frequently occur forms with e: smêrwan, smerian, opt. smêruwe, smêrige, pret. smêrede, etc.

Ps. has only pres. 3 sing. smireð, pret. smirede, R.¹ once imp. sing. smere; *smorwan may be assumed as the inf., at least for Ps. (159. 5). North. has R.² inf. smiranne, pret. smiride, -ede, plur. -edun, L. inf. smiriane, pret. smiride, plur. smiredon, Rit. part. gesmearvad.

Note 6. The w is almost everywhere generalized in hierwan and nierwan (Angl. Ps. R.¹ hérwan, Ps. nérwan: WS. pres. 3 sing. hyrwð (R.¹ herwep), imp. hyrw, pret. hyrwde (Ps. herwquad), part. gehyrwed (Ps. generwed, plur. generwde), etc. Occasionally these verbs have adopted forms of the ð-class: hyrwian, nyrwian, pret. hyrwode, nyrwode, etc. Only sporadically are poet. inf. heri(ge)an (?), Blickl. pret. nyrugde (for *nyruwde, compare Blickl. pret. hérwode), and the very late part. geniered.
Note 7. *wielwan has pret. wylede, part. bewyled, gewylwed, besides forms according to the 6-class, like pres. 1 sing. wylewige, part. bewylewud, and inf. wylian, pret. wylode.

The vocalism is obscure in *ágælwæn, alarm (part. ágælwæde Or., part. ágælwæd, ágelwæd Boeth.).

Note 8. fraetwan, adorn, has in the pret., beside fraetwede, part. gefraetwed (404, note 1), generally fraetwæde, part. gefraetwæd according to Conj. II; subsequently there are added present forms according to Conj. II.

Note 9. ræswan, conjecture, seems also to have had a similar inflection, as there occur also ræsian, and pret. ræswode and ræsode.

2) The verbs in long vowel or diphthong + w, like lǣwan, betray; forslǣwan, dawdle; getriewan, believe; īewan, show, as a rule generalize the w in all forms: pret. īewde (sporadic ætiede, 174. 3), part. geiewed, plur. geiewed, etc.

Note 10. Beside īewan, ēwan, there occurs, as early as EWS., ēowan, pret. ēowde, beside pres. ēowian, according to Conj. II, to which is subsequently added a pret. ēowode. More rare (and probably never in pure WS.) is ěawan, especially in the pret. ěawde.

Kent. has ěwan (=WS. īewan, 159. 4), beside ēawan (pres. 3 sing. atēwō, ateāuō Kent. Gl.), Ps. oteawan, pret. oteawde (only once each oteowan, oteowde), R.¹ (æt)ēawan, pret. ēawde, ēauđe; North. R.² (æt)ēowa, pret. ēowde, part. ēowed (once ætēwëd), L. (æd-, æt-, etc., ge-)ēawa, pret. -ēawde, -ēauđe and -ēawde, part. -ēawed and -ēawad (very rare by-forms like inf. æthēwene, pres. 3 sing. ædēuað, imp. ædeew, pret. ætēuwdæ, part. ætēuwed, also pret. ædēadon, æwade), Rit. ædēawa, pret. -ēawde and -ēawde, infl. part. ædēawde, beside ædēawad.

Note 11. Under WS. lǣwan there occurs in North. R.² the pret. bilēde, L. beleede, with loss of w (174. 3).

Note 12. Here perhaps belongs also ǭywan, press, oppress.(from *pūwjan ?), pret. ǭywde, part. *geǭywed, infl. geǭywde. Add, with very peculiar vocalism, Or. āpēwde, poet. part. plur. geþēwde; for other forms see note 18.

3) The verbs with orig. aw, iw manifest much irregularity.
Note 13. The verb eieg(e)an, eigan (eýgan), call, name, goes back to a basic form *kaujan, and in WS. transfers the g to all the forms: pret. ci(e)gde, part. geci(e)ged, plur. geci(e)gde, etc. The Anglian forms are: Ps. cêgan, pret. cêde (from *kawida, *kevida, with loss of w, according to 173. 2), R.1 cêgan, cægan, pret. cægde, cægde, once ceigde, part. gecæged; North. R.2 cêga (once imp. ceig), pret. cêgde, rarely gecæged and cêde, part. giceged, once giceved, plur. gicægde; L. ceiga, pret. ceigde, rarely ceigede, part. giceged, rarely gccegyged, gecæged, -id; gecægid, geceid, gecæd, inf. gcceig(ed)o, etc.; Rit. ceiga, pret. -ceigde, -ceide, part. geceiged, infl. geceigido, giceigdo, giceido. On the conjugation of the present see 409.

Note 14. Thus inflects the only poet. hēgan, perform (from *haujan, ON. heyja), pret. hêde, part. gehêd; similarly the non-WS. poet. strēgæan, strew (Goth. straujan), pret. streidae, -e Erf. Corp., strēdun R.2

Note 15. The latter is represented in WS. by strewian, pret. strewede, later streowian (strawian), streowede or streowode, according to Conj. II.

To the same type belong the isolated part. á-, gebeowed, polished (OHG. gibeuuit), and the verbs si(o)wian, sew; spi(o)wian. spew (compare ON. sýja, spýja, from *siujan, etc.), of which the ancient inflection is scarcely illustrated save in the oldest texts (past part. -siuvid Ep., -siowid Corp., infl. (instr.) bisiuudi Ep., bisiuudi Corp.); later they pass over to Conj. II, except that spiovian has also pret. spiovde, spêowde (beside plur. spiov wedon; all in the poetry).

Note 16. Like the original long stems (compare especially note 12) inflects usually hlývan, hléovan, warm (compare ON. hlýja, from *hliujan), pret. hlýwde, infl. pret. gehlywde; but there also occur pret. hlýde, part. gehlyd, and, in the poetry, a pres. plur. hléod.

4) A further series of variations is presented by the contract verbs which belong here (373; 414, note 5).

Note 17. Here belongs, with a stem originally ending in a vowel, *dian, *deon, suckle: Ps. pres. part. miledéoundra, R.1 diendra, North. L. part. diendra, pret. 2 sing. gedliides, suxistì (in R.2 mis- written as deðedes). On the other hand, hna^g(e)an, neigh (from *huaijan) generalizes the g: 3 sing. hna^gō, etc.
Note 18. The number of contract verbs with the stem originally ending in h is larger: hean, exalt, pret. head (Angl. geheed Bede); tyhn, train; dyhn, press (from *puhjan, OHG. duhen, compare dywan, note 12 above), *dryn, bind (pret. gebrýde, expressit L., part. gebrýd Gl.); ryhn, roar; *scýn, persuade (OHG. scúhen), pret. tyde, part. tyd, infl. tyde (also late pret., etc., tydde, 230, note 1); also infl. deon (cf. 117. 2, and note) and hence pret. deode, infl. part. deode (?). Add sporadic forms like geweð, depravat, pret. gewede (from *wóhjan); pret. plur. têdan (from *tôhjan); infl. *wên, *tên?

Uncontracted forms occur in the oldest texts, like pres. 3 sing. fæhit, pret. plur. fædun Ep. from *faihjan, paint; participial noun scyhind Ep., scyend Corp., seducer, past part. ábrýd, expilatam Corp. Later they are rare (there occur LWS. forms like ic ðyge, pret. ðygde; R.1 plur. scyaþ).

Conjugation of the Weak Verbs of Class I

409. nerian and fremman represent the conjugation of the original short stems, dêman of the original long stems (to these are added, according to 372, the presents of the strong jo-verbs). For examples of the former class see 400; of the latter, 403; for gierwan and ciegan see 408.1, 3. For the form of the endings in general, compare 354 ff.

Present

Indicative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. 1. nérie</th>
<th>fremme</th>
<th>dême</th>
<th>gierwe</th>
<th>cíege</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. nères(t)</td>
<td>fremes(t)</td>
<td>dêm(e)st</td>
<td>gierest</td>
<td>ciege(st)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. nereð</td>
<td>fremede</td>
<td>dêm(e)ð</td>
<td>gierð</td>
<td>ciegeð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. nérieað</td>
<td>fremmað</td>
<td>dëmað</td>
<td>gierwað</td>
<td>ciegað</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. nérie</th>
<th>fremme</th>
<th>dême</th>
<th>gierwe</th>
<th>cíege</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur. nérien</td>
<td>fremmen</td>
<td>dëmen</td>
<td>gierwen</td>
<td>cíegen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IMPERATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. 2. nere</th>
<th>frem</th>
<th>dem</th>
<th>gierwe</th>
<th>cieg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur. 1. narian</td>
<td>fremman</td>
<td>deman</td>
<td>gierwan</td>
<td>ciegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. nariað</td>
<td>fremmad</td>
<td>demad</td>
<td>gierwað</td>
<td>ciegað</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INFINTIVE

| narian | fremman | deman | gierwan | ciegan |

### PARTICIPLE

| neriende | fremmende | demende | gierwende | ciegende |

### PRETERIT

### INDICATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. nerede</th>
<th>fremede</th>
<th>demde</th>
<th>gierede, ciegede, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. neredes(t)</td>
<td>fremedes(t)</td>
<td>demdes(t)</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. nerede</td>
<td>fremede</td>
<td>demde</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. neredon</td>
<td>fremedon</td>
<td>demdon</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OPTATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. nerede</th>
<th>fremede</th>
<th>demde</th>
<th>gierede, ciegede, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur. nereden</td>
<td>fremeden</td>
<td>demden</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PARTICIPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing. nered</th>
<th>fremed</th>
<th>demed</th>
<th>gier(w)ed, cieged, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur. nerede</td>
<td>fremede</td>
<td>demde</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NOTE

1. For graphic variants of nrian, etc., like nergan, neri-g(e)an, etc., see in general 175. Ps. has only g, as in gedergan, onstyrgan, ind. pres. 1 sing. hergu, -o, nergu, biseergu, swergu, biswegu, plur. hergad, genergad, swergad, opt. nerge, hergen, part. hergande, genergende, swergandan; R.¹ inf. swerige, swerge (and one doubtful swerigae, probably opt.), and ferganne. North. R.² inf. sweriga, infl. herganne and smiranne (408, note 5; cf. also 400, note 2), part. hergende and herende (cf. also 412, note 11), L. inf. sueri(g)a, sueri(g)a, suerige; gestyrige, -ege, infl. herganne and smiran, part. eriende, hergende, hergiendú and herende,
ind. pres. 3 sing. suérías. Rit. has, beside (gi)hēriað, gihērgað, also ind. opt. pres. 1 and 3 sing. ginere, without j.

On Southern English forms like sēcean, -eað, hnaegean, -eað, etc., beside sēcan, sēcað, etc., see 206. 3. b; these -e-'s are wholly lacking in Ps. R.¹ R.² L. Rit.

Note 2. The -e of the 1 sing. preterit indicative is often lost in North. before the pronoun ic: sægdig L., ēadig, cērdig Rit., for sægde ic, ēade ic, cērde ic, etc. (355, note 4).

410. Strictly speaking, the inflectional endings were originally the same in both classes, as they still are in the preterit. The actual differences in the conjugation of the OE. present are as follows:

1) The j of the suffix -jo- was retained before an unlike vowel in the case of the short stems in r, like nērian (for occasional analogical exceptions in North. see 409, note 1); in the other short-stemmed verbs it caused, before its disappearance (177), gemination of the radical final consonant in West Germanic, according to 227, as in fremman. After long stems it was dropped without having produced gemination.

Note 1. After a vowel or diphthong j either (a) totally disappeared, and contraction resulted, as in hēan, tyn, etc. (408. 4), pres. hēa, tē, 2 sing. hēast, tŷst, 3 sing. hēað, tŷð, plur. hēad, tŷd, etc., or (b) is preserved, as in WS. cēgan, etc. (408, note 13).

In Ps. cēgan inflects ind. pres. cēgu, *cēst, cēð, cēgāð, opt. cēge, imp. cē, *cēgan, cēgað, etc. (408. 3); that is, the j disappeared whenever the ending contained the vowel i. On the other hand, R.¹ has pres. 3 sing. cēgep, imp. cēg; North. R.² pres. 3 sing. (gi)cēgeð, -es, -að (once giceð), imp. gicēg, L. pres. 3 sing. geceigeð, -es, -að, plur. geceigas, -es, imp. geceig, geceige.

2) In the forms which have i in the ending, that is, the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. and the imp. 2 sing., the j of the suffix was lacking as early as West Germanic,
and therefore could produce no gemination. Accordingly, the present of the originally short stems exhibits a regular interchange between geminated and simple consonants.

Note 2. Especially to be noted in this connection are the statements of 190 and 216, relating to eg as the geminate of g, and bb as that of f: læcg(e)an, lægeð; swæbbað, swæfeð, etc.

Note 3. The interchange disappears with the transformation of the WS. verbs in question according to 400, note 2. Where gemination is kept, irregularities sometimes creep in subsequently: sælest and sællest, sæleð and sælleð, etc. This is especially marked in North, in L.

3) The imp. sing. of the short stems ends in -e (Goth. -ei), as in nère, frēme, while it regularly suffers apocope in the long stems (133. c): dém, hier, etc.

Note 4. In LWS., forms like dēme, hÝre, are very common. They are rarer in the case of original short stems, like télle (on EWS. gier and gierwe, etc., see 408, note 3); yet sporadic forms do occur, after the manner of the long stems, as, for example, evell.

Note 5. While in Ps. the inflection of the imp. has been kept in all strictness, in R.¹ and North. there is already considerable irregularity; for, though the long stems mostly retain the forms without ending, yet forms with -e also occur, like R.¹ gelēse, cēge, L. ceige, gehēre, -lōre, sēnde, Rit. girhtiæ, givœnde, geinlhtē (but not R.²). The original short stems have in R.¹ forms like suvr, hēf, sēl, beside sæle, āpēne, and, with transference of gemination, sælle, sætte, ārēccē, bebycge; North. R.² sitt, sēl, beside site, sēte, (bi)byge; L. gībid, sitt, līg, byg, gēner, sēl, onsett, beside suvrē, gēnēre (and fērig, according to 412, note 8), Rit. gībid, āhēf, sēl, beside gīnēre and gībidde, gītrymme.

4) On syncope in the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. see 358. 2, and note; 359.

5) All verbs which in WS. form their inf. in -ian are apt to develop in LWS. forms according to the Second Conjugation (400. 2, 3).
2. SECOND WEAK CONJUGATION

411. 1) The present forms of this class may all be referred in essence to a common stem ending in Germ. -ōja-; only in the ind. 2 and 3 sing. and the imp. 2 sing. is this replaced by a shorter stem in -ō-.

In OE. the original -ōja-, having first become umlauted -eja-, passed into -aja-, -ija-, etc.; hence, for example, inf. lōcian, look, from *lōkōjan, -ējan, etc., opt. lōcige, from lōkōjai, -ēja, etc.

The ō of the present stem, on the other hand, regularly appears as a; hence ind. 2 and 3 sing. lōcas(t), lōcað, imp. lōca, from *lōkos, *lōkōp, *lōkō, etc. (for variations see 412, notes 5 and 8).

Note 1. Since the i of the ia, ie was developed from ō, ē at a comparatively late period, it never caused i-umlaut; forms which have this umlaut do not belong here, but to the Third Conjugation (415; 416, and note 11).

Note 2. For the same reason, the forms in ia, ie have no proper u- or o/a-umlaut; where it appears notwithstanding, as in cliopian, cleopian, beside clipian, etc. (416, note 14. c), it has been adopted from forms without i.

2) The preterit and past participles are formed from the shorter stem in -ō-. OE. has for this ō either (as in the present) an a, or else u, o; hence, for example, either lōcade or lōcude, -ode, part. lōcad, or lōcud, -od, from older *lōkōda, *lōkōd. For details see 413.

Note 3. On the intrusion of forms from the Second Conjugation into the First see 400, note 3.

Note 4. The number of verbs belonging to the Second Conjugation is very large, especially as denominatives under this head can be formed from a great many nouns. Here, for example, belong such short stems as bodian, announce; ceorian, lament; dwolian,
err; holian, obtain; hopian, hope; laðian, invite; lofian, praise; macian, make; mónian, exhort; stician, stab; warian, observe; and such long stems as áscian, ask; cæpiian, trade; costian, tempt; eahitian, estimate; eardian, dwell; earnian, earn; endian, end; fóndian, try; fundian, aspire; gearwian, prepare; græpiian, handle; hergian, devastate; hígian, hasten; behofian, need; hwearfian, wander; lóeanian, reward; lóciian, look; loccian, entice; meldian, announce; offriian, sacrifice; scéawian, see; somnian, collect; tiohhian, arrange; ðaccian, pat; ðóncian, thank; wealwian, roll; weordiian, honor; wincian, wink; wíslan, guide; wondrian, wander; wuldrian, glorify; wundian, wound; wundrian, wonder, and many others. Of special groups we may emphasize the derivatives

a) in -(e)cian: bedecian, beg; ástyciian, extirpate; áswecian, eradicate; ðelcian, delay; geareian, prepare;

b) in -(e)gian, mostly formed from adjectives in -ig: dysegian, be foolish; hçf(e)gian, oppress; met(e)gian, moderate; wel(e)gian, enrich; hálgian, hallow; gemyndgian, remember; sárgian, suffer; sceyldgian, sin; syngian, sin; wèrgian, weary; witgian, prophesy;

c) in -(e)nian: gedafnian (Ps. gedaeafnian, R. 1 gedafnian and gedæfnian, North. gæfdniga). befít; fag(e)nian, rejoice; hafenian, grasp; op(e)nian, open; war(e)nian, take warning; faestnian, fasten; læcnian, cure; wílnian, desire; wítlnian, punish;

d) in -(e)sian: ef(e)sian, shear; eg(e)sian, terrify; bletsian, bless (198. 4); bliðsian, blissian, rejoice; clænsian, cleanse (185; 186. 2); gitsian, covet; grimsian, rage; hréowsian, pity; iersian (iorsian), be angry; mærslan, celebrate; miltsian, repent; ricsian, rixian, rule; unrótsian, grieve; untréowsian, defraud, etc.

Note 5. Many verbs which are wholly or chiefly conjugated in the ð-class have passed over to it from the ancient ð-conjugation: compare, for example, àrian, honor; cunnian, try; folgian, follow; hongian, hang; hatian, hate; longian, long; lícian, please; sárian, be sad; seomian, be ashamed; sorgian, grieve; sparian, spare; dólían, suffer; ðrówian, suffer; wacian, keep watch; vunían, dwell, with OhG. érên, (Goth. kunnan, pret. -aida), folgên, hangên. hazên, langên, líchên, sérên, seamên, sorgên, sparên, dolên, druoên, wachên, wonên, etc.; especially belong here the numerous derivatives from adjectives: ácealdian, grow cold; gestrôngian, grow strong (OhG. arealtên, strangên), etc.

The forms of these verbs are included without comment in what here follows, so far as they coincide with those of the ð-verbs; the
remains of the ancient ē-conjugation, which in a few cases have been preserved, are collected in 416.

3) The WS. paradigm of this class is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. lōcige</td>
<td>lōcige</td>
<td>Sing. 2. lōca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. lōcas(t)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plur. 1. lōcian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. lōcað</td>
<td>lōcigen</td>
<td>2. lōciað</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. lōciað</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lōcian</td>
<td>lōciende</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterit</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td>Optative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. lōcode</td>
<td>lōcode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. lōcodes(t)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. lōcode</td>
<td>lōcoden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. lōcodon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participle

-lōcod

On the endings of the individual forms compare the general rules in 354 ff. On contract verbs see 414, note 5.

412. The inflection of the present is tolerably constant in most of the dialects, especially in WS. On Anglian peculiarities in the inflected inf. and past part., see notes 3 and 9 ff. Otherwise scarcely any but North. (and in some measure R.¹) shows important variations.

Note 1. The ia, ie of the ending are, likewise by the testimony of prosody, generally disyllabic (they have therefore syllabic i: lō-ci-an, etc., not unsyllabic j: *lōc-jan or *lō-ejan, etc.). In a few texts
accents occasionally occur over the i, which perhaps points to a secondary displacement of the quantity of the i (lōeian, from *lō-eijan); thus forms like inf. genīdīān, gelācīgān, plur. elēpīað, opt. forhradīen, etc., are written by one scribe of MS. H of Cura Past.

In the case of the ancient ō-verbs (for ancient e-verbs see 416, notes 2 and 15), monosyllabic ge occurs only exceptionally for disyllabic ie, especially in certain later texts, probably as a Kenticism: compare participles like Blickl. gnorngende, Benet inf. hādgennē, mōtgennē, etc.; yet already in MS. H of Cura Past. one lufge (for geliorngen see 416, note 15).

Note 2. In the EWS. texts -ia- is generally written (as indicated in the paradigm), much more rarely -igea- or -iga- (the latter is almost entirely wanting in MS. C of Cura Past.); but also very exceptionally -ea-: Cura Past. plegean, Or. hergean. On the other hand, -ige(n) prevails throughout the ind. 1 sing. and the opt., and -ie, -ien are in the background; but in the part. -iende prevails over -igende (though there are sporadic ħergende Or., yđegende Cura Past.; compare sporadic LWS. parallels like hlēordregendum, mægeregan Gl.); in the infl. inf. (cf. note 10) -iennē interchanges with -igenne.

In LWS. -ia- on the whole prevails; but -io- occurs also in the opt. plur., as in lufion, leorniōn, note 7 (very exceptional are spellings like wissigon, pēnigeon). Variation occurs in the case of -ie-. Ælf. Hom. has mostly -ige-, even in the infl. inf. and in the part., as in bodigennē, bodigende, while in Ælf. Gram. the part. shows a strikingly large number of -iende's; beside -igende, -ige being otherwise prevalent. In the case of other texts, it is often impossible to discover a rule.

Kent. Gl. are in general like WS.: regular -ia-, generally -ige (áfestnigē, onscunīgē, getimbrigē, but liornie), but always part. -iend(e).

Ps. has almost always -iu (1 sing.), and so -ia- and -ie- (only one each of gearwign, oندtīgāð, -igen, genyhtsumegende, gedēafineāð; for dīwgen see 416, note 15); R.1, on the other hand, has both -ige (but one wundriende) and -iga-, -igē- (yet also a few -ia’s, and one hālsio).

Of the North. texts, R.2 has always -ige-, -igo-, and generally -iga-, rarely -ia-; L. Rit. have -ige-, -igo- (though there are the merest exceptions in favor of -ie-), but -ia- is common, beside -iga-.

Note 3. One chief difference between Anglian and the other dialects manifests itself in the infl. inf. and in the pres. part. (notes 10, 11). Moreover, R.1 and North. (and here especially L. and Rit.)
exhibit a number of new formations. Here, on the one hand, there is much confusion between forms with and without -i(g)- (hence, for example, L. sing. lufias, plur. lufas, etc., beside orig. sing. lufas, plur. lufias); and, on the other, the a and the ia, ie of the endings are joined to form hybrids like *-aja-, *-aje-, appearing historically as (-aia-), -age-, -ega-, etc. (hence, for example, plurals in L. like losiað, duolages, eardegað, beside the older losigað, etc.); or, indeed, independent new formations have occurred, on the pattern of other verbs (hence, for example, forms in L. like 1 sing. ðrōwa, beside ðrōuigo, imp. hālgig, beside hālga, etc.

Hereafter, these variations are included under the individual forms.

Note 4. To WS. Kent. -ige of the ind. 1 sing. corresponds in the Ps. -iu, more rarely -io (355, note 2). R. has, beside āhsige, somnige, one hālsio, and a newly formed ðrōwa, prówe (getimbre may be an early form, cf. 404, note 1). In North. prevails -igo R. L. Rit., as in bodigo, somnigo, etc.; but forms also occur like R. fulwo, gihālgo, lufo, rarely sōmiga; lufa, milsa; L. ðrōuiga, hālgiga, uuldria, uorðige; lufo, geniðro; lufa, ðrōwa, hālsa, milsa; Rit. gihælsiga, giniðsige; gimiðgqa, gidilga.

Note 5. The a of the ind. 2 and 3 sing. in WS. is entirely stable (one oferseead Cura Past. MS. C, contrasted with -að of MS. H, is suspicious); Kent. Gl. have a few o's, e's: onscunod, geþafeð, ofsticoð; geþafeð, äreð; a sporadic edleaneð in Ps. is again suspicious, and so also a sporadic ádrúgið.

R. on the other hand, beside -ast, -ap, etc., has rather numerous e-forms, like endep, gearweþ, etc. (also gearwæþ), and occasionally -la-: áriað, prówlæþ. In the 2 sing. the North. R. has for the most part -as (one giowestu, from gioaviað, covet, 416, note 15, b), in the 3 sing. generally -að, beside rare -eð (gisomnæð, luðæð, gidæfnæð), and again somewhat more common -igað, -iað, -ias: gisomnigæð, ãnigæð, ãlænigæð; wundriæð; ãlænsias, etc. L. has in the 2 sing. forms like lócas, somnas, etc. (this is the normal form); luðæstu, ondsuæræstu, níveæ; worðias; in the 3 sing. there prevail -að, -as, beside -eð, -es (and rare -eð, -æs: luðæð, clioppæs); beside new formations, especially in -iað, -ias, more rarely such as somnigæð, -as, fastnigæð, worðiges, synigæð; ãnegæð; dædages, uorðages, fastnagið, costaið, and sceominigæð. Rit. has in the 2 sing., beside -as (-ast), forms like giłorse, eftnives; gladías (for such as ricsað see 356, note 2); in the 3 sing., beside a few -eð's, new formations in -iað, beside sporadic gihersumaiðað, gimsageð, giárwyrðigeð.
For the consonantal termination of the 2 and 3 sing. see 356; 357.

Note 6. In the ind. plur. and the imp. 2 plur. the ending -iðα, etc. (cf. note 2), is stable in WS. Kent. Ps.; but in R.¹ there occur, beside the usual -iðαp, -iðp (sporadically also sceildigat, lōkigæp), new formations like gesōnnap, etc. (sporadically also such as hreordep, speaks). In North. R.² generally has -igað, -igas, beside less frequent -ιαθ, -ιας, and in the ind. new formations in -αδ, -ας, like gisōnnað, lufas. L. has mostly -iað, -ias (-igað, -igas); but there occur also a few instances of -igeð, -iges, and a fairly large number of new formations like deädageð, costages; āgnegað, cardegas (rare by-forms: losaiðað, āgnagað, lufagiað, aldagiað, bodagað, worđaiges, āgneges, getegōges, clioppogað, seeawgias), but especially such as gesōnnað, -s (rarely -es: behōfes). The Rit., too, beside the usual -iðαp, -i(g)as, has a few new formations like geblēdsað, gimērsas, gifērscepð.

For the consonantal termination of the ind. plur. see 360.1; on the abbreviation before a following pers. pron., 360.3, and note.

Note 7. The opt. sing. in WS. and Kent. is regular throughout. For the plur. the general rules of 361 are to be observed. Thus EWS. -igen later becomes also -ian (even Or. once āscian), and then in LWS. predominantly -ian, etc., while in Kent. Gl. Kent. Ps. Kent. Hymn -ian is uniform.

Ps. regularly has sing. -ie, plur. -ien; R.¹, beside the predominant sing. plur. -ige, also a few -iges's and sing. folge, getriowe, plur. iarwan. North. has in R.² sing. plur. -ige, less frequently -iga; in L., on the other hand, -iga, -ia prevails, beside less common sing. -ige, and new formations like sing. gerīxage, losaige, deādege, and geberhtna, plur. deādage, lufaiga, -e; similarly in Rit. sing. plur. mostly -ia, -iga, rarely -ige, and new formations like sing. gimalsage, giullege, giwltigeaga and gemyndge, plur. githonecage and giearnigo.

Note 8. In the imp. sing. the ending -a is stable in WS. Kent. Ps. R.¹ has, beside -a, rather frequently -e (also -æ, in lōcæ). In North., R.² has a sporadic lōco, look, beside regular -a; L. and Rit., beside -a, have a few -e's, and often a new formation in -ig: ārig, seeawig, hālgig (cf. also 410, note 5; one worđiga, adora Rit. is probably to be regarded as inf., and one geðrēat L. is perhaps only miswritten).

For the imp. plur. see note 6.

Note 9. In the uninfl. inf., -ian, etc. (note 2), is generally stable in WS. Kent. Ps. (363.1, and note 1). R.¹ has, beside -igan, -ian, also -ige (and one andustriga), as well as a newly formed stalle,
tinterga for WS. steallian, stand; tintregian, torture; in R.² -iga prevails (sporadically -ia), but also rarely -ige; L. has chiefly -ia, -iga, and -ige, together with new formations in -age, -ega, -ege, like dėadage, wifega, āgnege (sporadic by-forms lufagie, geōūadtaige, undraige, hriordage, gelēcngage, gehorogae), and like gero ça, milsa, gehāliga. In Rit. only the regular -ia, -iga seem to occur with certainty (but cf. 414, note 14. c).

Note 10. For the infl. inf. the general rules of 363. 2 hold in WS. Kent.: hence EWS. generally -ianne, more rarely -i(g)enne, while in LWS. -i(g)enne predominates; Kent. -ienne Kent. Gl. Kent. Ps., etc.

In Angl., on the other hand, the prevalent forms are without -i-. Ps. has -enne, as in earnenne (besides one to milsiende, miserendi); R.¹ varies: scēawenne, bismerene, gitsanne. Of the North. texts, R.² has, beside predominant -anne, as in ēndanne, sporadic bod-īgnanne (for wunīgnanne, beside wunanne, see 416, note 16); in L. -anne prevails (but sporadic losanne, ēmbehtane, talannae, and the shortened scēawnne), rarely -enne (gehālgennae, pīnnene, worōenne) or -ianne (bodianne, lufianne, worōianne); Rit. has only -anne.

Note 11. A similar twofold formation occurs in the pres. part. In WS. Kent. -i(g)ende prevails, as might be expected. In Ps. -iende likewise predominates, but -ende is also very common, and indeed frequently in the same verbs: blissiende and blissende, etc. R.¹ has, beside (clipigende), wundriende, usually -ende, as in (clippende, 416, note 14. c), lōkende, etc.; exceptionally also costānde, lōcande, oundswarande. In R.² -ende is uniform, while in L. it interchanges with -ande (beside sporadic oundswarande, and shortened forms like scēaunde, ōrōunde), and more rarely with i-forms, like geadrigende, etc. (once also gidyrsgindum, compare the older hlēodrindi Ep.; for wunīgendene, etc., see 416, note 16). Rit. has, beside -ande (ricesande, etc.), also lufende, wynsumândea (for wunīgendene, līfigandrā see 416, notes 2 and 16).

In the poetry, too, the shorter forms in -ende are frequently found, and are very generally to be substituted, as the metre shows, for the manuscript reading -iende (see Beitr. 10. 482).

For new formations of a similar kind among the older jo-verbs see 409, note 1.

413. The commonest form of the WS. pret. is -ode, from Early OE. -udæ, -ude; -ade is rarer in West
Saxon, but characteristic for Kentish and especially for Anglian. Forms with (weakened) -ed- are everywhere rarer, but occur in all the dialects.

Note 1. Among the oldest texts, Ep. has forms like áslacudæ, suicudæ, beside geregnodæ, suornodun, and geníðradæ, lithirc-ade; in Corp. -ade, etc., prevails; only sporadically there occur gemærcade, ðrówade, tioludun, which in part belong to older ð-verbs.

Note 2. In EWS. -ude is rather uncommon, and evidently to be regarded as an archaism; plural forms with u are wholly lacking here. In LWS., on the other hand, the u occurs in part more frequently, and in the plur. as well (evidently as an inverse spelling for o): lëcude, plur. lëcudon, etc.

Note 3. In Cura Past. the sing. -ude is found in both MSS. twice: grâpude, ðrówuđe; and -ade three times: ðênade, bisnade, gesyng-adé; but both occur somewhat oftener in one MS. or the other, especially in H. The normal form is -ode, plur. -odon, etc.; yet for the latter there already occur five instances of -edon common to both MSS.: hîrsumedon, bodedon, gêáfedon, wunedon, bismredon (hence especially in older ð-verbs); the sing. -ede is lacking, with the exception of a single ofermöðgede MS. H.

In the Chron., too, -ode, plur. -odon is the most usual, though the sing. -ude, and especially -ade, plur. -adon, are also somewhat oftener represented (add one plur. oferhergeadon).

In Or. the sing. has usually -ade, the plur. -odon, but also not infrequently sing. -ode, plur. -odon; to these add one plur. -adon, three opt. plur. -aden, and four sing. -ede.

Note 4. The forms with -ed- evidently arose first in the plur. There, too, they remain fairly common in LWS., beside the normal sing. -ode, plur. -odon (and rare -ade, -ude, plur. -udon; cf. note 2), while the sing. -ede is quite exceptional.

Note 5. Kent. has in Kent. Gl. onscuneđe (416, note 11), gêáf-edë, offređe, beside the prevalent -ade; in Kent. Ps. lufedest, beside two occurrences of pingode and one of beserode (408, note 4).

Note 6. In Anglian -ad is the constant norm; -ud-, -od- is, except for 5 cleopude, 8 lufude Ps. (and frequent -ade), decidedly rare: only one each of duolude Ps., hleonudun R.1, trúgude, ãnd-suearudon L., gîðrêotodon R.2, ãndsuorode, losodun, cliopodan
L. As the instances show, this form of ending is chiefly restricted to the original e-verbs (416, and notes).

Somewhat more common in Ps. R.¹ is -ed-, and here, too, the original e-verbs are especially concerned (compare, for example, Ps. 7 times cleopedun, 10 times onscunedun, etc., beside which there is no plur. -adun).

Similar are the conditions in North., except that at least in L. -edon seems to be rather commoner as the weakened form of the plur. -adon in original o-verbs: liccedon, worœdun, ofwundredon, etc.

Note 7. Moreover, L. has a number of occasional new formations, like sceawde (scœaued, scœode; cf. 416, note 17. b), from sceawiga, look; heafegde, untrymigdon, from hœafiga, lament; untrymiga, be sick (416, note 11); or, conversely, ellœiodade, beside ellœiodegde, -igde, from ellœiodgiga, travel abroad.

Note 8. For forms without a middle vowel, like truawde, ðœowde, etc., see 416, note 17. b.

414. The endings of the past participle correspond in general to those of the preterit—WS. generally -od, non-WS. generally -ad, etc.—but there are many variations in detail.

Note 1. The only forms of Ep. which belong here are fetod, gefetodnae, áfûlodan (all from older e-verbs; cf. 416, note 15. b, and OHG. fœlên); of Corp. feotod, gefeotodne, beside the prevailing -ad, etc.

Note 2. In Cura Past., beside the normal -od, infl. -ode, -oda, etc., there are 12 instances of uninflected -ad, and one each of geägen-udu (144. b), gewundedan, forrotenedan, in both MSS. alike (un(ge)-dinged and 2 instances of gevintrede are formed according to Conj. 1); add in C alone 4 of -ude, etc., 2 of -edan; in H alone 5 of -ade, 4 of -udne, -udan, etc., 2 of -edan, etc. The Chron. has, beside 13 instances of -od and 4 of -ode, etc., 6 of gefulwad, 2 of gewundad, 1 of geleapade, 1 of gefulluhtud, 3 of -horsude, -an. In Or. the uninflected form is usually -ad, then -od (twice -ed), infl. -ade or -ede (one each of gebrocode, gewundode).

In LWS. the u, a, e are nearly parallel to those of the preterit.

Note 3. Kent. has only geclœnsod Kent. Ps., and in Kent. Gl. mostly -ad, infl. -ade, but also witnod, gelœgod, gegearwod,
infl. gesannode, gemetgode, gewitnudum, and (of older e-verbs) onseunede (416, notes 11. c and 15. a), gegefenedan (OHG. abandēn).

Note 4. In Anglian the norm is uniformly -ad, infl. -ade, etc.; but Ps. has a few inflected forms like gesingālede, gewundedan, -edra, etc.; R. an infl. gesonnde, beside several instances of uninfl. -ed, like bewvedded (also one gegeardwaed); R. 2 uninfl. gidaeftned, losed (older o-verb, 416, note 11. b); L. Rit. rather frequently uninfl. -ed, Rit. also one infl. giondwarded. Add new formations like Rit. gicostiged, L. geSreaten, forbodan, after the pattern of the strong verbs (406, note 7), etc.

Note 5 (on 412-414). A few contract verbs are also found among the o-verbs (373; 408. 4), in which the root and the vowel of the ending coalesce in the forms without older j. Here belong:

a) *bōian, *bōgan, boast (ind. 3 sing. poet. bōd, beside LWS. newly formed bōgā Scint.); *gōian, lament (part. goiende, ind. pres. 3 sing. goiā Bede); scōian, scōgan, shoe (ind. 1 sing. scēge, scēoge, opt. plur. -scōgen, imp. sing. scēo, plur. scēogeā, past part. -scōd, scēod, North. gescōed L., giscēd R. 2, imp. giscēo Rit.); basic forms *skōhōjan, etc.

b) twēog(e)an, doubt (from *twihōjan, compare OHG. zwehon; pres. twēoge, twēost, twēoā, opt. twēoge, part. twēogende, poet. also -twēonde (412, note 11), pret. twēode; Merc. R. 1 ind. pres. plur. twīgap, pret. 2 sing. getwiodestu, plur. twēodun, North. R. 2 ind. pres. 3 sing. twiās, opt. twioge, pret. twiade, plur. twiōdun, L. ind. pres. 3 sing. tuās, tuās, opt. sing. getuīga, pret. tuīade, plur. tuīaton, getwīedon, Rit. pret. sing. gitwīeda), and probably *tēog(e)an, ordain, create, of which only contract forms seem to occur (ind. pres. plur. poet. tēoā, pret. tēode, Old North. tiāde Cædmon’s Hymn, part. -tēod); likewise frēog(e)an, love (Goth. friōn), ind. pres. 3 sing. frēoā, plur. frēogaā (poet. also frēoā), opt. frēoge, imp. sing. frēo, etc.

c) North. also gefēaga, etc., rejoice (= WS. gefēon, 391. 1, and note 6): R. 2 inf. gifēaga, -e, ind. pres. 1 sing. gifēo, 3 gifēa, part. gifē(a)nde, gifēonde, pret. gifēade, gifēode, plur. gifēadun; L. inf. gefēage, beside gefēa, ind. pres. 1 sing. gefēo, 3 gefēa, -s, opt. sing. gefēage, plur. gefēa, part. gefēande, pret. gefēade, plur. gefēadon, past part. gefēad; Rit. inf. gifēa(g)ia, gifēage, beside gifēa, ind. pres. plur. gifēa, opt. sing. gifēage, plur. gifēaga, imp. plur. gifēa, pres. part. gifēande.
3. THIRD WEAK CONJUGATION

415. This conjugation comprises the few remains of the original ō-class (389, 3) which are still preserved in OE. The class itself falls into two divisions:

1) In the first division there was an alternation in the pres. of the Germ. suffixal forms -ja- and -ai- (or -ǣ-, as others assume), in the same way as with Germ. -ōja- and -ō- in the ō-class. The j of the first of these caused West Germ. gemination of a preceding simple consonant (227), and later, as a rule, i-umlaut. The ai of the second form appears in WS. as a (perhaps in consequence of an early confusion of this class with the ō-class), and in Anglian, at least in part, as e. The pret. attaches the ending -de, and the past part. the ending -d, directly to the radical syllable (that is, without West Germ. middle vowel): hence, for example, inf. sæcg-(e)an, from *sagjan, ind. pres. 3 sing. sagað, North. sægefð, etc., from orig. *sagaip, pret. sægede, past part. gesægd, etc. In the course of time, however, many dislocations of the older system have supervened, especially in the way of conformity to the inflection of the First or Second Weak Class.

2) The original forms of the second division can only be conjecturally determined. Probably there corresponded to a Germ. -ja- of the first division a West Germ. -i(j)a- of this, springing from Indo-Eur. -ē-jo-, which may have been then shortened in Prim. OE. to -i(j)a- and monosyllabic -ja-. This -(i)ja- was early enough to cause i-umlaut, but not West Germ. gemination; hence, for example, forms like North. R.² inf.
loesiga, loesga, be lost (note 11), from the stem *losējo-, *losī(j)a-. The alternative form of the suffix was, as in the first division, -ai-, which is represented here, just as there. Fixed rules for the pret. and past part. can not be given, especially as this second division has gone over almost wholly to the ō-class, so that only scanty remains of the older formation occur (416. 2, and notes).

416. 1) To the first division belong especially the verbs habban, have; libban, live; secg(e)an, say; hyeg(e)an, think, and originally the contract verbs ðrēag(e)an, rebuke; smēag(e)an, investigate; frēog(e)an, free; féog(e)an, hate (West Germ. stem-forms *haḥja-: *haḥai-, pret. *haḥ-; *praļja-: *prawai-, pret. *praļ-; *friļja-: fri(j)ai-, etc.). As paradigms we may assume (forms in parenthesis are such as are rarely or never found in WS.):

**Present**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singular:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 haebbe</td>
<td>{libbe</td>
<td>secg</td>
<td>hyege</td>
<td>ðrēage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{lifge}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 {hafa[s]}</td>
<td>liofas(t)</td>
<td>{(saga[s]}</td>
<td>{hoga[s]}</td>
<td>ðrēas(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thæfst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 {hafaď}</td>
<td>liofaď</td>
<td>{(sagaď}</td>
<td>{hogaď}</td>
<td>ðrēaď</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thæfď</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plural:</strong></td>
<td>{libbaď</td>
<td>secg(e)aď</td>
<td>hyege(e)aď</td>
<td>ðrēag(e)aď</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{lifgaď}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optative**

Singular:

1 haebbe {libbe     secg       hyege      ðrēage     frēoge
   {lifge}            etc., like fremme, 409.
CONJUGATION

Imperative

Singular: 2 hafa liofa (saga) hoga sæge hyge òrēa frēo
Plural: habbað (libbað) secg(e)að hycg(e)að òrēag(e)að frēog(e)að

Infinitive

habban (libban (lifgan) secg(e)an hycg(e)an òrēag(e)an frēog(e)an

Participle

hæbbende (libbende) secgende hycgende òrēagende frēogende

Preterit

Indicative

Singular: 1 hæftde lifde sægde hogde òrēade frōode etc., like dēmde, 409.

Participle

dehæfd gelifd gesægd gehogod geòrēad gêfrēod

Note 1. habban. a) habban coalesces with the negative ne to nabban, ind. pres. sing. 1 næbbe, 2 (nafast), næfst, 3 (nafað), næfð, plur. nabbað, opt. næbbe, pret. næfde, past part. genæfd.

b) The forms hafas(t), hafað; nafas(t), nafað are extremely rare in Pure WS. (in Cura Past. hafas(t), nafað once each in both MSS., hafað once in MS. H), while in texts having dialectic coloring they may occur frequently. In the Anglian poetry they prevail exclusively, while in the south hæfšt, hæftð, etc., are collateral forms; the Anglian poetry has also a 1 sing. hafu. -o (-a).

c) A few instances of hæbað, næbað occur in the ind. pres. plur. of Cura Past. MS. H, while æ is the rule in the WS. abbreviated hæbbe vê, gé, and in the negated næbbe gé (but once nabbe gé Cura Past. MS. H). In LWS. the a of the ind. is apt to penetrate into the opt. plur.: sing. hæbbe, plur. habban, following the ind. sing. hæbbe, plur. habbað.

d) The LWS. past part. is sporadically -hæfed (frequently in Bede MS. Ca).

Note 2. a) In libban and lifgan (lifian, lifgean, etc.) there is a double formation of the present (415. 1 and 2). Of these, libban is properly the Pure WS. form, lifgan that of the other dialects, though Cura Past. MS. H has an exceptional lifiendan (Chron. seems to have only lifgenda, and no form with bb), and occasional deviations are subsequently found in Pure WS. In the poetry, libban is restricted to the Southern English Metres (and to Gen. B, translated from Old Saxon).

b) In the ind. pres. 2 and 3 sing. EWS. has once i for io (lifad Cura Past. MS. C), while later it is generally leofad, but also lifad, lyfad, etc. The io, eo thrusts itself, as a dialectic influence, even into the older j-forms, as in inf. leofian, 3 plur. leofadap Blickl.
c) The LWS. pret. is generally leofode (beside lyfode, sporadically also lifode Bede MS. Ca).

d) Dialectal inflection: Kent. has in Kent. Ps. the part. lifi(g)ende, lifgenda, in charters opt. lifige, part. lifgendes, pret. oferlifde. —Merc. Ps. ind. pres. sing. 1 lifigu, 3 leofad, liofad (leafad), plur. lifgad, opt. lifge, inf. lifgan, part. lifgenda (one lifiende), past part. lifd; —R.¹ ind. pres. sing. 3 leofap, plur. lifgap, part. lifgenda, pret. lifde. —North. R.² ind. pres. sing. 1 lifo, 3 lifed, plur. lifgas,
inf. lifga, part. lifgende; — L. ind. pres. sing. 3 liofað, -æð, -eð, lifeð, -es, plur. lifías, hligigað, opt. (h)lifige, part. lif(a)ende (lif-
giende, lifgiene, etc.), pret. lifde; — Rit. ind. pres. sing. 2 liofas (-að), 3 liofað, lifað, -eð, plur. lifigað, lifað, lifað, opt. sing. plur. lifiga, part. lifi(a)ende, lifiende.

Note 3. seçgean. a) The EWS. is regularly pres. sing. seçge, sægest, sægð, plur. seçg(e)að, etc., pret. sægde, part. gesægd (for forms like sæde, gesæd see 214. 3), except that æ occasionally intrudes into the old ja-forms: inf. sæcg(e)an, etc. In LWS. the verb abandons completely the distinction between e and æ in the pres., and thus goes over to the inflection of Conj. I: ind. pres. seçge, seçg(e)st, seçg(e)ð, plur. seçg(e)að, imp. sege, plur. seçg(e)að (but pret. sæde, etc.). In less pure WS. texts, and especially in the poetry, still other renderings occur (like pres. sægest, sægð, imp. sæge), as well as the a-forms sagast, sagað, imp. saga, which are entirely foreign to pure WS.


Note 4. a) hyçg(e)an forms its whole pres., even in EWS., for the most part according to the paradigm of Conj. I: hyçgæ, 3 sing. hyg(e)ð (but once hogað Cura Past. MS. II), imp. -hige Boeth. MS. C (-hoga MS. B); in the pret. hogode already appears, beside hogde, and later becomes usual); only -hogod occurs as the EWS. past part.

The ja-inflection is later exceptionally extended to the pret.: -hygde Blickl. Gl., -hyg(e)de, -hig(e)de Spelm. Ps. In pure LWS. the verb has more frequently gone over to Conj. II: inf. hogian, pret. hogode, part. -hogod, etc.

Note 5. ðreag(e)an and smæag(e)an. Here we encounter sporadically in WS. abbreviated forms like the infl. ðreanne Cura Past. MS. H, opt. plur. smæan, imp. plur. smæap Boeth. MS. B (ind. plur. smæað Metres), part. smæande Spelm. Ps.


Note 6. ðreog(e)an, friog(e)an (114.2; for ðreogeæn, love, see 414, note 5. b) inflects in Merc.: Ps. ind. pres. sing. 1 frigu, 2 -fréas, 3 -fréað (-fríæð, -fréoð), imp. sing. -fréa (-fríæ), plur. -fríægæð, part. subst. -fríægænd, pret. -fríægænde (fríæode, -fríæde), past part. -fríæode, -fríæad, -fríæd; — R.1 opt. pres. gefríæge. — North. R.2 ind. pres. sing. 3 -fríæð, -fríæð, imp. sing. fríæ, past part. -fríæad, plur. -fríæode; — L. ind. pres. sing. 2 fríæð, -fríægæð, fríæved, imp. -fríægæ (opt.?), part. friæande, pret. -fríægæde, past part. -fríæod, -fríæad, -fríæonæd; — Rit. ind. pres. sing. 1 fríæ, opt. -fríæ, imp. fríæ, pret. -fríæade, fríæode, past part. -fríæad, -fríæod.

Note 7. ðéog(e)an, fiog(e)an (114.2; Goth. fijan) inflects in Merc.: Ps. ind. pres. sing. 3 fiæð, plur. fiægæð (fiæð), imp. plur. fiæð, part. fiægende, pret. fiæde (fiæode, fiæde, also once fëdest); — R.1 ind. pres. sing. 3 fiæð, plur. fiægæp, opt. fiægæ. — North. R.2 ind. pres. sing. 3 fiæð (gefíæð?), infl. -fiæge, pret. plur. -fiædadun; — L. ind. pres. sing. 3 -fiæð, -fiæð, -fiæd, -fiæved, infl. -fiæge, pret. plur. -fiædon; the word does not occur in Rit.
2) The other ancient *e*-verbs of both classes have gone over, either wholly or with trifling exceptions, to the conjugation of the *o*-verbs. Less common is transfer to the *jo*-class, or a twofold formation according to both classes.

**Note 8.** The criteria for original *e*-inflection in the presence of Common OE. *o*-inflection are especially:

- *a*) the occurrence of West Germ. gemination (cf. note 10);
- *b*) the occurrence of *i*-umlaut and similar vowel-changes (cf. note 11 ff.);
- *c*) the occurrence of monosyllabic -ga-, -ge-, in contradistinction to the -ia-, -i(g)e- of Conj. II (412, note 1; 415. 2; cf. note 15, below);
- *d*) the occurrence of Anglian present participles in -iende, etc., as against the -ende, -ande of Conj. II, etc. (412, notes 10 and 11; cf. note 16, below);
- *e*) the occurrence of preterits without middle vowel (cf. note 17, below);
- *f*) the occurrence of unaccustomed vowels in the ending (cf. note 18, below).

**Note 9.** Wholly to Conj. I belongs faestan, fast (OHG. fastēn). Double formation occurs especially in the case of fylg(e)an, fylgde, and folgian, folgade, follow (OHG. folgēn), with which compare tellan, tealde (407. 1) and talian, talode, (re)count.

fylg(e)an and folgian already have equal validity in EWS. (for example, in Cura Past.). Ps. L. have only forms of fylgan, -a, and the same is true of R.² Rit., except for once each imp. sing. folga R.², opt. plur. folgiga Rit. Forms of folgian are commoner in R.¹ (inf. folgian, opt. folge, imp. folga, pret. folgade, plur. -adun, -edun, beside ind. pres. 3 sing. fylgep, imp. fylge, -æ, part. fylgende, -ænde, pret. fylgde, -ede).

**Note 10.** West Germ. gemination (note 8. *a*) occurs also in isolated forms in the case of the poet. pres. part. wæccende, from wacian, watch (Ps. ind. pres. 1 sing. wæcio, plur. weciað, pret. wæcæde (164, note 2); R.² North. have carried the *jo*-inflection almost completely through: R.¹ inf. Æwæccan(?), imp. plur. wæccas, wæc(e)ep, part. wæcende; R.² inf. giwæcca, wæcke, opt. sing. wæce, imp. plur. wæccas, part. wæc(e)ende; L. inf. wæc(e)a, gewæccæ, infl. wæccenne, imp. plur. gewæccas, part. wæc(e)ende,
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pret. gewæhtæ; Rit. opt. plur. givæge, part. væccendo), and the participial noun hættend, enemy, from hatian, hate.

Properly hnaeppian, nap, also belongs here: EWS. has also once hnaeppiað Cura Past.: LWS. has frequent æ-forms in Spelm. Ps. In Ps. the word inflects: ind. pres. sing. 1 neapiu, 2 neppas, 3 hnear(p)að, pret. hnear(p)ade, plur. hnearpedun, -on.

Note 11. The following have i-umlaut (note 8. b) beside other criteria:

a) North. R.2 giðælge, ind. pres. 3 sing. giðolæs (giðælægas), imp. plur. giðælægas, = Common OE. ḍolian, endure (OHG. dolën);

b) North. R.2 inf. læs(i)ga, beside losiga, losige, infl. losanne, ind. pres. 3 sing. losað, -as, -eð (læsigað, losigað), plur. læsigað, -as, opt. læs(i)ge, plur. læsige, imp. losa, part. losed, beside losad, = Common OE. losian, be lost;

c) Angl. (on)scynian, etc., beside Common OE. onscunian, shun (Ps. has chiefly forms of -scunian, but twice pret. scynedun; L. inf. scyniga, ind. pres. 3 sing. L. Rit. onscynað; no instances in R.1 R.2);

d) North. býa, beside Common OE. būan, etc., 396, note 6, OHG. būën (not found in Ps. R.1); R.2 inf. býa, ind. pres. 2 sing. býes, pret. býede, beside fem. býend, colony; L. inf. býd, infl. býenna, ind. pres. 3 sing. býeð, plur. býeð, -es, imp. plur. býes, pret. -býde, plur. bý(e)don, past part. unbýed, -Id, beside ind. pres. 2 sing. būes, and fem. būend; Rit. ind. pres. sing. 1 býa, 3 -býað, opt. -býe, imp. giūbya (?), part. býende);

e) North. on(d)spyrn(ig)a, beside on(d)spurn(ig)a, etc., from Common OE. spurnan, 389, note 4 : R.2 ind. pres. 3 sing. ōnspyrnas, opt. plur. ōndspyrnige, past part. ōnspyrned, plur. ōnspyrnade, beside ind. pres. sing. ōn(d)spurneð, plur. ōnspurnað; L. ind. pres. 3 sing. ōndspyrneð, -að, -as, opt. -spyrne, plur. -spyrniga, part. -spyrnende, past part. -spyrned, -ad (with the new formations imp. geōndspyre, part. ōndspyrendo), beside ind. pres. 3 sing. spurnað, -as, the. -spurnendra, pret. plur. geōndspurnedon, past part. geōndspurnað, -edo;

f) North. untrymiðga, be sick, beside Common OE. untrumian: Ps. past part. geuntrumad, infl. -ade and -ede, but R.2 pret. untrymede, -ide, plur. intrymedin, beside sing. untrumade, L. inf. untrumnima, part. untrymiende, pret. untrymade, plur. untrymigdon (413, note 7).

I-umlaut is found more sporadically in North. pret. R. giðrýgade = L. trūgude, from trūgian, Common WS. trūwian, believe (OHG.
trūēn), and ind. pres. 3 sing. L. drūgeō = R.² drūgaō, aruit, beside R.² pret. drūgade, part. gidrūgad, L. pret. -drūgde, beside -drūgade (this also R.¹), part. gedrūgad; compare also the isolated part. soergendi (i.e., *soergendi ?) Ep., from sorgian, grieve (OHG. sorgēn).

The North. R.² clyniga, resound, which perhaps belongs here, occurs only in the inf.

Note 12. The interchange of eo and io in EWS. leornian (rarely liornian), learn (OHG. lirnēn, lernēn) and North. R.² liorniga, L. leorniga (once gelearnade), less frequently liorniga, is to be explained by the changing vocalism of the ending.

Note 13. The occurrence of æ, instead of a, often points to earlier ē-inflection (compare the vocalism of habban, segean, etc., with that of verbs like macian, laðian, etc.). Here belong:

a) North. Rit. inf. spēria, pret. gispāredē, beside Common OE. spārian, spare (OHG. sparēn; Ps. ind. pres. 3 sing. spearað, imp. speara, pret. spearede);

b) North. plægiga, play, etc., R.² pret. plægedē, L. plæg(e)de, plægade (Ps. ind. pres. plur. plægiað, part. plægiendra, beside imp. plur. plagiað, R.¹ pret. pleagade, beside plur. plagadun, belong to 162, note 2; see also 391, note 1);

c) North. ondswæriga, beside Common OE. ondswarian, -sworian: in R.² generally inf. -sworia, etc., only twice -swarade; but L. inf. onsuærēga, ind. pres. 2 sing. onduærēstū, plur. onduærigeð, part. onduærēndum, pret. on(d)suāredē, gonsuāredē (cf. note 17), beside ind. pres. plur. onduariges, opt. plur. onduariga, imp. plur. onduäreð, part. onduārandede, -ende, pret. onduārede, -ade, -aide, -suarde, onduārēde, -ade, plur. -adun, -udon, and onduārade, -ode (R.¹ has also one plur. ondswārīgap, beside many a-forms). — For hnaēppian and hnappian see note 9.

Note 14. a) Of verbs with inner i there belong here bifian, tremble (beside bifian Riming Poem); clifian, adhere; ginian, gape; hlinian, lean; tillian, strive after (compare OHG. bibēn, klibēn, ginēn, hlinēn, zilēn). These have u- or o/a-umlaut in the forms with u, o, or a in the ending (105. 2; 107. 4; 160): for example, EWS. inf. tillian, ind. pres. sing. 1 tilie, 2 tiolast (tielast ?), 3 tiolað (tielað ?), plur. tilliað, opt. tilie, imp. sing. tiola (tiela ?), plur. tilliað, pret. tiolode; but WS. generalizes the i at an early period (tielað Cura Past. MS. H, tilode MS. C, beside forms with io). In LWS. y often occurs: gynian, hlynian, etc. (Cura Past. already has one opt. hlynigen in
both MSS.). In less pure WS. texts the domain of the io, eo is frequently extended: beofian, cleofian, geonian, hleonian, etc.

Dialectic inflection: Merc. R.¹ pres. part. bifgendæ; ind. pres. 3 sing. ætclifad; ind. pres. plur. hleonigap, part. hlengendes, pret. sing. hlionede, hleonede, plur. hlionadun, hleonudun. — North. R.² pret. plur. bi(f)gedon; ind. pres. 3 sing. -hlonað, plur. hlionigað, imp. hliona (hlioniga), part. hlengendum, hlioni(g)endum, hlionendra, -dun; — L. pres. part. bifi(g)ende, pret. plur. bifgedon; ind. pres. 3 sing. -hlinað, plur. hlinaða, imp. hlina (hlina), part. hlengende, etc. (hlingindi, hlinigendum, linigiendo), hliengende (lioniandra), pret. hlionade (hlinade, -ionedede), plur. -lionodon, part. gehlionad; — Rit. part. bibgiende.

b) Further belong here North. L. giwiga, giwge, demand (compare OHG. gewen): ind. pres. sing. 2 giues, -að, -as, 3 giueð, -að, -að (-Ian, -ias), plur. giuigas (giuað), etc., imp. giuig, plur. giuiað, etc., part. giwigende, giuigendum, giugende (giwige, etc.), pret. giude, giuede, -ade, -ude, plur. giuade, -giu(u)don, opt. giude, giuade; in R.² the verb runs inf. giowigia, etc., and regularly follows the ð-class (once giowestu, 412, note 5; compare OHG. gewen).

c) It is more doubtful whether WS. clipian, call, originally belongs here. In EWS. it is conjugated just like tilian (see a), but has also a few forms with eo in Cura Past. like inf. cleopian; in LWS. clipian, elipian predominates, though cleopian is also found. In Ps. cleopian (with constant eo) in general follows the ð-class, but has in the pret. 5 -ude’s, 15 -ede’s, beside only 6 -ade’s; in the plur. only -edun, -edon; in R.¹ note the participle clipigende, beside clippende, and ind. pres. 3 sing. clipap, cleopap, pret. cliopade, cleopade, etc. In North. it follows throughout the inflection of Class II: R.² elipiga, L. elipia.

d) With Goth. witan, pret. witaïda is to be compared the poet. bewitian, observe, etc., and the frequent past part. witod, weotod, decided (and so the adv. witodlice, surely, verily, North. R.² wutudlice (once -witud-), L. wutedlice, etc.

Note 15. a) Monosyllabic -ge-, etc. (note 8. c) in undoubtedly old ð-verbs are to be found in the oldest texts: thus from tilian, ginian, hlinian (note 14), onseunian (note 11) we have Ep. tilgendum, Corp. onhlingu, wīderhlingendæ, geongendi, ansceun-gendi, as well as dobgendi (compare OHG. toben, rage), and so probably seobgendi, from seofian, lament. Cura Past. has, on the other hand, only a single sporadic geliorgen in MS. II (412, note 1); Ps. one opt. plur. ðiwgen, from ðëowian, serve (cf. note 17. b); R.¹
bifgende, hlengendes; North. R.² *giðgelge, læsga, etc. (note 11),
bi(f)gedon, hlengendum, L. bifgedon, hlengende, giugiende, Rit.
bibgiende (note 14), givgað, poet. hlengende Guthl. For the corre-
sponding forms of lifgan see note 2.

b) Here belongs also the verb fetian, fetch, which in Pure WS.
becomes fecc(e)an, by way of *fetjan (196. 3), but retains its old
form outside of Pure WS. Its conjugation is: inf. fetian, feccan,
ind. pres. sing. 1 fetige, fece, 2 fetast, 3 fetað, plur. fetiað, feccad, 
opt. fetige, fece, imp. sing. feta, plur. fetiað, feccad, pret. fette
(also fetode, according to Class II), part. fett and fetod (Ep. fetod,
Corp. feotod; North. R.² L. gi-, gefotad, for *feotad, ind. pres.
3 plur. L. fatas, for *featas, 156. 2, 3).

Note 16. In the pres. part. the formation with -*g*- (note 8. d)
is often found in North., in contrast to the part. of the ő-verbs (412,
note 11): R.² wuniende (compare OHG. wonên, dwell), hlioni-
ti(g)endum, hlengendum (beside hlionendum, etc.), L. wuni(g)ende,
wungiende, uuniande, bifi(g)ende, hli(o)ngende, etc., giwigende
(giugiende, etc.), beside forms like givende, oloende, etc., Rit.
wunigende (for lifgende, etc., see note 2).

In the inflected inf. an analogous difference between ő- and é-verbs
is hardly to be observed. R.² has wunicanne and wunanne (cf. bod-
iganne, 412, note 10), and L. a single wunian.

Note 17. There is an irregular distribution of preterits without a
middle vowel (note 8. e), especially in a few verbs in g and w:

a) WS. swigian, be silent (compare OHG. swīgén), beside swugian
(71; both forms side by side in EWS.; LWS. usually swugian,
sugian, and suwian), generally follows Class II, and exhibits only
sporadically forms which are discrepant, as, in particular, the part.
wigende. In Anglian the word always occurs with i (whose length
is established by metrical considerations); the pret. is in Ps. R.¹ swí-
Other shortened forms of this kind are North. L. -drūgde (note 11),
plāgde (note 13).

b) From trūvian, trust (cf. OHG. trūên), there appears sporadi-
cally a pret. trūwde (so in Cura Past. MS. H), beside usual trūwode;
from ðeowian, serve (cf. note 15), pret. ðeowde, Ps. ðæowde, plur.
ðæowdun, beside ðiowedun; for North. L. gūde, etc., see note 14. b
(similarly are formed L. scēawde, etc., 413, note 7).

Other short forms occur only sporadically, as L. pret. geǒnda-
suarde, geǒnsuarde, note 13.
Note 18. For peculiarities in the vocalism of the endings, which perhaps might also serve as criteria of older ē-inflection, see 413, notes 3 and 6; 416, notes 1 and 3.

Note 19. The conjugation of hręppan, touch, which perhaps belongs to this class, is very irregular: inf. hręppan (sporadically hrępan, and LWS. hrępian), ind. pres. sing. 1 hręppe, 2 hrępest and hrępast, 3 hrępecē and hrępæð, opt. hręppe, imp. sing. hrępa, pret. hrępede, hrępode, and hrępode, part. hrępod.

IV. MINOR GROUPS

1. PRETERITIVE PRESENTS

417. The Germanic preteritive presents have sprung from originally strong verbs, whose preterits (perfects) have assumed a present meaning (like Lat. memini, novi, coepti, Gr. αἰδα), while the original presents have disappeared. Their forms consist of:

1) an original strong preterit with present signification (perfect present);

2) a newly formed dental preterit (351. 2) with preterit signification.

418. The inflection of the former is in general that of the strong preterits, retaining, however, various older forms, such as the ind. 2 sing. in -t, and the i-umlaut in the optative. The dental preterit conforms entirely to the inflection of the weak preterits.

419. In the formation of their perfect presents the preteritive presents range themselves under the ablaut-classes of the strong verbs. They accordingly fall into the following order:
420. First Ablaut-Class.

1) Ind. pres. 1 and 3 sing. wāt, I know, 2 sing. wāst, plur. witon (EWS. also wiotun, wietun), opt. wite, imp. sing. wite, plur. witað, inf. witan (EWS. also wiotan, wietan), pres. part. witende, pret. wisse, wiste, past part. gewiten, beside the old past part. gewiss, adj., certain. So also is inflected the compounded gewitan.

By fusion with the negative adverb ne, these forms become nāt, nāst, nyton, nyte, nysse, nyste.

Note 1. Ps. has wāt (nāt, once wāt), wāst, weotun (neotun), opt. wite (nyte), imp. wite, plur. weotað, part. weotendum, pret. wiste (nysse, nyste); — R.1 wāt, plur. witan, wutan (niton, nytan), opt. wite (nyte), imp. witað, wite gē, part. witende, pret. wiste, past part. witen. — North. R.2 wāt (wātt; once wāt; nāt, nātt), wāstu (nāstu), plur. wuttun, wuton, wutað, -as, once wittas (nuttun, nut[t]on), opt. wito, -e, imp. plur. wutað, -as, inf. wuta, pret. wiste (nyste); — L. wāt (nāt), wāst (nāst), plur. wuton, -að, -as, witteð, abbreviated wuto, ut(t)o, utu wē, gīe, wuti gē (nuttun, nutton, abbreviated nutto, nutu, nuutu, nuti), opt. witos, -a, -e, (nyta, -e), inf. wuttan, wutanne, uutanne, etc., part. wittende, uitende, pret. wiste (nyste); — Rit. wāt, vāst, wuton (nuton), wutas gīe (imp.?), opt. plur. witto, inf. wutta, part. witende, pres. wiste (nyste).

2) āg (āh, 214.1), I have, 2 sing. āḥst, plur. āgon (LWS. āgað Scint.), opt. āge, imp. āge, inf. āgan, pret. āhte, past part. āgen and āgen, adj., own (378); negated: nāh, nāgon, nāhte, etc.

Note 2. R.1 has inf. āgan, pres. plur. āgun, pret. āhte, R.2 āh, opt. āge, L. āh, 2 sing. āht, plur. āgon, -an, opt. āga, hāge, pret. āhte. In Ps. and Rit. the inflectional forms do not occur.

421. Second Ablaut-Class.

3) dēag (dēah, 214.1), I avail, 2 sing. not found, plur. dugon, EWS. opt. dyge, usually duge, inf. dugan,
pres. part. dugende (EWS. dugundæ Cod. Dipl.). Angl. 
has only the 3 sing. dēg L. (163).

422. Third Ablaut-Class.

4) qn(n), an(n), I grant (with the compounded geqn, 
I grant, and ofqn, grudge), plur. unnon, opt. unne, 
imp. unne, inf. unnan, pret. ūde, past part. geunnen.

Note 1. The word is lacking in Ps. R.1 R.2. L. has qn, opt. 
(inf.?) gewunna; Rit. ind. pres. 2 sing. giunne (giw(unn)e, givvnne), 
opt. giunne, -a, imp. giNN and giunne, inf. giwunna, part. unnende, 
pref. giúde (gebudē).

5) qn(n), can(n), I know, can (with the compounded 
onqnn, reproach with), 2 sing. qnst, canst, plur. 
cunnun, opt. cunne, inf. cunun, pret. cūde, past part. 
oncunnun, beside the old past part. cūd, known, used 
as an adjective.

Note 2. Ps. has pres. plur. cunnun, opt. cunne, pret. plur. 
cūdn; R.1 qnn, const, plur. cunnun, -an, and -aō, -ō, inf. gecun- 
nan, pret. cūpe, past part. gecūd; North. R.2 qn, plur. cunnun, 
-an, cunno gé, pret. cūde; L. qnn (once cann), plur. cunnun, 
abbreviated cunno, -i, beside gecunnas, inf. gecunna, pret. cūde; 
Rit. has no inflectional forms.

6) ðearf, I need (with the compounded beðearf), 
2 sing. ðearft, plur. ðurfon, opt. EWS. ðyrfe, usually 
ðurse, inf. ðurfan, pret. ðorfte, beside the pres. part. 
ðearfende, adj., needy (sporadically ðyrfendra, egen-
tum Gl.).

Note 3. Ps. has 2 sing. biðearft, R.1 ðearf, plur. ðurfun, ðurfe 
wé, part. ðurfende, ðorfende; North. R.2 3 sing. biðorfed (also pl.?), 
part. ðorfende, L. 3 sing. ðorfað, plur. wé ðurfu and (be)ðorfed, 
part. ðorfende (also ðorfondo, etc., once ðærforf), Rit. part. ðorfende.
7) dear(r), I dare, 2 sing. dearst, plur. durron, opt. EWS. dyrre, usually durre, pret. dorste (inf. not found).

Note 4. The word is lacking in Ps. Rit. R.¹ has pret. durste and dyste (read dyrste); North. Ruthwell Cross pret. dorste, R.² pret. (gi)darste, plur. darstun, L. darr, pret. gi-, gedarste, plur. darston.

423. Fourth Ablaut-Class.

8) sceal, I shall, LWS. often sceall (scyl Scint.), 2 sing. scealt, plur. sculon and secolon (LWS. also seylon Scint.), opt. EWS. scyle and sciele, scile, LWS. scule, seeole, inf. sculan, secolan, pret. sceolde (more rarely scolde; once plur. sculdon in Cura Past.).

Note 1. The word is lacking in Ps. R.¹ has sceal, seal, 2 sing. scealt, scalt, plur. sculon, scule gê, opt. scyle, pret. sculde (once scalde), opt. scylde; North. Cædmon’s Hymn plur. scylon, R.² sceal, plur. scilun, opt. scile, pret. plur. scealdun, L. sceal (once scal), scealt, plur. sciolun, -un, scilon (once gê scilo), opt. scile, -o, pret. seealde, Rit. (in rubrics) seal, beside sceall.

9) mon, man (likewise the compounded gemon, onmon), I intend, 2 sing. monst, manst, plur. munon, opt. LWS. myne, usually mune, imp. ge-, onmune, and gemyne, gemune, inf. munan, pres. part. munende, pret. munde, past part. gemunen.

Note 2. LWS. has a few new formations after the model of the regular strong presents, like ind. pres. sing. 1 gemune, 2 gemunst, 3 gemanð, plur. gemunað, imp. sing. gemune, plur. -að.

In Anglian this confusion extends still further. Ps. has ind. pres. sing. 1 gemunu, 2 gemynes (opt.?), opt. plur. gemynen, imp. sing. gemyne, plur. gemunað, inf. gemunan, pret. gemundes; R.¹ ind. pres. 2 sing. gemynest, pret. gemunde; North. R.² imp. sing. gimyne, plur. -as, L. ind. pres. 3 sing. gemynes, plur. gemynas, imp. sing. gemyne and gemona (or inf.?), plur. gemynas (corrected from gemonas) and (opt.) gemynam gê, pret. gemýste (for *gemynste, 186. 1), Rit. imp. sing. gemyne.
424. Fifth Ablaut-Class.

10) mæg, I can, 2 sing. meaht, LWS. miht, plur. magon, opt. mæge, plur. -en (LWS. also mage, very late muge), inf. LWS. sporadic magan, pres. part. LWS. magende, pret. meahte (mehte, 108. 2), LWS. mihte, with i-umlaut, which no doubt originally proceeded from the opt. pret.

Note. Ps. has in the pres. meg, plur. magun, magon, opt. mege; R.1 mæg, mæht, plur. magun, -on, opt. mæge; North. R.2 1 and 3 sing. mæg(e), plur. magun, -on, -an (once magun), opt. mæge; L. sing. 1 and 3 mæg and mæge (-æ, -i, -o), 2 mæht, plur. magon, mægon (mago, -a), opt. mæge, plur. -o; Rit. sing. mæg, plur. mægon, -o, magon, opt. mægi (-e). The Anglian pret. is always mæhte Ps. R.1 R.2 L. Rit.

11) be-, ge-neah, it suffices (used only in the 3d person), plur. -nugon, opt. -nuge, pret. benohte (inf. not found; the word does not occur at all in Anglian).

425. Sixth Ablaut-Class.

12) mót, I may, 2 sing. möst, plur. möton, opt. möte, pret. möste (inf. not found).

Note. The only Anglian instances are R.1 mót, pret. plur. möstun, L. mót, plur. möto wé, pret. plur. möston.

2. VERBS IN -mi

426. The ind. pres. 1 sing. of the Indo-European verb ended either in -ő or in -mi (compare the Gr. verbs in -o and -mu, like φέρω and τίθημι, etc.). To the verbs in -ő belong all the regular Germanic verbs; of the verbs in -mi only scanty remains have been preserved; they are distinguished by the fact that the ind. 1 sing. ends in -m.

Here belong the following OE. verbs:
1. The Substantive Verb

427. The substantive verb is composed of forms from the four roots, es; er, or (ind. and opt. pres.); bheu (ind. and opt. pres. with future signification, inf. and imp.); and wes (inf., pres. part., and pret.). The inflection is as follows:

1) roots es and or:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EWS.</th>
<th>Ps.</th>
<th>NORTH.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>eom</td>
<td></td>
<td>am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>eart</td>
<td></td>
<td>arđ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur.</td>
<td>sint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sind</td>
<td>aron, -un</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sindon, -un</td>
<td>sindon, -un</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optative

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing.</td>
<td>sie, sī</td>
<td>sīe, sē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur.</td>
<td>sīen, sīn</td>
<td>sīe, sē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prothesis of the negative adverb ne gives neam (nam), narđ, naron (note 4), and Common OE. nis.

Note 1. EWS. has, beside eom, sporadic eam Or., in the plur. several instances of sient, siendon Cura Past. MS. H, but only one siendon in MS. C; in the opt. the forms sīe, sīen everywhere predominate, and these, according to metrical evidence, are to be regarded as disyllabic in the poet. texts (and therefore probably in the earlier language).

Note 2. The LWS. ind. 3 sing. is often ys (nys), the plur. generally sind (synd), sint (synt), more rarely sindon (syndon; poet. seondon is Kentish; cf. note 3), the opt. generally sỳ, plur. sỳn (beside sī, sig, etc.); in less pure WS. texts also sīo, sēo, etc.
Note 3. In Kentish the 2 sing. cart is found in Kent. Hymn; the plur. is: Kent. Gl. sint (siont, also sin, sion), Kent. Charters frequently sl(o)ndon, -an, seondan, beside sint; the opt.: Kent. Gl. sio (more rarely sî), Kent. Hymn sîo; Kent. Charters sio, sêo, beside sîe, sê, plur. sîon, beside sîen. Later texts under Kentish influence have also in the ind. plur. send for synd (154).

Note 4. Beside the forms adduced in the paradigm, Ps. has ind. sing. 1 neam, 3 nis, and the opt. 1 sing. one each of siem, sion, beside sîe. The commonest form of the ind. plur. is sind, and the least common earun.

In R.¹ the inflection is: ind. sing. 1 eam (once each nam, næm), 2 cart (once each earð, arþu), 3 is (his; nis), plur. sindun, -on (rarely syndun, -on, sendun, -on) and more rarely sint, once arun, opt. sing. 1 sêo, 2, 3 sîe, sîae (sia, sê, sŷ, sŷa), plur. sîe (sia, sŷ), and sîen, sîen.

North. has: R.² ind. sing. 2 is (rare, 356, note 2), 3 negative nis; L. 2 sing. sporadic arst and his, beside arô, in the plur. abbreviations like aru wê, aro gê, etc., rarely also sind, opt. also siê, see, sê; and the negated nam, narô, nis, naron, naro gîe. Rit. has am, arô, is, plur. aron (aro gîe), sint, sind, sindon, opt. sîe, sê, negated nis, naro gîe.

The forms eam, earð, earun occur now and then in the poetry.

2) root bheu:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EWS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ps.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. (bio, bêo)</td>
<td>bióm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. bist</td>
<td>bis(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. biď</td>
<td>biď</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. bîoď, bêoď</td>
<td>biőď</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Participle</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bîon, bêon</td>
<td>(bîonde, bêonde)</td>
<td>Sing. bîo, bêo. Plur. bîoď, bêoď</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 5. The parenthesized forms of the ind. 1 sing. and pres. part. are not found in EWS., but may be assumed with confidence according to the LWS. bêo, bêonde; on the interchange of io and ēo see 114. 2.
Note 6. In the ind. 2 and 3 sing. OE. bist, bió are to be written with short i (notwithstanding the etymologically correspondent Lat. fis, fit). This is proved not only by the byst, byó which are very common in LWS., but especially by the North. plur. bioðun, -on, whose u-umlaut can only be referred to the parallel biðun, -on, which again rests on the sing. bió.

Note 7. Ps. has a few instances of 2 sing. bis, without t, beside regular bist.

Note 8. Kent. shows no material variation from the WS. paradigm (Cod. Dipl. inf. bían, beside bión, 159, note 3). Ps. has, beside many instances of biom, two of bëom, one of bëam, and one of bio, in the plur. a few cases of bëað, in the imp. sing. one of bia, beside several of bioð, bío (bið as plur. may be regarded as a clerical error). There are no examples of opt. and part. The conjugation in R.¹ is: ind. pres. sing. bëom, bist, bið, -þ (and twice bëop, following the plur.), plur. bëop, -ð, more rarely bioþ, -ð, and once bioðon, frequently unumlauted beþon, opt. sing. bëo, plur. bëon, imp. sing. bëo, plur. bëop (bioþ), inf. bëon.

North. has: R.², beside bið, once biað (on is, beside bist, see note 4); in the plur. bioðun, -on (once bioðo) predominates, biað is rare (opt., imp., inf. not found); L., beside bëom, biom, once bium, beside bið, once bieð, in the plur., beside frequent bioðon (twice bido), once bioðon, twice biað; the opt. forms bia, bie and inf. bían occur only once each (imp. lacking); Rit. biom, bist, bið, plur. bioðon. The plur. biað occurs also in the Leiden Riddle (and Corp.).

In the poetry the forms bëoð, bëoñ occur frequently in cases where the metre requires disyllabic forms (Beitr. 10. 477).

3) root wes:

Present

Infinitive: wesan  Participle: wesende  
Imperative: sing. wes, plur. wesað

Preterit

Indicative  Optative
Sing. 1. wæs  wære
2. wære

etc., regularly like a strong verb (391).
Fusion with the negative results in pret. sing. naes, 2 naere, plur. naeron, opt. naere.

Note 9. For wæs, naes there also occur the enclitic by-forms wæs, nas (49, note 1; EWS. frequently in Chron.).

Note 10. The discrepancies of the non-WS. dialects result from the relevant phonetic laws: thus, for example, Corp. part. ætweos-endne, beside inf. wesan (Ps. has, of the present, only the ind. sing.), Ps. pret. wæs, wære, plur. wærun, etc.; R. inf. wesa, imp. plur. wesaþ, pret. wæs, wære, and wære, plur. wærun, wærun, etc.

North. R. inf. wosa, imp. sing. wæs, plur. wosað, pret. wæs (once was), wære, plur. wærun, -on and wærun, etc., opt. wære, negated naes, neron, opt. nære; L. inf. wosa (wossa), etc., imp. sing. wæs (uaes; once wes), plur. wosað, -as, pret. wæs (waes), etc., wære, plur. wæron, wærón, etc. (more rarely wærón, etc., also once ymbwæson), opt. wære, wære (rarely uære, etc.), negated pret. naes(s), plur. neron, naerun, opt. nere, naere, etc.

2. The Verb will

428. The present tense of the verb will was originally confined in Germanic to an optative used indicatively; to these have been added in OE. a new optative and an imperative (the latter occurring only as a negative). The preterit is of the weak conjugation. The WS. inflection is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. wille</td>
<td></td>
<td>willan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. wilt</td>
<td>wille (wile)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. wile (wille)</td>
<td>willen</td>
<td>Participle willende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. willað</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterit</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wolde</td>
<td>(like nerede, etc., 409)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note 1. EWS. *wille* is rather rare as ind. 3 sing., and *wile* uncommon as opt. In LWS. all forms of the present often have the vowel y: *wylle, wylt*, etc.

Note 2. The verb *willan* nearly always coalesces with a preceding *ne*, the vocalism of the individual forms exhibiting some changes in consequence. The EWS. forms of Cura Past. are: ind. pres. sing. 1 *nyle* (in MS. H also *nelle*, Or. *nele*), 3 *nylle* (MS. H and Or. also *nellað*), opt. *nylle, nyle* (MS. C also once *nele*), plur. *nyllen*, pret. *nolde*; in LWS. the e-forms prevail: *nelle*, etc.


Note 4. Greater variation is exhibited by Anglian:


3. The Verb *do*

429. The verb *dōn*, *do*, is conjugated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Indicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS.</td>
<td>Ps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. dō</td>
<td>dōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. dōst</td>
<td>dōest, -s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. dōē</td>
<td>dōē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. dōō</td>
<td>dōō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. dō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. dōn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 2. dō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. 1. dōn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. dōō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dōn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infl. dōnne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dōa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dōanne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dōnde</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. dyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. dydes(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. dyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. dydon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONJUGATION 357

Optative

Sing. dyde dyde dyde
Plur. dyden dyden {dydon ?}
{dēdun ?}

Participle

-dōn -dōen -dōen

Note 1. WS. deviations from the paradigm are extremely rare. EWS. has in Cura. Past. MS. C one opt. doe, which probably must be interpreted as dōe, in MS. H one part. weldonandum (-dēndum ?). The ind. plur. dēdon, opt. dēde, and the past part. ge-, fordēn, which occur in the poetry, are unknown to WS. prose (dēde, plur. dedon in Cura Past. MS. C II are Kenticisms for dyde, etc., 154).

Note 2. It is sometimes doubtful whether oe should be written œ or ōe, since the MSS. do not recognize the ligature. When forms with ō occur also, ōe is probable, but when the parallelism is with ōa, ōae, it is in general better to interpret as ōe (cf. 430, note 1).

Note 3. Kentish agrees in general with WS.: Kent. Gl. 3 sing. dēd, dēt, imp. dō, opt. pret. dede (cf. note 1), part. (on)dōn, Kent. Ps. 3 sing. gedeō, imp. gedoo, Kent. Hymn imp. gedō; Kent. charters inf. dōn and gedōan, opt. sing. gedoe, plur. gedoen (once gē gedēo, 27, note ?), once gedōn.

Note 4. The 2 sing. dēs, without t, occurs only once in Ps., while dydes is more frequent than dydest (dōō as 3 sing. is probably only a clerical error); ic dō and dōa as opt. sing. occur only once each; the prevalent doe, as an Anglian form, is no doubt to be understood as dōe; inf. dōan is found but once.

The inflection in R.1 is: ind. sing. 1 dōm (twice dō), 2 dōest, 3 dēp, plur. dōap (once dōep) and dōp, -ē, opt. sing. dō (once dōa), plur. dōan, dōa, imp. sing. dō, plur. dōap, -ēp, dōō, inf. dōan, dōa, infl. dōanne, part. dōnde, doende (dōende ?), pret. dyde, 2 dydest, plur. dydun, -on, past part. -dōan, once gedoen (gedōan ?).

North. has frequently in R.2 doe as translation of a Lat. ind. 1 sing., beside the forms given in the paradigm (but very likely this should be regarded as opt.); in the 3 sing. a few instances of dōaō, in the plur. a few of dōō, -es, in the imp. plur. one undōaō. In the imp. sing. dō, and in the pret. plur. dēdun, is the rarer form.

The inflection in L. is: ind. sing. 1 dōam, less frequently doom, dōm (also dō, dōa, dōe or dōē, some of which are perhaps optatives),
2 doas, -aes (dōað), beside does, dōest, 3 dōð, -s, beside dōað, -as, -æð, plur. dōað, -as, -eð, -es, opt. dōe (dōe ?), beside dōa (once doa, i.e., dōam), imp. dō, doo, dōa, plur. dōað, -as, -æð, -eð, -es, inf. dōa, dōæ, dōe, infl. dōan(n)e, dōenne, part. dōende (dōende ?), pret. dyde, etc., plur. rarely dēdon, opt. dyde, plur. rarely dēdon, part. -dōen.

Rit. ind. sing. 1 dōm, 2 dōest (once dōst), 3 dōð, plur. dōað, -as, -æð, -eð, opt. dōe (dōe ?), imp. sing. dō, plur. dōað, -eð, inf. dōa, part. dōende (dōende ?), pret. dyde, plur. dydon, part. -dōen.

Note 5. In the poetry disyllabic forms should frequently be substituted for the monosyllabic ones which are handed down (Beitr. 10. 477).

4. The Verb go

430. The verb gān, go (beside gōngan, 396, note 2), is thus conjugated in WS:

### Present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1. gā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. gāest</td>
<td>gā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. gāð</td>
<td>gān</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur. gāð</td>
<td></td>
<td>Infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gān, infl. gānne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Optative</th>
<th>Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing. 1, 3. eode</td>
<td>eode</td>
<td>gegān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(like nere(de, etc., 409)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1. For āe the older MSS. often have ae, which might in itself be interpreted as āe (429, note 2); below it is given as āe only where the MSS. themselves employ the ligature ae, side by side with ae.

Note 2. There are no Kentish deviations to speak of except the pret. iode, beside eode (150, note 3).

Note 3. Ps. agrees in general with WS., but in the ind. 1 sing. has once gān, beside gā; the opt. occurs only once as gae, that is, probably, gāē; the inf. is lacking; the pres. part. is gūnde.
R.¹ has ind. sing. 1 gā, 2 gās þu, gāst, 3 gāþ, -ō (once gāð), plur. gāþ (twice gāþ), opt. sing. gā, plur. gān (once gān), imp. sing. gā (once gae, i.e., gā), plur. gāþ, -ō, more rarely gāþ, -ō, inf. gā, gā, pret. ëode (thrice ëade); past part. is lacking (only -gōngen).

Note 4. The North. inflection is: R.² ind. sing. 1 gāe (once gaa), 2 gæst(u), 3 gæð, -s, and gæ(a)ð, -s, plur. gæð, -s, opt. gaa, gæ, imp. sing. gaa, plur. gæ(a)ð, -s, inf. gaa, pret. ëode, more rarely ëade, part. foregiëad; — L. ind. sing. 1 gāe, gae, gāæ, 2 gæst (gāð), gāes, gas, 3 gasð, gæð, gæð, -s (gæed), plur. gaað, gæð, gæð, -s, opt. gæ, gae, imp. sing. gæ(a), gāæ, gae, plur. gæ(a)ð, gæð, -s, inf. gaa, gææ, gæ, pret. ëade, more rarely ëode, part. geëad, etc.; — Rit. ind. sing. 1 gæ, 2 gæst, 3 gæð, plur. gæ(a)ð, -s (once gæð), opt. gæ (gae), imp. plur. gæ(a)ð, inf. gaa, pret. ëade.
SOME ABBREVIATIONS

Ælfr. Gramm., Hom., etc. = Ælfric’s Grammar, Homilies, etc. (2, note 5).

AfdA. = Anzheimer für Deutsches Altertum und Deutsche Litteratur.

Angl. = Anglian.

anv. = anomalous verb.

Archiv = Archiv für das Studium der Neueren Sprachen (Herrig’s Archiv).

Beitr. = Beiträge zur Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache und Literatur (Paul und Braune’s Beiträge).


Beow. = Beowulf.

Blickl. = Blickling Homilies.

Boeth. = Boethius.

Chart. = Charters (2, note 1).

Chron. = Chronicle (2, note 5).

Cod. Dipl. = Codex Diplomaticus, ed. Kemble (for charters; 2, note 1).

Corp. = Corpus Glosses (2, note 4).

Cura Past., CP. = Cura Pastoralis (2, note 5).


Ep. Al. = Epistola Alexandri (Anglia 4. 139 ff.).

Erf. = Erfurter Glosses (2, note 4).

EWS. = Early West Saxon.

Gen. B. = Lines 235–851 (translated from Old Saxon) of the poetical Genesis.

Germ. = Germanic.

Gl. = Glosses.

Goth. = Gothic.

Haupt’s Zs. = ZfdA.

Kent. = Kentish.
Hymn, Psalm, Charters (2, note 4).
later Mart. = later Martyrology (in Cockayne’s Shrine, London,
1864 ff., pp. 44 ff.).
Leid. Rid. = Leiden Riddle.
LWS. = Late West Saxon.
Mart. = older Martyrology (for example, in Sweet’s Oldest English
Texts, 177–178).
ME. = Middle English.
Merc. = Mercian.
Metr. = Metres (2, note 4).
MHG. = Middle High German.
MLN. = Modern Language Notes.
North. = Northumbrian.
OE. = Old English.
OET. = Oldest English Texts.
OHG. = Old High German.
ON. = Old Norse.
Or. = Orosius (2, note 5).
OS. = Old Saxon.
Prim. = Primitive.
Ps. = Psalter (in MS. Vesp. A. I; 2, note 3).
QF. = Quellen und Forschungen zur Sprach- und Culturgeschichte
der Germ. Völker, ed. W. Scherer, etc.
R.¹ (Rushw.¹) and R.² (Rushw.²) = the two parts of the Rushworth
Gloss to the Gospels (2, note 3).
Rit. = Durham Ritual (2, note 2).
Scint. = Defensor’s Liber Scintillarum, ed. E. W. Rhodes, London,
1889.
sm., sf., sn., sv. = strong masculine, feminine, neuter, verb.
Spelm. Ps. = Spelman’s Psalter.
wm., wf., wn., wv. = weak masculine, feminine, neuter, verb.
WS. = West Saxon.
ZfdA. = Zeitschrift für Deutsches Altertum = Haupt’s Zeitschrift.
ZfdPh. = Zeitschrift für Deutsche Philologie.
* indicates a hypothetical form.
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[The numbers refer to sections. Prefixes are disregarded in the alphabetizing. The index-words are usually given in their WS. form; in the case of dialectic variants, cross-references have been made where desirable. Unstable i and y, if not readily found, may be sought under ie; io under eo or ie; a before m or n, under o; sca, seo under se(e)a, se(e)o; ð follows t when initial, but otherwise has the position of th; æ has the position of ae. From the Phonology have been excluded the examples of accent in §§ 121–124.

a, adv., 62 n.; 118.1. a; 174. 3.
æ, see æc, æcumba, see æx, acumba.
æcyrf, smn. ? 267. a.
ædr (eddru), sf., 201 n. 1; 229.
ædre, adv., 315 n. 1.
æf-, adv., 51; 130.
æfæst (æwæst), adj., 118 n. 2.
æfdell, sn. ? 263 n. 3.
æfde, see habban.
æfen, smn., 57. 2; 248.
2 and n. 2. tò æfen- es, adv., 320.
æfenian, wv., 414 n. 3.
æf(e)st, sf., 43 n. 4; 186 n. 3; 266.
æfnan, wv., 89. 2 and n. 2; 144 n. 2; 193 n.; 404 n. 1. b.
æfæst, sup., 314; 328.
æftæmist, sup., 314; 328.
æfter, prep., 4 n. 2; 154 n.; 314.
æfterfylgend, m., 286 n. 2.
æfter(r)ra, comp., 145 n.; 231. 4; 314 and n. 1; 328.
æfwerdlæ, wv., 405 n. 1.
æg, n., 175. 2; 290.
ægen, see ægen.
ægerfelma, wv., 290 n. 1.
ægergelu, sn., 290 n. 1.
æghwæ, pron., 347 and n. 2.
æghwær, adv., 321 n. 2.
æghwæðer (ægær), pron., 214 n. 5; 347 and n. 2.
æghwæðer, -hwlæ, pr., 100 n. 3; 214 n. 5; 214. 2; 347 and n. 2.
æghwider, æghwænan, adv., 321 n. 2.
ægæs, see ægæðer.
æhæ, pr., 320 n.
æhæ, sm. ? 220; 222 n. 4; 228; 289 (cf. ðær).
æht, sf., 269.
æhtætig, æhtowe, etc., see eæhtah, eahta, etc.
ælan, wv., 405 n. 1.
INDEX

aelc, pron., 43 n. 4; 347 and n. 1; ælce(w)uht, n., 347.
aeldra, -du, see ieldra, -du.
æled, sm., 244. 1.
onelan, sm., 248. 2.
Ælf(h)elm, Ælf(h)ære, pr. n., 217.
Ælfræd, pr. n., 57 n. 2; 80 n. 3.
Ælfpeeld, pr. n., 199 n. 1.
Ælfpwini, pr. n., 263 n. 5.
ællefne, ælletta, hund-ælleftig, see endleof-
ælmeslic, adj., 196 n. 4. 
ælmi(e)htig, adj., 151 n.; 221 n. 1.
æltâwe, adj., 57. 2. a.
æmerge, wf., 100 n. 4; 176.
æmetig, adj., 217 n. 1.
æne, see æn.
ænes, adv., 237 n. 1; 331.
ængel, see engel.
ænigege, see ænæge.
ænig, adj., 90; 151.1; 214. 5; 348. 1; ænge
Ænigege, adv., 320.
ænith, n., 100 n. 3; 348. 1.
æninga, see ænunga.
ænlic, adj., 100 n. 3.
Ænliche, etc., see Æn-
ænne, see æn.
æppel, sm., 10; 140; 160. 3; 189; 228; 273 and n. 2, 3.
æps, see æsp.
ær, adv. comp., 313; 323.
ærce(-), see earc and arce.
Ærende, sm., 100 n. 4; 248. 1.
Ærend(w)reca, wm., 164 n. 2.
Ærendwrecc(e)an, wv., 407 n. 17.
Ærest(a), sup., 196. 1; 311; 313; 328; 329.
Ærest Æninga, adv., 320.
ærfe, see ierfe.
Ærist, smf., 266 and n. 1; 269 and n. 4.
Ærlést, see ærléast.
ærn, sn., 43. 3; 79 n. 2; 89 n. 4; 179. 1.
Ærnan, wv., 79 n. 2; 89 n. 4; 405 n. 1.
Ærra, comp., 313; 328.
æsc, sm., 89. 2.
Æsee, wf., 206. 3. b.
Æscðrome, wf., 278 n. 1.
æsep, smf.? 204. 3.
Æsêpe, wf., 89. 2.
Æspring, -spring, sf., 31 n. 1; 266 and n. 1.
æt, prep., adv., 51 and n.
Ætgāru, sm.(?), 273 n. 3.
Æðel-, 199 n. 1.
Æðelbrōht, pr. n., 179. 2.
Ædele, adj., 50 n. 2.
Æðelgeard, pr. n., 212 n. 1.
Æðelinge, sm., 50 n. 2.
Æðm, sm., 57. 2.
Æððrine, sm., 263. 1.
Æððthæ, see Æððse.
Æðþwa, pron., 347.
Æw, see Æ.
Æwán, see iæwan.
Æwfrêst, see Æwfrêst.
Æx, sf., 50 n. 2; 209; 258. 2.
Afene, pr. n., 194.
Aforna, wn., 103 n. 2.
Ægan, anv., 292 b; 420. 2 and n. 2.
Ægæhwær, adv., 321 n. 2.
Ægen (Ægen), adj., 128. 2; 144. a; 147;
Ægendwrecc(e)an, wv., 214 n. 2.
Ægnian, wv., 214 n. 2; 412 n. 5, 6, 9; 414 n. 2.
Ægian, ah, see Æscian, ac.
Æhlæca, Æhnian, Æhsian, Æht, see Æglæcc(e)an, Æg-
Æhnian, Æscian, Æwuhnt.
Æhwâ, pron., 346.
Æhwær (Æwer), adv., 43 n. 4; 57 n. 2; 321 n. 2.
Æhwæct, Æhwylc, pron., 346.
Æhwæder(Æwdær, Æder), pron., 222 n. 1; 346.
Æhx(s)ian, see Æscian.
ælan, sv., 392 n. 1.
ald, æld, alidan, see eald, ædl, ealdian.
Aldwini, pr. n., 263 n. 5.
an, see æn.
al, almechtig, aloð, am, see eall, æl-
mð(e)htig, ealu, em.
an, see on.
an-, see on-
æan, num., 90; 188 n. 5; 324. 1; 327; Ænra
ægelweal, pron., 324.
Ænra; instr., æne, 237 n. 2; 331; æne
Ænsa, adv., 320; 331.
Ænscum, ænxum, ænx-
Ænsynnis, see ængsum,
ængsumyns.
and, see æn.
and-, see æn-, ænd-
andustiga, wv., 412 n. 9.
Ænæge, -ige, Æniæge, adj., 100 n. 5, 7.
Ænfeald, adj., 330 and n. 1.
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åninga, see åninga.
änlic, adj., 100 n. 3.
änliepe, -ig (änlappe; ännlepe, -ig), adj., 100 n. 5; 217; 329 n. 3.
ant-, see ond-.
åninga (åninga, eninga, adv., 318 n. änwiht, n., 348. appla, see æppel.
apuldre, wfl., 103; 228.
år, sm., 273.
år, sf., 44 n. 1; 134. b; 252 and n. 4; 276 n. 3.
arc, sm., 10; 79 n. 3; 162. 2.
arcæ- (ærce-), 79 n. 3.
arcæbiscop, sm., 79 n. 3.
arg, see earg.
årian, wv., 411 n. 5; 412 n. 5, 6, 8.
årleæst (ærleæst), f., 100 n. 5.
arm, arn, see earm, iernan.
arod, adj., 103.
aron, see com.
geárwyrðian, wv., 412 n. 5.
asc, wfl., 10; 160. 3; 204. 3; 209.
ascian, wv., 204. 3; 209; 209 n. 4.
Åsgout, pr. n., 26 n.
assa, wtm., 10; 202.
as(e)n, swf., 10.
at, atelic, seeæt, atelic.
atelucost, adv., 43 n. 3.
åd, sm., 62; 239. 1. a.
åðer, åsl, see åhwæðer, ådl.
atol, adj., 50. 1; 103 and n. 2; 147.
atollic, adj., 231. 4.
åtor (attor), sn., 139 and n.; 229; 244. 1.
Atsur, pr. n., 205. a and n. 1.
åht, åðer, seeåwuht, åhwæðer.
Avene, see Afene.
åwer, åwðer, see åhwæðer, åhwæðer.
åwuht (åht, åht; åwuht), n., 6 n. 1; 344. 3 and n. 3.
awul, sf., 73. 1.
ax(se), åx(s)ian, see asce, ascian.
Azur, see Atsur.
bâ, see bègen.
baacan, sv., 368 n. 4; 392 n. 1.
badu, see beadu.
baac, sm., 240.
baecer, see baecere.
baecestre, wfl., 276 n. 4; 278.
bædan, wv., 405 n. 3.
bædzere, see baecere.
bæftan, adv., 110 n. 4.
abaelgan, see abaelg(e)an.
bar, adj., 294.
-bærere, adj., 299.
bærnan, wv., 79 n. 2; 89 n. 4; 405. 1 a; 406 n. 2.
bærn, sm., 231. 4.
bær, sm., 179. 1.
bærbæstan, see berstan.
bætan, wv., 405 n. 8 b.
bæð, sn., 103; 240.
bæzere, sm., 205 n. 1.
bæla, wtm., 80 n. 3.
bællace, see bælllice.
Balðh(a)ard, pr. n., 201. 2.
balu, sm., 103 n. 1; 134. d; 249 and n. 1.
balzam, subst., 205 n. 1.
bân, sn., 12; 239. 1 b.
barn, see biernan.
basu, adj., 300 and n.
bætwâ, see bègen.
bäccen, sn., 99; 108.
2; 141; 163; 243. n.
béada, see bëdan.
beadu, sf., 103 n. 2; 134. d; 174. 2; 260 and n. 1.
béag, sm., 63; 108. 2; 163; 214. 1.
beald, adj., 201. 2.
bealdlice, adv., 198. 3.
bealu, see balu.
béam, sm., 37. 1; 150 n. 1.
béan, sf., 35 n. 2.
beara, see beran.
bearg, sm., 162. 2.
bearn, sm., 239. 1 b.
bearna, see biernan.
bearu, sm., 103 n. 1; 134. d; 174. 2; 249.
béatan, sv., 366 n. 2; 371 n. 3; 396. 2 a.
béaw, sm., 250. 1.
béc, see bòc.
bécen, -on, -un, see bëacen.
gebæd, sn., 104. 3; 241.
béd(â), sn., 231. 1; 247. b.
gebëdda, wfl., 278 n. 4.
bédecian, wv., 411 n. 4.
bég, see bëag.
bégen, bâ, bû, num., 60 n.; 324 n. 1.
bèlg, see bëlg.
bélgan, see bëlg.
bélgan, sv., 213; 214; 387 n. 1.
bellan, sv., 387 n. 1.
bèn, sf., 269.
bènc, sf., 269.
bènd, smf., 266 and n. 1.
bèndan, wv., 405 n. 11 a.
bénn(n), sf., 258. a.
gebënn, sn., 267. a.
bèo, bío, wfl., 114. 2; 166 n. 7; 278 n. 2.
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bēo-, biobreād, sn., 166 n. 7.
bēoc, see bōc.
bēod, sm., 64; 150 n. 2.
bēoden, n., 104. 1; 1; 114 n. 2.
bēorgan, n., 104. 2.
bēom, sm., see bēam.
bēom, bión, anv., 114.
2; 150 n. 6; 350. 2; 427. 2 and n 5–8.
beora(n), see beran.
beorc, n., 388 n. 1.
beorg, sm., 214. 1.
beorgan, sv., 164. 1; 134. 1; 213; 388 n. 1.
beorht, adj., 164. 1 and n. 4; 179. 2; 221. 1.
beorhtian, n., 412 n. 7.
beorstan, n., see berstan.
beorn(a), see beran.
Beornice, pr. n., 264.
beosu, see besu.
béot, biot, sv., 43 n. 4; 114 n. 1.
béotian, biotian, sv., 166 n. 6.
béow, sn., 250. 1.
*be(o)wian, sv., 408 n. 15.
bera, wm., 107. 2.
beran, sv., 17; 53; 54. b; 107. 2 and n. 2; 131; 134. b; 160. 1; 164 n. 2; 186 n. 3; 296 n. 1; 306 n. 2; 370 n. 2; 371 n. 2; 383 n. 5; 3, 6, 7; 390; 391 n. 5.
bere, sm., 128. 1; 133.
b; 203. 1 and n. 4; 288 n. 1.
bere(r)n, sn., 43. 3. a.
berg, see bearig.
berga(n), see beorgan and bierg(e)an.
berht, berhtta, berhtniga, see beorht.
berhtan, beorhtnian.
berian, vv., 400 n. 1.
berie, wF., 175. 2.
beria, see bierg(e)an.
berstan, sv., 79 n. 2; 359. 3; 389 and n. 2.
besig, see bysig.
besu, adj., 300.
bé, adv., 133 n. 1; 182; 323.
béstan, sv., 400 n. 2.
bí, adv., 24 n. 33 n.
bia, bian, see béo, bêon.
bicg(e)an, see bycg(e)an.
bindan, sv., 201. 4. b; 359. 3; 376 n. 3; 382 n. 1. a.
bindan, sv., 54. b; 197.
b; 198. 4. a; 205. b; 355 n. 2; 357 n. 2; 358 n. 5. b; 7; 359.
2, 3 and n. 2; 367.
372 and n. 3; 391. 3
and n. 9.
bie, see béo.
biecan, sv., 99; 358 n. 4; 404. 1. c.
bieg(e)an, sv., 31 n. 2; 405 n. 2.
bieg, sm., 159. 3; 266.
ábieg(e)an, sv., 406 n. 1.
bie, see béo.
bie, wF., 276 n. 3.
a; 278.
bien, see bêan.
bierc, wF., 206 n. 2.
bierg(e)an, sv., 164.
bierhtan, vv., 164. 2 and n. 4.
bierhtu, f., 164. 2.
bierhtan, sv., 65 n. 1; 79 n. 2; 179. 1; 231 n. 1; 356 n. 2. 3.
bifian, bifian, biofian, wF., 205 n. 3; 416 n. 14.
a, 15. a, 16.
big, bigan, see bi, biegin.
bíg-servicea, wF., 24 n.
bígge(n)ea, wF., 24 n.
bígge(n) (biqugg), sm., 214 n. 1.
bileo, wm., 107. 4.
bindan, sv., 45. 2, 3 and n. 2; 54. b; 134.
c; 144 n. 1; 190; 198. 4. a; 201. 4. b; 205. b and n. 2; 355 ff.; 367; 386 and n. 3, 4.
onbinda, sv., 56 n. 1.
bin, sm., 273 n. 1.
birce(n), birga(n), birhtan, birhtu, biriga, birnan, see bierc, bierg(e)an, bierhtan, bierhtu, bierg(e)an, birnan.
bisce(o)p, sm., 204. 3.
bismerian, wF., 304 n. 4; 412 n. 10; 413 n. 3.
bisnian, wF., 413 n. 3.
bispel, sm., 24 n.
bita, wm., 107. 5.
bitan, sv., 201. 4. a; 382 n. 1. a.
bite, sm., 54. a; 263. 1.
biter(t), adj., 44 n. 2; 228 and n. 2; 296.
blac, bliec, adj., 294 n. 1.
blæd, sm., 103; 240.
blædre (bleeddre), wF., 229.
blæwan, sv., 57. 2. a; 62 n.; 156. 5; 396.
2. c and n. 8.
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bledsian, see bletsian.
bléndan, vv., 405 n.
11. a.
bléð(h), blio, sn., 114.
2; 223 n. 2; 247 n.
3.
gebléð(h), etc., adj.,
207 n. 2; 301 n. 2.
bléri(eg)e, adj., 214. 5.
blétsian, vv., 198. 4.
a; 205. b; 411 n. 4;
412 n. 6.
błéwun, see bláwan.
blícán, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
blíccettan, vv., 231. 4.
389 n.
blíc, sm., 263. 1.
blind, adj., 54. b.
blíðe, adj., 299, 302 n.
blíðs, bliss, sf., 201. 7;
231. 1; 258. 2.
blíðsian, blíssian, vv.,
201. 7; 411 n. 4;
412 n. 11.
blóð, sn., 190.
blóðláes(wu), sf., 260
and n. 3.
blóndan, sv., 395. 1.
álblóngen, part., 395 n.
2.
błótn, sv., 396. 2. b.
blówán, sv., 396. 2. b.
bóc, f., 27 n.; 60; 94.
a; 150. 4; 283; 284
1. 2; 4.
bócere, sm., 9 n.; 248.
1.
boda, wm., 25. 1; 55.
bódian, vv., 360 n. 1;
411 n. 4; 412 n. 2;
4, 6, 10; 413 n. 3;
414 n. 4; 416 n. 16.
bodig (bodei), sn., 214.
2.
bóg, sm., 214 n. 5.
bógán, bóían, vv., 414
n. 5. a.
bógincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
ból, see botl.
bóqua, wm., 227.
gebónn, sn., 267 n. 1.
bünnan, sv., 396. 1. b.
boðlic, see behðlic.
borettan, vv., 357 n. 1.
bóðn, see biernan.
bósm, sm., 142.
botl, sn., 183. 2. a;
196 n. 1.
botm, sm., 142; 196
n. 2.
box, sm., 56 n. 2.
bráð, adj. comp., 307.
bráéc, see brúcan.
bráðan, 'roast,' vv.,
405 n. 3.
bráðan, 'broaden,'
vv., 405 n. 3; 406
n. 3.
brádra, comp., 307.
bráedu, f., 279.
bráegden, adj., 89. 2.
bráew (bráaw, bréæg),
sm., 112 n. 1, 2; 214
n. 5; 366 and n. 3.
brástlian, vv., 10.
bráèðru, n. pl., 290 n.
3.
bráóæw, see bræw.
gebrec, sn., 104. 3; 241.
bréæa, vv., 107. 2.
brecan, sv., 49; 151.
1; 164 n. 2; 366 n.
3; 370 n. 3; 371 n.
2; 378 n. 1; 390 n.
1, 4.
bréæð, bráðan, see
brúcan, bregdan.
bréflán, vv., 192. 2.
bréæ, see bræw.
bregdan, sv., *55 n.;
214. 3 and n. 8; 350
n. 3; 389 and n. 1.
brego (brego), sm.,
104 n. 1; 271.
bréhg, brenht, seebræw,
beorht.
-breht, pr. n., 179. 2.
brehla, see bierhtan.
bréme, adj., 299.
bréng(e)an, vv., 407
n. 15 (see bringan).
breocan, see breocan.
bréðtan, sv., 384 n. 1.
a.
ábërððan, sv., 384 n.
1. a.
bréowán, sv., 384 n. 1.
a.
brerð, sn., 79 n. 2.
bréstan, see berstan.
bridels, sm., 238 n. 2.
bríg, see bríw.
-briht, pr. n., 179. 2.
brím, sn., 105. 3; 241.
bríngan, svw., 67; 125;
181. 1; 190; 215;
359 n. 4; 407, 1 and
n. 15.
bríw (bríg), sm., 250
n. 2.
bróc, f., 284.
bročian, vv., 414 n. 2.
brðenan, see bregdan.
bróga, wm., 276 n. 3.
b; 277.
bróhte, see bringan.
bróum, sm., 68.
brónd, sm., 65.
brððor, m., 45. 5; 285
and n. 4. b.
gebððor, m. pl., 285.
brú, sf., 255 n. 4.
brúcan, sv., 61; 96. a;
154; 163 n. 1; 385
and n. 3, 4.
brýce, ‘breaking,’ sm.,
263. 1.
brýce, ‘use,’ sm.,
263. 1.
brýce, adj., 133. a;
302.
brýce, adj., 302. a.
brýcg, sf., 206 n. 5;
258. 1.
brýd, sf., 96. a; 260.
brýgd, sm., 260.
brýne, sm., 263. 1.
onbryrdan, vv., 180;
405 n. 11. a.
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obyryndnis, sf., 180.
obytofta, pl., 201. 4. b.
obytsena, pl., 205. b.
ů, see běgen.
ůan, adv., 61; 206 and n.; 355 n. 3; 396 n. 6; 416 n. 11. d.
bycča, wm., 55; 226; 270 n. 3. c; 277.
byfam, adv., 110 n. 4.
bygān, sv., 214 n. 1; 385 and n. 3.
būne, wf., 278.
būrg, f., 50; 95; 213 n.; 214. 1; 214 n. 5; 284 and n. 1, 24.
-būrg, pr. n., 284 n. 6.
burna, wm., 179. 1; 231 n. 1.
būtan, adv., 110 n. 4.
onbūtan, abūtan, adv., 188 n. 3.
būtor, sm., 128 n. 2.
būtu, buwian (bya), see běgen, bůan.
byeg(e)an, vv., 31 n.; 400 n. 1. b; 407. 1
and n. 8; 410 n. 5.
byden, sf., 254. 2.
bydra, see bytla.
ábyffan, vv., 192. 1.
byge, sm., 263. 1.
byldan, vv., 405 n. 11.
á; (see bytlan).
gebyrđa, sf., 267. b; gebyrdu, f., 267 n. 4.
byre, gebyre, sm., 263. 1.
byrg(e)an, vv., 405 n. 2.
byrgend, m., 286 n. 2.
byrian, vv., 400 n. 1.
byrst, sm., 266.
byrían, sf., 145; 231. 4; 258. 1.
byśen, sf., 269.
bysig, adj., 154.
byśme, 196 n. 2.
bytla (bydla), vv., 196. 2.
bytlan, vv., 404 n. 1.
b; (see byldan).
cē-, see also cē-.
cajester, 75 n. 1; 89. 3.
caj, sf., 76. 1; 175. 2; 206 n. 5; 258 n. 5; 276 n. 4.
cēlan, vv., 76. 1; 405 n. 1.
cēr, see cealf.
cēlendre, 76. 1; 93. 1.
cēmban, vv., 76. 1; 405 n. 4.
cēmes, sf., 76. 1.
cēmpa, wm., 76. 1; 276 n. 3. a; 277.
cēn, sm.? 58.
cēne, adj., 76. 1; 206 n. 5; 207 n. 2; 299.
cēnmann, vv., 19. 2; 76. 1; 207 and n. 2; 405. 3.
Cēnred, pr. n., 6 n. 1.
Cēnt, pr. n., 76. 1; 206 n. 5; 284 n. 7.
cēo (cēa), wf., 38 n. 2; 114. 2; 277 n. 2; 278 n. 2.
Cēolbrehit, pr. n., 179. 2.
ceole, wf., 75 n. 3; 107 n. 1; 278.
ceorfan, sv., 75 n. 3; 109; 150 n. 3; 388 n. 1, 5.
ceorian, vv., 75 n. 3; 107 n. 1; 411 n. 4.
ceorl, sm., 75 n. 3; 150 n. 3; 206 n. 5.
ceorran, sv., 388 n. 1.
cēosan, sv., 42; 63; 64; 100. 1. b; 109; 181. 2; 201. 6; 202; 207; 234. a; 296 n. 1; 306 and n. 1; 359. 7; 8 and n. 3; 366 n. 3; 371 n. 2; 6; 380; 384. 1; 385 n. 4.
ceowan, sv., 206 n. 5; 384. 1.
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cerf, see ceorfan.
Cért, pr. n., 284 n. 7.
cés, cester, ceyga, chyæ
(clæ-, an) see cēosan,
cester, cieg(e)an, cēo.
cidan, wv., 405 n. 3.
cif(e)cen, sn., 165. 2.
ciefes, sf., 75. 1; 98. b; 254. 2.
cieg(e)an, wv., 31 n. ;
155. 3; 159. 4; 175. 2;
176; 403; 405 n. 2;
2; 408 n. 13; 409;
410 n. 1, 5.
ci(e)an, 406 n. 6.
ciele, sm., 75. 1; 206 n. 5; 263. 1.
ciepan, wv., 405 n. 8. a.
ciern, sm., 159 n. 1;
266.
ciernel, sn., 159 n. 1.
cier, sm., 260.
cierran, wv., 154 n.;
157. 2; 178. 2. a;
358 n. 7; 405 n. 6
and 7; 406 n. 1;
409 n. 2.
ciese, sm., 75. 2; 206 n. 5.
cietel, sm., 75. 1.
cigan, see ciegan.
cild, sn., 200 n. 5; 207;
290 n. 2.
Cilling, pr. n., 215.
cinan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
cin(in)g, cinn, see cyn-
ing, cynn.
cinu, wf., 107. 5; 278 n. 1.
cipe, wf., 58 n. 2.
cirpsian, wv., 204. 3.
clâ, see clawu.
cleæg, sf.? 175. 2.
cléne, adj., 185; 315.
cléne (clâne), adv.,
315 and n. 3.
clénesian (clânesnian;
cläesnian, clâsnian),
wv., 185; 186. 2;
411 n. 4; 412 n. 5;
414 n. 3.
clasðan, wv., 405 n. 5.
clân, clâsnian, see
clân, adv., clâns-
rian.
clauster, 6 n. 1.
clawan, sv., 392 n. 1.
clawu (clâ), clea (céo),
sf., 73. 1; 110 n. 1;
111 and n. 1; 112
1; 171 n. 1; 173.
1; 259 n.
cleofo, cliofa,wm.,
107. 4.
cleofo, sv., 384 n. 1.a.
cleofian, cleopian, see
clifian, cliopian.
cleweða, wm., 73 n. 1.
clif, sn., 105 n. 3; 107
n. 4; 241.
clifan, see cleofa.
clifian, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
clif, wf., 278.
clifian, cliofian, wv.,
climban, climman, sv.,
386 n. 1.
clingan, sv., 386 n. 1.
clipian (cliopian), wv.,
105 n. 3; 411 n. 2;
412 n. 1, 5, 6, 11;
413 n. 6; 416 n. 14. c.
clid, wv., 107. 5.
æctlidan, sv., 382 n.
1. b.
cliðe, wf., 278.
clugge, wf., 216. 2.
clüstor, sn., 139.
clyce(e)an, wv., 407 n. 19.
clyniga, wv., 416 n. 11.
clynnan, wv., 400 n. 1.
1. a.
clyppan, wv., 405 n.
8. a; 406 n. 2.
beclysan, wv., 405 n. 1.
cneð, gecnæð, on-
cnæw, see cni(e)ht,
(on)cnänawan.

cnafa, wm., 189.
cnaht, see cni(e)ht.
cnapa, wm., 189.
(on)cnänawan, sv., 62 n.;
156. 5; 174. 3 and n.
3; 371 n. 2, 6; 396.
2. c and n. 8.
oncæw, see oncæw-
an.
cnedan, sv., 391 n. 1.
cneht, see cni(e)ht.
cnædan, sv., 384 n. 4.
cneolht, see cni(e)ht.
cnæorift, sf., 193. 1.
cnæoris (cneoresu), sf.,
258 n. 4.
cnæo(w), sn., 38 n. 2;
73. 2 and n. 2; 113.
1; 150 n. 7; 156. 5;
174. 1; 207 n. 2;
250. 2 and n. 4.
oncæu, cnæu (cnæw),
see oncæwan,
cnæo(w).
cnian, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
cni(e)ht, sm., 6 n. 1;
83; 108. 1; 155. 3;
164. 1.
cnodan, sv., 378 n. 1;
384 n. 4; 396 n. 5.
cnuccian, wv., 55.
cnyce(e)an (cnuicca),
wv., 407 n. 16, 18.
cnylla, wv., 405 n. 6.
cnyowu, see cneow.
cnysan, wv., 358 n. 5.
1; 400 n. 1. b; 2;
401. 2 and n. 1;
402. 1.
cnyttan, wv., 400 n.
c.)
cnceca, cœrn, see evec-
c(e)an, cweorn.
cofa, wm., 277.
cofincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
cohettan, wv., 220.
Coirrêd, pr. n., 6 n. 1.
col, sn., 239. 1. b.
Coleman, pr. n., 281 n. 1.
collenferhθ, adj., 387 n. 1.
comb, sn., 65.
comp, sn., 76. 1.
condel, sf., 145; 231.5; 258. 1.
Cöntware, pr. n., 100 x. 6; 263 x. 7.
copor, sn. ? 56 x. 2.
cops, see copsp.
corn, sn., 76. 1.
cornuc, sm., 179. 1.
cosp, sm., 202; 204. 3; 207.
costian, wv., 412 x. 4; 5, 6, 11; 414 x. 4.
costung, sf., 255. 1.
cosθ, see cweθan.
crabba, wun., 10.
ácreftan, wv., 405 x. 11. b.
craefta (craefta, craeft-
[i]ca), wun., 196. 3.
cræt, sn., 240 and x. 1.
cræwan, sv., 396. 2. c
and x. 8.
Crécas(Créacas), Crēce,
pr. n., 58 x. 1; 264.
crēda, wun., 58 x. 2; 277.
crēopan, sv., 384 x.
1. a.
cribb, sf., 258. 1.
crimcan, sv., 386 n. 1.
crincan, cringan, sv.,
386 n. 1.
crohla, wm., 220 and
x. 2.
crop(p), sm., 226.
crūdan, sv., 385 x. 1.
cū, f., 116 x.; 284 and
x. 4.
cucu, cudu, see e(w)ucu,
c(w)udu.
cuman, sv., 68 and x.
cwic, wv., 278.
cwician, cwic(u), see
c(w)ucian, c(w)ucu.
cwielman, wv., 405.
1. a.
ácwian, sv., 382 n. 1.
a.
ácwicnan, sv., 386 n. 1.
cwist, see cweθan.
cwθ, sm., 271.
cwθa, wm., 107 x. 3.
cwθdan, wv., 405 x. 5.
cwθa, see cweθan.
forcwolstan, sv. ? 389
n. 5.
ácworf, part., 388 n. 1.
cwθa, see cweθan.
c(w)ucian, wv., 164. 2.
c(w)ucu, adj., 71; 105.
1 and n. 1; 134. a;
104. 2; 172 n.; 208;
231 n. 3; 303 and
n. 1.
c(w)udn., sm., 105. 1;
249.
tocwysan, wv., 405 x.
1.
gecθ, sn.? 248 n. 1.
ycenæ, wfn., 93. 2.
cylu, cylew, adj., 300.
cyma, see cuman.
cyme, sm., 76. 1; 263.
1.
cyme, adj., 299.
cymen, sm., 95.
Cymsing, pr. n., 215.
cymma, see cuman.
gecynd, -e, -u, snf.,
267. b and n. 4; 269
n. 4.
cyne-, 207 n. 2.
Cyneberht, pr. n., 221
n. 1.
Cynehrs, pr. n., 183.
2. b.
cyning, sm., 4 x. 2; 31
x.; 206 n. 5; 207 n. 2.
cyrm, sm., 31 x. 76.
1; 134 n.; 177. a;
206 n. 5; 207 and n.
2; 246; 267. a and b.
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cyo, see cēo.
cyre, sm., 234. a; 263. 1.
cyrfet, sm. ? 192. 2.
cyrran, see cierran.
cyspan, ww., 405 n. 8. a.
cysan, ww., 76. 1; 202; 203; 206 n. 5; 226; 231. 2; 359. 7
and n. 8; 405. 3, 4.
cyst, sm., 76. 1.
cySan, vv., 76. 1; 96. b; 359. 6; 405. 2; 406 and n. 2, 3.
cyS(u)7cv5, cyS'an, f., 201. 5; 255. 3.
da, wf.? 278 n. 2.
*decc(e)an, vv., 407 n. 19.
dād, sf., 91; 269 and n. 5.
gedaefen, see gedafen.
gedaefenian, see gedaf- enian.
gedaftan, vv., 405 n. 11. b.
daeg, sm., 14; 49; 50.
1, 2; 151. 1 and n. 8; 162 n. 1; 187; 197; 213; 214. 2 and n. 3; 237 n. 2, 4; 240; 294 n. 1; dæges, adv., 320; tädæg(e), adv., 237 n. 2.
dæglanges, adv., 319.
Dægmund, pr. n., 214. 2.
dæged, sn., 57 n. 2.
dæig, see dæg.
dæl, sm., 90; 240; 266.
dælan, vv., 151. 1; 360 n. 2; 405. 1. a.
dærstan, w. pl., 179. 1.
gedaftan, sv., 368 n. 4.
gedaftan, part., 392 n. 1.
gedaftian, ww., 50 n. 1; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 2, 5; 414 n. 4.
dahum, see dæg.
dalc, sm., 80 n. 3.
daro, sm., 103 and n. 2; 245.
Dāvid, pr. n., 194.
dēadian, vv., 412 n. 5, 6, 7, 9.
gedaefenian, see gedaf- enian.
dēagian, vv., 214 n. 5.
dēagol, see diegol.
deall, adj., 295 n. 1.
dēar, see dēor.
dearunga, adv., 318.
dearo, see daro.
dear(r), anv., 178. 2.
and n. 4. b; 234. a; 422. 7
and n. 4.
dēās, sm., 273 and n. 1.
dēaw, smm., 250. 1.
gedēaw, adj., 301.
dēc(e)an, vv., 407 n. 17.
gedēfe, adj., 302 n.; *315.
gedēfe, adv., 315.
deg, dēg, dēglan, dei(-), dēlan, see dæg, dēglan, dēg(-), dēlan.
delfan, sv., 360 n. 1; 387 n. 1, 5.
dēma, wm., 276 n. 3.
and n. 4.
dēman, vv., 94. a; 150.
4; 177. b; 355 ff.; 372; 404; 405. 1. a; 406 n. 1; 409; 410.
3 and n. 4.
dēmend, m., 286.
dēmm, sm., 266.
dēn, part., see dōn.
dēne, sm., 263. 1.
Dēne, pr. n., 263. 1 and n. 2.
dēnu, sf., 69; 253.
dēo, see dōn.
dēg, n. (North.), 288 n. 1; 289 n. 2.
dofian, vv., 416 n. 15.
a.
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dogga, wm., 216. 2.
dógor, n., 289 and n. 2.
doltor, f., 93. 1; 150. 4; 285 and n. 3, 4.
dol, adj., 294.
dóm, sm., 44 n. 1; 94.
a; 106; 131; 133.
c; 237 n. 1. 2; 238.
don, anv., 68; 94 n.; 133. a and n. 2; 350.
x.; 356 n. 1; 360.
2; 361 n. 1; 378 n.
2; 429 and notes.
dónlic, adj., 350 n.
gidopta, see gedóta.
dor, sn., 239. 1. b.
draca, wm., 162 x. 1; 276 n. 3. c; 277.
dracentse, wf., 206. a and n. 2.
dräca, see draca.
(on)drédan, swv., 188 n. 3; 394. 1 and n.
2; 395. 2. a and n. 3.
dréfan, wv., 405 n. 1.
dragan, sv., 213; 308 n. 3; 371 n. 2; 392 n. 1.
dréam, sm., 239. 1. a.
drécc(e)an, wv., 407.
dréfan, wv., 405 n. 1.
dréf(e)re, sm., 248. 1.
drénc, sm., 206. 3. b; 266.
(a)drénc(e)an, wv., 89, 4; 405 n. 8. c, 10; 406 n. 2, 6.
dréogan, sv., 364 n. 1; 384 n. 1. a.
dréopan, sv., 384 n. 1.
(a).derosan, sv., 384 n. 1.
.b.
drepan, sv., 391 n. 1.
drépe, sm., 263. 1.
drie, see dryge.
drífan, sv., 105 n. 3; 197; 359 n. 9; 376 n.; 382 n. 1. a.
дрège, see drýge.
drine, sm., 266.
дринan, sv., 89. 4; 215 n. 1; 304 n. 1; 386 n. 1, 3. 4.
дринγь, see drínan.
дрítan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
droht(n)ian, wv., 196 n. 3.
dropmælum, adv., 320.
(a)drugian (drúwian; drýgiga), wv., 214.
8; 412 n. 5; 416 n. 11, 17. a.
drí, sm., 117. 1 and n.; 266 n. 2.
dryge, adj., 31 n.; 206.
3. b; 214. 5; 299.
dryg(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
drygiga, see (a)drygían.
dryht, sf., 260.
dryhten, sm., 4 n. 2.
gedryhtu, sn. pl., 207 n. 2.
gedryhte, sm., 4 n. 2.
gedyrstgian, wv., 412 n. 11.
gedyrstig, adj., 234. a.
gedyrstlé(e)an, wv.; 407 n. 17.
dysegian, wv., 411 n. 4.
dysig, adj., 214. 5.
ča, sf., 37. 2; 111. 2; 166. 1; 173. 1; 259 n.; 284 and n. 4.
cac, conj., 37. 1; 63; 163 n. 1; 328.
čaca, wm., 65; 108. 2.
čacen, part., 396 n. 5.
Eadburg, pr. n., 284 n. 6.
čade, ætēade, see gān, fewan.
čaden, part., 396 n. 5.
Eadgils, pr. n., 183. 2. b.
čadig, adj., 296.
čadmód, see čaðmód.
eador, see geador.
Eadwine, pr. n., 263 n. 1.
eafora, see afora.
eafoð, sm., 103 n. 2.
čag-, n.? 289 n. 2.
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ēage, wn., 108. 2; 163;
276 and n. 3. a, b, c,
4, 5; 280 and n. 2, 3.
ēaglas, see ēaglas.
ēagor, n.? 289 and
n. 2.
eahta, num., 36. b, 45.
4; 82; 221. 1; 325
and n.
eahtatēne, num., 325.
eahtatēna, etc. num.,
328.
hundeahtatig, num.,
326 and n. 1.
eahtian, wv., 411 n. 4.
eahtoāna, etc. num.,
328.
eald, adj., 10 n.; 42. 1;
80; 98. a; 197; 295;
507; 310.
Eald(h)elm, pr. n., 217.
ealdian, wv., 412 n. 6.
ealdorlēgu, -nēru, f.,
268.
ealdormān, m., 281
n. 1.
ealh, sm., 242. 1.
eall, adj., 36. 1; 80 n.
2; 158. 2; 226; 231.
1, 2; 291 n. 1; 205
n. 1; 347.
ealla, see gealla.
ealles, adv., 319.
ealling, see ealneg.
eallunga, adv., 318.
ealneg (ealnuweg, eal-
nia, ealling) adv.,
172 n.
ealn, n., 36. 2; 86;
103; 281. 2.
eam, see eom.
Ēauberht, pr. n., 221
n. 1.
Ēaunfled, -fled, pr. n.,
57 n. 2.
Ēangeard, pr. n., 212
n. 1.
eappul, see æppel.
ēar, sm., 111. 2; 228;
289.
earthed, earc, see ear-
foð, arc.
eard, sm., 273.
eardian, wv., 197; 356
n. 1; 411 n. 4; 412
n. 3, 6.
eare, wn., 150 n. 1;
181. 2; 276 n. 2, 3.
a, 4, 6; 280 and n.
2, 3.
earfoð, sm., 191; 192. 2
and n. 2.
earfoðe, adv., 212 n. 2.
earg, adj., 162. 2.
earm, sm., 36. 1; 79.
1; 239. 1 a.
earm, adj., 98. a;
158. 1; 307.
earnian, wv., 411 n. 4;
412 n. 7, 10.
earon, see gēær.
earu, adj., 300.
earun, see eom.
ēarwicga, wv., 216. 2.
ease, see asce.
ēast, adv., 314; 321.
(be) ēastan, adv., 321.
ēasterra, comp., 314.
ēastmest, sup., 314.
ēastron, pl., 150 n. 1;
276 n. 4; 278 n. 3.
ēastę, adv., 150 n. 1;
212 n. 2.
ēaðmędan, wv., 405
n. 3.
ēaðmęto, f., 201. 1.
255. 3.
ēaðmód, adj., 201 n. 3.
eatol, eatta, ēawon,
eawfrest, see atol,
etan, ēewan, ēfest.
eawunga, adv., 156 n.
3; 318.
eaxl, sf., 108. 2; 140.
ēbalsia, see eofoliana.
ebrēsc, adj., 76 n. 4.
ēc, ēca, ēca(n), see ēac,
ēc, ēca, ēc(e)an.
ēc, sm., 263. 1.
ēc, adj., 206. 3. b.
ēcg, sf., 258. 1.
edcwide, sm., 201 n. 1.
edlēc(e)an, wv., 201
n. 1; 359 n. 9.
edlēanian, wv., 412
n. 5.
edor, sm., 104. 3 and
n. 1.
edscēft (-scept), sf.,
193. 1.
edwitian, wv., 201
n. 1.
edwitscepe, sm., 201
n. 1.
ēfe, see ēve.
ēfenian, see ēfenian.
geefenlēc(e)an, wv.,
407 n. 17.
ēges, sf., 93. 1.
ēf(e)sian, wv., 411 n. 4.
efn, adj., 69; 188. 1;
193. 2.
ēfnan, see ēfnan.
ēf(e)n(e)sian, wv., 411 n.
efn, adv., 193. 2.
fefor(-), see efofor(-).
ēfstan, wv., 93. 1; 186
n. 3; 359 n. 1; 405
n. 11. b.
ēft, adv., 89 n. 2.
ēg-, see ēg-
ēge, sm., 261; 263 n.
4; 288 n. 1.
ēge, see ēage.
ēgenu, sf., 254. 2.
ēg(e)sian, wv., 411 n.
4.
Ēigipte, pr. n., 264.
ēgiptisc, adj., 76 n. 4.
ēglan, wv., 89 n. 2;
404 n. 1. b.
ēgle, adj., 89 n. 2; 303
n. 2.
ēger see ēhher.
ēhtan, wv., 94. c; 198.
5; 359 n. 1; 405. 5;
406 and n. 6.
ēhtend, m., 286 n. 2.
ēhtnis, sf., 125.
ēhwelc, see ēhgewelc.
el-, 89 n. 1.
élc, elch, see Ælc, eolh.
céla, comp., 312 n. 2.
cédra(n), see ieldra(n).
cé, sm., 93. 1; 150. 4; 261; 263. 1 and n. 4.
elh, see eolh.
elles, adv., 319.
cémehtig, cémehtig, see 
åelm(i)ehtig, åmeht-

cémboga (émboga),
wm., 188. 1.
céra, comp., 312 n. 2.
céde, sm., 100. 2.
cédegdir, wv., 413 n. 7.
cédegod, -degod, -degod, adj., 89 n. 1; 100. 2.
em, see efn.
em-, emb(e), see ymbe.
cémbhtan, wv., 412 n. 10.
enn, see efn.
enmiht, sf., 231. 3.
cend, adv., 323.
cénde, sm., 130 n. × 246 
and n. 1; 248. 1.
geøndby-rdan, wv.,
180; 405 n. 11. a.
céndebyrdnis, sf., 180.
céndemes(t), adv., 100 n. 5; 319.
céndian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 5, 10.
daerleofan, num., 100 n. 3; 188 n. 1; 198 n. 1; 325 and n. 1.
hundentlyftig, num., 326.
enetere, enitre, adj.,
100 n. 3; 173 n. 3.
enge, adj., 315 n. 3.
enge, sm., 89 n. 5; 144. a; 244. 1.
Engle, pr. n., 264.
englisc, adj., 1 n. 1.
énig, enitre, enleofan,
enne, see xéni, énte-
tere, endleofan, án.
ënt, sm., 266.
éde, eodor, see gán, edor.
ëofole, wfr., 104. 2.
ëofolsian, wv., 43 n. 4; 104. 2; 218 n. 1.
ëofor, sm., 39. 2; 86; 104. 2.
ëoforðote, wfr., 278 n. 1.
Eoforwic, pr. n., 104.
ëofot, sm., 43 n. 4; 104. 2; 218 n. 1.
ëogð, see geogð.
ëolh, sm., 83; 222 n. 1; 242. 2.
ëoh, see iw.
ëoldran, see ieldran.
ëolh, sm., 81; 164. 1; 233 n. 1; 242. 1.
eom (eum, am), anv.,
43 n. 2; 133 n. 2; 427. 1 and n. 1 ff.;
neam, etc., 427 n. 4.—2 sing. eart, etc.,
427 n. 3. 4.—3 sing.
is, etc., 427 n. 2. 4.—
plur. si(e)ndun, sint, etc., 42. 2; 105 n. 7;
224; 427 n. 1-4;
earun, aron, 43 n. 2;
360 n. 3: 427 n. 4.—
opt. si(e), sío, etc.,
24 n. 33 n.; 114. 4 and n. 3; 427 n. 1-4.
Éomær, pr. n., 222 n. 1.
ëore, see ëare.
etise, sm., 222 n. 1.
etl, sm., 239. 1. a.
etulle, adj., 231. 3.
etmð, éorn, éornam,
see iermð, georn, iernam.
etn, sm., 145; 212 n. 2.
etorod, sm., 43 n. 4; 222 n. 1.
eorre, see ierre.
eorringa, iorringa,
adv., 318.
eorsian, éorum, éos-
tro, see iersian, éo-
wer, éastron.
eorð, wfr., 39. 1; 79.
1; 276 n. 3. c, 5; 278.
ëóðe, see ëàðe.
eton, sm., 144. a.
éow, sm., see iw.
ëow, pron., see Øú.
éowan, see iewan.
ëowde, sm., 73 n. 1.
éower, pron., 144. a,
b; 147; 156. 5; 231. 4; 296 n. 2; 335 f.
ëowian, ëowic, ëowu,
ëppan, éerc, érfe, see
iewan, Øú, ëwu,
yppan, arc, ierfe.
ërian, wv., 400 n. 1.
ërmð, see iermð,
ësne, sm., 89 n. 2; 248. 1.
esol, sm., 128 n. 2.
ëst, sf., 186. 1. b; 269.
etan, sv., 54. b; 92;
195; 201. 4. a; 230
n. 1; 359. 3; 364
n. 1; 370 n. 2;
371 n. 2, 3, 6, 7; 391
n. 3.
ënbegæte, adj., 100
n. 7.
ëdel, sm., 94 n. 1; 144. a
and n. 1; 201. 3.
ëdr, see ëdr.
ëðða, see ëððe.
Ée, pr. n., 194.
éwan, see iewan.
ëwe, -u, cowu, sf., 73
n. 1; 258 n. 2.
ëwunga, see æawunga.
Exanceaster, pr. n.,
284 n. 7.
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feorh (feorg), sn., 79 n. 1; 218. 1; 223 and 242. 1; 273.
feorhþegu-, -nþegu, f., 268.
feorman, wv., 357 n. 1.
feor(r), adv., 100. 1. a; 231. 1; 313; 321.
feorran, adv., 178. 2. a; 226; 321.
áfeorran, fértnig, see áfierran, féorvetig.
fórd, see fórdan, feóvetða, num., 328.
feóðor-, num., 325. 4.
feóðorfald, num., 330 n. 1.
feotod, feuor, see fece(e)an, feter.
féo(u)ng, fio(u)ng, sf., 119.
féower, num., 156. 5; 325 and n.; 327; 329 n. 3; 331.
féowerðene, num., 325 and n.
féowerða, see féorða.
féowertig, num., 326 and n. 1.
féor, wv., 405 n. 1.
ferd, see firded.
fer(h)ð, sm., 221. 1.
ferian, wv., 358 n. 5. c; 400 n. 1; 409 n. 1; 410 n. 5.
fers, sm., 192 n. 1.
ferse, adj., 79 n. 2; 179. 1.
geferþescipian, wv., 412 n. 6.
festnian, fet, see fæstnian, fet.
fetan, sv., 391 n. 1.
fétián, see fécc(e)an.
fetor, sm., 104. 3 and n. 1.
féurstuðu, f., 282 n.
féower, fex, fiah, see féower, feax, feoh.
fiell, sm., 80 n. 2; 266.
tiellan, wv., 405 n. 6.
géfeínd, m. pl., 286.
fierð, sf., 159. 2; 269.
fierr, adv., 159 n. 1; 323.
fierra, comp., 313.
áfierran, wv., 100. 1.
a and n. 2; 159 n. 1; 178. 2. a; 405. 3.
fierrest(a), sup., 313.
fierst, sm., 100. 1. a; 266.
*fif, num., 186. 1. a; 192. 1; 325 and n.; 331.
fifta, num., 328.
fifténe, num., 325 and n.
fifte(o)g(e)ða, num., 328.
fifting, num., 326 and n. 1; 328.
*figan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
figa(n), wv., see féorg(e)an.
fihl, smn., 222 n. 4.
fiða(g)an, see fyld(e)an.
findan, sv., 192. 1; 359. 2; 386 n. 1, 2.
finger, sm., 139; 148.
finn(g)i(e), swf., 105. 3; 214 n. 9.
firas, sm., 218 n. 1.
firen, sf., 135. 1; 254. 2; 255. 2.
áfierran, see áfierran.
físce, sm., 202; 204. 3.
fiscere, sm., 248. 1.
fit, sf., 258. 1.
fix, see fisc.
flá, wfr., 278 n. 2.
flæcor, adj., 103.
-þlæd, see -þlded.
flæse, sm., 206. 3. b; 267. a; 288 n. 1.
flæh, sm., 242. 2.
flæh, adj., 295 n. 1.
flæse, flæxe, wfr., 10.
fléa, wmufr., 242. 2; 277 n. 2.
fléah, sm., 242. 2.
fléah, sm., 242. 2.
fléam, sm., 222. 2.
fléan, sv., 111. 2; 373; 392. 2.
flé(n), 'flee,' see fléon.
fléax, sm., 108. 2.
fléð, pr. n., 57 n. 2.
fléga(n), flége, see fléogan, fléoge.
fléo, flío, sv., 242. 2.
fléogan, sv., 165. 1 and n. 1; 384 n. 1. a, 2; 385 n. 3.
fléoge, wfr., 165. 1.
fléon, flion, sv., 119; 165. 1 and n. 1; 165.
2; 166. 3 and n. 3; 222. 2; 359 n. 9; 371 n. 4; 373; 374 n. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 384 n. 2; 384. 2; 385 n. 3.
fléos, sm., 267. a.
fléotan, sv., 384 n. 1. a.
fléowða, see flówan.
fit(t), sm., 247. b.
flex, fiáþan, see fleax, (á)flieg(e)an.
ifle, sm., 242. 2.
(á)flieg(e)an, wv., 31 n.; 159. 4; 214. 5; 359 n. 6; 405 n. 2.
flíeman, wv., 405 n. 1.
flies, sm., 267. a.
flígan, see flógan.
geflit, sm., 105. 3 and n. 6; 241; tó geflites, adv., 320.
flítan, sv., 360 n. 1; 376 n.; 382 n. 1. a.
flócan, sv., 396. 2. b.
flógian, wv., 216. 2.
flóð, sm., 273 and n. 3.
flóggetan, wv., 216. 2.
flóhtenföt, adj., 388 n. 1.
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flór, sf., 274 and n. 1.
flówan, sv., 113 n. 3; 371 n. 2, 3, 6; 396. 2 b and n. 8.
flyge, sm., 263. 1.
flyht, sm., 266.
fned, fnæs, sm., 240.
fôdor (foddor), sn., 139; 229.
fôr(ð)must, see for(ð)mest(a).
gefôg, sn., 267 n. 1; 288 n. 1.
folc, sm., 207 n. 2; 210. 4; 237 n. 2.
folcisc, adj., 100 n. 7.
Folcstân, pr. n., 284 n. 7.
.fold = -feald, 43. 2 b; 51.
folde, wf., 278.
folgian, wv., 411 n. 5; 412 n. 7; 416 n. 9.
fôn, sv., 27 n.; 67; 94. c; 115; 222. 1; 358 n. 7; 359 n. 6; 9; 367; 373; 374 n. 1, 2; 378 n. 2; 394. 2; 395. 1; 397 and n.; afôn, see on; on-fôn, 188 n. 3; 198 n. 2.
fonna, wm., 276 n. 3 a; 277.
fonndian, wv., 360 n. 3; 411 n. 4.
fonnt, sm., 70.
for, prep., 4 n. 2.
for, sf., 254. 1.
(for)foran, adv., 4 n. 2; 321.
forane, forenne, 231 n. 3.
ford, sm., 273.
fore, adv., 4 n. 2; 313; 314.
forenymne, sm., 263. 1.
forespre(o)ca, wm., 160. 2.
forht, adj., 93. 2.
forhtian(forhtian,fortian), wv., 179. 2; 221 n. 1, 2; 360 n. 3.
forma, sup., 179. 1; 304 n. 1; 314; 328; 331 n.
formesta, sup., 328.
forsk, sm., 179. 1.
forst, sm., 179. 1.
ford, adv., 321.
forðmest, sup., 328.
forðwe(a)rd, adj., 43. 3 a.
forthian, see forhtian.
forwost, sup., 328.
fôt, m., 135 a b; 281 1 and n. 2.
fortad, part., see fec(e)an.
fracoð, adj., 43 n. 4; 186 n. 3.
gefreggen, frægin, frægna, see frignan.
freman, see fremman.
fratwan, wv., 408 n. 8.
fretwe, sf., 43 n. 4; 260 and n. 1.
fragnna, see frignan.
fréa, wm., 176; 277 n. 2, 3.
fréa, adj., see fréo.
fréa-, see fréog(e)an.
gefredaðan, wv., 405 n. 3.
fréfran, wv., 358 n. 4; 404. 1 c; 406 n. 5.
gefregen, fregna, see frignan.
frémde (fremde), adj., 201 n. 1.
fréme, adj., 302.
frémman (fremian), wv., 89. 4 and n. 5; 175 n.; 358 n. 5 c; 372; 400. 2 and n. 1; 2, 3, 4; 401. 2; 402. 1; 409; 410. 1, 3.
áfrémðan, wv., 361 n. 1.
frému, sf., 252 n. 4; 268.
freng, see frignan.
fréo, frío, sn., 114. 2.
fréo, frío (fréoh), adj., 114. 2; 130; 166 n. 6; 176; 223 n. 2; 297 n. 2.
fréog(e)an, fríog(e)an, 'love,' wv., 114. 2; 414 n. 5 b.
fréog(e)an, fríog(e)an, 'free,' wv., 166 n. 7; 176; 416. 1 and n. 6.
fréoh, adj., see fréo.
fréols, friols, sn., 43 n. 4; 114 n. 1.
fréond, fríond, m., 114. 2; 150 n. 4, 6; 166 n. 6; 286 and n. 1.
fréond-, fríondsceipe, sm., 263. 1.
fréosan, sv., 384 n. 1 b.
freoðo, see frīðu.
Frēsān, pr. n., 276 n. 3 b.
frēsan, sv., 391 n. 3.
friæ-, see frēog(e)an.
fricg(e)an, sv., 372; 389 n. 3; 391 n. 8.
gefriend, m. pl., 286.
friga(n), see frēog(e)an.
frige, see fréo, adj.
frig(e)a, wm., 176; 277 n. 3.
gefriegen, see frignan.
frignan, sv., 6 n. 1; 141; 155. 3; 185; 214. 3 and n. 8; 382 n. 1 b; 389 and n. 3; 391 n. 8.
frinan, fríman, see frignan.
fríð, sn., 271.
frīðu, fréðu, f., 39. 2; 105. 3; 271.
Friðugār, pr. n., 105. 3.
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fröfor, sf., 254. 1; 255. 2.
frogga, wm., 216. 2.
frohtiga, see forhtian.
fröm, adv., 4 n. 2; 89. 4.
Froncan, pr. n., 276 n. 3. a, b.

gefregen, see frigan.
fruma, wm., 179. 1.
fryhtu, see fyrhtu.
fugol, sm., 55; 138; 140; 214 n. 2; 245.
fuhlás, see fugol.
fúllan, wv., 414 n. 1.
fúl(l), sn., 239. 2.
fúll, adj., 55; 226.
fúll, adv., 319.
fúleston, sfn.? 43 n. 4.
fúlestonan, wv., 43 n. 4.
fúllian, see fulwian.
fúllic, adj., 43. 1 and n. 1.
fúlluht, fulwuht, sf., 84. 2; 164. 2; 173 n. 3; 267. b.
fúlluhtian, wv., 414 n. 2.
fúltum, sm., 43 n. 4.
fúltumian (fulteman), wv., 43 n. 4.
fúlwian, wv., 173 n. 3; 412 n. 4; 414 n. 2.
fúlwht, see fulluht.
fúndian, wv., 411 n. 4.
furf, f., 218 n. 3; 223; 284 and n. 1, 2, 3.
furlong, sn., 43 n. 4.
furðor, adv., 55.
furðra, comp., 313; 314.
furðum, adv., 55.
fús; adj., 96. b.

gefycle, sn., 206. 3 b, 246 n. 2.
fylg(e)an, wv., 31 n. 7; 206. 3 b; 213 n. 2; 406 n. 1, 6 and n. 1, 6.
fylían, vv., 405. 3 and n. 7; 406 and n. 1, 6.
fyst, sfn.? 43 n. 4.
fystan, wv., 43 n. 4; 405 n. 11. b.
fyr, sn., 239. 1. b.
fyyrest(a), sup., 313; 328.
áfyrhtan, wv., 405 n. 11. b.
fyrhtu, f., 93. 2; 179. 2.
fyrnest(a), sup., 314; 328.
fyrn, adj., 295; 302.
(ge)fyrn, adv., 302; 319.
fyrs, sm., 266.
fýrsmeortende, adj., 388 n. 1.
fýsan, wv., 96. b; 405 n. 1.
fýst, adv., 319.
fýðerfote, adj., 325. 4.
gád, sn., 76. 1; 174. 2; 249 n. 5.
gaderian, wv., 50 n. 1; 2; 160 n. 1; 412 n. 11.
gæ-, see also gea-
gád, see gád.
gedeling, sm., 50 n. 2; 3; 75 n. 1; 100 n. 4.
æt-, tógedere, adv., 50 n. 2, 3; 75 n. 1; 157. 3; 212.
gaderian, gefel, see gaderian, gafol.
forfeg(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
ongegn (óngæn), tó-
gegnes, see ongæn, tógæanes.
gælsa, wv., 76. 1.
ágælwan, wv., 408 n. 7.
gærs, sn., 75 n. 1; 79 n. 2; 240 n. 3.
gærs(t)apa, wm., 231. 3.
gærw(a)n, see gierwan.
gæsne, adj., 36. 3; 76 n. 1.
gæst, see giest.
gæst, see gást.
gaffetung, sf., 10; 192. 1.
gafol, sn., 157. 3.
galan, sv., 76. 1; 160.
4; 212; 370 n. 1; 392 n. 1.
gán, anv., 57 n. 1; 90; 118. 2; 430 and notes — pret. éode (éade), 114 n. 1; 212 n. 2; 409 n. 2. — part.
giðad, 306 n. 2.
gár (rune), 206 n. 3.
gást, gæst, sm., 12; 76. 1; 212; 237 n. 3; 288 n. 1.
gát, f., 284 and n. 1.
ge-, see also ge-
gé, pron., see ðú.
ge, ‘formerly,’ see géo.
gé, particle, 74; 157 n. 1.
geador, adv., 212 n. 2.
geadriga, ætgedære, ongæegn, ongeet, geaf (gæfon), see gadrian, ætgedære, ongæn, ongiatan, giefan.
geæglas, sm., 75. 2; 183 n.; 212 n. 2.
gealhwisle, sm., 183 n.
gealla, wm., 212 n. 2; 214. 7.
geamor, see gémor.
ongæn, adv., 109; 157. 3; 214 n. 7.
Géanberht, pr. n., 212 n. 2.
begeanda, see begeand-
tógæanes, adv., 214 n. 7; 319.
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gear, sn., 37. 3; 74
and n. 2; 109 and n.; 157 n. 1; 175. 2; 176 n. 1.
geara, adv., 317.
gearcian, wv., 212 n. 1; 411 n. 4.
gearfode, see earfode.
gearlanges, adv., 319.
Gearomôn, pr. n., 281 n. 1.
gearu, adj., 134. d; 174. 2; 300 and n.; 307.
gearwian, wv., 158. 1; 212 n. 1; 408 n. 3; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 2; 5, 7; 414 n. 3, 4.
géesne, see gésne.
geat, sn., 75. 1; 103 n. 1; 109; 157. 3; 160. 1, 4; 240 n. 3.
Gėatan, pr. n., 276 n. 3. b.
géa'še, see cădē.
geatwe, sf., 43 n. 4; 75. 1; 260 and n. 1.
Geddington, pr. n., 215.
gef (= geaf), géfon, ongegn, tōgegnes, gelden, see giefan, ongegn, tōgeánes, gyldeñ.
ágelwan, wv., 408 n. 7.
ongen, gên(a), gend, see ongegn, gien(a), geond.
-gênga, wv., 76. 1.
gêngan, see gëngan.
gêngë, adj., 299.
geôo, adv., 74; 157 n. 1; 175. 1.
geöc, sn., 39. 3; 74; 157 n. 1; 207 n. 2; 239. 1. b.
ágéode, fulgéode, see gân.
geofan, see giefan.
geofon, sm., 104. 2.
geofu, see giefu.
geoguð, sf., 74; 157 n. 1; 176 n. 1; 186 n. 3; 212 n. 2; 254. 2; 269 n. 4.
geohol, sm., 220 and n. 1.
gêola, wm., 220.
geolo, adj., 75 n. 3; 81 n. 2; 104. 1; 300.
geoloca, wm., 75 n. 3; 81 n. 2.
géomor, adj., 40. 2; 68; 74; 157 n. 1.
geon, pron., 74; 338 n. 6.
geond, prep., 74; 100 n. 1; 338 n. 6.
begeondan, adv., 74; 338 n. 6.
geong, adj., 39. 3; 74; 100 n. 1; 157 n. 1; 175. 2; 307; 310.
geonga, geonian, see gôgan, gînian.
geonofer, adv., 321 n. 3.
geópàn, sv., 384 n. 1.
georn, adj., 75 n. 3; 212 n. 2.
geornan, giorna, see giernan.
georneost, see eerneost.
georn(n)es, sf., 231. 3.
*georran? sv., 388 n. 1.
georgwiga, see gearwian.
geosdron, giorster-, see giestran.
geôt, see giert.
-géotan, see gietan.
geótan, sv., 109; 212; 384 n. 1. a.
Geoweorða, pr. n., 72 n.
geowian, giowian, wv., 156. 5; 412 n. 5; 416 n. 14. b, 15.
gêr, see gær.
gês, see gös.
gêsne, see gêsne.
gêsthús, sn., 75 n. 2; 97 n.
gestor-, get (sn.), -get (pret.), gêt (pret.), gi, ‘formerly,’ gi (pron.), giaban, gib, see giestran, geat, -giêtan, gêotan, göo, ôu, giefan, gif.
gicciàn, wv., 100 n. 1.
gicceig, adj., 100 n. 1.
gidsian, see gitsian.
gie, see ôu.
gicda, wm., 100 n. 1.
gied, sn., 75. 3; 247. b.
giê(e), ‘formerly,’ see gêo.
giefan, sv., 36. 3; 32; 42. 3; 44 n. 1; 75. 1, 2, 3; 109; 150 n. 3; 157. 2 and n.
gied, sv., 191; 192. 2; 196. 1; 212; 232. a; 305 and n. 1; 355 n. 2; 366 n. 2; 370 n. 3; 391 n. 2, 9.
giefu, sf., 75. 3 and n.
gieð, sn., 104. 1; 134. b.
150 n. 3; 157. 2; 160. 1; 206 n. 3; 252 and n. 4; 253 n. 1, 2; 259 n. 2; 260 n. 2; 268; 278 n. 1; tő
gifes, adv., 320:
gield, sn., 75. 3.
gieldan, sv., 75. 3 and n.
and n. 2; 157. 2; 212; 355 n. 4; 359. 2; 371 n. 4, 6; 387 n. 2, 5.
giellan, sv., 75. 3; 387 n. 2.
gielp, smm., 75. 3 and n. 2.
gielpan, sv., 42. 3; 75. 3; 387 n. 2.
gieman, wv., 405 n. 1.
giemung, sf., 212 n. 1.
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grówan, sv., 396. 2. b. hagu, sm., 103.
grundlunga, -linga, hál, adj., 90; 295.
adv., 318.
grút, f., 284 and n. hálbeæ, haldan, see
2, 4: healf, healdan.
egegrynd, sm., 267. a. hálgian, wv., 355 n. 3;

gyre, sm., 263. 1. 411 n. 4; 412 n. 3;

grytt, sf., 284 n. 4. 4, 8, 9, 10.
gú, see géo.
gugn, see gogn.
guna, wm., 29. 2; 76. hálignes, sf., 258. 1.
 1; 133. a, b; 212; hálor, sm., 267 n. 1;
 276; 277. 289 and n. 2.
gung, gungra, gungs-
est, see geong, ging-
ra, gingest.
gúð, see sf., 76. 1.
gyden, sf., 133. c; 258. hælend, m., 44 n. 2;
 1 and n. 2. 286.
-gyldan, wv., 405 n. hæléx, m., 50 n. 2; 89.
 11. a. 3; 281. 1 and n. 4; 358 n. 3.
gylden, adj., 76. 1; 93.
 2; 154; 212; 231. hælfiga, see hálgian.
 4; 296 and n. 3. hælig, see hálg.
gylt, sm., 266. hælsiga(n), wv., 355 n. 3;
 281. 2.
ágyltán, wv., 405 n. 3; 412 n. 4.
 11. b. haban, sv., 10 ; 190;
gyrdan, wv., 405. 5 201. 6; 217 n. 1;
 356 n. 2; 360 n. 3, 4, 5; 416. 1 and n.
 3. 1, 13.
habban, wv., 10; 190; hærest, sm., 50 n. 2;
 201. 6; 217 n. 1; 79 n. 2; 145.
 356 n. 2; 360 n. 3, 4, 5; 416. 1 and n.
 1, 13.
hacele, w£., 50 n. 1; hæst, adj., 201 n. 3;
 89. 3. 296.
hád, sm., 273 and n. 2. hafan, wv., 50 n. 1;
hádian, wv., 412 n. 1. 411 n. 4.
hádor, adj., 315 n. 3. hafoc, sm., 103 and n.
*hecc(e)an, wv., 407 2; 191.
 n. 19. hafola, wv., 50 n. 1; 103 n. 2.
hæce, see hæce.
hædn-, see hæðen.
hæf, sn., 103 n. 2; 240 hagol, sm., 103.
 1 and n. 1.
hæft, sm., 239. 1. a. hæf, adj., 192. 1.
haftan, wv., 89. 2;
 405 n. 11. b; 406 n. 6.
 3, 6.
haeftuncel, sn., 248 n. 4.
haéstealdlic, adj., 198.
3.
haétes, sf., 258. 1.
hæl, sn., 90; 267. a;
 288 n. 1; 289 n. 2.
hælan, wv., 90; 355 n. 2; 405 n. 1.
gehield, see gehield.
hæle, sm., 263. 1 and
 4; 281 n. 4.
haérend, m., 44 n. 2; 286.
 3; 281. 1 and n. 4;
 281. 2.
haéfter, 50 n. 2; 80
 3. hálgiga, see hálgian.
 1, 2; 394. 2; 395.
hálfiga, see hálgian.
 2. b.
hált, adj., 62.
hátan, sv., 12; 47;
 58; 195; 306 and n.
hálsian, wv., 355 n. 2;
 412 n. 2.
háls, see heal.
hämm, sm., 133. c; 237
 2.
hassuc, sm., 10.
hasu, adj., 300.
hát, adj., 62.
hé, pron., 24 n.; 33 n.
 107. 4; 114. 1, 4 and
 4; 150 n. 5, 6;
 166 n. 6; 182; 334;
 335; 340.
héaburg, pr. n., 222
 1.
Héaberht, pr. n., 165
 3.
head(e)or, sm., 222 n.
 1.
heafiga, heafoc, see
heofian, hafoc.
heafod, sm., 63 ; 135.
 2 ; 144. a, b; 243. 1;
 244. 1, 2.
heafola, heafræ,-u, see
hafola, heahfore.
heage, adv., 319.
heah, adj. 42; 99; 110
n. 1; 119; 163; 165
x. 3; 166. 3; 6; 218.
2; 222. 2 and n. 1,
2; 3; 223 and n. 2;
295 and n. 1; 304 n.
4; 307; 310.
heah, adv. 319.
heahfore, w.f., 222 n. 1.
healnis, see hænalis.
heahra, hælhest(a),
(hælhest), see hierr(a),
hiehest(a).
heald, adj. 201. 2.
geheald, sn., 267 n. 1;
288 n. 1.
healdan, sv., 81 n. 1;
150 n. 2; 158. 2; 198.
2; 359. 2; 360 n. 2;
396. 1. a and n. 1.
healede, adv. 299.
healf, sf., 191; ððres
healles, adv., 320.
Healfdene, pr. n., 263.
1.
heah, sm., 242. 1.
hælic, adj., 222 n. 1.
hal(l), sf., 254. 1.
hæan, wv., 408 n. 18;
410 n. 1.
hæ(a)unis, sf., 165 n. 3;
166. 6; 222 n. 1, 2, 3.
heard, adj., 134. a;
303 n. 2; 307; 309;
311, 315.
hearde, adv., 315; 316.
heardlice, adv., 316.
heardor, -ost, adv.,
322.
hearg, sm., 162. 2;
273 and n. 2.
heasþu-, m., 103 n. 2.
hæawan, sv., 63; 99;
371 n. 2; 396. 2. a
and n. 8.
hæbban, sv., 133. c;
190; 227; 358 n. 5.
b; 368 n. 4; 372 and
n. ; 378 n. 1; 393. 4
and n. 6, 7; 410 n. 5.
hebæc, see hafoc.
hecg, sf., 206 n. 5.
heest, see hiehest(a).
hefe, sm., 263. 1.
he(f)egian, wv., 411
n. 4.
hefig, adj., 214. 5; 296
n. 1.
hefon, see heofon.
hégan, wv., 408 n. 14.
hege, sm., 263. 1.
hégest, see hiehest(a).
hegiian, wv., 400 n. 2.
hégra, héh, hëhflora,
héista, hëhstallie,
heigsta, see hierr(a),
héah, hælahfore,
hiehest(a), hægesta,
hiehest(a).
héla, wm., 222. 2.
helan, sv., 107. 2 and
n. 2; 371 n. 2; 390
n. 1; 391 n. 5.
hélian, wv., 176 n. 2;
371 n. 2; 400 n. 1.
a, 2.
heil, sf., 80 n. 2; 258.
1.
helm, sm., 53; 81;
239. 1 a.
help, sf., 252 n. 2.
helpan, sv., 45. 2, 3;
53; 54. b; 80; 81;
92; 131; 133. a, c;
134. c; 136; 144 n.
1; 189; 196. 1; 201.
6; 367; 368; 371 n.
2, 3, 6; 387 and n.
3.
heofan, sm., 104. 2;
150 n. 2, 3; 237 n.
1; 245.
heofonlic, adj., 150
n. 3.
heolan, see helan.
heola, wm., 81.
heolfor, sn. ? 81.
heolor, sm., 104. 1.
heolster, sm., 50 n. 2;
81 n. 2; 104. 1.
(b)heonan, -hianan,
adv., 107 n. 5; 321
and n. 3.
hëoran, hëorde, hëo-
rod, see hieran,
hierde, hiered.
heorot, sm., 104. 1;
129; 245.
heorte, w.f., 79. 1; 133.
150 n. 3; 195; 278.
heoru-, 104. 1; 271.
hëow, see hiew.
hér, adv., 21. 1; 45. 6;
58; 321.
hëra, hëran, see hierr(a),
hieran.
here, sm., 86; 89. 1;
175. 1, 2; 176; 182;
227; 246 and n. 1;
247 and n. 2.
hefepað, sm., 49 n. 1;
51.
heretoga (-toha), wm.,
214 n. 3.
herg, see hearg.
hergeatwe, sf., 260 n. 2.
hergian, wv., 411 n.
4; 413 n. 3.
hergian, 'praise,' wv.,
89. 1; 176; 181. 2;
227; 400 n. 1; 409
n. 1; 412 n. 2.
hergian, 'deride,' hër-
ra, gehërsúman,
herwan, hësta, see
hierwan, hierra, ge-
hërsúman, hier-
wan, hierr(a).
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hēte, sm., 201; 263. 1, 4; 288 n. 1.
hettend, m., 286 and n. 2.
hiabenlic, hihianda, hicg(e)an, see heof-enlic, (be)hindan, hye(g)ean.
hiddenofer, adv., 321 n. 3.
hider(e), adv., 321 and n. 3.
hideror, adv., 321 n. 3.
hidres, adv., 321 n. 3.
hie, see hé.
hi(e)g, sn., 31 n.; 175. 2; 247 n. 3.
hiehra, see hier(r)a.
hiehst(a), sup., 108. 2; 145; 155. 3; 166. 6 and n. 3; 222. 1; 310; 311.
hiehdu, f., 222. 1.
gehield (gehæld), sn., 267. a; 288 n. 1.
onhieldan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.
hlien, wv., 405 n. 1.
hlepan, wv., 405 n. 8. a.
hieran, wv., 42 n.; 99; 159. 4; 358 n. 7; 404; 405. 1. a; 406; 410. 3 and n. 4, 5.
hierdan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.
hierde, sm., 79. 2; 100. 1. a and n. 2; 150 n. 5, 7; 159. 5; 177. b; 248. 1.
hi(e)red, sm., 43 n. 4; 57 n. 2.
hier(r)a, comp., 166. 6 and n. 3; 222. 2 and n. 2, 3; 307.
hierre, see ierre.
hierstan, wv., 405 n. 11. b.
(ge)hiersumian, wv., 412 n. 5; 143 n. 3.
hiertan, wv., 159 n. 1; 405 n. 11. b.
hiervan, wv., 174 n. 1; 408. 1 and n. 6.
hi(e)w (hēo, hēow, etc.), sn., 73 n. 3; 100 n. 2; 156. 5; 159. 5; 247 n. 3; 250 n. 2.
hig, sn., hig, pron., higan, higa, higest, see hēg, héi, hiwan, hyge, hiest(a).
higian, wv., 411 n. 4.
higora, wv., 105. 3.
hild, sf., 258. 2.
hilt (helt), sn., 267. a.
hinan, see heonan.
hind, sf., 258. 2.
(be)hindan, adv., 160. 3; 321.
hindema, sup., 314.
hinder, adv., 321.
hine, adv., 321.
hingriana, see hyngran.
bihionda, see behindan.
hirtan, see hiertan.
hiu, see hé, hiew.
hiwan (higan), wm. pl., 277 n. 1.
hlābard, see hlāford.
hladan, sv., 50. 2; 160.
4 and n. 1; 232. c; 368 n. 3; 370 n. 1; 392 n. 1.
hlēdfige, w£., 100 n. 3.
hlæhha(n),hlæod(r)indi, see hlæhhan, hlædri-an.
hlæst, sm., 232. c.
hlæstan, wv., 89. 2; 405 n. 11. b.
hlēw (hlæw), sn., 192. 4; 250 n. 1; 288 n. 1.
hlaf, sm., 217.
hlāford, sm., 43. 2. b and n. 4; 51; 100 n. 3; 173 n. 3; 191; 217 n. 2.
hlēowe, see lārēow.
hlāw, see hlæw.
hleadan, see hladan.
hlēapan, sv., 377 n.; 394. 2; 396. 2. a.
*hlēcan, v., 391 n. 1.
hlēf, hleengan, see hlæw, hlían.
hleonian, see hlían.
hlēotan, sv., 384 n. 1. a.
hlēoðrian, wv., 412 n. 2, 11.
hlēo(w), smn., 250 n. 3.
(ge)hlēow, adj., 301; 307.
.hlēowan, hlēowd, see hlëwan, hlōwan.
hlidan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
hliehhan, sv., 82; 98.
and a; 159. 1, 3; 217; 220 and n. 1; 227; 358 n. 5. a; 359. 1; 372; 392. 4.
 hliepan, wv., 377 n.
 hliewan, wv., 408 n. 16.
 gehli(e)wra, comp., 307.
 hlimmian, sv., 386 n. 1.
 hlírian (hlíonian), wv.,
 105 n. 6; 413 n. 6;
 416 n. 14. a, 15. a, 16.
 hlīo, sn., 105. 3; 241.
ahlōcian, wv., 391 n. 1.
gehlōw, sn., 250. 1.
 hlōwan, sv., 113 n. 3; 396. 2. b.
 hlōtre, adv., 315.
 hlut(t)or, adj., 139; 195; 229; 296 n. 2; 315.
gehlýd, sn., 267. a.
 hlýdan, wv., 405 n. 3.
 hlýnn(n), sm., 247. a.
 hlynan, hlýnian, wv.,
 400 n. 1. a.
 hlyst, smf., 266 and n. 1.
 hlystan, wv., 405 n.
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hnæg(e)an, wv., 408 n. 17; 409 n. 1. hneap(p), sm., 226.

hnaepanian, see hnaep-

piian.

hnæse, see hnæsc(e).

gelnæst, gelnæst, sn., 207. a and n. 1.

hnapian (hnaepian, hneapppian), wv., 10; 416 n. 10; 13.

áhnëapan, sv., 396. 2. a.

hneap(p)ian, see hnap-

piian.

hnæaw, adj., 63; 301.

hnæsc(e), adj., 303 n. 2.

hnigan, sv., 214 n. 5; 217; 382 n. 1. a.

hnisc, adj., 303 n. 2.

hnisc(e)an, wv., 405 n. 8.

hnitan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.

hnitol, adj., 105. 3; 296.

hnitu, f., 105. 3; 282 and n.

hnputu, f., 133. b; 217; 282 and n.

höcëde, adj., 299.

höcïhte, adj., 207.

hocor, nm. ? 289.

hicran, see hieran.

hof, sm., 238.

hofer, sm., 192. 2 and n. 2.

hoferede, adj., 299.

behöfian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 6.

hoffing, sf., 192. 1.

behöfific, adj., 217.

hoganian, wv., 216. 2.

höh, sm., 115; 222. 2; 242. 2.

hoiful, -mód, adj., 214 n. 1.

hol, sn., 242 n. 3.

hol, adj., 294.

hold, adj., 93. 2; 201.

hole(g)n, sm., 214 n. 9.

holh, sn., 242 n. 3.

holian, wv., 411 n. 4.

holinga, adv., 318.

hmor, sm., 245.

hön, sv., 67; 115; 373; 378 n. 2; 397 and n.; 395. 1.

höna, wu., 25. 2 and n.; 277.

hond, sf., 65; 134. a; 274 and n. 1, 2, 3.

hondwyrst, sf. ? 179. 1.

höngian, wv., 411 n. 5.

hop, sm., 239. 1. b.

hôpiian, wv., 411 n. 4.

hord, sn., 181. 2.

hordern, sn., 43. 3. a and n. 3.

horh (horg), smn., 218 n. 3; 223 n. 1; 242 n. 4.

horhihte, seehorwehte.

horn, sn., 249 n. 3.

gehorge, seehorwian.

hors, sn., 179. 1; 231 n. 1.

horsian, wv., 414 n. 2.

horwehte, adj., 218 n. 3.

horwian, wv., 412 n. 9.

hös, sf., 66; 186. 1. b.

hosu, wf. ? 278 n. 1.

höra, see höra(w).

hörac, wu., 57 n. 3.

hrace, -u, wf., 162 n. 1; 278 n. 1.

hrade, hraeðe, adv., 201 n. 1; 217 n. 1; 315 n. 2.

forhradian, wv., 412 n. 1.

hreece, see hraceu.

hred, hraeñ, adj., 201 n. 1; 217 n. 1; 294 and n. 1.

hraefn (hreme, hrem), sm., 49; 141; 188. 1; 217.

hraede, see hraede.

hraeun, see röwan.

hrað(w), hrað, hraéaw, sn., 118. 1. a, 2 and n. 2; 173. 2; 174. 3 and n. 3; 250 n. 1; 288 n. 1.

hreace, hraw, sn., see hrace, hra(e).n.

hreðaw, adj., 111. 1; 301.

hræddan, wv., 400 n. 1. c; 401. 1; 402. 2.

hrem, see hrafn.

hræmig, adj., 296.

hræodan, sv., 384 n. 1. a.

hrœoh, adj., 295 n. 1; 304 n. 4.

(h)reohhe, hroche, wf., 220 and n. 1.

hreopode, see hreppan.

hreosan, sv., 150 n. 3; 199 n. 1; 371 n. 4; 384 n. 1. b.

hreow, sf., 174. 3 and n. 2; 259.

hreow, pret., see hreowans.

gehraôw, sn., 250. 1.

hreowan, wv., 64; 100. 1. b; 119 n. ; 156. 5; 371 n. 2; 384 n. 1. a, 2.

hreowsian, wf., 174. 3; 411 n. 4.

hreppan, 416 n. 19.

hreð, sm. ? 267. a.

Hrœæel, pr. n., 201. 3.

hreuan, hreůwn, ahríasañ, see hreow-

dan, röwan, hroesan.

(h)rimpan, sv., 386 n. 1.

hrinian, sv., 376 n.; 382 n. 1. a, 4.

hrindan, sv., 386 n. 1.

hrine, sm., 263. 1.

hring, sm., 217 and n. 1, 2; 239. 1. a.

hringe, wf., 206 n. 2.
(ymb)hring(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
hrisian, hrissau, wv., 400 n. 1 b. 2.
hrís(ér), hrýðer, hrúðer, n., 289 and n. 2.
hroden, see hrédan.
hrópan, sv., 390 n. 2. b.
hröðor, sn., 128. 1; 133 a; 267 n. 1.
Hröðulf, pr. n., 173 n. 3.
hrútan, sv., 217 n. 2; 385.
hrúðer, see hríð(ér).
hrúse, wfr., 278.
hrýcg, sm., 216. 1 and n. 1; 217 n. 2; 247. a.
hryre, sm., 263. 1.
hryðer, see hríð(ér).
hú, adv., 60; 172 n. 3.
hú ðearas, hú meta, hú nyta, 320.
gehú elles, adv., 320.
hualf, see.hwalf.
h-ugu, see -h(w)ugu.
húlic, pron., 342.
Húm-, Húnberht, pr. n., 188. 1.
hund, sm., 56.
hund, num., 327 and n. 1; 328.
hund- in numerals, see the second member of such compounds.
hundfeald, adj., 327 n. 3.
hundred, num., 327 and n. 1; 328.
hungor, sm., 95; 273.
hungrig, adj., 214. 5.
Hünsig(e), pr. n., 263 n. 5.
hunta, wfr., 277.
húru ðinga, adv., 320.
hús, sn., 30. 1; 61.
húsc, húx, sn., 289 n. 3.
húscinell, sn., 100 n. 7: 248 n. 4.
húsl, sn., 140; 186. 1 b.
húx, see húsc.
hwá, pron., 65 n. 2; 172; 182; 217 and n. 1; 341; 343; swá hwáswá, pron., 345.
gehwa, pron., 341 n. 4; 347.
gehwaðe, adj., 217 n. 2.
hwæl, sm., 240.
hwæne, pron., hwænne, see hwá, hwonne.
hwær, adv., 156. 1 c; 222 n. 1; 321 and n. 2.
gehwær, adv., 321 n. 2.
gehwarlæcan, see gehwærlæcan.
*hwéasan, hwæt, pron., see *hwéasan, hwá.
hwæt, adj., 50. 1, 2; 134 b; 144 n. 1; 293 and n. 1; 309.
hwæder, pron., 222 n. 1; 342 and n. 1; 343; swá hwæder swá, 345 and n.
gehwaðer, pron., 347.
hwæðre, adv., 156. 1 d.
hwæthuguningas, adv., 310; 344 n. 2.
hwæthwæra, adv., 321 n. 2.
hwæth(w)ugu, pron., 105. 1; 344. 1 and n. 1.
hwane, pron., hwanne, see hwá, hwonne.
hwâr(a), adv., 321 n. 2.
hwarfa, see hweorfan.
hwatost, sup., 309.
hwealf, sf., 191.
hwearfan, wv., 411 n. 4.
hwec, see -h(w)ugu.
hwealan, sv., 390 n. 1.
hwelc, hwilc, pron., 43 n. 4; 206 n. 6; 342 and n. 2, 3; 343; swá hwelc swá, 242 and n.
gehweorl, pron., 347.
welchwöne, pron., 344 n. 2.
welch(w)ugu, pron., 344. 1 and n. 1.
hwelung, sf., 390 n. 1.
hwêne, adv., 237 n. 2.
hweogol, sn., 104. 4.
hwêol, sn., 160 n. 2.
hweorfan, sv., 217 n. 1; 377 n.; 388 n. 1, 4.
hwêr, hwefan, see hwær, hwierfan.
*hwêsan? sv., 372; 396. 2. b.
hwêder, see hwæder.
hwettan, wv., 359. 3; 400 n. 1 c.
hwider(e), adv., 321 and n. 2, 3.
hwierfan, wv., 405 n. 1; 406 n. 6.
hwil, sf., 59.
hwilc, see hwelc.
hwîl(w)ende, -endlíc, adj., 173 n. 3.
hwînan, sv., 382 n. 1 a.
hwit, adj., 217.
hwit, wv., 405 n. 8 b.
hwiâ, wm., 107 n. 3.
hwîn(m), sm., 226; 239. 2.
hwon, see hwá.
hwôn, sn., 237 n. 2.
hwânan, adv., 321 and n. 2.
hwone, pron., see hwá.
hwonne, adv., 4 n. 2; 65 n. 2.
hwðpan, sv., 390 n. 2 b.
-h(wy)gu, 105. 1; 317; 344. 1.

hygelc, see hwelec.

hwyrf, sm., 266.

hygec(e)an, vv., 31 n.; 45, 3; 232. b; 416. 1 and n. 4.

hýd, sf., 269.

hýdan, vv., 359 n. 2; 405 n. 3; 406 n. 3.

hýdig, sf., 269.

Hygerht, pr. n., 263 n. 5.

gehygd, snf., 267. b; 269 and n. 4.

hydigd, adj., 33, 1; b; 214. 3.

hyge, sm., 31 n.; 263. 1 and n. 5.

hyht, sm., 232. b; 266.

hyhtan, vv., 405 n. 11.

b, 12.

behyldan, vv., 405 n. 11. a.

hyldo, f., 98. 2.

hyl(l), sm., 247. a; 266.

hylu, sf., 268.

hyngran (higran, -ian), vv., 31 n.; 93; 404. 1. c.

hype, sm., 263. 1.

onhyrian, vv., 400 n. 1.

hynnetu, sf., 135 n.; 258. 1 and n. 1.

hyrst, sf., 269.

hyrstan, vv., 405 n. 11.

gehyrste, -u, snf. pl., 267 n. 2.

hysc, sm., 263. 1 and n. 3.

Hysemôn, Hyseuwulf, pr. n., 263 n. 5.

hyspan, vv., 405 n. 8.

a, 10.

hýð, sf., 258. 2.

áhýðan, vv., 405 n. 5.

ierré, sn., 159. 5.

ierré, adj., 100. 1. a

and n. 2; 178. 2. b; 181. 2; 217 n. 1; 299.

ierringa, adv., 318.

iersian, vv., 159. 5; 412 n. 5; 411 n. 4.

ieṣ, adv., 323.

iewan, vv., 6 n. 2; 174.

3 and n. 3; 355 n. 3; 408. 2 and n. 10.

Ifig, sn., 217; 218 n. 1.

Ifigaretro, -tara, sn., 43. 2. a.

-ig, pron., see ic.

Igað, sm., 24 n.

igel, sm., 214. 4.

ih, see ic.

il, see igel.

ilca (ileca, ilca), pron., 43 n. 4; 291 n. 1; 339.

ile, sm., 263. 1 and n. 3.

inc(er), -it, see őu.

incer, poss. pron., 335.

Indéas, sm., 8 n. 3.

in(n), adv., 321.

innan, adv., 160. 3; 321.

innað, sm., 160. 3.

inne, adv., 314; 321.

innefle, innelfe, -ilfe, sn., 183. 2. b.

innera, comp., inne-

mest, sup., 314 and n. 1.

innwe(e)ard, adj., 43. 2. b.

instep(e)s), adv., 320.

ioc(c), see geoc.

Iohannes, pr. n., 175. 1.

ionna, ioni, see

innan, innað.

iren, adj., 296 and n. 3.

irman, see iernan.

isitès, adv., 339.

iű, see őeö.
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lædan, pr. n., 276 n. 2, 3. a.

lædæs, pr. n., 175. 1.

lægn, іu(і)h, іung, іungra, see geogніd, 8ў, geong, gingra.

l-w, sm., 223 n. 2; 250 n. 2.

l-w, pron., іver, іwih, іwocce, see 8ў, іower, 8ў, geoc.

k-, see c-.

lácen, sv., 395. 2; 394. 1 and n. 1.

læcnian, läcian, wv., 57 n. 3; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 1, 9.

lædðow, lædtow, see lættow.

læce(e)an, wv., 407. 1 and n. 10, 19.

læce, sm., 57 n. 3; 91; 154 n. 2; 206. 3. b; 248. 1.

-læc(e)an, wv., 407 n. 16, 17.

læcnian, see læcian.

lædan, wv., 198. 4. a; 205. b; 405. 1. b; 406 n. 3.

læden, adj., 89. 3; 197 n.

læfan, wv., 405 n. 1.

læh, sn., 267 n.

lænan, wv., 405 n. 1.

læne, adj., 222. 2.

læppa, see lappa.

læran, wv., 17; 90; 360 n. 1; 405 n. 1; 406 n. 2.

læresta, see læst(a).

læs, sf., 134. d; 174. 2; 260.

læs, adv., 232.

læsest, see læst(a).

læssa, comp., 154 n.; 180; 304 n. 3; 312 and n. 1.

læst(a) (læsesta, læresta), sup., 312 and n. 1.

læstan, wv., 363 n. 2; 405 n. 11.

læt, adj., 294; 314.

lætan, sv., 355 n. 3; 304 n. 2; 394. 1 and n. 2; 395. 2 and n. 3.

lætemest, sup., 50 n. 2; 314.

lædan, wv., 405 n. 5.

læða(u), f., 201. 5.

læwan, wv., 57. 2; 90; 174. 3; 408. 2 and n. 11.

læwed, adj., 173 n. 2.

læford, see halford.

lagu, sm., 213; 271.

lagu, sf., 103.

lahbryce, -slitve, sm., 214 n. 1.

lahcðp, sn., 26 n.

lâhwa, pron., 345.

lappa, læppa, wv., 10.

lær, sf., 17; 90; 252 n. 4; 254. 1; 276 n. 3. b.

lætow, sm., 43 n. 4; 150 n. 7; 217 n. 1; 250. 2 and n. 3. 4.

lærówa, wm., 250 n. 3.

læró, wv., 250 n. 3.

læsest, see læst(a).

lasor, sm. ? 103.

lást, sm., 232. c.

lāx, adj., 199 n. 1.

læbian, wv., 50 n. 1; 411 n. 4; 414 n. 2; 416 n. 13.

lădu, sf., 253 and n. 1.

lættów, sm., 43 n. 4; 150 n. 7; 174 n. 2; 201. 4. b; 250. 2 and n. 3. 4.

lættówa, wm., 250 n. 3.

læctûn, sm., 210. 2.

leaf, see leof.

geléafa, wv., 63; 99.

geléaf(y)l, adj., 231 n. 2.

læh, sf., 255. 4 and n. 3.

læhtůn, see læctûn.

læan, sm., 47.

læan, sv., 111. 2; 368 n. 4; 373; 392. 2.

lænian, wv., 411 n. 4.

læs, adj., 35 n. 2.

læsest, læssá, see læst(a), læsa.

læst, f., 100 n. 7.

læsung, sf., 135. 1.

læsían, see lædian.

læc, sm., 266.

læc, pret., see lúcanc.

læce(e)an, wv., 407. 1 and n. 9.

læcg(e)an, wv., 89. 1; 177. a; 214. 3; 227; 358 n. 5. b; 400 n. 1; 401. 2; 407. 1 and n. 7; 410 n. 2.

læcigna, lêde, etc., bîlêde, see lâcian, lêcg(e)an, lêwan.

lêf, adj., 58; 91 n.

geléfan, ’damage,’ wv., 91 n.

geléfan, ’believe,’ Lêfes, lêgan, see gelifan, Lëvi, lëogan.

leger, sm., 245.

legr, sf., 268.

leht, lehta, lehtûn, lemb, see leocht, liehtan, læctûn, łomb.

łemian, wv., 176 n. 2; 400 n. 2.

łempedu, sf., 258 n. 1.

łendan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.

łeñg, adv., 133. a; 182; 323.
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leən(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
leənigest(a), sup., 310 and n.; 311.
leənglfra, comp., 308 n.
leən(ge)ten, -cten, sm., 215.
leəngtograf, comp., 308 n.
leəo, wm., 277 n. 2, 3.
leəodan, sv., 384 n. 1 a.
leəode, sm., 261; 264.
leəof, adj., 64; 150 n. 1, 3; 309; 311.
leəofian, see leibban.
leəofficor, -ost, adj., 322.
leəogan, sv., 165.1 and n. 1; 384 n. 1 a.
leəoh, sn., 100.1 b; 150 n. 3; 165.1 and n. 1.
leəoh, adj., 'bright,' 165. 1 and n. 1.
leəoh, adj., 'easy,' 84.2; 100 n. 1; 165 n. 2.
leəohfæt, sn., 237 n. 4.
leəoma, wm., 222.2.
leəon, sv., 84.2; 114.3; 165. 2; 373; 383 n. 4.
leəoran, svw., 382 n. 3; 384 n. 3; 406 n. 6; 410 n. 5.
leəornian, wv., 39.1; 360 n. 3; 412 n. 2; 416 n. 12, 15 a.
leəorning, -ung, sf., 100 n. 7; 254.2; 255.1.
forlēosan, sv., 384 n. 1 b.
leəoðo, see liən-
leəow, n., 290 n. 3.
Leəowserius, pr. n., 64 n.
leəsan, sv., 391 n. 1.
leəsə(n), leəssa, see liesan, leəssa.
-lēstu, f., 100 n. 7.

lētan, see lētàn.
leðer, sn., 139 n.
lētān, wv., 400 n. 1 c; 401. 1; 402. 2.
Lēvi, pr. n., 194.
lēwa, see lēwan.
libban (lifgan, liflan), wv., 107 n. 4; 190; 412 n. 11; 416 n. 1 and n. 2, 15 a.
lic, sn., 239.1 b.
-lic, adj., 43.1; 3 b; 294 and n. 2.
gelic, adj., 43.1.
licician, sv., 413 n. 6.
Liccitfeld, pr. n., 273 n. 3.
līcettan(līcettan), wv., 230 n. 1; 403 n.
līg(e)an, sv., 54 b; 57 n. 3; 206.3 b; 214.4; 216.1; 358 n. 5; 366 n. 2; 372 and n.; 391.3 and n. 9; 410 n. 5.
līchoma, licuma, wm., 217.
līcian, wv., 411 n. 5.
-līda, wvm., 234 b.
līlēfan, wv., 405 n. 1.
geliefan, wv., 99; 159; 4; 356 n. 1; 405 1. b; 406 n. 7.
lī(e)g, sm., 31 n.; 99; 266.
lī(e)g(ut), sumf., 248.
-2 and n. 3; 258.1 and n. 1.
lī(e)græsc, sm., 89.2.
lī(e)htan, wv., 'shine,' 100.1 b; 165.2 and n. 2; 405 n. 11 b; 406 n. 6; 410 n. 5.
lī(e)htan, wv., 'alleviate,' 100 n. 1.
līes, see līas.
līesan, wv., 203; 405.
-1. b; 406 n. 6, 7; 410 n. 5.
-līest, f., 100 n. 7.
līedran, wv., 404.1 c.
lī(e)xan, wv., 100 n. 1; 165.2; 405.4 c.
belifan, sv., 382 n. 1 a.
līfgan (lifian, etc.), ligan, see libban.
lī(e)g, lēogan.

gelīgere, sn., 214.4.
liht, lihta(n), see lēoh, lī(e)htan.
līm, sn., 105.3 and n. 5; 237 n. 4; 241.
(ge)limpan, sv., 386 n. 1, 3.
Lindis, pr. n., 258.1.
līnnian, sv., 386 n. 1.
gelīre, see gelīgere.
līs, list, see līds, līeg-
(e)an.
līds, sn., 105.3; 241; 271.
līds, see līeg(e)an.
līsān, sv., 232. c; 234.
-380; 382 n. 1 b.
līsercian, svw., 413 n. 1.
līgian, sv., 414 n. 3.
līsīncel, sn., 248 n. 4.
līds, sf., 201.7; 258.2.
līðu, sm., 271.
loc, sn., 239.1 b.
līc(a)hwá, pron., 345.
locbore, wfv., 278 n. 1.
loc(e), sm., 226.
loccean, wv., 411 n. 4.
līcháw, lōchweār,
lōchwycle, pron., 345.
līcean, wv., 355 ff.; 411.1, 2, 3 and n. 4; 412 n. 1, 5, 6, 8, 11; 413 n. 2.
līös(i)ga, see losian.
līofian, wv., 411 n. 4.
līmb (lāmp; lēmb; lqmbar), n., 128.1; 133 b; 182 and n.; 190 and n.; 224; 288 n. 1; 290 and n. 1.
līnd, sn., 65.
mearth, sm., 79 n. 1; 218. 1; 223 n. 1; 242. 1 and n. 1.
mearh, sm., 199 n. 1.
mearu, adj., 300.
mec, see ic.
méece, sm., 91 n.; 248. 1.
méd, sf., 58; tō mēdes, adv., 320.
medewa, w. adj., 300.
médren-, 7 n.
mémdscæt, sm., 198. 4 a.
medu (meodu), sm., 104. 3 and n. 1; 271.
meduma, sup., 314.
meh, meht, méi-, méis-, melcan, see ic, meht, meáis-, meolcan.
méldian, wv., 411 n. 4.
melo, meolo, sm., 104. 1; 249 and n. 2.
meltan, sv., 387 n. 1.
mène, sm., 261; 263. 1.
mèng(e)an, wv., 215 n. 2; 405 n. 2; 406 n. 6.
mèngu, mèng(e)o, f., 206. 3. b; 214. 5; 279 and n. 3.
mèngig, see mèông.
mènnu, sf., 258 n. 2.
mènnesc(e)a, wm., 76 n. 4; 206. 3. b.
mènnisc, adj., 145.
mèo, wm. ? 277 n. 2.
mèodo, mèodræn-, meolh, see medu, mèodren-, meox.
mèolcan, sv., 81; 357 n. 1; 387 n. 3.
mèolo, see mèolo.
mèol(o)c, f., 105. 2; 164. 2; 284 n. 5.
mèord, sf., 150 n. 1.
mèotod, see metod.
mèowle, wf., 73 n. 1; 174. 3; 278.
mèox, sn., 84. 1; 221. 2 and n. 3.
gemercian, see mearc-
ian.
mère, sm., 44 n. 1; 261; 263. 1.
mèrg-, mèrgen, mèr-
ien, see mèarg, mor-
gen.
ámriian, wv., 400 n. 1.
mèrsian, see mèrsian.
métze, wf., 205 n. 1.
mést, see mèst(a).
met, sm., 104. 3.
gemet, sm., 104. 3.
métan, sv., 107. 2; 391. 1.
mé tá n., 405 n. 8. b, 10; 406 n. 3. 6.
mètbealg, sm., 263 n. 5.
mète, sm., 263. 1 and n. 3. 5.
mèteceweorra, wm., 388 n. 1.
met(e)gian, wv., 411 n. 4; 414 n. 3.
mètelifestu, -læast, f., 99 n.; 100 n. 7; 201. 6.
métod, sm., 104 n. 1; 160. 2; 245.
mètsceat, seemètsceat.
micel, adj., 31 n.; 155. 3; 144. c; 228; 296
and n. 1. 2; 312.
miecgern, sm., 206. 4; 216 n. 2.
mècles, miclum, adv., 319.
mèd(d), adj., 231. 2; 297; 314.
omiddan, see on.
omiddan(g)eard, sm., 214. 7.
tòmiddles, adv., 319.
mid(l), sn.? 201. 3.
mèdlían, wv., 412 n. 1.
mimdest, sup., 314.
mèht(ig), see mèht(ig).
mèltau, wv., 159. 3.
Mierc, pr. n., 204 and n.; 276 n. 3. a.
gemierc, sm., 248. 1. b.
mierc, wf., 278.
mierran, wv., 178. 2. b; 405 n. 6.
migan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
mèht (mealht; meht)
sm., 31 n.; 82; 98 n.; 150. 1, 3; 221 n. 1; 232. b; 261; 269 and n. 2.
mihtig, adj., 151 n.; 159. 3.
milc, see meol(o)c.
imlécende, part., 408 n. 17.
mëltsian, see mil(t)sian.
iml(t)s, sf., 198. 4 a; 205. b and n. 1; 258. 2.
iml(t)sian, wv., 198. 4.
iml(t)se, 411 n. 4; 412 n.
imlu, m, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10.
milze, see mil(t)s.
gemimor, adj., 105. 3.
geminor, gen., see ic.
mín, pron., 59; 188 n. 4; 293 n. 2; 335.
mènsian, wv., 186. 2. b.
mìnte, wf., 69.
mìrígð, see myrígð.
mìs(t)lic, adj., 43. 3. b; 196. 4.
mìsian, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
mittý, conj., 201. 4. b.
mìxi, sm., 84. 1; 164. 2.
mìoduðe, sm., 199 n. 1.
môò, f., 229; 285
and n. 3, 4. c.
môdrie, módri, modfr, wf., 229.
môðe, -a, see mòðe.
mòna, wm., 68; 277.
mønað, m., 26. 2, 68; 281. 1 and n. 4; 281. 2.
on gemmeng, adv., 188 n. 3; amang, see on.
mçnian, wv., 411 n. 4.
mönig (mænig; mæ- nig), adj., 65 n. 2; 135. 3; 291 n. 1; 296 and n. 1.
mönigfeald, adj., 214. 5; 308 n.; 330 and n. 2.
mönigfealdlice (-fali- lice), adv., 198. 3.
mön(n), m., 25. 2 and n.; 65; 89. 4; 5, 226; 231. 1; 281. 1.
mouna, wm., 281 n. 1.
Mönæðorp, pr. n., 284 n. 7.
mounung, sf., 135. 1; 254. 2.
morað, sn., 199 n. 3.
morgen (mærgen; mægen), sm., 10; 11; 93. 1; 213 n.; 214 n. 10, 11; 287 n. 2; 244. 1; tô morgen, tô mærgen, adv., 237 n. 2.
morne(s), see morgen.
morð, sn., 199. 2.
morù, wf., 218 n. 2; 278 n. 1.
möð, anv., 425. 12 and n.
möððæ, wf., 199 n. 2; 226.
möðian, wv., 412 n. 1.
gemun, adj., 302.
munan, anv., 186. 2; a; 423. 9 and n. 2.
Muncgiu, see Muntgiu.
munt, sm., 70.
Muntgiu, pr. n., 192. 2; 196. 3.
muncu, sm., 70; 93. 2; 128 n. 2.
murcian, wv., 55.
murnan, sv., 55; 389 and n. 4.
mús, f., 133. b; 284 and n. 1.
mūð, sm., 30. 2; 186. 1. b; 239. 1. a.
muxle, wf., 204. 3.
mycel, mygð, see micel, mægð.
gemund, snf., 267. b; 269 and n. 4.
gemynđgian, wv., 355 n. 3; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 4. 7.
myne, sm., 263. 1.
gemyne, sn., 263. 2.
gemyne, adj., 302.
mynecen(u), sf., 93. 2; 258 n. 2.
mynet, sm., 70; 93. 2.
mynster, sm., 70; 93. 2.
myrtað, sf., 213 n.
nabban, wv., 10; 110 n. 4; 217; 360 n. 3; 416 n. 1. a.
nacad, adj., 50. 1. 144.
a, see næfre.
naðl, sf., 140; 201. 3; 254. 1.
naðre, wf., 276 n. 3.
a, c; 278.
aðre, adv., 192 n. 2.
nægl, sm., 49; 140.
næglan, wv., 89. 2; 404. 1. b.
nähesta, næht, see niefhsta, niht.
benæman, wv., 68 n. 1; 405 n. 1.
genæme, adj., 299.
naðig, pron., 348. 2;
nænge singa, adv., 320.
naðiht, n., 100 n. 3; 348 n. 2.
næp, sm., 57. 1.
naðron, nes, see wesan.
næs, sm., 89 n. 1.
nætan, wv., 405 n. 8. b.
næðl, see nædl.
næht, see nä(w)uht.
nähwær, näwer, adv., 43 n. 4; 57 n. 2; 321 n. 2.
nähwærd, nähwær, näh(u)ðer, pron., 348. 2.
nalas, nälæs, nals, nälles, nealles, adv., 319.
nán, pron., 348. 2.
nán(n) sing, n., 348. 2; náne singa, adv., 320.
nán(w)uht, n., 348. 2.
nas, see wesan.
náðer, see nähwærd.
náðing, n., 348. 2.
náthwâ, náthwelic, pron., 344. 2.
näwer, see nähwær.
ná(w)uht, näht (ná-wiht), n., 6 n. 1. 71; 172 n.; 267 n.; 348. 2 and n. 1. 2.
néades, adv., 320.
néah, adj., 313 n. 1.
néah, adv., 57. 2; d; 82; 108. 2; 163 and n. 2; 165 n. 3; 222 n. 1; 313; 321.
be-, geneah, anv., 442. 11.
néahgebûr, sm., 214 n. 1.
geneahhe, adv., 82; 108. 2; 220 and n. 1.
néast(a), næht, see niæhest(a), niht.
næhuð, wv., 150 n. 2; 165 n. 3; 222 n. 1; 405 n. 7; 407 n. 16, 17, 18.
néalic, adj., 222 n. 1.
néalca(n), etc., see nélæc(e)an.
néalles, neam, see nalas, eom.
néan, adv., 112; 321; fornéan, 150 n. 3.
INDEX

nēar, adv., 84 n. 2; 112; 321; 323.
nēarra, comp., 313.
nearu, sf., 260 and n. 1.
nearu, adj., 103 n. 1; 174 n. 1; 300; 315.
nearwe, adv., 315.
nēat, sn., 99.
nēawest, sf., 222 n. 1.
neb, sn., 247. b.
Nebrod, pr. n., 187 n.
nēchēbūr, nēd, nēdl, see nēahgebūr, nēd, nēdl.
nefa, wm., 107. 2; 277 and n. 1.
nēh, genehhe, nēhehēbūr, nēhlēc(a)n, etc., nēhsta, see nēah, genealheh, nēahgebūr, nēlāēc(e)an, nēhsta.
(ne)nehēwiga, vv., 218 n. 3; 222 n. 4.
nēirxna-, see neorxnawong.
nēistea, see nēistha.
nēlecc(a)n, etc., see nēlāēc(e)an.
nelian, anv., 110 n. 4; 172 n.; 360 n. 4, 5; 428 n. 2, 3, 4.
nēmnan, vv., 358 n. 4; 404 n. 1 a; 406 and n. 4.
Nemrod, pr. n., 187 n.
nōdliucor, adv., 43 n. 3.
neegoða (niogoða), nōleča, -lica (nio-), neoman (nioman), nēone (nione), see nigoða, nēlāēc(e)an, nīman, nīgon.
hundnēontig, num., 166 n. 6.
genēop, pret., 396 n. 5.
nēorxnawong, sm., 164 n. 1.
nēos(i)an, vv., 221. 2; 412 n. 4.
nēotan, sn., see nieten.
nēotan, sv., 384 n. 1 a.
(be)neōdān, (-)nioðan, (cj)adv., 107 n. 5; 314; 321.
nōdēmest, nōdēmest, sup., 314.
nōdōr (nioðor), see nīðor.
nēowe, see nīwe.
nēowol, niowol, see niwol.
nērgend, m., 286.
nērian, vv., 44 n. 1; 89. 1; 133. c; 136; 175. 1, 2; 176; 181.
2; 227; 306 and n. 1; 355 ff.; 372; 400.
1 and n. 1, 3; 401. 2; 402. 1; 409 and n. 1; 410. 1, 3 and n. 5.
-nēru, sf., 268.
nēwan, see nierwan.
-nes, sf., 258. 1 and n. 1.
genesan, sv., 391 n. 1.
nēsta, see nēhsta.
nēt, sn., 247. b.
nēdan, vv., 405 n. 5.
nēdl, see nēdl.
nēxta, see nēhsta.
nēlēca(n), etc., see nēlāēc(e)an.
nīc, pron., 332 n. 2.
nīed, sf., 99; 159. 4; 269; nīedes, adv., 320.
nīedan, vv., 405 n. 3.
nīednēme, adj., 68 n. 1.
nīhsta, sup., 108. 2; 145; 155. 3; 163 n. 1; 166. 6; 221 n. 4; 222. 1; 311; 313 and n.
nicht, see niht.
nierwan, vv., 174 n. 1; 408. 1 and n. 6.
nierwart, sn., 248. 2.
nieten, sn., 42 n. 3; 99; 135. 2; 144. b; 243. 1; 244. 2.
nīwe, see niwe.
nift, sf., 193. 1.
nigon, num., 105. 3; 166 n. 6; 325 and n.
nigontēne, num., 325.
hundnīgonntig, num., 326.
nīgoða, num., 328.
nīh, nīhsta, see nēah, nīhsta.
nīht, neaht (näht), f., 31 n. 82; 98 n. 151 n.; 159. 3; 284 and n. 4. — oniht, see on.
— nihtes, adv., 284 n. 4; 320.
nīhtegale, wf., 278 n. 1.
nīhtlanges, adv., 319.
geniht(t)sum, see genihtsum.
nīman, sv., 23. 2; 44 n. 1–3; 68 and n. 1; 69; 70; 107. 5; 366 n. 2; 370 n. 8; 371 n. 7; 390 n. 2.
genip, sn., 241.
nīpān, sv., 382 n. 1 a.
-nis, sf., 44.
nīstant, vv., 405 n. 11.
nīstig, adj., 110 n. 4.
(be)nīðān, see (be)neōdān.
nīdēmest, sup., 105 n. 6; 314.
nīdērra, comp., 314 and n. 1.
nīðor, adv., 105. 3 and n. 5; 321.
nīdrían, vv., 412 n. 4; 413 n. 1.
nīwe (nēowe, nīowe), adj., 73 n. 3; 100 n. 2; 156. 5; 159. 5; 297 n. 1.
niwian, vv., 412 n. 5.
niwol, adj., 73. 3.
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genôg, adj., 214. 1;
291 n. 1; 295 n. 1.
genôg, adv., 319.
 nóht, see nówuht.
nóhwær, nówer, adv.,
57 n. 2; 321 n. 2.
nóhwæder, nówder,
pron., 348. 2.
nòma, wm., 65; 276
n. 3, c, 4; 277.
tó nóñes, adv., 320.
nord, adv., 314; 321.
nordan, adv., 321.
Nord(an)hymbre, pr.
n., 264.
norderra, comp., 314
and n. 1.
nordnrest, sup., 314.
nosu, sf., 274.
nöwer, nówær, see nó-
hwær, nóhwæder.
nówuht, nóht (nó-
wiht), n., 348. 2 and
n. 2.
-numa, wm., 70.
nyðe, see nymdé.
nyllan, see nellan.
genyht, sm., 267. b.
genythtsam, adj., 31 n.;
196 n. 3.
genythtsman, wm.,
412 n. 2.
nymdë, conj., 187 n.
nýr, see nñr.
nyrðra, comp., 314.
nytan, anv., 110 n. 4;
172 n.; 360 n. 3;
420. 1 and n. 1.
ny(t), sf., 258. 1.
ny(t), adj., 291. 2;
297.
ö, adv., 62 n.; 174. 3.
ob, obær, see of, ofer.
cefist, sf., 100 n. 4.
ög, see weg.
of, prep., 51; 130;
191.
ofðele, -dæle, sn., 263.
2 and n. 3.
ofðer, prep., 4 n. 2; 191;
192. 2 and n. 2.
ofere, adv., 321 n. 3.
oferhygd, sn., 267. b.
oferméttó, f., 201. 4.
b; 255. 3.
ofermódgian, 413 n. 3.
oferslége, sn., 263. 2.
Ofa, pr. n., 192. 1.
offrian, wm., 192. 1;
411 n. 4; 413 n. 5.
of(o)st, sf., 43 n. 4;
93. 1; 186 n. 3.
öffge, sm., 263. 1.
dhelti, 201. 2.
dht, sf., 67; 94. c.
dht, n., see ówuht.
óhwær, ówer, adv., 57
n. 2; 321 n. 2.
óhwæder, ówder, pron.,
62 n.; 222 n. 1; 346.
óhwóman (ówana), adv.,
321 n. 2.
ógcc(e)an (ólógcean),
wm., 407 n. 16, 17.
llunc, see qndlœng.
óm, sm., 68.
qmbht, ambec(h)t, sm.,
221 n. 1.
qn (an), adv., prep.,
51 and n.; 130; 158
n. 3.
on-, ' out of,' Ger.
' ent-,' 56 n. 1; 158
n. 2.
qncléow, sn., 198 n. 2;
250. 1.
qnd, conj., 4 n. 2.
qndcwís(s), sf.? 232. d.
qndet(e)re, sm., 248. 1.
a.
qndettan, wm., 217;
403 n.; 405 n. 9;
406 n. 6; 412 n. 2.
qndfæge, adj., 206. 3.
b; 215 n. 2.
qndfæge(a), wm., 198
n. 2.
qndgiet, sn, 8 n. 4;
198 n. 2.
qudleofa, -liofa, wm.,
107. 4.
qudlœng, adv., 188 n.
1.
qudrysn(n)lic (qudryn-
endic, qudrynstic),
adv., 188 n. 4; 196.
4; 198 n. 1.
qudsaca, wm., 198 n. 2.
qudsacian, wm., 198.
4. a.
qudsprúnian (qud-
spyr[n]iga), wm.,
416 n. 11. e.
qudsvarian, wm.,
412 n. 11; 413 n. 6;
416 n. 13. c, 17.
qudswaru, sf., 51; 253
and n. 2.
qudwe(a)rd, adj., 43.
3. a.
qgeudweardian, wm.,
414 n. 4.
qudwierdan, wm., 369.
2; 405 n. 11. a.
qudwíla (-wliota,
-wlata), wm., 43. 2.
a; 73. 2. a; 107 n. 6.
ónettan, wm., 43 n. 4;
218 n. 1; 403 n.
quge, adv., 315 n. 3.
qugrow, adj., 215.
qugrowsumys, sf., 209 n.
Ongulseeaxan, pr. n.,
1 n. 1.
quhrine, sm., 263. 1.
qudlœng, see qndlœng.
quisfon, -sion, sf., 150
n. 2; 198 n. 2; 260
n. 4.
Onswini, see Óswine.
quw(e)ald (quw(é)ld),
snm., 43. 2. b; 198
n. 2; 267. a.
quwealg, adj., 198 n. 2;
214 n. 5.
op(e)ian, wm., 411
n. 4.
or-, 56.
oðra, wm., 26 n.
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orc(g)e(a)rd, see ortgeard.
ornæwe, adj., 100 n. 7.
ordceard, see ortgeard.
őret, n. ? 43 n. 4 ; 218
n. 3.
or(e)ðian, wv., 43 n. 4 ; 186 n. 3.
øretrace, sm., 218 n. 1.
őretta, wm., 43 n. 4 .
orretan, wv., 43 n. 4 ;
218 n. 1 ; 403 n.
orgâet, adj., 100 n. 7.
orlge, sn., 263. 2.
or(n), see iernan.
or(o)ð, sn., 43 n. 4 ;
186 n. 3.
orret-, see øret-
orsâwere, adj., 100 n. 7.
orsorg, adj., 56.
ortgeard, sm., 196. 3 ;
206. 4.
orð, see orð.
orðonc, sm., 56.
orð, sm., 66 ; 281 n. 3.
øsle, wf., 186. 1. a.
Oswine, pr. n., 186
n. 2.
Óswold, pr. n., 51.
ot, see æt.
oð-, prep., 186 n. 3.
oðer, adj., 66 ; 144. a ;
145 n. ; 186. 1. b ;
231. 4 ; 291 n. 1 ;
296 n. 3 ; 328 ; 331 n.
oððe (ōðða, eðða),
conj., 4 n. 2 ; 190.
2 and n. 1 ; 226 ; 317.
Oušgrim, Oustman, 
pr. n., 26 n.
ōwana, ōwer, ōwær,
seeōhwanan,ōhwar, 
ōhwæðer.
ōwuth, ōht (ōwiht), n.,
62 n. ; 344. 3 and n. 3.
ōxa, wm., 19. 2 ; 55 ;
93. 1 ; 150. 4 ; 221.
2 and n. 3 ; 277 n. 1.
ōxn, sf., 221. 2.
pâd, sf., 189.
bepæc(e)an, wv., 407
n. 16. 17.
pæl, sm., 80 n. 4.
pæð, sm., 189 ; 199 n. 1 ; 240 and n. 2.
pætig, see prætig.
pæððan, wv., 89 n. 1 ;
227.
pælendse, wf., 50 n. 5 ;
205. a.
pawa, pæa, wm., 57.
2. a ; 111 n. 2 ; 171
n. 7.
Pehtas, see Peohtas.
pêo (piê), wf., 114. 2 ;
166 n. 7 ; 278 n. 2.
Peohtas, Pihtas, pr. n.,
83 ; 108. 1.
Peothhät, pr. n., 224.
peose, piose, see pisu.
Perse, Perseas, pr. n.,
8 n. 3 ; 204.
persoc, sm., 128 n. 2.
peru, wf., 54 n. ;
104. 1 ; 278 n. 1.
pic, sn., 206 n. 6.
pie, Pihtas, see pêo, 
Peohtas.
pil, sm., 189.
pûn, sf. ? 58 n. 2.
pînian, wv., 412 n. 10.
pinsian, wf., 69 ; 186.
2. a.
pisu, -e, wf., 107. 5 ;
278.
place, plætse, swf.,
205 n. 1.
plægian, see plægian
and plegian.
plægian, wv., 416 n.
13. b, 17. a.
pleagian, see plægian
and plegian.
pëla, wv., 107. 2 ; 189.
plegian, sv., 391 n. 1.
plegian, wv., 391 n. 1 ;
412 n. 2.
pleoh, sn., 83 ; 165 n.
3 ; 222 n. 1 ; 242. 2.
plëolic, adj., 222 n. 1.
pleon, plion, sv., 113.
2 ; 373 ; 391. 2.
Plëowald, -walh, pr.
n., 165 n. 3 ; 222 n. 1.
plyme, wf., 96. a.
pocca, pohha, wm.,
220 and n. 1, 2.
prætig, adj., 180.
prafost, profost, sm.,
192. 2.
prica, wm., 107. 5.
pricu, wf., 276 n. 4.
prôfian, wv., 192. 2.
profost, see prafost.
pund, sn., 70 ; 189.
pysfan, wv., 192. 1 ;
405. 4. b.
pyle, sm., 95 ; 173. 2 ;
263. 1.
pyndan, wv., 405 n.
11. a.
Pybba, pr. n., 190 n.
pytt, sm., 95 ; 189.
qu-, see cw-.
râ, wm., 118. 1. b ; 277
n. 2.
racu, sf., 103 ; 253 n. 2.
rade, see hrade.
hrû gerâdes, adv., 320.
râðor, sm., 222 n. 1.
ræc(e)an, wv., 206 n. 5 ;
407. 1 and n. 11.
ræced, ræd, see ræced, 
hræd.
ræd, sn., 57. 2 ; 150. 1.
ræðan, swv., 57. 2 and
n. 2 ; 181. 1 ; 359. 2 ;
304. 1 and n. 2 ; 305.
2. a, 3 ; 405 n. 3.
ræðen, sf., 258. 1 and
n. 3.
ræfnan, wv., 193 n ;
404 n. 1. b.
ræfsan, wv., 89. 2 ;
192. 1 ; 405 n. 10.
reht, rehte, ren, see
ryht, rcc(e)an, ërn.
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ræs, sf.? 260.
ræsan, vv., 203; 405 n. 1.
ræsian, ræswan, vv., 408 n. 8.
ræð, see hæred.
ráha, see rá.
rápincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
ræðe, see hræde.
ræwan, sv., 396 n. 5.
ræafian, vv., 412 n. 9.
réat, réca, see hrútan, ræcan.
roc(c)e(an), 'narrate,' vv., 162 n. 3; 206. 3. b; 227; 407. 1 and n. 9; 410 n. 5.
roc(e)(e)an, 'reck,' vv., 230 n. 1; 407. 1 and n. 12.
reced, sn., 89. 3; 135. 2; 243. 2.
rócelfiöstu, f., 201. 6.
réd, see rédd.
-réd, pr. n., 57 n. 2.
geréfa, vv., 192. 2 and n. 2; 276 n. 3 c; 277.
refnan, refsan, see ráfan, ráfsan.
regn, sm., 92; 141; 185; 213; 214. 3.
gerégrynian, vv., 413 n. 1.
regol, sm., 104. 3 and n. 1; 160. 2.
re(i)ht, see ryht.
rempan, vv., 405 n. 8.
ren, rën, reng, see ærn, regn.
réo, wf., 117. 1; 218 n. 3; 278 n. 2.
réocan, sv., 384 n. 1 a. 2.
onræōð, pret., 396 n. 5.
onræðan, sv., 384 n. 1 a.
geréofa, see ræafian.
réofan, sv., 384 n. 1 a.
rehæ, regol, reoh, reoma, rēon, re opin,
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sacc, sm., 10; 207.
sácercd, sm., 12; 50
n. 5.
sacu, sf., 50. 2; 103;
207; 253 and n. 1.
sadol, sm., 50. 1; 103.
sē, smf., 118. 2; 173.
2 and n. 1; 174 n. 3;
266 n. 2.
secc, sf., 89 n. 1; 231.
1; 258. 1.
seégn(e)an, sēde, see
seég(e)an.
geseh, see séon.
sel, sn., 103; 240; 263
n. 3; 288 n. 1; 289
n. 2.
sēl, smf., 266 and n.
1.
gesélðu, f., 201. 2.
stemtunges, sændan,
gesēne, see stembtunges,
(9,320),(986,991)
sāre, see sāre.
sæterndæg, sm., 50
n. 2.
sǽérige, wf., 199 n. 3.
sættl, sāwán, see sættl,
sāwán.
sēwet, sn., 248. 2.
sæx, see sæx.
sagu, sf., 253 n. 2.
sahtlian, wv., 10.
salb, salch, see sealf,
sealh.
salo, adj., 300.
salor, sn.? 263 n. 3;
289 and n. 2.
salt, see sealh.
sār, sn., 62; 252 n. 2.
sāre, adv., 320.
sārgvían, wv., 411 n. 4.
sārían, wv., 411 n. 5.
sāríg, adj., 62 n.
sāül, see sæwol.
sāwán, sv., 57. 2. a;
62 n.; 173; 364 n.
2; 396. 2. c and n.
7, 8.
gesawen, see séon.
sāwol, sf., 6 n. 1; 62
n.; 174. 3 and n. 2;
252 n. 2; 254. 2;
255. 2.
scā-, scæ-, see also
scēa.
scer, scēron, see
scieran.
sceððógíg, adj., 89 n. 1.
sceabb, sm., 75. 1.
sc(e)acan, sv., 76. 2.
107. 1; 160 n. 1;
368 n. 3, 4; 370 n. 1;
392 n. 1, 3.
sceæære, sm., 157. 2.
sceææga, wum., 216. 2.
sceæd (sced), sn., 75
n. 1; 271.
gesc(e)ąd, sn., 109.
sc(e)ádan, sv., 37. 3.
76. 2; 157. 4; 358 n.
1; 395. 2. b and n. 4.
sc(e)adu, sf., 103 n. 1;
260 and n. 2; 271.
ofersceadwian, wv.,
412 n. 5.
sc(e)afan, sv., 49 n. 2;
75 n. 1; 368 n. 3;
392 and n. 3.
sceæft, sm., 75.1; 193.1.
gesceæft, sm., 192. 1;
232. a; 261; 267 n.
2; 269.
sceal, see sculan.
sceácp, sn., 75. 2; 109
and n.; 157. 2.
gessceápu, sn., 103 n.1.
sceør, sm., 290 n. 3.
sceærp, adj., 180.
sc(e)aša, wum., 107. 1;
276 n. 3. c; 277.
sceat(t), sm., 75. 1;
157. 3; 195; 226;
231. 1.
sceæw(e)re, sm., 156
n. 3; 248. 1. a.
sceæwian, wv., 411 n.
4; 412 n. 6, 8, 10,
11; 413 n. 7; 416 n.
17. b.
sceæwung, sf., 156 n. 3.
see-, see also scei-
and sceið, see sceiðad.
scegi, see sceið.
scææ, smf., 6
n. 1.
scel, see sculan.
scünstæ, sm., 76 n. 3.
sceun(e)an, wv., 76
n. 3; 198. 4. b; 405.
4. a and n. 8. c; 406.
sænd, see sceiðan.
gescẹnǔ, f., 201. 4. b.
sceò, wf.? 277 n. 2.
sceoca, see scecca.
sc(e)œcha, wum., 220.
sceofan, see sceofan.
sc(e)óg, sc(e)óian,
wv., 414 n. 5. a.
sc(e)óh, sm., 76. 2;
115; 242. 2 and n. 2.
sceo, adj., 205 n. 1.
sc(e)óf, sf., 55 n.
sceolán, see sculan.
sceolh, adj., 81; 295
n. 1.
sc(e)olu, sf., 253.
sc(e)omian, sv., 355
n. 3; 411 n. 5; 412
n. 4, 5.
sc(e)óm, sf., 76. 2;
157. 4; 253 and n. 2.
sc(e)óp, sm., 76. 2.
sceor, see scór.
sceorfan, sv., 75 n. 3;
388 n. 1.
sceorfan, sv., 388 n. 1.
sceort, adj., comp.,
307; sup., 310.
sceótan, sv., 109; 334
n. 1. a.
scép, see sceáp.
scerero, n. pl., 290 n. 3.
sceřg, scet, see sceřian,
scet(t), see sceotan.
scëððán, swv., 75 n. 2;
199. 2; 227; 372;
392. 2, 4 and n. 6;
400 n. 1. b; 401. 2
and n. 1.
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sceucca, scēufan, scē-ware, scēwung, see sceucca, scūfan, scēawere, scēawung.
scla, -æ, -u, see sceō.
gesce, sn., 76 n. 3; 248 n. 1.
scleld, sm., 75. 3; 157. 2; 273.
scliefan, sv., 387 n. 2.
*āscielian, -scylan, wv., 400 n. 1. a, 2.
sclian, sv., 387 n. 2.
sclidan, wv., 76 n. 3; 405 n. 11. a; 406 n. 3, 6.
sclines, sf., 230 n. 1.
scléppan, sv., 75. 1; 98. b; 159. 1; 177. a; 189; 227; 232. a; 368 n. 4; 372.
sclian, sv., 75. 1. a, 2, 3 and n. 1, 2; 390 n. 1. (á-, be)sclierian, wv., 400 n. 1; 409 n. 1.
sclierpan, ‘sharpen,’ wv., 405 n. 8. a.
sclierpan, ‘clothe,’ wv., 405 n. 8. a.
sclidan, wv., 358 n. 1; 405 n. 11. a; 406 n. 6.
sclildig, see scyldig.
sclīnan, sv., 37. 3; 357 n. 2; 382 n. 1. a.
gescince, sn., 206. 3. b.
sclip, sn., 241.
-scipe, sm., 98 n.; 263. 1.
scipincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
sceptearo, -tara, sn., 43. 2. a; 249 n. 4.
sclitan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
asclian, scleacnes, sclēp, sclincan, sclitan, scmēgan, snic-an, see asclian, sleacnes, slēp-an, slincan, slitan, smēag(e)an, snican.

sco-, see sc(e)o-.
gescō, see gescie.
screw, sn., 240.
scre(e)an, wv., 405 n. 8. c; 406 n. 2.
screpan, sv., 391 n. 1.
scred, sm., 263. 1.
scrifan, sv., 376 n.; 382 n. 1. a.
scrimman, sv. ? 386 n. 1.
scriancan, sringan, sv., 378 n. 1; 386 n. 1. 4.
scriñān, sv., 382 n. 1. b.
scruđ, n., 281. 2.
scurf, see scurf.
scurðan, wv., 405 n. 3.
sca, wum., 76. 2; 116.
sceucca, wum., 76. 2; 220 n. 2.
sced(i)an, v., 385 n. 1.
scautan, sv., 76. 2; 359 n. 9; 378 n. 1; 385 n. 2.
scautan, anv., 36. 3; 75. 1; 76. n. 2; 157. 3; 202; 350; 360 n. 3; 423. 8 and n. 1.
sclaudor, sm., 76. 2.
onscunian, wv., 412 n. 2, 5; 413 n. 5; 414 n. 3; 416 n. 11. c, 15. a.
scur, sm., 76. 2.
scurf, sm. ? 179. 2.
scoata, see scua.
gescū, see gescie.
*scyce(e)an, wv., 407 n. 19.
scyfa, see scūfan.
scoye, sm., 263. 1.
scy(h)end, m., 408 n. 18.
sycld, sf., 76. 2; 269.
sycligian, wv., 411 n. 4.
syclidan, wv., 412 n. 6.
syclig, adj., 31 n.
*scyn, wv., 408 n. 18.
sceyndan, wv., 76. 2.
onscynian, scynnies, see onscunian, sciennes.
schyrtan, wv., 405 n. 10, 11. b; 406 n. 2.
schytra, comp., scytr-est, sup., 307; 310.
scyte, sm., 76. 2; 263. 1.
sceyðsan, see seeceðan.
sé, seo, sset, pron., 4 n. 2; 65 n. 2; 114. 1; 133. a; 150 n. 6, 7; 166 n. 6; 182; 187; 337 and n. 2; 340.
sēa, see sēon.
self, sf., 191; 192 n. 2.
sailfan, wv., 9 n.; 102; 129; 192. 2.
sailh, sm., 223 n.; 242. 1.
salal, see sēllan.
saelh, sm., 158. 2.
saltan, sv., 396. 1. a.
sēa(n), gesēane, see sēon, gesene.
searo, sm., 103 n. 1; 150 n. 3; 174. 2; 249.
sēað, sm., 273.
satul, see setl.
sēaw, sn., 250. 1.
gesēaw, adj., 301.
seax, sn., 108. 2; 162.1.
seax, num., see si(e)x.
Seaxe, -an, pr. n., 261; 264 and n.; 276 n. 3. a.
sēc, see sēoc.
sēc(e)an, wv., 94. a; 125; 206. 3. b; 221 n. 1; 355 n. 3; 357 n. 2; 359. 5; 407. 1 and n. 13; 409 n. 1.
segc, sm., 177. a; 216. 1; 231. 1; 246; 247; 263 n. 6.
segc, sf., 258. 1.
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sēcg(e)an, wv., 17; 89
n. 1; 162 n. 1; 214.
3; 216. 1 and n. 1; 355 n. 2; 409 n. 2; 415. 1; 416. 1 and n. 3; 13.
seld-, see setl.
sēfa, wv., 107. 2 and n. 2; 277.
sēft, adv. comp., 186. 1.
a; 323.
sēfte, adj., 94. c; 299; 315 n. 3.
sēgcan, sēggan, etc.,
see sēcg(e)an.
sēglan, wv., 404 n. 1. b.
sēgn, sm., 54 n.
sēh, see sēon.
sēhēc, interj., 164. 1
and n. 1.
seista, see si(e)xta.
sel, sm., 263 n. 3.
sēl, comp., 312 n. 1; 323.
seld, see setl.
seldan, adv., seld(n)or,
comp., seldost, sup., 322 n.
sēle, sm., 263. 1 and n. 3.
Sēleberhting-, pr. n., 215.
sēlest(a), sēlost(a),
sup., 311; 312.
sel(f)a, pron., 81; 194;
291 n. 1; 339.
selwilles, adv., 320.
selh, see selh.
sēllia, see sēlra.
sēllan, sylann (sealla),
swv., 44 n. 1; 80 n.
2; 158. 2; 159. 3; 177. a; 183. 1; 227; 356 n. 1; 358 n. 1, 5. c, 7; 360 n. 1, 3; 407. 1 and n. 3; 410 n. 3, 5.
sellic, adj., 81; 198. 3.
seolf, see self.
sēlra, sēlla, comp., 180;
312 and n. 1.
seolh, sm., 81; 164. 1; 242. 1.
seollan, siollan, see sēllan.
seoloc, sioluc, sn., 105.

2.
sēon, sf., see sien.
sēon, sion, sv., 'see,'
40. 3; 57. 2. a; 73. 1 and n. 1; 82; 83; 84. 1 and n. 2; 108. 2; 113. 2; 151 n.; 162. 1; 164. 1
and n. 1; 166. 2
and n. 2; 5; 166. 6; 173; 218. 2; 221 n.
4; 222. 1; 223; 234.
d; 356 n. 1; 367; 371 n. 4; 373; 374 n. 1-5; 378 n. 1.
380; 391. 2 and n. 7, 9.

sēon, sion, sv., 'strain,'
73. 3; 114. 3; 357 n. 1; 373; 374 n. 3; 383 n. 4.
besēon, part., 383 n. 4.
seonu, see sinu.
sēo(u), sv., 384. 1.
seōdan, see sēo(u).
seowen, seowian, seox,
see sēon, 'strain,'
siwiwan, si(e)x.
serdan, wv., 388 n. 1.
seos, sn., 232. d.
sesta, see si(e)xta.
geset, sn., 104. 3 and n. 1; 241.
seđan, wv., 405 n. 5.
setl (seđel), sn., 140; 183. 2. a; 196. 2 and n. 1.
settan, wv., 19. 2; 89.
1; 177. a; 195; 227;
358 n. 5. a; 400. 2
and n. 1. c; 401. 1;
402. 2; 406 n. 3, 7;
407. 1 and n. 6; 410
n. 5.
gesewen, see sēon, 'see.'
INDEX

sex, sian, siano, see sex and siex, sien, searo.
sibb, sf., 134 n.; 177.
a; 190; 231. 1; 252
n. 2; 257; 258. 1
gesib(b), adj., 297.
sibunsterri, sn., 159
n. 1 (cf. seofon).
sican, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
sice, sm., 263. 1.
sicol, sm., 105. 3.
sicor, adj., 58 n. 2; 105. 3.
side, wf., 58 n. 2.
sidfeaxe, adj., 100 n. 7.
sidu, sm., 105. 3 and n. 5; 271.
sie, opt., see eom.
gesie(h)ð, sf., 84. 1; 100 n. 1; 164. 2.
sielf, see self.
*siellan, see sælán.
siellic, see sellic.
sieltan, wv., 405 n.
11. b.
sien, sión, sf., 269
n. 4.
gesiene, adj., 222. 2; 391 n. 7.
sierwan, wv., 174 n. 1; 408. 1 and n. 4; 413
n. 5.
si(e)ðnán, conj., 107 n.
5; 199. 2; 337 n. 2.
si(e)x, num., 83; 108.
1; 164. 1; 221. 2; 325 and n.
si(e)xta, num., 155. 3;
164 n. 1; 221. 2; 328.
si(e)xtěn, num., 325.
si(e)xtig, num., 214 n.
1; 326 and n. 1.
sife, sn., 263. 2; 288
n. 1.
siftan, wv., 193. 1; 199
n. 1; 357 n. 1.
sifun-, see sibun-
gesig, smn. ? 263 n. 5.
sigan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
sige, sm., 128. 1; 133.
b; 182 and n.; 261;
263. 1 and n. 4. 5;
288 n. 1; 289 n. 2.
sig(e)ðe(a), sm., 263
n. 5.
sig(e)fest, adj., 263
n. 5.
Sigelbearwan, pr. n.,
214. 4.
Sig(e)mund,-rēd,-wine,
pr. n., 263 n. 5.
siglan, wv., 404 n.
1. b.
sigor, m., 128. 1; 182
n.; 289 and n. 2.
gesihn, sihn, Stilhe-
wan, see gesiethn,
seh, Sigelhe-
wan.
simbles, adv., 319.
sin, pron., 50; 335.
sincaðu, f., 100 n. 7.
sincan, sv., 386 n. 1.
sinewealt, adj., 105. 3.
singala, -le(s), adv.,
317; 319.
singalan, wv., 414 n. 4.
singal(l)ic, adj., 231. 4.
singan, sv., 386 n. 1.
sinnan, sv., 386 n. 1.
sinu, sf., 105. 3; 200
and n. 2.
sid, sm., 186. 1. b and
n. 1; 327 n. 3; 331.
sid, adv., 314; 223.
side(me)st, sup., 314.
sidfæt, -fat, sm., 49
n. 1.
siðra, comp., 314.
siðnan, see seíðan.
sittan, sv., 14; 49; 54.
b; 151. 1; 202; 232.
d; 358 n. 5. a; 360
n. 5; 372 and n.;
391. 3 and n. 9; 410
n. 5.
siun, -siwen,see sé, scon,
't strain.'
siwian, wv., 73 n. 3;
408 n. 15.
six, see si(e)x.
slā, wv., 118. 1. b; 278
n. 2.
slā, sλeα? wv., 278 n. 2.
slā, see sλeαn.
áslacian, wv., 210. 1;
413 n. 1.
slæ(an), see sλeαn.
slege, see slege.
sλeαn, sv., 57. 2 and
n. 2, 3; 58; 150. 1;
202; 210. 1; 395. 2.
a and n. 3; 405
n. 10.
forslæwan, wv., 408. 2.
-slaga, wmn., 234. c.
sλæfae, wv., 278 n. 2.
sλā(n), see sλeαn.
sλæpan, see sλeαn.
sλωw, adj., 62 n.; 301.
sλæacnes, sf., 210. 1.
sλæcan, sv., 37. 2; 50. 2;
60; 84 n. 2; 98. a;
108. 2; 111. 2; 162 n.
3; 166. 1; 214 n. 5;
231. 4; 234. c; 296
n. 1; 358 n. 7; 367;
368 n. 4; 373; 374
n. 1–6; 378 n. 1;
380; 392. 2.
slege, slege, sm., 234.
c; 263. 1.
sλeλ, sλeλæpan, see sλeλan,
sλeλæpan.
sλídan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
slide, sm., 263. 1.
slidor, adj., 105. 3.
sli(e)ht, sm., 266.
tōsλifan, sv., 382 n.
1. a.
sli(g), see sliw.
sλincan, sv., 210. 1;
386 n. 1.
sλítan, sv., 210. 1; 382
n. 1. a.
sliw, sm., 250 n. 2.
sλλōw, smnfd, 242. 2; 255
n. 3.
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slúpan, sv., 385.
smél, adj., 202.
smaele, smale, adv., 315 n. 2.
smaelnearme, sn., 100 n. 7.
sméag(e)an, wv., 150 n. 3; 210. 1; 416. 1 and n. 5.
smearwa, see smierwan.
sméa(u)ng, sf., 119.
sméca, see sméocan.
sméga(n), see sméag(e)an.
sméocan, sv., 165 n. 1; 384 n. 1 a.
smeorton, sv., 388 n. 1.
smeoru, sn., 104. 1; 249 and n. 2.
sme(o)rwan (smerian), see smierwan.
smée, adj., 303 n. 2.
smícia(n), see sméocan.
smí(e)c, sm., 31 n.; 266.
smierwan, wv., 159 n. 1; 408. 1 and n. 1, 2; 5; 409 n. 1.
smir(i)a(n), see smierwan.
sesmitan, sv., 382 n. 1 a.
smiðian, wv., 105. 3.
smíðe, wf., 227.
smíðu, sf., 105. 3.
smol, adj., 299 n. 1.
smolitlice, adv., 315 n. 3.
smóð, adj., 303 n. 2.
smiuman, sv., 385.
smiyagan, see sméag(e)an.
smyte, adj., 299 n. 1; 315 n. 3.
smyrian, sná, see smierwan, snáw.
snegl (snæl), sm., 214. 3.
snáw, sm., 62 n.; 118. 1. a; 174. 3 and n. 2; 250. 1.
snearn, sf., 255. 4.
snéome, adv., 315 n. 1.
sneocan, sv., 388 n. 1, 3.
snican, sv., 210. 1; 382 n. 1. a.
snide, sm., 263. 1.
sníðan, sv., 359 n. 7; 382 and n. 1 b.
sniwan, wv., 199 n. 1.
snoffa, wm., 192. 1.
snoru, sf., 253 n. 2.
snottor, adj., 202; 228; 296 and n. 3.
snówan, sv., 384 n. 4; 396 n. 5.
snyrian, wv., 400 n. 1.
snytru, f., 279 n. 2.
sel, seergendi, see self, sorgan.
sóft(e), adj., 299 n. 1.
sófte, adv., 66; 94. c; 186. 1 a; 299 n. 1; 315 n. 3.
sóhte, see sóte(e)an.
sol, sn., 239. 1 b.
solf, see self.
sóm-, sametuc, adj., 68 n. 1; 100 n. 6.
some, adv., 315 n. 1.
squhwele, pron., 347.
squian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 4, 5, 6; 414 n. 3, 4.
(g)somnung, sf., 215; 252 n. 2.
squununga, adv., 318 n.
squenties, adv., 319.
squwist, sf., 267 n. 2.
sóna, adv., 68; 317.
sorg, sf., 214. 1; 252 n. 2, 4; 254. 1; 276 n. 3 b.
sörig, see sárig.
sorgian, wv., 214 n. 5; 411 n. 5; 416 n. 11.
söring, see sárig.
spádl-, see spátl.
spadu, wf., 278 n. 1.
spääc, speria, see sprääc, sarian.
spätan, wv., 405 n. 8.
spáld, see spádl.
spaldr, sn., 139 n.
sparian, wv., 411 n. 5; 416 n. 13. a.
spátl, sn., 140; 183. 2. a; 196. 2.
spéia, see specian, see spéofa, sparian, sprecan.
spéofa, v., 384 n. 4; 396 n. 5.
sper-., spirian, speoian, speowð, see spere, spówan.
sper, sn., 104. 1; 247 n. 2; 261; 262; 263 n. 4; 288 n. 1.
spildan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.
spillan, wv., 357 n. 2; 405 n. 6.
spíth, 201. 2.
spinege, see sypinge.
spínnan, sv., 386 n. 1.
spitu, sm., 271.
spíwan, sv., 73. 3; 382 n. 1 a.
spíwe, sm., 73. 3; 263. 1.
spíweða, wm., 73. 3.
spíwian, wv., 73 n. 3; 173; 408 n. 15.
spóð, sm., 68.
spóuan, sv., 371 n. 2; 392 n. 4.
spóunnan, sv., 392 n. 4; 396. 1 b and n. 4.
spor, sn., 239. 1 b.
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spora, see spura.
sporetan, wv., 403 n.
spornan, see spurnan.
spōwan, sv., 113 n. 3; 174. 3; 296. 2. b and n. 8.
spreac, sf., 180.
spreać, see sprecan.
sprēdan, wv., 405 n. 3.
spreaca, see sprecan.
gespenc, sn., 241.
sprecan, sv., 53; 164 n. 2; 180; 202; 356 n. 1; 370 n. 4; 6; 371 n. 2; 391 n. 1, 5, 9.
sprecol, adj., 104. 3.
spreng(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
sprecan, see sprecan.
springan, sv., 215; 386 n. 1.
sprintan, sv., 386 n. 1. 2.
spūtan, sv., 385 n. 1.
spryttan, wv., 400 n. 1. c.
spura, wm., 55.
spurnan, sv., 55; 389 and n. 4.
spyng, wf., 31 n.; 215 n. 2.
spyrían, wv., 400 n. 1. 2.
stēf, sm., 240.
stæfnan, wv., 89. 2 and n. 2.
staľan, wv., 201 n. 2.
staľwarð, adj., 201 n. 2.
staľan, wv., 356 n. 1.
staľen, adj., 17; 290.
staľer, n. pl., 290 n. 3.
staľhite, see stāhite.
stałe, see stalle.
stalle, see steallian.
stału, sf., 103.
stań, sm., 17; 62.
stānhwet, -hifet sn. 192 n. 4.
stańhite, adj., 290. 2.
stapel, sm., 103; 245.
stađeljan, wv., 50 n. 1; 129; 201 n. 2.
stađol, sm., 50 n. 1; 103; 129; 144. a; 201 n. 2.
stealdan, sv., 396. 1. a.
steallian, wv., 412 n. 9.
steað(r), see steorra.
stęðe (styde), sm., 263. 1 and n. 5.
stęðefest (stydfeast), adj., 263 n. 5.
stęfnan, see staefnan.
stella, wm., 107. 2.
steljan, sv., 19. 1; 390 n. 1; 391 n. 5.
stellan, wv., 407. 1 and n. 4.
forestēmma, wv., 405 n. 6.
stęmn, stęmn, see stefn, stęfn.
stęnc, sm., 210. 4; 266. töstęnc(e)an, wv., 405 n. 8. c.
stęng, sm., 266.
stęopfede, m., 64 n.
stęor, sf., 100. 2.
stęora(n), stiora(n), see stiera(n).
stierfan, sv., 388 n. 1.
steorra, wm., 79. 1; 150 n. 1; 178. 2. a; 226; 276 n. 3. c; 277.
stępa, see stępæ.
stępæ, see stęop-.
stičce, sm., 206. 3. b.
stice, sm., 263. 1.
strician, wv., 105. 3; 164. 2; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 5.
stile, sm., 222. 2; 248. 1. b.
still, sm., 296.
ástiepan, wv., 405 n. 8.
stiera, stiora, wm., 100. 2.
stieran, stioran, wv., 40. 1; 100. 2; 150. 5; 405 n. 1.
striana, see stircan.
strič, -ward, -wita, see stigrč, etc.
stoč(c), sm., 226.
stōðan, sv., 198. 4. a; 202; 205. b and n. 2; 359. 2; 360 n. 5; 371 n. 2, 3, 6; 392. 3.
stōw, sf., 259.
strēc, adj., 294 n. 1.
strēt, sf., 17; 57. 1; 150. 1.
strawbrewie, see strāw-berie.
strēaw, sm., 111. 1 and n. 1; 119 n.; 250. 2 and n. 3. 4.
strēawberie, wf., 111 n. 1.
strēawian, see streawan.
strēc, adj., 294 n. 1.
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strercean, wv., 407.
1 and n. 9.
strédan, see stregdan.
strégan, wv., 408 n. 14
(cf. strewian).
stregdan, sv., 214. 3
and n. 8; 359 n. 3;
371 n. 6; 389 and
n. 1.
strēng, sm., 266.
strēng, adj., 299 n. 1;
303 n. 2; 300; 310.
stręng(e)o, -u, f., 206.
3. b; 268; 279 and
n. 3.
stręnggra, comp., stręng-
est, sāp., 89. 4;
309; 310.
stręngð(u) [stręngð[u]],
f., 135. 1; 184 n.
215; 255. 3.
gestrēcon, sn., 100. 1. b.
strēow, strewowan,
strēt, see strēaw,
strewian, strēt.
strewian, wv., 73 n. 1;
408 n. 15.
stricān, sv., 382 n. 1.
stridān, sv., 199 n. 1;
382 n. 1. a.
stride, sm., 263. 1.
strienan, wv., 100. 1. b;
405 n. 1.
strīnān, v., 390 n. 3.
strong, adj., 89. 4; 299
n. 1; 303 n. 2; 309;
310.
strōngian, wv., 411 n. 5.
strōngor, strōngost,
adv., 322.
strūdan, sv., 385.
strūta, wm., 96. a.
studū, studūn, f., 133.
b; 282 and n.
stulor, n., 289.
stund, sf., 254. 1.
stundmæle(m), adv.,
320.
styce, sn., 248. 1. b.
styde, etc., see stōde,
etc.
āstyfecian, wv., 411
n. 4.
styltan, wv., 405 n. 10.
styntan, wv., 357 n. 1.
styrian, wv., 400 n. 1;
409 n. 1.
sūcan, sv., 385.
sufon, see seofon.
sūgan, sv., 385.
sugga, wm., 216. 2.
sugian, see sōgian.
sütriga, -erga, wm.,
176.
sum, suff., see syn-
nig, self.
sūl (sūl), f., 223; 284
and n. 1, 3.
sūlincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
sūlung, sm., 43 n. 4.
sum, pron., 293 n. 4;
294; 343.
-sum, adj., 294 and
n. 2.
sumor, sm., 273.
Sumursētan, pr.
276 n. 3. a.
gesund, adj., 95.
gesundfulnes, sf., 198.
4. a.
sune, wv., 278.
sunu, sm., 56; 134. a;
202; 270; 271 and
n. 1. 2.
sūpan, sv., 385 and
n. 4.
sūn, adv., 314; 321.
sūdan, adv., 321.
sūsēra, comp., sū-
most, sup., 314.
Sūnhybre, pr.
264.
sūwēard(es), adv.,
310.
Su(u)tangli, pr.,
186 n. 1; 199 n. 1.
suēwian, see sōgian.
swā, conj., 345.
swēlan, wv., 406 n. 2.
swēlce, see swēlce.
swēr, adj., 57 n. 3.
swēs, adj., 57. 2.
swētan, wv., 405 n. 8.
b.
swēn, sn., 240.
swēder, pron., 345 n.
swēpan, sv., 396. 2. c;
397.
swār, see swār.
swēder, see swēder.
swēn, sf., 253 and
n. 1.
swēlwē, wlf., 171 n. 1;
278.
(ā)swēbban (swēfian),
wv., 400 n. 1. b, 2;
401. 2; 402. 1; 410
n. 2.
swēfan, sv., 172; 301
n. 1.
āswēfecian, wv., 411
n. 4.
swēfian, see swēfian.
swēfn, sm., 156. 1. a.
swēg, sm., 266.
swēg(e)an, wv., 405
n. 2.
Sweg(e)n, Swēin, pr.
n., 6 n. 1.
swele, swille, pron.,
43 n. 4; 206 n. 6;
342 and n. 3; 345
n. 3; 349.
swelce, swille, adv.,
44 n. 1.
swelgan, sv., 359. 4
and n. 6; 371 n. 4;
387 n. 1.
swelgend, f., 287 and
n.
swellan, sv., 81; 387
n. 1.
sweltnan, sv., 81; 202;
377 n.; 387 n. 1,
5, 6.
swēnc, sm., 210. 4.
swēn(e)an, wv., 405
n. 8. c, 10; 406 n. 2.
swēng, sm., 266.
swēofot, sn., 104. 2.
INDEX
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swéloð, see swéloð(a).
Swéon, pr. n., 110 n. 1; 114. 2; 277 n. 2.
swéopu, swiopu, see swípu.
swéor, sm., 113. 2.
swéora, wm., 218 n. 1.
swéorcan, sv., 388 n. 1.
swéord, sm., 72; 156. 2.
swéorfan, sv., 159 n. 1; 388 n. 1.
swéostor (swuster), f., 72; 104. 4; 105. 1; 285 and n. 4. e.
gesweostor, pl., 72; 285.
swéotol, swutol, adj., 71 and n. 1; 72; 104. 4; 105. 1 and n. 1; 296 and n. 2; 315.
swéotol(l)ic, adj., 231. 4.
swéotollice, adv., 316.
swéotule, adv., 315; 316.
swérian, sv., 357 n. 2; 372 and n.; 378 n. 1; 393. 4 and n. 7; 400 n. 1; 410 n. 5.
swéte, adj., 299 and n. 1; 302 n.
swéððan, wv., 400 n. 1.
swéððan, wv., 400 n. 1.
b; 401 n. 2.
swíca, wm., 107 n. 3.
swícan, sv., 164 n. 5; 376 n.; 382 n. 1. a.
swíce, adj., 302.
swícian, wv., 413 n. 1.
swícol, adj., 147; 207.
swífan, sv., 382 n. 1. a.
swígian, see s(w)úgian.
swí(g)tima, wm., 214.
swíc(e), see swíce(e).
swíle, sm., 263. 1.
swíman, sv., 226; 231. 1; 386 n. 1.

geswíncan, sv., 267. a.
swíncan, sv., 386 n. 1.

swíndan, sv., 386 n. 1.
swíngan, sv., 386 n. 1.

swípu, sf., 105 n. 1; 278 n. 1.
swíra, see swéora.
oferswídan, wsv., 382 n. 2; 405 n. 5.
swíti, swítol, see swíti,
swígti, swéotol.
swógan, sv., 396. 2.

geswógen, part., 214.
swolóð(a), wvm., 104 n. 2.

sword, see sweord.
swornian, wv., 413 n. 1.
geswosterna, see ge-
wéostor.
swóte, adv., 315 n. 3.
swotol, see sweotol.
geswówing, sf., 214.
(s(w)úgian, wv., 105 n. 1; 214. 8; 416 n. 17. a.

swulung, sf., 215.

swíra, swurd, swus-
ter, swutol, swyle, see swéora, sweord,
sweoster, sweotol, swelc.

swyle, sm., 263. 1.
swylt, sm., 266.

swyrld, see sweord.
geswyrf, sm. (?), 267. a.

swytol, see sweotol.

sýc(e)an, wv., 407 n. 16, 17.

syfon, see seofon.

sýfre, adj., 231. 4; 298 n.; 299.
ofersylefran, wv., 404. 1. c.

sylf, sylfor, see self,
seolfor.

sylían, wv., 400 n. 1.

a. 2.

syll, sf., 258. 1.
syllan, see sèllan.
symbel, sm., 190.
symblan, wv., 404. 1. c.
syndrig, adj., 214. 5.
syngian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 5; 413 n. 3.
synuig, adj., 6 n. 1; 214 n. 1.
gesynto, f., 95; 201.

4. b; 255. 3.
sype, sm., 263. 1.
sý'derra, comp., 314.
syx(s)t, see són.

tá, wf., 118. 1. b.
tá, wf. (= tân), 278 n. 2.
tácen, sm., 138; 141; 148; 185; 243.
and n.; 244. 1.
tære(e)an, wv., 206 n. 5; 210. 2; 221 n. 1;

359. 5; 407. 1 and n. 11.
tæfl, sf., 192. 2.
tæflan, wv., 357 n. 1.
tæh, see tón.
tæh(h)er, sm. ? 220;

222 n. 4; 228 and n.
tæl, sf., 57 n. 3.
tælan, wv., 405 n. 1.
tesan, wv., 405 n. 1.
tál, see tæl.
tálenta, wm., 50 n. 5.
talian, wv., 412 n. 10;

416 n. 9.
talu, sf., 253 n. 2.
tán, sm., 278 n. 2.
tánce, -tara, see tæcên,
scip-, ifigitearo.

getæwe, sf., 43 n. 4; 57. 2. a.
tâwian, wv., 57. 2. a.
téa, num., teala, téa(n),
sv., hundtécantig, see
tien(e), tela, tón,
hundtéontig.
téar, sm., 111. 2; 166.

1; 228 and n.
-tearo, -tegða, seescip-
ifigitearo, tegða.
tegðían, wv., 412 n. 6.
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tēh, tei(g)ōda, see tēon, tēođa.
tela, adv., 107. 2 and n. 2; 317.
geteld, sn., 212 n. 1.
teldan, sv., 300 n. 1; 387 n. 1.
telga, wm., 276 n. 3; a; 277.
tēllan, wv., 80 n. 2; 89. 1; 183. 1; 407. 1 and n. 5; 410 n. 4; 416 n. 9.
tēmian, tēman, wv., 400 n. 1. a; 2.
tempel, sn., 140; 148.
*tēn? wv., 408 n. 18.
tonēnan, see ontēnān.
tēndan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.
tēn(e), see tien(e).
tēng(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
tēo, num., see tien(e).
*tēgo(e)an, wv., 414 n. 5. b.
-tegođa, see -tigođa and tēođa.
teoh(h), tiohh, sf., 84. 1; 220; 231. 1.
teohhian, etc., wv., 84. 1; 220 and n. 1; 411 n. 4.
teola, teolian, see tela, tielian.
tēon, tion, ‘draw,’ sv., 108. 2; 119; 163 and n. 1; 165. 1 and n. 1; 165. 2; 166. 3; 214 n. 5; 223; 366 n. 2; 367; 371 n. 4; 373; 374 n. 1; 3, 4, 5, 6; 380; 384. 2; 385 n. 3.
tēon, tion, ‘accuse,’ sv., 84. 2 and n. 2; 114. 3; 307; 373; 378 n. 1; 383 and n. 1, 3.
tēona, wm., 277.
tēond, tīond, m., 286 n. 1.
(tund)ōntig, num., 113. 2; 166. 2; 326 and n. 1; 327; 331. hundtōntigfald, num., 330 n. 1.
teuron, sn., 43. 2. a; 104. 1; 249.
tēođa, num., 113. 2; 304 n. 1; 328.
teran, sv., 390 n. 1.
teso, adj., 104. 3.
tiēan, sn., 192 n. 2.
tid, sf., 269 and n. 1, 5.
tiēgan, wv., 31 n. 2.
tiēan(e), num., 113 n. 2; 195; 325 and n. 2; 327 n. 3; 331.
Tig, tīgan, see Tiw, tiēgan.
tigol, sn. 135. 1; 254. 2.
tīgoda, num., 105. 3 and n. 5; 328.
tīgolan, wv., 214. 3.
tīl, adj., 105 n. 3; 294.
tīl, tilian, tiolian, wv., 105 n. 2 and n. 3; 107 n. 4; 413 n. 1; 416 n. 14; 416 n. 15. a.
getimbre, sn., 248. 1. b.
timbre, f., 287.
timbrajan, wv., 358 n. 4; 404. 1. c; 406 and n. 5; 412 n. 2, 4.
getinge, see getyinge.
tintregian, wv., 412 n. 9.
tūr, sm., 58 n. 1.
tīnian, see tīgian.
Tiw, pr. n., 250 n. 2.
tū, prep., 60 n.
getog, -h, sn., 214 n. 1.
tōl, adj., 67; 222 n. 1; 223 n. 1; 295 n. 1.
tōlic, adj., 222 n. 1.
tūm, adj., 294.
top(p), sm., 189; 226.
tōs, sm., 66; 186. 1. b; 195; 281. 1 and n. 2.
tōw(e)ard, -word, adj., 43. 2. b, 3. a; 51.
tref, sn., 103 and n. 2; 240 and n. 1.
trāg, adj., 57 n. 3.
trahtian, wv., 10; 82 n.
tredan, sv., 391 n. 1.
(a)tredan, wv., 371 n. 4; 400 n. 1. c.
tōro(w), sn., 73. 2 and n. 2; 113. 1; 150 n. 7; 156. 5 and n. 4; 195; 250. 2 and n. 4.
trēow, sf., 64; 100. 1. b, 2; 250.
getōrewe, see getōriewe.
trōwfast, adj., 156. 5.
getōriowian, getōri-w(i)an, wv., 100. 2; 412 n. 7.
tōrōlēas, adj., 156. 5.
tōrōlēasnes, sf., 64 n.
getōrōlēewe, adv., 150 n. 7.
trēw(w)̃, trew(u)-, see treow-
trēwan, see get(trē)wan.
(getrē)wan, wv., 100. 2; 156. 5; 408. 2.
getriewe, adj., 100. 1.
b; 156. 5; 159. 5.
trifot, sn.? 192. 2.
getriu, getriewe, gitriwia, trīwleās, see trīwian, getriewe, trīwian, trōwleās.
trūwian (trūgian, trūg-iga), wv., 61; 116 n.; 413 n. 6, 8; 416 n. 11, 17. b.
trymman, trymian, wv., 400 n. 1. a; 410 n. 5.
tū, see twēgen.
tūd(d)or, sn., 229.
betuh, bituichn, see betwuh, betwōnum.
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tún, sm., 61; 96. a.
tunge, wf., 44 n. 1; 133. a, b; 276 and n. 3. a, b; 278.
tungol, sm., 243. 3 and n.; 244. 1, 2.
túnicel, sm., 248 n. 4.
túse (tüx), sm., 204. 3.
betwux, see betwux.
tuwa, adv., 107. 3 and n. 3; 317; 331.
twā, num., twā, wm., see twēgen, twēo.
twēgen (twēgen), twā, tū, num., 60 n.; 133. a; 172 and n. 324. 2 and n. 2; 327; 328; 329 n. 3; 331.
twelf (twælf), num., 156. 1 b; 325 and n.
twelfta, num., 328.
hundtwelftig, num., 326.
twelfwintre, adj., 303 n. 2.
twentig, num., 326 and n. 1, 2; 328; 331.
twentigoða, num., 105. 3; 328.
twēo, twio, wm., 114. 3; 156. 3; 166 n. 4; 277 n. 2.
twēog(e)an, twēog(e)an, wv., 114. 3; 166 n. 4; 414 n. 5. b.
betwēoh, betwuh, prep., 71 and n. 1; 84. 2; 105 n. 2; 172 n.; 329 n. 1.
twēonian, wv., 114. 3.
betwēon(um) (betwīn-[um], betwē[en], etc.), prep., 222. 2 and n. 4; 329 n. 1.
tweowa, see tuwa.
betweox, betwux, prep., 71; 84 n. 1; 172 n.; 204. 3; 209; 329 n. 1.
twia, -e, see tuwa.
twia, North., see twēo and twēog(e)an.
twi(e)f(e)ald, -fold, adj., 43. 2. b; 51; 330 and n. 1.
twifeallice (-falice), adv., 198. 3; 330 and n. 1.
twig, sn., 105 n. 1; 164. 2.
twiga, twiga(n), see tuwa, twēog(e)an.
twih, num., 329 n. 1.
betwih, see betwēoh.
getvinne, num., 329 n. 3.
twia, betwix (betwiux, betwox, betwux), twēgentig, twufald, twuɡa, betwuɡ, twy(n), betwyɡ, betwyñan, see tuwa, betweox, twentig, twi(e)f(e)ald, tuwa, betwēoh, betwēonum.
ydde, see tyñ.
tyht, sm., 266.
tyhton, wv., 405 n. 11. b.
tylg, adv., 323.
tyñ, wv., 117 n.; 230 n. 1; 408 n. 18; 410 n. 1. 154.
ontyñan, wv., 96. a;
getynge, adj., 215 n. 2. oftyrfan, wv., 405 n. 1.
bynyn, wv., 406 n. 2.
štaccian, wv., 10; 412 n. 4.
šieder, adv., 321 n. 3.
štāh, gešealht, šeunc(e)an, šene, šenne, see šeāh, gešealht, šeunc(e)an, še, šonne.
štār, adv., 321 and n. 2 (see šær, -a).
štær, šeare, see šær, šerscan.
štælice, adv., 349.
štette, conj., 201. 4. a.
(ge)šaian, wv., 160. 4 and n. 1; 412 n. 5; 413 n. 3, 5.
štāh, šanne, see šeāh, šonne.
štār(a), adv., 321 n. 2 (see šär).
štarsca, see šerscan.
štce, part. rel., 340.
štce, pron., see šu.
gešeafian, see gešaian.
šeāh, conj., 108. 2; 163 n. 1.
gešealht, sfn., 162. 1; 201; 260.
štær, sf., 158. 1.
štarende, šearsca, see šurfan, šerscan.
štāw, sm., 250. 1.
štce, see šu.
štcecc(e)an, wv., 207; 407. 1 and n. 9.
štcegen, part., 391 n. 8.
štcegn, sm., 141; 185; 214. 3.
štcegnian, wv., 214. 3; 412 n. 2; 413 n. 3.
štcegu, sf., 253.
štceh (acc.), šeþ, šeň, see šu, šeþah, šegn.
štcenc(e)an, wv., 67; 89 n. 5; 125; 184 n.; 206. 3. b; 215 n. 1; 407. 1.
štceng, šeň(g)š, see šegn, šeunc(e)an.
štceñian, šeñnan, wv., 175 n.; 176 n. 2; 358 n. 5. c; 400 n. 1. a, 2; 401. 2; 410 n. 5.
štceñian, see šeñian.
štceod, sf., 64; 100. 2; 150 n. 2.
štceodon, see -šedan.
gešedode, gešide, gešode, sn., 100. 2.
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Déodning, pr. n., 215.
Déoh, sm., 242. 2 and n. 2.
Déoun, Dion, sv., 40. 3; 84. 2; 114. 3; 166 n. 4; 180 n. 4; 234. c; 359 n. 6; 373; 374 n. 6; 383 and n. 1, 2, 3; 386 n. 2; 408 n. 18.
Déostre, see Æiestre.
Déotan, sv., 384 n. 1.

Déo(w), sm., 73. 2 and n. 2; 113. 1 and n. 1; 150 n. 2; 174. 1; 250. 2 and n. 4.
Déow, adj., 301.
Déowa, Æiowa, see Æiwa.
Déowian, wv., 150 n. 7; 412 n. 2; 413 n. 7; 416 n. 15. a, 17. b.
Déowincel, Æiowincel, sn., 248 n. 4.
Déowu, Æiowu, sf., 258 n. 2.
Ñerh, see Æurh.
Ñerscan, sv., 79 n. 2; 389 and n. 2.
Ñerscold, sm., 183. 2. b.
Ñes, pron., 42. 2; 105 n. 5, 6, 7, 8; 166 n. 6; 180; 338.
Ñewan, wv., 408 n. 12.
Ñhuehl, see Æweal.
Ñia, see Æeon.
Ñicce, adj., 207 n. 2.
Ñicg(e)an, swv., 54 b; 57 n. 3; 391 n. 8; 400 n. 1 b; 401 n. 1.
Ñider, adv., 321 and n. 3.

ge-, underfieadan (-fieadan), wv., 100. 2; 405 n. 3; 406 n. 3.
Ñiestre, adj., 100. 1 b; 150. 5.
Ñignen(u), sf., 214. 3; 258 n. 2.

Sin, gen., see Æu. Sin, pron., 59; 188 n. 5; 335. Sinc(e)an, see Æync(e)an.
Sindan, sv., 386 n. 1. Æiinen(u), see Æignen(u).
Ñing, sn., 199. 2. Æingo, see Æync(e)an.
Singian, wv., 413 n. 5. Æird(d)a, see Æridda. Æisl(e), swf., 221. 2.
Ñiu, sf., 150 n. 7. Æiuwa, see Æiwa.
Ñiuwas, 150 n. 7. Æiwa, f., 156. 5.
Ñiwgan, Æixl, see Æiowian, Æisle.
Ñó, wf., 67; 115; 218 n. 3; 278 n. 2.
Ñoð, Æoelga, see Æwean, Æolian.

geðøfta, wm., 193. 1; 199 n. 1. Æothæ, Æøhte, see Æo, Æync(e)an.
Ñolian, wv., 355 n. 3; 411 n. 5; 416 n. 11. a, 16.
Ñon, pron., see Æe.
Ñonan, adv., 321.
Ñonces, adv., 320.
Ñoncian, wv., 414 n. 4; 412 n. 7.

Ñone, see Æe.
Ñonne, adv., 4 n. 2; 65 n. 2.
Ñorfende, see Æurfan. Æorph, see Æurh.
Ñorn, sm., 199 n. 1; 273.
Ñracu, sf., 253 and n. 1. Ægræecen, part., 392 n. 1.
Ñordrestan, wv., 405 n. 11.

Ñræg, sf., 254. 1. Æhrau, see Ærea.

Ñræwan, sv., 378 n. 1; 396. 2. c.
Ñrea, sf., 111. 1; 173. 1; 250 n.; 277 n. 2, 3.
Ñråag(e)an, wv., 416. 1 and n. 5.
Ñråetian, wv., 412 n. 8; 9; 413 n. 6; 414 n. 4.
Ñræa(u)ng, sf., 119.
Ñrēga(n), see Ærēag(e)an.
Ñrēo, see Æri(e).
ñrēo(u)ng, sf., 119.
ñrēo(u)ng, sf., 119.

Ñrēotion, see Ærēatian. Ærēotēoda, num., 328.
Ñrēotiene, Ærēotýne, num., 230 n. 1; 325. Æreowa, see Æriwa.
Ñrēscan, see Ærīwa.
Ñrīd, num., 328; 331 n.
Ñrī(e), num., 33 n.; 114. 1, 4; 150 n. 7; 166 n. 6; 199. 2; 324. 3 and n. 2; 326 n. 2; 327; 328; 329 n. 3; 331.

Ñrī(e)feald, adj., 330 and n. 1, 2.
ñrīestrian, wv., 196. 1.
Ñrī(g)a, -e, see Æriwa.
Ñríms, sm., 186. 2. b.
Ñrínes, Ærínaes, sf., 230 n. 1.
Ñringan, sv., 386 n. 1, 4.
ñríina, num., 329 n. 2.
Ñríntan, sv., 386 n. 1.
ñríis(t)nes, sf., 196 n. 3.
Ñrītig, Ærītig, num., 214 n. 1; 230 n. 1; 326 and n. 1.
Ñriu, see Æri(e).
Ñriwa (Ñriuwa), num., 73. 3; 150 n. 7; 317; 331.
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unstyduful, adj., 263
n. 5.
und Ing, part., 414
n. 2.
undqcnes, adv., 320.
untrwows, wv., 411
n. 4.
untrumian (untrum-
ian), wv., 413 n. 7;
416 n. 11. f.
untwendlic, adj., 166
n. 4.
unwilles, adv., 320.
up(p), adv., 189; 231.
1; 321.
uppan, adv., 321.
uppe, adv., 321.
up(p)weard(es), adv.,
319.
ùre, gen., see ic.
ùr(e), poss. pron., 335;
336.
ús, see ic.
úsia, pron., 335 n.
úser, pron., 180; 335
n.; 336 n.
úsie, see ic.
út, útan, adv., 321.
úte, adv., 314; 321.
út(е)mest, comp., 314.
uterra, comp., 314
and n. 1.
úngenge, adj., 186 n. 3.
útlah, sm., 214 n. 1.
uton, see wutan.

wipere, wf., 276 n.
3. c.

wacca, see wacian.
waclan, wv., 89 n. 1;
411 n. 5; 416 n. 10.
waclor, adj., 228.
wadan, sv., 392 n. 1.
weec, see wacian and
wecc(e)an.
weecce, wf., 89 n. 1;
206. 3. b.
weecende, see wacian.
weecer, adj., 228.

wèc(e)an, wv., 407 n.
16, 17.
waecian, see wacian.
waecn, sv., 392 n. 2.
waed, sn., 240.
wèdan, wv., 405 n. 3;
406 n. 6.
(ge)wède, sn., 156. 1.
c; 248. 1. b. ᴳ
wédelles (wèdelnes),
sf., 201. 3.
wèlda (wèl)la, wml.,
201. 3.
wèg, sm., 266.
wège, sn., 248. 1. b.
wègn, sm., 141; 214. 3.
wèhte, see wec(e)an.
wèl, sn., 240.
wèla, see wela.
wålhrèow, -hrèaw, 
adj., 43. 2. a.; 217.
welle, wælta(n), wæum,
wæmnian, wèn, see
wiella, wieltan, wèp-
en, wæpn(і)um, wægn.
wæpen, sn., 141; 156.
1. c; 189; 243. 3;
244. 2.
wæp(en)man, m., 188.
1.
wæpn(і)an, wv., 189;
406 n. 5.
wær, adj., 178. 2. c;
294.
wæras, see wer.
Wèrwburg, pr. n., 284
n. 6.
wærc, áwærgan, see
weorc, áwierg(e)an.
wærna, wml., 179. 1.
wæsma, wml., 221. 2.
wæstm, smn., 142; 190.
1; 221. 2.
wæstmbære, adj., 299.
wætan, wv., 405 n. 8. b.
weter, sn., 148; 243.
3; 245.
wætran, wv., 406 n. 5.
wæx(а)н, wala, see
weax(а)н, wela.

Waldere, pr. n., 217.
walla, see willan.
-waran, w. pl., 263 n.
7; 276 n. 2, 3 c;
277.
waras, North., see wer.
-waras, pl., 263 n. 7.
-ware, -a, pl., 263 n.
7.
war(e)rian, wv., 50 n.
1; 411 n. 4.
warian, wv., 411 n. 4.
waroð, sm., 103 and
n. 2.

warp, see weorpan.
warð, see weorðan.
-waru, sf., 263 n. 7.
was, see wesan.
wæscan, sv., 10; 204.
3; 392 n. 1.
wæwan, sv., 62 n.
396. 2. c.
wæxan, see wascan.
wé, see ic.
wèa, wml., 62 n.; 118
n. 1.
wèa, adj., 301 n. 2.
wealhson (weahxan),
Weal, see weaxan,
Wealh.

gewealc, sn., 267 n. 1.
wealcan, sv., 396. 1. a.
weald, sm., 273.
geweald, sv., 43. 2. b.
wealdan, sv., 205 n. 2;
359. 2; 396. 1. a.
wealdend, m., 286 and
n. 2.
wealdend, f., 287.
gewealdes, adv., 320.

Wealh, wealh, pr. n.,
sm., 35 n. 2; 80 n.
1; 98. a; 218. 1;
223; 242. 1.
weal(l), sm., 239. 2.
weallan, sv., 80 n. 2;
81 n. 1; 98. a; 387
n. 1; 396. 1. a.
wealwian, wv., 411
n. 4.
wéamétto, f., 201. 4. b.
wearan, see waran.
-ward, adj., 43. 2. b, 3. a and n. 3.
-ward(es), adv., 319.
wearóð, see waróð.
wéas, adv., 319.
weax, sn., 162. 2.
weaxan, sv., 82; 98. a; 108. 2; 162. 1; 165. 1 and n. 1; 201.
6; 221. 2 and n. 3; 359. 7, 8 and n. 8; 371. n. 2, 3; 392. 4; 396. n. 3.
wébb, sn., 190.
wécc(e)an, vv., 89. 1; 162. n. 3; 356. n. 2; 407. 1 and n. 9.
wécg, sm., 247. a.
wécg(e)an, vv., 400 n. 1. b; 401. 2 and n. 1.
gewédd, sn., 267. a.
wédan, vv., 405. n. 3.
wéc(d), sn., 247. b.
bewéddian, vv., 414 n. 4.
wéde, see wéde.
weder, sn., 148.
gewef, sn., 263 n. 3.
wefan, sv., 53; 107. 2; 190; 391 n. 1.
weg, sm., 156. 1; 164 n. 2; 171. n. 1; 172 n.; 214. 2; 241 n. 1; onweg, adv., 188 n. 3 (aweg, see on).
wegan, sv., 57 n. 3; 214. n. 1; 359. n. 4; 391 n. 1, 9.
weig, see weig.
wel, adv., 156. 1. a; 315 n. 3.
wela, wm., 104. 1; 107, 2 and n. 2; 156. 3; 160 n. 2; 276 n. 2, 3. a, c; 277.
Wéland, pr. n., 58.
welcnu, pl., 243 n.
wel(e)gian, vv., 411 n. 4.
wél, see wél.
weleras, sm., 104 n. 2.
weleghwær, (ge)welhwar, adv., 321 n. 2.
welhwan, vv., 405. 3.
wen, sf., 68 n. 2; 269.
*wél? wv., 408 n. 18.
wénan, vv., 355. n. 4; 356. n. 3; 358. n. 1; 405. 1. a.
wendan, vv., 156. 1. b; 405. n. 11. a; 406 n. 5; 410. n. 5.
wénge, svw., 280 n. 1.
wéninga, adv., 318.
wéman, wénian, vv., 400 n. 1. a.
weobud, weocu, weodu, weoduwe, see wéofod, wucu, wudu, wuduwe.
weofod, sm., 43 n. 4; 84. 2; 222 n. 1.
weogas, see weog.
Wéoh-, Wiohtstán, pr. n., 84. 2.
Weoh(-), Wioht(-), see Wiht(-).
weola, see wela.
weoloc, sm., 105 n. 1.
weolocréad, adj., 71 n. 1; 188. n. 2.
weoras, see wer.
weorc, sn., 72; 164. 1 and n. 1; 210. 4; 238 n. 1.
forweoren, part., 382 n. 3.
weorm, weorod, weord, see wyrm, werod, worold.
werod, adj., 104 n. 2.
weorpan, sv., 42. 1; 72; 79. 1; 100. 1. a.
weorpan, see worpan.
weordan, sv., 72; 79. 1; 156. 2; 158. 1; 189; 369; 371 n. 2, 4, 6; 377 n.; 378 n. 1; 388 and n. 2, 4, 5, 6.
weord, sm., 100. 1. a.
weordan, vv., 72; 156. 2; 158. 1; 199. 2; 350; 358 n. 7; 359. 6 and n. 7; 371 n. 2, 4, 6; 377 n.; 378 n. 1; 388 and n. 2, 4, 5.
weordian, vv., 72; 156. 2; 158. 1; 199. 2; 350; 358 n. 7; 359. 6 and n. 7; 371 n. 2, 4, 6; 377 n.; 378 n. 1; 388 and n. 2, 4, 5.
weordig, see worðig.
weordmynt, sf., 255. 3.
weosan, sv., 370 n. 8; 382 n. 3.
weosian, vv., 382 n. 3.
weotan, weotod, see witan, witod.
weotuma, wm., 104. 4.
wépan, sv., 396. 2. b and n. 9.
wépen, wépnan, see wépen, wépnon(i)an.
er, sm., 160 n. 2; 171 n. 1; 172; 181. 1; 241 n. 1.
weran, see wer.
wer, sm., 104. 1; 156. 3; 160 n. 2; 171 n. 1; 172; 181. 1; 241 n. 1.
weran (-), áwêrda(n), see weorc, áwêrdian.
forweren, part., 382 n. 3.
áwêrgan, see áwierg(-)ejan.
wérgian, vv., 411 n. 4.
weorian, vv., 176; 227; 400 n. 1; 409 n. 1.
gewerian, vv., 400 n. 1.
wérian, vv., 176; 227; 400 n. 1; 409 n. 1.
weor, sn., 104 n. 2; 135. 2; 243. 2.
werod, adj., 104 n. 2.
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wesan, sv., 49; 156. 2; 202; 350; 370 n. 7; 391 n. 1; 427. 3 and n. 9, 10; pret. was, nas, 49 n. 1; mes, nārōn, 172 x; 427. 3.
west, adv., 314; 321.
westan, adv., 321.
āwēstan, wv., 405 n. 11; 406 x. 3.
wēsten, sn., 231. 4; 246; 248. 2 and n. 2, 3.
wester, comp., westmost, sup., 314.
wēðla, see wēðla.
wētran, wēxa(u), see waetrān, weaxan.
wh-, see hw-.
wiada, Wīlhrēd, wīrāld, wibed, see wūdu, Wīlhrēd, wōrld, wēofod.
wican, sv., 364 n. 1; 382 n. 1 a.
wieg, sn., 247. b.
wicu, see wucu.
wid, adj., 315.
wide, adv., 315.
wīdla, wm., 201. 3.
wīdlīan, wv., 201. 3.
wīd(u)we, see wūduwe.
gewelc, sn., 267. a.
geweldan, wv., 405 n. 11. a.
gwélicel, sn., 248 n. 4.
ugalisc, adj., 98. a.
wich, sm., 266.
wiella, wm., 159. 3.
wielm, sm., 98. a.
wieltein, wv., 405 n. 11 b; 406 n. 7.
wielwan, wv., 173. 2; 408. 1 and n. 7.
āwierdan, wv., 405 n. 11 a; 406 n. 7.
(ā)wierg(e)an, wv., 159. 2; 162 n. 5; 213 n.; 214 n. 11; 405 n. 2; 406 n. 1, 6.
wiergen, sf., 133. c; 258. 1.
wiernan, wv., 405 n. 1.
wierpan, wv., 405 n. 8.
wier(est)a, sup., 71 n. 2; 72 n.; 156. 4; 312.
wiers, adv., 323.
wiersa, comp., 71 n. 2; 159 n. 3; 180; 312.
wiersan, wv., 156. 4.
wierde, adj., 71 n. 2; 100. 1 a; 156. 4; 159 n. 3.
wīt, see wītan.
gewif, sn., 263 n. 3.
wif, sn., 59; 239. 1 b.
wifian, wv., 412 n. 9.
wifmōn, m., 193. 2; 281 n. 1.
wifod, see wēofod.
wīga, wm., 107 n. 3; 214 n. 5; 277.
wigbed, see wēofod.
wīgend, m., 24 n.; 286.
wiht, see wuht.
Wiht, pr. n., 84. 1; 284 n. 7.
Wīhtgār, pr. n., 84. 1; 275 and n. 2.
Wīlhrēd, pr. n., 215.
Wīlhrēd, pr. n., 84. 1.
Wīlhrēd, pr. n., 150 n. 6.
wił(d)ēor, wildor, sn., 231. 3; 289.
wiłde, adj., 201. 2.
gewile, gewill, sn., 263. 2 and n. 3.
willa, wm., 276 n. 3 b.
willan, anv., 355 n. 4; 360 n. 3, 5; 428 and notes.
Cf. nellan.
willes, adv., 320.
wîlían, wv., 411 n. 4.
wîmman, see wîfmon.
wîn, sn., 171 n. 2.
winian, wv., 411 n. 4.
windan, sv., 366 n. 2; 386 n. 1.
wine, sm., 133. a; 172; 262; 263 n. 2.
Winebald, Winelāc, pr. n., 263 n. 5.
win(ester), adj., 186. 2 b.
win(g)eard, sm., 214. 7.
winnan, sv., 359. 1; 386 n. 1.
winter, sm., 44 n. 2; 139; 148; 273 and n. 2, 3.
gewintred, part., 414 n. 2.
wir, sm., 58 n. 1.
wîrcan, wîr(ī)gan, wîsan, wîscan, see wyrc(e)an, wierg(e)an, weosan, wîse(e)an.
wise, f., 276 n. 3 b, c; 278.
wisian, wv., 230 n. 1; 411 n. 4; 412 n. 2.
wisnian, wv., 382 n. 3.
gewis(s), adj., 226; 232 d.
wissian, see wisan.
wist, sf., 267 n. 2; 269.
wit, see ic.
wita, wm., 107. 3 and n. 3; 276 n. 3 a; 277.
wit, anv., 54. a; 62; 105 n. 1; 107. 3 and n. 3; 131; 172; 195; 196. 1; 226; 232 c.
d; 378 n. 4; 420. 1 and n. 1.
ætwitan, sv., 382 n. 1 a.
gewitan, sv., 105 n. 1; 376 n.; 382 n. 1 a.
wite, sn., 248. 1.
witga, wm., 276 n. 3 b, c; 277.
wigian, wv., 411 n. 4.
bewitian, wv., 416 n. 14. d.
witinian, wv., 411 n. 4; 414 n. 3.
wixla(n), see wrixlan.
wlacu, wlac, adj., 303.
włec, sn., 263. 2.
włæfetere, wm., 192. 1.
wlęcc(e)an, wv., 407 n. 16, 17.
włęcc(e)an, wv., 405 n. 8. c.
włęcc(e)o, f., 206. 3. b.
wlips, wiłc, part., 204. 1.
wlitgian, wiłt, sn., 263. 1 and 2.
wlitgian, wv., 412 n. 7.
wlóh, f., 218 n. 3; 284 and n. 4.
gewlhóh, adj., 295 n. 1.
włónc, adj., 172; 210. 4.
wócor, sf., 254. 1; 255. 2.
wó-, see wó-, wó-, wófian, wv., 192. 1.
wóh, sn., 242. 2 and n. 1.
wóh, adj., 67; 115; 222. 2 and n. 1; 223; 295 n. 1; 304 n. 4.
wolc(e)n (wolc), sn., 188 n. 2; 243 n.
wolc(n)rêad, see wolec(n)râed.
Wolvwolfu, pr. n., 273 n. 3.
wlôic, adj., 222 n. 1.
wollentêare, adj., 387 n. 1.
wôm(a), swm., 68.
wôn(a), adj., 291 n. 2.
wûndriian, wv., 411 n. 4.
wôn, sm., 273 n. 1.
wônge, wn., 280 n. 1.
wûn, adj., 295 n. 2.
owôpe, see on.
oworc, see weorc.
word, sn., 55; 134. b; 172; 238; 267. b.
forworen, part., 382 n. 3.
wôrms, see worism.
worold, sf., 72; 104 n. 2; 150 n. 3; 156 n. 2.
woroldlic, adj., 43. 1.
worpan, see weorpan.
worsn, sn., 179. 2; 185.
worðan, see weorðan.
worðig, sm., 72.
worðiga, see weorðian.
wos(s)a, see wesan.
wracu, sf., 253 and n. 1, 2.
wræc, sf., 276 n. 3. b.
wrêc(e)a, see wrec-e(c).a.
wrêðan, wv., 405 n. 5.
wrastlian, wraxlian, wv., 10.
wrêan, see wrêon.
wrêcan, sv., 391 n. 1, 5.
wrêc(e)a, wm., 89 n. 1; 276 n. 3. b; 277.
wrêc(e)an, see wêcc(e)an.
wrêg(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
wrênc, sm., 266.
wrênya, see wærna.
wrêon, wriog, sv., 8 n. 3; 84. 2; 114. 3; 164 n. 5; 166 n. 4, 5; 373; 374 n. 1, 2; 3, 4, 5, 6; 376 n. 7; 383 and n. 2; on-wrôen, 214 n. 5.
wrêððan, wriðan, wv., 400 n. 1. b, 2.
wría, wria, see wrêon.
wrîga(n), see wrión.
kening, sv., 386 n. 1. (ge)writ, sn., 171 n. 1; 241.
wright, sv., 172; 376 n.; 378 n. 3; 382 n. 1. a.
wrixl, sn., 84. 1; 108. 1.
wrixlan, wv., 100 n. 1; 164. 2; 180; 221. 2; 404. 1. c.
wrôt, sf., 171 n. 1; 172.
wrôtan, sv., 396. 2. b.
wrums, see worism.
wucu, wfr., 71; 164. 2; 276 n. 3. a; 278 n. 1.
wudu, sm., 71; 105. 1; 107 n. 3; 150 n. 5; 271 and n. 1, 2.
wuduwe, wfr., 71 and n. 1; 105. 1 and n. 1; 156. 4; 276 n. 3.
wuldian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 4.
wulf, sm., 55; 192. 1; 2 and n. 2; 239. 1. a.
Wulfhat, pr. n., 224.
Wulf(e)ig, pr. n., 263 n. 5.
wulc, wfr., 55; 95.
gewuna, adj., 291 n. 2.
wund, sf., 172; 254. 1.
wundian, wv., 411 n. 4; 414 n. 2, 4.
wundor, sn., 243. 3.
wundrian, wv., 411 n. 4; 412 n. 2, 5, 9, 11; 413 n. 6.
INDEX

wunian, wv., 70; 175 n.; 411 n. 5; 412 n. 10, 11; 413 n. 3; 416 n. 16.
wurd-, wuriotto, wurmas, wurms, wurste, wurt-, wurð(i)an, see wyrd, writ, wyrm, wurms, wiersta, wyrt-, weorð(i)an.
wuta, see witan.
wuton, int., 71; 105. 1; 172 n.
wutudlice, see witodlice.
wyduwe, wýel, wyht, wylewian, see wuduwe, wealh, weht, wielwan.
wylf, sf., 258. 2.
wyljan, see wielwan.
wyljen, adj., 95.
wyn(n), sf., 171 and n. 2; 269.
Wynnefeld, pr. n., 284 n. 7.
wynsumian, wv., 360 n. 3; 412 n. 11.
wyrc(e)an, wv., 164. 2; 356 n. 1; 358 n. 1; 360 n. 3; 407. 1 and n. 14.
forwyrc(e)an, wv., 407 n. 14.

wyreta, see wyrhta.
wyrd, sf., 72 n.; 172; 269 and n. 2.
forwyrd, sn., 267. b.
gewyrfeð, 3 sing., 371 n. 6.
áwyrg(e)an, wv., 405 n. 2.
gewyrht, snf., 267. b; 269 and n. 4.
wyrhta, wm., 221 n. 1, 2.
wyrian, see wierg(e)an.
wyrms, wyrmsan, see worsm, wyrsm.
wyrd, sf., 72 n.; 133. a; 265.
wyrp, sm., 266.
wyresta, wyrsan, see wierresta, wiersa, wiersian.
wyr-sman, wv., 185; 404. 1. c.
wyrst, sf., 179. 1.
wyr, sf., 72 n.; 269.
wyrt, sf., 72 n.; 269.
wyrtan, see wyrhta.
Wyrtgeorn, pr. n., 100 n. 3.
wyrd(e), see wierðe.
wytruma, wm., 231. 3.
wyrt(þ)un, sm., 231. 3.
wyse(e)an, wv., 186. 1 b; 405. 4. a and yuel, see yfel.
yfel, sn., 243. 2.
yfel, adj., 144. c; 194; 296 and n. 1, 2; 312.
yferra, comp., yfer-mest, sup., 314.
yfes, sf., 93. 1.
yfter, ylc, see æfter, ælc.
ymb(e), prep., 95 n. 2; 133 n. 1; 154; 190 n.
ymbhwyrt, -hweort, sm., 72 n.
Ýmest, sup., 222. 2; 314 and n. 3.
ymmon, sm., 141.
ynce (yndse, ynse, yntse), wfl., 95; 205.
a and n. 1, 2.
yppan, wv., 154; 359. 1 and n. 9; 405. 4.
Ýst, sf., 33. 1. b; 186. 1. b; 269.
áytan, wv., 6 n. 2.
Ýterra, comp., ýt(þ)emest, sup., 314 and n. 1.
Ýð, sf., 96. b; 258. 2.
Ýðian, wv., 412 n. 2.
Ýðæcan, see edðæcan.
wýsc(e)an, wv., 186. (e)an.
# BOOKS ON ENGLISH LITERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Mailing Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>Introduction to the Poetry of Robert Browning</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athenæum Press Series</td>
<td>26 volumes now ready</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin</td>
<td>Inflections and Syntax of Malory’s Morte d’Arthur</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellamy</td>
<td>Twelve English Poets</td>
<td>$.75</td>
<td>$.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browne</td>
<td>Shakspere’s Versification</td>
<td>$.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corson</td>
<td>Primer of English Verse</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>Notes on English Literature</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnett</td>
<td>Selections in English Prose from Elizabeth to Victoria</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayley</td>
<td>Classic Myths in English Literature</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayley and Scott</td>
<td>Literary Criticism</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>Hudson’s Essays on English Studies</td>
<td>$.75</td>
<td>$.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gummere</td>
<td>Handbook of Poetics</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson</td>
<td>Classical English Reader</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson</td>
<td>Life, Art, and Characters of Shakespeare (2 vols.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Shakespeare Note-Book</td>
<td>$.60</td>
<td>$.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>Beginnings of English Literature</td>
<td>$.90</td>
<td>$.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manly</td>
<td>English Poetry</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manly</td>
<td>English Prose</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxcy</td>
<td>Shakespeare’s Tragedy of Hamlet</td>
<td>$.45</td>
<td>$.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minto</td>
<td>Characteristics of the English Poets</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minto</td>
<td>Manual of English Prose Literature</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painter</td>
<td>Elementary Guide to Literary Criticism</td>
<td>$.90</td>
<td>$.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott and Long</td>
<td>English Poems from Chaucer to Kipling</td>
<td>$.90</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phelps</td>
<td>Beginnings of the English Romantic Movement</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saintsbury</td>
<td>Loci Critici. Passages Illustrative of Critical Theory and Practice Downward</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman</td>
<td>Analytics of Literature</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Synopsis of English and American Literature</td>
<td>$.80</td>
<td>$.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard English Classics</td>
<td>54 volumes now ready</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer</td>
<td>Best Elizabethan Plays</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Philosophy of English Literature</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester</td>
<td>Five Short Courses of Reading in English Literature (Revised Edition)</td>
<td>$.40</td>
<td>$.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GINN AND COMPANY PUBLISHERS
ALBION SERIES OF ANGLO-SAXON AND MIDDLE ENGLISH POETRY

Under the general editorship of JAMES WILSON BRIGHT, Professor of English Literature in Johns Hopkins University, and GEORGE LYMAN KITTREDGE, Professor of English in Harvard University.

THIS series is intended to be exhaustive for the Anglo-Saxon period, and will include the best portion of Middle English poetry up to (but not including) Chaucer. The texts have been critically edited with introductions, explanatory notes, and glossaries that adapt them to the practical needs of the class room.

THE CHRIST OF CYNEWULF. A Poem in Three Parts: The Advent, The Ascension, and The Last Judgment. Edited by ALBERT S. COOK, Professor of the English Language and Literature in Yale University. 8vo. Cloth. ciii + 294 pages. List price, $1.50; mailing price, $1.65.

THE SQUYR OF LOWE DEGRE. Edited by WILLIAM E. MEAD, Professor of the English Language in Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 8vo. Cloth. lxxxv + 111 pages. List price, $1.25; mailing price, $1.35.

ANDREAS AND THE FATES OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by GEORGE PHILIP KRAPP, Lecturer in English in Columbia University. 8vo. Cloth. lxxxi + 238 pages. List price, $2.00; mailing price, $2.15.

THE SEVEN SAGES OF ROME. Edited by KILLIS CAMPBELL, Instructor in English in the University of Texas. 8vo. Cloth.

The following volumes are in preparation: the Cædmonian “Christ and Satan,” edited by Professor E. M. Brown, of the University of Cincinnati; the Cædmonian “Exodus,” edited by Professor James W. Bright, with a Glossary by Professor Morgan Callaway, Jr., of the University of Texas; the Cædmonian “Genesis,” edited by Professor F. A. Blackburn, of the University of Chicago; the Middle English “Harrowing of Hell,” edited by Professor W. H. Hulme, of the Western Reserve University; the Cynewulfian “Riddles of the Exeter Book,” edited by Professor Frederick Tupper, Jr., of the University of Vermont; the Cynewulfian “Elene,” edited by Professor Frederick Klaeber, of the University of Minnesota; the Middle English “Pearl,” edited by Professor O. F. Emerson, of the Western Reserve University.
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